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Entrance of the main building at Glen Springs, high above Lake Seneca and overlooking the bead of the Lake at Watkins Glen, N. Y. 

THE GLEN SPRINGS ESTATE 

The Story of the Famous Mineral Springs Health Resort, its Luxurious 

Accommodations, Baths, Golf Links and Farm 

By HAROLD G. GULLIVER 

THE very pleasant and salubrious habit of "tak- 
ing the baths" has been indulged in by European 
royalty for many years. Lately many wealthy 

and prominent Americans have taken to this custom en- 
thusiastically, especially since they have found in their 
own country the most complete and finest resort of its 
kind in the world. This is the Glen Springs, situated at 
the famous Watkins Glen 
in the heart of the beautiful 
Finger Lake section of New 
York and overlooking Lake 
Seneca. 

This may seem at first 
blush an extravagant state- 
ment but, when one com- 
prehends all the advantages 
of this resort, the reason- 
ableness of it is apparent. It 
is the only place on this con- 
tinent where Nauheim baths 
are given with a natural 
brine. Considering the cli- 
mate, the topography, the 
natural scenery, the accom- 
modations, the manifold 
kinds of recreation, the med- 

ical attention and the big farm which supplies the finest 
of foodstuffs for the table, you will find the Glen 
Springs unsurpassed. 

The Glen Springs property is located on a lofty hill 
overlooking the little village of Watkins Glen, New 
York, which nestles at the foot of lovely Lake Seneca. 
The Glen Springs is easy to reach from all the big cen- 

ters of population. It is two 
hundred and seventy-six 
miles by automobile from 
New York City by way of 
the Delaware Water Gap 
where one strikes one hun- 
dred and thirteen miles of 
perfect road called the 
Lackawanna Trail. From 
where the trail ends at Bing- 
hamton one drives to Owego 
whence two roads lead to the 
Glen Springs, one via El- 
mira, and the other via Can- 
dor, Spencer, and Cayuta. 

The road from Phila- 
delphia and Southern cities 
may follow either the Lack- 
awanna or the Susquehanna Glen Kissingen, one of the five mineral springs 
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THE GLEN SPRINGS ESTATE 

trails. V isitors from New England may cross the Hud- 
son River at Bear Mountain, Kingston, or Albany and 
pick up either the Liberty Highway or the Iroquois 
Trail. Coming from Buffalo and Rochester there are 
good roads on either the Onondaga or the Iroquois 
Trail: 

No' fewer than five railroads serve the visitor to 
Watkins Glen. The Pennsylvania runs through trains 
direct to the Glen from Philadelphia, Baltimore, and 
Washington. The New York Central has a station there, 
connection being made with the main line at Geneva 
and Lyons. Three miles from the Glen is Burdett, a 
station on the main line of the Lehigh Valley. You may 
go via either the Lackawanna or the Erie to Elmira, 
transferring there to the Elmira division of the Pennsyl- 
vania or taking a bus direct to the Glen. Or, if guests 
desire to be met at Elmira, Ithaca, or any other point, 
the management will gladly send a Pierce-Arrow limou- 
sine at a reasonable charge. 

Because of its most extraordinary healthful climate 
the Glen Springs has no "season" and is open the year 
round. The temperature is mild and the air is dry. 

part of the famous Watkins Glen 

Its nearness to Lake Seneca gives the Glen Springs 
climatic advantages of inestimable value. This is the 
coldest lake in North America, and one of the deepest. 
Because of its great depth it was frozen over but twice 
in the last century. The water is so cold that evapora- 
tion is slight. For that reason there is little humidity 
and no fog. Seneca is the largest of the Finger Lakes, 
being thirty-six miles long and from two to five miles 
wide. It is fed from deep, high-pressure springs and, at 
a depth of two hundred feet, has a uniform temperature 
of 7° above freezing. Its open waters make the Glen 
Springs an ideal year-round resort, for it is always cool 
in the summer and mild in the winter. Over a period of 
twenty years the mean temperature of mid-winter has 
been 23°, and for mid-summer 69.8°. The mean monthly 
total precipitation during the same period and for the 
same seasons was respectively l.i and 3.9 inches. All 
these figures are taken from the records of the United 
States Weather Bureau Station in this vicinity. It has 
been further observed that, unlike most lake regions, 
this locality has a remarkably large number of clear, 
sunny days during the autumn, winter, and spring. 

Watkins Glen 

Within a few miles are Hector Falls 
and Sullivan Falls, named after General 
Sullivan of Revolutionary War fame. 
Within five minutes walk of Glen 
Springs is Watkins Glen, an unusually 
interesting geological phenomenon and 
one of the scenic wonders of the world. 
The Glen is the product of centuries of 
slow erosion. It cuts through a large hill 
on the shore of Seneca Lake. It is a suc- 
cession of high waterfalls, lace-like cas- 
cades, roaring cataracts and deep, quiet 
pools. Cement paths and railings have 
been built so that the stream may be fol- 
lowed in all its vagaries. Some years ago 
the Glen became the property of the 
State of New York and is maintained as 
a public park. 

Large Private Park 

The Glen Springs Estate includes one 
thousand acres of which over two hun- 
dred constitute one of the finest parks 
imaginable, with huge trees, a wide 
variety of shrubs and a carefully tended 
expanse of lawn. There are many miles 
of carefully constructed walks and trails. 
The woods are posted against shooting 
as are a thousand acres of the adjoining 
terrain. All the paths are graded and 
measured, with signs at frequent inter- 
vals indicating the elevation and dis- 
tance from the hotel. The park is a 
haven for birds and other varieties of 
wild life. At frequent intervals along the 
cool, shaded paths are benches and 
kiosks for those who desire to rest or 
admire any one of the countless views of 
the greensward, the gorge, or Lake 
Seneca and the opposite shore with its 
pattern of woodland, cleared fields, and 
orchards. 
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The Main Building 

Of the group of buildings housing the activities 
at Glen Springs, the main one furnishes accom- 
modations for several hundred guests. In this build- 
ing over one hundred rooms have private baths 
and every room has a long distance telephone. 
Built at a period when spaciousness was in order, 
all the rooms are generously proportioned and high 
ceilinged. 

The first floor is devoted to reception and loung- 
ing rooms and these are so many in number and so 
spacious as to ensure the utmost of freedom and 
comfort for the guests. Besides the main lounge 
with its great wood fireplace, there is a music room, 
fern room, office, lobby, card room, writing room, 
and billiard and pool room. 

Besides the main building there are cottages for 
guests who desire the utmost privacy. These cot- 
tages are in direct communication with the main 
building and occupants have the same degree of 
service. 

Perfectly Appointed 

The Glen Springs Estate has been constructed 
with thorough-going craftsmanship. This is no 
more apparent than in its appointments for the 
comfort of guests. The menus are prepared by an 
expert in such a way that the dietary requirements 
of each guest are met in the most pleasant and 
healthful manner, and with a great variety of 
foodstuffs. From the big Terryberry Farm comes 
golden Guernsey milk, cream, and butter, rich in 
vitamines and food value, appetizing and palat- 
able. Succulent, fresh vegetables in great abund- 
ance and variety are brought directly from the 
farm to the table. The highest quality of fresh 
fruits and berries, both home grown and tropical, 
are served continuously in season. The famous 
Seneca Lake trout makes a dainty and welcome ad- 
dition to the menu. Eggs never more than 24 
hours old, and fresh killed poultry are supplied 
by the Poultry Farm. 

In the spacious, airy dining room the tables are 
placed at intervals to ensure privacy for the guests. 
Spotless napery, gleaming silver and glassware, 
bright colored flowers from the Estate gardens 
form a cheery and attractive setting. The quality 
and variety of foods and the cuisine make it com- 
parable only to a complete and well-ordered coun- 
try estate. The Glen Springs Estate is as nearly 
self-sustaining as possible in the way of foodstuffs. 

Recreation Facilities 

The Glen Springs offers a diversity of recreation 
to satisfy every need and mood. The park affords 
secluded trails both for walking and riding. In 
addition to the well-kept tennis courts there is a 
golf course with velvet-like putting greens. The 
course has enough traps and hazards to make it 
interesting to the expert, and still it is not too diffi- 
cult for the average player. It lies within the park 
and the first tee is only two hundred feet from the 
main entrance. It is an undulating course against 
a background of wooded hills, and from nearly 
every part of it there are beautiful vistas of Lake 

Watkins Glen is one of the world's most famous show places. Caused by the 
erosion of a stream through strata of rock of varying degrees of hardness 

"This is a wondrous sight 
And mocks all human grandeur." 

—Percy Bysshe Shelley 
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Seneca. Nearby are neatly kept 
greens for putting, clock golf, 
and miniature golf; also a 
croquet ground. Lake Seneca 
provides boating and fishing 
and-one may swim in the spring 
water of the Glen Springs pool. 
Lovers of such winter sports as 
coasting, skating, and skiing 
may enjoy these to their utmost. 

A Famous Health Resort 

As delightful as the Glen 
Springs is as a place for rest 
and recreation its real signifi- 
cance is as a health resort. With 
a resident medical staff of three 
highly skilled physicians and 
expert attendants, with the 
waters of five springs whose 
therapeutic value has been at- 
tested to by leading medical 
authorities, with the elaborately 
complete equipment for all 
kinds of diagnoses and treat- 
ments and with its natural en- 
vironmental advantages, it is not surprising that the 
Glen Springs has a most enviable record of results ac- 
complished in the treatment of difficult cases. To the 
layman, it is at first somewhat bewildering in its com- 
plexity of detail. Every modern therapy of sound and 
proven value is made use of. The main method of treat- 

The coming of spring on the Glen Springs Estate 

ment, of course, is the Nauheim 
baths, to which the others are 
accessory. 

Glen Springs Preferable to 
Foreign Resorts 

With such a perfectly equip- 
ped establishment easily ac- 
cessible to inhabitants of 
North America it would be 
unwise for them to go abroad 
for this treatment. Aside from 
the hardships of the trip there 
is the difficulty in language and 
customs. Moreover, when one 
is not well it eases the mind to 
be near home, in the familiar 
American environment and with 
the kind of food and cooking to 
which one is accustomed. 

At the Glen Springs the baths 
are directly connected with the 
main building, thus obviating 
the necessity of walking a pos- 
sibly fatiguing distance and of 
dressing in the baths. More- 

oxer, the patient is under the constant and immediate 
supervision of the medical staff. 

The Nauheim Spring, besides being so rich in salts, is 
constantly radioactive, and to a high degree according 
to the reports of Prof. John S. Shearer of the Depart- 
ment of Physics at Cornell University. When carbon- 

Looking across Lake Seneca from Terryberry Farm showing the topography of the region 
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Number 3 Tee. Looking down the fairway of the Glen Springs Golf Course 

ated baths are desired, artificial carbonation is resorted 
to by a method which ensures absolutely uniform re- 
sults. 

Besides the Nauheim Spring, there are four others 
with valuable medicinal properties and which are used 
for drinking purposes. The Deer Lick Spring brings 
forth clear, bright, sparkling waters, the therapeutic 
value of which has been rec- 
ognized since it was discovered 
by the first settlers. It has all 
the valuable properties of the 
famous continental springs 
and, according to good author- 
ity, is superior to any of these 
for drinking purposes. There 
are waters richer in salts, but 
these have to be diluted to the 
salt content of the blood be- 
fore using, whereas the Deer 
Lick Spring sparkles from 
the earth at just the proper 
strength and is besides rich in 
carbonic acid gas which is the 
foundation of every really 
good spring water. The waters 
of Deer Lick are used to cor- 
rect disorders of the digestive 
tract and to increase the num- 
ber of red corpuscles. It has 
proven a valuable tonic as 
well in chronic kidney diseases. 

Experimental drilling in 
1907 at the depth of 150 feet 
through rock brought in the 
Glen Kissingen Spring. The 
waters from this spring have 
been found valuable in the 
treatment of gout of a chronic 
nature.    It   is furthermore Apple tree in blossom in Glen Springs Park 

proven beneficial in cases of chronic catarrhal conditions 
of the stomach, intestines, and bile passages. 

The Salubria Spring comes out of the rock from a 
depth of 250 feet and in mineral content resembles the 
famous springs of Europe such as Vichy, Tachingen, 
and Blin. It is even more like the waters of Kissingen, 
Wiesbaden,   Baden-Baden,   Mondorf,  Constatt, and 

Sedan. It is also useful in 
catarrhal conditions of the di- 
gestive system and is also 
used in constipation and con- 
gestive conditions, obesity, 
gout, and rheumatism. 

Situated on the grounds 200 
feet higher than the buildings, 
is Senega Spring with a flow of 
more than 100,000 gallons a 
day. This supplies all water 
for general purposes to all the 
buildings, to which it is con- 
ducted from two large reser- 
voirs. Senega Spring gives 
further a delightful, pure, cold 
water in such abundance that 
all the ice used is made from 
it exclusively. With the in- 
comparable Nauheim Spring 
for bathing, the Deer Lick, 
Salubria, and Glen Kissingen 
for drinking, the Glen Springs 
is able to offer a matchless 
array of mineral waters. 

The Glen Springs numbers 
many prominent members of 
the medical profession among 
its best friends. Its own med- 
ical staff in residence makes 
the services of a physician 
available at any hour of the 

ADVERTISEMENT 
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day or night. These doctors observe the proper ethics of 
the medical profession in dealing with their patients 
and, indeed, regard them as still under the control of 
their regular doctor. When desired they keep the home 
physician constantly in touch with the condition of the 
patient and will gladly cooperate in every way possible. 
Their professional services are included in the rates. 

The Glen Springs is a strictly and exclusively Ameri- 
can plan establishment with the rates varying with the 
size and location of the room. For persons taking the 
cure, baths and treatments are included in the rate as 
well as the use of the golf course. Extra charges are 
made for the pharmacy, night attendants, meals served 
in the room and also for Fluoro-scopic, radiographic, 
electracardiographic, and certain laboratory examina- 
tions. The rates for those not taking the cure are dif- 
ferent and do not include medical attention or treat- 
ment. 

Terryberry Farm 

It has been the aim of the management from the very 
outset to leave nothing undone to complete the perfec- 
tion of the Glen Springs, and it was this desire that led 
to the establishment of Terryberry Farm. This is a prop- 
erty of six hundred acres of large, fertile fields adjoining 
the Glen Springs. It is devoted entirely to supplying the 
Glen Springs with an abundance of the finest quality of 

WOODLAND 

GOLDEN 

PRINCE 

OF SUNNY 

GABLES 

88457 

Born Jan. 8, 1923. Sire, Woodland's 
Kind Noble A.R.; Dam, Golden Prin- 
cess of Sunny Gables A.R. 14741. 
15,496 lbs. milk, 716.51 lbs. of butterfat 
7th place Class EE when made. 

fruits, vegetables, flowers, berries, and every foodstuff 
that may be grown in this climate. It makes it possible 
to serve a wide variety of top quality, fresh vegetables 
from the Farm to the table at all times. 

With quality in mind, the Guernsey breed was chosen, 
and a herd of about sixty is maintained. These cows 
give a milk averaging over 5% butterfat, of fine taste 
and flavor and of a beautiful golden color, this latter a 
characteristic only of the Guernsey breed. It is inspected 
regularly for tuberculosis and other bovine diseases and 
has a certificate from the Federal Government which 
makes it accredited free from tuberculosis. 

Considered from the viewpoint of the livestock 
fancier, the Terryberry herd is a collection of individ- 
uals which, from the standpoint of pedigree, size, pro- 
duction, and type, are representative of the best in the 
Guernsey breed. The herd as a whole is outstanding for 
its large size, ruggedness, and constitutional vigor. In 
blood lines the predominating strain is the May Rose, 
by all odds the world's leading family of Guernsey cat- 
tle. Advanced Register testing is carried on in a most 
sensible manner. Its object is to determine the produc- 
tion of the animal under healthful and practical farm 
conditions rather than forcing her by over-feeding and 
pampering into making a large and meaningless record 
and with the possibility of breaking down the cow's 
health in the process of so doing. 

Ruby of Terryberry The Bulrushes Peg 0' My Heart 

16-/ ADVERTISEMENT 



TERRY'BERRY GUERNSEYS 

TERRYBERRY 

WARRIOR 

106831 

Dropped Dec. 3, 1924. Sire, Redrock 
Topsy Boy; Dam, Highland Heiress 
which in Class G—203 days produced 
6,311.4 lbs. of milk, 248.9 lbs. of butterfat 

The Farm supplies the best quality of hay and other 
roughage and two big, hollow tile silos ensure a supply 
of succulent feed during the winter months. 

The Guernsey Herd is managed along sound and con- 
servative policies. The beginner's mistakes have been 
made, the losses written off and forgotten, but not for- 
gotten are the lessons learned. Constant improvement 
has been brought about by culling, selection, and breed- 
ing. The reproductive vigor and breeding health of the 
animals is safeguarded with the greatest care. Every 
cow is milked twice a day and is bred without undue 
waiting after lactation which is Nature's way, and the 
best one, after all, for the health of the animal. Cows 
showing promise of high production are put on Ad- 
vanced Register test in the Triple Letter or Farmer's 
Class of the American Guernsey Cattle Club. Besides 
the milking herd, there are a lot of very attractive 
heifers coming along from calf size up. Most of these 
are daughters of the senior herd sire, Woodland Prince 
of Sunny Gables. They are characterized by straight 
backs, long level rumps, capacious middles, strong "feed- 
ing" heads, and growthiness. Environmental conditions 
here make for the growth of large, strong, and vigorous 
animals. There is an abundance of good pasture which, 
with plenty of home grown alfalfa, gives strong bone 
and substance to the growing ones. The cattle are kept 
out of doors as much as possible and when in the barn 

are protected from foul air and drafts alike by a 
patented ventilating system. 

This is a herd of "working" Guernseys and the ones 
that do not produce at a reasonable profit are rigidly 
eliminated. You will find quite a few remarkably good 
udders as you walk along through the barn. They are 
"milky" looking cows and while not in show condition 
are thrifty and sleek in appearance. 

The senior herd sire, Woodland Prince of Sunny 
Gables, is a good representative specimen of the breed. 
Of good size, he has a straight top line, good heart 
girth, and is specially good at both ends. His long 
neck and strong crest give an air of impressive mas- 
culinity. 

It is planned to maintain a milking herd of around 
thirty cows. These, with the herd bull and young stock, 
bring the total to between fifty-five and sixty. The 
blood lines predominating in this herd are those which 
come through the senior herd sire, Woodland Golden 
Prince of Sunny Gables, and he is represented by about 
twenty daughters. It might be well, therefore, to note 
something of the breeding of this bull. On both sides of 
his pedigree he is line bred May Rose tracing three 
times to Imp. King of the May, twice to Dolly Dimple's 
May King of Langwater, twice to Imp. Golden Secret, 
and four times to Imp. Itchen Daisy III, and he traces 
to all four of these animals on both sides. His sire is 

Bridget of Terrvbcrrv The Bulrushes Mary 

ADVERTISEMENT 
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Haying time at Terryberry harm. The cattle are fed the best of borne grown rougbaf. 

Woodland's King Noble A.R. among whose daughters 
is Jenny Robena of Dunferline who made a record 
among the class leaders of 14,105.1 lbs. of milk, 655.75 
lbs. of fat, Class CC. Woodland's King Noble is by 
Itchen Daisy's May King of Langwater which sold for 
$20,000. He was a son of 
Imp. Itchen Daisy III and 
a full brother to Ne Plus 
Ultra A.R. Itchen Daisy's 
May King of Langwater 
had twenty-three A.R. 
daughters and twelve A.R. 
sons. The dam of Woodland 
Golden Prince of Sunny 
Gables is Golden Princess of 
Sunny Gables A. R. 14741. 
She made the seventh high- 
est record in Class EE, pro- 
ducing 15,496 lbs. of milk, 
716.51 lbs. of butterfat. She 
is a granddaughter of Lang- 
water Pencoyd A.R., 17 
A.R. daughters and 7 A.R. 
sons. Langwater Pencoyd is 
a half brother to Itchen 
Daisy's May King of Lang- 
water, both being by Dolly 
Dimple's May King of 
Langwater. So you see that 
Woodland Golden Prince of 
Sunny Gables is really bred in the purple, tracing as he 
does to some of the very greatest of the Langwater May 
Rose Guernseys, cows that have made Guernsey history 
at the pail and in the sale ring, and bulls famous the 
world over where Guernsey cattle are bred 

Terryberry Registered Guernseys 
Accredited for 

dropped January 8, 1923, and was bred by H. E. Bab- 
cock, Ithaca, New York. 

The junior herd sire, Terryberry Warrior, was drop- 
ped on the place December 3, 1924. On his dam's side he 
traces to such famous animals as Langwater Warrior 

which sold for SI 5,000, 
Langwater Monarch A.R., 
Pride of Birth, one of the 
greatest cows of the breed 
who made 12,943.5 lbs. of 
milk, 641.12 lbs. of fat and 
gave birth to no less than 
eight A.R. daughters and 
two A.R. sons, and Imp. 
Billy's France, seven A.R. 
daughters. On his sire's side 
Terryberry Warrior is a 
grandson of that famous 
imported cow, Topsy of 
Goodnestone, which made 
8,036.9 lbs. of milk, 465.07 
lbs. of fat, Class C, 13,104.1 
lbs. of milk, 713.26 lbs. of 
fat, Class A. She was a 
granddaughter of Galaxy's 
Sequel, 54 A.R. daughters, 
34 A.R. sons. The very top 
line of the pedigree traces 
to the well-known English 
cow, Rose des Houards 

36th, dam of three A. R. daughters. 
For information concerning rates, prices, and pedigrees for animals 

write 

THE GLEN SPRINGS 
e Was    WATKINS GLEN    Wm. M. Leffingwell, President    NEW YORK 

in pasture. The herd 
Tuberculosis 

Federal 
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Ail Unusual Opportunity 

Maryland 
High over the notable Green Spring Valley, a distance of but eight miles, and an 

easy thirty minutes from the heart of the City of Baltimore- one mile from northern 
City line. 

"FORT GARRISON FARM" 
A restful homy place, reminiscent of Maryland's early history, and with assured 

growing investment value. 
Long in the family of the late Charles Moore, this beautiful farm, 269 acres of fertile, 

well watered and partly wooded land, binding on Stevenson Road, Baltimore County, 
is tendered for sale. Pleasantly rolling lands, with deep rich soil, easy of cultivation 
and quickly to grass, renders it attractive for farming, and ideal for golf. 

A fine old stone house, with spacious grounds—ready to respond to the genius of 
the architect and the landscape artist. 

On this farm close to Manor House stands the original quaint fort where in Colonial 
days was stationed the garrison to protect Baltimore against the Indians. 

Here is the dual opportunity for a delightful home, and a sound investment. 
Inspection by appointment. 

MAURY, DONNELLY, WILLIAMS & PARR 
Real Estate 

Commerce and Water Streets Baltimore, Md. 
Telephone—Plaza 4625 Cable Address "Mauparr" 

^IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII^ 

1713 I 

A Maryland Estate | 

WONDERFUL WATERFRONT 

Priced at $30,000 j 

|   Authentic Antiques Available | 
to Furnish House | 

I SHORE ESTATES, Inc.   Easton, Md. 1 

^iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiil 

SALT WATER-FRONT PROPERTIES 
In Talbot County, Maryland 
"The Venice of America" 

Health Center of Atlantic Seaboard. Fish, oyster, crabs, wild fowl. 
County has more miles of shore line than any other county in U. S. 
Excellent yacht harbors. 

MORRIS BROS. 
Phones 67 or 53 St. Michaels, Maryland 

Waterfront Estates of Distinction 
Colonial Properties of Historical Note 

Shooting Preserves and High Class Inland Farms. 
Catalogue and Lists Free. 

Real Estate Department, 
EASTERN SHORE TRUST COMPANY 

Cambridge, Maryland 

Beautiful Country Estate 
Large old colonial brick mansion recently remodeled and equipped with 
all modern conveniences, surrounded by large grassy lawn containing 
beautiful old trees.   Three-car garage, two good tenant houses, barn, 
granaries and other out-buildings. 400 acres, located on paved state high- 
way, soil very fertile and in high state of cultivation, now making good interest on asking price. 

JOHN H. CHAMBERS 
CENTREVILLE, MD. 

MAINE MAINE 

FOR SALE 

Solidly Built Summer 

Residence 
290 Ft. Ocean Front, Magni- 
ficent Cliffs at York, Maine 

25 Miles from Ogunquit. Most desirable 
neighborhood, adjoining land of Episcopal 
Church and Bald Head Cliff, near golf links, 
ji acres of land, delightful garden, garage. 
House has handsome paneling, hardwood 
floors, 2 baths, electric lights, telephone, wide 
veranda, and 2 screened porches. Address 

M. C. SWETT 
71 Upland Road Brookline, Mass. 

MICHIGAN MICHIGAN MICHIGAN 
|IIIIIIIIINIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII I I Illlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll I Illllllllllllllll 

I Good Trout Fishing 

257 Acre Farm and Lake 

I Completely furnished cottage on the shore 
I of the lake, in a beautiful setting of orna' 
I mental trees and shrubs. 

j Trout lake with naturally fed fish up to 
I over 2 lbs.   Complete trout hatchery, 
I spawning beds, concrete isolation pools, 
I etc., with over half million fry and finger- 
1 lings. 

I Located at Williamsburg, Michigan, about 
I 12 miles from Traverse City, on Pere 
I Marquette R. R. 

I Full information, price, etc. from 

DETROIT, MICHIGAN 
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PADDOCK, RINGSIDE, and BYRE 

By HAROLD G. GULLIVER 

THE annual meeting of the 
American Guernsey Cattle Club 
will be held at the Hotel Con- 

gress, Chicago, 111., on May 16th. 
On the day following the National 
Guernsey sale will be held at Hinsdale, 
111. Charles L. Hill of Rosendale, Wis., 
is sales manager and writes me that the 
following gentlemen have consigned 
cattle: F. L. Ames, North Easton, 
Mass., W. H. Williams, Lyon Moun- 
tain, N. Y., Emmadine Farm, Hopewell 
Jet., N. Y., W. W. Marsh, Waterloo, 
la., Janon Fisher, Eccleston, Md., 
Louis Merryman, Sparks, Md., R. A. 
Turlington, Melfa, Va., W. A. Hill, 730 
17th St., Washington, D. C, P. W. 
Browning, Riverdale, Md., L. W. 
Benedict, Marengo, O., Mrs. J. F. 
Miller, Sharon Center, O., Mrs. 
Minnie W. Miller,Wendell, Ida., Louis 
Emmons, Swarthmore, Pa., Ward 
Acre Farm, New Rochelle, N. Y., 
Birchfield Farm, South Dartmouth, 
Mass., Dellwood Farm, Mt. Kisco, 
N. Y., F. W. Corey & Son, Newburgh, 
N. Y., George White, Coxsackie, N. Y., 
L. S. White, Cairo, N. Y., Harry 
Bailey, Mt. Tremper, N. Y., John W. 
Hollis, Hornell, N. Y., George W. 
Barrett, Andover, N. Y., Taber & 
Mignin, Castile, N. Y., St. James Farm, 
Naperviile, 111., Chicago Guernsey 
Farm, Hinsdale, 111., Four Pine Farm, 
Hinsdale, 111., Paul Dunsha, Medina, 
O., Myron A. Wick, Chagrin Falls, O., 
Corium Farm, Fond du Lac, Wis., 
L. E. Gordon, Nelsonville, Wis., 
Matt Domaszek, Amherst Jet., Wis., 
Aug. Johank, Moquah, Wis., Shorewood 
Farm, Crystal Bay, Minn., Brookland- 
wood Farm, Brooklandville, Md., 
Burnside Farm, Eccleston, Md., A. L. 
Gile, Chinook, Wash., Larson Canning Co., 
Green Bay, Wis., Elgercon Farm, Willoughby, 
O., Gayoso Farm, Horn Lake, Miss., G. A. 
Cluett, Williamstown, Mass., Walter Matthys, 
Barron, Wis., A. C. Wadley, New Market, 
N. J., Halfred Farms, Chagrin Falls, O., 
Martindale Farms, St. Catharines, Ont., John 
L. Waddell, Deerheld, 111. 

QN THURSDAY, May 24th, Louis Merry- 
man disperses the Penncrest Farm 

Guernseys, property of Walter Smedley, Esq., 
Media, Pa. This will change the date of Mr. 
Merryman's semi-annual sale at Trenton, 
N. J., and he reports that the following breeders 
will consign: H. F. Andrus, Millerton, N. Y., 
Miss Caroline Archer, Reading, Pa., Charles 
Cleveland, Eatontown, N. J., Mrs. Chas. P. 
Davis, Berwyn, Pa., A. J. Fell, Lansdale, 
Pa., Stanley Frazier, Earleville, Md., Howard 
Heinz, Sharpsburg, Pa., Mrs. Paul Moore, 

Convent, N. J., Elmer Neice, French- 
town, N. J., S. C. Price. Hazelton, Pa., 
I. W. Roberts. Bala, Pa., N. A. Sher- 
man, Plympton, Mass.. F. G. Tomson, 
Devon, Pa., Willow Brook Farm, 
Churchville, Pa., Louis Emmons, 
Swarthmore Pa., H. W. Leeds, Haddon 
Hall, Atlantic City, N. J. 

01 

Purebred Hereford cattle in pasture at Brookfield Farm, Durham, Connecticut 

Left to right , Gay Sumac, eighteen years old, has had a calf every year 
and is the dam of three A. R. cows and two A. R. sons; next, her daughter 
Bell of Rockingham, fourteen years old, three A. R. daughters and one 
A. R. son; next, two of Bell's calves which are brother and sister to Rock- 
ingham May which sold for §6,8oo. Owned by D. G. Tenney, New York 

N WEDNESDAY, May 23rd, 
there will be a consignment sale 

at Trenton at the Interstate Fair 
Grounds, and drafts have been made 
from the herds of Mr. R. Lawrence 
Benson, of Coventry Farm, Princeton, 
N. J., Mr. J. L. Hope, Madison, 
N. J., Mr. Daniel G. Tenney of New 
York City, and Mr. Arthur H. Wadley 
of New York City. Mr. Benson is put- 
ting in sixteen head including three 
young A. R. cows, bred and open 
heifers, and three young bulls. Of 
special interest is a young bull out of 
Blossom of Bowwod, she being highest 
tested daughter of Ne Plus Ultra. 
The sire is Imp. Coventry Valentine's 
Honour. Another bull is by Honoria's 
Sequel Slogan out of Florham Bright, 
another daughter of Ne Plus Ultra 
with a 746-pound record. The third 
youngster is a son of Heaume's Myrtle 
and is by Sailor Lad V of the Fontaines 
and he out of Fanny of Le Port, which 
has an Island record of 740 pounds. 
Heaume's Myrtle is now on re-test and 
will make around 700 pounds. There 
will be two A. R. Daughters of Imp. 
Coventry Valentine's Honour, daugh- 
ters of Sailor Lad V of the Fontaines. 
Mr. Tenney is sending about ten of 
the best breeding and type. There will 
be daughters and line-bred grand- 
daughters of his great breeding bull 

Langwater Holliston and breeders will have 
an opportunity to get some of this extremely 
valuable blood at their own prices. 

Mr. J. L. Hope is consigning eighteen head 
of which fifteen are of his own breeding. Of 
the five mature cows, four either have records 
or are on test. Of the fifteen females there is 
one daughter of Noble Peer, Mr. Hope's son 
of Ne Plus Ultra. There are four daughters of 
Majesty of Linda Vista and two daughters of 
Florham Ultra Don. There will be three 
young bulls sold, one a son of Langwater 
Archer, another a grandson of the leading 
cow in DD, and the third is by Mr. Hope's 
imported sire, Maybell Souvenir. Mr. Hope 
is considered by many to have bred more 
good Guernsey cattle than any other man. 
Some of the greatest blood of the breed has 
come from Florham Farm. Mr. Hope's offer- 
ing this year will be up to his usual high 
standard of excellence. Just what Mr. Wadley 

Left. Rilma of Bayclifs, a 
Guernsey cow with a splendid 
A. R. record, the properly of 
Laura G. Kaufman, Aew 

York City 

Right.    U'aynedale King, 
grand    champion Belgian 
stallion at the International; 

owned by Evert King 
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Quality Guernseys At Auction 

MAY 22nd to 25th Inclusive 

48 BULLS 123 COWS 111 HEIFERS 

DAYLO Yule-tide 126293 
Advanced Register Records: u,353.3 lbs. milk, 644.1 lbs fat (Class D). 
on re-entry test and in 295 days has produced 9,964.9 lbs. milk, 539.21 
lbs. fat (Class A). Reserve Jr. Champion National Dairy Show, 1925. 
Her full sister will be offered at Trenton, N. J. on May 22nd. 

GERAR CHALLENGER 122559 
A son of Cherub's Royal Challenger of Shorewood and Gerar Fanny 
102547 (727.2 lbs. fat Class A). Traces ten times to May Rose 2d, f 
brother to Gerar Fanny 2d 157603, sold for $7,600. He will be offered 
at Timonium, Maryland, on May 25th. 

FLORHAM FANTASIA 189715 
A Daughter of Florham Majestic and Florham Fantasy (A. R. 11337) 
473.83 lbs. fat (Class FF).   Now on Advanced Register Test in Class F 
and consigned by Joseph L. Hope to the Coventry-Florham-Rockingham- 
Wendmere Sale, Trenton, N. J., May 23rd. 

BRANFORD FOREMOST FAITHFUL 89897 (A. R. 11787) 
Advanced Register Records: 7,514.2 lbs. milk, 417.8 lbs. fat (Class G); 
11,316.9 lbs. milk, 626.89 lbs. fat (Class D). Three quarters sister to 
Langwater Phyllis. She will be offered at the Fenncrest Dispersal, 
Media, Penna., May 24th. 

TRENTON, N. J. 

MAY 22nd 

TRENTON, N. J. 
MAY 23rd 

MEDIA, PENNA. 
MAY 24th 

TIMONIUM, MD. 
MAY 25th 

A quality consignment sale—75 heaa: 16 bulls—30 cows—29 heifers—800 lb. A. R. cow—a 
daughter of Langwater Laughter—3 daughters of Langwater Foremost—3 daughters of Lang- 
water Music's Dimple King including an own sister to Daylo Yule-tide. 

The Annual Coventry-Florham-Rockingham-Wendmere Sale—55 head offered all negative to 
the agglutination Blood Test for Contagious Abortion. 

Dispersal Sale of Penncrest Guernseys—Walter Smedley Prop.—62 head: 2 aged bulls (with 
900 lb. dams)—4 bull calves—34 cows many A. R.—22 heifers. 

Louis Merryman's 18th Semi-Annual Sale—90 head: 17 bulls—33 cows—40 heifers. A feature 
the dispersal of the Laurel Brook Herd, Fallston, Maryland, descended from five heifers pur- 
chased in 1921—A son of Langwater Steadfast and 20 of his daughters. 

For Catalogues Write: 

The Herrick-Merryman Sales Co. Sparks, Maryland 
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is sending to the sale, deponent 
not knowing cannot state. Mr. 
Benson tells me, however, that 
Mr. Wadley is putting in some 
very nice young imported females. 

'"THERE will be another Na- 
tional Jersey sale this year on 

June 7th at Trenton, N. J., Mr. 
J. E. Morris, Westerville, O., is 
the sales manager and expects to 
have an even better offering than 
last year. 

/TVHE distinction of having more 
tested daughters than any 

other Jersey sire in the world 
belongs to Meridale Farms of 
Meredith. N. Y. Dairylike Ma- 
jesty now has 125 daughters that 
have official production records 
which entitle them to entry in the 
Register of Merit of the American 
Jersey Cattle Club, New York. 
This breeders' association has awarded him 
both a gold and a silver medal in recognition 
of the outstanding records made by his daughters. 
Dairylike Majesty is the sire of Dairylike Madcap, 
the superb producer which holds the national 
championship for imported Jersey cows. She has 
two official 365-day records averaging 956.80 
pounds of butterfat and 15,302 pounds of milk. The 
merit of Dairylike Majesty may be judged by the 
fact that his 125 daughters made records which aver- 
age 525.85 pounds of butterfat. The average pro- 
duction of all dairy cows in the United States is 180 
pounds of butterfat, so the daughters of Dairylike 
Majesty yield about three times as much as the 
average cow. This is a great achievement when we 
consider that almost all of his daughters have been 
tested. It is to sires of the calibre of Dairylike 
Majesty that we must look for improvement in the 
average dairy cattle of the United States. This re- 
markable bull will exert a profound influence for 
the better as his blood becomes widely dis- 
seminated through his offspring. 

j\/TR. WILLIAM B. WARD, owner of the 
famous Ward Acres Guernseys at New 

Rochelle, N. Y.. made a gift of a herd of ten 
Guernseys consisting of a bull, two cows, and 
seven heifers to the Very Reverend Father 
C. M. Chambon, Pastor of the Ascension 
Catholic Church, Donaldsonville, La. This 
will be a foundation herd of the new dairy 
industry of Louisiana and the herd will be 
used for the welfare of the people in the 
state, and will foster the dairy industry 
in this section. It is a herd of superior 
ancestry and quality and includes a nice 
imported cow, Nellie of the Haut. The 
bull is Cheerful of Ward Acres, a son of 
Albamont Defender out of Sherwood Cheer- 
ful which made 10,998 pounds of milk and 

she produced, with calf, 603.74 
pounds of butterfat and 12,431 
pounds of milk in a test started 
when she was three years and two 
months of age. Her sire is Jewel's 
Bertha's Torono and her dam is 
Dolly's Diamond Lily. 

M! 

Pedigreed Aberdeen-Angus cattle in pasture at Mr. 
Oakleigh Thome's Briarclif Farm, Pine Plains, N. Y. 

566 pounds of fat. Such philanthropy will have 
a practical and far reaching effect, spreading out 
and becoming more and more valuable as the 
years go on. 

'"PHE purebred Jersey cow, Idaho Diamond Lily, 
has completed another official production test 

and has established a new junior four-year-old 305- 
day record for Idaho. Lily's owner, Ambrose P. 
Johnson of Meridian, Ida., started her on this 
latest test when she was four years and five months 
of age. In 305 days she yielded 462.86 pounds of 
butterfat and 9.561 pounds of milk on two milkings 
per day In her best month her production reached 
66.38 pounds of butterfat. With this record she 
supersedes Lady's Sophie Winona, which held this 
age class championship with a record of 403.34 
pounds of butterfat and 8,071 pounds of milk. Idaho 
Diamond Lily won a silver medal and the junior 
three-year-old 365-day championship for Idaho when 

The grand champion steer at the International—a Short- 
horn cross-bred owned by the University of California 

R. ROBERT HAFER, of 
Hebron, Ky., is the owner of 

Nelliedale, a purebred Jersey cow 
which has completed a splendid 
365-day official production record. 
In 365 days she produced 810.15 
pounds of butterfat and 15.627 
pounds of milk. Her yield was 
uniformly high throughout the 
test, falling below the 60 pounds 
of butterfat in only one complete 
month of the test. In her best 
month her yield was 83.27 pounds 
of butterfat. When she was tested 
in   junior   two-year-old form, 
Nelliedale produced 427.70 

pounds of butterfat and 7,917 pounds of milk 
in 365 days. Her sire is Fancy's Red Flag, and 
her dam is the Register of Merit cow, Nellie of 
Locustdale. 

OEBBLE Hill Plantation at Thomasville is the 
owner of Plain Gertie, a purebred Jersey cow 

which in 305 days produced 616.98 pounds of 
butterfat and 13,681 pounds of milk. She carried 
calf for 194 days of the test and she qualified for a 
gold medal in Class AAA. During the test her yield 
ran as high as 81.48 pounds of butterfat in one 
month. Plain Gertie was first tested when she was 
in junior four-year-old form and at that time she 
produced 546.83 pounds of butterfat and 12,778 
pounds of milk in 268 days. She was again tested 
when she was five years and nine months of age. 
at which time she produced, with calf, 664.36 
pounds of butterfat and 15,433 pounds of milk in 
365 days. Plain Gertie was sired by Dora's Raleigh 

of A. D., and her dam is Esme's Eminent 
Gertie. 

A PUREBRED Ayrshire steer bred and 
fed by Dr. Dickinson Gorsuch at Kil- 

marnock Farm, Timonium, Md., recently 
sold on the Baltimore market for thirteen 
cents per pound, making a gross return of 
S140.40. This steer was used to clean up 
the bushes and sedge grass on one of the 
low meadows at Kilmarnock. He had never 
been crowded or even put on full feed, 
but had simply been used as a scavenger 
by Dr. Gorsuch. "Our stock buyers and 
butchers always like the Ayrshire," stated 
Dr. Gorsuch. "They have learned from ex- 
perience that they are the smoothest and 
thickest fleshed of all the dairy breeds and 
that they kill out with a very superior 
quality of meat." 

Left. Jersey bull, Dairylike 
Majesty, a leading Register 
of Merit sire of the breed, 
with J25 tested daughters; 
owned by Meridale Farms, 

Meredith, N. Y. 

Right. Bonnie Queen, grand 
champion Milking Shorthorn 
cow at the International- 
owned by Hudson U Sons, 

Mason, 0. 
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I THE   POULTRY   DIRECTOR V 
 1  

"We recommend that you mention C OUNTRY LIKE when answering these advertisements.   It will insure your Kettin« the best possible service.   We will send to readers any 
information about poultry which they may desire.   Address C. Kircher, Man.iccr, Poll. TRY IHKKt TORY, (OIMIV I.IH , 344 Madison Avenue, New York. 

Rustic Bird Houses made of the sweet smelling Jersey Cedar. 
Any three for $5.00. You need not confine choice to one set. 
At the same price you may order all three alike. Weight of 
3 is 10 lbs.   Please include for Parcel Post if wanted that way. 
CRESCENT CO. "B1RDVILLE," Toms River P. 0., N. J. 

2 Squab Books Free <♦> 

<♦> 

1, eggs in nest. 2, squabs just hatched. 
3, two weeks old. 4, four weeks old, ready for market. Breed squabs and make money. Sold by millions at higher prices than chickens. Write at once for two free books telling how to do it. One is 40 pages printed in colors, other 32 pages. Ask for Bocks 3 and 4. You will be surprised. Plymouth Rock Squab Company, 322 H Street, Melrose Highlands, Massachusetts. Established 27 years. Founder of the Squab Industry 27 Years Ago. Largest Business in the World in Pigeons and Pigeon Supplies. We ship breeding stock everywhere on three months  trial.   Reference, any bank or trust company. <♦> 

Barred   Plymouth Rocks 
Four Firsts, Four Seconds, 

Three Third Prizes, besides 
other Awards have been won by 
us at a single Madison Square 
Garden show. 

Highest Grade Breeding and 
Exhibition Birds For Sale— 
New York Winners and Birds 
Bred from Winners. 
Every 1st. We Competed For, New York Show, 1925, 1926, ind 2 Ills, 1927 

Illustrated Circular Free 
BRADLEY BROS. 

Box 811, Lee, Massachusetts 
First Prize Pen Pullet 

(Bred and Raised by usi 

PHEASANT EGGS 
I have now for sale eggs for hatching of the following varieties: Eng- 
lish Ring Neck, Chinese Ring Neck, Golden, Lady Amherst, and 
Silver; all guaranteed to be from strong, pure-bred, non-related birds. 
Full instructions with shipment how to set eggs and raise young 
successfully.   Established 1895. 

WALLACE EVANS GAME FARM 
ST. CHARLES, ILL. 

WM. COOK 6? SONS 
Box 30 Scotch Plains, New Jersey 
Originator! of all the Orpingtons and recogniied Headquarters 
for the Best White, Buff, Black and Blue Orpingtons, all of 
which we MADE. Winners of over fifteen thousand first 
prizes. Send for price list containing history of all the Orping- 
tons and write requirements. 

LAKENVELDERS 
BELTED POULTRY 

The best layers and the most beau- 
tiful fowl in the world. Eggs and 
stock for sale. Send stamp for cir- 
cular. 

WILDWOOD FARMS 
Sayville, Suffolk County, N. Y. 

I 
nterior Decoration By FRANK 

ALVAH PARSONS 
The Standard book on the subject.   $4.00 at all bookstores 

DOUBLED AT, DORAH COMPACT 

White Leghorn Chicks 
from big white eggs. Shipped anywhere c. o. d. Guaranteed 
to live. Low prepaid prices. Trapnested, pedigreed founda- 
tion stock. Egg contest records to 314 eggs. Hundreds of 
cockerels, pullets, hens. Bargain prices. Big 28th annual 
catalog free. 
GEORGE B. FERRIS, 931, GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN 

Dop kennel vith partition. Walls of cellar.    WeU  painted. Yellow pine floor,  Price 122. 

There are Hodoson bird houses tor every kind of bird. The above is for bluebirds. Frl00$6. 
HODGSON poultry-houses are scientifically ventilated. Neat 
in appearance, vermin-proof and weather-proof. 

Those who desire the very finest in lawn and garden 
furnishings will be interested in Hodgson-built equipment. 
Hodgson trellises, arbors, etc., are artistic and durable. 
Made of cedar, well painted. New booklet No. W shows 

Pet Stock Houses 
Tool Houses 
Poultry-houses 
Play Boats 

Write for your free copy today 
E. F. HODGSON CO. 

1108 Commonwealth Ave., Boston, Mass. 6 East 39th St., New York City 

Rone Arbors 
Garden Houses 
Trellises 
Play Houses 

Garden Seats 
Pergolas 
Bird Houses 

Dog Kennels 
Picket Fences 
Lattice Fences 

A delightful play house for the children. Carefully made of red cedar. Painted outside, stained inside. Absolutely weather - proof. Shipped all ready to erect. HODGSON Rouses 

The Mackensen 

Game Park 
Bob White 
Pheasants 
Partridges 
Quail 
Wild 
Turkevs 
Deer 
Rabbits 

Peafowl 
Cranes 
Swans 
Ornamental 
Geese and 
Ducks 
Foxes 
Racoons 

Everything in wild animals, game, fancy birds for parks, 
menageries, private preserves and collections of fancy fowl. 

WM. J. MACKENSEN, Yardley, Pa. 

GILBERT'S LIGHT BRAHMAS 
Beautiful birds. Bred for egg production and exhibition 
quality. The fact that our birds have been winning for 
seven years without an exception, at Madison Square 
Garden, proves their superior quality. Our matings this 
season are the finest we have ever had. We can supply 
you with hatching eggs, baby chicks and stock. 
A. D. GILBERT        Box 87, Morristown, N. J. 

SUPPLIES CALCIUM FOR BONE AND BODY 
BUILDING. PRODUCES HARD SHELL EGGS. 
SEND FOR FREE SAMPLES AND FEEDING FORMULA 

LIMESTONE PRODUCTS CORPORATION OF AMERICA. NEWTDN.y 

White Muscovy 
Ducks 

For six years, 1st prize winners, 
Madison Square Garden. Also, 

BLACK AND BLUE ORPINGTONS 
Good Stock—Twice Prize Winners 

DR. I. A. CHURCH 
Yorktown Heights, 

Westchester County, New York 
WILD DUCK EGGS 

I have now for sale Wild Mallard eggs; also the pure-bred 
small tame variety of English Grey Call Duck eggs. These 
are the celebrated W. E. decoys Nearly every variety of 
wild duck responds to their soft, enticing call. Full instruc- 
tions with shipment how to set eggs and raise young 
successfully.   Established 1895. 
WALLACE EVANS GAME FARM        St. Charles, Illinois 

Pheasants, Peafowls 
Swans, Wild Ducks, Cranes, Wild Geese. 
Parrots, Canaries, Dogs of all breeds, 
Persian Cats, Squirrels, Fancy Pigeons, 
Doves, Elk, Deer, Buffalo, Silver Foxes, 
Mink, Odorless Skunks and all other var- 

ieties  of Ornamental   Birds and Animals for Country Estates, Parks and Aviaries. Information and lists 25 cents; price lists for the asking. 
HORNE'S ZOOLOGICAL ARENA CO., Dept. C. L., Kansas City, Mo. 

PARKS'H BARFED POCKS "\ r 
America's oldest and greatest laying strain of Barred Rocks. 313-323 and 325 eggs in 1 year—148 eggs in 148 days—Laying at 113 days. Customers' profits $8.uy per hen. Winners in 25 contests- 

Parks Strain—the strain of Quality that is protected by T. S. registered trademark, has outlived hundreds of other strains because it is founded on high normal layers instead of a few phenomenal producers.   Get free catalog and latest prices. 
J. W. PARKS & SONS Box 11, Altoona, Pa. 

G. D. TILLEY, 

Naturalist 
"Everything in the Bird 
Line from a Canary to an 

Ostrich" 
Birds for the House 

and Porch 
Birds for the Ornamental Waterway 
Birds for the Garden, Pool and Aviary 
Birds for the Game Preserve and Park 

Special Bird Feeds 
I am the oldest established and largest exclusive dealer 

in land and water birds in America and have on hand the 
most extensive stock in the United States. 
G. D. TILLEY, Naturalist      Darien, Conn. 

PHEASANTS 
Matured and young stock for private estates, parks, 
game preserves and breeding purposes. Chinese Ring- 
necks, English Black Necks, Mongolians,Silvers, Goldens, 
Lady Amhersts, Melanotus, Reeves, Japanese Versicolor 
and Linneated for immediate delivery. 
ROBINSON BROTHERS Aldershot, Ontario, Canada 

A few pleasant hours now and then devoted to 
PAPE'S si^iTcomb BLACK MINORCAS 
insure glorious large premium white eggs, de- 
hcious meat and many dollars for little luxuries 
and home needs. Ideal as a "business." Free 
three'color guide tells about foundation stock, 
eggs, day old and partly matured chicks and peafowl. 
CHARLES G. PAPE, Box L, Fort Wayne, Ind. 

FAN-TAIL 'PIGEONS 
of High Quality 

A FEW mated pairs of gorgeous blacks, 
** superb reds, and beautiful whites at 
ten dollars per pair. Well marked red or 
black saddles fifteen dollars per pair. Also 
birds at higher prices. 
W. E. STANHOPE, Newport, R. I. 

Painted Snow-drifts 

Lovely Lady Amherst Pheasants 
(Chrysolophus Amherstiae) 

Whitest of white breasts surmounted by 
rich, deep blue, bright yellow, ocean green, 
and flaming scarlet. Broad white capes 
barred with jet black. From a base of 
vivid crimson their long tails gracefully 
project a curving black and white artistry 
to every lover of the beautiful in all the 
world. 

Delightfully Soft Voices 
Man can never equal these natives of the Gar- 
den of Eden. Wild enough to take care of them- 
selves. Tame enough to eat from your hand. 
Pure blooded and rare. 

Eighty-eight and 88/100 dollars per pair. 
Express prepaid anywhere in the United States 

H. & M. G. MITCHELL K,M^oin! 



Above. One of the great- 
est Airedales living, 
Flying Queen of Shelte- 
rock, inter national 
champion. Owned by S. 
M. Stewart, Esq., of 

Montclair, N. J. 

Right. Champion Beau 
Brummel, an outstand- 
ing Old English sheep- 
dog owned by Mr. and 
Mrs. Wilbur Kirby 
Hitchcock, Pleasant- 

ville, N. Y. 

The splendid little cairn terrier Champion 
Gillad of Cairmore, of the Cairmore Kennels, 
owned by Richard Stix, Esq., Cincinnati, 0. 

THE DOG  FANCIER'S CORNER 

THE COST OF  BREEDING A PUPPY 

Above. The leading risk 
terrier. Champion Dan- 
ara Aon, the property 
of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph 
B. Hoyt, Jr., Bnerly 

Farms, Mass. 

Left. Best in show at 
New York — Talavera 
Margaret, international 
champion wire-haired 
foxterrier, owned by 
Reginald Lewis, Esq., 

Ridgefield Conn. 

by GEORGE W R A N D R A D E 

FEW people realize how expensive an operation 
is the breeding of the better sort of puppies. 
In fact even the owners of many large kennels 

are unable to give accurately their production costs. 
As the matter is of more than passing interest to the 
buyer and seller alike, perhaps it will not be amiss to 
outline in a general way the results of some rather 
careful statistical work on the subject. 

It must of necessity be the case that under varying 
conditions the costs will differ. However, the figures 
here used are based on an average of twenty different 
breeds: Great Danes, St. Bernards, shepherds, Old 
English sheepdogs, Doberman pinschers. Seal yham 
terriers, wire-haired foxterriers, Scotch terriers, 
schnauzers, pointers, English and Irish setters, 
beagles, cocker spaniels, Irish wolfhounds, Boston 
terriers, chow-chows, Pekingese, Pomeranians, and 
English bulldogs. 

First, in figuring costs I have assumed that it is 
the aim of the breeder to produce puppies of the 
highest type. I have taken it for granted that the 
dogs will be fed and housed under first-class condi- 
tions and cared for by an attendant who knows 
his business. 

As it is usual for those owning high-class speci- 
mens to show them, I have set aside $75 per dog 
per year for that purpose, a very moderate amount 
for show expenses. Furthermore, since I believe that 
at least 10 per cent, of the total value of the grown 
stock should be spent on some other form of advertis- 
ing each year, I have set aside $46 per dog per year 
for this item. 

My figures assume the following: that each bitch 
is bred every time she comes in season, and I have 
figured eight puppies per bitch per year to reach the 
age of three months; that each bitch will be bred 
twice each year and that the owner must pay a stud 
fee to a leading dog. We should bear in mind that 
occasionally some disease may take an entire litter 
or some part of it before reaching three months of 
age and sometimes a bitch may fail to whelp; all in 
all, from the twenty breeds above listed an average of 
four puppies per bitch per breeding is reasonable. 

I have assumed further that $10 each month must 
be charged to the upkeep of every dog for its propor- 
tionate share of rent and for salary and food of a 
kennel man. This figure is based on the fact that a 
man cannot properly care for more than twenty 
bitches at one time where each is being bred 
regularly, and that a rental of $75 per month is av- 
erage for a well located properly equipped kennel. 

The average price of a first-class bitch about two 
years old is $464. This price of course does not mean 
a flyer at all but simply a first-class one of leading 
blood lines. We must charge off 20 percent, each year 
for depreciation in our bitches; that amounts ap- 
proximately to $93. We must charge off 6 per cent, or 
approximately $14 more to return on investment. 

Here are some other items that may be of interest. 
Bedding, disinfecting materials, incidentals including 
veterinary bills, medicines, collars, chains, stationery, 
replacement on pots, pans, feeding dishes, etc. (to 
mention just a few), $7 per dog per month. I have 
allowed $25 per month to feed a dog, including in this 
amount the extra food required to raise the various 
puppies to three months of age. This item of cost 
is based on proper feeding at the average market 
price and is on the low rather than on the high side. 
To sum up then, we have the following expenses per 
year for a bitch of high quality: 
Annual show expenses  $75 
Advertising  46 
Stud fees (2)  130 
Annual kennel rental ($900) divided among 

20 bitches  45 
Annual salary and upkeep of kennelman 

($1,500) divided among 20  75 
Depreciation  93 
6 per cent, on average net dog investment... 14 
Incidentals  84 
Feeding  300 

$862 

With an average output of eight puppies per year 
per bitch we show a very conservative cost figure of 

$107.75 per puppy at three months of age. In order 
to hold these costs down to that figure for real quality 
breeding the most careful management is necessary. 

Of course these figures are an average. Further- 
more they assume that what amounts practically to 
$15 per puppy is set aside for labor and rent. The 
man who keeps just a bitch or two in his own back 
yard obviously avoids this outlay. Furthermore 
since some scraps from the table help mightily in 
feeding, this item of $300 may be cut to some extent 
—perhaps even in half. So almost $20 per puppy can 
be saved there. These are about the only items that 
can be cut. 

Some ot the breeds above listed may fall as much 
as 20 per cent, below this average cost of $108. This 
means that if a man raises his dogs himself as a hobby 
and so has no labor bill, and feeds them partly from 
table scraps, he may be able to produce a puppy 
for as little as $50 in some breeds. Certainly such a 
man is entitled to a small profit for his labor. 

The man who desires to purchase a puppy as a 
pet should bear in mind that certain considerations 
are involved in such a matter which are not en* 
countered in any other sort of buying. We can trade 
in an automobile for another, we are able to improve 
a home by adding to it, we can make our furniture 
more pleasing by a different finish or different cover- 
ing, but once purchased, the dog remains much 
the same until he is sold or dies. In raising him we 
become attached to him and so must put up with his 
shortcomings. The cost of caring for him, the time 
and effort it takes are too great to spend on anything 
except a really bright prospect. You will have your 
dog, provided he proves his worth, for years. You will 
become attached to him and he in turn will give you 
the fullest devotion and companionship. A good well- 
bred puppy, produced by a reliable breeder, will be 
a source of satisfaction and pleasure throughout 
his life. The aristocrat of dogdom, the well-bred 
worth-while dog, stands out in character, intelli- 
gence, beauty, and stamina above the nondescript, 
and is just as desirable to the man who wishes a 
pet as to the man who requires a show dog. 
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onservatori/ 

6 

—as a part of your living room 

us ^—11 111 v \\> m 

C7 JOUR choice flowers and 

plants right out in the 

sun—yet where you can see 

and enjoy them while sitting 

by your fireside. 

The Conservatory shown 

has a large bench for potted 

plants and flowers and plenty 

of floor space for easy chairs, 

too. 

Wouldn't you like one as a 

part of your living room? The 

cost is small Details and liter- 

ature are yours without obli- 

gation*   Write Dept. L 

GREENHOUSES 

ClKfe4^^S^x   KING CONSTRUCTION COMPANY <» 

^k^UJ^^WK \ GENERAL OFFICES: NORTH TON A WAN DA, N. Y. 

NEW YORK CITY 
45 W. 34th St. 

BOSTON, MASS. 
25 Huntington Ave. 

PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
14 N. 60th St, 

SCRANTON, PA. 
307 N. Irving Ave. 

TOLEDO, OHIO 
4111 No. Lockwood Ave. 
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car 

Jjixuriou$^> £mart^'Becoming 

^Dnis rich fur adds a subtle touch of 

distinction to the simple costume. Our 

collection of Silver Fox neckpieces 

offers an unusually wide choice this 

season. — Ebony - hued, silver-flecked 

Scarfs of rare beauty. 

Gunther 
FIFTH AVENUE AT 36™ STREET 

FOUNDED 1820 

TALK   OF   THE OFFICE 

WE   SPREAD   A   MAGIC CARPET 

OME years ago a young man was told by his physicians 
that if he took up a business career which confined him to 
an office he might expect to live but a few years at most. 

Not a bit discouraged, the young man looked about and decided 
to make the world his office, with the result that he died only a 
few years ago at the ripe age of seventy leaving a fortune of almost 
a million dollars, amassed from royalties on lectures and books, 
and after having visited almost every country in the world. Who is 
there who does not envy him ? Few, we'll wager, for most of us are 
wanderers at heart. 

But alas, we can't always get away when we want to, and often 
when we can go we are perplexed about where togo. So we've builded 
the June issue of COUNTRY LIFE with just such contingencies in 
view. We've made it a travel number and filled it with material 
that will delight not only the fortunate ones who have visited the 
places described, but more than this, urge a return visit and open 
new vistas to those who have never been there. 

The leading article, by the Editor himself, is on Venice—lovely 
immortal Venice, still as romantic and unspoiled as in the days of 
the Doges. To illustrate the article in a manner worthy of such a 
fascinating subject we are reproducing in full color several paint- 
ings by the celebrated Italian artist Gennaro Favai, as well as some 
lovely etchings by William Heyer. 

And speaking of etchings, you will enjoy the charming sketches of 
old inns in England that accompany Edward Wenham's article on 
a fascinating motor tour through some lovely old English towns— 
a tour that anyone can follow easily and inexpensively. But possi- 
bly you prefer the Continent, like Louis Golding the celebrated 
author. His happy hunting ground is the Austrian Tyrol and after 
reading his story of his life among the quaint peasants of the Tyrol 
in this issue you may be inclined to agree with him. 

However you may not care to roam so far afield as Europe. If 
so, there are countless places to tempt you right here at home. 
For instance how many people know of Newfoundland? Yet there 
is no more charming and delightful spot on this continent. If you 
don't believe us. this June issue should convince you. Or possiblv 
the West calls. Well, S. M. Gow is a great champion of the West, 
and his article on "Oregon the Golden" gives good grounds for 
his enthusiasm. The same may be said of H. Armstrong Roberts's 
stunning photographs of the Canyon country. 

But while this number is essentially a travelogue, we have not 
forgotten COUNTRY LIFE'S other interests. Sol Metzger begins a 
series of golf articles on the proper use of each of the clubs, starting 
in this issue with the putter; while John L. Travis, celebrated sports 
writer, begins a series of articles on tennis with one on the net stars 
in our midst and abroad. Florence T. Eaton writes of perennials, 
and C. T. Ramsey of orchids. Eric Hatch writes of automobiles 
and H. C. Lust tells of a highly successful experiment with a dog 
" farm." Then there are pages of lovely gardens, and houses both in- 
side and out, but the reader can discover all this for himself much 
better than we can describe it. We know, though, that you will 
enjoy the June issue of COUNTRY LIFE. 

4, 

The June frontispiece 

THE FRONTISPIECE 

The frontispiece of this, the May 
number, is by that celebrated artist 
Lilian Genth, which hangs in the 
Brooklyn Museum of Art, whose Di- 
rectors very kindly gave us permission 
for its reproduction. Next month's 
frontispiece, also in full color, will be 
Velasquez's celebrated painting "The 
Man With The Wine Glass"" from 
the permanent collection of The Toledo 
Museum of Art. to whom we are in- 
debted for its use in the magazine. 

THIS   MONTH   S COVER 

Our cover this month—appropriate for a summer furnishing 
number—is taken from a delightful chintz old in subject and 
charming in design manufactured by F. Schumacher & Company, 
to whom we are indebted for its use. 
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A pair of important eighteenth century terra cotta figures, beauti- 
fully modelled and in perfect condition. Height.    3 feet, 5 inches. 

SCHMITT BROTHERS 

525'525^{G^ison <^(venite      JVew fyorAL City 



PHOTOGRAPH BY GABRIEL MOULIN 
Spring attired prune trees in California's lovely 
Santa Clara Valley, since laid waste by the tragic 
breaking of the great St. Francis Dam in March 
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New Fabrics for the Summer Home 

by   ELLKN   D.   WANGNE R 

Illustrations by courtesy of F. Schumacher W Co., Lehman-Connor Co., S. Karpen fcf Bros., and Armstrong Cork Co. 

T 

^HE story of cotton and linen fab- 
rics, the chintzes, cretonnes, hand- 
blocked and printed linens, toiles 

and crewel-embroidered materials, that 
we use so decoratively to-day might well 
begin "Once upon a time," for from an- 
cient Egypt came the earliest examples of 
linens—"painted linens" as they were 
called—while in Babylon four thousand 
years B. C. the art of weaving was carried 
on. 

To-day as we hold in our hands a piece 
of linen or cotton, its threads, if we could 
but follow them, would carry us back 
through design and texture and methods 
until the story of mankind unrolls before 
us. Here we see the embroidered or 
painted linens of Egypt, in purple and 
gold, there the cotton cloths of India 
before the dawn of Christianity. Here 
come the trading ships of the Portuguese, 
Dutch and English merchants bringing 
back to Europe those "chints" so beloved 
in England that there was a ban placed 
upon them to protect the English weav- 
ers. We see artisans fleeing before the 
Edict of Nantes, the making of toiles at 
Jouy, the beginning of weaving in the 
New World. Pictured in 
cloth we see the whims and 
caprices of this queen, that 
favorite, this style of deco- 
ration, that bit of history, 
and these picture fabrics pass 
before our eyes first as paint- 
ings, then as hand-blocked 
materials, and lastly, to 
meet the increasingdemand, 
printed by rollers in the big 
factories. And we see the 
work of some of the great 
artists who did not consider 
it beneath them to design 
flowers and birds for fab- 
rics, and who went even 
farther—as in the Vauxhall 
linen—actually portraying 
real people, Goldsmith, 
Boswell, Johnson, and the 
"exquisite Perdita" (oh 
shade of modesty!) in the 
company   of Angelica 

rinding them as beautiful, as artistic in 
design and color, and, more than all, even 
more durable in their texture, because the 
modern manufacturer has all the experi- 
ments and experience of bygone artisans to 
guide him, combined with modern chemis- 
try that has taught him howto make many 
of these cloths sun-fast and tub-fast— 
terms which are fast becomingobsolete; we 
now speak of such fabrics as super-dyed. 

We can still use these terms, however, 
tor, while any color may pale slightly, 
these new cloths will hold against sun 
and water for a score or more of years, and 
who wants the same hangings for a longer 
time anyway? In saying "sun-fast" and 
"tub-fast," we know, too, even while 
speaking, that climate and atmosphere 
in different localities will affect fabrics 
differently and what might be sun- and 
tub-proof in cool New England might not 
be in the torrid zone. But for many years 
they will hold true, thus deserving their 
name under very trying conditions. Right 
here comes a disturbing thought—what 
havoc, if any, is the new glass with violet 
ray propensities going to play with our 
curtains? Food for thought there! 

Kaufman! And then we 
come to the modern textiles, 

Fit accompaniment tu Jacobean 
furniture is this cotton brocade that 
holds all the charm of the fabrics of 
that earlier day. On its cream 
background the design stands out in 
clear-cut beauty, and though richly 
colored in tones of blue, red, yellow, 

and green, these are in such soft 
hues as to preclude any suggestion 
of vivid contrast-. Rather does it hold 
the mellow loveliness of crewel- 
embroidered linens, those delight- 
ful fabrics that lend themselves 
both to hangings and to upholstery 

In any home nothing can play a more 
important part in creating its beauty and 
charm than its fabrics if they be wisely 
chosen. Houses and rooms are like people 
—they can not all wear the same colors 
or design. Some rooms need slenderizing, 
even as humans: some are cold and need 
warm colors; others are of Spanish, Ital- 
ian, English, or Colonial ancestry and 
need the textiles of that land and time, 
so that the choosing of the hangings and 
upholstery of a room can not be left to 
chance or passing whim if the room is to 
present a completed picture. 

Through the range of fabrics spread out 
before the home-maker and decorator of 
to-day there run designs, colors, textures, 
and weaves to fit every style of room and 
furnishing. Where a room is planned to 
carry out the furnishings of any particular 
period, these modern craftsmen have 
provided for it suitable fabrics of just the 
proper design, so that to-day there is no 
excuse for a room with ill-chosen draperies 
or upholstery. Never in all the history of 
the fabric-world has art gone, so closely 
hand in hand with utility and practicality 
as to-day. There has come into the present- 

day making of these ma- 
terials a craftsmanship that 
places these artisans along 
with the silversmith or the 
maker of fine porcelains and 
we are beginning to under- 
stand that we tan now go to 
a shop and ask for fabrics by 
the name of their maker as 
we can ask for certain makes 
of glassware or china. 

Once, to secure the most 
beautiful fabrics they must 
be imported, and that, in 
many cases, is still true; 
particularly does this apply 
to those that are hand- 
blocked, this being due en- 
tirely to the fact that the 
cost of labor is so high here. 
To have a cloth painstak- 
ingly blocked by hand in 
America makes the cost ex- 
tremely high. However, there 
are several American firms 
now making these materials 
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Glazed Chintz of early American inspiration 
was used here with blue as the dominant tone, 
bringing to this simple little Colonial room 
an air of homelike livability and charm. The 
rich blue color in the chintz is picked up by 
the hooked rug before the fireplace and by the 

books in the recessed bookcase, so that the 
color spreads from window to window and 
from floor to chair. The large design of the 
chintz is particularly charming in curtains 
hung in this simple manner, and especially 
when the walls are plain as in this room 

at prices considerably lower than the im- 
ported fabrics, and in exquisite designs 
and colorings—a most encouraging bit of 
news. There is another reason, neverthe- 
less, why the imported stuffs are so beau- 
tiful and so greatly to be desired, for in 
many countries the hand-printing of tex- 
tiles, like the art of glass blowing, is a 
family craft, passed down from fathci to 
son through the generations, so that it 
becomes an art. In these textiles of to-day 
one finds the products of the finest looms 
and artists of the textile world, reproduc- 
tions of old designs copied from picture 
tapestries and famous fabrics centuries 
old, so lovely that they are actually pic- 
tures themselves, veritable works of art. 
They come, too, in such variety of color 
as to meet every demand of the home of 
to-day. 

In our search for modern chintzes we 
learned all about hand-blocking, as we 
held in our hands a gorgeous piece with 
the Tree of Life design, a pattern that 
used 357 blocks to every three yards of 
material! While in some of the simpler 

patterns, a whole day would be required 
to fashion eight or ten yards, and this 
with blocks! What eons of time must have 
gone into the making of such cloths in 
those earlier days when the design was 
painted in entirely by hand, or even later, 
when the outlines of the pattern were put 
in by blocks with the other colors brushed 
in! One marvels at the infinite patience of 
that older day. 

Then, even as now, however, good ma- 
terials were worth their price. To-day, 
even mechanically made textiles, if the}' 
be of high quality, can not be bought for 
a mere song—a lesson that the average 
home-maker would do well to learn and 
learn thoroughly. Worth must be paid 
for to-day as in older times and we cannot 
expect to secure for a few dollars materi- 
ials that hold intrinsic value of texture, 
design, and color. It is well to remember 
this and to realize that chintz at a very 
low price and perhaps even so-called 
"glazed", at such price will neither hold 
its color nor its glaze. It is the curse of 
modern days that there is such miscalling 

of names as to confuse even the well- 
intentioned buyer into thinking that he 
is securing something genuine at a bar- 
gain, when in reality he is but finding 
the name of a real rose given to a paper 
flower. For example, what is "tapestry 
cretonne"? Surely not a tapestry; merely 
an ordinary—and apt to be very ordinary 
indeed—-cretonne covered with a printed 
pattern copied from some tapestry. When 
a fabric is offered as "linenized" you may 
be sure there isn't a thread of linen in it. 
It is as misleading as to speak of a mohair- 
velour, one being a wool fabric and the 
other cotton, and yet this misnomer is 
actually used! Nor is "rayon" an imita- 
tion of silk; it is as distinct a product as 
is gold or silver. There is even misunder- 
standing of the words "chintz" and 
"cretonne", many believing that they are 
different materials, whereas these nanVes 
are synonymous. The word "chintz" is a 
corruption of the Indian word chint, the 
printed cloth of India, which is exactly 
the same as the French creton called by 
us "cretonne." A still further distinction 
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Could anything be lovelier than the use made 
of this window? By placing the bed in this 
alcove and framing the opening with chintz 
in an old French pattern, all the beauty 
and charm of a Provencal bed-nook is secured. 
Thu suggestion of a French room is carried 

out in the unusual powder table and low 
bookstand. The bed is covered with a glazed 
chintz that contrasts pleasingly with the 
hangings around bed and window, its 
edge being in plain blue of the same shade 
as the flowers   in  the  old French chintz 

that has almost grown to the point of 
being a differentiation, is that a small 
dainty pattern is held to indicate that it 
is chintz, while large, boldly colored pat- 
terns are usually thought of as cretonne. 
Chintz is cretonne and glazed chintz is 
merely cretonne that has been starched 
and given body and gloss by being passed 
over heated rollers. This must be well and 
carefully done if it is to give service—an 
indication of why it is as important to 
know whose linens and chintzes one buys 
as to have the name or hallmark of the 
maker on one's silver. Unless good dyes 
and craftsmanship have been used, such 
textiles will hold neither color, body, 
nor design very long and consequently 
will not wear into the beautiful mellow- 
ness of those old fabrics that we prize so 
highly. 

Among the most satisfactory of modern 
methods in treating drapery cloths is that 
of "weather proofing" them or making 
them moisture-proof so that one's bath 
and kitchen curtains will withstand all 
the moisture of these rooms. So impervi- 

ous to water are such materials that they 
may be fearlessly used on a yacht, that 
greatest test of textiles. For porch cush- 
ions such materials are invaluable, and 
while they are not guaranteed to last in- 
definitely, they will stand up well for 
several seasons. 

Among the quaintest of new deco- 
rative fabrics are the quilted skirts of 
Brittany now used as upholstery material 
or to make chair pads and cushions. 
Ususally these come in small-flowered 
designs on mellow-toned fabrics so dyed 
that they bid fair to last forever, all finely 
quilted so that they are quaint beyond 
description. Of course, as soon as their 
value was realized, some enterprising 
manufacturers at once conceived the idea 
of quilting padded chintz by machinery, 
and while it is true that these are service- 
able and extremely attractive withal, yet 
they do not quite hold the irregularity and 
intimate charm that is found in hand- 
made products. It was, then, with the 
greatest interest that I learned that these 
materials were now being hand-quilted 

right in our own land, this work being 
done in Kentucky mountain homes where 
there has been such a re-awakening of in- 
terest in the old arts and crafts of the 
home. 

Nor do we longer have to see in our 
toiles only French materials and scenes, 
for again American industry has come to 
the fore and scenes from American history 
are being pictured—Monticello, Mt. Ver- 
non, the sale of New York to the Indians 
being a few of the scenes to be had in 
every conceivable tone of loveliness. 

As to what designs are most used by 
decorators to-day, that is a difficult ques- 
tion to answer, since it all depends on the 
room. It is safe to say, however, that there 
is a most unusual demand for color in 
every kind of material and that the large- 
figured fabrics are more generally used 
than those with smaller motifs, since we 
find very pleasing the natural-sized flow- 
ers and urns and birds that have been put 
on our curtains and couches and chairs. 
If we should find these too large and dom- 
inant for a whole room, there are to offset 
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COLOR    IN    THE    FORMAL ROOM 

Formal rooms demand hangings in keep- 
ing with the rich note of the room. In this 
room, that holds so markedly the impress 
of Chippendale and the artisans of his day, 
the chairs and curtains are of heavy hand- 
blocked linens and crewel-embroidered fab- 
rics of such good design and color as to 
lend not only dignity but a sense of warmth 

as well. The room has obviously been 
studied as a whole, and the chairs, books, 
walls, and curtains hold complementary 
tones, so that there is a definite harmony 
and unity throughout. It is one of the 
triumphs of the modern craftsman that 
these fabrics hold all the fine quality of text- 
ure, color, and pattern of their prototypes 
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Simplicity is the keynote of this house throughout—a 
simplicity that is exemplified in the curtains and chair 
coverings. At the windows the light is tempered by plain wash- 
able voiles so hung as to be easily drawn over the whole 
window. In contrasting color, the wing chair in glazed chintz 
is most inviting, while the curtains of heavy hand-blocked 
linen tie up all the colors of walls,floors, and hangings into a 
complete picture of home comfort. All these materials are su 11- 
fast and tub-fast, makingof the little home a picture not easily 

marred or spoiled 

them the delightful plain materials in 
some one of the colors of the figured goods, 
and we find a chair in plain chintz in 
pleasing relief near curtains or couch done 
in large design. These plain materials are 
often used to bind their gaily figured 
sister-fabrics and it is now possible to buy 
plain glazed or unglazed chintz in softest 
pastel colors, knife-plaited in one-inch 
wide strips ready to sew to curtain or 
chair covering. Or these as well as sateen 
and organdie may be had in strips like 
bias banding ready to be used as a finish. 
Especially is this a pleasing end to a per- 
fect curtain if said curtain be a roller 
shade of glazed chintz now so commonly 
used on sun porches and in either plain 
or figured materials. 

The modern organdies or voiles typify 
perhaps more vividly than any other fab- 
ric the strides made by the weavers of 
to-day, for these sheer stuffs are as usable 
and durable as heavier materials. Not 
only are they practically sun-fast, holding 
their colors under most conditions, but 
they are so treated that when laundered 
they will hold their dressing and be as 
fresh and crisp as when new. 

As to the designs of these modern cot- 
tons and linens, we are not only copying 
old motifs but are devising new ones. 

The influence of the delicate ironwork 
of modern France is shown in one of the 
new fabrics, while out of the welter of 
modernistic design and art are coming 
gradually new patterns that reflect our 
times quite as accurately as did the fabrics 
of the days of Queen Anne or Napoleon. 
Skyscrapers, tacks, and loaf sugar may 
not be art but if our times be founded on 
skyscrapers, if we do get down to brass 
tacks to-day more than ever before, and 
if we find loaf sugar a dominant example 
of industry, why, probably they should be 
portrayed quite as should Helen Wills and 
her famous racquet. 

However, there is more to modern art 
than tacks and tennis racquets, and grad- 
ually, slowly, there are coming to us good 
designs and lovely colorings by the mod- 
ern artists and craftsmen who are finding 
in fabrics a fine medium for expression. 
Just as the toiles de Jouy were designed 
by that talented group of artists that in- 
cluded Huet and Boucher, so are present- 
day artists of note devoting themselves 
to this phase of design. And just as those 
toiles of old reflected the interests of the 
day so that they have actually become 
historical documents, so will these modern 
fabrics in time to come be found to hold 
the story of this age, and in their fine 

texture and fadeless colors be quite as 
worthy of preservation. 

So unusual are some of the motifs on 
chintzes and cretonnes to-day that these 
fabrics have this past year been made into 
shoes. Shoes? Shoes! And parasols and 
coats. And they were sensible in appear- 
ance and very colorful and comfortable, 
wore well, and were, in fact, altogether 
pleasing. Such is present-day good sense. 

To such uses are these modern fruits of 
the loom put that even our lamp shades 
are made of them, while the beauty of 
these new fabrics has changed our slip 
covers from mere anti-dust articles (that 
once turned a room into a sort of morgue) 
into a fine decorative feature. The slip 
cover of to-day is no longer only utilitar- 
ian; it has become part of the furnishings 
of the room, providing contrast where 
contrast is needed, lending gaiety, color, 
design, to warm up the too-formal apart- 
ment and to temper with a suggestion of 
homely comfort any note of too-great 
lavishness. 

Reborn, indeed, for us are the old 
Chinese, Jacobean, and Elizabethan mo- 
tifs and patterns. Rewoven for us are the 
crewel-embroidered linens of old, fabrics 
that bring to chair or couch or draperies 
the whiff of another day and atmosphere. 
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A brilliam curtain material printed in a gay 
floral design is especially lovely when used in 
sun room or breakfast room. In this the pat- 
tern is carried out in various tones of bright 
red and blue that do not clash with the back- 
ground of pale green, but oddly enough make 

for a pleasing harmony 

The beauty of present-day fabrics is exempli- 
fied in this sun-fast, tub-fast material that 
holds in its texture and color the beauty of 
hand-blocked linens. The design, though mod- 
ernistic in color and size oj motif, suggests the 
early wallpapers, making it pleasing to use 

■:vnli furniture of American inspiration 

For us and our homes are stripes, flowers, 
birds, figures, historic scenes carefully 
designed, exquisitely woven and colored. 
We can find fine linen crash in palest 
greens and browns with ships sailing 
away on dim horizons. Or perhaps they 
are richly woven nets which, hung against 
the windows, hold all the beauty and de- 
sign of stained glass. Still others there be 
of odd geometrical lines and figures, care- 
fully toned overlapping circles in such 
gradations of color as to sweep one from 

deepest orange to a pale ivory in the space 
of oneyard.There are hand-blocked,hand- 
printed, embroidered linens with spirited 

An American print so interesting and 
well done as to be an "heirloom of to- 
morrow" is this toile that shows the 
old practical days of some of the good 
citizens of New York. It depicts the 
purchase of New York from the In- 
dians, and all this in colors that are as 
fine and lovely as in any toile that ever 

came from Jouy 

borders, rectangular blocks, fabrics from 
Rodier, silver and gold threaded, abso- 
lutely new weaves and materials made to 
harmonize with new wallpapers so that 
one can now select the two in one shop, a 
bewildering array of materials and colors, 
a very "galaxy of loomings more varied 
than the rainbow", so that the modern 
shop is gayer than the Street of the Dyers. 
And all this so that our homes may hold 
charm and cheer and be—oh blessed note 
of this modern time—livable and usable. 
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This corner of a smoking room is done by Sue et Mare 
in the most simple style applicable to masculine needs. 
Probably the most modern feature is the coffee table, 
which stands about a foot high. It shows the classical in- 
fluence and is of heavy red lacquer. The tobacco jar of 
black ceramic, also by Sue et Mare, is unique in design 
and will accommodate at least nine pipes. It is a strik- 

ing note in the color scheme and is further accentuated 
by the great light green leather armchair whose ma- 
hogany matches that of the pedestal at the rear. Upon 
this pedestal is the statue "Le Jeune Bacchus" by 
Auguste Gunot. The rug, which was designed to go with 
the furniture, was done by Mybor after a design created 

by the artist, Lurcat 

The Future of Furniture 

T 

V }f ^HE majority of the readers of an 
article such as this undoubtedly be- 
long to that worthy strata of so- 

ciety where cultured tastes and esthetic 
yearnings are not invariably supported by 
a correspondingly expansive pocketbook. 
Such readers desire to furnish their sum- 
mer homes or winter apartments with 
presentable furniture that shall be a 
happy extension of their personality. At 
any rate it is addressed to those who can- 
not afford the luxury of a Lady Castle- 
maine atmosphere in one room, a Horace 
Walpole setting in the next, and a Pompa- 
dour ensemble in yet another; to those 
who may indeed faintly query the appro- 
priateness of that sort of thing in a 
moderate sized country "cottage" or a 
twenty-story apartment house in the 
twentieth century. 

by  GEORGE  J. COX 

Drawings by the Author 

There must be many who are not al- 
together satisfied with the faultlessly 
reproduced and expensive masterpieces of 
the eighteenth century cabinetmakers, or 
the more reasonably priced but somewhat 
frigid Colonial Carvers, Connecticut 
chests, and Carolean tavern-tables now 
available. And they may not be so fortu- 
nately placed that they may boldly order, 
from a Gimson or a Renouvin, a costly 
suite of which it is just possible they will 
soon tire. 

Taken collectively, there must be an 
imposing body of people who are modern 
without being mad, who can respect the 
past without making a fetish of it, and 
who suspect that, faced with the swift- 
winged life of to-day and all its innumer- 
able appurtenances, the Pilgrim fathers 
would have scrapped their lanthorns and 

evolved something less forbidding than a 
wooden seat. 

But the twentieth century citizen, 
egged on by the intelligentsia to live val- 
iantly in a wholly modern atmosphere, 
looks around in vain for suitable support 
among the ameublements of the great 
stores. 

At the Paris Exposition three years ago 
he saw extraordinarily fine craftsmanship, 
and noted the exhilarating flair for original 
design and cunning placement. But not 
seldom these qualities were expressed in 
ways more unique than enduring. 

In one instance an interior, labeled 
"chamber a coucher," presented an en- 
semble suggestive of a set piece from a 
Soviet ballet in combination with an 
operating theatre in a hospital. Other 
rooms, lovely as they were, struck an 
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exotic note not to be sustained by 
the average man or woman inter- 
ested in a family, golf, and the 
ordinary social amenities. Never in 
history was there seen such a per- 
version of the natural instinct that 
is at the core of all sound develop- 
ment—that is, the healthy desire 
for "constant slight change." 

On the other hand he sees the 
craze Tor antiques cut strange 
capers 'that are equally fatal to a 
moderate bank balance. 

To what lengths this reversal 
of the normal growth can extend 
may be measured by the sale at 
Hamptons of eight Queen Anne 
chairs for #5,560.  They were of 
the type depicted by the original 
Dickens illustrator "Phiz" in his drawing 
of the "bare, pinched, spare-looking" 
room in which Uriah Heep was living in 
comparative  penury  when  visited by 
David Copperfield. The artist had se- 
lected chairs which at that period had 
been long discarded by the fashionable 

The dressing table group of a bed- 
room suite designed by the author 
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The bedside lamp stand 
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world, and relegated to the ser- 
vants' quarters or the humble cot- 
tages of the poor. 

Let us concede that they deserved 
better housing, and that a fine 
Queen Anne chairis an enviable pos- 
session. Yet if Hamilton and Burr, 
Pitt and Burke, had displayed a 
queer penchant for Elizabethan 
furniture there would have been 
no Sheraton or Phyfe. 

Happily the average reader is 
unable to indulge in either extrem- 
ity of taste. For him, at $700 per 
chair. Queen Anne is dead indeed; 
and the modern French taste a 
little too lively. Less happily he 
must be content with reproduc- 
tions, which, excellent as they are, 

must lead him to ruminate upon the 
past instead of inspiring him construc- 
tively to shape the present. But, if we 
read the signs aright, he will not much 
longer be confronted with this dilemma. 

Having resurrected every known style, 
the designers are faced with the necessity 

The side chair 

Lacquer of various kinds plays a prominent part 
in all the modern furniture, the two chairs (above) 
and the screen being remarkable examples of its 
application. The rug is one of the most stunning 

examples 0] the Mybor atelier and was designed by 
Lurcat. Above. An inlaid writing table and desk 
chair oj polisander wood and goat hide, the former 
designed by Ole U'anscher, the latter by Kaare Klint 
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of a second revival, or they must turn to 
Sumerian stone benches, Tutankhamen 
thrones, or Merovingian bronze chairs for 
inspiration. 

We should, of course, be thankful that 
the cult of the antique killed off the 
ridiculous fashions of the late nineteenth 
century. But having gone to the past for 
instruction, we are too content to sleep 
there. The rich legacy of the past must 
be the common heritage of every designer. 
Unfortunately, instead of using it as a 
splendid background against which to 
project his own creations, these creations 
are commonly discovered only by the 
most careful scrutiny. It is of course easy 
to measure up and reproduce an ancient 
model. It needs no painful cerebration. 
We subside into a lazy eclecticism. We 
borrow from every period and style in a 
sustained endeavor to pauperize ourselves 
of all ideas. We forget that nothing is 
more sterilizing to the mind than con- 
stant copying, and that the ability to 
reproduce faultlessly is never acquired 
until all native originality is stifled. 

To-day the more progressive manu- 
facturer is casting about for styles that, 
retaining the indispensable features from 
the past, are adequate and compact, dis- 
tinctive and up-to-date; in short, that are 
as elegante as the modern woman with her 
neat hair, clean-cut dress, and unaffected 
habits. At present his factory, crammed 
with expensive high-powered machinery 
and electrical appliances, produces few 
things that might not have been shaped 
by hand in the seventeenth or eighteenth 
centuries. 

Some of them cannot be improved upon. 
Not to admit this is to overstate the 
modernist case. We have not changed 
quite so much as they would have us 
believe. Physically we are little different 
from the men and women who sat com- 
fortably in the red morocco seats of Chip- 
pendale, or reclined gracefully on Empire 
sofas. Proportion is still the essence of 
style. Chairs will in all probability con- 
tinue to be made with four legs, and seats 
seventeen to eighteen inches from the 
ground. We still sit, recline, read, eat, and 
sleep in much the same posture as our 
great-grandfathers. 

Where the modernist creed rings true 
is in its emphasis upon the rapidity of life 
to-day. The car and airplane, the radio 
and telephone and other impedimenta 
which Dolly Madison was, perhaps for- 
tunately, spared—these things have left 
their obvious marks on our surroundings 
and our manners. On the skylines of our 
cities and the architecture of our suburbs, 
the plan and substance of our houses, the 
cut of our clothes; on the very cast of our 
minds, these things have left their seal; 
upon everything indeed but the style of 
our furniture. 

We may as well acknowledge that it is 
often beyond our powers to make 
improvements upon certain traditional 
forms. The practicality and durability 
of the Jacobean, the delicacy of propor- 
tion, fine color, and adaptability of late 

Georgian styles, alike lend themselves to 
modern purposes. Then the gracious con- 
tours, the comfort and convenance of a 
Queen Anne arm-chair or a Louis XV 
bergere have a permanence about them 
that was fashioned by generations of 
splendid craftsmanship. Yet to main 
these fastidious shapes, bland and tender 
as a pastoral by Watteau, call tor patches 
and powder and perukes, jeweled swords 
and snuff-boxes, even a suggestion of se- 
dan chairs. 

At that, such limitations are infinitely 
better than some of the perversions fath- 
ered by the "styler" who departs from 
the original. What man or woman with 
any sense of history but resents the efforts 
of the "designer" who takes the noble 
proportions, dignified shapes, and vigor- 
ous carving of the Florentines and makes 
them over into an alleged Italian style, 
which in its sugary offensiveness is sug- 
gestive of a movie director let loose on 
Dante—or shall we say Boccacio nicely 
edited for Sunday schools? Many authen- 
tic copies cannot escape ridicule. Even the 
case-hardened business man senses some- 
thing indecorous when he hears the 
strains of "Red Hot Mamma" issuing 
from what is palpably a churchly credence 
of the Reformation period. Nor, after a 
round of golf is there much allure in an 
iron studded Spanish chair, which in its 
relentless authenticity calls up a vision of 
Torquemada. 

To-day we doff our hats to Sarah 
Churchill who, instead of digging for 
Saxon relics, sent to Vienna for the latest 
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Chest of drawers on low stand, designed 
by the author, to be developed in ivory, 
green, and coral, with " Persian " panel 

designs when she was furnishing Blenheim 
over two hundred years ago. Likewise we 
appreciate the spirit that prompted the 
Father of his Country to inquire about 
the dernier cri in London when he was 
about to purchase a coach. In short, a 
conviction prevails that furnishings should 
express something of their owner's per- 
sonal tastes and ways of living, and be at 
least faintly redolent of our own times. 

Even when we most respect the past a 
suspicion lingers that resurrected periods 
will always lack vitality and character. 
They were not evolved originally by men 
who delved into a remoter past. Their 
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past is safe enough. It has a hold upon the 
heartstrings of every civilized being ca- 
pable of thought and emotion. The his- 
toric houses of New England, the treas- 
ures in situ at Knole, the proud shell of 
Versailles, even the Herrenhausen at 
Hanover—such places are the milestones 
of our cultural history, which only a 
vandal would ignore. Yet we seem a 
little loath to set up another appropri- 
ate to this century where furniture is 
concerned. 

Perhaps our knowledge has made us a 
little afraid. We must not expect too much 
at first. We shall produce an authentic 
style only through sustained and at times 
maybe painful effort. But we shall never 
become like Heppelwhite by imitating 
him. Somebody has to make mistakes and 
take a chance; to risk being dubbed an 
eccentric by the general store customer, 
and a timid derivatist by the advance- 
guard of the new movement. Having sug- 
gested this much, we incontinently rushed 
in to supply the sketches scattered 
throughout the text. They are offered as 
a choice somewhere between the indur- 
ated traditionist and the extravagant 
modernist. 

But to conclude. No one with any ap- 
preciation of what is meant by fine crafts- 
manship and splendid design would be 
simple enough to disparage the work of 
the great cabinetmakers of the eighteenth 
century. The finest craftsmen of to-day, 
using their styles and working with their 
tools, would find it impossible to improve 
upon, even if they could equal, their 
creations. They would also starve. For 
gone, alas, are the patient craftsmen and 
the even more patient clientele of those 
unhurried days, when Boston was as 
distant from New York in time as San 
Francisco is to-dav- 

Speed production, big overhead, intri- 
cate and expensive machinery, union 
hours, and wider horizons, all these things 
prohibit the production of pleasantly 
varied suites, of the affectionate little 
finishing touches that put individuality 
and soul into a chair or a cabinet, and 
make of it a joy to delight forever the 
connoisseur of old furniture. 

To-day furniture must be made as 
automobiles are made, in quantity. It is 
even assembled; the turnery done here, 
the carving there, and the veneering and 
inlay in yet another place. Such methods 
obviously do not make for the personal 
creations of the past. 

Yet it is not beyond the scope of the 
modern manufacturer to turn out some- 
thing that is neither expensively tradi- 
tional nor fantastically modern, or, worse 
still, only an eviscerated adaptation. For 
if only a little of the creative energy and 
skill that produced the myriad gracefully 
lined cars that crowd our streets were di- 
rected toward the production of comely 
modern furniture, then the shade of 
Chippendale, which hovers behind each 
chair, might be seen to smile again in 
approbation, for, in his time, he was a 
modernist too. 
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The antique oak paneling in the Guggenheim 
living room is a splendid example of the work 
of the Elizabethan period, the panel molds 
having dentil enrichment and the centers be- 
ing inlaid with geometrical motifs. The plaster 
frieze and ceiling were reproduced from de- 

signs in old documents and finished in old 
plaster effect to harmonize with the walls, and 
the fine antique furniture completes a most 
interesting period treatment. This picture 
was taken from the library door, looking 
through the living room to the dining room 
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OLD ENGLISH INTERIORS 

in the 

NEW YORK HOME OF 

MRS. SIMON GUGGENHEIM 

ARTHUR  S.   VERNAY, INC., 

Decorators 

The finely carved oak 
chimtieypu'ce in the 
living room and the 
carved stone facing 
are part of the original 
old room, and worthy 
of note. The casement 
windows of this room, 
specially designed, are 
in wrought iron with 
diamond panes leaded 

Above. The dining room, adjoining the 
living room, is Georgian, the chimneypiece 
and overmantel—originals, even to the 
painting in the panel—forming the inspi- 
ration for the entire treatment and decora- 

tion of the room 

Left. One of the Tudor bedrooms. The 
paneled oak doors and stone lintels, and the 
leaded casement windows are fitting ac- 
companiments to the fine antique furniture 

and equally fine reproductions 

PHOTOGRAPHS BY 

KENNETH CLARK 
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Health via the Bridle Path 

by   WAYNE DINSMORE 

NE hundred and fifty years ago 
horseback riding was one of the 
principal means of transportation 

of passengers from place to place. Men 
rode not for pleasure but for business. 
To-day .men ride for pleasure and to pre- 
pare themselves for business; women ride 
for pleasure and to perpetuate or to re- 
cover the beauty, figure, and animation 
of a debutante; children ride because 
they like it and because far-seeing 
parents realize that children who 
become proficient riders, well 
qualified in horsemanship, have 
acquired not only strong bod- 
ies but the valuable addi- 
tional traits of self-reliance, 
self-confidence, balance, and 
poise. They also realize that 
children who ride attain 
powers of quick perception 
and instantaneous coordi- 
nation between mind and 
muscle that are of inesti- 
mable value. 

Altogether, it is conserva- 
tively estimated that the 
increase in horseback riding 
has been from 300 to 500 per 
cent, during the last seven years, 
although in some individual subur- 
ban districts the increase has been 
fifty-fold. There is no guesswork about 
these statements, for in 1920 and 
1921 the Horse Association of America 
made a comprehensive survey of riding 
in all principal cities of the United States. 
It was found that the first and most im- 
portant essential was that there should be 
adequate and satisfactory facilities for 
riding—which means in cities, good bridle 
paths in the principal parks; near the 
cities good riding trails; and in suburban 
districts, particularly in regions where 
wealthy men have large estates, working 
arrangements whereby the trails on one 
estate are open to riders from other es- 
tates, swinging gates or panels permitting 
passage of riders from one group of farm 
trails to those on the next farm or estate. 
The value of this lies in the fact that in 
riding, variety has been found to be one 
of the most essential things, for men and 
women who must ride over the same trail 
day after day become weary of the same- 
ness of the route. 

Complete variety cannot be secured in 
large cities, but if a park has seven or 
eight miles of good riding paths, well- 
graded, drained, and surfaced with fine- 
sifted sand or cinders which are dressed 
down with a light oil once or twice a year, 
the footing is good for riding the year 
round, regardless of weather conditions. 

Chicago has the best of all bridle paths; 
they are broader, better constructed, and 
better maintained than those of any other 
city in America and are apparently sur- 

passed only by those of Rotten Row, 
Hyde Park, London. Boston and New 
York have good bridle paths through the 
public parks, and distinct improvements 
have been made therein within the last 
two years. Washington's bridle paths are 

One of the beautiful riding trails in 
Union County Park, New Jersey 

good but could be wider. Those in Phila- 
delphia are excellent in places, but at 
other points the rider is forced out upon 
the paved highway in direct proximity 
to fast-speeding motor cars—which makes 
these particular portions of the bridle 
path a menace. The upper end of the 
Philadelphia paths,which extends through 
the Wissahickon natural park area, is 
very beautiful, and this particular portion 
of the public park area is restricted to 
riders and pedestrians, no motor cars 
being allowed in the Wissahickon. 

St. Louis has good bridle paths about 
twelve miles in extent, and San Francisco 
has made considerable progress in furnish- 
ing more extended mileage of bridle paths 
through connecting up heretofore separ- 
ated areas, the connecting links having 
been completed only recently. The bridle 
paths in Los Angeles, within the city 
parks, are limited in extent, but there are 
more than 125 miles of good riding trails 
in the mountains back of Beverly Hills, 
Hollywood, and Pasadena. Many of these 
riding trails have been graded so that 
they are almost as adequate for riders as 
the old-fashioned dirt roads. 

The   development   of  riding trails- 
which are distinguished from bridle paths 

through the fact they are merely natural 
trails leading over a right-of-way—has 
been carried on to the greatest extent 
about Piping Rock, Long Island, around 
Greenwich, Connecticut, and in West- 
chester County, New York, and Union 
and Essex counties, New Jersey. These 
riding trails are of two distinct types, 
representing two possible lines of develop- 

ment, a brief explanation of which will 
be helpful to riders in other areas. 

The Piping Rock trails are private, 
developed by connecting the 

trails on one estate with those 
on adjacent areas. In the be- 

ginning a few men, each of 
whom owned several hun- 
dred acres, created riding 
trails on their own estates 
by the simple procedure of 
riding along field sides, 
across pastures and mead- 
ows, or through the woods 
on their own property. As 
the riders on one estate fre- 

quently rode over to a neigh- 
boring estate, gates were put 

in place between the proper- 
ties and, by tacit consent, the 

riders were permitted to use the 
trails not only on their own prop- 

erty but also on their neighbors' prop- 
erty. Eventually the property owners 

about Piping Rock had available nearly 
400 miles of riding trails which passed 
over privately owned property, belonging 
to the estate owners who met both in 
business and in social affairs. 

As time went on, however, some out- 
siders came into the picture. These riders 
often got ofF the trails, rode across mead- 
ows or lawns, left gates open, and did 
other things they should not do, thereby 
exasperating the property owners, some 
of whom threatened to close the trails to 
all riders; others endeavored to educate 
these outside riders to the customs and 
conditions which should prevail among 
those who ride. Some of the paths were 
closed entirely to outside riders, and on 
others privileges have been restricted. 
The ultimate solution will probably be 
found in guarded gates at the entrance 
to the trails and a refusal to allow any 
to pass who do not hold membership in 
a bridle trails asociation, the members of 
which shall pay dues to maintain the trails 
and gates and shall agree to observe the 
same good judgment and care with re- 
spect to the use of the bridle trails as the 
owners themselves observe; with a further 
provision that anyone found violating the 
rules of the road in any way shall have 
his card of membership revoked and shall 
be denied further riding privileges. 

Piping Rock is not the only district 
where such private bridle trails have been 
developed. Around Aiken, South Caro- 
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lina, Oconomowoc, Wisconsin, and in 
many other sections, neighboring estate 
owners who ride have developed similar 
systems, of trails. 

The other type of riding trail is the one 
that is developed on public domain, as in 
Essex, and Union counties, New Jersey, 
and in Westchester County, New York. 
In all three instances the county owns 
park property acquired under laws per- 
mitting the county commissioners to ac- 
quire and improve public domain for 
playground purposes. In all three in- 
stances land of little value for other pur- 
poses has been acquired, such as low-lying 
land along rivers which frequently over- 
flow, or high land along tops of hills or 
mountains. Timber grows both along 
streams and on hillsides or mountain tops. 
Dirt roads have been made through such 
park areas on which holiday seekers may 
penetrate to their picnic points in auto- 
mobiles, wagons, or carriages, and hiking 
trails have been established. 

Separate from either the roads or hiking 
trails are the riding trails, which usually 
wind along the sides of the hills, dipping 
occasionally into the valleys, fording 
streams at certain set points, and rising 
again through the canyons to the hilltops, 
affording riders a never-ending variety of 
scenery and footing. The 
expense of creating these 
trails is very slight indeed. 
They are for the most part 
natural paths across the 
old farms, which were ac- 
quired by the county park 
commissioners when the 
county parks came into 
being. 

Riding stables, riding 
clubs, and riding horses 
speedily come into exis- 
tence wherever good riding 
facilities exist. In the 
Union County park no good riding stable 
or building that could be used for this 
purpose was available, so on the recom- 
mendation of H. S. Chatfield, Chairman, 
the country park commissioners (who 
secured their money at \\ per cent, 
through a bond issue) built a stable large 
enough to house twenty-five horses, with 
an office, locker rooms, showers, etc., and 
rented it out to a responsible riding master 
at a rental which returns 6\ per cent, 
upon the investment, thereby justifying 
such expenditure on the part of the park 
commissioners. 

The stable was speedily filled by riders 
who sent their horses out there to board 
and be schooled, and by the riding master 
himself who kept horses for people who 
desired to ride but did not own horses. 
Demand for space was so great that at the 
end of a year's time the commissioners 
found it necessary to build an addition 
to the stable to accommodate twenty-five 
more horses. 

A similar plan may be followed in other 
sections where park commissioners can 
be prevailed upon to include riding trails 
and a stable as part of the all-around 

development of park areas under their 
control. 

A really pleasurable ride requires not 
only good trails and good footing but a 
good mount also. Those who have been 
reared among five-gaited saddle horses 
want a horse of this type, while those who 
have been brought up in a hunting coun- 
try invariably want a horse of good hunt- 
ing type; but whether the horse selected 
be of the hunting type, the three-gaited 
saddle type, the five-gaited saddle type, 

Right. Nancy Highland, a 
superb type of three-gaited 
registered saddle horse, 
with the high action and 
animation so much desired 

by park riders 

Above. The Arab stallion 
Kyrat. Because of their 
finish, quality, and docil- 
ity Arabs are favorites 

with many 

Left.  Mountain Laurel, 
an excellent type of five- 
gaited park hack, taken in 

th ree-yea r-old form 

or just a polo pony used for riding when 
the polo season is not in progress, the 
essential thing is to get a good horse, sure- 
footed, light-mouthed, that will give the 
rider a pleasurable and safe ride. 

Sloping shoulders, well-defined withers, 
strong backs and loins, with deep chests, 
full barrels, legs well set on, sloping 
pasterns, and good feet are all essential; 
with them we desire good length of neck 
and a level head, for a hot-headed, nervous, 
irritable horse that is constantly seeking 
to break away and race is not to be de- 
sired, either in the hunting field or on the 
bridle path. 

Training, of course, has a great deal to 
do with this, and horses that have been 
raced as two- or three-year-olds seldom 
qualify subsequently as hunters unless 
they are very level headed and well 
schooled, in which event their early racing 
experiences may not cause trouble. Light- 
weight hunters will do admirably as 
mounts for riders not over 140 pounds in 
weight, but the middleweight hunter, 
which is a little heavier and larger, is 
needed for riders who weigh from 150 to 
180 pounds. Those who are above that 
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weight will need heavyweight hunters, if 
much hunting over stiff" jumping country 
is to be done; but where riders hunt only 
once a week a good strong middleweight 
hunter will often carry a man weighing 
up to 200 pounds and at the same time 
serve as a good three-gaited saddle horse 
on other days of the week. 

\n hour's ndc in the parks at varying 
gaits is no harder on a polo mount than 
two chukkers of hard, fast polo in a hotly 
contested game. Hence, there is no good 

reason why polo players 
should not use their polo 
mounts for general riding 
purposes, and this is very 
frequently done. 

Those who do not hunt 
nor play polo usually select 
three- or five-gaited horses 
for pleasure riding. Some 
lean to the hunter type of 
three-gaited saddle horse, 
selecting riding horses that 
conform pretty closely to 
the hunter pattern but 
that have not had special 
training as jumpers. Others 
prefer the high-headed, 

peacocky type of three-gaited saddle 
horse, which is found among horses that 
are bred in the American Saddle strains; 
for it must be remembered that the regis- 
tered American Saddle horses developed 
in Kentucky, Tennessee, and Missouri— 
which have been developed as a distinct 
breed purely for riding purposes—are reg- 
istered as such in the American Saddle 
Horse registry, and these registered saddle 
horses include both those that are ridden 
at the three gaits, walk, trot, and canter, 
and those that by inheritance or training, 
or both, become five-gaited saddle horses, 
showing the slow gait and the rack in 
addition to the three gaits specified 
above. 

Of course three-gaited saddle horses of 
this type and breeding are usually smaller 
in size, finer in quality, with more slope 
of shoulder and a higher carriage of head 
and neck than horses of the hunter type. 
They are, as has often been said, peacocky 
in appearance on the bridle path, high- 
headed, with high knee and hock action, 
and a great deal of snap, verve, and ani- 
mation, causing the majority of people 
who see these horses in action to comment 
upon their beauty, style, symmetry, and 
life. 

The five-gaited saddle horse is trained 
to use two additional gaits—one the slow- 
gait which is intermediate between the 
walk and trot, and the rack, which is a 
distinct "four-beat" gait in which each 
foot strikes the ground at a different 
time. 

Each rider must select the type of 
horse which best suits his tastes and 
needs. The essential thing is to pick one 
that is not above the rider's skill. A 
beginner should always select a quiet, 
steady, well-mannered horse that is en- 
tirely dependable and should progress by 
degrees. 
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^\HE old alchemists, it has always 
seemed to us, wasted a lot of time 
trying to find a means of trans- 

muting the base metals into gold. They 
were always doddering about trying one 
experiment after another, wasting away 
lifetimes and often blowing themselves 
up in their futile efforts to find the elusive 
solution. 

And all the time the miracle was being 
performed daily, or rather nightly, about 
them. Right before their eyes Nature 
performed the feat for which they sought 
eagerly and they were too blind to 
see it. 

For moonlight turns dross into pure 
gold if anything ever did, you'll readily 
agree. Nothing, even the ugliest and drear- 
iest, but assumes new shapes and new 
forms under the magic of moonlight. 
Old familiar objects that you've seen 
every day of your life and never noticed 
twice because of their being so com- 
monplace, assume a dignity and a mys- 
tery that make them seem fantastic and 
unreal. 

And as it changes inanimate objects, 
the moon seems to exert a powerful in- 
fluence on the ani- 
mate. The animal 
kingdom is   sensibly THE 
affected by it and its in- 
fluence on man  and his 
destiny is too well known to 
comment upon. Cases of moon- 
stroke in medieval days were as 
numerous  as   cases   of sunstroke 
nowadays, and Shakespeare is full of 
references to moon madness. While this 
theory of lunar  insanity is discredited 
to-day, still there are few, I'll venture to 
say, who'd care to sleep with the rays 
of the moon falling upon them. 

Now we recognize Her Majesty the 
Moon as a beneficent goddess. As an aid 
to Cupid she has no peer, for moonlight 
makes us all a little senti- 
mental  and it is a fairly 
hardened nature that does 
not come under the witch- 
ery of her rays. 

Somewhat sentimental by 
nature, a full moon affects 
us deeply. It fills us—and we 
suppose this is common to 
all mankind—with a sweet 
melancholy, accompanied, 
however, by great peace of 
mind. Under its rays we fall 
into deep reveries. We dream 
great dreams; the trivial, petty business 
of living slips from our shoulders like a 
mantle abandoned. 

Unconsciously our mind reverts to the 
past—the great days of the ages pass in 
review before us. A new humbleness en- 
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velops us. We are conscious of the infini- 
tesimal role we play in the cosmos. Then, 
ambition stirring, we make all sorts of 
brave resolutions for the future and yet 
all the while a sweet melancholy pervades 
and we despair of the futility of mankind. 

We have fond memories of moonlight 
nights, memories etched deeply upon our 

consciousness. We recall 
clear winter nights in the 
Far North where the moon 
cast her beams over a silent 
world and the cold was so 
intense that the breath froze 
on one's lips. On such nights 
as these we used to wander 
to the top of a near-by hill 
and gaze at the sleeping 
world at our feet. All around 
us the mountains raised lofty 
snow-clad summits against 
a cloudless sky. Below us lay 

the sombre pine-clad forests with the lordly 
Saguenay River, a broad black sinister rib- 
bon, winding its way through the snow and 
ice to the St. Lawrence. And all the while 
the aurora borealis flung its fantastic 
beams in a canopy of glory over our head. 
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Hours we'd spend in contemplation until 
the cold drove us within. 

Nights such as this are difficult to 
forget. Nor can we forget summer nights, 
paddling along quietly in a canoe on 
wilderness lakes, far from the haunts of 
man, with the moon making a broad beam 
of silver on the water up which we slowly 
paddled, while the only sounds that 
broke the stillness were the mournful 
cries of the owl from the depths of the 
forest. 

And the beauty of Paris by moonlight! 
If ever the lily were painted, it is when a 
full moon rises over the lovely old city. 
Walk along the banks of the Seine. Was 
there ever such a sight! The pont Alex- 
andre III is a gossamer fairy thing and 
even the solid bulk of Notre Dame takes 
on new and unearthly splendor. 

And when you've done with Paris, come 
with me to Rome. Climb one of the seven 
hills of this city on a night when Luna is 
in full splendor. What a sight for mere 
mortals! All around you, spread in jeweled 
splendor, lies the Eternal City. In the 
distance, St. Peter's raises its lofty dome 
over the surrounding houses. The cy- 

presses of the 
Borghese Gardens 

Y\T3()TTT make a dark note in 
the golden picture. 

Faintly you can discern 
the Coliseum and Hadrian's 

Tomb, and all the while, the 
Tiber flows on, a sheet of silver 

through the glory that is Rome. 
But of all of the sights we recall, and they 

have been many, the most perfect was a 
night of full moon in Venice. Our gondola 
shot us through the molten silver of the 
Grand Canal to the Ciudecca whereon 
was moored a large, flat decked barge. 
Gaily trapped out in bright lanterns, the 
deck of the barge had been cleared for 
dancing, and guests sat at small tables 
while an orchestra played soft airs. 

About midnight, when the moon was 
most nearly perfect, the lanterns and all 
the lights on the barge were extinguished. 
The orchestra began softly playing an 
old and lovely waltz of Strauss. Mechan- 
ically almost, as if bewitched, the couples 
moved gracefully over the floor in the 
moonlight and as they danced, the barge 
moved slowly up the Giudecca Canal, 
propelled by some unseen force. That for 
us was the hour of hours. Never shall we 
forget it, never shall we relive it. The 
image of the scene, the soft music, the 
balmy air, the moon on the old palazzos 
as we moved slowly by them, those are 
things that time, adversity, or other evils 
can never, never obliterate. 

Do you wonder then, that we are an 
humble votary of Diana? 
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An unusual but highly pleasing wedding of that inhere in either room. The color scheme 
living room, {in foreground) and library includes ivory-colored roughcast plaster walls, 
is effected in this charming home, with- linen curtains embroidered in rose, gold, and 
out any loss of the individual characteristics        blue, and chairs covered in needle-work 

THE   ROOM   OF   THE MONTH 

McBURNEY    &   UNDERWOOD, Decorators 
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Kennels for Terriers 

by  JOHN   R. THORNDIKE 

Readers of COUNTRY LIFE need scarcely 
be told of the joy of owning a dog, but not 
all of them know how much pleasure and 
profit there is in showing him. Competition 
at dog shows leads to better dogs, that are 

the result of selection and care, and in the 
care of the dog the kennel plays an impor- 
tant role. This article covers some of the 
practical points to be considered in plan- 
ning and building a kennel.—THE EDITOR. 

T 

"^HE majority of people who own 
and show terriers have to be con- 
tent to transform such buildings 

as they have at their disposal into a 
kennel. They rearrange a stable or a barn, 
or are content to keep one or two dogs in 
the house and confine themselves to breed- 
ing a litter or soayear, which, if the owners 
are wise, are born in the spring. But let 
us imagine a person who has no place 
available, and wishes to build a kennel 
for terriers; what type of building would 
be suitable? 

The building should be so arranged as 
to be not only comfortable for the dogs, 
but also convenient for the person or 
persons in charge. The more steps saved, 
the more time the manager will have to 
work on the dogs. There is a limit to the 
number of show dogs that one person 
can properly keep in condition, and I 
should put that number, if there are good 
exercising yards, at ten. As a matter of 
fact, no end of time can be spent on one 
or two good ones, and therefore the best 
method is to keep the numbers down as 
low as possible. Get rid of the dogs that 
are not quite up to top form. There are a 
great many people who will buy 
a decent looking terrier at a rea- 
sonable price even if he is not 
a show dog, but a really poor 
specimen should be destroyed. 

The kennel should be built on 
dry, level ground, facing south, 
and very near, or joined to, the 
house of the manager, so that, 
in bad weather it can be easily 
reached. It should have a good 
dry cellar with concrete floor. A 
kennel should not be an expen- 
sive structure and therefore 
should be a frame building, with 
the largest amount of windows 
on the south side, and as few as 
possible on the northern expo- 
sure. All window and door open- 
ings should be fitted, if possible, 
with screens for warm weather. 
Flies, wasps, and mosquitoes 
annoy dogs exceedingly, and carry disease 
as well. 

The exterior sides of the building should 
be boarded, papered, and clapboarded, 
while the interior walls should be boarded, 
papered, and sheathed. Either a pitch or a 
shed roof may be used. The pitch roof 
leaves an air-space above the ceiling, 
which makes the building cooler in sum- 
mer and also prevents the gathering of 
heavy snow in winter. If a pitch roof is 
used, there should be gutters running the 

entire length of the north and south sides 
and connected with conductors, which 
should empty into dry wells. 

It is generally conceded that a hot- 
water system is the best form of heat for a 
kennel. The cellar is the best place for 
the heater, from which pipes may be 
brought up to the main floor and con- 
nected with wall radiators fastened high 
up on the sheathing of the north side. 
The ceiling should be sheathed and should 
be about eight feet and a half above the 
floor, which should be double, with build- 
ing paper between the rough and the 
finished floor, which latter should be left 
unvarnished, as slippery floors cause many 
a strain or sprain in a dog's legs or 
shoulders. 

Twenty feet, inside measurement, is a 
very convenient width for a kennel. The 
length may vary with the requirements, 
but it is safe to assume that the building 
should be divided into four sections. The 
tops of doors between sections should have 
glass lights. The first section may con- 
tain small stalls for visiting matrons, a 
cooking stove, dog biscuit (which should 
be kept in galvanized barrels safe from 

Suggested plan of an economically built kennel for terriers that 
provides the maximum of comfort for the dogs and convenience 

for the kennelman 

mice and rats), and the stairs to the cellar. 
The second section may be fitted with box 
stalls for puppies or brood matrons. The 
stall doors should be screened wTith heavy 
square half-inch mesh wire such as is used 
in cellar windows. Each stall should have 
a sleeping box in it and sawdust should be 
sprinkled on the floor. 

The third section is for the grown dogs, 
which may be kept in individual boxes, 
fitted with doors screened with heavy 
half-inch mesh wire. The doors should be 

of such a height as to allow the dogs to 
stand upright and look out without 
crouching. The tops of these boxes should 
be boarded. In many kennels two tiers of 
boxes are used, but this is inadvisable, un- 
less absolutely necessary on account of 
space. Many owners prefer small box 
stalls for their dogs, but it has been proved 
that it is better for the dogs to be kept in 
individual boxes, and let out for exercise 
at regular intervals during the day. and 
again at eight or nine in the evening. The 
bottoms of the boxes should be removable 
and raised about sixteen inches above the 
floor. The dogs should be let out for exer- 
cise four or five times a day. 

The fourth division in the kennel is for 
an indoor exercising room, without which 
no kennel can be run conveniently. Its 
advantages are thoroughly appreciated by 
both the dogs and the attendant, particu- 
larly during the winter, when there is 
much snow on the ground. Deep snow 
wears off" the hair from the legs, feet, and 
faces of the rough-coated terriers and this 
ruins their appearance, so that, until the 
deep snow can be removed from the out- 
side runs, the dogs that are being pre- 

pared for exhibition should take 
their exercise in the indoor run, 
the floor of which should be 
covered with sawdust. 

The plan submitted may be 
easily changed to suit the re- 
quirements of the owner, but the 
idea of the author has been to 
furnish the plan of a building 
that will be comfortable for the 
dogs, convenient for the atten- 
dant, and as economical as pos- 
sible to build. 

Only four outside exercising 
runs have been shown on the 
plan, but others may easily be 
added. A board fence six feet 
high, with two feet of wire 
above that, should surround the 
exercising grounds and the divi-1 

sions separating one yard from 
another. The boards should be 

nailed vertically. There should be gates, 
as indicated on the plan, to permit of 
access from one yard to another. The 
length of the runs, which should be kept 
mowed and clean, is entirely a matter of 
the owner's idea, but one hundred feet is a 
desirable length. When the dogs are tired 
of running, and begin to lie down, they 
should be put back in their boxes to rest 
and another lot let out. In this way, all 
the dogs have their share of exercise, and 
keep in the best of condition. 
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THE   APOGEE   OF SPRING 

That unknown quantity, an houri's 
dream of Paradise, might well be some- 
thing like this enchanting glimpse of one 
of California's lovely valleys when the 
thousands of acres of prune trees were 

in bloom 
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One of the handsomest 
cars to be seen anywhere 
is the new five-passenger 

Alarm on 68 sedan 
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All's Quiet in the Motor World 

VERY now and then things get to a 
certain point in the world of 
motors where absolutely nothing 

new is on the ways; all the existing speed 
records have been broken, and in order 
to get any interest alive at all one has to 
delve into history; but history doesn't 
quite do in this case because long before 
one's car could possibly get historic one 
trades it in for a worse one. 

There is to be thought of, however, the 
still new Graham Paige, which has an 
amazingly large engine for such a normal 
size car—also it has four speeds forward, 
something the American public has needed 
for years and has never dared use because 
they were so extensively employed on the 
cars that first frightened the horses on 
our early motor roads, when one never 
thought of going out unaccompanied by a 
mechanic. Or did the four-speed trans- 
mission come into vogue after the horses 
had gotten used to seeing Wintons, 
Stevens-Duryeas, and such ? 

While in retrospect it is nice to realize 
that the little and near little Marmon 
have decided to follow in the tread of 
their forefathers and now operate on a 
standard width from tire to tire, whereas 
last year the width was some two to four 
inches under, which meant all sorts of 
not being able to keep in the springtime 
ruts with which our roads are endowed. 
The little Marmon has also grown in it- 
self, why, no one can understand, con- 
sidering the amount of experimental 
work that went into the building of the 
original baby eight, but it has, and has 
grown into a very nice car indeed, the 
four passenger Victoria coup; being one 
of the prettiest things obtainable. 

Both in this car and in the Graham 
Paige there is noticeable a peculiar artistic 
and somewhat meaningless trend which 
finds its main outlet in the form of multi- 
scrolled instrument panels with majestic 
heads, fleur-de-lis, and tri-horsed chariots. 
These jiggers distinctly add to the general 
appearance of the cars as they rest in 
luxury on the floors of their salons, but it 
would seem to me that they would serve 
as a distinct handicap when driving, for, 
were the pictures worth looking at they 
would take the eye off the instruments, and 
if unattractive they would keep one from 
looking at the instrument board at all. 

Among  the  very  few  new features 

by   ERIC HATCH 

observable at this time of year is the 
Hupmobile Century Eight coupe's back 
window. This is the only back window I 
have ever seen that went up and down, 
although I believe there are others. No 
stress need be put on the many draft 
creating advantages accruing to this 
movable back window that are of strong 
appeal for summertime work. 

Incidentally this Hup has much to 
recommend it. Imprimis, it looks like a 
La Salle, but a very superior sort of La 
Salle, and it is supposed to do things in 
the way of high speed. To combat this 
tendency to romp excessively fast it has 
rather large four wheel brakes which are 
called " steeldraulic," meaning good old- 
fashioned pieces of wire hooked on to the 
operating mechanism. That word should 
add thousands to the price of the car, for 
no other car has brakes like that. For the 
rest of it, the Hup this year is of the same 
sturdy quality it has always been and is 
certainly a most useful all-around vehicle. 

A more or less alarming factor has 
thrust itself into the motor world in the 
last few months. This is the increased 
speed, claimed and actual, of the 1928 
cars. Where a year or so ago cars like 
Chrysler were supposed to do seventy- 
five and would frequently reach a real 
sixty-three, to-day the allegation has 
leaped to nigh a hundred—Auburns are 
clipping off speeds in the nineties, Graham 
Paige claims above eighty-eight, and so 
forth. This is alarming for a very simple 
reason which may or may not carry 
weight. In the first place, if the cars will 
go that fast a lot of people who at present 
have no musical inclinations whatever 
have got to learn how to play harps; in 
the second, it seems very odd and pathetic 
that cars like Bentley, Mercedes, Isotta. 
built primarily for speed and costing 
from ten to twenty thousand dollars, 
cannot, except for special models, go over 

The still new Graham-Paige 
has an amazingly large engine 
for such a normal size car 

eighty-five to ninety-five miles an hour. 
To me this proves that there is certainly 
dirty work in Denmark somewhere. 

Among the speed demons of the current 
year, Frank Lockhart has achieved a 
most notable distinction with his Black 
Hawk Stutz, which of course bears little 
relationship to its sleek and beautiful 
namesake sold around New York. Where 
Segrave came over with a veritable 
juggernaut of a car, and Campbell's Blue- 
bird, topping world marks of motored 
velocity, was also a tremendous sort of a 
thing, Lockhart has sallied forth in a car, 
big to be sure, but an infant in arms com- 
pared with the enginery of these others. 
That is a nice thing, because it is by the 
compression of tremendous speed into 
small and efficient compass that the 
ordinary pleasure car profits; it has been 
the basic theory behind American motor 
racing for many years and it is proving 
its worth—Lockhart's Daytona Beach 
records have proved it. 

An amusing little stunt for the motorist 
who spends his summers in the country 
chauffeurless, has just been recalled to me. 
It is sometimes more than convenient when 
one has a closed car and is going to the 
theatre and all that sort of thing to have a 
chauffeur in town—permanently in town 
—but the cost is often prohibitive. 

There is a garage in New York from 
which can be obtained chauffeurs who will 
drive one most expertly for the meagre sum 
of a dollar an hour, with a small tip at the 
end of the journey. These men have, usu- 
ally, trim uniforms and are exceedingly 
reliable and, as I said, most expert drivers. 

It seems that quite a few of our "best 
pipples" both in summer and winter 
have a habit of putting up their Rolls 
Royces, Hispanos, etcetera, when they, 
leave town. Having good drivers who 
have been with them for years, these 
people naturally keep their men on the 
payroll, which leaves the men for weeks 
and months with nothing to do. Is it 
not a perfectly natural thing that they 
should be glad to pick up a few dollars for 
an evening's work? A few dollars are not 
beneath their notice; after all, the mighty 
Pennsylvania Railroad sells many a 
fifty-cent ticket to commuters who have 
forgotten their commutation ticket—and 
these itinerant chauffeurs have most 
beautiful uniforms! 



Starting with Xhe advantage of a side hill site, 
the architects have turned it to good advantage 
in developing the plan of this delightful Long 
Island home.  The front of the house {on the 

upper level) is designed in the spirit of the 
Early Renaissance, and gives the low, rambling 
effect that is so difficult to achieve in the house of 

more than one story 

THE  RESIDENCE OF WILLIAM  A. GREER, Esq. 

at Locust Valley, L. I. 

Below. Two views of the lower level 
at the rear of the house, where a 
dallage of bluestone, lead figures, 
and a small fountain add to the 

NOEL  &  MILLER, Architects 

Photographs by Drix Duryea 
charm. There are two staircases 
leading down from the upper level, 
one from the sun porch {at left) and 
one from the living room terrace 
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Above. A corner of 
the principal bed- 
room, showing the 
Colonial mantel 
and fine old pieces 

of furniture 

Comfort is the keynote of the 
small sitting room opening from 
the owners' bedroom, where plain 
walls set ofif to advantage the 
colorful chintz, in window hang- 

ings and furniture coverings 

The fireplace corner of the living room, 
with its Early Renaissance paneling of 
pine. The trussed ceiling, with indi- 
rect lighting in the cornice, gives the 
room an unusual quality of distinction 
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Above. Strictly Co- 
lonial—a guest 
room, with its pic- 
torial wallpaper 
and canopied four- 

posters 

The hallway between dining 
room and living room, paved in 
black and green marble, is given 
added interest by a small foun- 
tain and murals in the Pom- 
peiianstyle by Violet Twachtman 

The bay window in the living room 
{shown at left of entrance in the pic- 
ture at top of page 53). The two floor 
lamps were cleverly evolved from a 

couple of old wig stands 



Above. The beautifully pro- 
portioned doorway leading to 
the entrance hall from the 
living room, showing in the 
background on the hall wall 
an old painting of a French 
hunting scene. Like the fire- 
place paneling, this door and 
adjoi ning woodwork is of pine 

Left. The stone paved terrace 
above the dining room, that 
opens off the living room and 
overlooks the garden. A bell 
hanging in the little belfry 
on the chimney is used to 
call the owner when he is 
out in the gardens and his 
presence is needed indoors 

The extensive gardens that 
form a setting for the Greer 
home will be shown in an 
early issue of COUNTRY 

LIFE 
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We are not ail of the opinion—yet-that an interior like this is a "hopeless an- 
achronism." Although in no sense a period room, it has a decided Georgian feel- 
ing. The walls are painted in Georgian green, glazed and striped with gold, making 

an effective background for the fine Georgian mantel 

NEW YORK GALLERIES, DECORATORS 

The Modernistic Mode in Decoration 

by  HORACE   WESLEY OTT 

kN INTERESTING commentary 
on our national temperament is 
the fact that America's absence 

from the Exposition des Arts Decoratifs 
in Paris in 1925 probably did more to 
stimulate subsequent ultra modern art 
than the Exposition itself. It was a de- 
cided blow to our pride and not a little 
embarrassing to play the role of mere 
spectator, and in spite of many comfort- 
ing assurances that the failure to exhibit 
was due only to tardiness in making the 
necessary appropriations and in appoint- 
ing committees, the terrible possibility 
that perhaps we had nothing worth ex- 
hibiting was never quite out of our minds. 
At any rate we came home eager to dis- 
cover what we had done that might have 
passed muster abroad, and in general in- 
clined to look much more cordially on 
modern art. 

Although the movement has affected 
practically everything even remotely asso- 
ciated with interior decoration, it is the 

furniture as the basic medium in the 
decoration of our homes which has come 
in for special attention. 

We have no quarrel either with the aims 
or the attainments of the modernists. It 
is only when they declare all period furni- 
ture and its derivatives to be hopeless 
anachronisms and set forth their work as 
the twentieth century solution to all ar- 
tistic difficulties—in short, force a choice 
between the old and the new—that we 
are unable to concur. For, although cer- 
tain temperaments will find ultra modern 
furniture'exhilarating and interesting to 
live with, there are others of us who are 
not quite sure that the substitutes offered 
us for the period models are capable of 
filling their place. 

The basis for modernistic furniture is 
almost suspiciously sound. In all the his- 
torical periods, say its proponents, furni- 
ture has been a definite reflection of archi- 
tecture, conceived in the same spirit as 
the architectural background for which it 

was designed, and to some extent depen- 
dent upon it for effectiveness. Now if the 
twentieth century has made one contribu- 
tion to architecture, surely it is the sky- 
scraper, and so, with it as a criterion, they 
have attempted to catch something of its 
austere beauty and cleanness of line in 
their productions. In at least one instance, 
the designer has gone so far as to create 
pieces which, by the utilization of differ- 
ent planes and set-backs, suggests more 
than remotely the skyscraper. But in the 
mam, they ask no more than that their 
work be somehow an expression of effi- 
ciency and rhythm, and as characteristic 
of this mechanical age as the streamline 
motor car, the radio, or the telephone. 
And so it follows that modern furniture 
counts for its appeal largely upon line, 
unsoftened by carving, and unusual effects 
in woods and color combinations. 

The modernists do not make entirely 
clear the field which the new furniture is 
designed to occupy. Since the architecture 
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of the countryside consists mainly of 
adaptations of the historical styles it 
would seem that the new furniture would 
be as incongruous in country houses as 
period furniture in a modern setting. The 
inference is that it is intended primarily 
for use in the city, more particularly in 
the modern apartment, as in it- 
self most expressive of the spirit 
of the age. Thus, those dismayed 
at the prospect of a revolutionized 
countrys'ide may rest secure in the 
knowledge that for them the Colo- 
nial and transplanted Continental 
traditions will prevail. 

It is undoubtedly true that in 
the past, architecture, by which 
we also mean the architectural in- 
terior, has influenced concomitant 
furniture both in form and decora- 
tion. The relation between exterior 
and interior has heretofore been 
of the closest kind, and the use of 
furniture designed in the same 
spirit has been a necessity. But 
to-day, in the skyscraper apart- 
ment buildings, there may exist no kinship 
whatsoever between exterior and interior, 
which is likely to be anything from Gothic 
to Directoire, depending upon the wishes 
of the tenant. All of which is important 
only in so far as it means that when his- 
torical forms are used it does not follow 
that the background, even in the modern 
apartment, is necessarily out of key with 
the furnishings. 

It is precisely this gulf between the ex- 
terior and interior which the modernists 
decry and have attempted to bridge in 

their work. Let the interior, they say, as 
well as the exterior be an expression of 
our twentieth century ideals of simplicity 
and efficiency; let us make the most of its 
distinctive modern qualities, frankly ac- 
knowledging the fact that it has its definite 
limitations and cease from our attempt 

NEW YORK GALLERIES. DECORATOR 
A  delightful  bedroom  in ike Spanish 
mode,  which  is free  of any attempt 
to relate it to the exterior of the apartment 

building which houses it 

to conceal its origin with trappings of an 
outgrown past. 

It cannot be gainsaid that the new 
decoration possesses the important ad- 

Sturdy Spanish and English furniture is 
effective against the rough plaster walls and 
hand-hewn beams of this dining room. The 
wrought iron sconces and gates are inter- 

esting features 
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vantage of being much more adaptable 
to the average apartment interior than 
any of the period styles. The severity and 
lack of ornamentation in modern furni- 
ture is precisely wrhat is required: both 
interior and furniture are of the twentieth 
century, and both are an expression of 

the same ideals. 
Despite  the  logic  of ultra- 

modern furniture and its adapt- 
ability to the modern interior, 
we wonder if it is destined to 
fill   the  crying need  its advo- 
cates  predict.   Since it is pri- 
marily designed forthe apartment, 
does it not presuppose a whole- 
hearted acceptance of the apart- 
ment in modern society? As a 
matter of fact, the apartment, 
although it fills a definite place 
in life to-day, is far from being 
an unqualified blessing. It is at 
best a makeshift sort of twen- 
tieth   century  arrangement to 
which  we   philosophically sub- 
mit. But the important result as 

regards our decoration is that we attempt 
in it to escape in every possible way from 
the very efficiency and simplicity which 
have called ultra modern furniture into 
being. Feeling that unavoidably the world 
is too much with us, we set about recreat- 
ing for ourselves as much as possible of the 
romance and lure of a past more pictur- 
esque and leisurely than the present. And 
so our decoration has become what might 
be called a "decoration of escape" and 
to many of us it goes far indeed toward 
making life tolerable. 

NEW YORK GALLERIES. PECORATORS 
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The exquisitely per- 
fumed white moccasin 
{Cypripedium candi- 
dum) has the air of a 

true aristocrat 

Adventuring in Orchids 

by C. T. RAMSEY 

II—A Spring Pilgrimage 

7* ARLY spring in "Paradise" is 
essentially an amphibian cele- 
bration.   A   seething frogginess 

has pervaded it from early history. 
Through centuries, ever since the ancient 
lake-bottom gathered its peat and finally 
became reduced to a bog by planing 
glacier and slow erosive process in the 
landscape, the frog and the salamander 
have slipped into its soft darkness each 
autumn to sleep until spring. Before the 
ice has melted fully from its pools and 
runlets, in February, among the crimped 
orchid roots, amblystoma, newt, and sala- 
mander—countless millions of them, I 
fancy—are having their love blessed by the 
gaily cowled skunk cabbage priests. And 
soon their gelatinous egg masses are 
strewn in bundles and festoons about the 
submerged debris. 

About the time the first pussy willows 
peep through their silver veils, the raspy, 
satyr-laugh of the wood frog {Rana syl- 
vaticus) fills the land; like a million demons 
in pagan glee, their hoarse sucking song- 
waves roll through the valley and are 
heard for miles around. Were they awak- 
ened by the downy woodpecker's per- 
sistent drum ? Were they ever discouraged ? 
How many hapless ones had the snake, 
wild duck, heron, hawk, and stake-driver 
gulped all summer long, way into Oc- 
tober? No. The lusty jingle of the hylas 
mingles with the laugh of the wood frog 
each spring as ever. Life is cheap—a 
million losses in life's battle do not matter. 

While the maples and the willows take 
on their pink and yellow veils, hepatica, 
spring beauty, and the pale gold of round- 

leaved violets emerge from the thick car- 
pet of leaves covering the islands and 
warm hillsides; the first snakes come out 
to bask in the spring sunlight. Meanwhile 
the marsh marigold has gilded the bog 
with great clouds of bloom. As the main 
chorus of frogs and toads subsides, the 
golden-club lifts itself from the mire and 

Hooker's orchid, green spiked and 
unattractive, is a plebeian relative of 

the round-leaved orchid 

the first telegraph-ticking of the cricket- 
frog is heard. Migratory duck, heron, and 
hawk have returned from the South; the 
fox, mink, weasel, and bobcat steal forth 
to ply their ancient trade among those 
who feed upon the amphibian horde. The 
spring drama in Paradise is on. 

Before the tree foliage was full blown, 
I had made several trips to the bog to 
study its topographical features. After I 
had established a few landmarks, it was 
comparatively easy to get about the vast 
expanse of bog and travel in it with safety; 
though it was necessary to be careful 
always, for there were great areas of 
sphagnum woven into the matted roots 
of willow, alder, andromeda, buck bean, 
and other aquatic plants that looked to 
the eye at first glance like solid footing, 
but on poking a six-foot staff into it, one 
soon found it hardly stopping in its down- 
ward course. This is true of the open 
places, flanking the stream that winds 
through the whole length of the swamp. 
While this mat in places is quite ade- 
quate in its support, muskrats had riddled 
it with their holes and runways, that 
several times sent me floundering in water 
well over my middle. To walk on these 
mats was like playing "tickly bender" 
on the ice, for it trembled and heaved to 
one's steps for many yards around. I had 
a few narrow escapes, as did my friend the 
professor, but that made Paradise more 
attractive than if it had been paved with 
biblical gold, for there was cypripedium 
gold massed in a beauty and abundance 
such as few mortals will ever see again. 

The first orchids of Paradise come 
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Left.  "In the underbrush flourished a 
dashing bed of wake-robin trilliums ' 

Above. Yellow moccasins more than 
fifty blossoms in less than twenty feet square 

on the crest of the migratory bird wave, 
i.e., about the middle of May. Paradise 
is then not only a wild garden decked with 
orchids but its woods ring with the song 
of countless birds. The veery and the 
wood thrush are singing their best. In the 
rushes the red-wing is gurgling; the king- 
fisher goes rattling by; thousands of 
warblers flit in wild ecstasy about the 
half-blown greenery of the trees. Indeed 
I was kept so busy watching these flashing 
bits of bright feathers that it was difficult 
to concentrate on orchids. And it is this 
jubilant song of birds that alleviates 
the tragedy going on in the swamp con- 
stantly. The screen of new leaves—golden 
green, shot with sunlight—and snowy 
clouds of dogwood hovering here and 
there hide much of the harsh predacious- 
ness that lurks among the hemlocks and 
cedars. Fiddle-head ferns were pushing 
up everywhere among the lush skunk- 
cabbages, the larch shooting its tufts of 
silver green, and there stood the shy white 
cypripedium. It was for me walking in 
Paradise, indeed. A garden untamed bv 

rake and spade—a wild garden par 
excellence—in which only the daring 
would venture. I flattered myself. Eventu- 
ally commercialism found it out. 

Ah, the joy of that bright May day 
when for the first time I trod its wild 
domain! Few indeed are favored thus. 
I entered by a cove on the north side of 
the bog where a brook trickles from the 
adjoining slope. The piercing song of a 
Louisiana water thrush fairly startled me 
as I pushed through the dense spicebush 
border hedging the bog. What virility! 
What unbounded joy! He trembled with 
excitement. This was no ordinary day in 
Paradise, and he was announcing it ac- 
cordingly. In the underbrush flourished 
a dashing bed of wake-robin trilliums— 
thousands—the air was permeated with 
their pungent odor. I could hardly crouch 
long enough in their midst to locate the 
singer. Soon he shook out another song 
and then I saw him curtseying on a log 
that was wedged between two trees, at the 
base of which was a golden mass of the 
small cypripedium—more than fifty blos- 
soms altogether in an area less than 
twenty feet square. Flooded with the May 
sunlight, it was a wildwood picture such 
as no orchid show in the city could dis- 
play. On first flash I had a deep sense of 
gratitude to the water-thrush for having 
drawn my attention in that direction. 
However, my manner may not have indi- 
cated as much. With a bound, I was be- 
side the golden bed of tiny sabots. What 
a contrast their delightful lavender-like 
perfume to the ill-scented trillium! 

While crouching among the wake- 
robins my attention was drawn to some 
extra large maroon rosettes, a rather 
singular group of plants in which the 

stamens of the trillium had taken a petal 
form. They made a spectacular showing, 
for they had withdrawn from the main 
company and stood among some ferns at 
the base of a tree draped with glistening 
copper-colored Virginia creeper. 

It requires no ordinary botanical eye 
to locate the whorled pogonia (Pogonia 
verticillata) standing among the Indian 
cucumber root. But what a joy these 
fantastic flowers afford the orchid lover 
as he comes upon a colony in the late 
May woods. After the last cypripedium has 
been brought into the confines of the gar- 
den, it may be safely said that these wild 
children of the moist woods will survive 
theonslaught of man's acquisitive instinct. 
Untrained eyes see them only by accident. 
It is one of those fortunate experiments of 
Nature for which some of us feel grateful. 
The flower shoots from a wdiorl of leaves 
and is poised in a triangular setting of 
dusky-brown sepals—a druidic symbol— 
cream-colored lip, crimped, lined, and 
serrated with enticement for cupid-bees. 
Somehow this pogonia suggests a culture 
related to the red man, as does the Indian 
moccasin, which grew in bright red bal- 
looning companies wherever I went in the 
bog—at least where there was no lime- 
stone influence. Both of these orchids 
require acid soil apparently. 

Along the dry hillsides and the many 
islands that hump themselves out of the 
bog, stood numerous plants of the Hook- 
er's orchid (Habenaria hookeriana) a ple- 
beian relative of the round-leaved orchid. 
It is a green spiked, unattractive plant 
that for unknown reasons must have lost 
caste among the more illustrious clan. 
But not with certain moths, for the local 
spiders gave ample evidence that they 
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Above. "Wherever I went I saw the downy 
silver-green shoots of my Brunnhilde" 

Right.   The pink-purple, darker veined 
blossom of Cypripedium acaule 

still maintain a sentimental relationship. 
They had draped their webs about the 
greenish, hooked inflorescence, with the 
express purpose of stopping some of their 
flirtations and revelry. 

Nor was the bracted orchid (H. brac- 
teata) missing from the realm. On the 
edge of the bog and the dry knolls, with 
the Hooker's orchid and the yellow moc- 
casin, they stood in pairs or groups of a 
half dozen. But it could never be said that 
they thrived with dandelion prolificness; 
and while their little ovaries produced 
thousands more seeds than the lowly com- 
posite, there was a manifest process of 
birth control checking them. 

The major show of the first spring 
pilgrimage was the yellow moccasins At a 
conservative guess, I should say, that I 
saw at least thirty thousand of them in the 
bog. They were there by the carload, that 
was certain. The bulk of the plants grew 
in the wet portion of the swamp, and 
these were always smaller in size than 
those growing on the dry knolls. Person- 
ally I have always questioned the authen- 
ticity of a distinct species between that of 
the large and small varieties, i.e., Cypri- 
pedium hirsutum and C. parviflorum, 
for here within only a few yards one could 
see a contrast in size. Habitat certainly 
had its influence. By transplanting to the 
dry hillside the ones that had their feet 
in the water I noticed in a few years that 
their vegetation and blooms assumed the 
characteristics of those that grew there 
originally. However, the bog blossoms 
seemed to have a richer perfume—at 
least a spicier penetration. Whether this 
was a soil condition, an adaptation to a 
specific variety of bee, or to its environ- 
ment, it would be difficult to say. Cer- 

tainly it was an intoxicating sight to see 
them tossing by the thousands like so 
many golden spiders moored to the hum- 
mocks, graced with ferns and grasses. 

Late in the afternoon, out of the wild 
polyphony of birds, I became attracted 
by the busy call of a white-eyed vireo: 
"Quick! Kut-cha come here! ... Kut-cha 
come here! . . . Kut-cha come here!" 
Somehow my fancy kept building a lot 
of possibilities on this apparently forced 
invitation. Having no specific route, I 
decided to work in the singer's direction, 
though I had to cross one of the many 
brooks that branch into the main stream. 
He seemed to move away from me as I 
approached, though this may have been 
imaginary on account of the ventrilo- 
quistic quality of his song. Still, I failed 
to see the little rascal for some time. I kept 
dodging into the undergrowth of willows 
and rushes on the edge of an open marsh 
which looked anything but promising. 
For a time he became quiet. Some dis- 
tance ahead, he broke out with fresh 
gusto: "D'you write about it! Go right 
about it! D'you write about it! Go right 
about it! Quick! Kut-cha come here. 
Kut-cha come here!" It was annoyingly 
humorous, and while I'm sure the bird 
would have preferred me in limbo, I 
drew up closer in an effort to see the little 
minstrel. Strange as it may seem, I found 
myself led to the first white cypripediums 
I had ever seen. They were a rare sight, in 
a bed of ferns on the very brink of the 
algae-covered runlet. On searching the 
locality I found several colonies of these 
rare orchids. The bees had not been too 
exclusive, for there were cream-colored 
hybrids among them, indicating that they 
had been cross-pollinated with the yellow 

variety which grew near by. But the pure 
white species (Cypripedium candidum) 
had the air of the true aristocrat, with a 
perfume exquisitely rare, which none other 
of our native orchids affords, excepting the 
reginae.The pure white labellum, like a bit 
of carved alabaster inlaid with converg- 
ing amethyst lines that faintly show 
through the translucent shell, must make 
an attractive loving-cup for the bee. 

Showy orchids! First of our native 
orchids to unfold their purple and white 
loveliness in the May woods. To orchid 
lovers a name with associations like that 
of arbutus. Every few yards along the 
drier bog border, in the rich woods, they 
huddle together among the brown leaves 
like so many transformed elves. 

But the evidence of a still more gor- 
geous orchid show—that of the reginae— 
was really the exciting feature of the day. 
Wherever I went, I saw the downy silver- 
green shoots of my Brunnhilde pushing 
toward that great day which I so anxiously 
awaited. 

{To be continued) 
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Above. The entrance front, with 
its wide Dutch door opening on 
a terrace framed by hedges and 
century old trees, possesses 
to a high degree the homelike 
feeling that gives the house of 
Colonial lines such wide appeal 

Left. The paved court at one 
end of the house {page 63) is 
reached from the garden side 
through this circular opening, 
patterned after a portal in the 
enclosure around the Lake of the 
Great Light at Tsinan-fu, China 

THE   RESIDENCE  OF  DAVID   H.  M cAL PIN   PYLE, ESQ., 

at Far Hills, N. J. 
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Above. The hall, showing 
the elliptical free-standing 
stair, behind which French 
doors provide access to the 

paved court 

HYDE & SHEPHERD 

Architects 

Above. The shady paved court with its enclosing high 
brick wall provides an ideal place for afternoon tea. 
Steps lead down through the circular archway {see also 

page 62) to the garden 

Below. IValls of roughcast plaster with woodwork of 
natural oak give the living room an attractive air of 
permanence that is eminently satisfying. At the end 
of the room steps lead up through an arched opening 

to the study 

In the pine-walled study 
the mantel, posts, and 
ceiling summers are hand- 
hewn chestnut from an old 

barn on the place 

PHOTOGRAPHS BY 

DRIX DURYEA 
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RUTH COM.INS, DECORATOR 
The soft green walls of this sun porch {residence of Mrs. William 
A. Read, Katonah, N. Y.) make a charming background for the 
iron tree's branches. These carry pots of ivy which furnish the 

living green that makes perfect the illusion of a growing tree 

Trees Made to Order 

by   RUTH COLLINS 

Drawings by Seymour Snyder 

GARDEN and court walls, roof ter- 
races, open air sun porches, in 
these days of gas laden air in our 

large cities present a most perplexing 
problem to their owners. There are many 
feet of bare wall that should be, must be, 
treated decoratively if there is to be the 
slightest resemblance to the beauty and 
attractiveness they should contain. How 
can it be accomplished? Shrubs, vines, 
and trees will last but one 
season. As each time of re- 
freshing the garden comes 
about, this fact spells entire 
replacement—an expensive 
and rather discouraging pros- 
pect. Yet the city house 
should have its little garden 
of green, and its long boun- 
dary wall should  be more 
than a mere matter of stones, 
bricks, and mortar. The 
value of green and growing 
things, decoratively as well 
as from the standpoint of 
human refreshment, cannot 
be overestimated. 

It was in an effort to over- 
come this seemingly insur- 
mountable obstacle in our 
own garden that the "living 

iron tree" was first evolved. Why not 
make wrought iron trees to simulate the 
growing trees, or it might be the vines, 
that refused to grow? We could get the 
real live green by means of pots of ivy 
placed in its branches to serve as foliage! 
We experimented. The tree grew; it was 
admired; and it lived—a fascinating solu- 
tion of an exceedingly perplexing problem. 

Why shouldn't the old gnarled tree 

Suggestion for an iron substitute for wistaria or 
grape vines to clamber over a boundary wall or court 

trunk be made of wrought iron? It is 
wholly appropriate in its garden setting, 
and it meanders over the wall in fascinat- 
ing fashion  holding aloft its crowning 
foliation of ivy. The long drooping sprays 
give the massed green effect of the so- 
much-desired trees. Each branch has its 
rings, in which  are placed the potted 
plants at intervals to simulate the proper 
foliage mass. Wind or weather, gases or 

oil  cannot harm them, for 
they can be easily refreshed 
by renewal of their earth food 
or by watering. It is such a 
simple means of overcoming 
an obstacle with the beauty 
of real growing greens that it 
seems strange it has never 
been thought of before. 

These iron substitutes have 
many uses. They may trail 
over the entire wall of the 
roof terrace or town garden 
as vines. Or they may be ar- 
ranged in tree form, one on 
each side of a door in a town 
house or a country house 
foyer. The sturdier spreading 
trees show particularly well 
where it is desired to break 
a long wall space. The effect 
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of the soft gray-brown of the trunks and 
the charm of the terra cotta pots showing 
in the shadows through the leaves against 
mellow weathered brick or stone, is very 
delightful. 

The problem may not be a gar- 
den; it may be a long wall—the boundary 
wall or a court. The tree, or vine, which- 
ever form is preferred, can be used any- 
where that a touch of living green with 
its delightful freshness of color and form, 
and its pleasant play of light and shade, 
will break the monotony. 

Out-of-doors, the rings which hold the 
pots require no pan for the drip. When the 
trees are used indoors, however, ample 
provision is made to care for this necessity 
without in any way affecting the decora- 
tive quality of the tree. 

Sun porches offer many knotty prob- 
lems with their big stretches of bare wall, 
which looms as a distinct difficulty that 
must be conquered before the wall space 
can do its part in setting proper atmos- 
phere and balancing the bright-hued fur- 
niture and floorings. The tree is a happy 
solution and I have used it with great 
success. 

As shown in the picture of the sun 
porch, the effect is particularly pleasing. 
The wall area is large, and the wide, 
wandering spread of the branches fills the 
space with somewhat the effect that one 
gets from the flattened trees in rural 
France against the old weather-beaten 
barns and houses. It makes perfect bal- 
ance for the brown marbleized composi- 
tion floor, the soft green walls, and the 
brilliant notes of chintz. Sun porches, with 
their lovely country vistas, are so often 
in need of just such touchesof green. Often, 
too, there are the walls where little or no 
sun comes. The ivy gives the life touch, 
and it can be preserved 
by being taken from the 

ji     j   •     .r Below. Arranged in tree form on rings and placed in the r    ,   6-     . J, ,. ,    r , ... sl«e °J a door in a town house or 
sunlight for an hour daily. country house foyer 
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each    Above. Placed in a pot and used as an 
in a    isolated bit of decoration away from the 

wall, the result is equally pleasing 

Above. The sturdier, spreading trees 
show particularly well where it is 
desired to break a long wall space 

The trees may also be placed in pots 
and used as isolated bits of decoration 
away from the walls with equally interest- 
ing effect. Such a use is well illustrated in 
the picture of the plant shown at the foot 
of the stairs. The softening effect of the 
little green leaves against the iron railing 
is most pleasant. There are so many halls 
where living green adds a note of both 
ease and distinction—the dark hallways 
where no green may grow, but where liv- 
ing iron trees can, with a little attention 
to sunlight for a short time each day. 

Some foyers have wall spaces where, for 
want of something better, height is given 
by means of panels or hangings. The living 

tree could be the solu- 
tion for this, just as it 
solved the problem in our 
garden. 
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Above. The contrast of virgin forest with delicate bloom— 
a marvelous blending of artistry and nature—is so satis- 
fying and restful that the word "peace" instinctively comes 
to mind, and this is the meaning of the Ga~lic name 
" Kewn" which Mrs. Duffy has given to her home. Here 
a native yew marks the divergence of the grassy path, the 
marble bench beneath inviting one to rest and dream of 

the days when Indians peopled these forest aisles 

A GARDEN OF THE NORTHWEST 

OX   THE   ESTATE OF 
MRS.   GILBERT   Le BARON DUFFY 

Seattle, Washington 

PHOTOGRAPHS BY ASAHEL CURTIS 

DESCRIPTION  BY A.  K. LEONARD 

The long, low-lying house, embowered in vines, 
is so much a part of garden and site that it 
might well have grown there along with the trees. 
On the side toward the sea is a long lanai from 
which is an inspiring view out across Puget 

Sound to the snow-clad Olympics beyond 
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A view of Puget Sound from the garden, framed 
by the red-brown trunks of glossy leaved mad- 
rona trees, with their grape-like clusters of red 
berries. Sumac and evergreen shrubs carpet the 

slope to the beach 

Looking east from the main driveway. The use 
of countless imported shrubs and dwarf trees 
gives an exquisite gradation of shades and forms 
an enduring background for the successive beds 
of tulips, gladiolus, lilies, and rare dahlias. 
Rose gardens, drifts of daisies, long flights of 
steps leading to higher levels where new beauties 
and wider-sweeping views are disclosed, broad 
grassy paths, waves of hydrangeas, fascinating 
borders of blending colors—these are a few of the 
memories that one bears away from this en- 

chanting garden 
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Most famous of ocean races, this 
biennial 660-mile straightaway from 
New London to Bermuda includes 
Robert N. _ Bavier's 67-foot ketch- 

rigged Dragoon 

R. Graham Biglow's Teal, a 54-foot 
schooner, winner of the IQ27 ocean 
race from New London to Cape 
May, will surely be among the 

starters on June 23rd 

THE  BERMUDA RACE 

Photographs by Morris Rosenfeld 

A. M. Lindsay of 
Rochester will represent 
the Great Lakes with the 
55-foot sch ooner Sea 
Hawk, e x - F1 y i n g 

Cloud 

The 57-foot schooner 
Wind jammer, owned by 
f ice-Commodore Crabbe 
of the_ Cruising Club of 
America, who is sponsor 

of the race 

Malabar VII, a 54- 
foot schooner, win- 
ner of the 1927 
cruising race from 
Cape May to Gibso n 
Island, will have as 
a worthy competitor 
a new Malabar, No. 
IX, a 58-foot 

schooner 
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The residence of the owner 
at Meadow Farm. The de- 
velopment of the farm's 
commercial possibilities 
has made the place a source 
of pleasure to the owner, 
instead of a heavy expense 

Making a Suburban Farm Pay 

by  GEORGE   M. ROMMEL 

Photographs by John Wallace Gillies, Inc. 

T 

~^HE profitable utilization of the 
open land adjacent to most large 
American cities is a standing chal- 

lenge to American ingenuity and skill in 
business organization. Between the twi- 
light of commercial farming, forced back 
farther and farther from the cities by the 
competition of the industrial demand for 
labor, and the dawn of suburban settle- 
ment, lies a darkness zone of inactivity, 
lighted here and there by the bright spots 
of golf and country clubs and private es- 
tates or illuminated in broad rays by 
public parks. There is no doubt that all 
of this land would be in use if it paid to 
use it. 

This article is the story of a farm within 
twenty miles of New York City whose 
present owner bought it twenty-two years 
ago for two clear reasons—to give his 
family a home in the country and to invest 
in a property which could be made to 
carry itself from the sales of farm products 
until it was ready for the suburban real 
estate market. Both objects are being 
accomplished, and the owner also has the 
satisfaction of having made it possible for 
other families to live in the country and, 
instead of having a tract of land lying un- 
used for a quarter of a century, growing 
up to weeds and brush, harboring all the 
plant diseases and insect pests in the 
catalogue, he has a beautiful, well-kept 
farm which is an asset to himself and to 
the community. 

The place is Meadow Farm, comprising 
somewhat less than a hundred acres on a 
well-traveled highway near Hartsdale, 
N. Y., not far from the city of White 
Plains, the county seat of Westchester 
County. The owner is Charles W. Leavitt, 
one of America's best-known landscape 
engineers, who knew exactly what he 
wanted to do with the property when he 
got it. He had a definite purpose and plan: 
fair treatment of help, with wages and 
living conditions that attract men of in- 
telligence and character; production in 
such quantity that unit costs are low and 
of such quality as to avoid competition 
with the average run of farm products; 
and a sales policy that commands top 
prices on the market. 

In spite of this careful planning, all did 
not go well at first. Production was not 
satisfactory, sales were not up to expecta- 
tions, and costs ran so high that the Leav- 
itts seriously considered scrapping the 
whole project and relinquishing their idea 
of a country home. 

Then Mr. Leavitt got hold of Charles 
E. Prescott and found in him a man whose 
ideas ran on all fours with his own. Mr. 
Prescott came to Meadow Farm to have 
charge of the poultry plant, but he was 
soon given full control, and the owner 
now rather proudly boasts that Mr. Pres- 
cott is the last man he has hired at 
Meadow Farm, Together, these two men, 
with the  advice,  helpful  interest, and 

whole-hearted cooperation of Mrs. Leav- 
itt, have worked out their problem of farm 
management. 

It was in February, 1906, that the 
Leavitt-Prescott combination got under 
way at Meadow Farm, and it is still in 
operation. And when both owner and 
manager can look back over a period of 
more than two decades of intimate asso- 
ciation with mutual satisfaction and per- 
fect willingness to do it all over again if 
they could, their work unfolds a tale that 
is certainly worth telling. 

Meadow Farm is run strictly as a busi- 
ness institution, with a thorough system 
of accounting. While the owner has his 
home there, a sharp line is drawn between 
the maintenance of his home and the 
operation of the farm, and the owner is 
charged with what he gets from the com- 
mercial end of the farm for his personal 
use, whether it is produce or labor. This 
is the first fundamental principle to be 
established in planning a cost-accounting 
system for a country place. The owner 
would not think of charging the cost of 
running his town house to his business or 
profession. No more should he charge the 
upkeep of his country house and grounds 
to the farm that may go with his country 
home. 

There are four commercial depart- 
ments at Meadow Farm, and a separate 
account is kept with each. These are (1) 
a squab plant; (2) orchards, including 
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inter-crops and cover-crops grown there; 
(3) farm, including forage and field crops 
produced; and (4) a small dairy. 

When the war came and wages rose 
rapidly, a unique plan of profit-sharing 
was worked out which has been highly 
satisfactory. An employee shares in 
profits after he has been on the payroll for 
six months and continues at the farm 
until the end of the fiscal year (December 
1st). If a man serves six months but leaves 
before* the year is up, the amount which 
would have been due him as profits goes 
into a special "employees' welfare fund," 
which is used to pay for medical attention 
for employees, to provide reading matter 
for the men, for entertainment, and so on. 

Married men are paid by the month 
and are given improved cottages which 
are kept in good repair and which would 
rent for $75 to $100 a month in White 
Plains. Each cottager is allowed ground 
for his own garden; coal and produce that 
he may wish to buy are furnished from 
the farm at wholesale rates. Single men 
are paid fully the average farm wage in 
the neighborhood, with board. 

The earnings of the men at Meadow 
Farm compare favorably with those of 
men of similar grade in town, and the 
men seem to realize it, for some of them 
have been regularly employed there for 
more than fifteen years. Here, then, is 
proof that Meadow Farm has taken the 
first big hurdle in the conduct of such an 
enterprise. The human problem has been 
solved. Good team work is evident, and 
the same spirit of cooperation which pre- 
vails between owner and manager is seen 
between the manager and the men who 
work with him. The men take pride in 
doing their work well and have a lively 
interest in everything done on the farm. 
It is not too much to say that a great deal 
of the success of the farm is due to the 
goodwill, interest, and cooperation which 
goes all down the line. 

When Mr. Prescott went to Meadow 
Farm twenty-two years ago to take charge 
of the poultry plant, which included hens, 
ducks, and pigeons, he soon found that 
the ducks were unprofitable and they were 
disposed of. Later the hens were aban- 
doned on account of local conditions, and 
the squabs were steadily increased until 
at the present time the plant has 4.000 
pairs of breeding pigeons, all of them 
Homers. 

Five or six years ago it was decided to 
enlarge the orchards, and this department 
has grown to 2,500 trees, most of them 
peaches and apples. There are some cher- 
ries, plums, and quinces, and several 
hundred grape vines. The peach orchards 
have been greatly enlarged and 
apple trees have been planted 
every year, both new and as 
replacements, so that the or- 
chard is in no danger of de- 
terioration from obsolescence. 

The farm department is im- 
portant, for not only is hay 
grown for the horses, but a con- 
siderable quantity of vegeta- 

bles is produced for sale. Grain growing 
was given up long ago. In Westchester 
County grain can be bought cheaper than 
it can be raised. 

The dairy at Meadow Farm is small 
and its products are consumed on the 
farm or by friends, but it adds a comfort- 
able sum to the farm proceeds. 

The sales policy at the farm is one of 
the secrets of its successs. The farm slogan 
—"We produce everything we sell"—is a 
guarantee to the buyer of the source of 
what he buys, and he is then usually will- 
ing to pay a fair price for what he gets. 
Mrs. Leavitt is responsible for an innova- 
tion in packing which has had much to 
do with the reputation of Meadow Farm's 
products for quality and dependability. 
You know the old story—the best fruit on 
top and any old thing below. The lady of 
Meadow Farm insisted until she had her 
way that if there was any variation in 
the fruit to be sold, the least attractive 
should be on the top of the basket and 
the finest at the bottom. It so happened 
that the very first customer at the road- 
side stand drove up in a big limousine and 
asked for apples. A large basket was 
showed him, but he did not want a basket; 
it might scratch the car. Could he have 
half a basket and take them in a bag? 
Yes. So he proceeded to fill the bag from 
the top of the basket. The further down 
he went, the better the apples became. 
"Why, I would rather have the bottom 
half," said the customer. The salesman 
refused, explaining that the rule was that 
when a customer asked to have a basket 
split, he must take the first half. Sales- 
manship worked. "Well," said the buyer, 
"if that's the case, I'll take the whole 
basket and risk scratching the car." That 
man has been a regular week-end cus- 
tomer at Meadow Farm ever since. 

All of the peaches so far, most of the 
apples, and nearly half of the squabs are 
sold at the roadside market to customers 
who come for them. The squabs which 
are not sold at the farm go alive to the 
Jewish trade in New York City. It is in- 
teresting to note the development of the 
trade from the farm to persons who call 
for what they want, but it is evident 
that the consumptive capacity of this 
trade, even in such an advantageous loca- 
tion, although constantly growing, is not 
in proportion to the productive possibil- 
ities of the farm, and an outlet has had to 
be found through established commercial 

The open-air market at Meadow Farm. The 
slogan "We produce everything we sell" 
indicates a policy which has been a large 
factor in its success as a commercial venture 
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channels. This will continue as more 
young trees come into bearing. 

Selling at the farm has its own difficul- 
ties. It began about eight years ago when 
fruit and vegetables were placed on the 
stone wall near the farm entrance to 
attract the attention of passers-by. The 
plan became so popular and so many auto- 
mobiles began to stop that traffic con- 
gestion became dangerous. The market 
was then moved into the farm grounds, a 
shed was arranged to serve as a selling 
room, and an additional gatewav pro- 
vided as an exit. Now the farm has a 
traffic problem all its own, for thirty- 
five to forty cars may be standing about 
the market at one time on Saturdays, 
and parking space is becoming inade- 
quate. 

In the larger aspects, Mr. Prescott 
points out that the success of Meadow 
Farm demonstrates a principle which 
applies to any type of farming—it must 
be adapted to the region in which it is 
conducted. If the estate owner attempts 
to put into practice a system of farming 
adapted to a strictly rural section, he 
will fail, just as a plan of farming and the 
intensive methods which are practical 
and successful on a near-by estate will 
fail if attempted on a commercial farm a 
long distance from the market. The ma- 
chinery of the near-by farm must be 
geared to meet high operating costs. It 
must produce something which does not 
meet competition from a distance, some- 
thing which, on account of quality or 
freshness, will accord with the most ex- 
acting demands of a discriminating mar- 
ket, and which, by reason of the close 
proximity of the farm to the market, can 
be sold in large part direct to the con- 
sumer without middlemen's costs. 

If the owner of near-by land who con- 
templates farming it, or the estate owner 
who wishes to make his land produce 
revenue, will draw a parallel between his 
own situation and that of a well-managed 
golf club, he may see his way out. Against 
the cost of a club manager or a golfing 
professional let him put the salary of a 
competent farm manager. Instead of the 
wages of greenskeepers and laborers, pay 
farm workmen. For the dues of members, 
substitute the sale of farm products. 
Why not? This article tells how one man 
has done it without trouble, in fact with 
much pleasure and with the comforting 
contemplation that he is making the land 
carry itself while he looks forward, like 
the happy governors of a successful golf 
club, to the time when he, too, may be 
able to turn his handsome farm into build- 
ing sites for a hungry market. 

Meadow Farm is accom- 
plishing this, and thus, instead 
of this country home being a 
heavy liability as are so many 
such properties, it is becoming 
self-sustaining and is thus re- 
lieving the owner of a burden 
which at first was out of pro- 
portion to its value as a resi- 
dence. 
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Sn cfeventeenlh   (Pentiuy &ng. 
land, fair  ladies  vied with each 
other  in   crewel toorfeembroi- 

dery in bright twisted wools 

^Gus stnCmg ofchumacher repro- 
duction of a ofeventeenth Qentury 
embroidery flashes the brilliance of 
dramatic design and color against 

a background of buff twill 

/7N Seventeenth Century Eng- 
Cy land, when embroidery was 
rated with the fine Arts, ladies of 
high lineage and accomplishment 
diligently plied their needles. 

They worked in crewels—bright 
twisted wools, on bold neutral 
surfaces, heavy twilled linens or 
cottons mixed with flax. 

Schumacher has reproduced 
many of these rare embroideries. 

To draperies, curtains, upholstery 
they lend the inimitable quality 
of handcraft. They are in accord 
with dark, carved furniture of 
Renaissance inspiration—with 
early American decoration — or 
with Spanish decoration and the 
sophisticated French art moderne. 

Schumacher offers a wide selec- 
tion of effective embroideries, as 
well as other authentic reproduc- 

tions from the past, and a superb 
grouping of decorative textiles, 
modern in design and weave. 

These may be seen by arrange- 
ment with your decorator, uphol- 
sterer, or the decorating service 
of your department store. Samples 
selected to fit your requirements 
will be promptly obtained. 

A new booklet, "Fabrics the 
Key to Successful Decoration," 

discusses the history of fabrics and 
their importance in decoration. It 
will be sent to you without charge. 
F. Schumacher & Co., Dept. C-5, 
60 West 40th Street, New York. 
Importers, Manufacturers and Dis- 
tributors to the trade only of Dec- 
orative Drapery and Upholstery 
Fabrics. Also Boston, Chicago, 
Philadelphia, Los Angeles, San 
Francisco, Grand Rapids, Detroit. 

S G H li M A G H 8 FL & GO. 
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0?ily a few years ago 
regarded as a purely 
utilitarian protection 
from dust in summer, 
slip covers are now 
made of the handsom- 
est materials and used 
as permanent cover- 
ings for davenports 

and chairs 

Permanent Slip Covers 

by   LEON TINE   HENRY SANDERS 

IT IS in the nature of American house 
decoration, as of American social life, 
for the plain and humble of one 

generation to be the valued ornaments of 
the next. Thus the kitchen pewter of our 
forefathers has moved into the drawing 
room, the kitchen table and kitchen 
dresser hold proud positions in the dining 
room, and the fireplace has graduated 
from being a necessity to a luxury. 

No social rise, however, has been more 
rapid than that of the slip cover. A few 
years ago it was regarded as a purely 
utilitarian protection against dust, and 
made its appearance only in summer, 
when the family was away and there was 
nobody around to be depressed by its ugli- 
ness. Now it is a year round 
ornament in even the most 
formal rooms and has be- 
come one of the chief influ- 
ences for color, lightness, and 
beauty in the decorative 
scheme. Instead of being 
made only of white or striped 
linen or crash, causing the 

parlor of the Naughty Nineties to look 
for all the world like a graveyard full of 
new tombstones, slip covers are now con- 
structed of the handsomest materials and 
used more and more as permanent cover- 
ings for davenports and chairs of almost 
every type.. 

The reasons for this rise to popularity 
are twofold: first, slip covers can be taken 
off" and cleaned as easily and as often as 
desired, whereas the cleaning of an up- 
holstered piece of furniture is a much more 
difficult matter; secondly, fabric designers 

■ V 

are now, artistically speaking, in the very 
forefront of the decorative trades. Prob- 
ably because it costs less to experiment 
with fabrics than with furniture, more art 
is now put into the designing of materials 
than into the designing of furniture. The 
modernist note in art was sounded in silks 
and prints long before the furniture 
makers caught the tune. Fabrics may now 
be bought which have been decorated by 
some of the best known artists of the day; 
even the cartoonists have turned their 
satirical pencils to this use, as witness 
the recent jazz band silk design by John 
Held, Jr. 

Not only do materials carry the latest 
in American and foreign design; the fabric 

makers are now reproduc- 
ing, with great skill, in cre- 
tonne, chintz, and toile de 
Jouy, many of the charming 
and whimsical patterns ot 
the seventeenth and eight- 
eenth centuries, when such 
masters as Boucher, Greuze, 
and   Prudhon   did not 

Ship-and-mill design, 
hand-blocked in all 
colors on bleached and 
natural-colored linen 

Imported toile de Jouy printed 
in red, blue, green, and brozvn 

on ivory background 

Satin Shilsi damask, a modern 
importation particularly suit- 
able for permanent slip covers 

Much in demand for slip cov- 
ers—pheasant design, printed 

in France from old blocks 

For slip covers in large rooms 
—hand-blocked on heavy im- 

ported linen 
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scorn to lend their art to prints and 
wallpapers. 

An old or shabby piece of furniture, 
one of ugly or uninteresting design, or 
one whose period or color does not 
harmonize with the rest of the room, 
may therefore be made individual and 
beautiful by a well-chosen slip cover. 
The note of this may also be echoed 
in the draperies or the wall covering, 
since paper can be bought to match 
many, of the designs in cretonne, 
chintz, and damask. Thus the slip 
covers help not only to give the room 
color, interest, and personality, but 
may also be used to give it unity, since 
they can follow a changing color scheme 
with greater ease and less expense. 

Though a person who is quite clever 
with her needle can make her own slip 
covers, thus greatly reducing their ex- 
pense, it does not seem wise to risk an 
amateurish result in such a conspicuous, 
and now permanent, part of the furnish- 
ing. To look well, they must be exactly 
fitted and carefully tailored, and the open- 
ing—down the center back if the back 

is straight, down 
the side of the back 
if the back is curved 
—must be neat and 

inconspicuous. 

Attractive slip cover of 
gentian blue and cream 
striped silk, the scal- 
loped bottom finished 
with pinked ruffle of 

the silk 

Slip covers may be of as handsome ma- 
terial as the upholstery they protect—and 
sometimes conceal—with the added ad- 
vantage that they can be taken off and 

cleaned whenever desired 

The materials and the combinations 
which may be used are almost endless; 
in fact, practically anything is possible 
which hasn't a raised pile, such as velvet. 
Interesting copies of English linens may 
be found in cretonnes and toile de Jouy; 
one of the reasons for the increasing popu- 
larity of slip covers is that beautiful 
cretonnes may now be bought at a price 
which is only a fraction of what they cost 
a few years ago; fabric makers have per- 
formed that miracle—an increase in 
beauty with a decrease in price. As popu- 
lar as the linens and cretonnes are the 
glazed chintzes. More formal and more 
expensive are the brocatelles, silk reps, 
armures, damasks (which come in many 

combinations of silk, rayon, cotton, 
and linen), the upholstery satins, and 
—especially appropriate for boudoirs, 
though not possessing good wearing 
qualities—the dainty all-silks, satins, 
and taffetas.   In choosing which of 
these materials you will use, the nature 
of the chair or davenport as well as 
the nature of the room must of course 
be considered. Damask and English 
linens in Jacobean designs are par- 
ticularly  suitable  for   the English 
lounging  chairs.  Cretonnes, glazed 
chintzes, English prints, brocatelles, 
armures (which are silk-like brocades, 
only thinner and flatter), silk and cot- 
ton reps, upholstery satins, and even 
plain and striped poplins all look well 
on large pieces of furniture. For the 

lighter pieces, including boudoir chairs 
and stools, sateens, silks, and taffetas, es- 
pecially in  striped  designs, upholstery 
satin, French, English and India prints, 
glazed chintz, and heavy-weight ginghams 
and percales are appropriate. 

If the wallpaper and rugs show large 
and conspicuous designs, the slip covers 
should be plain or 
self-striped; if the 
rest of the room is 
more or less drab 
and uninteresting, 

Simple checked ging- 
ham slip cover, with 
two-inch ruffle inset in 
the seam, and bottom 
finished with three- 

inch ruffle 

SUVALnc 

145 EAST 57 STREET 

OLD 

ENGLISH 

FURNITURE 

SILVERWARE 
e 

CHINA 
GLASSWARE 

SPORTING 
PRINTS 

OLD CHINESE 
PORCELAINS 

MAHOGANY SHERATON BOOK- 
CASE WITH DRAWERS BELOW. 
FINE COLOR, ORIGINAL CONDI- TION. 

CIRCA 1795 

NEW YORK Established 1896 

I 
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New York Galleries, Inc., Decorators 

5HERE is "personality" and in- 
terest about an interior which 
draws its inspiration from 

sources of foreign yet sympathetic 
character, rather than from a strict 
interpretation of some "period." 

Q The sleeping room here visualizes 
the very essence of this idea . . . the 
exuberant color of the satin-wood desk 
and chair of English design contrasts 
happily with the background in 
subdued tones, which are repeated in 

the lovely bed and other French pieces 
of contemporaneous origin. ^ 

Q In their wide provision for every 
decorative requirement, the exhibits 
at these Galleries include a notable 
collection of antiquities from three 
centuries of European culture. «s> ^ 

Q These original pieces and docu- 
ments are supplemented by examples 
from our workshops — cabinetry un- 
surpassed in this or any other age. 

Madison Avenue, 48th and 49th Streets 

CABINETMAKER.? DECORATORS ANTIQUARIANS © 1928, N.Y.G. 
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XVI Century Brussels 

Tapestry 

Fine Brussels Tapestry of the 

XVI Century now in the Valiant 

collection. The design depicts 

Caesar addressing his Legions, and 

is a panel of one of the original 

sets of Caesar tapestries woven 

during this period. 

The size of the tapestry is 8' jn 

wide by 11' 9" deep. It is in ex- 

cellent condition and woven 

in warm, rich colors. 

Inquiries regarding antiques now in possession 
of the Valiant Company, or antiques that you 
desire to obtain from Europe through our 
Continental offices, will receive prompt attention. 

V 

ALIAN1 

Decoratwns^urniiure 

1822 CHESTNUT ST.   224 N. CHARLES ST.   9 RUE DE SEINE 
Philadelphia Baltimore? Paris 

Sleepy Hollow chair cover oj 
chintz with floral motif centered 

the owner can let her inhibitions 
loose on the covers. 

This may include quite an 
elaborate use of trimming. The 
seams may be bound or welted 
in contrasting colors; or one- 
inch pleated ruffles of the same 
or a different material may be 
inserted in them. If this last 
style, more suitable for boudoirs 
and summer homes than for 
formal rooms, is followed, care 
should of course be taken that 
the ruffles are not inserted in 
seams at or near the top of the 
arms, or anywhere that they 
might be rubbed. Ruffles of 
glazed chintz, already hemmed 
and pleated, may be bought in 
almost any color. Another form 
of trimming is to put one or 
more gathered or pleated ruffles 
around the bottom of the slip 
cover, set on either straight or 
in scallops. For binding or welt- 
ing the silk or satin slip covers, 
one generally uses ribbons or 
bands of the material, though 
they do not wear particularly 
well; for the other materials, cot- 
ton and linen tape may be pur- 
chased in a wide variety of colors. 

The possible combinations of 
material are almost endless. 
One of the illustrations shows a 
small, upholstered arm chair 
slip-covered in gentian blue and 
cream striped silk. The scalloped 
bottom is finished with a narrow 
pinked ruffle of the same ma- 
terial. 

A handsome slip cover of 
rayon damask in brown and gold 

Another chair of somewhat 
the same type, though designed 
for a summer bedroom, was slip- 
covered with green and white 
checked gingham. 

For small French provincial 
chairs and the New England 
farmhouse chairs, slip-covered 
pads for the back and seat are 
particularly appropriate. These 
are cut carefully to follow the 
lines of the wood, are generally 
taped in a contrasting color, 
and fastened in three or four 
places with buttons to match 
either the tape or the material. 
They have an extremely neat 
and tailored appearance. Ma- 
terials may well be of red or blue 
linen in plaids or large checks, 
like the old handwoven ma- 
terials; or they could be of gray 
linen welted in blue, blue linen 
welted in yellow, or green with 
yellow. Cushions for the backs 
of such chairs are sometimes 
made with a flap, like the back 
of a baseball glove, which fits 
tightly over the back and holds 
it in place. 

Many beautiful combinations 
are possible among the more 
expensive materials; for in- 
stance, for light chairs, absinthe 
green satin, bound in gold 
grograin ribbon; flame-colored 
damask, self-welted; or dark 
blue satin, bound with gold. For 
modernistic interiors one may 
now buy silk reps which carry 
out the theme appropriately. 

Jacobean design 
hand-blocked in 
autumn colors on 
a heavy rep—a dur- 
able and practical 
slip-cover material 
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A Bronze, "The Dancing Lesson," by Lehman 

Jewels for the bride. An important marquise 

diamond ring. A circle of diamond baguettes. 

A brooch of baguette and roun dd lamonas. 

Each jewel an exclusive accomplishment and 

a specimen of finest quality. 

J. E. CALDWELL & CO. 

Philadelphia 

-J 
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BraSS HARDWARE 

in the American 

tradition 

For Colonial doorways like those in the 

Metropolitan Museum there is 

correct hardware by Sargent 

MARMION was built early in the seven- 
teen hundreds for the Fitzhughs of 
Virginia. Tradition has it that its mural 
decorations were painted by a befriended 
Hessian prisoner. The hardware on its 
well-preserved door is of brass. 

The Metropolitan's exhibitions of 
Colonial interiors are treasure mines 
for those who build in the American 
tradition. Sargent also has come to 
their aid . . . with standard sets of 
correct hardware in solid brass or bronze 
for the complete house . . . with rim 
locks, entrance handles and knockers 
similar to Early American originals. 
This hardware by Sargent is exactly 
made. It operates quietly and smoothly. 
It will outlast generations of users. 

A helpful booklet is "Hardware for 
Utility and Ornamentation." A post- 
card will bring it to you free. Select 
Sargent Hardware with your architect. 
Sargent & Company, 35 Water Street, 
New Haven, Connecticut. 

The rich brown-red tones of the Marmion 
room are set off by the gleaming hard- 
ware on its door. On the inside is a 
heavy, brass rim lock. On the outside, a 
small knob and bright key plate. Designs 
similar to these are manufactured by 
Sargent in present-day New England. 

This plain brass knob and keyplate is 
similar to that on the Marmion door. 
Ask for knob No. 1602 and keyplate 
711. Sargent makes a brass rim lock, 
too, No. B3525B in the list of designs. 
The door knob of cut glass and the 
quaint tear-drop keyplate are unos- 
tentatiously decorative, and give a trim 
appearance to interior Colonial doors. 
Knob No. 2018. Keyplate No. 817. 

SARGENT 
LOCKS   AND HARDWARE 

SCREEN YOUR PORCH 

With "PEARL" Wire Cloth 

NOW is the time to protect your home and the health of 
your treasures against germ-carrying insects night and 

day.   Keep them out with PEARL Wire Cloth. 
PEARL Wire Cloth is a health as well as a comfort necessity. Due to 

its special process metallic coating it is cleanest, most beautiful, and 
most economical—for it is longer lasting. Buy only the Genuine, which 
has two copper wires in the selvage and our red tag on every roll. 

Write our nearest office for samples and descriptive matter. 

Address Dept. "E" if¥~*i^/^ 

The Gilbert & Bennett Mfg. Company   <- \ 
New York        Georgetown, Conn.        Chicago        Kansas City j r 

PEARL is made in two weights—regular and extra heavy 
The best hardware dealer m your city sells "PEARL" 

Dozen Hybrid 

TEA ROSES 

An ideal selection for those not familiar with 
the relative merit of the hundreds of varieties 
offered in the Dreer Garden Book. All do well 
wherever Roses grow, are free flowering, beau- 
tiful in color and afford ample cut flowers for the 
home. This is, perhaps, the Greatest "Dreer 
Dozen" we have ever offered:— 
Duchess of Wellington. Saffron-yellow stained crimson 
Hadley.   Crimson-scarlet with velvet sheen. 
Imperial Potentate. Rose-pink. 
Los Angeles.   A unique combination of flame pink, coral, and gold shadings. 
Mme. Jules Bouche.   White, tinted hlush. 
Mrs. Wm. C. Egan.   Light pink with deeper center. 
Mme. Edouard Herriot.   A superb color combination of coral red. yellow and shrimp red.   The famous 

Daily Mail Rose. 
Padre.   Coppery scarlet flushed yellow. 
Radiance. Carmine-pink with salmon and yellow shadings. 
Red Radiance.   Bright cense red. 
Souvenir de Claudius Pernet.   An unnvaled yellow- garden rose. 
Souvenir de Georges Pernet. Oriental red shaded car- mine, suffused by golden sheen. 

Any of above, strong, two-year-old, fleld-grown 
plants. $1.00 each; $11.00 per doz.: $90.00 per 
100.   One each of the Dreer Dozen for $11.00. 

Special %pse Catalog 
So great has become the interest in Roses that we have issued this special book covering 
every phase of the subject. It should enable anyone to grow Roses to perfection. Free, 
of course, whether you order Roses or not. 

HENRY A. DREER, 1306 Spring Garden St., Philadelphia, Pa. 

FREE:— 

The Dreer 
Garden Book 

A 224-page book which offers 
the best garden materials the 
world affords, at prices with- 
in reach of all. It also tells 
how to get the most out of 
every article—Seeds, Bulbs or 
Plants. Get the benefit of al- 
most a century's experience in 
the horticultural field by writ- 
ing for the book today, men- 
tioning this publication. 
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THE MILAM BUILDING, SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS 

Owners—Travis Investment Company 
Harry H. Rogers, Pres. Russell C. Hill, Vice-Pres. 

San Antonio, Texas 
Architect—George Willis, San Antonio, Texas 
General Contractors-—L.T.Wright &. Co. 

San Antonio, Texas 
Russtvin Dealer — Builders Supply Co. 

San Antonio, Texas 

Jllilam Building 

- first of its kind in 

the tuorld 

—to be entirely equipped with an air conditioning 
plant to supply tenants with washed refrigerated air 
in summer and warmed air in winter. So they may 
keep windows closed all the year, and be comfortable, 
without noise and dust from the street. 

The building is twenty-one stories high. Faced with 
granite, stone and tapestry brick. Polished cork tile 
floors. Elevator doors of hand etched bronze. Ele- 
vator cabs paneled in apple green leather and curly 
walnut. Entrance lobby paneled in curly walnut 
and on its floor a richly colored rug. 

This is one of the most beautifully appointed office 
buildings in the country and is equipped throughout 
with Russwin Hardware. Its owners wrote: "Al- 
though Russwin cost more than others which were 
offered, we decided it was worth the difference." 
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S PRINGPIELD 

Nash's answer to springs call to the open road is this 
smart Special Six roadster, which with the rumble seat can 

carry Jour passengers comfortably 

WHEN PAN PIPES IN MOTORDOM 

TWOSOME if you 
prefer, but a four- 

some by all means 
when it comes to 
Kelly - Springfield 
Tires. Then your 
only concern is your 

II 
mm 

'"JpHE Cantrell Suburban body has 

many exclusive, patented features 
which add much to its distinction, com- 
fort and utility. It is designed for hard 
usage and easy riding and is available 
for the Buick, Cadillac, Dodge, Ford and 
Chrysler chassis. It may be relied upon 
to give satisfaction under all conditions. 

We shall be pleased to send you upon request 
our folder "C" giving details and specifications 

J T CANTRELL & COMPANY 
Maters of Suburban Bodies 

HUNTINGTON. NY 

The arrival of spring brings the fleet roadster to the fore, 
and one of the popular favorites is Cadillac's sport model 

The one time that motoring approximates flying is 
when, with top and windshield down, you sit behind 
the wheel of a roadster and step on the gas. Try it 

in Buick's 1928 model 

Franklin's handsome new town car proves that the 
vernal urge is felt in town as well as in the country 

The Minerva convertible body caters to country driving as an open touring car, but 
for city use it can assume at a moment's notice the character of a substantial sedan 
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IN this stately corner are grouped a luxurious wing 

chair covered in needlepoint, a four-fold screen and 

an octagonal table in walnut with a charming 

lamp made from an important old celadon vase. 

A complete livableness pervades the formality of 

this grouping and at once suggests a homelike living, 

room . . . yet this is in reality an arrangement at the 

Hampton Shops, where each lovely antique or superb 

reproduction is displayed in a milieu at once correct 

and sympathetic, just as it would be if we had 

created such an interior for you in your home. 

EIGHTEEN EAST  FIFTIETH STREET        NEW YORK 
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ENTRANCE HALL. WITH  MUSIC ROOM BEYOND. 
BOTH PANELLED IN OAK AND FURNISHED WITH 

ANTIQUE AND MODERN FURNITURE 

HENRY R 

BULTITUDE 

We have a very fine collection 

of antique English chairs 

ST 57™ STREET 

Pho 

Here is a pattern which zee owe to the 
flaming bands of the Northern Lights so 

often seen in New England 

STERLING SILVER GOES 

MODERNIST 

by LEE McCANN 

graphs from International Silver Co., Reed W Barton, Frank IF. Smith If Co. 
Towle Mfg. Co., The Gorham Co., and J. E. Caldwell if Co. 

WE HAVE in New York a 
modern city that is unlike 
anything the Old World ever 

dreamed. It has become the rallying 
cry of the new art expression in Amer- 
ica. Americans did not evolve this 
movement. It came out of art- 
conscious Europe, but New York has 
hailed it as belonging to its skyscraper 
city. It is really the other half of our 
new architecture. Our skyscrapers 
we produced conscious only of their 
necessity, discovering their beauty 
in the wake of their achievement. 
Now that we are frankly enjoying 
their magnificence there is a demand 
for furniture, textiles, and silver to 
harmonize with them and blend their 

feeling with our more personal sur- 
roundings. 

A revolution has taken place in art, 
and while there are many who still 
decry or ignore the fact, the irresisti- 
ble force of the new feeling is express- 
ing itself with increased momentum. 
There is constant production and 
plenty of fine' craftsmanship to be 
noted. There is work of dashing, 
radical originality, compromise types 
which posterity will call transitional, 
and the utterly simple primitive 
styles which are both modern and 
timeless. All three trends belong. 
They are natural and logical and they 
answer the demands of taste, which 
should not be too standardized, and 

A New England silversmith, watching the 
receding tides of the Atlantic ocean and the 
silvery ridges of sand in their wake, re- 
corded his impression of the scene in this 

exquisitely beautiful design 

The resplendence of sunrise in the tropics was the 
exotic inspiration of this particularly fine silver dish 
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The well planned koine expresses ease .... an atmosphere of 

content .... luxurious comtort.   Wlicn its furnishings are 

from W. C£ J   Sloane it com tines these qualities with 

character .... grace .... unalloyed good taste. 

W.&>J. SLOANE 

cjifth Clvenue at ^ortu Seventh Street 

Jfew Uork Cituir 

San Jrancisco    J Washington 

INTERIOR    DECORATION    •    HOME    FURNISHING COUNSEL 
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An exceptionally good 
George I bureau book- 
case and Queen Anne 
roundabout chair re- 
cently added to the 
Colby Collection. 

/C^/HE invite your in- 

quiry about any 

antique furniture in 

which you maybe inter- 

ested. Our collection of 

European antiques is one 

of the largest and most 

interesting in America 

Antiques 

Period furniture 

Interior decoration 

Since 1866 

jor COLBY s0%s 

129    NORTH    WABASH AVENUE 

CHICAGO 

Above. A striking 
example of the best 
of the modern spirit in 
which the designer has 
sought to state the ele- 
ments of function in the 
simplest  possible way 

Left. Spoons have at all 
times displayed special 
sensitiveness to varia- 
tions in design. This 
one shows a delicate, 
spirited use of new ab- 

stract design 

are all three to be noted in the new 
sterling silver, much of which is in- 
terestingly modernistic in character. 

A sound modernistic art must 
combine, if it is to be lasting, the 
newest creative art impulse with the 
oldest one. What is new about it must 
embody the beauty that we as an 
era have to offer out of our experience 
and achievements. But before we can 
present this in the full strength of a 
new expression we have to erase the 
slate of our esthetic consciousness and 
clear away the confused, outworn, 
meaningless marks which are always 
the leftovers of past and passing art 
modes. In doing this we return to 
primitive conceptions, basic forms, 
and essential elements. That is why 
simplicity always marks the early 
phases of a new and significant art 

expression. On such a foundation 
wholly new patterns may be built up 
in a free creative way, and there 
is no limit to the variety, elabora- 
tion, and sophistication which may 
characterize the effort of the artist 
in searching to interpret the spirit 
of his time. 

An art which has never departed 
too far from the basic fundamentals 
of form is always surest in expression, 
and makes the adjustment to a new 
manner with less revolutionary con- 
fusion than those committed too 
strongly to elaborate superficialities 
which must be discarded. The silver- 
smith has resisted many temptations 
toward design that was new but not 
significant. Silver itself encourages 
conservatism. Its slow, resistant 
temper makes it arduous material to 

It is pleasant to contribute to the art of dinine, appointments 
that have the charm of the old modes and the freshness of new 

ideas, as do these pieces 
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ESTABLISHED 1846 

COMPM 

PARK AVENUE at FIFTY-SEVENTH 

FURNITURE 

WOODWORK 

DECORATIONS 

FABRICS 

A fine example of an 18th Century book' 
case in mahogany with graceful carvings. 
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A presentation of beautiful period 

pieces—recent importations from 

France and England. 

Furniture 

Lamps 

D ecoratmns 

Fabrics 

M.MARMSTRONG 
INCORPORATED 

Four East Fifty-seventh Street 

PARIS NEW YORK LONDON 

AL^EDS and their fittings should 
f J hold promise of restful hours. 

Lustrous rayon spreads in many 
exquisite color combinations, single bed 
size, are priced from $13.50 up. The 
hand-quilted silk comfortable is $42.50. 
And the quaint maple bed itself may 
be had for $47.50. 

McGibbon 
3 West 37th Street, New York 

Tel. Wisconsin 7900 

Bowl, vase, and pepper caster 
illustrating the gradations of 
light for which the angular 

treatment is well adapted 

shape to the artist's will. He must be 
very sure, therefore, of what he wants 
from it before beginning a labor of 
such length. Silver has been the silver- 
smith's greatest protection from false 
gods. It is therefore something in the 
nature of a cachet for modern art 
that silver has already accepted it 
and is creating distinguished exam- 
ples in the modern manner. 

Modernism is by no means a series 
of designs or a school of art. It is a 
point of view. Its expressions are vital 
comments on our day which is electric, 
turbulent, and dynamic. The asso- 
ciations of our times are so manifold 
and complex and the tension so great 
that a literal use of realistic themes in 
design is difficult and often undesira- 
able, so we turn to abstract rhythms 
which we may contemplate serenely, 
in the same way in which we listen 
to music. Sterling silver makes of 
these a statement that is both decora- 
tive and living, and shows us new 
designs in which urgent angles and 
triangles, aspiring straight lines and 
rhythmic swirls, are full of meaning 
and expression. 

A great deal of creative artistic 
effort has always developed along 
lines which we now class as modern 
because it is the spirit uppermost at 
the present time—that is to say, work 
that was wholly sincere, simple, and 
sometimes naive in expression. Such 
work is being done to-day in some 
communities where there is little 
knowledge of the modern movement. 

so-called, or concern with it. Here is 
an instance. 

Land-locked among green New 
England hills, one of the smaller 
silver houses is situated remotely, 
outside the main lines of traffic. Time 
has forgotten this valley and left its 
charm unchanged. There, year after 
year silver is made as the early crafts- 
men made it, guided by a sense of 
the metal, an instinct for right form, 
and a complete independence of the 
world at large. 

A critic of silver passed that way, 
and greatly admiring what he saw, 
inquired the style of a particular 
silver service of a finely simple char- 
acter which he did not quite identify. 
He was told that it was Early English. 
The critic, wise in the ways of his day, 
brought this silver to New York, but 
he did not introduce it there as Early 
English. Every one who saw it 
thought it beautiful, and readily ac- 
cepted it as the interesting and 
worthy contribution to silver in the 
modernistic manner, which is what 
he told them that it was. 

Interesting gradations of light care- 
fully calculated as a part of the design, 
instead of accidental as heretofore, 
are seen in the new silver. Forecast in 
this is a tendency toward a finer realiz- 
ation of plastic art on the part of the 
silver designer and more sculptural 
possibilities in his work than the 
early makers ever dreamed of. Visual- 
izations of mathematical abstractions 
have been most successfully used 

Certainly it is more logical to have a cocktail service in the modern 
wanner than in the style of an age which knew not the cocktail 
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IN THE SPIRIT OF EARLY AMERICA 

FIRST AND 

SECOND PATTERNS 

in the AMERICAN 

SERIES 

THE American Series embodies, in 
sterling silver, representative phases of Amer- 
ican life. The designs are and will be of purely 
native inspiration . . . Two patterns only have 
been completed; for, out of a century and a 
half of national life, but two American "peri- 
ods" of artistic consequence have emerged . .. 
Succeeding patterns are a matter, perhaps, for 
future generations of International silver- 
smiths. Their issuance will be dictated only 
by the further development of an original 
American art. 

MINUET, the first pattern, has already received 
some of the highest honors ever accorded an 
American silver design. A famous decorator 
terms it the only sterling pattern in perfect 
accord with the authentic Early American 
interior. Yet so gracefully does Minuet ex- 
press a deathless period's lovely simplicity 
that it is equally charming in any American 
home, regardless of its setting. 

PINE TREE, the new second pattern, por- 
trays an America just awakening to the artistic 
possibilities within her everyday life. In this 
strikingly modern design, swift-flowing out- 
lines symbolize the upward sweep of pine 
branches. Pine cones make a delicate clear-cut 
border. On the back of each piece appears the 
rough-hewn image of the pine that was 
America's original identification of sterling 
silver. 

IN THE SPIRIT OF MODERN AMERICA 

These are patterns that will be as precious, generations from now, as the immortal metal 

from which they are so exquisitely wrought. 

INTERNATIONAL   STE KL1 NG 

FINE   ARTS   DIVISION,   MERIDEN, CONN, 

More information about this silver: 
6 teaspoons in either Minuet or Pine Tree design, $11. Twenty- 
six piece set (8 teaspoons, 4 knives, 4 forks, 4 bouillon spoons, 
4 individual salad forks, 2 tablespoons), $73.35- A lavishly illus- 
trated brochure describing either pattern and its origin in detail, 
will be mailed for 15c and coupon. 

INTERNATIONAL SILVER CO., Meriden, Conn. 
Enclosed is 15c (coin or stamps) to cover cost of mailing Minuet □ or 
Pine Tree □ brochure. 

Name Address- 

City-. -State. 
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C/ XHIS genuine antique Console is 
^-^ guaranteed of the Transition 

period of Louis XIV'Louis XV. It is 
beautifully carved and gilded, and its 
top is of dark red and beige marble. 
The dimensions are: height 301 
inches,    depth   14!   inches, width 

27! - inches. 

ELSIE DE WOLFE 

677 FIFTH AVENUE - NEW YORK 

The crenellated walls of a feudal castle furnished a 
border motif (or this new silver service which is not too 
modern for conservative surroundings, yet not too con- 

servative for modern associations 

' BB 

MOSSE 
LINENS 

Gay and brilliant colored quilts of closely 
woven and lustrous Silky Mull of the finest 
available quality. These are filled with the 
purest lamb's wool. The stitching is executed 
in the same manner as is found in higher priced 
quilts. Warm and yet not burdensome, they 
are suitable for all year use. 

Price per Quilt $18.50 
Delivery Prepaid 

MOSSE irvlC OKPOCUXTED 

73 O FIFTH AVE 
NEVYORK,NY, 

SAN FRANCISCO STORE AT 451 POST STREET 

to create such effects, but there is 
no reason why it should be confined 
to the angular types of design. 

Already we have had a skyscraper 
silver service, a tour deforce in its way, 
and important in focusing attention 
on the new manner. But designers 
need not—and few will—seek inspira- 
tion in these dramatically beautiful 
buildings, for there are too many 
themes that are more suitable in sil- 
ver destined for the intimate daily 
contacts of breakfast,  lunch, and 

dinner. The ethereal bands of the 
Northern Lights, the rippling ridges of 
sand left by receding ocean tides, 
these and kindred themes are closer 
to the heart of the artist, and contain 
material that is new and decorative. 

Indeed this release from old con- 
ventions, permitting the creator of 
silver to bring forth his dreams long 
smothered by prescribed historical 
modes of design, may be depended 
on to produce an art that is valuable 
because it is sincere. 

Above. This modern center- 
piece groups as a unit or 
divides into five units to the 
advantage of variety in set- 

ting the table 

Left. One of American 
silver's representatives that 
did us credit at the Paris 
Exposition of Modern In- 

dustrial Art 

The tray of the well-known service designed by 
Magnussen to represent the lights and shades of 

our skyscraper civilization 
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"STYLES IN DRESS," says Baron Lyemare, 

"change by the season; styles in motor cars, by 

the year; styles in furniture, by the decade." 

This is essentially true. 

One has only to recall that today many of 

Berkey & Gay's most distinguished suites are 

fashioned in the classic modes of Old Spain, 

Early English, Italian Renaissance and American 

Colonial to realize that genuine beauty in furni- 

ture design is perennially correct. 

Berkey & Gay's interpretations of these clas- 

sic styles are modern. There are num- 

berless refinements of detail—many 

conveniences and comforts unknown 

THE FURNITURE STYLE BOOK 
SENT Postpaid for $1.00. Ideas for 
interior decoration by Mary Fanton 
Roberts, editor of "Arts $ Decora- 
tion." Popular styles for 1928. Gives 
room arrangements, color schemes. 
Suggests draperies and floor coverings 
for each period. Tells about woods, 
finishes, convenience features — care 

to the past—yet the spirit of the past is always 

charmingly preserved. 

Commonplace furniture is soon out of date 

—good furniture never. That's why it pays to 

buy the best, and why Berkey & Gay's style 

leadership has not been challenged for seventy- 

five years. 

This year's offerings—for our 75th anniver- 

sary—cover the widest range of styles and 

prices in our history. Write for the address of 

your nearest Berkey & Gay dealer—and con- 

sult The Furniture Style Book for 

the latest ideas on furniture selec- 

tion and arrangement. 

of furniture. Fully illustrated with 
charts, diagrams, drawings, and 
actual photographs. Clear, under- 
standable, and autliorilalive. Saves 
its cost many limes over, by protecting 
against disappointments in furnilure 
and decorat ive select ions. A ddress De- 
partment 65, Berkey <f Gay Furnilure 
Company, Grand Rapids, Michigan 

BERKEY & GAY FURNITURE 
BERKEY & GAY FURNITURE COMPANY, GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN — FOUNDED 1853 — NEW YORK WHOLESALE SHOWROOM 
115 W. 40TH STREET-GRAND RAPIDS UPHOLSTERING CO.-LIVING ROOM FURNITURE-CREATED BY RERKEY & GAY DESIGNERS 
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With the trees starting to bud everyone thinks of slip covers, garden furni- 
ture, curtains, summer home decorations generally. You will find several 
this month. Everything has been personally passed upon by Shirley Paine 
and each article was included because of some special merit which placed 

I wonder how many readers realize what fun it is 
looking up new things to show here every month! 
The response has been overwhelming and I have 
been treated to many delightful letters of appre- 
ciation. In return, let me emphasize one point 
which may aid our many purchasers—no one 

This refreshing Queen Anne occasional 
table duck-foot model blends beautifully 
with any Early American schemes. Its size 
fits many uses—an end or side table, or a 
wall table beneath a gilded mirror. In the 
latter case the group may he tied together 
by using a pair of brass candlesticks on 

Some of us who take 
long motor trips during 
spring and summer will 
be glad to find a running 
board search lamp of 
fine construction and ad- 
justment. This Aga lamp 
is chromium plated— 
the hardest known met- 
al—it never needs polish- 
ing and does not rain 
spot. An accurate 
reflector makes possi- 
ble a power beam to 
illuminate details far 
ahead. For night driving 
it spares the other driver 
but never misses a ditch 
or detour sign. Turns at 
a touch of the hand. 
Complete, ready to in- 

stall, #75 

it above the average   ....   What I would like now is to have readers 
write in suggesting things to show. What have I been neglecting! Have I 
shown too many of anything? This is your section and it will be made, as 

nearly as possible, to suit your needs. 

need hesitate on the items with higher prices. 
Every item shown, regardless of cost, has been 
keenly censored for beauty, smartness, and 
utility. The Section is in no way a bargain 
counter, but in every case values are more than 
fair, and often priced especially low for our readers. 

the table. Many reproductions use inferior 
material and narrow strips instead of 
sound widths. I personally vouch for the 
painstaking cate and craft going into this 
one. At #32 in maple base with pine top, 
and $30 in mahogany, do not hesitate. 

Free delivery greater Boston 

And now one can have a 
Smokador ash-stand in 
Italian Renaissance de- 
sign to blend in with the 
most luxurious surround- 
ings. Ashes, cigarettes, 
and cigar stubs drop 
down the patented hol- 
low stem into the hidden 
jar at the base which 
lifts out for emptying. 
No smoke or odor is 
possible; no longer is it 
necessary to sweep up 
the result of a turned 
over ash-stand of the 
usual type. Finish is 
eithet statuary bronze 
or mahogany. The $15 
price includes delivery 
100 miles N. Y. Check 

to Shirley Paine 

A new style flower pot holder 
which combines good looks 
with usefulness, and at prices 
which are hardly believable. 
It is made of heavy metal 
green enameled, and in sev- 
eral styles besides the one 
shown here. The outstanding 

feature is a water receptacle 
which can be removed by a 
turn of the hand, and which 
holds excess drainage. For 4" 
pots, $1.75; 5", $1.90; 6", 
$2 10; 7", £2.35; 8", £2.60; 9", 
$3.10; ic", $3.50. Write me 
for prices per dozen and folder 

At last one can have the glorious 
old Constitution perpetuated for all 
time in a plaque of wrought iron. 
This is being cast from the actual 
iron in the famous frigate by spe- 
cial permission of the Boston Navy 
Yard. Not only has it great senti- 
mental value, but is as good a bit 
of decoration for the seaside home 
or man's quarters as I have ever 
found. Best of all comes the news 
that the price is #3.50 postpaid in 

America 

Grace, beauty, warmth, and color 
in Spanish tile top tables to grace 
your terrace, veranda, or solarium. 
Yellow and blue-greens predomi- 
nate and the sizes are ample, being 
17" square x 21" high and 17" x 
29" x 22" high. They fairly breathe 
of the sunny orange groves of old 

The very practical Carl Zeiss Del- 
trintem, pictured above are prob- 
ably the most popular prism bin- 
oculars ever made by that famous 
house. They are 8 power, and the 
wide angle embraces a large area 
without having to center con- 
stantly upon a moving object. 
With exceedingly fine light-gather- 
ing capacity they are useful at 
twilight and at night. They are 
absolutely dust and moistute proof 
In a leather carrying case, $72, 
delivered 100 miles N. Y. I have a 
catalogue showing 28 different 

models from 3 to 18 power 

Seville, and must not be confused 
with commercial imitations turned 
out by mass production in this 
country. There is no packing 
charge, and the importer bringing 
these to you has a world-wide 
reputation. Price, $35 and $50, 

F. O. B. Springfield, Mass. 
IOO 
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FINEST   18th CENTURY 

Furniture   and   Decorative Objects 

French—Italian—English 

Floor  plans.   Interior Architectural 
details: Schemes  for  the complete 

house. 

McMILLEN INC 

148 East 55th St. New York 
Telephone Plaza 1207 

' A subtle touch of sporty swank 
. . . identifies Aga custom- 
built Running Board Search- 
lamps. Chromium plated . . . 
will neither tarnish nor rain 
spot . . . Retains its gleaming 
surface indefinitely. . . . For 
the car owner demanding 
beauty and smartness. 

Priced from $37.50 to $90.00 
Not sold by average dealers. 

AGA Auto Lamp Company, Inc. 
Amesbury, Mass., U. S. A. 

AGA—The powerful, penetrating beam. 

Graceful beauty . . . delicate colors . . . un- 
usual patterns . . . you will find them all in 
our shop—importers since 1798 of china and 
decorative wares for America's most exclusive 
hostesses. 

Candlesticks and bowl pictured above are a 
delightful shade of green crystal glass, beau- 
tifully engraved with sprays of flowers. 
Candlesticks #40 the pair; bowl #28; comports 
to match are $32 the pair. 

The dinner plate is a very old Spode design, 
characteristic of early American ware with 
contemporary scenes of that period. One of 
our many sets carried in stock. 

Any piece gladly sent for your approval. 

INO 

32, N€VVBl FLY SXFCeeT 

06   SCHOOL STH€€T 

JO Oc/tOll 

Welcome Light 

. . It's the third house from 
the comet—you'll recognize it by 
the iron lantern over the door". . . 
How much better to be able to 
describe your home by person- 
ality rather than number. And 
there is nothing which keeps 
the personality of your home 
shining forth so clearly, even 
after the sun goes down, as a 
lantern or two of genuine forged 
iron. McKinney has produced 
the' 'Welcome Light" in six char- 
acteristic designs —each made 
of enduring Armco Ingot Iron, 
rust-proofed and protected by 
Duco. The glass cylinder is of 
genuine Antique Crackle Glass. 
Brackets or chains are furnish- 
ed without additional cost. 
McKinney lanterns carry the 
spirit of McKinney Forged Iron 
Hardware far into the night. 
You will find these artistic lan- 
terns at Hardware, Electrical and 
Department Stores. McKinney 
Mfg. Co., Pittsburgh, Pa. 

MCKINNEY 

FORGED IRON 

LANTERNS 

Forge Division, McKinney Mfg. Co., 
Pittsburgh, Pa. 
Please send me, without obligation, the items I 
have checked:— 

□ Folio on Lanterns 
D Brochure on Forged Iron Hardware 

Name      
Address CL 5-28 
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Out-of-the-Ordinary — Beautiful — Inexpensive 

Hand 

Wrought 

Lighting 

Fixtures 

Tin 

Brass 

Copper 

Pewter 

Chippendale 

DISTINCTIVE SCONCES 
These Sconces are faithful hand'tnade reproductions of exceptionally fine original 

antiques. They preserve all of the distinctive beauty and charm of the originals 
and add greatly to the tasteful atmosphere of any home. 

They are furnished in tin (bright or painted), copper, pewter or brass, com- 
pletely electrified. 

Send for illustrated catalogue showing oyer 35 models of distinctive lighting fixtures 
INDUSTRIAL ARTS SHOP, 120F Mt. Vernon St., Boston, Mass. 

YANG KUEI FEI 
by ALLAN CLARK, Sculptor 

Finished in Silver and mounted on black Belgian marble 
THE G O R H A M COMPANY 
Providence, R. I New York, N. Y. 

GARDEN FURNITURE 
Pompelan Stone, Lead, Terra t'utto. Marble 

Illustrated Catalog Sent on Kequeat 
THE ERKINS STUDIO 

257 Lexington Aye. at 35th St. New York 

For Quaint Charm 

at the Fireside 

An antique pipe box 
has been reproduced 
in solid walnut, as a 
holder for your Fire- 
side Matches. It is 
I5H" high. Natural 
rubbed finish. Its 
drawer contains a 
package of "Balsam 
Blaze" Powder to dash 
on the fire for colorful 
blazes. Holder. Pow- 
der and 160 Ciant 
Fireside Matches, 
complete for S8.50. 
Plus Express Charges. 

AT BETTER SHOPS 
OR DIRECT 

The TREASURE CHEST 
Asheville, North Carolina 

SHOP WINDOWS 

O F 

M A Y F A I R 

America's most com- 
plete playthings store 
has asked me to 
feature their special 
Pathex movie camera 
outfit using 10 mm. 
film at an expense 
about % that of any 
other movie camera 
in the world. A full 
library is available of 
all the leading film 
hits at #1.75 a roll. 
The camera is 
only #28.50 in black 
leather case; the pro- 
jector, $38.50; fold- 
ing screen, $5.00. 
Delivered ico miles 
N. Y. Check to 

Shirley Paine 

This new and im- 
proved Vegetable Bi- 
net does many things; 
preserves vegetables 
and fruits by free 
circulation of air; the 
supply is always in 
sight—a glance tells 
you what to order. 
Kitchenette, 22" high 
x 16" wide x 8" deep; 
Apartment, 27 x 18 
x 10; Family, 32 x 
2C x 12; Special Ex- 
tra, 42 x 22^ x 15. 
Heavy perforated 
steel in aluminum 
bronze, or baked on 
enamel in all colors. 
Prices: $6, $7.50, 

?9-5°> $15 

We announce another Boston source for 
fine pewter this month. Here is the Old 
Colony special smoking set, and an im- 
proved tobacco jar—all of solid pewter. 
An old drachm measure for matches, an 
old-time courting lamp for the lighter, 
a chemist*s porringer for ash-receiver. 
The 12" plate is $9.45, porringers $2.65 

each, alcohol lighter, $5.25, cigarette 
breaker $2.10. Complete set, $21, 
postpaid. . . . The humidor is a faithful 
reproduction of an old herb jar; space 
in top for sponge. These two make a 
wonderful combination for the discrim- 
inating. Humidor 55" high, 4" diameter, 

£10.50 postpaid 

In this glazed chintz the columns are in 
soft yellow shaded with brown and 
twined with flowers in mellow, faded 
tones of yellow and rose accented by 
green foliage. 31 inches wide, $2.35. 
In piquant contrast is the black-ground 

cretonne in a design that while unques- 
tionably modernist in spirit, is graceful 
and whimsical rather than bizarre. 31 
inches wide, $1.65. Samples of these or of 
any other fabrics for hanging, upholster)', 
or slip covers will be sent on request 
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SHOP WINDOWS 

O F 

M A Y F A I R 

Etchings and original drawings are high 
priced always; tor this reason a fine Bos- 
ton firm now offers photo-etchings on 
oeautiful paper which are so perfect that 
even artists find it hard to tell them from 

originals. Many artists are included in 
the series similar to the two above by 
Francis Gretty, and the price of 50c each 
in size 105 x 12j is good news. Write 

Shirley Paine for catalogues 

And now one of America's finest house- 
hold supply stores announces something 
else new and different—Melotex, the 
"mystery tray."   In  10" x 18", blue 

border with ship, $8.50; green border 
with ship in 12" x 20", #10.50; flower 
panel in warm colors with red border 12" 
x 16", $10.50. Delivered 100 miles N. Y. 

A stunning idea, direct from memories 
of the glamorous days of Old Russia has 
just come through the customs, for mak- 
ing delicious drip coffee. Put in finely 
ground (not pulverized) coffee, pour 
on boiling water, swing it upside down 

and there you are. In 3 cup size, bur- 
nished copper, silver lined, and brass 
frame #14; 4 cup size, $16.25. Coffee 
or tea caddy to match, solid copper, 
silver lined, #8. Delivered 100 miles 

N. Y. 

In July, 19x8, a small pottery 
started in the cellar of a little 
house in Brookline, Mass. 
Through sheer merit it has 
grown until it now fills a 
beautiful building. Besides a 
regular pottery school there is 
offered a special summer 
course from July 10 to August 
2; 12 lessons for $24. Write 
Shirley Paine at once for com- 
plete catalogues and price lists 

PANELLINGS 

Louis XV Provincial Pine Panelled Room with Stone Fireplace 

One English Pine panelled room—Two French Louis XV Provincial half panel- 
led rooms—Antique furniture from all parts of Europe—Interior decorations. 

Write for particulars—Prices moderate 

COURTRIGHT HOUSE Nine Charles St., Boston, Mass. 

TOPHUNTER 

HAND FORGED METALWORK 

pARLY-AMERICAN 

Lrand- ENGLISH - 

Reproductions of old de- 
signs adapted to modern 
use, suitable for either trie 
city or country residence. 

Tkey are carefully made 
by band in brass, wrought 
iron and pewter. 

We also have a large and 
interesting collection of lan- 
terns for both inside  and . 
outside use. 

Illustrated "Booklets 
Upon Request 

119 East 57th Street, New York 

IfllllllMlllllimiimiMIMIIMIIIIINIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIMINllMim 

-> 

ATTRACT BIRDS TO 

YOUR GARDEN 
Animate  your garden, pool, etc., with artistic— 

life-like—life size Carefully wrought metal 
BIRD TOTEMS 

Each in natural hand-painted colors.   Guaranteed for 15 
years against rusting or deterioration from the elements. 

The new colorful note in garden decoration. 
For information, prices, etc. write to 

THE TOTEM STUDIOS 
105 W. Monroe St. Chicago, IU. 

311111111111111111111UI11 iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiii NiiNiimiiiiiiiiniiiiiiii minium imii i i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiui- 
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IMPROVE 

YOUR BRIDGE 

WITHOUT 

MUCH EFFORT 

A WATCHER 
WITHIN 

THE WALLS 

The Lord Electric 

Wind Indicator 

FLASHING lights show the 
direction and velocity of 

the wind. It is an absolutely 
accurate instrument, at once 
instructive, practical, enter- 
taining, useful and interesting. 

The wind's message to you 
shown instantly in any room in 
your house, or at any distance. 

Send for descriptive folder 

CHARLES E. LORD 
j24 Milk Street • Boston, Mass. £ 

ye IRO^ Shoppe 
472-A Boylston Street 

Boston, Mass. 
cA Choice Collection of 

Letter cBoxes 

ye IRO=?i Shoppe 
Write for our booklet 

"Wrought Iron Things" 
Name  
Street. 
City. . 
State.. 

SHOP WINDOWS 

O F 

M A Y F A I R 

Swedish glassware is rapidly 
coming into its own. Decora- 
tors everywhere were quick to 
appreciate the artistic merit 
of it. The few choice pieces 
shown here are but a tiny group 
chosen out of a catalogue show- 
ing hundreds of patterns. 
These pieces are smoky color 
and of every conceivable shape. 
The bowl at left is $2.50; glass, 
$1.20; oval decanter #14; round 
decanter, $13.25; glass, $1.75; 

compote, $4.50 

Fairly large lanterns for porch, 
lodge gate, porte-cochere, or 
driveway entrances are often 
hard to find just when you 
want them. With spring hard 
upon us I sought for something 
suitable, and proudly announce 
this Italian monastery lantern 
reproduced in heavy wrought 
iron and properly wired. It is 
entirely hand-made by a forge 
in Connecticut, and will carry 
you back to old Certoza out- 
side Florence. The price, #30 

Another Boston house offers an ex- 
ceptionally complete line of Colonial 
hardware and lamp reproduction, and 
their elaborate catalogue will be avail- 
able early in May. Write Shirley Paine 
for this This month they are featuring 
a charming authentic reproduction of 

an Old Heart Lamp in hand blown and 
hand cut glass. I inspect every reproduc- 
tion written into this section, and you 
will not be shown am- mid-\ ictorian 
horrors. This lamp is tall, being 18" 
overall. Price electrified $10, prepaid 

an s where 

At last comes a map which does not 
depend solely upon dull facts or doubt- 
ful humor for irs charm. Coulton Waugh 
is not only a talented artist but he has 
a balanced sense of humor. This map 

faithfully shows a locality of great his- 
torical importance, theBoston PostRoad. 
Size 18" x 24", beautifully hand colored, 
ready for framing, $3; shellacked, $4; 

de luxe on special stock, $5 

(A new idea endorsed by Work, 
Firestone, Coffin and other 

leading authorities) 

SHORT-CUT 

TOSTANDARD 

AUCTION 

BRIDGE 
(Including rules for Contract) 

A set of 69 cards—The ques- 
tions that continually come 
up in play in plain language 
on the face of the cards; their 
answers clearly and fully 
printed on the backs. 

By eliminating each time the 
cards you know, you soon 
learn all the standard plays. 

Leading Book and Dept. Stores 
or 

Edward F Woods 40 Broad St Boston 

$1.50 per Set Post Paid 

FRANKLIN STOVE 
{Lexington Pattern) 

Reproduction of Lexington Franklin Stove in 
Clark House at Lexington, Mass. Ideal for 
summer cottages, portable buildings, etc., 
where no fireplace is available. 

Grate openings 20" high, 21" wide 
Balls and rosettes of cast brass 
Stove only—$42.50; andirons $13.50 

B. F. MACY CO. 
474 Boylston St. Boston Mass. 

SMOKY 

FIREPLACES 

made to 

DRAW 

"Nj> payment accepted unless successful 

Also consulting service avail- 
able to owners, architects and 
builders in connection with the 
designing and erection of new 

work. 

FREDERIC N. WHITLEY, Inc. 
Engineers and Contractors 

211 Fulton St., Brooklyn, N. Y. 



Checking dandruff in children 

If your children are attending 
school watch out for dandruff 
(epithelial debris). There, 
thousands of cases get their 
start. The cause: contact with 
others. 

At the first sign of dandruff, 
douse Listerine full strength 
on the hair and scalp. With 

fingers about an inch apart, 
thoroughly massage the scalp 
with a firm rotary motion. 
Keep this treatment up sys- 
tematically for several days. 

LISTERINE 

—tlie safe antiseptic 

You will be amazed to find 
how quickly you get results. 

It is a curious fact that often, 
after costly and complicated 
"cures" have failed to check 
dandruff, Listerine has done 
the trick. Lambert Pharmacal 
Company, St. Louis, Mo., 
U. S. A. 

TRIED IT YET? New and different! 
LISTERINE SHAVING CREAM 

Your skin feels marvelously enol lonjafter shaving. 
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ESTABUSH£0 I8'8 

MADISON AVENUE COR. FORTY-FOURTH STREET 
NEW YORK 

Telephone Murray Hill 88oo 

I BROOKS BROTHERS 

Clothes for 

the 

Sportsman 

Send for HUNTING HlNTS for the 

NOVICE 

BOSTON    PALM BEACH NEWPORT 
LITTLE BUILDING PLAZA BUILDING AU DRAIN BUILDING 
TRCMONT COR. BOTISTOM       COUNT-   ROAD      220 BCLLCVUC AVENUE 

A white knitted golf suit with bands of yellow and 
blue, from Abercrombie 13 Fitch. The sweater 
coat is French blue and the hat white stitched felt 

CLOTHES FOR THE SPORTSWOMAN 

by ANNE SHIRLEY MOLLOY 

The purpose of this department, conducted by COUNTRY LIFE'S Readers' 
Service, is to give information regarding articles of any sort shown here. It 
will gladly furnish the names and addresses of establishments where they may 
be found. Write, telephone, or consult Miss Molloy personally at COUNTRY 

LIFE'S New York office. 244 Madison Avenue 

TO BE correctly outfitted is as 
important to the true sports- 
woman as to be correct in 

form. Not only is it important so far 
as style is concerned, for practicability 
is a most important feature, and the 
correct sports outfit combines these 
two essentials without sacrificing 
either. The photographs shown here 
indicate what is smart and at the 
same time very good form for riding, 
golfing, or playing tennis. 

Perhaps in no form of sport is cor- 

rect attire more important than in 
riding, and the true sportswoman will 
make sacrifices in any other phase of 
her wardrobe rather than wear an 
ill-made or incorrectly fitted habit. 
In England where riding and hunting 
take such a prominent place it is in- 
evitable that English habit-makers 
who outfit many of the noted horse- 
women of that country should have 
only the most correct habits. 

Williams & Cleaver. London, 
habits, examples of which are pictured 

A smart fi'illiams 
If Cleaver {London) 
habit of checked 
angola, from Saks- 

Fv'tk Avenue 
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KIRKPATRICK 

^Qlar/s1>^±i/verware Q^we/r tverware 

RITZ TOWER 

PARK AVENUE <zf5 7th STREET 
Netv Yorlc 

y 

ANNOUNCE, with the opening, 

*~/JL /Hay second, of their new Salon 

at Park Avenue and $7th Street, the 

exhibition of a collection of Precious 

Getns assembled fro in all parts of the 

World and arturtic Jewelry designed 

exclusively in their Paris ateliers. 

15, RUE    F ENELON 

f)ari<f 
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(^entlemeri£failor$ 

Men who appreciate the 
Advantages o f having 
Clothes of Exceptional 
Character for Formal, 
Business and Sport wear 
compose our Patronage. 

Our Representatives visit 
Principal Cities in the Mid' 
die West—dates will be 
sent upon application. 

o4£ 

GUNTHER 

FUR STORAGE SERVICE 

Is Protective 

0UR moderate storage rates are 

based upon customers* valua- 

tions and include insurance coverage. 

Special Full Coverage Insurance for a period 

of one year against any loss or damage 

anywhere at any time while furs are in 

your possession may be issued for a small 

additional charge. 

FIFTH AVENUE at 36th STREET 
Telephone—CALedonia 8780 

Vionnet tennis frock of white silk with polka dot 
scarf and belt of blue and white; imported by 

Bonwit, Teller Etf Co. 

in the accompanying pages, may 
now be purchased at Saks-Fifth 
Avenue. According to their repre- 
sentative, there are only very slight 
changes made from time to time in 
the cut of a habit. Of course the 
fabrics chosen and the workman- 
ship are most important. Whipcord, 
checked or plain angola, and Donegal 
tweed are some of the woolen ma- 
terials favored, and for the lighter 
weight habits for summer riding or 
polo, shantung is much used. A slight 
innovation is the linked button coat 
which is noted on the habits of lighter 
weight, sometimes in preference to the 
one- or-two buttoned arrangement. 
Jodphurs, the long rather close fitting 
breeches, are favored for the young 
and slender riders and are shown with 
or without cuffs. 

Abercrombie & Fitch, long noted 

for their sports attire, are showing 
many smart and practical models for 
tennis and golf. In the design of these 
complete outfits the comfort of the 
tennis player or the golfer is well con- 
sidered. The little tennis outfit allows 
ample room for much freedom of 
movement in its full pleated white 
silk skirt, and the short sleeved 
sweater with the bands of black and 
white angora knitted in tweed effect 
makes a very smart effect. The im- 
ported golf suit is white knitted, with 
contrasting bands of bright yellow 
and blue with long sleeves, while the 
coat is of plain blue. White stitched 
felt makes the hat that affords ample 
shade for the eyes and completes a 
very fetching ensemble. 

Paris couturiers have not neglected 
the sportswoman in their designs for 
the spring and summer season, and 

Tennis frock from Abercrombie    Fitch. The skirt 
is white silk, and the sweater bands of black and 
white are knitted in tweed effect. A French-blue eye 

shield completes the ensemble 
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Golfers Everywhere <<5p ^ <<59 

are replacing old miscellaneous clubs 

with Kroydon Matched Sets 

YOU get the most pleasure from golf when you are at the top of 
your game, whether that be 75 or 105. A Kroydon Matched Set 
enables you to play your best. Every club has precisely the same 
"feel" and balance. Every one gives you a comfortable feeling of 
confidence when you address the ball. 

The Best Matched Sets 

Matched Kroydon Irons, with rust-proof', chromium- 
plated heads—and seasoned hickory or nickel-plated 

steel shafts. Set of five, $48; set of eight, $75. 
Matched Sets — Driver, Brassie and Spoon—finest 
hickory or nickel-plated steel shafts. $25.50 to $37.50. 

I I 1 I \ 

J-8 L-6 MO-S        ,V6 U-H 
:*>:     Nua      NO 4     .■*>& Not- 

Clubs collected haphazard vary in bal- 
ance, and each requires slightly dif- 
ferent handling. When you have a 
Kroydon Matched Set you can use the 
same swing for all your clubs. Tourna- 
ment players, both pro and amateur, 
score best when playing matched 
clubs. 

Kroydon Clubs are matched according 
to the original and best matched set 
patent. They are related not only in 
shape, loft, lie and face markings — 
but they are also matched according 
to weight, length, whip and torsion of 
shafts, size of grips, and balance. Every 
set is numbered and recorded. 

Kroydon Matched Irons are chromium 
plated. They will not rust or tarnish. 
An exclusive heat treatment makes them 
dentproof. Both iron and wood heads 
follow traditional models and have 
been approved by leading golf profes- 
sionals. Every model embodies special 
Kroydon features which add power, 
accuracy and durability. 

Because Kroydon Matched Clubs, both 
irons and woods, can be duplicated 
exactly, many men have more than 
one set. One for each of their Country 
Clubs, to save carrying back and forth 
—and one for the office, handy when 
unexpected invitations come in. 

rr Sold 

lc-°-; 

Sold by Pros and at the best stores. Write to The Kroydon T| 
Mapletvood, N. J., for "Billy Kroydon's Golf Hints" \\ 
contains practical suggestions for playing every club. JL] 

Illustration shows the carefully graded RELA770\'SH/P 
between Kroydon Irons. There is just enough difference in 
loft between one club and the next for uniformly good results. 

Kroydon Matched Sets 
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WHILE IN EUROPE 

Americans when Abroad find that our Paris 
and London Shops are a Great Convenience 
in supplying their Requirements. You have 
the advantage of selecting the very Finest 
and most Exclusive Merchandise that Europe 
produces, at prices prevailing there. 

Illustrated Brochure sent upon request 

512 FIFTH AVENUE 

LONDON 
27 OLD BOND STREET 

NEW YORK PARIS 
2 RUE DE CASTIGLIONE 

session 01 2)u\mon& 

^jevcclvv is assured bv; 

u\e 5'paulC)u\9 vcpuuuion 

CcrwortKv 0lament6 ano 

i!\c vjesujhs 01 tKciv  

;[\ouno, oueralo i^uu 

IjYaveue ano 'I3 quelle 

Mamonos arc sKovon in 

new ano cKarminq oe- 

Y'eHow golf costume from Drecoll. The skirt is 
silk, with  knitted overblouse and sleeveless 
jacket banded in navy blue; the scarf is blue. 

Imported by Bonwit, Teller y Co. 

some of our most successful outfits 
are copies or adaptations of their 
designs. Two charming examples are 
shown here, one from Drecoll and 
one from Vionnet. They were im- 
ported by Bonwit, Teller & Co. and 
while the photographs are of the 
originals, when this article appears 
exact copies will have been made by 
this shop. 

The diagonal line, which continues 
to be a decorative feature of sports 
as well as of more formal clothes, adds 
interest to the golf costume designed 
by Drecoll. The skirt is of yellow silk 
while the knitted overblouse has 
bands of navy blue silk which are 
repeated on the sleeveless jacket. 

Vionnet contributes an attractive 

version of the tennis frock in white 
silk. The skirt gives ample fullness 
with tiny pleats between the box 
pleats, and the overblouse (sleeveless) 
has a series of curved tucks. The polka 
dot (one of the style features of the 
season) appears in the scarf and in the 
narrow belt. 

Naturally, white, which can be 
subjected to many tubbings, is the 
medium usually chosen for the tennis 
frocks, and in those pictured the little 
touch of contrast adds interest. 

An elaborated version of the eye 
shield, so favored by Miss Wills, is 
shown with the tennis frock from 
Abercrombie & Fitch. This particular 
one is of brilliant blue and is most 
becoming as well as practical. 

.It left, a side saddle habit of blue whipcord with waistcoat of 
yellow tattersall. Right, a Donegal tweed coat, with jodphurs 
of fancy whipcord. Both habits are by Williams E? Cleaver 

{London), Saks-Fifth Avenue, exclusive agents 
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Go West to Europ 

Through the ancient East are glorious adven- 
tures that multiply beyond compare the plea- 
sures of anEuropean trip. Go westwardthistime. 

A glimpse of Honolulu, if you choose, days 
or weeks through Japan, then Shanghai and 
Hong Kong with scores of enchanting trips 
to the interior of China available, Manila, Ma- 
laya, Ceylon, India, Egypt, and then into Eu- 
rope through Naples, Genoa or Marseilles. 

You may start your trip from New York or 
Boston, visiting Havana and Panama on your 
way to California. 

Or come overland to Los Angeles,San Fran- 
cisco or Seattle for your embarkation. See the 
great Pacific coast. 

After your trip through Europe you 
may return from Marseilles to New 
York and Boston aboard these same 
palatial Round the World liners. 

You will have made the world cir- 

cuit in a surprisingly short time and at a 
cost that is far less than you thought it 
could be. 

You sail aboard magnificent President Liners, 
broad of beam steady and comfortably. They 
are luxuriously appointed. Commodiousrooms 
with beds, not berths. Spacious decks. A swim- 
ming pool. A cuisine par excellence. 

Stopovers where you like for one week or 
longer. You continue on a similar ship with 
identical accommodations. Like a cruise on a 
private yacht. 

A Dollar Liner sails every week from Los 
Angeles and San Francisco, every fortnight 
from Boston and New York. Every two weeks 
a sailing from Naples, Genoa and Marseilles 
gA^N^ for New York. 

A sailing of American Mail Liners 
from Seattle and Victoria every alter- 
nate Saturday. 

D 

A 

Complete information from any steamship or railroad ticket agent or 

ollar Steamship Line 

Mail Line merican 

25 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, N. Y.; 32 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, N. Y.; 604 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK, N. Y.; 101 BOURSE BLDG., PHILADEL- 
PHIA, PA.; 1018 BESSEMER BLDG., PITTSBURGH, PA.; 177 STATE ST., BOSTON, MASS.; 5 14 W. SIXTH ST., LOS ANGELES, CALIF.; 110 SOUTH DEAR- 
BORN ST., CHICAGO, ILL.; DIME BANK BUILDING, DETROIT; 1206 CONTINENTAL TR. BLDG., BALTIMORE; 21 PIAZZA DELPOPOLO, ROME,ITALY; 
llBISRUESCRIBE,PARIS,FRANCE;22BILLITER ST.,E.C.3,LONDON;ROBERTDOLLARBLDG ,SANFRANCISCO;4TH AT UNIVERSITY,SEATTLE. WASH. 
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HOTEL CECIL 
LONDON 

Rising majestically beside 
the historic Thames, its 
luxurious yet restful atmos- 
phere is traditional with all 
that is greatest in English 
hospitality. 
For Tariff apply to HOTEL 
CECIL, LTD., 425, Fifth. 
Ave., New York, or the 
principal travel agencies. 
EMPIRE HOTELS 
The South-Western Hotel, 

Southampton. 
The Empire Hotel, Bath 
The Valley of Rocks Hotel, 

Lynton, N. Devon 
The Granville Hotel, Rams- 

gate, Kent 
Bushey Hall Hotel, Bushey, 

Herts, near London 
Bailey's   Hotel, London, 

S.W.7 
The South Kensington 

Hotel, London, S.W.7 
The benefits of perfect organi- 
sation—so essential to real 
comfort—are felt immediately 
one enters an " Empire Hotel." 
Illustrated Tariffs of any of 
the above Hotels will be sent 
post free cn application to: 
EMPIRE HOTELS. LTD., 
425, Fifth Avenue, New 
York, or the principal travel 
agencies. 

TOURS-CRUISES 

CRUISES-TOURS 

CONDUCTED TOURS 
Frequent Sailings Most Complete Itineraries 

France, British Isles 
Switzerland, Italy, Holland 

Belgium, Germany, etc. 
One of the oldest Travel Organizations, established 1875 . 53 years of satisfactory travel service and permanent offices in Europe assure our clients many advan- tages. Our Tours have no equal — the personal attention we give each Tour guarantees best of service throughout. 

Send for "£ook£." 
Annual Mediterranean Cruise de Lme sails Jany. 
FRANK TOURIST CO. 
(Est. 1875) 542 Fifth Avenue, New York 

Philadelphia, 1529 Locust Street Chicago, 175 North Michigan Avenue 

ALASKA * CALIFORNIA * HAWAII 
NORTH RIM OF GRAND CANYON 

THE NATIONAL PARKS 
CANADIAN ROCKIES 

NfiPWAV MEDITERRANEAN 
CRUISE, JUNE 30 

52 days, #600 to #1300 
Spain, Italy, Riviera, Sweden, 
Scotland, Berlin, (Paris, London). 
World Cruise, January 16th, 1929, 
110days, $1000 up. Mediterranean, 
66 days. January 30,1929. SHOO up. 

Frank C. Clark, Times Bldg., N. Y. 

•II On a Raymond-Whitcomb 
Land Cruise you can see more 
of the scenic regions of the 
West in a given time than you 
can see in any other way—and 
you can see them with an ease 
and comfort that are quite 
unequalled in railroad travel. 
The Land Cruises travel by Special Trains 
that make the circuit of America without 
change, and go directly, by the shortest 
routes, from one resort, National Park or 
important city to another, and stop only 
—and generously—at their various goals. 
They have the finest railroad cars in the 
world, built specially for Raymond- 
Whitcomb—with Drawing Rooms with 
beds and connecting private baths—Gym- 
nasium — Library - Lounge — Recreation 
Room for dancing, movies, bridge, etc. 

Send for the booklet 
"LAND CRUISES IN AMERICA" 

NEW ORLEANS LA. 

(fte Stflharle* 
New Orleans 

One of America's Leading Hotels 
ALFRED S.AMER t CO..Ltd. Proprietors 

The early receipt of copy is requested 
CRUISES-TOURS 

Luxury Liners Direct From, 
Los Angeles! 

-to 
awan 

Sailings 3 Saturdays out of 4 
Over the Popular Southern Route 

3-WEEKS INCLUSIVE TOURS 
$281 — up 

One Way—$90 up 
Los Angeles Steamship Co, 

730 So. Broadway, Los Angeles 
505 Fifth Ave. 140 S. Dearborr 

New York      a-123 Chicago 

The 
American Inst it 

of Educational Travel 
Foremost Educational Travel 
Tours officially recognized by 
more than ten American 
Universities, Educational 
Foundations and State 
Departments of Education. 

(University credit if desired). 
587 Fifth Avenue 

NEW YORK 

titute^^ 
Travel ^ 
il Travel 
:nized by 
ne ri ca n 
rational 
d State 
ucation. 
'esired). f 
me 
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North Cape Cruise 
Sailing June 27 

European Travel 
Individual Trips and Summer Tours 

Round Africa Cruise 
January 12, 1929 

Mediterranean Cruise 
January 22, 1929 

Raymond & Whitcomb Co. 
Executive Offices: 

12 PARK STREET, BOSTON, MASS. 
NEW YORK    PHILADELPHIA CHICAGO 

LOS ANGELES     SAN FRANCISCO 

CRUISES-TOURS 

RED  CROSS LINE 
Halifax, Nova Scotia 

St. John's, Newfoundland 
Steamers "Nerissa" and "Silvia" 

12 DAYS— S120 UP 
Sailings from New York every Saturday 

For full information icritefor booklet 
BOWRING & COMPANY 

17 Battery Place      New York 
DIXIE TOURS to EUROPE & AMERICA 

Earn trip by securing members. 
BOX  204.   EUST1S. FLORIDA 

NEW 
HAMPSHIRE 

Jtomeland of Beauty 
Industry and ' 
Agriculture 

Booklet of 177 Pictures 
on Request 

N. H. Publicity Bureau 
6 Park Street 
Concord, N. H. 

YOUR TOUR 

TO EUROPE 
ESCORTED TOURS ... A delightful 
way to see Europe if you prefer not to 
travel alone. Our small select groups 
combine the care free note of the con- 
ducted party and the dignity attendant 
upon limited numbers. A booklet, 
" Your Tour to Europe," Will be sent on request. 

Franco-BelgiqueTours Co.,Inc. 
American Personnel.Super-Travel-Service 

551-A Fifth Ave., New York, N.Y, 
MAINE 

SO. AMER. 60 DAYS $339 
Write for book 700 Famous ALLEN PLAN Tours. ALLEN TOURS, Inf.. 134 Boylston St., Boston, 

^otel Hamilton anb Cottages 
ChebeaRiie Island, Maine Ocean breezes assure cool days and restful niebts. Our own Private Landing in front of Hotel. Dancing, Uolf, Tennis, Bathing. Yachting, Fishing. Booklets. Address R. E. BOWK. Chelieague. Maine.  

Z\)t Jf irs, anb Jf tlsteb 
Deer Isle, (Penobscot Bay) Maine Moderate-priced, sea-shore homes. Atmos- phere informal. Golf, tennis, archery fishing, bathing, motor-boat trips, socia diversions. Booklets of S. B. Knowlton Haverford, Penna. 

SPENCER LAKE CAMPS 
A summer resort in the Maine woods, with excel- lent trout and togue fishing. Individual camps, garden, dairy and hennerr. For rates, booklet, etc, write to CHAS. T. BRATTEN, Gerard, Ma 

Department of Travel and 

Resort Information 

This department is for Countrv Life's readers who 
desire information regarding; travel and resorts. 

Booklets listed below will be sent free of charge. 
Urder by number only using the coupon at the bot- 
tom of page 120. 

WVTKR TRIPS 
American Mail hinr' 

351 World""" '° the 0rient' Round the Pacific, and Bound the 
Canadian Pacific S.S. 3 Travel Suggestions 

3 0 SrkDeM"1^/-  En""'S° " A"S'raUa ,eaTiBe Xew 
foundation Farts For Your Trip to Europe 
Newh

TA*"iCa"AfrlCJ.Crulse—SS- Empress of Franc leaving '<»rk January 22. 1929 
3 26 327 

262 
370 
371 

2 63 264 

—S.S.  La nca stria, 
leaving N>\v York 

Leaves Xew York Jan- 

Collegiate Tours to Europe 192S 
Franck C. Clark 

Western  Mediterranean  and Xorwav Crui leaving New York. June 30. 1928 Mediterranean  Cruise—S.s. Transylvania. January 30. 1929 
Around  the  World—S.S. Caledon uary 16, 1929 

Thomas Cook i Son* 
Educational Tours. 1928 European Air Travel 

Canard Line* 
Cunard Budget Plan for European Travel 

Dollar Steamship Line' 
Round America Tours 
Bound  the  World  by  way of  the   Orient—Egypt and Mediterranean; leaves Xew York every two weeks lalitornia. via Havana and the Panama Canal return trom Europe via Mediterranean—The Xew Route President Liners 

France Bclgiquc Tours 
The Mediterranean 

French Lin 

77 248 329 

226 
289 890 

331 332 

372 373 374 

-S.S.  Resolute, leaving Xew Y'ork 

Reliance leaving Xew York 

61 62 29 4 

260 261 

To Plymouth in England by way of the French Line Steamers butfrtn—The Family Ship 
Hamburg-American Line' Across the Atlantic The Xew S.S. Jvoo York Around the World Cruise January 7. 1929 Tourist Third Cabin To  Xorthern Wonderlands—S S June 30. 1928 European Tours 
Holland America Line' Holland America Lin' 
International Mercantile Marin, Europe for All Travel Map of Europe The Magnificent Trio And So She Sailed lor Europe 
Italian Line' 

Special Winter Voyages to the Mediterranean—1928 
Lamport <f Holt 

To South America 
Los Anpehs S.S. Co. 

Hawaii direct from Los Angeles Personally Conducted Tours to Hawaii 
Lloyd Sahaudo* 

Genoa S.S. Conte Biancamano S.S. Confr Verde. S.S. Contc Rosso 
Matson Line* Hawaii 
Xavigazionc Generate Italiana* 

Answer the Call of Italy S.S. Colomlo S.S. Roma S.S. Duilio Motoring Through Italv In Your Car 
North German Lloyd 

Transatlantic Travel Deluxe Muenchen—The Latest One Cabin Liner Stuttgart—One Cabin, Tourist Third Class, and 3rd class Dresden—One Cabin. Tourist Third Cabin, and 3rd class 
Panama Pacific Line 

Coast to Coast Around and Across America The Xew California 
Raymond rf Whitcomb* 

North Cape Cruise—S.S. Carinthia, leaving Xew York in late June 
Royal Mail Line* 

Cruises to Xorway 
Union Castle Line* 

Tours Around South Africa 
United Fruit Company* 

Fifteen Day Tour to British West Indies Twenty-four Day Caribbean Cruises The Great White Fleet Cruises o'er the Golden Caribbean 

LAND TRIPS—A merican 
Canadian Pacific Ry. 

298 Pacific Coast Tours 
Thos   Cook <£ Sons 2 99 California .v Hawaii 
Dollar Steamship Line* 93 Round America Tours 
Front Tourist Co.* 32 Independent Travel in America 
Raymond & Whitcomb* 

103 Land Cruises to California 230 Land Cruises in America 
\orth Pacific Railways* 

352 2,000 miles of Startling Beauty 353 Yellowstone National Park 354 Ranier Xational Park 355 Dude Ranch 3 56 Alaska 
Rock Island Railicay* 

104 Colorado via Rock Island All Expense Tours 105 Personally Conducted Tnurs to Colorado 109 On Your Way to California 110 California, the Golden State 231 Colorado, under the Turquoise Sky 278 Golden State Route to Southern California 279 A map that talks 2SO The De Luxe Golden State Ltd. 
Southern Pacific Lines* 125 California 126 Apache Trail of Arizona 131 Tioea Pass Auto Tour 133 California for Tourist 13 4 Yosemite 301 Catalina Island 302 Crater Lake 303 Sunset Route 3 04 Oregon Outdoors 305 Seouoia Xat'l. Park 306 Outdoor Life in the Sierra 

•Country Life Advertiser 
'Continued on page 132) 
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Hawaii 

TJANAMALEA! The spirit of 
luxurious ease and serene 

content! Exactly the spirit you 
Mould expect to find hovering 
over this island paradise! 
Cooled by soft trade winds, the 
temperature of Hawaii rarely 
exceeds 86 degrees—matchless 
for your summer vacation! 
Here in a gorgeous setting of 
tropical bloom ... in an atmos- 
phere of South Sea Romance 
and poetic charm... life flows 
smoothly, colorfully, free from 
care ... inviting you to perfect 
relaxation! 

Sail from Los Angeles over 
the smooth Southern Route 
—direct to Honolulu on 
one of LASSCO'S luxury 

liners! 

You have a wide selection of 
outside staterooms, sumptuous- 
ly appointed and perfectly ven- 
tilated — a most unusual num- 
ber of them with private or 
connecting baths. LASSCO is 
famous for expert personal ser- 
vice—equally famous for a rare 
cuisine. An ideal arrangement 
of social quarters and particu- 
larly large deck area, both open 
and enclosed, provide every fa- 
cility for a wide variety of 
entertainment, and contribute 
greatly towards that delightful 
atmosphere of friendliness 
which is such a marked feature 
of all LASSCO liners. 

ALL-INCLUSIVE-COST 
TOURS — a variety of tours 
covering 3 to 5 weeks — Los 
Angeles back to Los Angeles, 
including the 3-Day Wonder 
Tour to Hilo and Kilauea vol- 
cano. Cost, including every 
necessary ship and shore ex- 
pense—S281 and up, depend- 
ing on steamship and Island 
hotel accommodations selected 
and length of tour. 

One-way   ^ f\ 
fare   ^       \J and UP 

For full information apply any 
authorised agent, ol  

LOS ANCELES STEAMSHIP CO. 

730 So. Broadway, LOS ANGELES 
SOS Fifth Ave. 68S Market Street 
NEW YORK SAN FRANCISCO 
140 S. Dearborn 
CHICAGO 

217 E. Broadway 
SAN DIEGO 

TOURS-TRAVEL 

SITSOUTH 

^VMERIC 

RESORT-fl, -TRAV E     DEPA RTMENT 
CONTINUED 

CRUISES-TOURS 

via HAVANA and Direct 
18 Day9 to 3 Months 
Sailings Every Two Weeks 

T'HE famous" Santa" fleet including new ■»• niotorships Santa Alalia and Santa liar- l>ara niter taselnatuiK tours via Havana or direct. PANAMA—18 davs-SJGii. i'KKt — 3'.' days — S49.r). AROUND SOUTH AMhUU'A—60 days—P765. 
For Booklets TM address 
GRACE LINE 

10 Hanover Sq.        New York 

1   Scenic Cruises to — 

/CALIFORNIA 
7'/(i Spanish Americas / 

Days of delipht on a luxurious ParH Bum Mail Liner.     Outside room: Mmmons beds, no berths. Excel 1 en neals.   Music.   Swimming pool. Laundry.   Deck games.   Through i the Panama Canal wilh visits in South and Central America includ- ing capitals of Guatemala & Salva- dor.    Water-Rail Tnurs from your 1 hometown on main line points and fback.    First class transportation, meals and bed on steamer. Return stop-overs at ApacheTrail, Yellow- Grand  Canyon, Y^semite. f Slight ad-liiional e st ria Portland I or Vancouver. Booklet Eon request. A cruise sh ip leaves every three weeks from New York or San Francisco ana" Los Angeles. 
/PANAMA MAIL S. S. CO. 10 Hanover Square, New York 

The Leading Student Tours for the INTELLECTUAL ELITE 

BY CHARTERED CLNARD TOURIST CABIN 

^STUDENTS TRAVEL/I'' 

fetfta COMPAGNIA 
fffiW I TALI ANA 

vil^/ TURISMO,Inc. 
749 FIFTH AVE..NEW YORKN.Y. 

Individual Independent Tours to 
ITALY EUROPE Including Steamer, Railway, Motor., Hotel*. Sightseeing, Taxes, Tip», etc 

High Class Travel at Moderate Rates 
Also Single Services, Steamer Accommoda- tions, Railway Tickets, Hotel Reservations 
Without Any Extra Charges. 
70 CIT OFFICES and Hundreds of Agents aU over Europe are at the disposal of our patrons. 

The Greatest 

Summer 

Vacation/ 

A Cruise to 

Europe 

and the 

Mediterranean 
by the Cunard-Ancbor Liner "California" J 

from Mew York, July 3 to Aug. 30. 
Our seventh consecutive 
Summer Cruise—a wide- 
reaching voyage covering: 
Madeira,Tangier,Gibraltar, I 
Algiers, Naples, Alliens, I 
Constantinople, the Holy/ 
Land, Cairo, Naples,/ 
Monaco, returning via 
Paris and London. 
The supreme opportu- 
nity of worth-while 
Summer travel . 
glorious days at sea 
... alluring shore ex- 
cursions ... adventure 
. . . instruction . . 
recreation . . . and 
—moderate rates. 

OTHER 
[TOURS to EUROPE] 
I Ask for our programs which 
I offer the widest possible i 
I range. Particular attention] 
lis called to our new Popu- 
Ylar  Tours,  arranged fori 
I those who prefer the in- 
1 formal but congenial at- 

mosphere of the Tourist] 
| Third Cabin. Splendid/ 

i itineraries—low rates j 
I with  very  comfortable | 
J and attractive accom- 

modations. We have 
over 100 European 
offices—always at 
your command. 

Independent 
Individual Travel! 

at all times. 

THOS.COOK&SON 
585 Fifth Avenue, New York 

and Branches 

TRAVEL-TOURS 

ADIRONDACK MTS. N. Y. 
ROCKY POND CAMP In the Adirondacks—demons, N.Y. #f|R^ For adults. Congenial group. Com- ■ l|U fortablefloored tents. Encellentfood. 11 ^ Swimming, canoeing. Booklet. W M £ Dr. Martha Traey, N. E. Cor. 17th ^^st\\*r   & Locust St.. Philadelphia, Pa. 

DHA Wit A modern Adirondack hotel uiLrt. vv    offering a wUle range of 
 &Vottfines sports and amusements. C. M. I.O.NCSTAFF. OLD FORGE. N Y. M 

ROADS END begin. A camp for the great out-doors. Boating, Bathing, Fish- ing. Bklet. C.T.Meyer, Lake Pleasant. N .Y. 
CRUISE S-TOURS 

EUROPE Escorted tours of the better jTrade at moderate rates, good hotels. June and July.   All points of interest in- k VI   eluded.   45 to 80 days.  $693.00 and W.       Up, (.18 persons only in each party.) Ask for Booklet OOLI'ITTS* TO I'ItS, cor. Wash.* »ater Sis., Boston.     Estab. 1879 
Where-To-Go blankets the b«t Travel prospects. 

REDUCED 
SUMMER RATES 
and trips—One Way 

Water, One Way Rail. 
Check your Auto ae baggage. 

Apply for illustrated booklets. No. 1 B way N.Y. City, our offices elsewhere or authorized S. S. and R. K. amenta. 

fanama factfk fipe 

WHEN IN EUROPE 
TRAVEL BY AIR! 

London Paris Basle Zurich 
Ostend Brussels Amsterdam 
Cairo Baghdad Karachi 

Particulars from 
Tranel Agencies and* 

Imperial Airways, Ltd. 
578, Madison Avenue, New York, U. S. A. 

Plaza 0794 

OURS 

EUROPE 
Conducted tours including ocean passase & 8 countries. St:indapi £SS0. Student *C90 Others $400 up. Ask Folder W 

Escorted Tours—Small Parties 
FllmnO Summer Tours over LUI U|JC famous routes, £430 up 

Mediterranean STT« 
Egypt-Holy Land-Greece-Europe 
on fine new motor yacht, #815 up 

Japan-China f&%%sr~ 

Round the World Sfcd 

186 days of World Wonders 
each country in the good season 

Send for series desired 

JEMPLE^JOURS' 
447-B Park Sq. Building, Boston 

New York Washington Chicago^ 
Sao Francisco 

ASBURY PARK N. J. 

/ 

Mentor Tours BWB.C 
942 Strau 

•go 

No matter whether you plan 
to spend $300 or $3000, our 
specially prepared descriptive 
booklet, sent free on request, 
will be invaluable. Tours 
with escort. Independent 
Tours.   Private Au:o Tours. 

DEAN 8C DAWSON, Ltd. 
500 Fifth Ave., New York, N.Y. 

Established 5?7*ars 
40 European Offices 

Stops and prevents the Nausea of 
Sea, Train, Auto, and Air Sickness. 
25 years in use. 5 

7jc. <V }/.JO at Drug Stores 
or direct on receipt of Price 

Mothersill Remedy Co., Ltd. N.Y. City 

NORTH ASBURY PARK.N. J. 

Season 
JUNE 
lato I 
SEPT. 

ACCOMMODATES 500. 
AMERICAN PLAN 

SEA BATHS, GOLF, 
A LA CARTE 
GRILL ROOM 

The Resort Hotel Preeminent 
DIRECTLY ON THE OCEAN 

Every modern appointment. 
convenience and service 

Extensive improvement* for 
season of 1928 

SHERMAN DENNIS, Manager 
^ — / 

tss., 

or 

iBro»i 
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On your 

way to 

Scotland 
From London, the London Midland and 
Scottish Railway has two routes to 
Scotland. On either you can travel in 
ease and comfort, with the best food 
and service by day and the quietest sleep 
by night. 
One way—the "Royal Route"—lies 
along the beautiful West Coast, the other 
—the Midland Route—pierces the very 
heart of England. You may go one way 
and return the other. 
Scotland is, of course, well worth a visit. 
It is famous in history and romance, and 
Scottish scenery is, perhaps, the loveliest 
in the world. 
Illustrated pamphlets from John Fairman 
{Dept.A3S), 200 Fifth Avenue, New York. Or from anyLMSA gent, 
Thomas Cook & Son, or T   \/f C 
tht American Express. 

EUROPE, $7 
ALLEN PLAN Tc St.. KoKton. 

W EUROPE 
gS^^ from 

^"^"Steto. an arm 
^'S^-T*^ chair 

Write for de- scriptive Booklet. Tours leaving regu- larly thru British Isles and Historic Europe. Motor Pullmans, upholstered luxuri- ously, having ButTet, Toilet and every Conceivable Comfort. 
EN ROUTE SERVICE, INC 

Savoy Plaza Hotel 
5th Avenue and 59th Street, New York 
Where-To-Go for June closes May 1 

MICHICAN 
MAKE  VOI It  .SUMMER   HOME AT 
BAY VIEW HOUSE StcVcS 
Here old friends meet, new friends are made and lake breezes make living a de- llght. Write now for rates & reservations. 
When writing to these advertisers will von please mention   The   Where-to-go Bureau'' 

WASHINGTON 

'end for Beautifnl vfp 
Illustrated Travel ' 
Book FREE 

GET THE FACTS about Seattle, 
the one-generation wonder city, 
in the "Charmed Land "— America's 
most fascinating playground of snow- 
capped mountains, blue seas, great for- 
ests,with a mild, healthful year-around climate. 

Here—at the crossroads between America and Asia — gateway of an em- 
pire prodigally rich in timber, fisheries, 
water power and productive climate — 
is where a world city HAD to be. 

See All the Pacific Coast 
Come West over a northern transcon- 
tinental line. See Seattle, Spokane, Tacoma, 
Portland, then south by rail or water to 
Oakland, San Francisco, Los Angeles and 
San Diego. Or, come north to Seattle by 
train or steamship. Ask about trips to 
Alaska, Hawaii and the Orient. 

Low round trip, excursion fares daily. 
May IS to Sept. 30 ; return limit Oct. 31; 
stopovers at will. 

summer excursions^ 

If you would enjoy a different vaca- 
tion this year . . . one that is unlike 
any you have ever taken . . . whose 
memories would last a lifetime . . . 
see Alaska . . . top o' the world won- 
derland! Romantic Indians, curious 
totems, quaint cities, majestic glac- 
iers, colorful legends combine with 
remarkable beauty to make it unfor- 
getable. And its ease of approach 
and enjoyment will astonish you! 
For instance: 

SOUTHEASTERN ALASKA 
9., 19 n»VC —2,350 miles of de- Ol IL UfllJ lightful voyaging. Round trip, including meals tinft and berth "M"" 

SOUTHWESTERN ALASKA 
1Q nAYS —4.000 miles of delightful 
1J UftlJ vi >\ .1 1111,'. Hound C1CC trip, including meals and berth «P100 
Sailings from Seattle every few days. 
Ask your local railroad or tourist agent, or write: 

E.G. McMICKEN, 
Passenger Traffic Mgr., 
1521 Kailroad Ave. So., 

Seattle, Wash. 

PACIFIC STEAMSHIPCO 

ALASKA 
Escorted Tours July 2nd and 18th. Banff. Lake Louise. Atlin Lakes, Mt. Rainier. Yellowstone. Colorado. Optional route California. Limited party 40 days, Best accommodations. Estab. 1879. COLPITTS'TOCRSo/As fetterproda, cor. Wo»h. & Water 8ts„ Boston. 

/°UROPE 

V-X    Get this 

helpful booklet 

if you are going 
Twenty vivid and varied sum- 
mer tours — skilfully arranged 
itineraries—frequent depar- 
tures—six weeks visiting Paris, 
Switzerland, ItalianLakes,Italy, 
Belgium, London — $740 up. 

Write for illustrated booklet 
"Summer Tours to Europe" 

AMERICAN 

EXPRESS 
Travel Department 

65 Broadway, New York 
^American Express Travelers Cheques 

Always Protect Your Funds 

*862'RoundtheWorld 
Send for Illustrated Literature 

ROBERTSON  TRAVEL BUREAU 
Hibernian Building, Los Angeles, Calif. 

STUDENT TOURS TO EUROPE 
Sailings up to July 15th, $360.00 up 

Write for Booklet G 
CARLETON TOURS 

522 Fifth Avenue, NEW YORK CITY 
CANADA 

NORTHERN ONTARIO 
TIM AG A MI LAKE* *TI MA6A MI 
A North Woods Bungalow Camp in heart of four mil* Hon acres of vircin fnrost. 1,&02 Lakes. Fvery com- fort Wonderful fishing. Boating, Bathing, and Hiking. One night from Toronto. Booklet. BIR. WILSON, 242 Maplowond Ave., Toronto, Ont.. Can. 

PARIS 22, PI. de la Madeleine 
TOURS—All Europe 
Independent & Condor-ted (Write for booklet SI) 

NEW YORK 16 West 4«th Street 

OJIBWAY HOTEL SSSffl pine covered island in Georgian Hay. Ex- cellent Pike, Pickerel, liass, .Muskellunge fishing. Tennis, lioating, swimming. Un- surpassed for Hay Fever. Write for booklet to H. C. Davis, Manager. Ojibway Inland, Ontario 

The CAVALIER 
Sport center of the Old South 
SITUATED at"; famous Virginia 

Beach, near Norfolk-Ports- 
mouth. Smart—luxurious—thor- 
oughly modern. Superb Southern 
cuisine. Indoor salt water pool. 
Handy to all Tidewater Virginia. 

Golf through stately pines—ten- 
nis on 30 fast courts—fishing, yachting, riding, hiking. Surf- 
bathing on 25 miles of beach. 

Many other fine hotels in this 
ideal vacation land including the 
Atlantic, Fairfax, Lorraine, Monti- 
cello, Neddo, Southland and Vic- 
toria' hotels—at Virginia Beach, 
Ocean View, Cape Henry, Norfolk. 
Write to Tourist Information Bureau, Norfolk, Va., for interest- ing booklet. 

Acocahricph!n8 TIM AG AM I 
Rustic cabins in virgin forests. AVonderful fishing. Hundreds of lakes. Kvery comfort Good meals and service. Booklet. 

J. R. McCONNELL 
46 Goltdale Road, Toronto, Ontario. Canada 

MASSACHUSETTS  
TOY TOWPTTAVERN Winchendon, Massachusetts COLF. W rite for information 

WAHNAPITAE LODGE 
Pickerel River Dist. 1 night from Toronto. Exclusive Camp. References. Excellent Cuisine, Clean Comfortable Beds. Cabins, Expert Native Guides, Virgin Fishing. Dis- 
tant Cantos for Overnight Trips. Booklet. N.W.Barrett.462EllicottSq., Buffalo, N. ¥. 

NORTHERN ONTARIO CAHP (HA 31 PLAIN 
In Nippessing district. Bass, pickerel, pike, lunge, salmon and speckled trout. Deer, bear, ducks and rabbits- Separate cabins Wonderful canoe trips. Excellent cuisine. (Tean beds. Good beach. Write for booklet, references, rates. E. L. Hughes. Camp Champlain. Trout Mills. Ont 

RANCHES 

MASSACHUSETTS 

A—A RANCH 
For Your Summer "Vacation! 
For Your "Boy .. A Pack Trip ! 
TTKIQUE among ranches: Beautifully located in '-'the Heart of the Cool Rockies. Equipped for your comfort: Private cabins ; Baths; Electricity: Exceptional food. Conducted for your pleasure : Horseback riding; Unexcelled trout fishinp ; Hunt- ing ; Swimming; Pack trips. Free, informal and healthy out-of-door life. Guests limited to 30. Christian. References required. Season June 15th to October 1st. 

For your boy: A twenty-five day Pack Trip through the Rockies. Conducted by expert and educated men from and to New York. Limited to 20 boys. 
Descriptive literature on request 
AE±SA RANCH 

Encampment   S  :   : Wyoming 

MEDICINE ROCK LODGE 
Meal Ranch for boys 14 to 10. 3000 acres pine hills plains in cattle country. Outing, characterbuild- ins, careful supervision. Limited number. Reason- able rates. For Booklet and full details, «nt. to Mr.    llr-. Jltltv III \THt. Mile- I Hy Montana 

MASSACHUSETTS 

Metropolis of The Pacific Northwest 
For FREE booklet write to Chamber of 
Commerce, Rm. 113, Seattle, Wash. 

_ A 

IUIIK"        '•" i^TtiairiTj^.-iT, 
Y     .  i ^''^y OCEAS   HOUSE -:- Hwampmntt, Massachusetts 
rfcrfationaffe^tre1 t'!:"i"-,"f "V"st 2! "•a"t'f"1 "tu^'ISfe'"" Every recreational feature-  The best cuisine and service that money can produce. Booklet. B. U Bg gw. Chairman or Board. Clement E. Kennedy. President. 

•Concluded from page 1301 
UNO TRIPS—A merican (continued) 

Vn ion Pacific Rys.' 
231 Death Vallev 235 Along the Union Pariflc System 2 3 7 Zion National Park.  Bryee Canyon,  and North Hirer Grand Canyon 239 California 241 Yellowstone National Park 

LAND TRIPS—Foreigi 
American Express Co. 

339 The American Traveler in Europe 
Amcrop Travel Service, Inc. 

341 Independent Tours to Germany 
Canadian Pacific Railways' 

357 Twenty-four hour motor Detour 358 Seeing the Canadian Pacific Rockies 
Cunard Line* 

198 To and Through Great Britain 
Daimler Hire, Ltd. 

3 40 Automobile Hire Abroad 
Franco Belgique Tours 30 7 Europe by Motor 
Frank Tourist Co.* 

251 Europe for the Independent Trareler 33 7 Tours to Europe. 192 8 
French Line* 13 0 France 13 7 Paris of Spires and Toners 138 North African Motor Tours 139 Across North Africa 14n I!,e of  Islam—Algeria.  Tunisia.   Morocco (French). The Desert 141 Across the Desert 142 Morocco—Sunlit-Exotic-Oriental 308 Tunisia 3 0!l Algeria 3 10 Morocco 
German Tourist Information Office* 333 Traveling in Beautiful Germany 33 1 Berlin and Potsdam 3 3 5 The Rhin» 330 Munich—The Bavarian Alps 
Hamburg-American Line* 149 Ireland 150 Germany 15 1 France 152 British Isles 338 European Tours 
The Sorxcegian Gov't. Rys. 

311 Vilsingland Vacations 3 12 Norway 313 What You See from the Train In Norway 314 Three Towers 
Raymond <f Whitcomb* 

193 Europe—192 8 233 Guide to European Travel 315 Motor Travel in Europe 
UNITED STATES TERRITORIES 

ALASKA 3 42 Alaska and the Y'ukon HAWAII 
Hnicaii Tourist Bureau* 

154 Tourfax 155 The Story of Hawaii 15(*> Hawaii National Park 157 Rules and Regulations—Descriptive 
HOTELS and RESORTS—American 

159 Southern California Year Round Vacation Land Supreme* 205 Del Monte Hotel. Del Monte. Calif.* 253 Glen Springs Hotel. Watkins Glen, N. Y. 287 The Savoy-Plaza.* New York City 208 French Lick,* French Lick. Indiana 316 The Alexander, Los Angeles. Calif. 2 74 The General Ogelthorpe. Savannah. Ga.* 318 Hotel Del Mar, Del Mar Co., Car.* 319 Mian"!  Rear!.. Flor'.Sa 347 Hotel Touraine. Boston, Mass. 3 59 Asheville. S. C* 3GO Del Monte. Del Monte. Calif.* 

HOTELS and RESORTS—Foreign 
German Tourists Information Bureau' 343 German Hotel Guide 3 4 4 German Spas and Watering Places 3 45 The Black Forest—Garden Wurttemberg 346 Golf in Germany 
Canadian Pacific Railways 

3 79 Lake Windermere Bungalow Camp 3 SO Resorts in the Canadian Pacific Rockies 381 Hotel Algonquin, St. Andrews, Canada 
TRAVEL ACCESSORIES 

Abercrombie <f Fitch 20G Luggage 
American Express Co. 348 Travelers Checks 
Bell <t Hotoell' 

207 Filmo Cameras 
Benson rf Hedges 

208 Cigarettes. Cigars, and Smoking Accessories 
Dean's 209 Week-end Boxes of Cake 210 Bon Voyage Boxes 
Eastman Kodak Co.* 

211 Cine Kodaks 212 List of Eastman Kodak Branches throughout the World 
Hartmann* 

213 Trunks 
Revelation Suitcase Co. 

214 Revelation Suitcases IV. IV. IVinsatp* 215 Winship Wardrobe Trunks 

Department of Travel and Resort Information 
Country Life, 224 Madison Ave.. New York City 

Please send, without obligation on my part, the following booklets. (Insert numbers from list.) From Foreign Countries, except Canada, enclose 10c in stamps. 

May 
"Country Life Advertiser 
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JJ/hata MOTOR CRUISER offers 

AT WHAT A MOTOR CAR COSTS 

The Twenty-Six . . . a thoroughly practical cruiser, low in cost and in upkeep. 

THE ELCO TWENTY-SIX 

ATHOROUGHLY practical 

motor cruiser is the Elco 

Twenty-Six. Sturdily built, 

powered with a rugged, depend- 

able 6-cylinder engine, the Twen- 

ty-Six is safe, staunch, seaworthy. 

Comfortable accommodations for 

four — fully-equipped galley —■ 

roomy, sheltered cockpit. Yet 

with all the Twenty-Six offers 

you, it is priced at 32,975 — a 

motor cruiser at motor car cost. 

Get an Elco this summer—en- 

joy the finest vacation of your 

life. Ever been to Bar Harbor—to 

Provincetown—to Narragansett 

—to the St. Lawrence? Wher- 

ever the water goes, your Elco 

X " 511 

PORT ELCO 

The Elco 1928 Fleet 

The Twenty-Six 3 2,975 
The Cruisette 3 5,950 
The Thirty-Eight 310,750 
The Forty-Two 315,500 
The Fifty 325,500 

will take you—and there's no 

dust on the ocean, no tire-trouble 

on the sea. 

Easy to own an Elco—five 

models to choose from and liber- 

al terms arranged for all. The 

Elco Fleet is the result of 36 

years' experience in building fine 

cruisers—Elco's standardized 

construction lowers costs and as- 

sures performance. See the Elco 

cruisers at Port Elco, 247 Park 

Avenue. There Elco models are 

always on display—look them 

over from stem to stern. Or, 

if you can't call conveniently, 

write for full information in our 

Catalog CL. 

The Clco  Works .  .  .  PORT ELCO (Permanent Exhibit) 247 Park Avenue, at 46th Street, New York 
Distributors in Boston, Detroit, Los Angeles and Miami 
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Anyom who 

can drive a car can 

drive a Chris-Craft 

ACHRIS-CRAFT All-Mah ogany Runabout can 
be driven moderately or made to vie with the 

wind in speed. It can be driven long distances, at 
high speed, for many hours, without fatigue and with- 
out trouble. 

Women and children can drive a Chris-Craft. All ages 
enjoy its complete security and riding comfort. Think 
what a Chris-Craft would mean to your family ! Access 
to the waterways of the world — thrills, luxury, con- 
venience and comfort. 

Now that volume production has brought Chris - Craft 
prices lower than those of a quality automobile, there is 
no need for any family to be without one. 

May we send you this Booklet? 

It contains the complete Chris-Craft 
story, with pictures of the eleven 1928 
models, specifications and prices. 

CHRIS SMITH & SONS BOAT CO. 
000 Detroit Road      r       ,       Algonac, Michigan 
New York Factory Branch, 153 West 31st St., at 7th Ave. 

ris-Cmft 

$1995 to $9750 

W. B. JACKSON 
In an inter-sectional, five-day race-meet held off Los Angeles 
early in March, Live Yankee, a Marblehead yacht, won first 

place from a field of seven Pacific Coast class R yachts 

PACIFIC COAST RACING 

Left. In the six meter 
class the winner was W. 
A. W. Stewart's Priscilla, 
a Long Island Sound 
yacht designed by Clinton 
//. Crane and sailed by 
Ralph Ellis. Built in 
IQ2~, she contested un- 
successfully for the honor 
of defending the Sea- 

wanhaha Cup 

THE   WORLD'S   LARGEST   BUILDERS   OF   ALL-MAHOGANY RUNABOUTS 

Right. Second among the 
Sixes was H. F. IVhi- 
ton's Lanai, famous for 
having, in 192.5, wrested 
the Seawanhaka Cup from 
Britain. Third place went 
to the Swedish-built May- 
Be, holder of the Scandi- 
navian Gold Cup; now 
owned and sailed by 
Arthur Rousseau of San 

Francisco 

MORRIS RO^ESFELD 





Standard Six. 

LOWEST PRICES IN HISTORY 

Never has the fine car field offered 
such a sterling value as the new 
Standard Six. For the first time in 
history, a Willys-Knight Six is actu- 
ally priced below $1000! 

Nor is this record low price by any 
means the only factor to be consid- 
ered. The Standard Six maintains all 
the quality supremacy of costlier 
Willys-Knights. Its patented high com- 
pression double-sleeve-valve engine, 
with 7-bearing crankshaft, is notable 
for the same velvet smoothness, silent 

power and rugged stamina which have 
won the praise of hundreds of thou- 
sands of enthusiastic Willys-Knight 
owners. By all means, be sure to see 
this beautiful car. You will admire 
its low, graceful lines, its richness of 
color, its spacious and tastefully ap- 
pointed interior. 

/       / / 

Willys-Knight Sixes from $995 to $2695. 
Prices f. o. b. factory and specifications sub- 
ject to change without notice. Willys-Over- 
land, Inc., Toledo, Ohio. Willys-Overland 
Sales Co., Limited, Toronto, Canada. 
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MASSACHUSETTS 

This Beautiful Home is 
Located in Pittsfield, Massachusetts 

With a Commanding View of the 
World Famed Berkshire Hills 

It is considered the most beautiful home and location 
in Pittsfield. The house is in perfect condition; has 20 
rooms—6 master bedrooms with 5 tiled baths, 6 ser- 
vants' bedrooms with bath and servants' dining room 
in separate wing; oak panelled library and dining room, 
open fireplaces; perfectly appointed 3-car fireproof 
garage; beautiful lawns and shrubbery. The entire 
property is priced for prompt sale at $90,000. It is 
conservatively estimated that the house could not be 
reproduced at the present time for less than $150,000. 
Write for more details to 

GEO. 
Floor M 

H. COOPER, Pittsfield, Mass. 
Agricultural Bank Building 

Country Estates 
u   and Homes Sub 

In the most desirable communities around Boston, along the North and Snuth Shores. Buzzards Bay and Cape Cod, an exceptional selection of most attractive property ranging from the gentleman's estate at $250,000 to the modest colonial homestead at $5,000. 

WALTER CHANNING SO   CONGRESS ST. 
.LISTINGS -BOSTON ( 

20 BROKERS 

BERKSHIRE HILLS 
FARMS and COUNTRY ESTATES 

FURNISHED HOUSES for SUMMER RENTAL 
WHEELER & TAYLOR 

GREAT BARRINGTON, MASS. 

SEASHORE and COUNTRY ESTATES 
Near Boston 

An extensive selection of the desirable proper- 
ties in the popular country sections around 
Boston and the larger seashore places all along 
the South Shore, and Buzzards Bay and Cape 
Cod, also residences of the better class in Boston 
and its suburbs. 

BENJAMIN C. TOWER 
87 Milk Street Boston, Mass. 

THE   GARDEN BLUE-BOOK 
By Leicester B. Holland 

How to secure continuity of bloom, harmony 
of color, and desired graduation of heights. 

$4.00 at all bookstores      Doubleday, Doran & Co. 

GREAT BRITAIN 

On the Borders of Leicester and Kutland 
Hunting with the Fernie and Cottesmore packs. 

AN OPPORTUNITY OCCURS of PURCHASING a verv com- pact PROPERTY of about 94 ACRES, with a well-built stone medium sized RESIDENCE, compactly arranged and containing about 20 bed and dressing rooms, six bathrooms, four reception rooms, excellent offices. The present owner has been in occupation for only a short time and a large amount of money has quite recently been spent in modernizing the residence, which is now completely fitted with CENTRAL HEATING, ELECTRIC LIGHT. FIRST-CLASS WATER SUPPLY, and SYSTEM of MOD- ERN DRAINAGE: RANGE of STARLING and ROOMS OVER; TWO LODGES, THREE COTTAGES. FARM BUILDINGS. SMALL FARM HOLDING, ATTRACTIVE AND WELL-TIMBERED GARDENS and GROUNDS. TROUT FISHING; near station and village, 
Further particulars of LOFTS & WARNER 130. Mount Street, London. England 
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MASSACHUSETTS MASSACHUSETTS 

FAL 
THE 

OUTH CAPE COD 

An altogether delightful summer community, offering in generous 
measure the warmth of congenial associations in a restricted 
neighborhood. 
Crisp air, always,—and cooling breezes day and night. 
The Gulf Stream, conveniently swinging in near the coast at this 
part of the Cape, assures comfortable bathing temperature of 70 
degrees at all times. 
When one has absorbed to his heart's content the varied and pic- 
turesque atmosphere of the Cape—the never-ending charm of 
pine woods bordering the ocean and of the delightful little lakes 
clustered here and there—there are plenty of sports to put zest 
into lazy summer days. 
The Moors offers, among its facilities, a pony golf course, clock 

golf, tennis courts, croquet lawn and bathing pavilion.   Then there is yachting, fresh 
and salt water fishing, and the many unsurpassed motor roads, offering a delightful trip 
for every day in the summer. 
You may buy a summer home or a homesite in this charming restricted community 
with the assurance that all home conveniences are modern and complete to the last 
detail. Only eight-tenths of a mile from the Falmouth railroad station, The Moors 
is easy to reach.   But people somehow find it hard to leave. 

Send for booklet. 

FALMOUTH ASSOCIATES, INC. 
FALMOUTH, MASSACHUSETTS 

or 
702 CENTRE STREET 

JAMAICA PLAIN, MASSACHUSETTS 

AKE THE S   YOUR HOME 

m 
CAPE COD 

Buzzards Bay Real Estate 
Oldest Cape Cod Agency 
Not Operators or Speculators 

SEW ALL E. NEWMAN, Realtor 
Waterman Bldg., Boston, Mass. 

Exclusively 
BUZZARDS BAY and CAPE 

COD PROPERTIES 
II. NELSON EMMONS & CO. 

80 Federal Street Boston 
Cape Cod Offices1 Hyannis & Falmouth FARM OR SUMMER HOME 

70 Miles from Boston 
Elevation 1200 near new state reservoir. Colonial house of eight rooms, built 17(i0. Five fireplaces, dutch oven, two built-in kettles. Large barn and outbuildings. Three wells, nne could easily be piped for running water in the house. One fourth mile from village. 100 acres, twenty in mowing, balance growing wood, part nearly matured pine. Place has been used for summer home,  but could easily be made a paving farm.  Excellent situation for apples. Antique furniture could he sold with place.     Price $<i,800. 
Address EDWARD H. BRENAN, Redlands, California 

or after July 1, at the farm. New Salem. Massachusetts 



PADDOCK, RINGSIDE, and BYRE 

By HAROLD G. GULLIVER 

MRS. E. R. FRITSCHE, Douglasville, 
well-known breeder of Berkshire hogs 
and Ayrshire cattle, has recently pur- 

chased from Penshurst Farms, Narberth, Pa., 
seven daughters of Penshurst Man O' War. Four 
of these heifers are out of daughters of Penshurst 
Rising Star, one of the leading sires of record 
cows. Penshurst Man O' War has sired twenty- 
one daughters that have made herd test records 
averaging. 9,626 pounds of 4.12 per cent, milk 
and 396 pounds of butterfat. This combination 
gives an enviable concentration of high-record 
ancestry in the latest Sycamore purchase. Mrs. 
Fritsche has been assembling in a business-like 
manner a herd of genuine merit, marketing the 
milk under special contract with the Horn & 
Hardardt chain of restaurants in Philadelphia. 

THAT there has been a steadily increasing 
scale of values for Ayrshires is found in the 

prices that are being received for the better class 
of cattle at private sales, according to a letter 
from Secretary C. T. Conklin of the Ayrshire 
Breeders' Association. Within the past few weeks 
a yearling bull has changed hands for $1,500 and 
another has been sold for $1,200. Several bull 
calves have sold at from $500 to $600, and still 
another has been reported at $1,000. A three 
weeks old heifer calf recently brought $500, and 
six bred heifers sold for $6,000. an average of 
$1,000 each. An offer of $2,000 has lately been re- 
fused for a two-year-old bull, and offers of from 
$1,000 to $2,500 have been made without success 
for quite a number of cows. There are dozens of 
instances where farmer breeders have reported sales 
at profitable prices and far in excess of a few years 
ago. At the recent dispersal of the Za-Omagh herd of 
McPherson Bros, at Clinton, Pa., local buyers paid 
an average of $350 for twelve first-calf heifers. Five 
cows sold for an excess of $400, with one at $500. 
This herd had been bred and developed under or- 
dinary dairy-farm conditions. Although the cattle 
were of good type, they had never been shown nor 
extensively advertised, but had made excellent rec- 
ords in the local cow-testing association. 

AN EXCELLENT trade in young bulls is re- 
ported from Penshurst Farm, Narberth. Pa., 

according to Dr. E. S. Deubler, manager of this well 
known establishment. Sons of Penshurst Man O' 
War have been shipped to Sycamore Farms, Doug- 
lasville, Pa., Castle Hill Farm. Whitinsville, Mass. 
G. H. Foster, Cherry Creek, N. Y., and Cocumcus- 
soc Farm, Wickford, R. I. Sons of Penshurst Charm- 
ing Prince have been selected by 
Wood Ford Farm. Avon, Conn., 
and C. S. Kriebel & Son, Doyles- 
town, Pa. Sons of Penshurst Peter 
The Great have been purchased 
by A. H. Craig, Rome, N. Y., 
Roy Bream, Gettysburg, Pa., and 
Frank H. Brown, Antwerp, N. Y. 
All of these bulls are from dams 
with herd test records. 

CTRATHGLASS Right Stamp. 
^ a son of the well-known grand 
champion, Barr Flapper, has been 
sold by Strathglass Farms, Port 
Chester, N. Y., to the Edgers- 
toune herd of Mrs. John G. 
Winant, Concord, N. H. Strath- 
glass Right Stamp is a son of 
Auchenbrain Ben Bo that has 
been used with considerable suc- 
cess at Strathglass. Barr Flap- 
per was grand champion at the 
Sesqui-Centennial Livestock Ex- 
position and both the 1926 and 
1927 Eastern States Exposi- 
tions.  On  herd  test  she has 

butterfat. With this production she displaces 
Pietze Butter Girl of Berks in the senior two- 
year-old class of the 305-days division. 

/TVHE following is a list of consignors to the 
* National Jersey sale to be held at Trenton, 

N. J., June 7th: P. A. Dutton, Mgr., Meridale 
Farms. Meredith, N. Y.; J. M. Anderson, Many 
Springs Farm, New Centreville, Pa.; Ed ft-. A. 
Stanford, Mgr., Erdenheim Farms, Inc., Chest- 
nut Hill, Pa.; Luke B. Carter, The Oak wood 
Farm, Titusville, Pa.; J. T. Rowland, Hempstead 
Farms, Spring Valley, N. Y.; Ted Fansher. Mgr. 
Jersey Cattle Dept., Longview Farm, Lee's Sum- 
mit, Mo.; Wallace McMonnies, Morristo>vn, N. J.; 
O. W. Means, Elm Hill Farm, Brookfield, Mass.; 
Eleanor Fitzgibbon St. George, Sybilholme, Inc., 
Queechee, Vt.; T. S. Cooper, Jr., Linden Grove 
Farm. Coopersburg, Pa.; Carll Tucker, Pennwood 
Farm, Mt. Kisco, N. Y.; Michael Kennedy, Mt. 
Kisco, N. Y.; B. H. Bull & Sons, Brampton 
Jerseys, Brampton, Ontario. Canada. 

A' 

Wilfred W. Frey, the genial sportsman and squire 
of Meridale Farms, who as a leading Jersey 
breeder has done much in producing excellent stock 

just completed a 309-day record of 10,174 pounds of 
milk. 

A NNA FAYNE PIEBE, a California Holstein- 
Friesian cow, is the new champion of the 

United States in butterfat production as a senior 
two-year-old for over a period of 305 days. According 
to the authority of the Advanced Registry office of 
The Holstein-Friesian Association of America, this 
great cow produced 794.32 pounds of butterfat. 
equivalent to 923 pounds of butter, from 23,208.3 
pounds of milk. This amount of butter according to 
to-day's market value is worth $415.35. Anna Fayne 
Piebe was bred by H. O. Niemann of Avoca, la., 
but was owned by Mrs. F. Stenzel of San Lorenzo, 
Cal., when the record was made. She was sired by 
King Piebe 290549 and her dam is Anna Seward 
Fayne 448879. During her best seven days she pro- 
duced 727 pounds of mik containing 28.518 pounds 
of butterfat, while in thirty days she was credited 
with 2,923.8 pounds of milk and 119.38 pounds of 

A peaceful scene at Strathglass, showing a portion of the splendio 
herd of Ayrshires owned by A. H. Tryon, at Port Chester, N. Y 

i6-r 

N EVENT of unusual interest to Jersey 
breeders took place late last month, when 

Mr. and Mrs. F. Eugene Dixon inspected the 
Meridale Farms importation at Athenia, N. J. 
After going over the shipment of seventy head, 
they selected fourteen young cows and a high- 
class young bull for their Jersey herd at Elkins 
Park. You'll Do's Stylish Lad. the bull chosen 
to head the herd, is a three-year-old flashily 
marked son of the great sire of prize winners, 

You'll Do's Volunteer. He has already been a promi- 
nent winner in the leading show rings on the Island. 
With his background of prize-winning ancestry, 
supported by his own outstanding individuality, he 
should make a most mpressive sire, To go with this 
most attractive young bull, Mr. and Mrs. Dixon 
selected some very likely females, among them Gam- 
boge's Oxford Sybil, a six-year-old daughter of Imp. 
Sybil's Gamboge 4th. out of Gamboge's Oxford 
Sybil, a full sister to Sybil's Gamboge, making 
her one of the richest Oxford Majesty bred cows in 
this country. 

■JWTR. J. M. ANDERSON, of Many Springs Farm, 
writes:" It is with great regret that we record the 

passing of our junior herd sire, S. A.'s Golden Gam- 
boge, which occurred April 1st. In his death, Many 
Springs Farm has suffered an irreparable loss. Those 
who knew his individual merit and faultless breeding 
counted upon him to impress the breed with the 
exceptional dairy qualities which he inherited in such 

a large measure from his noted 
sire, Sybil's Gamboge 3rd, and 
with the breed type and show ring 
attributes which were his heritage 
from his dam. that wonderful cow, 
Golden Fern's S. A. He was a 
worthy representative of the com- 
bination of two great families, and 
his sons and daughters are highly 
prized in whatever herd they are 
located, both for their individual 
merit and for the blood lines they 
carry. There may be little senti- 
ment in this work-a-day world of 
ours, but it will be a long time 
before we pass his empty box 
without feeling the loss we have 
sustained in the death of this 
great bull." 

TDEAUTY Girl Gerben Re- 
' Becky, a Holstein-Friesian 

cow owned by the University 
of Nebraska, at North Platte, 
has for the third time produced 
more than 1,000 pounds of but- 
terfat  in 365 davs. This most 
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The best blood of the Island, and the best 

Jerseys of the blood will be represented 

at the Meridale Sale this year 

Perennial Lobelia—A show cow with a Register of Merit 
recortl of 691 pounds of butter. Imported by Meridale 
Farms: She topped the 192; annua] sale to Dr. (). W. 
Means, of Elm Hill Farm. 

THE Meridale Farms 1928 annual sale 
of imported and Meridale Farms 

bred Jerseys will offer an exceptional op- 
portunity for owners of country estates to 
reinforce their dairy herds, or to lay the 
foundation for a high-class Jersey herd 
that will give added satisfaction to country 
life. 

All the cattle to be offered in this in- 
teresting event have been selected for 
outstanding Jersey type and dairy quali- 
ties. They represent the best that can 
be found in the herds of the leading Is- 
land breeders, and the choicest of those 
bred in the great herd at Meridale Farms. 

The cows are close to calving to the 
service of leading presentday Island sires. 
Buyers will get "two-in-one" at the Meri- 
dale Farms sale, a feature which proved 
so popular with the fraternity last year. 

The offering this year contains a goodly 
number of high-class show cows and heif- 
ers. Breeders planning to make the round 
of the leading show circuits will not find 
it difficult to fill out their strings at this 
sale at their own price. They will also be 
able to get an idea of some of the compe- 
tition they are likely to meet at the strong 
shows next fall. 

Snow's Pansy 3d, one of the greatest 
stars the breed has produced in twenty 
years or more, will be an attraction of this 
great offering. She is one of the very few 
cows that have the distinction of winning 
the Theatre Cup at the Royal Show, the 

Sybil's Bayleaf—A great daughter of Sybil's Gamboge. Sold 
at the annual Meridale Farms sale. Subsequently, she made 
an official record of 11.950 pounds of milk and 700.5 pounds 
of butter-fat at two years and one month, for her new owner. 

Rosebay's Golden Wanted— A famous show cow sold 
of the Meridale Farms annual sales for #4,100. 

Pinkstone Cup and the Blythwood Bowl 
at the August Show of the same year. 
She is in beautiful condition, and is bred 
to calve just right for the shows this fall. 

One of the two outstanding daughters 
of Sybil's Gamboge 4th included in this 
sale is Heart's Ease, Imp. Her dam. 
Heart's Content, was imported by Meri- 
dale Farms and sold in the 1923 sale to 
A. H. Henderson, of Louisiana. She has 
a good Island record, and her sire is a 
half-brother of Perennial Lobelia, illus- 
trated on this page. Heart's Ease's dam, 
RoselPs Pretty, is a half-sister to Fon- 
taine's Consent, also illustrated here. This 
is beautiful breeding and Heart's Ease is 
a distinct credit to the blood lines she 
carries. 

Another cow in the sale that will pique 
the interest of constructive breeders is 
La Sente's Boutilliere, Imp. She is a 
four-year-old by that good breeding bull, 
La Sente's Royal Prince, a son of Morny 
Cannon 2d, Champion over the Island 
and out of La Sente's Sybil Boutilliere, a 
winner of the Blythwood Bowl as a three- 
year-old, Reserve for the Wheadon Cup 
for tested cows and was also Second Prize 
over Jersey (young cow class). 

La Sente's Boutilliere, Imp., has a won- 
derful inheritance for type as well as for 
production, and should make a distinctive 
contribution as a breeding cow in any 
herd. 

A three-year-old heifer that is worthy 

MERIDALE 

FARMS 

A great breeding, testing and 
importing establishment 

Meredith, Delaware County, New York 

P. A. DUTTON, Manager 

Herd Fully Accredited — No. 158343 

Beechside's Squire's Camilla—An Island w 
test cow of note. Was imported by Me 
sold in its annual sale. 

nner and butter- 
idale Farms and 

of special mention at this time is the won- 
derfully bred Volunteer's Dream Cowslip. 
She is by that great sire of prize winning 
Jerseys, You'll Do's Volunteer. Her dam, 
Imp. Day Dream, is a Certificate of Merit 
daughter of General Cowslip, out of Day 
Dream 4th, a tested cow that was First 
over the Island and who is the d*am of the 
noted sires, Jersey Volunteer and The 
Sweep. 

Many of the country's thoughtful 
breeders will be especially interested in 
Meridale Farms bred heifer, Alligator 
Pearl. She is a two-year-old by Alligator, 
the Meridale Farms popular Noble bred 
sire. He is now on his way to a Gold 
Medal. His calves, especially those out 
of Dairylike rows, are in great demand. 
Those that are for sale find new homes 
almost as soon as they are ready to be 
shipped. 

Alligator Pearl is out of Majesty's Pearl 
Princess, a good tested daughter of Dairy- 
like Majesty, a Gold Medal bull and the 
breed's greatest Register of Merit sire. 
This is outstanding breeding, and, indi- 
vidually, Alligator Pearl is a credit to the 
blood lines she represents. 

The above are typical representatives 
of the class of Jerseys that Meridale Farms 
will offer at its annual sale on June 22nd. 

(Reserve the day. Make reservations 
at Meredith Inn by writing Mrs. M. M. 
Hollenbeck direct. Send for the sale 
book, etc.) 

Fontaine's Consent—A noted daughter of You'll Do's Fon- 
taini She has an Island butter record of 769.9 pounds. 
Imported and sold in an annual Meridale P'arms sale to T. 
.s. ( ooper, of Linden Grove. 
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remarkable cow fast freshened at the 
age of efctht years eleven months eigh- 
teen days, thus finishing her record at 
almost ten years of age. She is credited 
with having produced 30.137.5 pounds 
of milk containing 1.104.54 pounds of 
fat. equivalent to 1375.6 pounds of 
butter. She thus attains the great 
honor of being the second Hoistein- 
Friesjan cow in the world to produce 
1.000 pounds of butterfat in three 
successive lactations, her average far 
the three perc; beaag SI ?c4 p:ur.as 
of milk and 1.072.13 pounds of butter- 
fat. The sire of this splendid animal is 
King Piebe Pomiac Segis 174303 and 
the darr. is Gerber. Re-F*echy Sects 
352807. Her largest fat production 
re shtrrttrre test; is cl-Trf pterls 
of fat from 714 pounds of milk in 
seven days and 117.408 pounds of 
fat from 3.1328 pounds of milk in 
thirty cays. 

Her best long-time record is 1,106.6 
pounds of fat from 32.173.8 pounds 

ANUMBER of purebred Jersey cows have re- 
cently been tested in the herd owned by Dr. O. 

W. Means of BnwkfiekL Mass. Six of these excellent 
producers have yielded over 500 pounds of butterfat 
and four of the records were made in 305 days. 

'"pHREE more Maine cows hare finished official 
crtcuruta re.-:res -a:h salerdtd records arte 

all three have been awarded medals by the Ameri- 
can Jersey Cattle Club, of New York, as fallows: 

Raleigh's Flying Maid, a purebred 
Jersey in the notable herd at Qover- 
a~es: Farra. a: Charles:: r_ Me_ a gold 
medal far prodijdrig with calf. 646.95 
pearc; :: batter!: arc 11614 petes 
of milk in 305 days. Her yield was 
ab. ve 71 pcuacs :: hatter:at per real 
far four months of the test. Her milk 
averaged 5113 per cent, bill lei fat. 

Oxford's GOsfand Roxanna. a young 
puiebred Jersey owned by David 
E. Moutton of Portland. Me., made 
a re- ra 1 ccl.i+f p aras ::" ha::-r:a: 
and 12.000 pounds of milk in 305 days 
in a test started when she was three 
years and six months of age. She car- 
ried calf while »cAii^g tins record, and 
qualified for a silver medal. 

W. W. & R. S. Pike of Cornish, 
tested BanriBa Pogis. a three-year- 
"la purebred jersey waah the result 

of milk, that she qualified for a silver medal by produc- 
ing 54859 pounds of butterfat and 11.113 pounds 
of mflk in 305 days. She was with calf for 202 
days while nuking this record. In one of the months 
of the test she yielded 71.60 pounds of butterfat. 

*T*HE senior three-year-old 305-day Jersey record 
for California has been broken by the pure- 

bred cow. Sybil's Precious Gem. owned by D. 
Eyman Huff of Orange, Cal. Mr. Huff started 
this cow on test when she was three years and nine 
month*; of age and in the following 305 days she 

is Nellie s Chief Fern. 

""PHZ ! 1-ieut-Fr.es.aa ;;-   Career :a Waller 
•      • •:      art by Carre a: a Milk Farras. 

Seattle. Wash., has broken the butterfat production 
re:.ra ::r >T:::: : tar-year-: lis at sever, days with 
1- r- ptar.es ::' rail!-: atatairlr.c 34.663 pounds of 
butterfat. 

fABSEKVER'S Rose, a purebred Jersey cow, 
" owned by P. H. B. Frehnghnysen of Twin 
la - Farrr. Mr.s: r X. has ataaaleted 

an official 305-day production test 
with a record of 541.57 pounds of 
butterfat art 111: ptuacs :f rail. 
Her milk averaged 5186 per rent, 
barer!: ftr the test. She areseatec 
her owner with a beautiful calf 
sr. r._y tret rarer, r :rs terra aad 
she has been awarded a silver medal 
by the American Jersey Cattle Club, 
New York City. For three successive 
■" "'' - : tar test Rtses reli TSS 
above 61 pounds of hnttprfai Mr. 
Frelatghuyser.'s herd is ::aae-aed to 
be :r.e 1 the utstarclar dary herds 
in the United States. At the leading 
cattle shows each year the Frehng- 
hnysen entries are usually at. or near, 
the top. Bulls from tins herd have 
" :a the atari ;haraa::asla at the 
National Dairy show for the last six 
"•ears. 

Dixon Ume. Lad is lie piupeilj tf Tie Rest Cofmge Farms m Cdwrnkus, Gm. 

AvfaMif." Ffromcm, s x*>rtij represeti^se cf iie 
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^Borestont^ 

OXES 

Raisins silver foxes is an interesting, 
profitable business if you start right* 
Bores tones ha«e won over 200 prizes 
and 6 ^rand ehampionships at na- 
tional fox shows—no other breeder 
in the world has won nmrr than 
one. Free booklet. Bores tone Mt. 
Fox Co., 2185 Country Chin Drive, 
Altadena, Calif. 

TARNEDGE FOXES 
ESTABLISHED 1910 

The Prize Winning Ranch 
Every fox solil is bred by Prize W inner* 

40 Pairs of Prize Winners 

The Olilest Ranch in the V. S. 
Catalogue SABATTIS. N. V. 

TERRYBERRY GUERNSEYS 

Federal Accredited Herd No. 69139 

The Glen Springs Corporation—Owners 
Watkins, N. Y. 

Let Your Horses 

SALT 

Themselves 
—It is the safe and convenient w*y. The horses alone can j udge j ust how much salt is needed. Too much or too little does not keep them in the best of   condition.    Play    safe by giving them   
KEYSTONE COMPRESSED PURE-SALT BRICKS 
in the handy holders. Absolutely prevents Your loreettini-—Just put one up where the horse can reach it. Made of r^hutt dairy salt —no impurities. Economical, safe. Atk i.ur dralrr or write Tor booklet—free. 

Belmont Stable Supply Co. 
84 Gedney Way White Plains. X. Y. 

TREAT SWOLLEN TENDONS 
Absorbine 'will reduce inflamed, 
strained, swollen tendons, ligaments or 
muscles. Stops the lameness and pain 
from a splint, side bone or bone spavin. 
No blister, no hair gone, and horse can 
be used. $2.50 at druggists, or postpaid. 
Describe your case for special instruc- 
tions. Interesting? horse book 2-S free. 
From a race horse owner: "Used 
Absorbine on a yearling pacer with strained tendon. Colt all over lameness, 

-though for a time, couldn't take a step. ! Great stuff." 

ABSORBINE # TRADE MARK REG.U.S.PAT.OFF. 

Include this 

ch arming home in vour 

summer vacation plans 

SILVER FOX NEWS 
Free Copy 

Get the truth about the Silver Fox business. 
Helpful Hints  for those  who are in the 
business and those planning to go in. 

Send for free copy or $i. for 6 issues. 
Write Dept. R 

SILVER FOX NEWS 
38 W. 34th St. New York 

HODGSON HOISES are built of red cedar 
and Douglas fir Shipped to you in fin- 
ished sections, painted, stained and all 
ready to erect. The Hodgson method 
of building eliminates costly skilled 
labor, plans and estimates. The house 
which you select will be sen t to you 
absolutely complete, ready to be erected 
in a few days' time. 

Write for free, new illustrated cata- 
log H today. Or visit the exhibits at 
our Boston and New York offices. E. 
F. Hodgson Co., lio8 Commonwealth 
Ave., Boston; 6 East 39th St., New 
York.   Florida Branch. Bradenton. 

HODGSON Houses 

INTERIOR DECORATION 
by FRANK ALVAH PARSONS 

Profusely Illustrated. Net $4.00 
At all booksellers DOUBLEDAY. D0RAN & CO.. INC. 

 '  

THE   KENNEL DIRECTORY    millii.. 
Prospective purchasers will receive maximum consideration when replying to these advertisements if they mention Cbrsrav LIFE. Should any of our readers desire any information concern 
ing the purchase or breeding of a dog. we will deem it a pleasure to help them.    Address GF.0RGE AXDRADE. Manager Kennel Directory. Cotrsrar Lirr. 244 Madison Avenue. New Tnrk Citr 

Colemeadow Kennels 

Morris Avenue 
Phone 

West 
Highland 
White 
Terriers 

Bryn Mawr, Pa. 
B. M. 3-72 

CHOW 
CHOWS 

PUPPIES   AND   GROWN STOCK 

French Bull Dogs 
EXCLUSIVELY 

For years we have specialized 
in breeding French Bulldogs of 
the finest type, and our record 
in the show ring is ample evidence 
that our efforts have been emi- 
nently successful. \\ ith us also 
character is of major importance. If you want a 
companion, a real house dog of intelligence and 
quality we will be pleased to hear from you. 

Prices, puppies from $35 to $100; and we have 
a few desirable adults also. 
MRS. HOWARD LONG, Owner. 61 Glen Ave., Brocklon, Mass. 

It pays to advertise in the COUNTRY LIFE 
Kennel Directory 

FOR SALE. Black Male 
dog, 25 years old, excellent 
pal, winner of many first 
prizes; also brindle full 
brother, 1 § years old, best 
blood lines. 

May puppies, finest breeding and 
Country raised, $50.00 up. Reserw 
tions for later delivery. 

P. EMORY, Worcester, Mass. 

AMERICAN 

DOG EXCHANGE 
INCORPORATED 

21 West 35th St., New York City 

Importers, Exhibitors and Breeders 
AT STUD, FEE S25 AT STUD, FEE $50 

Established over 40 years, have always a choice selection of thoroughbred dogs and puppies, of all the 
following breeds on hand, at popular prices: 

Airedales, Bostons, Fox Terriers, Wires and Smooth, Irish, Scottish, Sealyhams, Cairns, French and Eng- 
lish Bulls, Schnauzer, Chows, Police, Bull Terriers, Collies. Spitz, Cockers, Setters trained and untrained, 
Great Danes. St. Bernards, New Foundlands, Toy Spaniels. Pekingese, Griffons, Pugs, Pomeranians, and 
all other breeds.   Angora Cats and Kittens.   Price List on Request. 

All our dogs are inoculated against distemper. 
Office and Showrooms, 21 West 35th St Phone, Wisconsin 2297-Country Kennels, New Jersey Night Phone Hobo k 

Patronized bv her Excellencv the Duchess of Aberdeen: The Countess Giuseppe Cippico of Rome, Italy; 
Hon. Governor Alfred E. Smith; Governor of Mississippi; James M. Cox, Esq.; Judge Ansberry; Com- 
missioner Enright; Mr. Charles M. Schwab; and other dog loving notables. 

Shipments daily to all parts of America 

Use the Country Life Livestock Directory for quick results. 

ENGLISH BULL TERRIERS 
At Stud Fee $25.00 

Ch. Nibrab Salan and Imp. Gladiators Repel 
Puppies from these dogs, now ready to ship, are of the 
first class and eligible to be registered in the A. K. C. 

JAMES G. BARBIN 
1028 Tweed Street Pittsburgh, Pa. 

For Sale, English Setters 

Pure bred, farm raised. 
Satisfaction guaranteed. 

Willis A. White Geneva. N. Y. 

Scottish and Airedale Terriers 

Fine, well-bred black Scottish puppies, country-raised. 
Airedale, Champion On Guard breeding, 11 months 
old, fine individual.   Also young stock for sale. 

MR. & MRS. JOHN D. WILLIAMS 
Danville - Vermont 

BELGIAN SCHIPPERKES 
(Judged 'Best in Show at ^\>»ron Over 

575 Dogjl 
Wonderful with children; best small watchdog in the world. Their comparatively jmali size, short hair, natural cleanliness, in- telligence, and freedom from disease, make the Schipperke the ideal and perfect house dog. Weight. IS pounds; coat jet black (latest fad). Pedigreed puppies from $35 up. 

YPERLAND VERHELtE KENNELS Somerrille, New Jersey 



Real enjoyment for little Constance Bird, vcko is driving arte Great Danes. 
These Jogs are owned by The Erin Dane Kenneb, Bryn Moor, Pa. 

THE DOG FANCIER'S CORNER 

WHY OWN A WELL-BRED DOG: 

BARON GEORGE LEOPOLD CHRISTIAN 
FREDERICK DAGOBERT CUVDER was 
bom at Montbeliard in the duchy of Wur- 

temberg in 17<->9. From youth on he devoted him- 
self industriously to the study of natural history 
and earned a reputation as the leader in his line. 
So illustrious did he become that he was delegated 
by Napoleon Bonaparte to fill most important posi- 
tions in the department of public instruction. Cuvier's 
studies were very extensive and through his efforts 
many new fields in the fascinating study of natural 
history were explored. His discoveries brought him 
great fame and he was highly honored by the scien- 
tific world. A few lines concerning his views on the 
dog are of more than passing interest. 

"The domestic dog is the most complete, the most 
singular, and the most useful conquest that man has 
gained in the animal world. The whole species has 
become our property, each individual belongs en- 
tirely to his master, acquires his disposition, knows 
and defends his property, and remains attached to 
him until death, and all this not thiough constraint 
or necessity, but purely by the influences of gratitude 
and real attachment. The swiftness, the strength, 
the sharp scent of the dog. have rendered him a 
powerful ally to man against the lower tribes, and 
were, perhaps, necessary for the establishment of the 
dominion of mankind over the whole animal creation. 
The dog is the only animal which has followed man 
over the whole earth." 

This was written by a student of natural history. 
They were his conclusions reached as a result of 
scientific investigation. While they undoubtedly are 
a great tribute to man's stanchest friend, the state- 
ments contained must be accepted as logical deduc- 
tions, not simply pleasant idle conversation lacking 
in value. 

The saying almost as old as the hills, "Even- dog 
has his day." may once have been quite true. To-day 
it seems that every day is the dog's day. Investi- 
gation reveals that there are more than half a 
million dogs in New York City—more than fifteen 
hundred kennels in New York State. Man's truest 
friend—the only friend man can buy, but the one 
who will never seD him —is coming into his own. 
The great wave of dog popularity that is sweeping 
the world is not hard to understand. The human race 
enjoys sympathy, devotion, and understanding. These 
traits are found to their fullest extent in the dog. 

As an example to children the value of a c xxi 
dog cannot be over-estimated. His unselfishness, his 
complete lack of a grasping nature, his application 
to duty, are qualities which we all love and admire. 
The dog is a child's natural playmate and oftentime 
his guardian. Toys may be broken or as a chili 
grows older cease to interest him. games may lose 
their charm because they are played too often, the 
neighbor's child may cease to be enjoyable as a 
playmate because of some ill considered act. but 
a dog. always devoted and always new. will be a joy 
until he dies. Even- child wants the companionship 
of a good dog. He should have it! 

As a sen-ant the dog is willing at all hours of the 

by   GEORGE   V .   R . AN'DRADE 

day or night. It is true that in the average American 
home there is not a great deal of a really helpful 
nature that he can do except keep out burglars. How- 
ever, dogs are most useful for sheep herding. Red 
Cross work, leading the blind, hunting, etc. Some 
breeds make excellent ratters. In a great many in- 
stances dogs have savedt the lives of entire families 
by giving a warning in case of fire. 

In this day and age most people spend for amuse- 
ments, in a very short time, a sum equal to the pur- 
chase price of a well-bred puppy or young dog. In 

One of the exceptional Kerry Blue terriers, 
Oulpeisl leader, earned by The Outpost Farms, 
Ridgfield, Conn. Leader has zvon many first 
prizes, including the American bred class at 

Westminster, IOZS 

Champion Burniolme Bojum, one of tie lemd- 
. .v.;.; u—5        zas    n *er.-' d:r. 

W e::m:n.~s*. 202$. and be::      :>e breed a: 
Xesrart. 202$. He is earned by TV SkeiterjieU 

Ke-nzeb, Bedford Hilb, X. Y. 
18 

very rare instances is it possible to purchase for aj 
like amount as much enjoyment in any other way 
as can be gained in acquiring a dog. He will quickly] 
adjust himself to new surroundings and can bei 
counted on to fit into almost any picture, and any' 
picture will be improved by a dog's presence. 

Last year there were almost three hundred licensed 
American Kennel Club Dog Shows in the Unites 
States. These were pretty well scattered so that 
almost every district had its share. The shoving on 
dogs is a most mteresting and enjoyable p» Jinj 
Thousands of people get no end of fun in attention 
th: se shows and bringing their own dogs to compete] 
for the various cups and ribbons offered. The sport 
on the whole is remarkably dean, and in the vest 
majority of instances the judges are honest, sincere 
individuals who have a sound knowledge of the 
breeds which they are judging. They w elcome aa 
opportunity to instruct and assist the newcomer. 
Undoubtedly the person who owns a dog and who 
has never shown should do so simply to realize the 
enjoyment which can be derived from this source. 

There is one matter which apparently is not en-l 
tirely dear to many prospective dog purchasers. A 
high quality dog is much to be preferred to the 
mediocre. That he is merely pedigreed does not 
place the stamp of approval on him. That his pedi- 
gree may be either "as long as your arm" or "a mile 
long" means but little. The records of dogs are care- 
fully kept and have been for a great many gener- 
ations. It is a safe statement that sufficient is known 
about the ancestors of 99 per cent, of the pedigreed 
dogs of to-day to write a pedigree which would cover 
a sheet of paper six feet square! So you see that the 
length of the pedigree may be misleading. But 
the question of the quality of the ancestors and 
whether the bloodlines "nick." here are major con- 
siderations! The novice can know nothing of these 
all-important matters. Therefore he must purchase 
through a reputable reliable breeder who will advise 
him truthfully and sincerely. 

He who purchases a dog is purchasing a nm*4uwd 
associate. Choose him carefully. Good bleeding 
can be as readily distinguished in the dog world as it 
can among human beings, and it is just as important. 
The well-bred dog—the dog typical of his breed— 
the worth-while specimen, is so much more desirable 
from every angle, that none but the best should be 
purchased by the man who can afford to pay the 
price. 

Lord Byron owned a dot1—Boatswain. It was a 
well-bred typical specimen, a gentleman, and at its 
death Byron erected a marble monument with the 
:V"ow-ir.g ir.scrip-icci: 

Near :h:s sp :•: ire deposited :he ri~a:r.s .-: one 
who possessed beauty without vanity, strength with- 
out insolence, courage without ferocity, and all the 
virtues of man without bis vices. This praise, which 
•- v-i".d ">. -.irrr.ear.iru: rettery i: inscribed 
ashes, is but a just tribute to the memory of Boat- 
swain, a dog who was born at Newfoundland. May. 
1803. and died at Newstead Abbey, November, & 
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We recommend that you mention COISTRV LIKK when 
information about poultry which they may desire. 
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Rustic Bird Houses made of the sweet smelling Jersey Cedar. 
Any three for $5.00. You need not con6ne choice to one set. 
At the same price you may order all three alike. Weight of 
3 is 10 lbs.   Please include for Parcel Post if wanted that way. 
CRESCENT CO. "BIRDVILLE," Toms River P. 0.,N. J. 

Barred   Plymouth Rocks 

First Prize Pen Pullet 
(Bred and Raised by us) 

Four Firsts, Four Seconds, 
Three Third Prizes, besides 
other Awards have been won by 
us at a single Madison Square 
Garden show. 

Highest Grade Breeding and 
Exhibition   Birds  For Sale— 
New York Winners and Birds 
Bred from Winners. 
Every 1st. We Competed For. New York Show. 1925. 1926. ind 2 lit!, 1927 

Illustrated Circular Fret 
BRADLEY BROS. 

Box 811, Lee, Massachusetts 

WM. COOK & SONS 
Box 30 Scotch Plains, New Jersey 
Originators of all the Orpingtons and recognized Headquarters 
for the Best White, Buff, Black and Blue Orpingtons, all of 
which we MADE. Winners of over fifteen thousand first 
prizes. Send for price list containing history of all the Orping' 
tons and write requirements. 

GOLD FISH 
Imported Japanese, Chinese 

and American fancy fish: Vari- 
ous aquarium plants. We 
manufacture artistic, durable 

aquariums suitable for beautiful homes, conservatories, 
lawns, etc. We make aquariums to order. Illustrated 
circular free. 
PIONEER AQUARIUM CO. Racine, Wisconsin 

TURKEY POULTS 
from the famous Interlachen Turkeys (Mam- 
moth bronze). $87.00. a hundred, 95 cents 
each. 

INTERLACHEN FARM 
Tel. Fall River 5127W Fall River, Mass. 

WILD DUCK EGGS 
I have now for sale Wild Mallard eggs; also the pure-bred 
small tame variety of English Grey Call Duck eggs. These 
are the celebrated W. E. decoys- Nearly every variety of 
wild duck responds to their soft, enticing call. Full instruc- 
tions with shipment how to set eggs and raise young 
successfully.   Established 1895. 
WALLACE EVANS GAME FARM        St. Charles, Illinois 

Country Life's Voultry Directory carries the 
advertising of only the most reliable breeders. 

<♦> 2 Squab Books Free <8> 

2 3 ■''!]'', 

f9)- 

<5> 

1, eggs in nest. 2, squabs just hatched. « 
3, two weeks old. 4, four weeks old, ready for market. Breed squabs and make money. Sold by millions at higher prices than chickens. Write at once for two free books telling how to do it. One is 40 pages printed in colors, other 32 pages. Ask for Books 3 and 4. You will be surprised- Plymouth Rock Squab Company, 322 H Street, Melrose Highlands, Massachusetts. Established 27 years. Founder of the Squab Industry 27 Years Ago. Largest Business in the World in Pigeons and Pigeon Supplies. We ship breeding stock everywhere on three months trial.  Reference, any hank or trust company. <♦> 

IIIIJIilUIIIIHIi 
ing these advertisements It.will insure your getting the best possible service. We will semi to readers any 
sss L. Kircher, Manager, POULTRY DIRECTORY, COUNTRY LITE, 344 Madison Avenue, New York. 
[Illllllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll 

Dog Icennel Wo, I. Perfectly ventilated. Cedar walls and root. Painted. Pine floor. 8ize 2 4x4 feet. Price i>0. 

A revolving teed box. offer* food and shelter to your feather ed triends. Priee IS, with 1-foot pole. 

This  tn.iht  little eratt  is carefully made of clear cedar, well painted.   Easily carried on running board of auto. Sire 2x6 ft. Priee $15. teith paddle. 

HODGSON poultry-houses are made of sturdy weather-proof 
cedar. Painted outside, stained inside. Shipped to you in 
carefully finished sections all ready to erect. 

To bring out the full charm of your garden and grounds, 
investigate Hodgson-built garden and lawn equipment. 
Here are beautiful arbors, trellises, bird houses, etc. Made 
from the finest materials. Expertly finished. Well painted 
and ready for use. Illustrated booklet No. W shows: 
Rose Arbors Garden Seats        Dog Kennels Pet Stock Houses 
Garden Houses Pergolas Picket Fences Tool Houses 
Trellises Bird Houses Lattice Fences Poultry-houses 
Play Houses Write for your free copy today Play Boats 

E. F. HODGSON CO. 
1108 Commonwealth Ave., Boston, Mass. 6 E. 39th St., New York City 

HODGSON Homes 

Lovely Lady Amherst Pheasants 
(Chrysolophus Amherstiae) 

Whitest of white breasts surmounted by 
rich, deep blue, bright yellow, ocean green, 
and flaming scarlet. Broad white capes 
barred with jet black. From a base of 
vivid crimson their long tails gracefully 
project a curving black and white artistry 
to every lover of the beautiful in all the 
world. 

Delightfully Soft Voices 
Man can never equal these natives of the Gar- 
den of Eden. Wild enough to take care of them- 
selves. Tame enough to eat from your hand. 
Pure blooded and rare. 

Eighty-eight and 88/100 dollars per pair. 
Express prepaid anywhere in the United States 

H. & M. G. MITCHELL ^WJt* 

G. D. TILLEY, 

Naturalist 
"Everything in the Bird 
Line from a Canary to an 

Ostrich" 
Birds for the House 

and Porch 
Birds for the Ornamental Waterway 
Birds for the Garden, Pool and Aviary 
Birds for the Game Preserve and Park 

Special Bird Feeds 
I am the oldest established and largest exclusive dealer 

in land and water birds in America and have on hand the 
most extensive stock in the United States. 
G. D. TILLEY, Naturalist      Darien, Conn. 

A few pleasant hours now and then devoted to 
PAPE'S singTcor^b BLACK MIN0RCAS 
insure glorious large premium white eggs, de- 
licious meat and many dollars for little luxuries 
and home needs. Idea! as a "business." Free 
three-color guide tells about foundation stock, 
eggs, day old and partly matured chicks and 
peafowl. 
CHARLES G. PAPE, Box L, Fort Wayne, Ind. 

Pheasants, Peafowls 
Jr Swans, Wild Ducks. Cranes, Wild Geese. 

- K^^^m      Parrots, Canaries,  Dogs of -ill breeds, 
i'.^fy Persian Cats, Squirrels, Fancy Pigeons, 

fj^mf Doves, Elk. Deer, Buffalo, Silver Foxes, 
M^f r Mink, Odorless Skunks and all other var- 

ieties of Ornamental Birds and Animals for Country Hstates, Parks and Avianes. Information and lists 25 cents; price lists for the asking. 
HORNE'S ZOOLOGICAL ARENA CO., Dept. C. L., Kansas City, Mo. 

White Leghorn Chicks 
from big white eggs. Shipped anywhere c. o. d. Guaranteed 
to live. Low prepaid prices. Trapnested, pedigreed founda- 
tion stock. Egg contest records to 314 eggs. Hundreds of 
cockerels, pullets, hens. Bargain prices. Big 28th annual 
catalog free. 
GEORGE B. FERRIS, 931, GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN 

PHEASANT EGGS 
I have now for sale eggs for hatching of the following varieties: Eng- 
lish Ring Neck, Chinese Ring Neck, Golden, Lady Amherst, and 
Silver; all guaranteed to be from strong, pure-bred, non-related birds. 
Full instructions with shipment how to set eggs and raise young 
successfully.   Established 1895. 

WALLACE EVANS GAME FARM 
ST. CHARLES, ILL. 

r PARKST€ BARFED BOCKS ^ 
America's oldest and greatest laying strain of Barred Rocks. 313-323and 325 eggs in 1 year—148 eggs in 148 days—Laying at 113dayi. Customers' profits $8.09 per hen. Winners in 25 contests. 

Pirks Slrun—the strain of Quality that is protected by a U. S. registered trademark, has outlived hundreds of other strains because it is founded on high normal layers instead of a few phenomenal producers.   Get free catalog and latest prices- 
J. W. PARKS & SONS Bos 11, Altoona, Pa. 

Direct at V««_,/ 
5"\ Dealer 
\ Prices^ 

WIRE NETTING at Wholesale 
A big saving on wire netting in all sizes for any type of bird or animal en- 
closure. Wholesale prices and prompt delivery from our large stocks at 
Clinton, Mass., Chicago, San Francisco, Seattle, and Minneapolis. 

Free Catalogue on Crown Pen Materials. 
Crown Iron Works Company, 1258 Tyler St, N. E., Minneapolis 

"Hico" 
Automatic Fountain 

Best fountain on 'the market! Superior, life-time features. Sani- 
tary, easily-cleaned white enameled pan.   Compound, double-acting 

NEW! 

bronze vaive.   Copper float. Individual control valve—i lb. to S5 
lbs. pressure. Stand and lejrs 
heavy galvanized iron, elec- 
trically welded. 
Shipped K. D. with oil heater, 
weight 12 lbs. $8.85. With 
electric heater, wt. IZ lbs. 
#9. I>. Without heater, wt. 
II lbs.   $8.00.   Order today! 

Ask for new UIco catalog, FREE! 
Illinois Supply Co. 

F-256 Lincoln Ave. 
Aurora, Illinois 

The Mackensen 

Game Park 
Bob White 
Pheasants 
Partridges 
Quail 
Wild 
Turkeys 
Deer 
Rabbits 

Peafowl 
Cranes 
Swans 
Ornamental 
Geese and 
Ducks 
Foxes 
Racoons 

Everything in wild animals, game, fancy birds for parks, 
menageries, private preserves and collections of fancy fowl. 

WM. J. MACKENSEN, Yardley, Pa. 
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PARIS CLOTHES 

^Models for Summer 

TALK    OF    THE OFFICE 

COLOR   RUNS RIOT 

IT IS an amazing thing how in recent years the use of color has 
increased, particular!}' in the home. Not only have rooms, like 
the bathroom and the kitchen, which one always thought of 

as being finished in a severe white, become flooded with color, but 
individual pieces of furniture and house furnishings as well. One 
can buy colored pots and pans, stoves, sinks, refrigerators, bread- 
boxes, clocks, and even mops. Why, the humble black typewriter 
can now be purchased in a variety of pastel shades! Truly remark- 
able. 

In the summer kitchen, which should by all means be light and 
cheerful, color is almost a necessity. The most satisfying results can 
be obtained by painting the walls in some soft pastel shade, with 
gay flowered curtains, and floors of soft-colored cork, linoleum, or 
rubber. And colored pots and pans on the cupboard shelves make a 
pleasing note. To show how far our ideas on kitchens have changed 
in the last few years, our Decorating Editor has written a very 
informing article on "The New Kitchen," which is illustrated in 
full color with sketches of some really charming and practical 
kitchens. This article will be a feature of the July issue of COUNTRY 
LIFE. 

SUMMERTIME DIVERSIONS 

From the gay cheerful kitchen we step out of doors into the sun- 
shine of full summer with a host of articles on the joys and activities 
of country living in the summertime. The amateur gardener will 
relish Anderson McCully's article on "Dianthus in the Rock 
Garden" and in the many pages of lovely gardens, while the 
sportsman will find much of interest in John R. Tunis's tennis 
article on "The Women at Wimbledon" and in Sol Metzger's 
helpful and authoritative article on golf, one of a series of which 
this is the second and which takes up "Playing the Pitch Shots." 

Then if you are nautically inclined Alfred F. Loomis, in his 
article entitled "The Golden Age of Sail" will take you on an 
ocean voyage that will give you all the thrills of yachting with- 
out your leaving your chair. If you're a country dweller the year 
round—or if you only want to be one—you'll be interested in 
the article "Contentment in the Country," the story of how one 
family found peace and prosperity far from the madding crowd; 
or maybe you'll be interested in the new objective of summer 
recreation known as the "dude" ranch, which is becoming in- 
creasingly popular. Then there are articles on building—houses 
planned and houses altered, interiors done by the leading decora- 
tors, a comprehensive pictorial presentation of an architectural 
gem at Pittsburg, Pa., the residence of Mr. E. J. Kauffmann, 
designed by the well-known architects, Janssen & Cocken; to say 
nothing of articles on motor, and even on cows—the Brown 
Swiss breed. 

Surely some of the color and the sunshine of summer has been 
transferred to the pages of the July COUNTRY LIFE. 

THE FRONTISPIECE 

Continuing our series of repro- 
ductions in full color of famous 
paintings in American museums, ,the 
frontispiece of this issue, "The Man 
with the \\ ine Glass" by the celebrated 
Spanish artist, Velasquez, is repro- 
duced through the courtesy of the 
Toledo Museum of Art, in the per- 
manent collection of which the paint- 
ing belongs. 

The frontispiece of the July issue 
will be "Alexander the Great and 

the Daughters of Darius," by Giovanni Battista Tiepolo, which 
is in the collection of the Detroit Institute of Arts. 

Th e J11 ly front is piece 

THE COVER 

The cover of this month's issue is from a painting by W. G. 
Krieghoff of lovely Zermatt nestling at the foot of the lordly 
Matterhorn in Switzerland. 
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Chicago 

is "moving it electrically for less". 

There are 2350 electric trucks on 

the streets and 36 public stands 

for re-charging or "boosting" bat- 

teries. All of these stations use 

Commonwealth Edison Power. 

Commonwealth Edison Company 
The Central Station Serving Chicago 

Commonwealth Edison Company has paidl$£ consecutive dividends to its stocK* 
holders.   Stock listed on the Chicago Stock Exchange, Send for Year Book. 

The 

Milbradt 

Power 

Lawn 

Mower 

MAKES grass cutting a pleasure. 
A twelve-year-old boy can do a 
perfect job. Capacity 4 to 6 acres 
per day. Cuts closely around trees, 
shrubbery and flower beds. No 
hand   trimming required. 

Write for our illustrated catalog. 

Gates Mills. Ohio 
"After using my Milbradt power 

rrower one season. I can recommend 
this mower very highly. My boys 
12 and lb years old can operate the 
mower and do as clean a job as I 
can. This is the best power mower 
1 have had and this is the third dif- 
ferent power mower I have used." 

James G. Moore 

Get this Privacy 

for your garden with this 

LOVELY FRENCH FENCE 

MILBRADT MANUFACTURING CO. 
2413 N. Tenth Street St. Louis, Mo. 

OH, THE JOY of HAVING d PLACE WHERE ONE 
CAN GO TO ESCAPE the OUTSIDE WORLD! 
THAT IS ONE of the PURPOSES of a GARDEN. 
BUT HOW FEW GARDENS today REALLY ACHIEVE 

THIS PURPOSE ! 

IT HAS remained for most Americans a mystery — the easy 
manner in which the French and English live. There's time 

for tea, time for cafe, and always time to enjoy their garden. 

But a garden abroad is quite different from the usual garden 
here. There, privacy is almost the 
first consideration. No wonder they 
love their gardens so! 

How they have achieved this pri- 
vacy so almost universally, is ex- 
plained by Dubois Woven Wood 
Fence. For centuries this native 
French fence has been used to 
screen the family as they sat in 
their garden sipping their cordials 
or wine. In effect it has made of 
French and English gardens an ex- 
tra room, in many ways the most 
charming "room" ever planned. 

You, too, can have the charm and 
romance of an old-world garden wherever you live by erecting 
Dubois. And at surprisingly small cost! It is adaptable to 
any landscape, is used with equal success on a small plot or an 
estate front a mile long, and is very easy to put up. 

Dubois r, made by hand of split, live, chestnut saplings 
bound tightly together with heavy, rust-proof Copperweld 
wire. It comes in 5-ft. sections, in three heights, 3' 10", 41 

11" and 6' 6", whh quaint gates to match. Imported solely 
by Robert C. Reeves Co., 187 Water Street, New York. 

DUBOIS 

Woven Wood Fence 
Made in France 

MAIL THIS COUPON FOR FREE PORTFOLIO 

ROBERT C REEVES CO., 187 Water St.. New York City 
Please send me your free illustrated Portfolio and Price List of Dubois 

Woven Wood Fence. 

Name  
Address _ 

City  -State 63 



"Magic casements open- 
ing on the foam of perilous 
seas"—perhaps, or on 
whatever enchanting form 
your vacation may take 

© H. ARMSTRONG ROBERTS 
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Memories of Venice 

ky R K G I N A L D  T .  TOWNS E N D 

Paintings by Gennaro Favai 

Etchings by William Never 

E DFF'S any traveler who visits 
Venice for the first time not to 
feel some sort of a thrill of pleas 

urable excitement as he draws near the city 
of the lagoons. We were so entranced at 
the thought of our first gondola ride that 
we forgot all about our hand luggage 
and drifted away in the gondola, only to 
have to go back all the w ay to the railway 
station where, fortunately, we found our 
impedimenta safe and untampered with, 
which speaks volumes for Mussolini's 
regime in Italy, for in the old days un- 
locked valises were almost, you might 
say, legitimate prey. 

Before we go any farther let us under- 
stand the situation clearly. First, let it 
be said that while we are great admirers 
of Italy and the Italian people, we dislike 
Italian cooking intensely—or rather it 
dislikes us. We start out 
gaily enough but after a   
second week's consump- 
tion of fish and every- 
thing else cooked in oil, 
not to mention garlic, 
we are apt to go on a 
rampage unless we fasten 
a clothespin to our nose 
every time we pass a res- 
taurant. In fact, the well- 
known bouquet de Venise 
is as attar of roses to our 
way of thinking in com- 
parison with the smell 
of frying oil. 

The second point we 
want to bring out is that 
we hate mosquitoes. One 
of these pests in our room 
and we work ourselves 
into such a nervous state 
that sleep is banished 
for the entire night. 

We found both Italian cooking and 
mosquitoes in Venice. In fact, the latter 
were so bad that though the nights were 
hot—it was midsummer, August—we pre- 
ferred, for the first time in our life, to 
sleep with the windows tight shut. 

Yet despite these two handicaps we are 

prepared to state that the month spent 
in Venice was the most delightful and 
enjoyable period we've spent anywhere. 
What greater tribute could we pay to the 
city of the Doges than th;ir: 

Life in Venice, it seems to us, is a con- 
tinual kaleidoscope; the hotels, the Grand, 
the Royal Danieli, the Europa, the Luna, 
all are situated on the Grand Canal, which 
winds its way through the city, and one 
can sit at one's window all day long and 
never grow tired of the colorful life that 
flows along it. But much as we loved the 
Grand Canal, we loved better to poke 
through the little canals—the piccoli 
canali—at random. 

Here to us was romance with a capital 
R and mystery with a capital M. You 
never could tell what fascinating vista 
would be waiting for you around the next 

The Grand Canal, the main artery of Venice and 
the most picturesque of all Venetian zvaterwavs 

corner. What fun to drift silently at night 
through the quiet waterways with the 
gurgling sound of the oars in the water 
alone breaking the silence. Then the oc- 
casional musical cry of warning from the 
gondolier as he warps his craft around a 
dangerous corner. Silently you glide along 
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past the grim ogre-like palazzos whose 
stern facades have history written all 
over them. Suddenly you pass a little 
restaurant full of life and gayety where 
couples sit and sip their asti spumanti 
and chatter gaily. Occasionally you may 
pass a gay square full of life and people, 
and finally you sooner or later emerge 
from the darkness of the piccoli canali 
to the gay brilliance of the Grand Canal. 
For the Grand Canal, picturesque at all 
times, is particularly so at night. 

The Rialto is all bustle and laughter, 
and as you pass by on your way to the 
Piazza San Marco, the palazzos flanking 
ir are brilliant with lights. From the canal. 
St. Mark's Square (or the Piazza San 
Marco) is a fascinating spectacle. Crowds 
surge about the water front, gondolas 
shunt back and forth, and the busy little 

vapori—little steamers 
that go from point to 
point like the subway or 
elevated railroad, picking 
up and discharging pas- 
sengers—ply their busy 
trade.  In  the harbor 
great    yachts and 
coastal   steamers  lie at 
anchor,   while   h u n - 
dreds of fishing boats, 
with their gay sails of 
burnt umber furled for 
the night,  bob  up and 
down   on   the tide. 
Anchored   opposite the 
Doge's  Palace   are the 
serenate—barges gaily 
festooned   with colored 

_.V       lights, on which mu- 
sicians  and singers are 
stationed. Scores of gon- 
dolas are tied to these 
barges  for  hours  at a 

time while their occupants listen to the 
music. You'll find new delight in your old 
favorites "Santa Lucia" and "Funiculi, 
Funicula" and all in return for an occa- 
sional copper dropped into a hat which a 
nimble member of the orchestra passes 
about the waiting gondolas. These are 
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Desdemona s palace on the Grand Canal is said to le the actual 
scene of the grim tragedy which Shakespeare made famous 

COURTESY OF MRS. PERCY M. CHANDLER 

evenings worth remembering—it seems ;i 
real pity to go to bed at all. 

But don't imagine that the charm of 
Venice lies in its canals. There is so much 
to see and do that it is a wonder there is 
any time at all to spend on its canals. 
First of all you'll want to visit the Piazza 
—the center of Venetian life—on which 
is situated the Campanile, St. Mark's 
Cathedral, and the Doge's Palace These 
three will take you several days, for you 
mustn't hurry in Venice. Calm, leisurely 
visits—that is the way to enjoy the beau- 
ties of Venice—with many a halt at a cafe 
for refreshments and of course long pauses 
in the Piazza to study the beauties of the 
facade of St. Mark's and Bartholomeo's 
four historic bronze horses. You'll want to 
feed the pigeons and more than likely 
have your picture taken while so doing. 
And you'll want to be in St. Mark's 
Square when the noonday cannon is tired 
and watch the myriad pigeons whirl aloft 
in momentary confusion. You must have 
a cocktail at Florian's on the Piazza— 
the most famous cafe in Venice, and one 
of the most famous in Europe, which for 

centuries has been the rendezvous of the 
smart world, just as it is to-day, in the 
late afternoon. What a gay sight the 
Piazza is at that moment, and later on at 
night when darkness has fallen and the 
square is all alight. Old flower women 
move about thrusting the most delicious 
smelling gardenias or other blooms under 
your nose, so that you cannot refrain 
from buying. Smart, dashing Italian army 
officers move about escorting charming 
signoras, all wearing the lovely brilliant- 
hued Venetian shawls. Venice weaves 
her spell then if ever, and you are 
content to sit for hours dreaming and 
sipping a liqueur and watching the gay 
throng. 

Behind the Piazza San Marco are all sorts 
of fascinating shops. One can spend days 
wandering down the Merceria, the shop- 
ping street. We used to love to get "lost" 
—as much as one can in Venice—in the 
back streets and wander aimlessly about. 
Other days we'd take a trageto and cross- 
ing the Grand Canal visit the celebrated 
Church of the Frari where Titian's 
masterpiece  "The  Assumption  of the 

Virgin Mary" now hangs. There are so 
many historic churches full of such lovely 
paintings and statuary that one must be 
sure to allow ample time for a leisurely 
study of them. And speaking of paintings 
and sculpture, the collection of Titians, 
Tintorettos, and other famous artists, 
housed in the Academia delli Belle Arti, 
is second to none in the world. 

We took one afternoon off to visit by 
gondola the celebrated glass works on the 
adjacent isle of Murano. A fascinating 
visit it was, too, even though more ex- 
pensive than we anticipated, for, unable to * 
withstand the temptation of the lovely 
glass that is so widely known, we ordered 
a set of it. Evidently the Venetians are 
as splendid packers as they are glass blow- 
ers, for several months later the shipment 
arrived so beautifully packed that only 
three pieces out of the entire lot were 
broken. And they allow fourteen pieces 
to the dozen for just such a contingency. 
W e couldn't help comparing ruefully 
the packing of a set of lovely antique 
china figures that we purchased in Eng- 
land on the same trip abroad, and which 



we received so totally smashed as to be 
utterly valueless. 

In visiting Murano one passes a unique 
cemetery—unique to us at least, for it 
occupies the whole of an island. With its 
walls of white, its monuments, and its 
somber cypresses standing guard, it might 
well have been the inspiration for the 
famous painting "The Isle of the Dead." 
The Venetian makes the most of the is- 
lands surrounding Venice—on one of 
them is a monastery; on another is an 
asylum for the insane—surely an ideal 
spot for these unfortunates. 

Of course, you'll want to visit the 
famous Lido Beach of which you have 
heard so much. Launches leave the Hotel 
Danieli almost hourly and a twenty 
minutes' spin across the lagoon brings you 
to the Hotel Excelsior—the smartest 
hotel at this famous beach. Somehow 
Americans always look on the Lido, or did 
formerly—we are fortunately becoming 
less provincial as more and more of us 
visit Europe—as a very racy, almost 
wicked, resort where gamblers, scarlet 
ladies, and degenerates gather together. 

Possibly they did, undoubtedly they do, 
and you'll see all sorts of notorious people 
there, but they needn't bother you, and 
they won't. Furthermore, there are plenty 
of people enjoying the bathing and sun- 
shine just as anyone does at any beach 
the world over, and furthermore, there 
are crowds of children. The only criterion 
is that one must be chic. For the Lido is 
one of the smartest beaches in Europe— 
even more so than Deauville or Biarritz. 
The ladies wear the now conventional 
one-piece suit while the men wear trunks 
only. We must confess that an inferiority 
or an esthetic complex made us keep the 
top of our suit on for two days. Becoming 
bolder one day we removed it, only to be 
horrified on finding our body like a fat 
white chestnut worm as compared with 
the mahogany tanned bodies of the 
habitues. So for two days we hid and 
lay out in the sun until we'd tanned and 
then we thought no more about it. In fact, 
so accustomed did we become to it that 
a few weeks later, at another resort, we 
suddenlv discovered ourself to be the 
only one among hundreds of bathers in 

this abbreviated costume. Nevertheless, 
for sheer comfort, there is no costume like 
it and we're in favor of its being adopted 
by men everywhere. 

At lunch time at the Lido everyone 
doffs his or her bathing suit and puts on 
a suit of gay pajamas—the gayer the 
colors and the more intricate the design 
the better—for remember these pajamas 
are not for sleeping in. It is a gay and 
informal sight to see the Taverna at the 
beach full of gaily pajamaed couples. 

Only at Nassau, in the Bahama 
Islands, have we found beach and water 
to rival those of the Lido, and only once 
—in the Brione Islands—have we found 
water more delightful to swim in. One 
stays in for hours and then takes a siesta 
on a cot in front of one's cabana on the 
beach, where one dresses and undresses. 
It is a lazy life, this Lido life, but thor- 
oughly delightful and healthful. 

But back—by gondola perhaps this 
time—to Venice. One night—our last 
it happened to be—was a gala night, for 
in addition to its being a popular Saint's 
day, the Crown Prince of Italy was visit- 



Carnival night in Venice. These festivals, of which there are several during the year, are among 
the world's most beautiful spectacles, and draco hundreds of visitors from etery corner of the globe 
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Steairtcrs, yachts, and sailing craft of every description help to make of 
the Giudecca Canal a picturesque and gay sight at all times of the year 

ing Venice and the Finance Minister was 
having a great ball in his palazzo on the 
Grand Canal. 

We set out early in our gondola to join 
the procession of gondolas that was to 
make the tour of the Grand Canal behind 
a gaily decorated barge on which famous 
opera singers were to sing at appointed 
intervals. Arturo, our gondolier, a huge 
strapping fellow and famous in all Venice 
for his prowess at the oars, sent our 
gondola skimming over the water at a 
fast clip. So we obtained a good place 
where we could hear the singing nicely. 
Soon we were wedged in tightly by such 
a mass of gondolas and other craft that 
it would be difficult to describe. From one 
side of the Grand Canal to the other, and 
up and down for half a mile the gondolas 
werewredged so closely that one could cross 
the canal dry shod. For more than four 
hours, from 10 P.M. to 2 A.M., we were 
wedged tightly in this mass of boats with 

no possibility of escape. There were one 
or two anxious moments—passing under 
the Rialto bridge was one, for the boats 
crowded each other so thickly it seemed 
impossible that we should not perish; but 
Arturo, with much shouting and striving, 
found a passage for us. Another anxious 
moment came when our gondolier became 
engaged in argument with a group in 
another gondola. Not speaking Italian, 
we couldn't tell what it was all about. 
Probably it was just as well, for it didn't 
need a linguist to tell that the remarks 
were scarcely complimentary. Finally, 
Arturo, lithe as a cat, leaped across to the 
other gondola and delivered a hearty 
smack on the cheek of the belligerent 
gondolier. Now we are essentially a man 
of peace and we avoid brawls whenever 
possible, but when we saw the other gon- 
dolier, after his face had been slapped, 
reach into his belt for a stiletto, as we 
thought, it was time for us to take part 

if bloodshed were to be avoided. So im- 
pulsively we leaped to our feet to foil the 
villain, only to sit down hurriedly, and 
we'll admit rather shamefacedly, as our 
adversary drew forth a pencil instead of a 
stiletto and jotted down the number of 
our gondola! 

The climax of the evening came when 
the Prince of Piedmont appeared on a 
balcony of the palazzo where he was stay- 
ing. What shouts rent the air, what 
bravos and vivas! How the red fires burnt 
with new fervor along the sides of the 
canal, and how the fireworks burst with 
new splendor in the heavens! 

And a fitting climax to our story, as 
well. What a memory to take with us next 
morning as the train bore us away to 
Genoa and our steamer for home! W ould 
that we could always have these precious 
memories of lovely Venice with us as 
sharp and fresh as they are with us to- 
day. 
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While the more imposing palazzos and public buildings are situated on the Grand 
Canal, the smaller winding canals—the piccoli canali—have a rare charm of their own 
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"The Throne," as the orchid hunters named a company of 
more than halj a hundred reginae plants growing in a 
mass at the base of a clump of second growth red maples 

Ad venturing in Orchids 

by   C.   T. RAMSEY 

III—June Pilgrimage 
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ANEAR half moon and twilight 
bathed the Traveler's Rest when 
the Professor and I arrived that 

late June week-end. It had rained for two 
days and was still raining when we hopped 
from the dairy express. Half way to the 
swamp a thundershower cleared the sky, 
and the air was thoroughly washed. Then 
our walk became a delightful passage 
from one group of bird rhapsodies to 
another, with perfumes emanating from 
the steaming wet woods and an ani- 
mated conversation focusing itself about 
the reginae which we hoped to see on the 
morrow. 

Before we came to the bridge near the 
barn, my farmer friend Asa, seeing us, 
shouted to his wife with characteristic 
jerky rising inflection: 

" Hi, there, Fanny! Here—comes—the— 
Flower Man! Must—be hungry—after— 
that — long — walk. How's the — cake- 
batter? Put down an—extree—plate . . . 
he's got a friend—with him." 

The Traveler's Rest has stood near the 
highway for nigh two centuries. It is not, 
as might be supposed, a public inn. Few 
indeed, notice the ancient ivy-clad hos- 
telry on the farm where we were the only 
guests that night. 

After the hot cakes with maple syrup 
and all the fresh strawberries and cream 
we could eat, we sauntered across the 
lawn to the road that winds itself through 
fields and hilly woods along the north side 
of the swamp. The moon had progressed 
toward the western hills. 

The recent rain had a stimulating effect 
upon the frogs. The air was filled with 
their amorous din—toads, hylas, green 
frogs, bellowing "Brother Johns," the 
rhythmic ticking of millions of cricket 
frogs. A lusty amphibian bog-symphony, 
punctuated at intervals by the stake- 
driver's pumping, squawking night-herons, 
owl cries, killdeer, whistling yellow- 
breasted chats, and the constant recurrent 
song of many long-billed marsh wrens, 
suggesting the rusty creak and rattling 
clank of a lot of old cistern pumps working 
overtime to drain the great orchid haunt. 
Over the open marsh to the border of the 
woods—a mile westward—hung a flicker- 
ing, rocketing veil of fireflies. 

The Professor was quite enthralled with 
the beauty and mystery of it all. We sat 
on the roadside fence overlooking the bog 
for more than an hour. The marsh wren 
in particular appealed to my friend. He 
could hardly wait for the morning to get 
photographs for lantern slides of themoon- 
light serenader's nest and add a set of eggs 
to his biological collection. 

But my interest became centered on 
the delicately scented wind which blew 
from the orchid realm. An indefinable, 
rare perfume mingled with the general 
wood brew came wafted on the breeze. It 
was a quality altogether new to me and 
affected me as flower-fragrance does a 
bee or the scent of game, a hunting dog; 
I became wildly enraptured. Every little 
while I caught myself drawing in a long 
breath and winding up with a fresh as- 
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No queen ever wore her vestments with more regal grace than does 
reginae. The crimped leaves give the plant a rhythmic harmony and 
stateliness not attained by any of its six thousand or more relatives 

surance, "Ah ... I tell you that's the 
queen's breath!" 

After the moon had slipped over the 
horizon, one could almost feel the swamp's 
ancient murderers creep and prowl on 
velvet feet in the gathering darkness. 
Back among the ferns and heavy under- 
growth eyes were dilating—fox, mink, 
and bobcat committing crime in the gor- 
geous palace of the queen. 

We slipped back to our room, but to 
sleep was impossible so far as I was con- 
cerned. Through the open window came 
the bog-symphony. The hylas and toads 
had subsided considerably. An hour after 
midnight, even the cricket frogs' ticking 
came in waves of lassitude. The marsh 
wrens alone kept up courage all through 
the night. Their bubbling creak filled 
the outer air. A few killdeer plover also 
marked my dragging, sleepless hours with 
their cries. 

When the robin-alarm went off at 
dawn, I awakened my friend. 

We were soon among the blue clouds 
of wild iris and rushes by the dam where 
I had seen several nests of the wren. 
But the bird's habit of building false nests 
to baffle marauders made the problem of 
finding the real home not so easy. Of 
the quagmire danger, I warned my friend 
before proceeding to the other end of the 
open marsh, where I wished to photograph 
the calopogon and rose pogonia, growing 
among the beds of scarlet pitcher plant. 
We had agreed to meet in the road on the 
border of the woods, a mile beyond. It was 
still too wet to go into the wooded portion 
of the bog. 

Once among the orchids, I was quite 
oblivious of anything else. All about the 
meadow bobolinks were soaring and 
singing madly, their rhapsody falling 
about me like a pleasant shower of tin- 
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kling glass. Can you see the clusters of 
grass-pinks, like gay crimson-purple but- 
terflies, swinging together on slender 
grassy stalks in wild profusion ? There too 
stood the delicate rose pogonias, spilling 
their violet-like fragrance upon the air. 
Coupled with its intoxication was a grow- 
ing excitement. I fussed and fumed with 
the tripod in the undulating sphagnum; 
the wind delayed and added exasperation 
to my photography. 

When the Professor finally arrived, he 
looked pale—very pale. Obviously he had 
indulged in a forced bath and there was 
considerable evidence of mud all over him. 
He had little to say and I didn't press 
the matter at the time. Months afterward 
he recounted his narrow escape in the 
mud. He had shouted at the top of his 
lungs. No help was in sight and he was 
sinking fast. By sheer force he managed 
to get a hold of a willow branch which 
saved his life. He failed to get the eggs. 

In the brilliant June sunlight my 
friend's garments were soon dry. Our 
spirits rose on the wings of bird song—it 
seemed as if several million birds were 
giving a special concert in the surrounding 
woods. I suggested to my friend, since he 
is inclined to be sentimental, that they 
were celebrating our arrival in Paradise! 
It was bird music of the wildest extrava- 
gance—I had never heard anything like it. 
There was a strange absence of mosqui- 
toes also, possibly due to the rain. 

Along the timbered north border we 
went floundering, hopping from hummock 
to hummock, poking uncertain spots, 
knee-deep in muck, our heads often barely 
above the luxuriant royal ferns. As we 
rounded a jutting cliff, full tilt we came 
upon the queen! In unison we sang: 
"reginae! reginae! reginae!" 

It is rather singular that the very first 
group of reginae plants 
should have been the most 
gorgeously beautiful of any 
I have ever seen. Ordinarily 
they have but one blossom. 
In that first group there 
were five plants: a blank, 
single, double, and two triple 
blossoms. By measurement, 
two of the larger labellums 
of the triple blossom plants 
were actually two and 
three-eighths inches in di- 
ameter. In height the larger 
plants stood three feet nine 
inches from the ground. The 
average height is about two 
feet. 

Standing in the sifted sun- 
light, with the embellishment of roy«.l 
ferns, it was without doubt the most 
extraordinarily beautiful sight I have 
ever seen. The satin-like foliage of the 
reginae is one of its most distinguishing 
qualities. No queen ever wore her vest- 
ments with more regal grace. The ovate, 
crimped leaves, have a pleasing, poiseful 
waviness. giving the plant a rhythmic 
harmony and stateliness hardly attained 
by any of its  six thousand or more 

relatives. There is a grotesqueness in 
all of the tropical varieties that some- 
how places them in a lower scale when 
compared for pure beauty. This is a per- 
sonal point of view, of course. In describ- 
ing the individual blossom, one feels a 
halting futility of words; music is the 
only medium by which so subjective a 
glory can be properly treated. To indulge 
in word pictures is hardly adequate, if 
not ridiculous. Yet, there is a temptation. 
The glistening pure white sepals and petals 
have a sail-like quality, and combined 
with the scalloped lip. varying from pure 
white to delicate shell-pink and purple, 
make of it a fairy's barque. This permits 
one's fancy to take untrammelled flight. 
There they were, poised like a gay flotilla 
of fairy boats, surmounting the crimped 
and wavy silken verdure, moored for 
some iridescent wild bee to sample their 
cargo of sweets within the delicately 
scented fairy hold. 

From then on, we passed from one 
group to another. It was most exciting. 
In the dense undergrowth of ferns it was 
impossible to see a great distance, so we 
decided to separate a few yards and an- 
nounce each group as we came upon them. 
For several hours, we entertained our- 
selves exultingly shouting: "reginae! . . . 
reginae! . . . reginae! " To be sure we had a 
few mishaps in calculating the hopping 
distance between the hummocks rising 
above the stygian mire. After an hour's 
work in that elysium of Cypripedium 
reginae, we were a sorry sight. But it was 
worth it! In spite of all the mud. it was 
like walking amid luminous, feathery 
fern clouds—a jade symphony, in which 
the countless reginaes stood in fragrant 
beauty. Have men or gods brewed any- 
thing more delightful than the perfume 
of the reginae? The aroma is incompara- 

A shrine of loveliness before -xhich u-e stand as vorshipers" 

bly elusive, as is its beauty. It makes one 
marvel constantly by what will or evolu- 
tionary process this masterpiece has come 
to its present state of perfection. Ah. the 
memory of those many vistas through the 
trees: at the end of some leafy gallery, 
a royal purple company with snowy sails 
all set. yet they could not fly from treach- 
erous hands; pictures in which one felt 
that Nature was the perfect model and 
the greatest artist. 

COUNTRY LIFE 

V\ e found quite a few albinos among the 
reginaes. pure white flowers with onlv a 
vestige of yellow spots on the waxy heart- 
shaped shield of the column. The foliage 
in these plants seemed to show a decidedlv 
lighter shade of green, as if the plant were 
lacking in the capacity to gather certain 
pigments characteristic of the normal 
plant. A few Indian moccasin (Cypripe- 
dium acaule I albinos were also there. 
I have often wondered if the white form 
of the yellow moccasin iC. candidum is. 
strictly speaking, a true species. However. 
I have never been a hair-splitting botan- 
ist. Seeing their pale beauty among the 
normal plants made one feel that they 
represented a rare unfinished experiment, 
to be completed after due deliberation of 
the local genu. 

The reginae is an insect trap for 
uninvited guests and woe to the flies, 
bugs, and bees unfitted to perform the 
intricate function of pollen bearers! I 
found no end of flies caught between the 
sticky anthers, dead, just a little too large 
to pass through the portal into the open. 
Some insects had sense enough to gnaw 
their way through the thin labellum shell; 
others would buzz and bluster about the 
inside, imprisoned for days, finally to 
die there. 

Eventually we came to the "throne." 
as we named a company of more than a 
half hundred plants growing in a mass at 
the base of some second growth red 
maples. To indulge in more superlatives 
would hardly supply the necessary" color 
to the photographed reality. It came as a 
climax to a day of transcendent beauty. 
We stood spellbound before its loveliness 
—a sight that will never be seen again. 

At a conservative estimate. I should 
say that we saw at least twelve to fifteen 
thousand plants in bloom, and doubtless 

there were many more grow- 
ing in the vast area. For 
more than twenty years we 
have been making annual 
pilgrimages to the glorious 
realm; each ye^r its glory 
has been growing less and 
less. It is safe to say that 
the vandals—whoever they 
are—must have removed 
carloads of cypripedium. 
Doubtless the devastation 
will continue—such beauty 
simply cannot survive. Be- 
cause of acquisitiveness, 
stupidity, and the commer- 
cial orchid-root hunter the 
joy of seeing wild cypripe- 
diums will soon be a mas- 

ter of history. In Europe they would 
make much of their matchless love- 
liness—build a park about them. Ja- 
pan would add another national holiday 
to its cherry-blossom celebration. In 
America, the queen of our wild flowers is 
being gathered into the stiff, dry beds of 
formal gardens, not only in pairs, but by 
the hundreds, to languish in the glaring 
sun. What a shame to our national 
heritaee! 
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TAir unimposing but historical fifteenth century inn at Buck- 
den teas at one time the re fectory o f an ecclesiastical building, 
much of the interior woodwork of which has been preserved 

in its original form 

In Search of Old English Inns 

b v  EDWARD   \V E X H A M 

Sketches by Walter M. Keesey 

( Courtesy of Trust Houses) 

hamlets and villages slumbering in the 
traditions of their historic past, each with 
its inviting tavern, wherein the sojourner 
may forget the hurly-burly of great cities 
in the joy of dwelling among unhurried 
folk with whom ''things are sure if a trifle 
slow, yet the world goes well with them." 

Thus even at this portal to England 
we might well become imbued with the 
lure of English  taverns.  For the old 

ALTHOUGH the staccato of iron- 
£=f\ shod hoofs no longer resounds on 

-<4- -A- the cobbled streets of Old World 
towns and villages in England, and al- 
though with the coming of the mechanical 
age an atmosphere of modernism per- 
vades the countryside, much of the erst- 
while romance survives. For if the cheery 
sound of the coach horn and the calls of 
the post-boys have ceased, and the stables 
ot the ancient inns and taverns reek with 
gasoline, the interiors of these ancient 
hostelries are those of long ago. 

To the natives of England it is a cause 
for regret that their American friends, 
when visiting England, should always 
follow the crowded paths laid down by 
the guidebooks. Hence much of what 
might be termed '"original England" 
remains unseen. Few, for example, arriv- 
ing at Southampton for the first time 
would remain to find the Old World 
atmosphere in and around this bustling 
port. Yet it is there aplenty. 

FOR MOST of us our view of this part 
of the island is restricted to that 

gained from the train as we are hurried to 
London. \ et tar better were it to tarrv in 
this ancient town. For here might com- 
mence an interesting itinerary that would 
carry the traveler from the swirling current 
of the main traffic routes to those almost 
unknown eddies where the incessant 
roar ot modern speed is unknown; to 

e./*-cs. I 

Map shoving the route followed by the 
author. The counties crossed were Sussex, 
Kent, Essex, Suffolk, Cambridge, Hunt- 
ingdon, Rutland, Lincoln, Leicestershire, 

Warwick, Oxford, and Buckingham 

Dolphin posting house in Southampton 
is the Dolphin of the fifteenth century. 
Admittedly, it is more redolent of the 
eighteenth century than of the days when 
one Taylor visited Charles I. while the 
latter was imprisoned in the Isle of 
Wight, at which time Taylor composed 
a lenghty poem in which he perpetrated 
the following: 
"With fiery speede. the foaming bit they 

champt on 
And brought us to the Dolphin at South- 

ampton." 
To-day the hand of the Georgian 

architect is evident in the facade with its 
balcony and graceful semicircular bow 
windows. But to pass through the great 
arched gateway into the old inn-yard 
is to be transported to the mullioned 
windows and gabled roofs of Tudor times. 
For this part of the old hostelry, built 
about 1509, has been preserved to the 
present time. 

THE motorcar has eliminated distances, 
and allows us to penetrate into those 

forgotten communities which, after the 
passing of horse-drawn vehicles, receded 
into oblivion. From the Dolphin at 
Southampton we may fare forth to the 
surrounding villages, in many of which 
relics remain of the times when the 
country was beneath the heel of the Nor- 
man invaders. But that cultural advance- 
ment   which   these   same conquerors 



The Red Lion Hotel at Colchester. That part of the house to the 
right of the gateway is Gothic of about 1470, although the vaults date 

from the previous century, while the gateway is late Tudor 

brought to England is yet evident in 
such beautiful structures as the Norman 
Church at Romsey, some eight miles 
from Southampton. 

Here, too, at one time was an important 
ecclesiastical center, the present village 
inn formerly being the guest house con- 
nected with the abbey. After the dissolu- 
tion of the monasteries by Henry VIII 
many of the convents and other religious 
buildings became taverns, of which the 
White Horse at Romsey is an example. 
The original character of this old house is 
not apparent from the outside, for its 
timbered front fell a victim to the brick 
veneering of the Georgian period. 

But its low-ceilinged rooms recall the 
days of the much-married king and the 
stirring times of Elizabeth; massive 
timbers and beams raised by the builders 
of four centuries ago; paneled walls with 
curiously carved moldings perpetuating 
the workmanship of the Tudor carpenters; 
old oak chests as window seats, and 
coaching clocks solemnly ticking away 
the moments as they did in the days 
before the coach horn had been replaced 
by the steam whistle, or the raucous 
shriek of the present-day motor shat- 
tered the quietude of the countryside. 

In passing it might be well to mention 
that while, if time is limited, a motor 
car is an undoubted advantage, the same 
route may be traversed by means of the 
various lines of buses that now cross and 
recross the less frequented roads of 
England. 

Some seventeen miles along the coast 
the early naval traditions of England 
and the memory of the great Horatio 

Nelson are preserved at the George Inn, 
Portsmouth, now hidden behind a Geor- 
gian front, although actually this famous 
coaching tavern is composed of three 
old houses of a much earlier date. Mine 
host Boniface will probably stress the 
close relationship which his hostelry 
had with the famous admiral and his 
lady love. He will conduct you to the 
bedroom still furnished as it was when oc- 
cupied by Nelson. Also to another known 
as the Hamilton room, that recalls the 
admiral's great romance. But the near-by 
homes of Charles Dickens, George Mere- 
dith, and Walter Besant are of even 
greater interest to many. And it is in- 
teresting to remember, too, that more 
than one of the famous Sherlock Holmes 
stories were written by Con an Doyle when 
he was practising as a doctor at Southsea. 

So short are the distances between the 
villages and towns in England, that within 
the brief space of a few hours it is possible 
to visit several of the old taverns. By 
noon on the first day of this tour we were 
having lunch at the Anchor and Dolphin, 
Chichester. Admittedly, this house offers 
less than many others to the student of 
these early buildings; but within the 
precincts of the town there is one of the 
most famous medieval cathedrals in 
England. Yet few are there of the thou- 
sands who have crossed the Atlantic who 
are aware of the existence of this mag- 
nificent structure. 

Although English weather has not 
earned an enviable reputation, no rural 
districts are more delightful to pass 
through than those of England. Every- 
where the hedged and undulating mead- 

ows give an impression of a mosaic 
picture, and there is a constantly changing 
panorama of lichened churches, gabled 
farmhouses, thatched cottages, and mag- 
nificent homes. Many of the latter contain 
priceless works of art, as is the case with 
Petworth House near Chichester, with its 
Titians, Rubens, Gainsboroughs, Turners, 
and other masterpieces. And as these 
mansions are open to the public on speci- 
fied days, it is often possible to visit 
them en route. 

TO CONTINUE along the seashore 
from Chichester, while a beautiful 

journey, would not offer the same attrac- 
tions in our present search for ancient tav- 
erns. For while those of Kent and Sussex 
are undoubtedly historical and beautiful, 
to the lover of early architecture they lack 
the untouched originality of the inns of 
East Anglia. From Chichester, therefore, 
it is well to turn north and remain the 
night at The George at Crawley. 

This unostentatious but once famous 
posting house offers its silent welcome as 
the stranger enters. The timbered hall 
no longer echoes to the laughter of 
Georgian dames and gallants, for whom 
it was once a trysting place. All around 
is the sense of an age past and forgotten. 
If the weather is chill a fire burns in the 
beautiful stone fireplace, the restless 
flames casting fitful shadows among the 
rough-hewn ceiling beams. The^ anti- 
quarian will look with envy upon this 
fireplace with its depressed Gothic arch, 
for there is but little doubt that although 
the date, 1615, is carved above the arch, 
actually it is of a much earlier period, 
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The first record oi the Dolphin at Southampton occurs in 1506, ana 
part of the original building of that time is still preserved zcithin 

the old inn-yard 

these figures probably indicating the year 
in which it was placed in its present posi- 
tion. 

There are few taverns in this part of 
England which contain a greater number 
of timbered rooms than this simple build- 
ing. Certainly there are none in a finer 
state of preservation, for in one part of 
the house is a carved kingpost of the kind 
used in medieval mansions, this indicat- 
ing that the present tavern is the remains 
of what was once a nobleman's house 
in the Middle Ages. Many are the vicis- 
situdes that The George has seen come 
and go. and many are the famous people 
who have stayed beneath its roof. For a 
century ago, when the amorous Prince 
Regent of England brought Brighton to 
the attention of the fashionable world, the 
old Crawley posting house was the place 
at which the coaches from London to the 
sea changed horses. 

So, as we sink to slumber between the 
lavender-scented sheets, with the moon- 
light shining through the quaint old 
windows, it may be that in our dreams 
we will pass back through the years to the 
days when crinolined ladies and beruffed 
gallants, like ourselves, made the old 
George tavern their resting place. Per- 
haps the ghosts of old barouches and gigs 
continue their journey through the village 
street o'nights. And perhaps, too, in the 
wind that gently touches the leaves of 
the great elm that Conan Doyle speaks 
of in his "Rodney Stone." we mav hear 
the same old song of strife and love that 
stirred our ancestors in the long ago. 

EARLY on the morrow the heights of 
Sussex were left behind and we had 

passed over the great common at Tun- 
bridge Wells down into the valley of the 
Medway to the sleepy little town of Tun- 

bridge. Here there are taverns aplenty, 
from the Three Loggerheads to the 
famous coaching inn, the Rose and 
Crown, of Jacobean England. Little is 
there, however, about the latter to recall 
the activity it knew in earlier times. 
Xo more does the cobbled yard ring to 
nervous hoofs, as the hissing ostler 
rubbed down some sweating mount. No 
longer is the clank of spurred heel heard 
within its charming old rooms. All is 
silent except for the sonorous tick of the 
Act of Parliament clock reverberating 
softly along the passages. 

Massive beams and seventeenth-cen- 
tury paneling within this somnolent house 
recall the wood-craftsman of the days 
when the Stuarts reigned over England. 
Even part of the original grand staircase 
remains, although this is no longer used. 
But throughout the rooms are pieces of 
furniture which cause many a collector to 
bend badly, if not to break, the tenth 
commandment. Lunch in the low-ceilinged 
coffee room, a draught of Kentish brew 
from a glittering tankard, and then on 
through Kent to the fern" at Gravesend 
that is to carry us across the Thames to 
East Anglia. Each little village through 
which we pass has its gabled tavern, at 
some of which we stay awhile, but our 
course is set toward Maldon. Ten miles 
from Tunbridge we stop at Kemsing, in 
which forgotten hillside village is one 
of the few completely moated houses still 
existing in England. But after having 
our anticipation whetted by the taverns 
of Kent, the described beauty of those in 
Essex, Norfolk, and Suffolk stimulated 
us to press northward. 

Throughout these counties are mag- 
nificent oak structures which through 
the ages have remained untouched 
by the iconoclastic  hand  of modern- 

ism. To the uninitiated the Blue Boar 
at Maldon might at first sight offer 
little attraction other than as an example 
of a fine timbered building. Soon, how- 
ever, the interest increases as the entire 
length of the medieval building with its 
flagstone and cobbled yard becomes 
clearer. 

But within these weathered walls anti- 
quity exercises an even greater charm. 
Roughly adzed oak beams, with the marks 
of the hewer of five centuries ago, support 
white-enameled bathrooms above. The 
doorways have arches shaped from solid 
timbers and the walls were paneled in 
Jacobean days. Other parts of this house 
date from the fourteenth century, the 
walls being largely composed of clay and 
chopped straw. 

Later in the evening as the shadows 
were lengthening we added seventeen 
miles to the day's trip and approached 
the old Roman city of Colchester, for 
one of our objects was to remain a night 
under the roof of the celebrated Red 
Lion. Immediately this coaching house 
came into view it was patent that all 
that we had seen previously was en- 
tirely secondary to this magnificent old 
building. 

Although mosaic pavements have been 
discovered under the building, and parts 
of it doubtless date from very early 
times, the present structure is mainly 
composed of architecture of the early 
Tudor period. Much might be written of 
its imposing beauty, but it must suffice 
to describe its charm briefly, in the hope 
that even that will be sufficiently inspir- 
ing to give others the desire to visit this 
famous old ta%ern. 

All that is beautiful in the delicate 
tracery of its time is present in its im- 
posing exterior timbers.   The massive 
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The Angel and Royal at Grantham, with its fourteenth century 
gateway, is more reminiscent of a baronial home than of a coaching 
house. The present building is some hundred years later than the 
gateway and replaced the hostel of the Knights 'Templar, at which 

King John stayed in 1213 

oaken gateway is carved with that mag- 
nificence that marks the Early Renais- 
sance, while, within, the same splendid 
craftsmanship appears on the beams and 
paneling of its quaint old rooms. Even 
the bedrooms are timbered, and elaborate 
woodwork has recently been discovered 
hidden beneath coatings of plaster. 

Perhaps one of the benefits derived 
from such an adventure as this is the en- 
forced application of the early to bed rule. 
In any event it results in the corollary— 
early to rise. So, lulled to sleep in one of 
these timbered bedrooms, we awoke in 
what, for a moment, seemed the dream- 
land of Elizabethan England, but quickly 
realize that this was the twentieth cen- 
tury. 

TRAVELERS may be forgiven for 
lingering in such an environment as 

Old World Colchester, for there is much 
of interest. Here the ubiquitous motor 
car displays its advantages, for we vis- 
ited many of the other old buildings, 
before we turned toward Ipswich. 

In this old market town is the Great 
White Horse tavern associated with Mr. 
Pickwick and the "middle-aged lady with 
the curl papers." But while much remains 
to recall the immortal Charles and the 
days of coaching, recent modernization 
has removed its Old World atmosphere. 
Possibly the most outstanding survival 
of Georgian days is the retention of the 
buffet with its display of cold viands in 
the coffee room, and the long row of bells 
in the now-covered courtyard. Yet if 
this old tavern has fallen a victim to 
present-day efficiency, in the streets of 
the town itself the antiquarian will find 
plenty to bring joy to his eyes. For here 
are timbered shop fronts, rarely seen 
elsewhere than in early prints. 

From Ipswich, along devious country 
roads across Suffolk and through Cam- 
bridgeshire, we joined the Great North 
Road at the age-old village of Buckden. 
Here, near by the ruins of the once great 
palace built by the bishops in the fifteenth 
century, is the equally ancient Lion Inn. 

Originally this building was the refectory 
of the monastic order, the kitchen, now the 
lounge, having a fifteenth-century beamed 
ceiling, with a center boss upon which is 
carved Ecce Agnus Dei. This old room 
with its great fireplace still retains several 
pieces of furniture probably constructed 
by the lay brothers under the direction of 
the old monks, although, unfortunately, 
it has been necessary to augment these 
with others of more recent times. 

Such taverns as this are frequent along 
the Great North Road, but the Angel and 
Royal, at Grantham, some forty miles 
north of Buckden, is undoubtedly the 
finest specimen of the more magnificent 
ancient hostelries. Actually this has 
existed for seven centuries, the present 
house having been built more than five 
hundred years ago, while the imposing 
gateway undoubtedly dates a century 
before that. 

Numerous historical incidents are 
connected with the great rooms, one of 

The entrance of the Great White Horse, 
Ipswich, at which Charles Dickens 
stayed when he was a reporter on the 

Morninn Chronicle in 1830 

which, now the coffee room, was at one 
time the chambre du roi. And here more 
than one death warrant was issued, that 
of the Duke of Buckingham, which 
Shakespeare describes, being signed here 
by Richard III. So fascinating are the 
upper chambers with their curiously slant- 
ing floors that it was impossible to resist 
the opportunity to remain the night, 
perhaps in the hope that ghosts of the 
past might walk and tell us of the deeds 
the old walls had known. 

Early the following day saw us again 
faced to the south, resuming the cross- 
country run by the ever-alluring, if not so 
speedy, highways. Through Leicester 
with its curious old Town Hall and 
ancient churches into Warwickshire, for 
we were now on the last leg of our journey 
before turning east to London. 

But while the Warwick Arms in that 
old town lured us, having satisfied our 
hunger we continued to Stratford-on- 
Avon for a brief stay at the White Swan. 
Here all those modern conveniences 
which we Americans demand are com- 
bined with Jacobean paneling and fire- 
places. Cunning passages, mysterious 
corridors, and oak-timbered bedrooms 
rub shoulders with baths more redolent 
of a skyscraper apartment house. From 
this delightful temporary pied d terre, all 
that is of, or connected by tradition 
with, the great William, is ours to know 
by walking along the little winding 
streets. And here for two days we reveled 
in things that recalled Shakesperean 
Stratford. t 

THUS ended, for a time, our peregrina- 
tions through rural England, for we 

must on to London. Our host of the White 
Swan had suggested that we make our 
stay at the Roebuck Tavern at Buck- 
hurst Hill. So this rambling old inn on the 
edge of the Epping Forest became our 
headquarters, from which we sallied forth 
to explore the intricate byways of the 
great city. For this rus in urbe is but ten 
miles from St. Paul's and the train service 
is almost equal to our subway. 
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J bedroom {that of Mr. Maurice Chalom, 
New York) which exemp'ifies a charming 
treatment for the room of spacious dimen- 
sions. Pink satin walls, with moldings, 
doors, and trumeaux in blue green and 

THE ROOM 

OF THE MONTH 

PIERRE   W A T E L 
Decorator 

ivory, the whole being antique glazed, com- 
plement admirably the pinkish-gray carpet, 
the green taffeta draperies, and the velvet 
and blue and ivory chair coverings. Old Chi- 
nese panels flank the door (at left above) 
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Above. Of the Spanish hacienda 
type, the long low lines of the house 
fit naturally into the tree-clad slopes 
that frame it. This is the front 
of the house as seen from the 

corral (at right, below) 

A CALIFORNIA RANCH HOUSE 

THE HOME OF MAJOR LEIGH FRENCH 

near Camarillo 

JOHN BYERS, Architect 

Below. Looking down the valley from 
the terrace in front oj the house. At 
the right ate the corral—that indis- 
pensable feature of the Western 
ranch—the Mexican quarters, and 

the stables 

PHOTOGRAPHS   BY   PAUL   T. SILVIUS 
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Right. Detail of the front 
terrace. A realistic touch that 
will appeal to the Eastern 
tenderfoot is the placing of 
hooks in the house wall upon 
■which to hang riding equip- 

ment of bridles, lariats, etc. 

Right. A shady corner of 
the rear patio giveti added 
picturesqueness by the low- 
hanging tiled roof and wide 
casements that break the 
monotony of the stucco walls 

A study of the floor plans shows 
how effectively the service por- 
tion is separated from the main 
house, without being completely 
detached. Only a small' central 
part of ihe house is two stories 
high, this second floor consisting 
of a single suite of bedroom, 

bath, and closets 
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JR. J. GIFFORD 
The beautiful Hood River Valley, famous throughout the world 

for its orchards and vineyards, is rendered fruitful by the melting 
snows from Mt. Hood, whose lofty summit dominates the land- 

scape from whatever point of vantage one looks 

Oregon the Beautiful 

bs  R.   M. GOW 

OS 

REGOX. in its geological and 
iman history, in its scenic 

beauty, in its settlement and de- 
velopment, excites romantic interest and 
intrigues the imagination to an unusual 
degree. Ages before its discovery Nature 
was preparing it for those hardy pio- 
neers whose bravery and devotion first 
disclosed its possibilities, and for their 
descendants and followers whose indus- 
try and skill have made this new Prom- 
ised Land literally a land overflowing 
with milk and honey. 

The geological history of Oregcn is 
about the most fascinating that science 
has ever revealed. It is written in its 
three mountain ranges, the Blue Moun- 
tains, the Cascade Range, and the Coast 
Range, in its numerous lakes and streams, 
and in its fossils—written in books of 
stone and lava, which the geologists read 
for us. They trace its history back through 
the geologic ages to the time when the 
surf of the Pacific Ocean beat upon the 
bases of the Rocky Mountains, the rivers 
from which laid in the Pacific a great 

deposit of debris and silt, washed from 
their heights, to form a foundation for 
future world-building. The leaves of this 
great book of history have been laid 
open by the erosion of great rivers, the 
Snake, the Salmon, the Des Chutes, and 
the Columbia, its pages being in places, 
such as the Columbia River Canyon, 
4.000 feet from top to bottom. The foun- 
dation laid by detritus from the Rockies 
finally became dry land, covered by for- 
ests, through which roamed the now extinct 
fauna of the cretaceous and tertiary pe- 
riods. The fossilized stumps of its forests 
are often found, some of them more than 
twenty feet in diatieter. Then came the 
great lava flow from the Cascade Moun- 
tains, the greatest known to geologists, 
covering an area of 200,000 square miles. 
This lava flood was greatest in northern 
Oregon and Washington, the original sur- 
face of which it buried several thousand 
feet deep. Its average depth is 2.000 feet; 
its greatest 4.000 feet, where the Colum- 
bia, Snake, and other rivers have cut 
through it in the course of the ages, 

showing sections of the earth from the 
gravel of the old river beds to the present 
surface, with specimens of the ancient 
flora and fauna preserved for the geolo- 
gist to read the changes that have come 
about. 

"There rolls the deep where grew the tree. 
O earth, what changes thou hast seen! 
There, where the long street roars, hath 

been 
The stillness of the central sea." 

Time and weather have for the most 
part disintegrated this old lava, making 
that soil of great fertility which we see 
to-day. Smaller flows of lava have oc- 
curred in more recent times, and the 
road over the Mackenzie Pass in the Cas- 
cades passes through nine miles ot it, 
great black heaps like furnace slag, which 
has not yet been so modified by the ele- 
ments as to support any vegetation, and 
which tears the shoes and lacerates* the 
hands of anyone who scrambles up their 
slopes. The craters from which this lava 
issued are still plainly visible on the 
mountain sides. The greatest crater is 
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Majestic Mt. Hood seems to hover over Portland like a beneficent 
spirit, giving a dreamlike quality to any comprehensive view of the city 

ARTHUR M. PRENTISS 

that at the foot of Mt. Scott, a crater five 
miles long and three broad, now filled 
by the waters of Crater Lake, surrounded 
by an unbroken circle of cliff walls from 
500 to 2,000 feet in height. Near here the 
Willamette River rises. 

On the land thus prepared through the 
ages, before the coming of the red man 
and since, the twenty-four species of the 
larger wild animals still found in Oregon, 
its thirty-six or forty species of trees, 
and its scores of species of birds found a 
congenial habitat and multiplied; and 
then finally came civilized man to in- 
herit the long work of the ages. Surely 
this is a marvelous story, necessarily but 
briefly and inadequately touched upon 
here. 

A trip up the Columbia River Highway 
is to Oregon what the overture is to the 
opera: it introduces the motifs and sub- 
gests the sentiments to be afterward de- 
veloped in the unfolding of the drama. 
It runs from Portland to the Dalles of 
the Columbia and to Hood River City, 
and the journey can be extended up the 
Hood River Valley and around Mt. Hood. 
In the spring the streams are running 
full, and the numerous falls which tumble 
from the crest of the cliffs, several hun- 
dred feet above the roadway, are at their 
fullest volume, the foliage is at its fresh- 
est, and the mosses which arabesque cliffs, 
rocks, and tree trunks are in their most 
vivid coloring. But the scenery is magnif- 

icent at any season, and the construction 
of this driveway is a monument to the 
public spirit of the Portland citizens who 
conceived it and carried it out, a con- 
siderable number of them contributing 
liberally of their wealth, to make access- 
ible to all the world the beauties of the 
Columbia. 

The Hood River Valley is famous for 
its apples. The soil here is principally 
volcanic ash, and without the water 
supplied by the snows on Mt. Hood the 
valley would still be a wilderness. 

Mt. Hood looked very peaceful and 
calm that afternoon, the westering sun- 
shine sleeping upon its expanses of snow 
and ice, with nothing to indicate that 
earlier on the same day a tragedy was 
enacted on its innocent-looking slopes. 
A party of eight, roped together, led by 
an experienced mountain climber from 
Portland, were ascending the peak. The 
snow, probably softened by the hot sun, 
suddenly began to slide down the slope 
under their feet, and the whole party 
went with it, sliding down 800 feet and 
then falling into a crevasse. All were 
injured and their leader was killed. 

Somewhere on the slopes of Mt. Hood 
we stopped to do a little fishing in one of 
the numerous streams descending its 
sides. Few trout were caught, but it was 
a great experience. The brook was at the 
bottom of a steep, thickly timbered slope 
(they always are), and surrounded by an 

almost impassable jungle of fallen timber 
and brush. For every minute's fishing the 
tenderfoot has a half-hour's scrambling 
through alder and rhododendrons, acres 
of the latter along the brook, higher than 
one's head, too widely extended to be 
easily scrambled around, too thick to be 
easily penetrated; but what a sight, all 
crowned by immense clusters of pink 
blossoms! One forgave them the annoy- 
ance caused frequently by the line being 
caught on a twig which pulled off the 
reel some twenty or thirty feet of line, 
which meant retracing painful steps to 
disentangle it. 

Mentioning fishing, I cannot boast of 
the number of fish we caught, nor of their 
prodigious size, our excuse being that it 
was not the right season, and we did 
not succeed in striking the right places; 
but I have gone on enough fishing trips 
in various parts of the world to know what 
fisherman's luck is. I have usually found 
that the best fishing, like the end of 
the rainbow, is always a little farther off. 
I shall not easily forget, however, the 
pretty spots where we stopped to wet our 
lines and usually to get enough trout for 
lunch or supper, cooked by the side of 
brook or river. 

The Willamette (pronounced with ac- 
cent on the am) Valley, over which we 
had a splendid outlook one evening, is 
about two-hundred miles long, with an 
average width of fifty miles, lying be- 
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tween the Cascade Mountains on the east 
and the Coast Range on the west, well 
watered by the Willamette and its af- 
fluents. The Cascade Range has many 
peaks seven to eight thousand feet in 
height; the Three Sisters run from 10,000 
to 10,350 feet, Mt. Jefferson 10,300, and 
Mt. Hood 11,225, forming a rampart of 
grand mountain peaks above the snow 
line, and clothed on their lower slopes 
with magnificent woods, where one can 
see- trees 100 to 300 feet in height, which 
will be preserved for posterity, as they 
are now owned and cared for by the 
Government. There is no fairer or more 
exquisite stretch of country anywhere, 
fanned by cool breezes which blow off 
the  Pacific Ocean  summer afternoons 
through gaps  in  the  mountains. The 
snowy peaks of the Coast and the Cas- 
cade ranges form a fitting frame for the 
lovely picture presented by thousands 
of highly cultivated acres of fruit or- 
chards,  berry  fields,  grain  fields, flax 
fields, and pastures, in which latter the 
frequent herds of beautiful and productive 
Jersey cattle delight the eye of the Jer- 
sey lover and of all admirers of good live- 
stock. There are no deluging showers in 
the Willamette Valley to wash away the 
tilled soil. The rainfall is about forty- 
three inches   per  year, which   is dis- 
tributed   from   September  until June, 
there being almost no rain in July and 
August; about 10 per cent, only of this 
rainfall occurs from June  1st to Sep- 
tember 30th. The rain is mostly what 
is called "Oregon mist," 
perhaps akin to "Scotch 
mist," which is said to wet an 
Englishman to the skin. Oregon 
mist does not interfere much 
with  outdoor work, and 
ploughing is done any time be- 
tween November and May. A 
second  crop of strawberries 
comes late in the fall, and 
roses are found in bloom at 
Christmas.  The horticultural 
and agricultural variety and 
productiveness of this Willa- 
mette  Valley  are   aptly ex- 
pressed in a sign across the 
road at the entrance of one of 
its townships: "You name it. 
We grow it." 

I was reminded of what the 
Irish poet, Tom Moore, wrote 
of a little spot in Ireland, 
which, with the alteration of 
a word or two, might well have 
been written of this superb Willamette 
Valley: 

There is not in the wide world a valley so 
sweet 

As that vale in whose bosom the cool waters 
meet. 

Oh! the last rays of feeling and life must depart 
Ere the bloom of that valley shall fade from 

my heart. 
Sweet vale of Willamette! how calm could I 

rest 
In thy bosom of shade with the friends I like 

best. 

As for Tillamook County, and other 

coast counties fanned by the cool, moist 
breezes from the ocean, no landscape 
could be fresher, fairer, or more verdant; 
nowhere the wild flowers more abundant, 
luxuriant, and glowing; nowhere prettier 
towns, in their settings of foliage and 
flowers. Here the mountains and hills rise 
directly from a shining beach, beaten so 
firm and hard by the long wash of the 
Pacific that the tires of the occasional 
automobile make hardly a dent on the 
sands. The salt-tanged, health-laden 
breezes of the Pacific, blowing across the 
great ocean expanse from far Japan, fan 
the shores and vivify all nature. 

Notwithstanding the profusion of wild 
flowers in Oregon, I did not see any of 
those nature-robbers so common a sight 
now on our Eastern roads—the people 
who load their cars with everything, 
blossom and fruit, they can clutch, even 
the farmers' orchards and gardens not 
being spared, only later on to litter road 
and streets with their faded remains, so 
that many of our wild flowers, dogwood, 
and other flowering plants are on the 
point of extermination. In the West they 
are left to bloom for the enjoyment of 
the next comer and for future genera- 
tions. May this spirit long prevail in 
Oregon! 

In the Mackenzie River Valley there is 
an interesting boiling spring of consider- 
able volume. The heat of the water is not 
attributed to volcanic fires, but to chem- 
ical reaction, the water being impreg- 
nated with sodium, magnesium, and other 

© ARTHUR If. PRENTISS 
A bit of the Columbia River Highway, one of the country's 
greatest achievements in road construction and a scenic 

feature of zvonderful magnificence 

minerals. It retains its heat for a surpris- 
ingly long time after being dipped out. 
It is not unpleasant to the taste, and has 
been found very curative in rheumatic 
cases, when used both for bathing pur- 
poses and for drinking. A few log houses 
near the spring provide shelter for pa- 
tients while taking the cure. 

As one drives along the fine roads of the 
forest preserves one sees numerous signs 
telling the motorist that there is spring 
water so many feet ahead, or a camping 
ground where it is quite safe to make a 
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fire and prepare meals, for the danger of 
fire is ever present in these coniferous 
woods. We were particularly struck by 
one sign, which read: "This is God's 
country. Do not set it on fire and make 
it look like hell." 

Eastern Oregon is a quite different 
country from western Oregon. This is 
caused by the Cascade Range intercept- 
ing the cool winds, the mists, and the 
rains from the Pacific, making eastern 
Oregon an almost rainless region. It is 
the last retreat of the old Wild West of 
romance, where the range and the cow- 
boy are still to be found. It takes all kinds 
of country to make a world, even the 
interminable stretches of jack-pines on 
the high desert, half of them dead from 
lack of moisture; but one sample of the 
jack-pine country was a little more than 
sufficient, due to the tortuousness of the 
road (many miles of which are not yet 
under the care of the State), which 
was made apparently without the use of 
the ax, as it turns around every tree. 

Few realize the great extent of this 
State of Oregon, stretching for 345 miles 
from its prairies on the east to the ocean 
beaches of its western coast, and 276 
miles from the Columbia River on the 
north, the second largest river in Amer- 
ica, to the California and Nevada State 
lines on the south, an area of more than 
96,000 square miles. This area is greater 
by 7,000 square miles than England, Scot- 
land, and Wales, with less than one- 
sixtieth of the population of those coun- 

tries. The states of New 
York and Pennsylvania 
could be placed in Oregon 
and leave an ample margin all 
around. 

Oregon is still a delightfully 
rural state, especially to the 
denizen of the crowded East. 
Its population of 846,061 lives 
in 466 towns of under 1,000, 
in twenty-seven towns be- 
tween 1,000 and 2,000, in 
seven between 2,000 and 
3,000, in sixteen between 3,000 
and 10,000, and there is only 
one city of more than 100,000. 
And they are such pretty, 
clean, happy looking towns, 
with their wide, tree-shaded 
streets, good shops and hotels, 
and squares of detached resi- 
dences with their lawns, flower- 
gardens, and orchards! The 
state has the lowest mortality 

rate of all the states in the Union. 
Every kind of farm crop or fruit cannot 

be raised profitably anywhere in Oregon. 
There is a great variety of climatic and 
soil conditions, and the situation that 
favors one kind may not favor another, 
and then these fine farms, with their 
prolific crops, fruits, grains, flax, clover, 
etc., have not come into existence with- 
out agricultural and horticultural skill 
and hard, industrious work. As far as 
man has made it, Oregon is the product 
of human skill and industry, plus capital. 



THE   EDITOR   LOOKS ABOUT 

An Idyl of To-day 

"Y"E ARE afraid that underacyni- 
J cal and morose exterior we arc an 

incurable romanticist. We go to 
a play to scoff, and remain to weep. The 
playing of an old familiar tune will cause 
us suddenly to blink furiously, and we're 
frankly fond of daydreaming. We enjoy 
the opera or a concert not so much for the 
music but for the mood it puts us in and 
for the opportunity it provides for our 
imagination to leave the dull routine of 
this mundane sphere and go skipping 
about at will, taking us, like the Magic 
Carpet, on the most fantastic voyages 
and weaving strange tales for our delecta- 
tion. Furthermore, we regret to state that 
more often than not a sermon will put 
us into a not entirely dissimilar mood. 

It would seem with the passing of the 
years that our belief in the fulfillment of 
our dreams might have been shattered on 
the cruel rocks of reality. But every now 
and then some odd adventure—unex- 
pected and entirely unlooked for—befalls 
us which seems to keep the spark of 
credulousness alive and once more looses 
the bonds of imagination. 

Not long since we had such an experi- 
ence—so enjoyable and so utterly charm- 
ing as to be almost an idyl—if such things 
exist in the hurry and bustle of the 
twentieth century. 

Now we've found in life that it is the 
spontaneous rather than the carefully 
planned event that has the true flavor of 
adventure and romance. So it was with 
our idyl. One summer day we set out, just 
two of us there were, on a small steamer 
for a short trip to an unknown—at least 
to us—island whose name sounded in- 
triguing and of whose charm we had heard 
rumors—rumors which later 
proved well founded. 

The harbor to our enchanted 
isle was so small that the steamer 
could not approach closely, and 
a speedy launch took us and our 
bags—for we had come but for a 
few days and were not encum- 
bered with impedimenta—to the 
green tree-covered shore where we 
found ourselves in what seemed 
another world. The hotel, shin- 

ing white in the almost tropical sun, 
was situated directly on the harbor—a 
tiny body of turquoise blue enclosed in 
two arms of a jetty that encircled it and 
at whose end the red eye of a phare winked 
at intervals through the night. From our 
window was the loveliest view imaginable, 
and if we had done nothing save gaze 
from the window, 
the trip would have 
been worth while. 

But the cool green 
depthsof the sea called 
to us, so leisurely—it 
is a sin to hurry in 
Lotusland—we found 
our way to the bath- 
ing pavilion which 
like a Roman bath 
was set in a semicircle on the shore 
front. How clear the depths of the 
water and how cool as we plunged into 
it. And how delicious to lie on the raft 
and bask in the warm rays of the sun. 
Later, how refreshing to sit at one of the 
little tables under a gay little umbrella 
by the waterside and sip an aperitif as the 
sun slowly sank to rest. One evening 
just at sundown we stole away on bicycles 
through fragrant groves of pine and cy- 
press, passing Roman ruins so old as to 
be almost prehistoric, and came out 
suddenly on the rugged coast at the other 
end of the island. How delicious it was, 
abandoning our wheels, to plunge once 
more into the waters and swim up the 
lane of fire into the disappearing sun. 
Shelley would have made poetry of 
that! 

Then back in the gathering dusk to 
dine by the side of the water, for the 

''iood heavens, 
miss jones! 
what's all , 
this mail?'1 

''readers threatening 
to cancel subscriptions 

unless you tell 
•where that 

m island is.* 

hotel boasted no dining room and the 
tables were set in the open air in a semi- 
circle right by the waterside. One night 
they held a festival. It was the Queen's 
birthday, they said. The little maids had 
been busy putting lighted candles in each 
of the hotel windows, and the yachts in 
the tiny harbor were brilliantly illum- 

inated with strings 
of colored lights. The 
effect was charming 
and, as we ate, a pro- 
cession of gaily deco- 
rated and illuminated 
small boats wound its 
way over the water- 
side. The soft music of 
the guitars and the 
singing of the occu- 

pants was so beautiful as to render the 
scene almost unreal. 

Later in the evening we danced—but 
not in a stuffy, ill-ventilated ballroom. 
No. As was fitting, we danced out under 
the stars in a grove of Pan. The floor we 
danced on was of pure marble, set in a 
semicircle and sunk below the level of the 
ground. Between dances we sat at small 
tables in the semicircle overlooking the 
dancing floor and sipped cooling drinks 
not sanctioned by Mr. Volstead. Over- 
head the moon cast her soft beams on the 
scene and the whispering cypresses nodded 
among themselves in the scented breeze, 
casting long shadows on the couples 
gliding below. Do you wonder then that 
we lingered late and that Aurora dimmed 
the stars before we could leave the en- 
chanted grove? 

And do you wonder that we counted 
the hours spent on that happy island as 

blessed hours indeed ? And do you 
wonder that we won't tell anyone 
where the magic isle is? For some 
day—some happy far-off" day— 
we're going back. And we're going 
back reverently, hopefully, and 
perhaps just a little afraid—afraid, 
perchance, that some god, jealous 
of our idyl, may deny us such a 
gift a second time by turning 
loose hordes of swarming tourists 
to overrun our blessed isle. 



The broad sweep of greensward, 
whose winding course is followed by 
wide perennial borders on either 
side, is an inspiring feature of the 
McCann garden. At top of the page 
is a section of the borders showing 
the early summer bloom of delphin- 
iums, phlox, Japanese iris, Ori- 
ental poppies, etc. Below is the same 

' \ 
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part of the border as it appears 
earlier in the season when Darwin 
tulips, in all shades from flesh to 
rose red and from lavender to deep 
violet, hold sway. The edging plants 
are tiarella, creeping white and^ 
lavender phlox, viola, arabis, iberts, 
and myosotis, with heuchera and 

early spirea among the tulips 
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Above. Views northward {in spring 
and in early summer) from one of 
the boxwood squares, looking along 
the double perennial border which 
joins it to a smaller square that is 
centered by an old Verona well-head. 
Incidentally, all of the d-elphiniums 
in these borders were individually 

selected for color and size 

Left. Looking southward from the 
rame vantage point as in the pictures 
above, when the borders were at the 
height of their spring bloom. The 
combined length of the borders in 
the gardens is 850 feet, and they 
haze been so planned that always 
there is an effective background to 

set off their exquisite beauty 
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Diversified Dog Farming 

COUNTRY LIFE 

by H LUST 

A LTHOUGH I had been breeding 
u\ dogs off and on for more than 

.ATJX. a decade, it was about four 
years ago that I decided to turn a hobby 
into a business. Perhaps the willingness of 
friends to receive free puppies and criti- 
cize fhem afterward had something to do 
with this decision. At any 
rate, the stock in trade then 
consisted of eleven mediocre 
dogs, all pets, four rabbit 
hutches for kennels, and not 
a ribbon from a show. To- 
day the Elenor Kennels has 
more than two hundred 
splendid show dogs in 
eleven different breeds, a 
main building accommo- 
dating one hundred and 
twenty-five medium size 
dogs, a puppy house with 
one hundred inhabitants, a 
hospital, whelping building, 
quarantine building, cook 
and feed house with a bat- 
tery of pressure cookers, 
miles of fencing in the runs, 
ribbons from every big show 
in America—five winners 
out of seven dogs in five 
different breeds sent to the 
last Westminster show is 
typical of their quality—and people of 
national prominence as satisfied cus- 
tomers in every community in the 
United States. The kennels have been 
consistently built out of profits, with a 
business so increasing every year that it 
is generally conceded to be one of the 
largest show kennels in the world. At the 
same time it is successful commercially. 
And this has been primarily attained be- 
cause of an idea. 

When Elenor Kennels was started it 
was on the theory that any kennel that 
confined itself to just one breed of dog, 
no matter how prominent in that breed 
that kennel became, must inevitably face 
financial disaster. Remembering the De- 
partment of Agriculture's continuous 
propaganda on diversified farming, it was 
applied to Elenor Kennels as diversified 
dog farming. 

Farms have found it expedient to di- 
versify their crops into wheat, corn, and 
oats, with poultry7, and frequently a dairv, 
to keep the wolf howling at a safe distance 
twelve months in the year. The reason is 
obvious. A farmer who had three hundred 
and twenty acres, and put all of it in 
wheat, or any one single crop, might come 
a cropper the first year. Inevitably he 
would, over a long period, when the haz- 
ards of nature and the market are con- 
sidered. 

On the other hand, breeders of blooded 
stock such as cattle and horses, usually 
stick to one breed. Thus the breeder 

of Holsteins does not usually handle 
Jerseys, and the breeder of saddle horses 
does not generally raise racing thorough- 
breds. 

Even here, however, I think there is 
some question as to the wisdom of this 
policy. But at any rate there is an answer. 

One of Elenor Kennels' aristocratic inmates, the 
Russian wolfhound Vishna of Elenor, adjudged 

ihe best of the breed at the IQ2~ Chicago show 

Carlo of Elenor 
with his pet cat 

There is a much larger and more consis- 
tent market for cattle than for dogs. 
In the case of horses, the breeder usu- 
ally has only a few to sell. His stock 
does not multiply at the ratio of 1,000 
per cent, per year. 

One factor working against the one 
breed idea is the desire of people of fash- 
ion for the new and exclusive. We are all 
copycats. Civilization is built that way. 
Hence fashions in dogs change. 

Another objection to the one breed 
idea is the question of overhead. A prop- 
erly operated kennel should contain in its 
budget a goodly appropriation for adver- 
tising. The idea of investing #10,000 in 
dogs and $200 in advertising is the poorest 
of business judgment. Advertising is shot- 

gun education, and the 
more kennels advertise, 
and advertise largely, 
educating the public as to 
the advisability of pur- 
chasing fine dogs, the 
more is every breeder of 
fine dogs benefited. The 
extensive automobile ad- 
vertising quickly educated 
the public to the fact that 
an automobile is a 
necessity. So the ad- 
vertising of one make has 
helped the sale of all the 
others. 

A kennel should plan to 
spend every year at least 
one tenth of its investment 
in advertising. 

Now, it costs no more 
to advertise five breeds of 
dogs than one. In this re- 
spect the automobile ad- 
vertising affords an analogy. 

Different types are explained in the 
same advertisement. The sedan, roadster, 
coupe, truck, each serves a different 
purpose. So do the various kinds of 
terriers and larger dogs. If we all had 
the same tastes, what a dreary old world 
it would be, to be sure. 

Hence, like any prudent merchant, 
the up-to-date dog breeder, who intends 
to stick, should have more than one 
kind of ware to offer. And like even" 
prudent merchant, he must foresee the 
future and be ready to satisfy the de- 
mands of his customers as fashions and 
demand change. At Elenor. we are buy- 
ing dogs for five years ahead. Perhaps 
we are wrong. 

But we hope to breed and sell fine dogs 
for many years. And we believe that the 
only practicable way to do this, the only 
way by which even day, in every way. 
we can get better and better dogs, is 
through diversified dog farming, which • 
places the breeding of fine dogs on a sub- 
stantial and businesslike basis, making it 
less of a fad. This results, through enor- 
mously increased facilities, in affording 
to the public an opportunity to obtain 
reallv worth-while dogs, real show- dogs, 
on a reasonable basis, and improves every 
breed, through keeping interested in dog 
breeding people of sound business judg- 
ment, who will see that raising fine dogs 
can be made a substantial business and 
not merely a sport or fad of greater or less 
duration. 
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The valley of the Zillertal, the heart of the Austrian 
Tyrol. The traveler should leave the train at Jenbach, 
in this valley, and take the narrow gauge railway to 

Mayrhofen, where happy days await him 

Summer in the Austrian Tyrol 

b\  LOUIS GOLDING 

I\\ ILL make no pronouncement about 
the way a man shall spend his winters. 
Let the bathing belles of Florida or 

the skating belles of St. Moritz divide 
his loyalties. But I who. summer and 
summer again have beat the last bournes 
of the Tyrolese valleys—I know which 
summer's land is. Here are lovely and 
lusty people who are neither sweet-sweet 
nor commercialized like certain neighbors 
of theirs upon their western marches; 
here are peasants who hark back to the 
remotest of European folk-origins. Here 
are landscapes of such a freshness and 
limpidity that the stale eye can well 
believe that it beholds the world's first 
morning. Heigho for Tyrol in summer, 
say I! 

I recall a post-war summer. Even in 
those doleful days Tyrol, by virtue of a 
certain aloofness and integrity, had the 
power to raise itself above the European 
miasma. Sunlight might have shone for 
you as you steamed up the Rhine, but 
you felt the gloom thickening; you felt it 
deepening between the broad banks of 
the Danube. Though the sharp east wind 
at Budapest cut the water whitely, so 
that the loose logs rolled like porpoises 
among the troughs, the subtler clouds 

that impended over Europe had not been 
dispersed out of that cloudless sky. But 
in Tyrol, in Tyrol—nothing could com- 
promise the greenness of those upland 
meadows, the whiteness of those skyline 
snows. 

As the heart beat faster in those 
rarer airs and the body labored more 
slowly, so the spirit was freer to apprehend 
a dawn which only now is breaking. So 
my friend and I entered the heart of 
Tyrol, the valley of the Zillertal. So we 
climbed the peaks which engirdled that 
lovely valley, and faced the arduous morn- 
ings, the supreme moment of achieve- 
ment, the return down darkening valleys 
to the mountain huts humming with 
music set faintly in the concord ot tailing 
waters. 

AT N IGHT every wisp that earlier had 
xl been a glittering scarf of the sun was 
a coil of snow twisted among the rocks. 
And the moon would strike trancedly 
along the broken edges of glaciers, un- 
covering the secrets of their magic hol- 
lows. 

Be very sure when you make your way 
into the Austrian Alps that you too, as 
we did then, leave the train at Jenbach 

in this same valley of the Zillertal and 
take the narrow-gauge railway to Mayr- 
hofen. Thence extend the profound up- 
ward thrusts of the radiating valleys 
against the stark breasts of the hills. 
You will spend happy days in Mayrhofen, 
among the patterned meadows, and those 
wooden houses which are as gay with 
frescoes as any medieval missal with gold 
and scarlet illuminations. The grasses 
there are greener than elsewhere upon 
earth, and the summer crocuses, the 
pansies, all the meadow flowers, have the 
radiance of gems. About Mayrhofen 
stretch dark pine woods as if to encompass 
the devotions of all earth's wandering 
spirits. 

Beyond the foothills the colored rocks 
climb upward to the crooked line of sky. 
At the central point of midsummer the 
whole world seems to have been hurled 
upon a vast pyre and to be going up in a 
green smoke. The very air seems to be 
interfused with a golden greenness, so 
that you have but to close your hands 
tight on it to reduce it to a green gold- 
dust within your palms. 

A man must be strong in that enchant- 
ment. He feels that it may enslave him 
like Circe. If you give him but half a 
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The very air here seems interfused 
with a golden greenness that gives 
an atmosphere of unreality to the 
Tyrolean houses, which are as gay 
with frescoes as medieval missals 

illuminated in gold and scarlet 

''''The whole landscape is ... a pa- 
geant, the sleep forest-clad hills soar- 
ing to the crude scars and the ulti- 
mate peaks." The melting snows of 
these hills and the cataracts of the up- 
land passes go to swell the River Inn 

chance, you'll find him hunting among the 
roots for golden acorns. And in very truth, 
Circe herself, in the guise of an apple- 
cheeked peasant maiden, might at any 
moment emerge from among the tree- 
trunks. She is attended by music. There 
is no gainsaying the music of zithers 
heard suddenly among Tyrolese pines. 
You find yourself in a clearing in the wood. 
A great blare of brass instruments over- 
whelms the zithers and your own ears. 
A superbly costumed peasant orchestra 
stands like stout pillars of flame in the 
crystal air. The feathers that curve up- 
ward from their broad black hats seem 
like a smoke from their burning. Their 
richly worked belts twinkle below massive 
chests, each belt tricked out with its own- 
er's name—" Fleischhauer," "Schranz," 
" Feichlinger." 

In a farther clearing they have set up 
a circular stage for the schuhplatllers. Do 
you see them defiling through the wood 
there? Soon the most virile and joyous of 
the world's dances begins. A glowing of 
bare knees, the unrolling of red and white 
banners. Then the loud swift slapping of 
strong hands upon knees and soles of 
boots, a rattle like musketry upon the 
boards, a yodeling, a shining of eyes, a 
throwing back of hair. 

I warn you. You will not stay long 
outside that vortex of dancing and drink- 
ing and yodeling. Who are those two 
flushed and entirely unselfconscious gen- 
tlemen dancing with two Tyrolese girls, 
so shapely in their small black bodices 

and velvet skirts? Not the two distin- 
guished business gentlemen who bade me 
lunch with them in the Financiers' Club 
on Wall Street? No, no. I do one of them 
an injustice. He is an eminent realtor from 
Birmingham, in Alabama. Soon after, you 
behold them in a close log hut among a 
crowd of peasants, filling and emptying 
glasses of schnapps and caroling lustily 
forth the not too decorous song of Peppi 
the Woodcutter and Mariana his cowherd 
darling. 

OH, Birmingham, and oh, Wall Street! 
Let us go forth again into the narrow- 

valleys and into the broader valleys. Let 
us go northward, for instance, to Kuf- 
stein, that exquisite frontier city between 
Tyrol and Bavaria, especially if this be a 
day of pageant. For the Kugsteiners are 
noted for their sense of decor and cere- 
monial, among the remotest hillsmen. On 
such a day the whole peasant populace 
of these rifted mountains and these val- 
leys seems to be streaming toward Kuf- 
stein like their own torrents. And the 
figure is no idle one. For just as all the 
snows of the topmost hills and the cata- 
racts of the upland passes thrust their 
waters downward toward the River Inn. 
which then hurtles toward Kufstein and 
its later confluence with the Danube, so 
the farthest villages contribute their color 
and music, their stalwartest men and 
lustiest maidens, to swell this great meet- 
ing of the Tyrolese. 

The whole landscape is in itself a pag- 

eant, the steep forest-clad hills soaring 
to  the crude  scars   and the ultimate 
peaks. 

A magnificent medieval castle rises 
plumb from the heart of this tiny city, and 
here all day cannons are booming and all 
night the colored rockets illumine the 
sweltering precipices. Grandly the castle 
looks down upon the revelers. At the head 
of the contingent from each village 
marches its prettiest maiden, sometimes 
with a black or white witch's cap, some- 
times with a sportsman's hat gay with 
a feather. Suspended from her shoulders 
and resting against her brocade apron is 
a small keg of rum. Gallantly she beats 
time with the small silver cup where 
there will be an exhibition of fierce com- 
petition to drink when the procession 
dissolves. 

A many-sided peasantry are they who 
can carve a saint and his sorrows almost 
as quickly as they can swallow a gallon 
of wine. 

High in the breeze over their heads 
float their silken banners. And so through- 
out the day the colorful villages deploy 
their beauty and strength. And when night 
falls, the youths and maidens surge into 
the hospitable inns. How room is found 
for them (and you and me) is beyond 
man's wits to declare, for earlier in the 
day you could enter an inn only over a 
heap of serried bodies. 

All night long the river flows turbu- 
lently by, but methinks the river of 
beer and wine   is   not less turbulent. 
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"A supetbly costumed peasant orchestra stands 
like stout pillars of flame in the crystal air. The 
feathers that curl upward from their broad black 
hats seem like a smoke from their burning. Their 
richly worked belts twinkle below massive chests, 

each belt tricked out with its owner's name" 

It certainly must be three times as co- 
pious. 

Woe is me—a heartbreaking night for 
a teetotaler! 

Do not grieve too hopelessly. It may 
be that to-morrow is Midsummer's Day; 
if that be so, you shall be compensated 
with such a magnificence as you have 
never dreamed of. For upon the evening 
of that day there shall be such a skyey 
illumination as will convert all pyrotech- 
nics you have ever gazed upon, from 
Broadway to Piccadilly, into the feeblest 
glimmerings of a taper. Whether or not 
those others from Birmingham and from 
the Financiers' Club, whom we left so 
busy away beyond the mountains in the 
Zillertal, be too occupied this evening, 
let us not for our part miss this bonfire, 
in a literal sense celestial, which is the 
climax of our summer in Tyrol. For the 
whole of the Alps is its stadium, its specta- 
tors are myriads of townsmen and vil- 
lagers scattered from valley to valley 
westward to Switzerland, northward to 
Bavaria, southward to Italy, eastward to 
the last limits of the scarred mountains 
tumbling into upper Austria. 

It is in this wise that it comes about. 
The evening before is the eve of Sonnen- 
zvende, as they call it in Tyrol—the eve 
of Midsummer's Day as we ourselves call 
it—and on this day it has been a custom 
among these mountains for immemorial 
centuries to illumine the topmost peaks 
of all the hills with beacon upon beacon. 
It is a custom that goes back before Christ 

to Thor and Wodin; even to dim un- 
guessable gods before these. 

And so it is that parties of hefty young 
men and women—and we amongst them, 
my friend—set out with their rucksacks 
from every city and village in Tyrol to 
climb the fierce peaks. Some of the peaks 
are so far and so difficult that they set 
out at dawn, even though clouds still hold 
all the middle hills. Heaven grant that 
a wind arise to leave clear our skyey 
road! 

The climbing will be difficult enough, I 
assure you. After some laborious hours 
of the dangerous damp grass, you may 
attain a region of wet fine snow, which is 
of all bugbears the most formidable to the 
mountaineer. The sun at his meridian 
will dispel it with a breath, but these, as 
I have said, be early hours. Here and 
there in the crannies you may behold the 
deep blue gentian, the rare purple auricula, 
the Alpine rose of the glossy leaves. But 
upon this day of the celestial sky-signs 
let not the small sweet earth-signs hold 
your attention too long. 

FROM peak to peak the young folk are 
gathered at the moment of sunset with 

the enkindled torch in their hands. And 
now suddenly peak beyond peak blossoms 
into flame. The beacons flare into Switzer- 
land and Italy. The wide valley of the 
Inn is a stately avenue of lights infinitely 
more glorious than the Champs Elysees or 
Fifth Avenue. Now the bonfires flare out 
on the lower tops, now they start up 

upon the mountain meadows until at 
length we see, many thousands of feet be- 
low us, the valley fires answering our own. 

But wait. All is not over yet. The 
supreme triumph of the evening becomes 
manifest. The whole dark slope of a 
mountain becomes alive suddenly. Half 
a thousand students have traced with 
their bonfires a colossal Cross stretching 
out its arms on either hand for kilometers. 
The Cross burns steadily. All the other 
bonfires wink and start as the young men 
jump across the roaring flames precisely 
as those young pagans did from whom 
these lads are descended. And now green 
rockets are discharged into the air from 
the mountain tops, lividly illuminating 
the deep tracts of snow. Or scarlet Bengal 
lights encrimson the perpendicular screes 
till they look like Lucifer's own diabolic 
landscape. 

And now these blaze no longer. The 
great Cross wanes upon its mountain- 
side. Homeward again, holding our flaring 
brands before us, as we descend from 
scree to scree, we pass through the belts ot 
pine and beech, of chestnut and or- 
chard. 

We are home again, among the soft 
sibilance of falling streams. That is Tris- 
tan barking there, as you swing open the 
garden gate. Do you recognize the croak 
of the great bullfrog among the meadow- 
sweet? That will be lullaby musical enough 
for us, as we tumble into cool sheets 
odorous with lavender, at the end of this 
godly day, Midsummer's Day in Tyrol. 



To vacationist and tourist alike, the beauty 
of Newfoundland, once seen, is a lodestar 
that draws him back season after season. 
This oldest of Britain s colonies is a great 
natural playground zvhere the traveler s 
predilections, whatever form they take— 
fishing, canoeing, hunting, sightseeing, etc. 
—can be gratified. The picture at the top 

of the page, showing the moonlit Narrows 
at St. John's {Lindbergh's route to France) 
gives some idea of the magnificent coast * 
scenery. Below, islanders engaged in dry- 
ing codfish—a homely occupation, yet 
picturesque, as are always the activities of 
those who for a livelihood "go down to the 

sea in ships" 

NEWFOUNDLAND 

THE   NORWAY   OF   NORTH AMERICA 



Newfoundland's coast line of 
four thousand miles is deeply 
indented with numberless fiords 
and bays that pro.:ide safe harbor 
from sudden storms, making it a 
veritable paradise for the small- 
boat sailor, who will find further 
scope for his hobby in the beauti- 

ful lakes and rivers that cover a 
third of the island's area. In these 
waters, also, sporting fish are 
abundant, and in the wild hinter- 
land which they drain game of 
all kinds is plentiful. At the 
left, fishing schooners in port at 

St. John's 
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The Motor World 

CONVERTIBLE    BODIES    AND    UU DHOLES 

/AXE of the many things that New 
il II Yorkers have to be thankful for 
V—* at present is the invasion of the 

East Side by automobile companies. This 
could have well amounted to tragedy, but 
it has turned out instead to be a blessing, 
for only very nice automobiles have so 
far taken the leap. 

The latest arrival is DuPont, which 
should have been there all along, for it is 
a hand-tailored car designed for people 
who really have some definite ideas as to 
what they want in the way of a motor. 
The fact that the company turns out only 
one car a day makes this possible. They 
will decorate the interior and exterior to 
your order, they will give you short or 
long wheel-based chassis, supercharged 
engine or standard, and in fact will do 
everything in their power to give you a 
happy home on wheels. DuPont, which 
has always had a good engine, has now 
gone into the convertible body angle with 
a vengeance. Their job makes not so 
much for beauty as some, but it is the 
only one I have seen that supplies an 
actually rigid top. This is achieved bv 
means of stout bits of walnut and such 
placed at judicious intervals on the inside, 
which give an unprecedented tautness to 
the fabric, and add materially to its ap- 
pearance of refinement. 

The most unusual feature of the above 
turnout is to my mind the adjustable 
foot rest, which is nothing more or less 
than the cover of the floor compartment 
with a brace added to it so that when 
you open it and start to put it back, it 
sticks against the wall and gives an an- 
gular support that is most comfortable. 
To further the peace of mind of its user 
this car has arm rests sunk in the back 
of the seats which, should the party call 
for reserve rather than intimacy, may be 
flipped down, thus providing a useful 
partition some six inches high. 

Another East Side enterprise that mer- 
its mention is the ambitious effort of Stutz 

by   ERIC HATCH 

to maintain a salon on the ground floor 
of the Ritz Tower. This is a very special 
Stutz salon wherein are blue prints of 
motor cars and motor cars themselves. 

Unquestionably the best among their 
current offerings is the Prince of W ales 
Sedan Limousine which is almost hand- 
some and sporting enough to justify the 
appalling length of its name. It has a 
Le Baron body, the outstanding feature 
of which is the fact that it looks from the 
outside just cozy enough for two and yet 
has ample accommodation for five in the 
tonneau. The partition 'twixt front and 
rear is nicely disappearing, and the whole 
is hauled about the roads by the Black 
Hawk engine which has done such sur- 
prising things in the way of speed at 
Daytona. The car will probably do over 
eighty authentic miles an hour under nor- 
mal conditions with standard gearing. 

Franklin, who a few years ago used to 
turn out the most horrible looking mu- 
seum piece imaginable and who of late 
have seen the light, have now done some- 
thing that almost assures them of absolu- 
tion for all their past sins. They have 
done a town car in blue, with chauffeur's 
protective half-windows and an interior 
that makes the car seem a gift at its price 
of six thousand dollars. 

Willoughby. who executed the body, 
have turned out a job that is distinctly 
notable for the simple reason that they 
have not put in a single gewgaw, scroll, 
bunch of needle-pointing, or any of the 
other modern devices that are warranted 
to ruin the simple beauty of an expensive 
closed car. 

Still adhering to the upward and on- 
ward motif, the new Franklins have in- 
creased their cylinder stroke to four and 
three quarters inches, have lengthened 
the chassis to one hundred and twenty- 
eight, and have made the very wise move 
of building bodies of steel instead of wood. 

Rememberingthateven in summerrural 
roads are often unpleasantly boggy, recalls 

to my mind an old but little known house- 
hold remedy for getting out of deep mud. 

We will assume that the car is stuck in 
the usual manner where one wheel will 
spin violently and the other have no 
power at all. For purposes of illustration 
we will also assume that the victim has 
a long rope and that someone unknown 
to the victim was kind enough to plant a 
tree many years ago so that the victim's 
rope would reach it. 

Tie one end of the rope securely around 
the tree, pass the other end over the rear 
wheel hubcap and, after pulling it half 
way around the wheel make it fast to a 
spoke. On disk wheels the valve may be 
used for this purpose if you don't care 
much about valves one way or another. 

Put the car in first and very slowlv let 
in the clutch, and give her the gas. You 
will find to your delight that, provided 
the rope does not slip off the hub. the 
car will literally wind itself out of the 
bog hole. 

Another trick of this kind that is al- 
ways useful, provided someone was kind 
enough to leave a few fence rails within 
walking distance of wherever you happen 
to be stuck, is to seize one of these rails 
between the thumb and forefinger and 
place it securely in front of the rear 
wheels. Tie it to the spokes and repeat the 
former process, only in this instance let 
the clutch in with a jerk and as soon as 
any results are obtained, apply the brakes 
hard or you may as well get new mud 
guards. 

For ladies who have not quite ruined 
their shoes doing this and wish to pre- 
serve their heels while driving, there is 
now on sale, for a modest sum, a little 
leather cover that slips on over the shoe 
and actually saves a lot of wear and tear. 

There is of course one more method 
of getting unstuck and though it is of the 
oldest it is the most reliable and can very 
briefly be summed up in that hackneyed 
but beautiful phrase: "Get a horse." 
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IT H/ 
said, 
if it 

HAS often been 
though I doubt 
has ever been 

put to practice, that if 
one desires to become a 
fair golfer one should be- 
gin by studying putting. 
It is extremely doubtful 
if this theory is a good 
one, even granting the 

fact that half of one's strokes are played 
on the greens. The reason is clear—the 
putting stroke differs from mashie, iron, 
or wood play. Thus, if one were first to 
gain control over the putter, there is very 
little question but that he would be hard 
put to manage his other strokes. 

Still, the putter is a handy weapon to 
wield effectively on any course or in any 
match. A magical putter enabled Ouimet, 
as a mere stripling, to defeat Vardon and 
Ray in that memorable play-off for the 
United States open title of 1913; another 
gave the late Walter J. Travis America's 
first victory in the British Amateur; a 
third good old "Calamity Jane," refused 
for some years to yield to the persuasive- 
ness of Robert Tyree Jones and then sud- 
denly, in 1923 to be exact, began making 
up for lost time with such a vengeance 
that Bobby has been practically unbeat- 
able since; and a fourth putter decidedly 
saved a last hope for Tommy Armour at 
last summer's United States Open and 
then bore him to the crest in American 
and Canadian golf. 

Say what you will about tremendous 
driving, deadly iron play, and all that, 
there can be no question that a champion 
never was a champion until his putter 
behaved. It just can't be done. It ever 
has been and always will be the one-putt 
greens that close the argument on the 
links. Undoubtedly they convey unabated 
confidence to the competitor who sinks 
them; unquestionably they dish out dis- 
may to the poor devil who doggedly fights 
against them. All in all, a tractable putter 
is a handy tool to have in the golf bag. 
It turns in low medal rounds, reduces 
handicaps and scores, wins holes, matches, 
titles, and bets. Without a manageable 
putter a golfer is a dub. 

GOOD putters are not born. Travis, one 
of the best of all time, never fondled 

one until he was past his thirty-fifth birth- 
day. So the management of a 
putter and the art of putting 
well must be a science open to 
any golfer who cares to delve 
into the physics of good putting 
and is willful enough to devote 
time to applying these princi- 
ples to practice, the more the 
better. Stripped of the trim- 
mings given to putting by the 
dozens of experts who have 

by  SOL   M ETZG E R 

about mastered it, there are a few sensible 
facts which all good putters depend 
upon when putting. It is my pur- 
pose to make these controlling factors 
clear, for once they are understood the 
golfer who cares to put them into ex- 
ecution by dint of much practice will soon 
graduate to that envied class of players 
who take but two putts to a green. 

As almost everyone golfs nowadays, 
the best way to get at 
the putting secret is to 
repeat the startling state- 
ment that the putting 
stroke differs from any 
other. You will agree right 
off to this when it is recalled 
that all clubs which play 
the ball from a lie on the 
grass, except your putter, 
have lofted faces. Even the 
face of your driver is not 
perpendicular tothe ground. 
Its loft is 85 degrees. The 
reason for this loft is to impart carry to 
the ball, to propel it into the atmosphere. 
The closer the player gets to the green 
the more loft he uses. For these latter 
shots mashies, spade-mashies, mashie- 
niblicks, and even niblicks have greatly in- 
creasing loft. And in playing them you 
invariably, if you play golf correctly, play 
the ball more off the right foot. 

Playing it nearer the right foot, as you 
know, has a purpose. It makes it easier 
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for you to strike the ball with the face of 
this lofted head on your downswing. 
Then you swing on through, taking a 
divot. The lofted face tosses your ball into 
the air, the swing on through gives it 
backspin. Recognizing these facts is 
worth while when vou come to consider 
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THE PUTTER 
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the putter and the results you wish to gain 
with it. 

Briefly, a true putt is one that follows a 
given line to the cup and, on reaching it, 
falls into the hole. It happens to be easier 
to make the ball fall in if it has overspin 
or top, for a topped ball rolling smoothly 
over a green will more truly take any 
declivity than one with backspin. The 
latter is inclined to cause bounce. A 

bouncing ball rarely holds 
true to line and the distance 
of its run is most difficult to 
control. As proof ask Bobby 
Jones, or George Von Elm, 
or any topnotcher how 
many more fifteen-foot 
putts he sinks than fifteen- 
foot pitches from just off 
the green where a lofted club 
must be used. The pitched 
shot falls through the grass 
and strikes the soil. Soft or 
hard greens, slight depres- 

sions or undulations, and any number of 
things may change its direction or either 
accelerate or reduce its intended run. 
These have little effect on an overspinning 
ball. 

So it begins to look as though the putt 
must be played with a different club from 
a lofted one or in a different way from a 
pitch shot if results are to be obtained. 
Watch any crack golfer putt and in 
ninety-nine cases out of a hundred two 
rules are followed: you will find that his 
eyes are directly over the ball and the line 
of the putt, and you will note that the ball 
is played off the left heel. 

The eyes are over the ball for the simple 
reason that in no other way can one judge 
or sight the line of the putt. A woman will 
thread a needle in much the same way— 
by sighting. Marksmen use the sights on 
their rifles for a like reason. A catcher al- 
ways catches a pitched ball, although the 
batter rarely connects with it with the 
center line of his bat, because the former 
is on line with it and the latter is not. 

THE other common denominator 
among good putters is stroking the 

ball off the left heel, whereas on pitch shots 
they stroke it nearer the right. Matters 
now begin to clear themselves, I imagine. 
Golfers play down into the ball to obtain 
pitch and backspin. They meet it with 

their putters as the face is com- 
ing up in order to impart top or 
overspin, because overspin 
holds the line better and causes 
the ball to plop down into the 
cup when it comes to the hole. 
If you bear these two facts in 
mind when next you watch 
good putters you will find 
that they adhere to them all 
through their rounds. 
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These two basic facts will not make 
one putt properly. The stroke itself has 
to be learned. But before we take up 
the putting stroke let us first get rid of a lot 
of trimmings and oddities that may other- 
wise confuse one in mastering the putter. 
First, as to stance. There are two general 
principles concerning the stance. Golfers 
like Bobby Jones and Francis Ouimet 
have what is known as a   
natural stance. They stand 
more erect than Hagen, 
Barnes, and Harry Cooper, 
for example, and keep their 
feet rather close together. 
Their weight is more on 
the left than on the right 
leg, but it is pretty evenly 
divided at that. 

The crouched stance, 
body bent more at waist, 
knees bent more, and feet farther 
apart, gets the player closer to the ball. 
Also, those using it invariably throw 
the bulk of their weight on the left foot. 
In each case the player has his arms 
in close to his body and his right el- 
bow lightly rests on his right leg to give 
stability. Some golfers, Jones for example, 
have a slightly open stance. That is, his 
right foot is nearer the putting line than 
the left. But this question of open or 
square stance, of erect or crouched 
stance, is a matter of individual prefer- 
ence entirely. Neither method has pro- 
duced better putters than the other. It is 
nothing to worry about. Devotees of each 
adhere to the few basic principles that 
govern putting. 

LIKEWISE, the grip for putting. As each 
J champion arises his particular grip is 

carefully studied and copied. For putting 
there are dozens of grips, one as good as 
another. Each is a matter of individual 
taste; just a few principles must be fol- 
lowed. Because putting requires a most 
delicate touch, the organs of touch must 
control the grip. Fingers and thumbs alone 
are used. Thus, the overlapping grip is 
the one followed, even by Gene Sarazen, 
who otherwise prefers the interlocking. 
Here individual idiosyncrasies creep in. 
Travis used the straight overlapping 
grip, favoring the first three fingers and 
thumb of his right hand and first finger 
and thumb of his left hand. But Ouimet 
gets both thumbs down the handle, 
whereas Travers and George Duncan (a 
great putter when the ball is rolling for 
him) touch the shaft with the tip of their 
right thumbs. Alexa Stirling Fraser gets 
the first finger of her right hand down 
the back of the shaft. All are after 
"touch," and each has found it in his or 
her own way. Any of these schemes is 
good only when found to be good. 

There is one other thing about the grip, 
however, to which all putters give heed. 
It is the position of the hands on the club. 
Here is a delicate stroke that can be more 
easily thrown out of kilter than anv other. 
Hence the study given to the position of 
the hands on the handle. Tommy Armour 
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explains it as clearly as anyone ever has. 
His idea is to have the left hand in front 
of the club, the back of it facing the hole. 
The reason is that as you stroke through, 
if the left is more on top, as it is for the 
longer shots, the tendency is for the left 
wrist to rotate a bit and pull the putt off 
line. By having it correctly placed the 
left wrist automatically becomes the joint 

of a hinge, as it should, 
and thus swings true. 

About the best way to 
get the hands placed right 
for putting is to grip your 
putter as for any shot 
through the green, with 
arms stretched down in 
front of you. Then raise 
the arms, moving the el- 
bows out. The hands will 
gradually open in front 

and assume the desired position, the 
back of the left hand facing the cup, 
and the back of the right hand facing in 
the opposite direction. 

NOW let us to the important cog in the 
science of putting. We have our 

stance, our grip, and we stand firmly over 
the ball. Of course the face of the club is at 
right angles to the line of the putt. Our 
job is to take the club back and bring it 
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forward and through the ball so that at 
contact the face is again at right angles 
to the line of flight. Good putting rests in 
one's ability to do this very thing. 

Good putters do not move the head, 
body, legs, or upper arms. The least move- 
ment of any of these parts will throw the 
putt offline. The stroke is a wrist stroke, 
the wrists acting as hinges. The club is 
taken back slowly, with the left hand bend- 
ing back at the wrist. It is stroked forward 
with the right hand bending at the wrist. 
And like all golf strokes 
the clubhead is carried 
through on line. This is 
accomplished after con- 
tact by carrying the left 
hand forward along the 
line of the putt. This 
gives the ball the desired 
roll forward on the line 
of the putt. Now to 
insure that this follow- 
through will be on 
the line of the putt, the 
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putter points his left elbow at the cup 
when he takes his stance. Don't look 
up—keep the head down! I saw Hagen 
sink a thirty-footer in one United 
States Open, with only the top of his 
head visible to me over a bunker. 
Just as the ball plopped in Sir Walter 
raised his head. Take no chances 
of spoiling a putt by looking up too 
soon. 

THERE is one other point about put- 
ting that sometimes must be cleared. 

Some golfers have difficulty in remember- 
ing the line after they get set to putt. 
Once, discussing the art of putting with the 
late Walter J. Travis, I asked him this very 
question. His reply showed that it had 
troubled him, for it was to the effect 
that he always selected the tip of a blade 
of grass directly on the line of his putt 
and within his vision as he looked down 
upon the ball. He putted his ball over 
that spot. Travis alone trusted to his 
memory to gauge the distance. His putts 
were ever up. Good putters putt for the 
back of the cup, for none to date have 
ever sunk one that did not roll quite to 
the cup. I always fancied that the "Old 
Man" had a fine idea in his putting prac- 
tice, at which he busied himself for an 
hour or so every morning. He never prac- 
tised holing putts. Instead, he used a ball 
for his target and putted others at it. 
Why? Well, when he played a round the 
cup looked so big that he figured he could 
not miss it. Other stars follow much the 
same idea, some using the flagstick, others 
a pencil, as the mark. Confidence is thus 
gained, and without that quality to back 
your game on the greens you cannot sink 
them, try as you will. 

Selecting the right putter is an impor- 
tant problem, often sadly neglected. The 
type—center-shafted, Schenectady, goose- 
neck, or cleek—is a matter of taste, touch, 
or feel. Where many fall down is in secur- 
ing one that insures balance. One rule 
must be followed. Ouimet could not well 
use Barnes's putter or Barnes, Ouimet's. 
Neither could get balance by so doing. 
To secure balance the bottom of the 
putter must rest on the surface of the 
green when you take your stance. Thus, 
if you crouch over the ball and grip near 
the end of the handle the long-shafted 
putter that an erect putter uses, it would 
rest on its heel on the ground; vice versa, 
on its toe. Either would cause trouble by 
scuffing the turf on the downstroke and 
turning a bit as you made contact. Watch 

this point in selecting a 
putter. When you choose 
the right one spend much 
time in practice until you 
can lay them dead from 
any distance, for practice 
alone will give you that 
rare delicacy of stroke 
which is the secret 6f the 
confidence that all good 
putters have on the 
greens, and without 
which no one may putt. 
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BRYCE   CANYON   IN UTAH 

The vacation that embraces in its itinerary our 
Western wonderland should include a visit to this 
beautiful spot. It is in reality more of an amphi- 
theater than a canyon, being one to two miles wide 
and three long. It has been described as "a magic 
city of towers, spires, and minarets, indescribably 
weird and silent, all in wonderful red, pink, and 

flesh tints." Certainly it is one of the most unusual 
bits of coloring and freakish erosion in the world. 
Under the rays of the setting sun one might well 
imagine it an ancient Babylonian city, with towers 
and windows aglow. Early morning sunlight is 
different in effect, making many of the formations 

seem translucent, like delicate alabaster 
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Above. In the spacious living room a plain all-over 
carpet in taupe and soft blue-green walls give a 
restful background for the handsome upholstered 
furniture and copper-colored hangings. The richly 
colored bindings of the books seen through the leaded 
glass doors of the bookcase add the finishing touch to 

a delight] ul color scheme 

THE   COUNTRY HOME 

•/ 

MRS.   WILLIAM   A. READ 

Katonab, N. Y. 

RUTH COLLINS 

Decorator 

In the dining room a taupe carpet 
and walls covered with grass cloth in 
a golden grass color make an effective 

setting for the fine old mahogany 
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Aboie. Another view of the Iking room, showing 
the old black marble mantel veined in gold which, 
with the fireside arrangement of davenport, chairs, 

and tables, forms a center of interest in the room 

Right. While it is true that books constitute the fur- 
nishing of a library, sophisticated touches in the 
way of window draperies, floor covering, etc., are 
necessary adjuncts. In Mrs. Read's library just 
the right result is achieved by the pine walls, and 
hangings of green linen embroidered in mauve, gold, 
and a deep mulberry that repeats the mulberry tone 

of the rug 

Below. One of the charming guest rooms with walls 
papered in yellow, and yellow organdie curtains with 
over draperies of gray linen bound in black, all 

■unified by a plain floor covering of violet 
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Youth to the Front in Tennis 

by JOHN  R. TUNIS 

w; 

'ITH the Davis Cup won by 
France and with the challenge 
round held in Paris in July in- 

stead of in the United States in Septem- 
ber, international tennis moves rapidly 
toward its conclusion for 1928. Already 
the€rst two rounds of the European zone 
of the Davis Cup matches have been com- 
pleted, already the first two rounds of the 
American zone have been played, with the 
United States facing Japan in the finals 
early this month at Chicago, the winner 
receiving the right to go to Europe to 
play the winner of the European zone for 
the privilege of challenging France, the 
holder,on the 27thof next month. Suppos- 
ing, as seems highly probable, that we are 
victorious over Japan, what will be the 
composition of the first American Davis 
Cup team to play out- 
side the United States 
since 1920? 

That the tennis play- 
ingyouth of this country 
will have a place in its 
make-up seems a cer- 
tainty; just how large 
and how important the 
role it will be called on 
to fill is debatable. There 
was a feeling earlier in 
the year that the best 
way to challenge for the 
Davis Cup in 1928 
would be to send a 
team abroad composed 
entirely of younger 
players. Supporters of 
this theory declared that our chances of de- 
feating the French upon their own courts 
with men like Tilden and Hunter were 
small; that it was far better to send over 
four youngsters, let them be beaten, and at 
the same time let them gain the experience 
and the testing in the fire of competition 
that would enable them in the years to 
come to meet the Frenchmen on something 
like even terms. This was an audacious 
and at the same time a sensible suggestion; 
I for one regret that it was not adopted. 
Nevertheless it is probable that the Davis 
Cup Committee felt bound to consider 
the wishes and desires of men who had 
in years past made sacrifices to win and 
defend the trophy. This attitude does not, 
however, mean anything but a willingness 
and a disposition to assist the coming 
stars of this country in every possible 
manner, for the committee must realize 
that upon their shoulders rests the burden 
for the recapture and defense of the Cup 
in the immediate future. 

And of all the younger players to-day 
it appears likely that George M. Lott, 
Jr., will be the mainstay of our Davis 
Cup teams in the next few years, if indeed 
he is not an important member of the 
present one. His rise last season from 

ninth to third place in the national rank- 
ing was well deserved, his best perform- 
ances being his conquest of Tilden at 
Ormond Beach and Lacoste at Southamp- 
ton and his sweeping victory with Doeg 
over Lacoste and Borotra in the national 
doubles at Longwood. He was the only 
American and the only player except La- 
coste and Cochet in 1927 to defeat Tilden. 

Mr. Lott's game is typically American. 
By this I mean that he has magnificent 
force in his strokes, a superb volley, fine 
anticipation, a severe smash, a well-placed 
and dependable service, the whole sup- 
ported by indifferent ground strokes. 
Last summer he apparently modified his 
grip for his forehand drive, which im- 
proved immeasurably; it will have to be 
strengthened still more, and doubtless 

Left. John F. Hen- 
nessey {of Indian- 
apolis) gained a 
place on the Davis 
Cup team by win- 
ningallhis match- 
es in the trials at 

.Augusta 

Right. W.F.Coen, 
Jr. {ofKan sas 
City) goes along 
with the team 
as reserve in case 
of emergencies 
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His fine showing at the Augusta trials 
won Arnold Jones {of Yale) a place 

on the Davis Cup squad 

will be. His best asset is a great match 
temperament. He has a balance of cour- 
age and confidence not often found in an 
athlete, a factor worth much to him even 
before he enters the court. A fighter from 
the opening point, an ideal match plaver, 
Mr. Lott despite his disappointing showing 
in the Davis Cup team trials at Augusta 
in March will certainly be heard from 
during the coming season. 

The sensation of those trials was un- 
doubtedly young Wilbur F. Coen of 
Kansas City, the sixteen year old protege 
of Mr. Tilden who performed so sensa- 
tionally and ended up by being named an 
alternate to accompany the team when 
it played in Mexico City. Those who saw 
him play declared that his game was su- 
perior to that of any of the younger play- 

ers of the country, and 
a few years' competi- 
tive tennis will bring 
him to the top. 

I suggest also that 
you  watch  Mr. Van 
Ryn of Princeton. Here 
is a boy who jumped 
from  comparative ob- 
scurity to sixth place in 
the national ranking in 
twelve months. He first 
came  to  attention in 
1925 and 1926 when he 
reached the semi-final 
round   of  the indoor 
championships each 
year,   on   both occa- 
sions succumbing to the 

Parisian, Brugnon, who learned his game 
on indoor courts and plays a good part 
of the year under cover. Mr. Van Ryn 
was at his best last summer at Newport 
where he defeated Hennessey, Allison the 
intercollegiate champion, and Jones in 
succession, and in the national singles 
championship in September when he took 
the first two sets from Alonso and harried 
him all the way home. Another aggressive 
player, he has a sound foundation for a 
fine game, and if he improves in 1928 as he 
did in 1927 he must indeed be reckoned 
with for a place on the team of 1929. 

For Mr. Hennessey, as for Mr. Doeg,one 
hopes for a great deal—one also fears a 
little. Mr. Hennessey made a name for 
himself several years ago at Wimbledon 
when he took the first two sets from Henri 
Cochet; last fall at Forest Hills he de- 
feated him in five sets. He has, however, 
a vulnerable point in his backhand, a shot 
that a determined and persistent attack 
will inevitably expose. Mr. Doeg burst 
upon us from the West last summer with 
a service reminiscent of Maurice Mc- 
Loughlin at his best, and very little else. 
His ground strokes cost him one or two 
important matches during the summer, 
and unless he develops a sound basis for 
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his game off the ground he can hardly be 
a serious contender for a place on the 
teams of the future. He would, for in- 
stance, be likely to defeat Frank Shields 
at present, but I should hesitate to lay 
much money that he would do so in an- 
other twelve months. 

For here is a youngster whose game 
makes the follower of American tennis 
happy. Every stroke is at his disposal, 
every shot combined with the coolness in 
action of a veteran internationalist. He 
has as well the precious ability to bring 
off his best game when most necessary. 
Provided he does not become over- 
tennised, provided also he continues to 
keep that old head upon those young 
shoulders, he will make a name for him- 
self and that not a small one. 

Another player with the makings of a 
champion is Wilmer Allison, the present 
intercollegiate title holder, a splendid all- 
round player who can be crafty as well 
as crushing. There is also Mr. Chandler 
of California who dropped out of the 
game last summer but who is resuming 
play this year. With a magnificent phy- 
sique he combines every shot but a sound 
forehand drive. Once this weak spot is 
built up he will make real progress. There 
are other players who may be heard from 
in the next few years; Julius Seligson of 
New York, and Fritz Mercur the former's 
college mate at Lehigh University. From 
among them our next Davis Cup team 
is almost certain to be constructed. 

The old order may change impercepti- 
bly; but the old order is changing never- 
theless. Tilden and Johnston, Richards 
and Williams, for almost ten years 
fought for, won, held, and defended the 
Davis Cup on behalf of the United 
States. In 1926 Richards was the first to 
break up our Big Four by his defection 
to the ranks of professionalism. Last 
September for the first time in years 
Norris Williams saw the great inter- 
national matches from the side lines as a 
spectator instead of from the courts as a 
participant. And this year the name of 
William M. Johnston of California is 
never mentioned as a possible member of 
the team which undertakes to challenge 
the French in France. Only Tilden, Tilden 
the greatest of them all, is left. And even 
his period of active service may be num- 
bered by months and not years. Last 
season saw his first formal defeat in 
Davis Cup play when he fell to Lacoste 
at Philadelphia. It may well be that we 
are seeing Mr. Tilden's last season in 
Davis Cup contests and that in the 
matches to come the defense or chal- 
lenge for the trophy will be entrusted to 
younger hands. 

And with Lott, Van Ryn, and Shields 
on hand, one might assume that our 
chances for capturing or retaining the 
tennis prize of the world would be infin- 
itely greater as the years roll along and 
the Four Musketeers of France fade grad- 
ually from the scene. Indeed those there 
are in Paris to-day who will assure you 
that Borotra is practically through with 

international competition, his victories 
last winter in Australia to the contrarj 
notwithstanding. But time as it furnishes 
reinforcements to our tennis strength is 
doing exactly the same thing to the game 
in Europe. No account of the youth of 

WIDE WORLD 
John Van Ryn {of Princeton) last sea- 
son jumped from comparative obscurity 
to sixth place in the national ranking 

the world in sport would be complete did 
it not touch upon those who will soon be 
seen wearing the colors of the nations of 
the Old World in international compe- 
tition. 

The victory of France in the Davis 
Cup matches has unquestionably been a 
source of stimulation to the followers of 
the game abroad. Not only in that country 
but throughout Europe a host of young 
players is being developed, inspired by 
the feats of their elders, of men like 
Cochet and Lacoste, Morpurgo, Kozeluth, 
Froitzheim, and the rest. And if by reason 
of their well-earned triumphs the holders 
of the Cup have aroused the greatest 
interest among the younger sportsmen of 
their own land, that was to be expected. 
Christian Bossus, who gave such promise 
in the summer of 1928, seems to have lived 
up to expectations in his tour of South 
America, Australia, and Africa with the 
team from the Racing Club de Paris. 
Rene de Buzelet, but recently promoted 
to the premiere serie, astounded the 
French public by winning the indoor 
title last March in magnificent style, de- 
feating among others Landry, ranking 
fifth, and George, ranking seventh. 
A few weeks later he was successful with 
Henri Cochet in winning the Butler Cup 
at Monte Carlo from the best doubles 
teams in Europe. Bossus, De Buzelet, and 
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Jean Borotra's younger brother Edouard 
are all very formidable and are certain 
to be heard from in the years directly 
ahead. 

Italy with the resurgence of sporting 
spirit that has taken place under Musso- 
lini has, next to France, the best young 
talent upon the Continent. Gaslini of 
Genoa has done some very fine things, 
the two De Martino brothers of Florence 
possess great possibilities, and eighteen- 
year-old Del Bono, the Italian inter- 
collegiate champion and one of the hold- 
ers of the doubles title, has a well- 
rounded game that needs only a little 

additional severity to bring 
him ahead rapidly. England 
has a number of fine young 
players of whom Gregory* 
is unquestionably the leader, 

■ with  a  free, hard-hitting 
game that needs only match 

play and time to mold into the best she 
has produced since Kingscote. The fact 
that the English intend to assist the devel- 
opment of their coming champions is 
shown by their promise that for the first 
time this summer they are sending a 
team to the United States to compete in 
our national championships—a team 
likely to include Gregory and possibly 
Higgs, Austin, and Summerson. There 
is far more tennis played in England than 
in France but the quality of masculine 
play is by no means so high. 

Wuarin, the new Swiss champion, Peter- 
sen and Ulrich of Denmark who last 
spring defeated England and brought 
their team to the final round of the Euro- 
pean zone of the Davis Cup matches. 
Timmer of Holland, Malmstrom of 
Sweden, Crawford of Australia, and 
Prenn and Hartz, the two boys from 
Berlin, the first twenty-one and the 
second eighteen, who caused such a stir 
last summer—these are just a few of the 
young stars who are sure to be heard from 
in the years to come. Unknown, unher- 
alded, unsung is the champion of the Nice 
Tennis Club, a young six-foot Irishman 
named G. L. Rogers who spends his win- 
ters in the south of France. Already this 
nineteen-year-old boy who gave up boxing 
for tennis several years ago has to his 
credit victories over some of the great 
European internationalists; he was the 
sensation of the past tennis season on 
the Riviera. From this group and from 
other stars still in the making will be 
formed the opposition which our Lotts 
and Shieldses must face in the years to 
come. The days of successive American 
supremacy in lawn tennis are past; from 
now on we shall, despite the fine group of 
young players in the United States, meet 
a resistance as severe and as stubborn as 
the attack of the French team which won 
the Davis Cup. Great occasions bring 
forth great personalities. The ranking 
stars of this country in the years just 
ahead have before them the chance to 
write their names in the history of tennis 
even more brilliantly than did their 
immediate predecessors. 
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An effective planting in the Robb garden at Concord, Mass., which 
includes  such perennials as asters, helemums, marigolds, etc. 

Raising Perennials from Seed 

by   FLORENCE  TAFT EATON 

^ VERY one who has to do with a 
garden   inevitably   tends  to in- 

■d crease its proportion of perennials. 
I have often heard gardeners state that 
they plan, eventually, to include nothing 
but these generous and efficient garden 
inhabitants, who appear cheerfully and 
punctually every spring, require a mini- 
mum of care, and increase steadilv, both 
by seasonal growth and by self-seeding. 

Perennials, however, require no ad- 
vertising, or exploiting; they are their 
own best advocates. The question is, 
how best to obtain them in desired quan- 
tities in our beds and borders. I remember 
when—long ago—it never occurred to 
me as a possibility to plant seeds of 
perennials. When I wished new varieties 
I saved up until I could indulge myself 
in this direction, and then, at some 
nursery, made my money go as far as 
possible. But how the cost counts up 

for even a small quantity! And perennials 
should be planted generously. Masses of 
color are desired in the perennial border, 
and plants should be set, not singly, but in 
recurring groups, each of three or more 
individuals. The perennial border should 
be planned in line with Nature's lavish- 
ness, and color supplied not in little dabs 
or dots, but in broad washes and splashes. 

Raising perennials from seed, therefore, 
is the answer; and instead of paying 
twenty-five cents or more for a single 
small plant, spend it for a package of seed 
that, well managed, will supply dozens of 
husky seedlings to be planted as liberally 
as wished in our own garden, and a surplus 
for that dearest of garden amenities, 
sharing with our neighbor. Economy, 
then, is our first and main object when 
raising perennials from seed—getting the 
most for our money. Naturally, more 
time is required; but if one plants seed 

wisely and cares for the seedlings effi- 
ciently, one soon catches up. 

Secondly, if one is a real garden-lover 
and really likes gardening, this is such 
interesting work—real garden fun. And I 
think results always afford more real 
satisfaction if one has seen a process 
through from start to finish. 

Some sorts of perennials—peonies, ins, 
etc.,—cannot be successfully or advan- 
tageously raised from seed, either because 
few seeds germinate or the time of ger- 
mination is too long; or because the 
varieties, being hybrid in their charac- 
teristics, are not dependable seeded; some 
perennials take a prohibitively long time 
from seed to flower. Seed-raising, with 
some of these, is sometimes undertaken 
as an experiment or matter of interest— 
as with irises, for instance. Occasionally 
these sow themselves, and it is fascinating 
to note results. We once discovered an ins 
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FOR SMART CISTAINS—theatrical gauze with 
motifs of simulated crewel-work. You may have 
U embroidered to your order in the colors and 

patterns of your choice 

NATIVE CLOTH, hand-printed 
in India from a primitive de- 
sign. Its irregularities of weave 
and color make it fascinating 
for draperies or upholstery. A 
variety of colors and patterns 

A TOILE NORMANDY in the 
block design so liked with 
French provincial decoration. 
Blue with yellow, orange, black; 
red with gold or black; and 

many other combinations 

'"TABRICS fcr summer's uses 
must have more than beau ty 

as excuse for being. They must 
be chosen with an eye to prac- 
ticality. They must sturdily 
withstand the rigors of sun and 
sea and shore. 

Schumacher presents a wide 
selection of fabrics for just this 
intensive service. Their smartly 
simple designs, rugged weaves, 
bright colors are suited to every 
purpose of charmingoutdoor and 
indoor ensembles. And they are 

a n d no t o st 

these fabrics for smart summer fio 

y 

mes 

surprisingly moderate in price. 
For successful interior deco- 

ration, Schumacher offers, at all 
times, an incomparable group- 
ing of fabrics. Textiles modern 
in weave and design, or repro- 
ductions and adaptations from 
the great periods of the past. 

These may be seen by arrange- 
ment with your decorator, up- 
holsterer, or the decorating ser- 
vice of your department store. 
They will obtain the samples 
which fit your particular needs. 

Send for our new booklet— 
" Fabrics, the Key to Successful 

sturdy 
jute, a material much used now 
by Rodier for drapery fabrics. 
A aturalcolor ground with crim- 
son, vert, poppy, lacquer or 

jade stripe 

FOR CUSHIONS and upholstery 
with willow-ware and reed, a 
hammock-striped linen. It is 
voguishly loose-woven in bright 
colors, combined with natural 

and black 

Decoration." It gives you briefly 
the history- of fabrics, and their 
supreme importance in deco- 
rative use. You may have it, 
without charge, upon request. 

Write to F. Schumacher & Co., 
Dept. C-6, 60 West 40th Street, 
New York. Importers, Manufac- 
turers, and Distributors to the 
trade only of Decorative Drape rv 
and Upholstery Fabrics. Offices 
also in Boston, Chicago, Phila- 
delphia, Los Angeles, San Fran- 
cisco, Grand Rapids, Detroit. 

<3F- S C H U MA 6 H 8 FL & CO. 
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seedling the blossoms of which showed 
falls which were half purple and half 
white; but the plant lacked stamina and 
one spring failed to make good. Mrs. 
Homer Gage has done much successful 
experimenting with seeding of German 
irises in her beautiful garden at Shrews- 
bury, Mass. Such experiments, however, 
are more interesting than practical for the 
average gardener. I should, nevertheless, 
always protect and conserve any acci- 
dental unusual seedling until it proved 
itself, as sometimes rare varieties are 
thus obtained. 

Again, the seedlings of some perennials 
do not run true—as phloxes. One should 
never try to raise these from seed, except, 
as above, for interesting experimentation. 
Indeed, all self-sown phlox seedlings 
should be pulled up, and the main blos- 
som-heads clipped when beginning to go 
to seed. 

Some perennials, again, take care of 
themselves as to natural increase, and 
such self-sown seedlings seem sturdier 
and more dependable than those ob- 
tained from planted seed. Foxgloves are 
the best illustration of these. One healthy 
spire of foxglove blossoms will furnish 
self-sown seedlings enough to plant an 
acre. I can't refrain, here, from extolling 
the superior beauty of white foxgloves. 
A group of these in a shady corner makes 
one of the loveliest of garden pictures. 
Foxgloves, grouped, are much used in 
English perennial borders. I remember 
them as especially lovely in the borders 
around Canterbury Cathedral. 

Pyrethrums seed themselves sparsely, 

but sufficiently for the small garden; we 
have found them practically true to type. 
Look out that the seedlings don't get 
mixed up with yarrow, which they closely 
resemble. Delphinium, columbine, rocket 
(hesperis), and perennial lupin also sup- 
ply self-sown seedlings which are worthy 
for a time; plantings of new seed should 
occasionally be made, as these all have a 
tendency to revert to more ordinary 
type. In the line of seed-conservation 
we find our compost heap an excellent 
forcing-bed, as the old house-flowers 
and garden-clippings are thrown on it; 
and as the numerous self-sown seedlings 
always seem to be especially thrifty, we 
often save them. Our iris plantings, to 
our disgust, also harbor wind-carried 
seed, producing unexpected plantlets 
hard to dislodge, but so sturdy that we 
save the most desirable. 

As to time of starting perennials, it is 
more elastic than that for starting 
annuals, and varies in regard to different 
sorts and for different reasons. Some 
perennials—delphiniums, Shasta daisy, 
Iceland poppy, lychnis, platycodon, and 
others—if started early will give rather 
sparse bloom, but of splendid quality, 
the first season, to the garden's great 
advantage. Delphiniums are perhaps the 
best example of these. If one starts fine 
fresh seed in a coldframe as early as 
possible, transplants the seedlings with 
care into a favorable locality, and gives 
them plenty of space and good care, 
magnificent blossoms may be obtained 
late in the first season. Naturally, the 
plants do not. and cannot, obtain their 
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full development. With these, as with all 
perennials (and annuals), it emphatically 
pays to buy the best seed. The difference 
in cost between this and that of average 
quality is little, and results are infinitely 
better. Mixed hybrid delphiniums are 
most satisfactory and one packet is 
sufficient for the average garden. Chinese 
larkspur is charming. Delphinium seed 
sown in June or July will bloom early the 
following summer. 

As a general rule, June and July are the 
best months to sow most perennials; but 
many can be sown in late May, and August 
is not prohibitive for some varieties—as 
hollyhocks, myosotis, pansies, Oriental 
poppies, some of which get too big for 
best spring transplanting if started too 
early, or they get too spindly. Your 
favorite flower catalogue will usually 
direct the planting time of special varie- 
ties. Canterbury bells, foxgloves (if not 
self-sown), sweet william, may be sown 
in June. These biennials have their great 
blossoming time the second summer and 
should be started early, to insure good- 
sized plants and a long season of bloom. 
The rank and file of perennials, as a rule, 
are best started before the middle of 
July, that the seedlings may be of 
sufficient size to transplant into the seed- 
bed or permanent position in September. 

A second method of perennial seed 
planting consists of what I might call the 
natural method—i. e., planting the seed 
immediately after it is ripened, which is 
Nature's time of self-seeding. Some seeds 
—as golden alyssum—seem to germinate 
more successfully if this method is fol- 

Iris is one of the few perennials that cannot be satisfactorily raised 
from seed, although it is sometimes undertaken as an experiment 
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lowed. This makes the time of planting 
later, but this absolutely fresh seed, if 
saved from the earliest and finest blooms, 
often germinates more quickly, and the 
seedlings seem to have more vigor. In sav- 
ing your own seed use care in selecting 
that of early and fine blooms, mark the 
stalks, and clip off all other seeding blos- 
soms. Be sure to secure the selected seed- 
ing stalks before the seeds drop; finish 
ripening in the sun. 

A coldframe is desirable for sowing seed, 
and' at the time of seed-sowing of peren- 
nials this is not in use for seeds of annuals 
and vegetables. Coldframes are eas- 
ily home made, and even one will 
prove of the greatest help and con- 
venience. If used earlier, the soil 
should be renewed, and should be a 
mixture of good garden earth, some 
well-rotted manure, compost from 
the bottom of the heap, and a little 
sand. The bed should have good 
drainage. Mix the soil well, rake 
smoothly, and sift the top layer; 
moisten. Sow the seed broadcast, 
in four-inch divisions, sharply separ- 
ated; sift a thin layer of earth over 
good-sized seeds and firm well. Mix 
very small seeds with sand and scat- 
ter over the surface, firm well, and 
cover with burlap; keep moist, 
watering through burlap or cheese- 
cloth with a fine spray of water that 
has stood in the sun. We sometimes 
use rhubarb leaves instead of other 
covering, removing when the seeds 
germinate. As a rule, sow thinly; but 
if the seed is good, severe thinning is 
always necessary. The beds often 
need protection against too great 
heat; frames covered with cheese- 
cloth, or burlap thrown over four 
corner poles work well. Transplant, 
after second leaves have developed, 
to about three inches apart, into the 
seed-bed. This is the time when you can 
be a trader or a giver, as there are always 
too many seedlings, and it is heart-break- 
ing to waste them after all one's toil. But 
be sure to keep a good surplus to allow 
for winter casualties. 

If one has no frame, or wishes to plant 
more extensively, fix a seed bed in some 
favorable place, digging deeply, raking, 
fertilizing, and topping with sifted humus. 
Mark ofF in spaces two or three inches 
wide and sow seed broadcast between the 
divisions, rather than in drills the same 
distance apart; the seedlings are thus 
farther apart and more easily cared for 
and transplanted. A little tobacco dust 
sprinkled over the bed—to discourage in- 
sects—is approved by some good garden- 
ers. The wilt disease sometimes develops 
in a crowded frame, in which case applv a 
thin sifting of fine sand. Keep frame or 
bed weeded and watered, and cultivate 
around the seedlings with an old kitchen 
fork. Label the rows carefully. The use of 
two markers pressed together (with name 
written inside, perfectly protected) is rec- 
ommended by an authority, and seems 
an excellent idea. The seed bed should be 

large enough to hold the seedlings when 
transplanted, which should be done after 
the true leaves are well grown; previous to 
this thin carefully, leaving the most vigor- 
ous plants. Transplant three to five inches 
apart. The seedlings should grow rapidly 
and sturdily, and if thrifty may be moved 
into permanent position in September, 
leaving a surplus in the bed to supply de- 
ficiencies. Pinch out the tops of too spin- 
dly plants, to stimulate side shoots. 

For the first transplantation, prepare 
the earth, line off, carefully lift a few 
seedlings at a time on to a flat basket, and 

rennials should be planted generously, and raising them 
m seed is the most economical way to provide enough 

with a slim trowel work out a wedge- 
shaped cavity. Holding the seedling in the 
left hand, lower it into the hole carefully, 
press back the earth, firm well, and give 
plenty of water. Always plan to transplant 
toward night; or—better still—on a 
cloudy, showery day. These little seed- 
lings must be kept well—but gently— 
watered, weeded, and cultivated; in case 
of extreme heat protect against the sun 
for a day or two; we sometimes use small 
flower pots for extra-choice seedlings. 

In the final transplanting of perennials 
into the border or other position, set in 
repeated groups of three to five and not 
singly. See that the soil of their permanent 
location is rich and mellow, using bone- 
meal, sheep manure, or a foundation of 
well-rotted manure covered with earth. 
This final transplantation should be care- 
ful and efficient; best methods pay here 
—as, in fact, everywhere. Take up seed- 
lings, a few at a time, on a shallow basket, 
disturbing the earth as little as possible; 
and keep a pot of water at hand from 
which to pour carefully into the cavity. 
Be sure to allow plenty of room for 
development;  a distance  of half their 
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height between plants is recommended. 
In deciding what perennials to raise 
from seed, select those that come to 
flowering most quickly, those that are 
dependable as to reproducing type, and 
those that are fairly easy to raise. Any 
good compendium of perennials or ample 
flower catalogue will inform you. By the 
way, good catalogues form a very valuable 
department of a horticultural library; col- 
lect all you can, including a few English 
ones, and some from different parts of our 
own country. Remember, also, that many 
of the best garden must-haves—as Ice- 

land poppy, snapdragons, pansies, 
foxgloves, hollyhocks—while often 
lasting on from year to year, cannot 
be depended on for more than two 
years, and should be often renewed. 
Many gardeners treat these as an- 
nuals, planting seed each year for 
the next. Often these biennials con- 
vert themselves into perennials by 
dependable seed-dropping. 

Following are a few good peren- 
nials easily and dependably raised 
from seed: 

Alyssum saxatile compactum ("golden alys- 
sum): spring-flowering; seed may be sown 
until August. 

Anchusa: plant in July. Too freely self-seed- 
ing after once started. 

Arabis: spring-flowering. Sow seed in May; 
transplant in the fall. 

Aquilegia    (columbine):    use    the long- 
spurred. Plant early, transplant in the fall. 

Asclepias (butterfly weed): summer-flower- 
ing. Plant early; leave last transplanting 
until the next spring. 

Aster (Michaelmas daisy): fall-blooming. If 
planted early in the spring, may bloom 
first year; or sow from May to July, for 
next-year's bloom. 

Campanulas (include Canterbury bells, car- 
patica, persicifolia): June and July; sow 
from May to July. 

Cerastium (snow-in-summer): June and July; 
sow in summer. 

Chrysanthemum maximum (Shasta daisy): 
summer-blooming; sow in summer. 

Coreopsis: all-summer bloom; blossoms first 
year if seed is sown very early; sow seed in 

July for following year; best blooms are ob- 
tained by sowing seed every second year. 

Delphinium: summer-blooming; cut back for second 
bloom; blossoms in fall if seed is sown very early; 
sow seed in June or July for second-year bloom; 
use fresh seed. 

Dianthus   (including   sweet william, also carna- 
tions): May and June flowering; marguerite car- 
nations (biennial) bloom first season if sown early. 

Gaillardia: June to frost. Start early for first-year 
bloom. 

Helenium (sneezeweed): June to September; sow 
seed in July. 

Hesperis (rocket): June—sparsely later. Self-sowing 
after once started; renew occasionally. 

Hollyhock: summer-blooming. Biennial, but self- 
sowing. Sow seed in August for second season. 

Papaver (Oriental, and Iceland poppies): Oriental 
blooms in June; Iceland early spring and sparsely 
later; sow seed of latter very early. 4 

Polymonium (Jacob's ladder): there are both spring 
and summer-blooming varieties. 

Primula: spring-blooming; seed germinates slowly; 
sow in the spring; transplant in fall. 

Pyrethrum: June; sow seeds in early summer for 
next season. 

Rudbeckia: late summer and fall; several good 
varieties, including the purple cone-flower; sow 
seed in June. 

Veronica: three good varieties extend season from 
May to September. 

Violas, pansies: biennials easily raised from seed. 
Foxgloves: June and July; biennial, but dependably 

self-sowing after once started. 
Myosotis (forget-me-not): most varieties will blos- 

som the first year if sown early. Sow in July 
for second-year bloom; self-sowing after once 
started. 
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A MODERN DRESSING-ROOM IN 
VENETIAN XVIII CENTURY DECORATION 

New York Galleries. Inc., Decorators 

IN alluring contrast to the magnificent 
palazzos of the Italian Renaissance, 
the lovely villas developed by the 

eighteenth century Venetians became 
more livable abodes through their 
colorful decoration.      ^   ^ ^ 

Q With equal felicity they borrowed 
the graceful furniture forms of France, 
embellished those exquisite pieces after 
the manner of their gay little rooms, and 
thus bequeathed to posterity one of the 
most charming decorative styles of all 

time ... a treatment admirably adapted 
to a suite occupied by the chatelaine of 
a modern town or country house. 

Q As this dressing room suggests, 
surroundings of historic interest are by 
no means incompatible with the practical 
exigencies of this sophisticated age. 
Such an environment may be attained 
by recourse to these Galleries and the 
services of a staff of qualified decorators 
having at their command a complete 
producing organization. 

Madison Avenue. 48th and 49th Streets 
CABINETMAKERS DECORATORS ANTIQUARIANS 

ARCHITECTURAL REMODELING © 1928, N. Y C 



Right. The bolero line across 
the front is emphasized by 
means of contrasting pipings 
in this copy in flat crepe of a 
Mary Nowitsky model. From 

B. Altman \3 Co. 

DON DIEGO 

SMART BATHING APPAREL 

SOPHISTICATED simplicity, of which so 
much has been said, surely seems to be the 
keynote of the many charming bathing 

costumes that have been designed to make their 
appearance on-the beach this summer. Fashions 
have become so feminized that it was inevitable 
that the extremely mannish type of swimming suit 
should give way to a modified version, which has, 
however, retained the advantage of comfort to the 
real swimmer and at the same time gained in style 
and becomingness. 

Then, too, there are the lovely little suits of silk 
in vivid colorings, the solid colors depending on self- 
trimming in the form of diagonal tucks or bands; 
while the printed silks, in their colorful designs, make 
most charming little bathing frocks. Silk bathing 
frocks are usually worn over jersey tops rather than 
with bloomers of the same fabric, and bands of the 
silk are repeated on the very abbreviated under part 
—and to be truly chic the costume must be de- 
cidedly abbreviated. 

The majority of the most successful models have 
their origin in the Paris houses, so the imports and 
copies of them made by the New York houses have 
been chosen to illustrate this article, for they embody 
the most interesting style features of the season. 

Mary Nowitsky, whose unusual negligees have 
recently been shown in these pages, can also be re- 
lied upon to do interesting things in the way of 
bathing or beach attire. She is represented with two 
costumes, quite different in design. Even the most 
conservative type of woman could appear on the 
beach with ease in the little bolero model from 

by ANNE SHIRLEY MOLLOY 

The purpose of this department, conducted by 
COUNTRY LIFE'S Readers' Service, is to give 
information regarding articles of any sort shown 
here. It will gladly furnish the names and ad- 
dresses of establishments where they may be 
found. Write, telephone, or consult Miss Molloy 
personally at COUNTRY LIFE'S New York office, 

244 Madison Avenue 

Ml HO I. AS HAZ 
A brilliant, yellow crepe de chine makes 
this charming bathing frock irith many 
diagonal tucks. A Suzanne Talbot model 

from Best & Co. 

B. Altman & Co. The upper part is cut rather like a 
step-in, fitting snugly, while the shorts which are 
separate, are pleated at the side. This characteristic 
is true of many of the suits of similar design, exagger- 
ated in some cases so that a kilt-like effect is obtained 
rather than that of close fitting shorts. In another 
model by Nowitsky (this one from Best & Co.) the 
popularity of tweed is responsible for its appearance 
in the very swagger little shorts slightly fitted at the 
waist line by means of a series of tucks. A coat of 
green jersey to match the upper section of the 
suit (the shorts are in brown tones) is worn 
with this. 

Jane Regny, whose geometrical designs are so 
smart in sports wear, is represented by a severely 
simple model in white jersey, with the contrasting 
note appearing in graduated blue bands. 

Sun bathing, a feature of the Lido Beach that 
promises to have many exponents here as the benefits 
of the direct rays of the sun are proving their 
beneficiality, is responsible for the model from 
Schiaparelli with an adjustable back. This is the 
designer who has sent us so many interesting sweat- 
ers, and some of her bathing suits are made with the 
familiar knitted tops, the flannel shorts having a 
wide knitted band to fit them snugly at the waist 
line. 

One of the most feminine models was designed by 
Suzanne Talbot and has been imported by Best & 
Co., who have copied it in various brilliant colors. 
The model illustrated is in yellow with series of 
diagonal tucks and flounces held in snugly at the 
waist line with a wide bow of the crepe de chine. 
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TheNew Crenelle SilverService created in England 

for J. E. Caldwell & Co. In the crenelle-topped 

octagonal towers of old English Tudor castles, with 

their suggestions of dignity, luxury and romance, 

this lovely design found its inspiration. 

J. E. CALDWELL & CO 

Philadelphia 
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MADISON AVENUE COR. FORTY-FOURTH STREET 
NEW YORK 

Telephone Murray Hill 8 800 

© BROOKS BROTHERS 

Wedding Outfits 

We give special attention to Wedding 

Outfits and make all arrangements 

for the proper allotment to Best 

Man and Ushers of Gloves 

Cravats, Waistcoats 

Spats, etc. 

Send for Price List of 
FORMAL DRESS 

BOSTON    PALM BEACH NEWPORT 
LITTLE BUILDING 
TREHONT COR. BOTlSTOtt 

PLAZA BUILDING 
COUNTV    Ft  o   A 0 

AUDRAIN BUILDING 
2 20 Bcucvuc AVEKUC 

NICHOLAS HAZ 
Tweed is the novel fabric used for the shorts, while green 
jersey makes the top and the coat in the Mary Nowitsky 
model at the right. Patou originated the shantung model 
in red, white, and blue at the left. From Best y Co. 

This is worn over jersey of matching 
color with wide bands of the silk 
bordering the shorts. 

The combining of red, white, and 
blue for sports ensembles, one of the 
sensations of the season, is nowhere 
more happily illustrated than in bath- 
ing attire, and two charming examples 
are pictured. From Patou comes the 
model with the matching scarf which 
Best & Co., have imported and faith- 
fully copied. It is developed in shan- 
tung, the shorts in the bright navy 
blue with white bands at the side. 

while the top section is of red, with 
white and blue design embroidered in 
the front. The other model is of blue 
and white jersey, from Lord & Taylor, 
worn with a smart beach coat in one 
of the interesting cotton fabrics. 

Brilliant coloring in all the acces- 
sories, and in the gay beach chairs and 
umbrellas, contributes to the picture. 
Poiret is responsible for the unusual 
chair shown with Best & Co.'s suits; 
the fabric is characteristic of him. 
and is, it follows, colorful and decora- 
tive. 

Sun-bathing, popularized at the Lido, is the raison 
d'etre for this jersey suit after Schiaparelli, the back of 
which may be unfastened and allowed to hang, as 

illustrated. From B. Altman ti? Co. 
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OR performance with superlative comfort and 

the individuality of exclusive bodies, the splendidly- 

engineered and precision -built 112 h. p. Chrysler 

Imperial **8o" leaves nothing to he desired. Not alone 

because it is one of the world's most powerful motor 

cars. But because that power is translated into terms 

of flawless behavior. Not alone because its bodies are 

remarkable for their long graceful lines, their fine 

grooming and coloring. But because in these hand- 

built bodies by Chrysler, Locke, Le Baron and Die- 

trich, is that good taste that speaks true smartness. 

Fourteen body styles, $3795 to $6795 f.o.b. Detroit. 

7 
11 & Horsepower 

Chrysler Imp 

"8o" 

ial 
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(^erdlemeris^Jailors 

rd5 

Men who appreciate the 
Advantages o f having 
Clothes of Exceptional 
Character for Formal, 
Business and Sport wear 
compose our Patronage. 

Our Representatitzs visit 
Principal Cities in the Mid' 
die West—dates will be 
sent upon application. 

AN EXACTING ART 

The Vogue of Shirts with Collars to match 
has greatly enlarged our Business due to 
our ability to please in Shirt Fitting and 
in the Exacting Art of Collar Making. 

We are p/eased to make up Sample Shirts. 

512 FIFTH AVENUE 
NEW YORK LONDON 

27 OLD BOND STREET 2 F 
PARIS 

2 RUE DE CASTIGLIONE 

It has been the ^rMvilege of 

||>aiilding and ©ompany to 

supply the Rarls for many 

of the beautiful Necklaces 

fop which America is justly 

famous,, 

Our Chicago Store and 

&ris Braneh are fortunate in 

being able to offer a most 

interesting collection of 

both Neeklaees ancL 

Pearls for additions,. 

SPAULDING & Co. 
Jewelers 

CHIGAN AVENUE T CHICAGO 
RUE  DE  PAIX «■ PARIS 

His Lawson sofa, with all hair 
filling and down seat and back cushions, 
will be covered in the fabric of your 
choice. It is priced $185.00 in the 
muslin — an example of McGibbon 
price-moderation! 

McGibbon 
3 West 37th Street, New York 

TtL WlSeomia 7900 
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One of the Good Things of Life 

i 

A motor car may be only a motor car—but 

Buick is a Buick—one of the good things of life 
to every man or woman fortunate enough to 
possess one. 

The difference between Buick and ordinary 
cars is the difference between the superlative 
and the commonplace; and that difference is 
apparent in every phase of Buick design. 

You'll find it in the smarter, more distinctive 
lines of Buick bodies by Fisher—in the match- 
less riding comfort of Buick's Lovejoy hydraulic 
shock absorbers and cantilever springs — and 
above all, in the vibrationless performance of 
Buick's famous Valve-in-Head six-cylinder 

engine. 

Decide now to enjoy this finer kind of motoring 
. . . make your next car a Buick. 

M 

WHEN   BETTER   AUTOMOBILES   ARE   BUILT... BUICK   WILL   BUILD THEM 

▼—(37" T 
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TTERE comes the ride!" 
Starting off on Kelly- 

Springfield tires means a 
smooth start, a pleasant 
journey and a safe home- 
coming. What more can 
we ask of life — or tires? 

/^AHE Cantrell Suburban body may 
be relied upon to give satisfaction 

under all conditions. Its many exclusive, 
patented features add much to its dis- 
tinction, comfort and utility. It is de- 
signed for hard usage and easy riding 
and is available for the Buick, Cadillac, 
Dodge, Ford and Chrysler chassis. 

We shall be pleased to send you upon request 
our folder "C" giving details and specifications 

J T CANTRELL & COMPANY 

Maters of Suburban Bodies 

HUNTINGTON, NY. 

Charles Rogers, the popular film star, 
with his handsome new Mormon 78 sedan 

JUNE-TIME   IS   M O TOR-TIME 

Gardner's smart new roadster is a fitting comple- 
ment to the open road on a golden June day 

Rolls-Royce's new phantom chassis with a body by 
Ilibbard IS Darrin. This transformable four-passenger 
"torpedo" has the long low lines so much in vogue 

One of Pierce-Arrow s latest contributions. It is trim, 
distinctive, and compact, and the interior is lux- 
uriously upholstered, with hand-tooled silver hardware 
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For the Honeymoon Trail 

The name — Firestone—has for a generation 

been associated with all the vital advances 
in motor transportation. Firestone leader- 
ship is the result of limitless resources, 

protection of material at sources of 
supply and manufacturing plant which 
is the greatest in the world specializing 
on tires. of Quality 

Big, black and distinctive, with flexible tread 
which grips the road and insures the utmost in 
safe, luxurious, economical riding — Firestone 

Gum-Dipped Tires are the logical equip- 
ment for the finest automobiles on every 
leading thoroughfare in the world. The 
Firestone Dealer is the tire authority in 
your locality. See him. 

MOST MILES PER DOLLAR 

?ire«tofte 

ERICANS  SHOULD   PRODUCE THEIR   OWN   RUBBER . . ^Jt^^^-k^}*^^ 
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FAMOUS 

Citizens 

of the Early Republic 

were entertained in 

this Assembly Room 

For this Colonial door, as for any style 

of door, there is correct hardware by Sargent 

THE Assembly Room of the City 
Tavern in Alexandria, Virginia, is rich 
in historic memories. Here, Washing- 
ton danced. Here, Lafayette dined. 
This room is rich, too, in its furnishings 
from the hands of Colonial craftsmen. 

In the Metropolitan Museum are 
17th, 18th, and early 19th century 
interiors of interest to those who build 
in Colonial or Georgian tradition. For 
these, as for all house builders, Sargent 
manufactures solid brass and solid 
bronze hardware of authentic design- 
ing. Gleaming brass knockers and 
handles for entrance doorways . . . 
strong, solid rim-locks and complete 
sets for interior doors... these may be 
obtained. Hardware exactly machined 
and precisely fitted. Made for genera- 
tions of certain, quiet use. 

Write for a free copy of "Hardware 
for Utility and Ornamentation," the 
Sargent booklet. From it, with your 
architect, select pieces for your home. 
Sargent & Co., Hardware Manufactur- 
ers, 35 Water St., New Haven, Conn. 

Modem light. . . shining through old Chinese embroideries 
and tapestries . . . filling familiar rooms with magic. 

Bases of semi-precious stones . . . luminous crystal 
rose-quartz ■ • ■ fade . . . lapis lazjtli. Shades 

designed to blend . . . wrought in rare tex- 
tiles that repeat motif in subtle color har- 

monies. Finials that surmount and 
crown in splendor. Each lamp 

an objetd'art lending 
beauty .... inviting 

possession 

Y 

S. & G. GUMP CO. P, 

s 

146-168 Post Street 
SAX FRANCISCO '." CALIFORNIA 

No. 1982 {shown above) is a Colonial 
knob, similar to one used in the Mar- 
mion Room of the American Wing. 
With it ask for key plate No. ill. This 
plain, round brass knob (at right) with 
its simple keyplate would also be correct 
on the door above. The keyplate is No. 
711. The knob is No. 1602 in the book 
of Sargent designs. These are but two of 

many designs by Sargent. 

SARGENT 
LOCKS   AND HARDWARE 

CROWN 

Lavender 

Smelling Salts 

At home, at the theatre, while shopping or traveling, or 
if you find yourself in stuffy rooms or crowded places, the 
pungent fragrance of Crown Lavender Smelling Salts 
clears the brain, steadies the nerves, and counteracts 
faintness ai-d weariness. It is invigorating, highly refresh- 
ing—always a delight and comfort. Two sizes sold every- 
where. SchiefFelin & Co., Sole Agents, U.S. A., 170 
William St., New York City. 

1 

Get Rid of Dust 
from your 

roadways, drives, tennis courts, or gravel walks 
Calcium Chloride will effectually remove the dust 
nuisance around your home. It is inexpensive when 
applied with a Thompson Calcium Spreader. You 
can protect your shrubs, lawns, house furnishings 

and  clothes from  this annoyance. 

Thompson's Calcium Spreaders 
are designed for evenly distributing 
calcium chloride. It is quickly adjusted 
to spread either large or small quantities. 
Uniform distribution the entire length 
of the 6 ft. hopper is assured. Spreads 
as fast as a man can walk. Will last 
for years. Will also spread wood ashes, 
commercial fertilizer, ground bone, lime, 
sand, and many other materials. Write 
for prices and free literature. 

Box 101     YPSILANTI, MICH. 
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/"N the Jacques Bodart, Inc., studios are many 

groups of furniture artistically arranged in 

attractive settings. We do not attempt to show 

all models, but combine various pieces of the 

same period in order to give our clientele an 

opportunity not only to inspect the individual 

piece but also to view the inspiring ensemble. 

Our Importations are obtainable only through a 

recognized interior decorator or dealer. 

For those particularly in- 
terested in rare antiques, 
priceless screens, etc., a 
visit to our Studio will 
be of interest. 

J I RUBY S. CHAPMAN, Pres't 

^ANTIQUES & REPRODUCTIONS 

383 MADISON AVENUE 

'Paris 



Here the furniture is of 
amboyna wood, much 
used by makers of modern- 
ist furniture. It is beau- 
tifully inlaid with ivory, 
which gives character and 
delicate emphasis to the 

structural lines 

THE MODERNIST  IMPULSE  IN AMERICAN DECORATION 

by LEE McCANN 

Photographs from Wm. Baumgarten & Co., Eugene Schoen, W. & J. Shane, and Whittall Rug Salon 

Typical of the way in 
which modernist art dei- 
fies industrialism as its 
inspiration. An architect 
saw beauty in the bold de- 
sign of a chemical pump, 
and now that he has fitted 
it as a lamp its admirers 

are many 

THE swift new pace 
of modernist deco- 
ration is attracting 

many followers who find 
themselves liking it as 
they never imagined they 
would. Of a sudden, there 
has come an awakening 
sense of the suitability of 
this mode for American 
interiors. One hears 
everywhere much enthu- 
siastic talk concerning 
set-back architecture, 
modernist furnishings, 
and abstract design. 
Some radical souls are 
even considering a more 
tender care of their 
radiators and telephone 

in case these should be in demand by their descen- 
dants some day as antiques of merit—the pendulum 
of a new movement always swings far. 

However, aggressive and sure of themselves as 
Americans are in most affairs of living, in matters of 
taste, timidity and caution are apt to rule. While 
praises hail the freshness and daring of modernist art, 
mingled with them are also deprecation and fear 
of its daring. Perhaps it is unjust to refer the mtier 
feeling altogether to caution. Sentiment too plays a 
part. So much of our worship of historic styles in 
decoration is due to a desire to associate ourselves 
with a great tradition which we feel legitimately en- 
titled to inherit. Our ancestors abandoned it per- 
force when they came to the New World, and such 
art as they created was an attempt under handicaps 
to keep touch with the artistic ideals they had left 
behind. Europeans securely possessing this back- 
ground can give their efforts joyously to create a 
new period to add its wealth to historic modes. 
They are free to concentrate upon this, because 
possessing the past inseparably, it does not bind 
them. But we are still striving to recover it, to make 
it a part of ourselves, and because it is a symbol of 
something dear and important, Americans will not 
so lightly forego their Georgian, their Louis, and 
their Renaissance decoration. On the other hand a 
thirst for novelty, for the excitement of change and 
new possessions, spurs them eagerly on to acquire 
these. 

Obviously our problem is two-sided and one that 
only Americans themselves can work out. In this lies 

a powerful psychologic argument why modernistic 
furnishings are most satisfactory for American homes 
when made by native craftsmen, who better than 
anyone else can gauge our requirements and capacity 
for the assimilation of new ideas. It is a matter for 
congratulation that some of the best manufacturers 
of furniture and rugs in this country are already 
turning their attention seriously and successfully 
to the field of modernist design. Fine things are now 
available and by fall they will be plentiful, to answer 
the rapidly increasing demands for them. 

Modernistic art first made its appearance in 
America, quietly enough, about a year and a half 
ago. Some good French pieces were brought over, 
and a very few American manufacturers who had 
been impressed with the possibilities of the new style 
in France tried their hand at it here. The first efforts 
in the modernist manner were finely executed and 
could fairly be called conservative. Sophisticated 
New York admired them, but a trifle fearfully. 
Those first efforts were the vanguard of what we 
may expect tc see in quality before another season is 

A screen designed for an assembled bedroom in 
which silver, green, and black were dominant in 
the scheme. The frame is ebonized and covered 
with satin painted in the just mentioned colors 

90 

over, but at the time their impression was negative, 
and they remained for the most part unknown out- 
side of New York. The time was not quite ripe for 
their acceptance. Some of these first pieces are illus- 
trated here because they are typical of modernistic 
style as evolved by competent American designers, 
and also of the newest work at present being done 
in this manner. No doubt they will now receive the 
wider appreciation which the limited knowledge of 
modernist decoration denied them at the time of 
their first showing. 

A more practical reason for the necessity of mak- 
ing modernist furniture over here is the difference in 
climate. Woods bought abroad, unless reseasoned 
in this country7 go to pieces in a short time. It is 
little short of tragic to see fine examples of foreign 
craftsmanship become ruined by a sojourn in our 
climate, and this invariably happens, as those who 
purchase them discover to their sorrow. It is sheer 
folly to pay important prices for furniture unless it 
is going to justify itself in durability. 

The best American furniture is splendidly made. 
Selected materials, sound construction, and excellent 
cabinet craft make it second to none. The rich for- 
ests of South America send beautiful, exotic woods 
which have greatly increased variety and possibil- 
ities for color. 

Remains only the question of taste and design to 
be considered. How much artistically have we to 
say? Certainly in the modern field we should be pre- 
eminent, since modern inventiveness is the very 
wellspring of inspiration of modern art. America has 
created much that was beautiful without knowing 
it, without considering that the productions of an 
industrial civilization might have a new, strange 
beauty of their own. France awakened us to under- 
standing of the art value of much that we had 
thought merely utilitarian. Now that our designers 
are alert to the possibilities and sources of modernist 
art, there is no reason why America should not be as 
artistically creative as she is industrially inventive. 

The uninitiated are still prone to see in modern 
art a naive and somewhat mad attempt to be original. 
Modern art however is anything but naive, a quality 
of primitive art that one hears frequently and falsely 
attributed to the new expression. It is, on the con- 
trary, intensely sophisticated, because it is calcu- 
lated and intellectually realized. The main signifi- 
cance which the simplicity of modern decoration has 
is its infinitely subtle reduction of the complex to 
the fundamental. 

Direct appeal and honesty are its outstanding 
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The sun porch offers an atmosphere of cool, 

quiet comfort.   Summer furniture fr 
W. & J. Sloane extends this invitation 

cordially informally .... correctly.... 

W.#>J. SLOANE 

^ifth Gvenue at ^orty Seventh 

Street Jfew york City 

Jan Irancisco. . , Washington 

In tenor Decoration 

Home Furnishing Counsel 
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WE illustrate an unusually 
fine Sheraton small side- 

board with inlays and serpentine 
front, and an old English paint- 
ing of the Gainsborough school. 

There are many other new- 
arrivals in English and French 
antiques in the Colby collection. 

T.COLBY^NS 

9 • N ORTH • WABASH • AVE 

CHICAGO 

Since 1866 

n 

An effect of black marble and 
silver mosaic adds the force of 
contrast to the dignity and origi- 
nality which make this fireplace a 
modernist treatment of ■particular 

interest 

qualities. Superfluous ornament is 
discarded and interest is centered in 
outline, mass, and color. 

Mass and line are evolved as the 
result of usefulness, which is always 
paramount and the determining con- 
sideration of the design. It is to this 
practical worth that we really owe the 
originality of modern furniture. An 
inspired sense of arrangement not 
only gives an unexpected convenience 
to such pieces as wardrobes, book- 
cases, desks, dressing tables, and oc- 
casional tables, but in planning for 
convenience interesting shapes are 
evolved. 

There are to be no standardized, 
much-duplicated designs in modernist 
furniture its makers proclaim. Some 
even limit themselves to one piece of 
a kind. Much of it will be built to 
order, they tell us, each piece meeting 
an individual need and created to fit 
a particular space. This means that 

we may hope for interiors of genuine 
individuality, and if some mistakes 
are made, as they will be, what of it! 
These are inevitable to an experimen- 
tal movement, and will be more than 
compensated for by its successes. 

It is interesting to see how modern- 
ist geometrical patterns are finding 
their way into rugs, for which they 
are well adapted. These bold new de- 
signs with their vigorous colors are 
now woven in rugs of the superb 
quality that estimates durability in 
terms of generations rather than 
years. The finest, most lustrous yarns 
in the world, dyed with rare skill, give 
full value to modernist color schemes, 
and create carpets worthy of a place 
in distinguished interiors. 

That these rugs are applicable to 
any scheme or period of decoration is 
the opinion of their manufacturer, 
who rightfully points out that the 
dynamic symmetry of the new Occi- 

A book table of obvious convenience, 
well designed as to line and mass 
and depending for ornament upon 
the combination of several woods—■ 
macassar ebony, purple heart, and 

French and Brazilian walnut 

A mahogany book case shows har- 
mony and balance of proportion to- 
gether with a restrained though 
modernistic style that make it not 
incompatible with furniture of other 

periods 

A modernist living room in which the relative 
values of furnishings and architecture have been 
carefully considered. The fireplace shows an in- 
teresting conventionalization of leaping flames as 

its motif of decoration 
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ESTABLISHED 1846 

np1 

H 
J. COMPANY 

PARK AVENUE at FIFTY-SEVENTH 

FURNITURE 

WOODWORK 

DECORATIONS 

FABRICS 

An early 18th Century Walnut Cabinet 
on stand with writing compartment. 
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Many-sided Library Panelled in Oa\ and Furnished 
with Antique and Reproduction Furniture 

We give to a decorative 
problem technical expe' 
rience, at the same time 
maintaining the indivi' 
duality of a client's ideas 

HENRY F. 

BULTITUDE 

5 EAST 57™ STREET 

Imagine this modernistic rug in any 
combination of colors that delights 
your fancy, gorgeous, subtle, or 
delicate, for the realization of such 
fancies is an art of modern rug 
weaving at the disposal of those who 
like to plan the tone if not the pattern 

of their floor coverings 

dental patterns should be considered 
on a par with the static abstraction 
of Oriental designs which have so long 
dominated our floors. 

It is worth note in passing, as a bit 
of the romance of contemporary 
industrialism, that these rugs are, 
made by a mechanical method which 
exactly duplicates the ancient hand 
craft of knotted rugs, exeept that 
human fingers are replaced by fingers 
of steel in tying the knots. It is one 
of the few industrial processes where- 
by nothing that made the old craft 
beautiful has been sacrificed to the 
machine which has merely substi- 
tuted for the softness of flesh the 
strength of metal; the particular ad- 
vantage being that with the knots so 
tightly tied by these robot fingers, 
no grit can penetrate to cut the fine 
yarns and wear them out. 

Tone is the great adapting factor 
in floor coverings. The same rug may 
look well in an Early Ameri- 
can, a Spanish antique, or a 
modernist room, provided that 
the proper color-key is estab- 
lished in each instance. One 
may in ordering a 
modernist rug, such 
as just described, 
choose the exact 
shades desired and 
even vary their ar- 
rangement in the 
pattern at slight 
extra cost, so that 
the rug becomes There is nothin 
entirely individual    called radical 
and   in   harmonv \auful, which silver birch 

mahogany are the 

with the place which it is to oc- 
cupy. 

Motifs from antique Oriental rugs 
are now being "jazzed" to accord 
with the modem spirit, much as some 
of the themes of classic music have 
been syncopated to a swifter beat. 
A trick method, if you will, but some 
of the results are stunning. A section 
of an Oriental rug is taken and the 
design is magnified to cover a full- 
size rug. In doing this a simplification 
and boldness that are akin to modern- 
ist patterns are effected, and the result 
will give a modern note in a room of 
traditional styling or a pleasing re- 
straint in the floor covering for a 
modernist room, as it is equally at 
home in either setting. 

With modernist furniture of the 
simpler types which do not use elab- 
orate inlays, hooked rugs are charm- 
ing. The old ones which have geo- 
metrical designs are as modern in 

spirit as anything one could 
see. And there are new ones 
made especially for modern- 
ist interiors which are full of 
spirit and originality. For 

small rooms, for 
simply furnished 
homes, and for sum- 
mer use, hooked 
rugs are delightful. 
They are easily 
cared for and are 
surprisingly service- 
able, as those which 
have been handed 
down from Colonial 
days amply prove. 

that should be 
nd much that is 

dressing table in 
dyed maple, and 

contributing woods 

The worst foe of modernism is 
compelled to grant it such luxuri- 
ous comfort as is apparent in the 

proportions of this chair 

The architectural severity of this 
wardrobe is of set by the pleasing 
combination of its woods. French 
and Brazilian walnut are ve- 
neered with burr of ebony. Verti- 
cal lines are inlaid rosewood, 
and the knobs are hollywood 
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r~7\ FAITHFUL reproduction in old woods of a fine old hunting board, which 
<VJ retains all the beautiful old patine and charm of the original. 

This piece is shown against the background of a large antique Verdure 
Tapestry of the XVIII Century. 

The hunting board is representative of the fine reproductions now offered for 
separate sale or for use as part of carefully planned interior groupings. 

J. G. VALIANT COMPANY 
1822 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia 2 24 N. Charles Street, Baltimore 9 rue de Seine, Paris 

V 
ALIAN1 

Decorations^urniture 

Established 1810 

GAliOWAY 

PolfERY 

Cjives the Essential Touch 

MAKE that colorless spot in 
your garden or sunroom a 

place of beauty with interesting 
Galloway Pottery. 

The Armillary Sphere or Old 
Dutch Sun-Dial shown is one of 
the many unusual pieces from our 
collection of 300 numbers of 
strong, durable high-fired Terra 
Cottas. 

Send ten cents in stamps for our 
catalog illustrating Bird Baths, 

'Benches, Vases, 'Pots, etc. 

GAUOWAV TERRA-COTTA COMPANY 

3216 WALNUT STREET. PHILADELPHIA 

Q^/r. £/~lrmsirond 's 

recent return from Europe, 

with an unusually fine collection of 

FRENCH PIECES 

w*l 11 he of especial interest to those 

who are seeking authentic old 

1H urniture. 

L onsulting Decorator 

MRS. RICHARD S. HOFFMANN 

MJW.ARMSTRONG 
INCORPORATED 

Four East Fifty-seventh Street 

PARIS NEW YORK LONDON 



SHOP 

WINDOWS 

«* * or • * * 

MAYFAIR 

This is your department, please feel free to use it early and often. The more 
things you buy through Shop Windows of Mayfair, the more things we can 
show here. Each article has been chosen because of value, smartness, or 
usefulness. Our Board of Censors is active, and everything on these pages 

This month showed still more buying interest than last. What 
with summer upon us, everyone is thinking of last minute slip 
covers, garden furniture, bright curtains, and summer home 
decorations generally. You will find several this month. What I 
should like now is to have readers write in suggesting things 
they would like to have shown. What have I been neglecting? 

had to receive a unanimous vote before being shown to you. Make checks 
payable to Shirley Paine, care Doubleday, Doran & Company, Inc., 
244 Madison Avenue, New York. Write her, enclosing check for the arti- 
cle you wish, and she does the rest. This service is entirely without charge. 

I am most eager to have new thoughts from all over the country. 
It is a large order to try to find "different" things at a human 
price range that people haven't already seen. If you like the 
things shown, just write in sometime and tell me about it, for 
all I ask is to have your commands. I am prepared to find and 
buy anything anywhere, provided it is still available for sale. 

"Old Ironsides",—Decatur—names to 
conjure with -a breath of glorious ro- 
mance from our own history! And now 
they are making a drive to pay the 
expense of overhauling this grand old 
ship to preserve her as a perpetual 
monument for future generations to 
see and admire. This has been made 
possible by taking parts of the timbers, 
planking, copper sheathing, bolts (made 

by Paul Revere), etc., and making them 
into articles of real use or of decorative 
historical interest. The wooden book- 
ends (left) are turned out of the original 
live-oak timbers, 6" high x 5" wide, $15. 
The metal book-ends (above) are cast 
from copper sheathing and weighted 
with lead from the old powder magazine 
lining of the Constitution; size 6" high 

x 5" wide, price #10 
These historically perfect and delightful 
maps by Coulton Waugh are becoming 
something of a rage. There is none of 
the semi-slapstick humor we get so 
often in cartogtapher's work. Every de- 
tail is historically correct. The style is 
wholly satisfying, the humor refreshing. 
There is a nice choice and price range. 
For the map in black, uncolored, size 
16" x 20", $1.50; hand-colored, $2.50; 
hand-colored and shellacked, $3.50. 
Hand-colored on specially fine deckle- 

edge paper, $5. All prices postpaid 

Something old, yet something new—the 
Cabot lantern. This most unusual lan- 
tern has a variety of uses—for the lodge 
gate, for porches, porte cocheres, boat 
landings, stable entrances, in fact any- 
where that a large amount of light is 
needed. It is made by the Industrial 
Arts Shop, who made the wall fixtures 
shown here recently. Height 17", width 
io\", depth 4I". Tin, bright, #28; 
painted black or rust, #43. Electrified 

Another essential for the summer veranda or 
living room—a magazine holder which will 
handle current reading matter and can be 
carried to whatever room you wish. It is 
painted either in green or parchment, an- 
tiqued, with hand-painted flotal spravs on 
both sides in gay colors; edged with a gold 
line. It has two compartments and a con- 
venient handle. Size l8i" long, 11" wide, and 
22" high. $17.50, delivered 100 miles N. Y. 

The most charming little muffin stand of the 
month which, when not in active use in serv- 
ing, makes a graceful screen. Besides its pleas- 
ing lines, the finishes are particularly attrac- 
tive; one, shown, is a delicately tinted parch- 
ment with the flow er panel in colors, all hand 
done; the other is ruddy mahogany with the 
same panel. The height is 32", width 22". 
The trays lock securely into both positions. 
Price $25.50 delivered   150 miles N. Y. 

lOO 
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Set of wallpaper, period Louis XV. 13 
panels, each 4 feet wide by 12 feet 4 in- 
ches high. Light jade green background. 

FINEST 18TH CENTURY 

Furniture and Decorative Objects 
French—Italian—and English 
Floor plans, Interior Architectural 
details: Schemes for the complete 
house. 

McMILLEN INC. 
148 East 55th St.        New York 

Telephone Plaza 1207 

DUNCAN PHYFE 

DROP-LEAF TABLE 

No. 325 
This is an exquisitely proportioned re- 
production of a prized original. Hand- 
made, of solid mahogany—with a 54" 
long and 20" wide top, a spacious drop. 
Extremely attractive as a library, tea, or occasional table. 

Specially Freight 
Priced at       « \f Allowed 

OUR full line of beautiful Win- 
throp reproductions is illus- 

trated in portfolio E-68 showing 
many pieces inspired by early 
English and American originals, 
in mahogany and maple. We will 
gladly send you this portfolio on 
receipt of 10c (stamps or coin). 
In ordering Winthrop reproduc- 
tions,you may remit in full,or we 
will ship C. O. D. on receipt of 
$20 deposit. Every reproduc- 
tion guaranteed exactly as rep- 
resented, and delivered in per- 
fect condition. 

Winthrop Furniture Co. 
424 Park Sq. Bldg.      Boston, Mass. 

Plymouth Pewter 
Company 
Subsidiary of 

WINTHROP 
FURNITURE CO. 
424 Park Square BMfa S-piece r...-  Jin--. 

Mayonnaise Set   Portfolio gladly sent on $5.75 reguejit. Address Dept C 

PLAYTHINGS 

from MAYFAIR 

Boats and Submarines 

Our assortment of toy 
Power Boats, Sail'Boats, 
Submarines and all water 
sports is unsurpassed. 

We have beautiful speed 
boats, operated by elec 
tricity from $25 to $90. 

Also boats operated by 
steam power. 

Sail boats at every price 
range, from those for real 
little tots to the finest 
toy racing sloops and 
schooners. 

Playthings for indoors and 
for outdoors. Games and 
home entertainment for 
family, the children and 
for your guests. 

Ask for Summer Catalog. 

MAYFAIR 
Playthings Store 

741 Fifth Ave. - at 57th St. - N. Y. 

You are a lover of Wrought 
Iron Things, beautifully designed 
and executed by skilled craftsmen, 

IF 

You appreciate the honest efforts of 
a sincere Master Craftsman who en- 
joys nothing better than his work 
and art and— 

IF 

You are really interested in things 
wrought and forged by hand or in 
SILHOUETTES and PLAQUES of 
FINE ART CASTINGS —THEN 
write to us for our book called 

WROUGHT IRO^ THINGS 

ye IRO^ Shoppe 
472-A Boylston Street 

Boston, Mass. 

Please mail your Book 
"Wrought Iron Things," to 

Name. 
Street. 
City.. 
State. . 
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Bring Happiness to Invalids 

Hundreds of invalids unable to climb stairs are happy today 
because SEDGWICK INVALID ELEVATORS have ended 
their imprisonment. They are now able to 
travel at will from floor to floor and par' 
ticipate in the family life. 

The Sedgwick Invalid Elevator is easily 
and economically installed, costs noth' 
ing to operate and is absolutely safe. 

Write for ?{ew Booklet 

SEDGWICK MACHINE WORKS 
147 West 15th Street New York 

Manufacturers of Fuel Lifts, Trunk Lifts 
and Dumb Waiters for Modern Homes. 

TOPHUNTER 

HAND WROUGHT 

METALWORK 

1 

The above is one of a number of 
interesting old bell brackets, which we have reproduced 

Illustrations upon request 

119 East 57th Street, New York 

"Eight Bells 
an1 

AirJ Well!" 

Ship's 

Bell 

nner Gongs 
Unique and pleasing for any purpose 
where a gong is desired. The cast brass 
ship's bell has a cankered green finish, while the hand-wrought iron rack may 
be finished as desired. Size K" wide; 
7" high; 7" projection No. 555. Price 
#10. Postpaid east of the Mississippi 

At Better Shops or Direct 

The Treasure Chest 
Asheville, North Carolina 

fh 

JjisfincfivcWeafliervane 

v The oufer desijns rofafc arounr" 
t&)T    "The central weafhervane. 

WeaThervanes suifoblt for garden 
i^ihouse.Gcraje.sfaDie.camporcoffajie 
JKV     tofalorj on request: 

$}2I5£. Mason Ave..YorK/Pd 

SHOP WINDOWS 

O F 

M A Y F A I R 

This interesting little spoon in hand- 
wrought sterling is made in the shape 
of a leaf with the stem twisted around to 
form the handle. It mav be used as a 

tea-caddy spoon, or for nuts, olives, or 
sweetmeats. It is a lucky find for the 
small bridge prize. Price $3, postpaid 

in United States 

THE WINNIFRED FALES LIMITED ENROLLMENT COURSE IN 
INTERIOR DECORATING 

A/IRS. FALES is nationally 
known as a decorator, author 

and editor. Through personal con- 
sultation and correspondence she 
has helped solve the decorating 
problems of more than 50,000 home 
makers. ... As head of the Studio 
of Decorative Crafts she has 
broadened out into a specialist 
in drapery and other fabrics, as 
well as in gifts and furniture items. 
Through the studio she is offering 
a course of twelve practical lessons 
limited to one hundred students. 
These lessons are different. They 
waste no time re-hashing material 
that one can find in any public 
library. They are not merely a 
reading course—they tell you ex- 
actly what to do and when to do it. 

The course complete is $30, in- 
cluding the twelve lessons, a beauti- 
fully bound textbook by Mrs. 
Fales with dozens of illustrations 
and working diagrams, a $2 color 
scheme finder, Mrs. Fales's personal 
criticism of your own schemes for 
three rooms, privilege of consulta- 
tion with Mrs. Fales on any sub- 
ject connected with the lessons. A 
real working knowledge of deco- 
rating will enable one to cooperate 
with architect, builder, and fin- 
ishers to make a harmonious home. 
Lastly, there is a special student 
discount of 10 per cent, covering 
anything from a $10,000 bedroom 
set to an ashtray, during the six 
months of the course. Write Shirley 
Paine for details. 

At last! An overnight hag 
that carries frocks without a 
wrinkle. It is by Winship, 
long known for fine luggage. 
\\ hether the trip be near or 
far, one's best gowns come 
forth fresh as dew when un- 
packed ; it is called the Migrator. 
Although only 14 in. long it 
holds two gowns easily, with 
ample room tor toilet accesso- 
ries, lingerie—all you need for 
a night or two. Same hanger can 
be used in clothes press when 
you arrive. Chic, smart. Priced 

as low as £iS 

Everything to delight the femi- 
nine gardener—and masculine 
as well. This fine basket is fitted 
with all the essentials—rose 
scissors, pruning shears, hand 
trowel, hand spading fork, 
pruning knife, ball of twine, 
and spool of wire. It will save 
many steps in a season, and add 
much pleasure to the delight of 
gardening. In the sleigh pat 
tern, as shown $14.25; oval pat- 
tern, $16.50, prepaid 100 miles 
N. Y. Both items stained green 

Although winter is over—thank heaven 
—there are many lucky folk who are 
opening up a summer cottage, or a lodge 
in the mountains far enough north to 
make a fire most pleasant in the evening. 
Vl rought iron is in order for this sort of 
service, and I have been sent photo- 

graphs from Boston showing this com- 
plete set finished in Flemish iron. And- 
irons are #12: fire-set, #15; wood basket 
to match, with polished brass trim and 
handle, $12. Delivered free greater 
Boston. This fine firm has a wonderful 
catalogue   showing   other specialties 
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SHOP WINDOWS 

O F 

MAYFAIR 

I have discovered a bridge table cover 
for everyday use made of rayon silk in 
beautiful colors. One feature is the 
use of elastic at corners to snap on the 
table securely—a great improvement 
over the old style covers with many 
tapes and strings to become knotted. 
It launders like a charm, and may be 
had in sand with a peach border; black 
with red border; hydrangea blue with 
gold border; grass green with gold 
border. Price $1. What could be nicer? 

At last we have the nearest possible ap- 
proach to outdoor baseball in a practical 
game. In fact, it is baseball. Every thrill 
of the game is there, yet it is so simple 
a child can enjoy playing it hours on 
end. It requires plenty of skill to hit the 
ball, and grown-ups probably will be so 
busy playing it themselves that the 
youngsters will have to rise at the crack 
of dawn in order to get their innings. 
Size of playing field, 17" x 24"; price 

$7.50 prepaid 100 miles 

There may be lovelier iron and tile 
tables than this, but I have never 
seen them. The top is of a big 
single real Spanish tile glazed in 
white and beautifully hand-painted 
in either of two designs, a black 
house and tree motif, or a flower panel 
in colors. The base is of heavy hand- 
wrought iron. Price #45. The large 
flower bucket with high square 
handle conies in choice of green, 
blue, yellow, red, black, with beau- 
tiful hand-painted flower panels. 
$7.75. Watering pot to match #4.25. 

Postage extra 

Courtright House, Boston, enjoys a 
most enviable reputation for authentic 
antiques, mainly those of European 
origin. There are so many to choose 
from that it seems best to list a typical 
example tor our readers, and then at 

their convenience they can write in for 
catalogues and special information upon 
almost any type of hard-to-find piece. 
This half-paneled room with stone fire- 
place is Louis XV, and is genuine, having 

been moved complete from France 

Out-of-the-Ordinary Beautiful Inexpensive 

Hand 
W rought 
Lighting 

Fixtures 

Tin 
Brass 

Copper 

Pewter 

EARLY AMERICAN LAMPS 
These bedside and table lamps are faithfully designed from old whale oil and sperm oil 
types. They add quaintness and originality to any room. They range in size from UJ to 
1!> inches in height, and are fitted with eight-foot cords and plugs. They may be had in 
any color desired. 

Write for illustrated catalog -with prices 
INDUSTRIAL ARTS SHOP 120G Mt. Vernon St., Boston, Mass. 

u re 

no 

^^farrici cJrislmmfJi, Clfc. 

.A. deliyhtiul bronze fountain 

I<2 inches high 

^C/ie C^)ronsse Qwxsxon of 

rovidence , R. r. 
nv 

New York, N. Y 

.el 
■ornices 

The beauty and charm em- 
bodied in these cornice designs, 
lend an air of distinction to 
any room. Finished in An- 
tique, Silver or Ormolu Gold. 
Also hand colored to match 
any decorative color scheme. 

Write for complete catalogue 
and information. 

HICKS GALLERY, Inc. 
16-18 Fayette St., Boston, Mass. 

GARDEN FURNITURE 
Pompelan Stone, Lead, Terra Cotta. Marble 

Illustrated Catalog Sent on Request 
THE ERKINS STUDIO 

257 Lexington Ave. at 35th St. New York 
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ANVIL ring 

'TpHE lureofforged iron hard- 
ware is felt by all who love 

the beauty and sincerity of old- 
fashioned things. But until 
recently, it was too expensive 
and too difficult to obtain. 
Forged Iron Hardware by 
McKinney has completely 
changed all that. Marvelous 
pieces of genuine forged iron 

are made by McKinney, with 
a fascinating, rugged texture, 
shapes authentically reproduc- 
ing the designs of master crafts- 
men of other times and a rust- 
proofed finish glinting in the 
sun like the fiery spark reflec- 
ted from ancient armor. Many 
old designs, scores of different 
McKinney pieces are available. 
See them on display by your 
Builders' Hardware Merchant. 

MCKINNEY 

FORGED IRON 

HARDWARE 

Forge Division, McKinney Mfg. Co., 
Pittsburgh, Pa. 
Please send me, without obligation, 
the items 1 have checked: 
□ Folio on Lanterns 
□Brochure on Forged Iron Hardware 
Name . 

Address   CL6-28 

SHOP WINDOWS 

O F 

M A Y F A I R 

What seems to be quite the newest thing 
in lighters is the TableLyter made by- 
Alfred Vester. It is quite moderne in 
design and is executed in various finishes 
of Danish silver, and gold and silver com- 
binations. It combines beauty and useful- 
ness, is wind-proof, has no working 

parts exposed, yet the top is immediately 
removable for cleaning. Holds enough 
fluid for thousands of lights. A reliable 
flame may be had instantly at a thumb's 
touch. Danish silver, $7.50; combina- 
tions of gold and silver, $10. Prepaid 

150 miles of Providence 

A subtle touch of sporty swank 
. . . identifies Aga custom- 
built Running Board Search- 
lamps. Chromium plated . . . 
will neither tarnish nor rain 
spot . . . Retains its gleaming 
surface indefinitely. . . . For 
the car owner demanding 
beauty and smartness. 

Priced from $37.50 to $90.00 
Not sold by average dealers. 

AGA Auto Lamp Company, Inc. 
Amesbury, Mass., U. S. A. 

Burnished copper has a warmth which 
silver cannot rival, and these two tea 
kettles are the most unusual I've seen 
in many a moon—particularly the 
square one. Both are ample in size, both 
are of heavy solid copper with brass 
frames, and lined with silver, to last a 

lifetime. These two units are especially 
good for the summer veranda. It would 
take a gale to extinguish the special 
wickless lamp, and there is plenty of 
service from one filling. Square, price 
$27.50; fluted oval model, $29.50. De- 

livered 100 miles N. Y. City 

1 

Weather vanes to fit the mood or whim 
of any estate, summer cottage, farm, 
or studio. Here are three more examples 
of distinctive weather vanes which will 
beof interest to thousands of our readers. 
They are of solid aluminum with a brass 
pin,   everlasting,   and hand-painted. 

Crozvs, in black and white, length 14", 
ht. 9", $9; Kingfisher, blue-gray, length 
8", ht. 8", $7.50; Canada Goose, stunning 
in gray and black, length 20", ht. 11", 
$11. Other designs of polo, yachting, 
hunting, etc. in all prices and sizes, both 

aluminum and copper 

There is now a Colonial coverlet made 
of cream-colored cotton in the Olive 
Leaf or Sunrise Design, with hand- 
knotted fringe on three sides. The lovely 
fringe is made by Mrs. Findley Mast, 

who made fringe and coverlets for Mrs. 
Woodrow Wilson and whose work ap- 
pears in the Smithsonian Institute. 
Size S5" x 105"; price $13.85; postage 

collect. 

AGA—The powerful, penetrating beam. 

IMPROVE 

YOUR BRIDGE 

WITHOUT 

MUCH EFFORT 

{A new idea endorsed by Work, 
Firestone, Coffin and other 

leading authorities) 

SHORT-CUT 

TOSTANDARD 

AUCTION 

BRIDGE 
< Including rules for Contract) 

A set of 69 cards—The ques- 
tions that continually come 
up in play in plain language 
on the face of the cards; their 
answers clearly and fully 
printed on the backs. 

By eliminating each time the 
cards you know, you soon 
learn all the standard plays. 

Leading Book and Dept. Stores 
or 

Edward F Woods 40 Broad St Boston 

$1.50 per Set Post Paid 
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How AN OLD PREJUDUCE 

GAVE WAY - - - 

to a new idea in garden planmng 

GARDEN lovers, amateur or profes' 

sional, rarely have been so rash as 

to start a garden without some 

thought of fence protection. But 

many times their choice of fencing 

has been based on personal prefer' 

ence for one type or another, rath' 

er than the ultimate purpose of 

invisible protection for a matured 

landscape planting. 

Today a new conception influences 

landscape architects and is finding 

expression everywhere, in gardens 

large and small. Fence is selected 

for maximum protection during 

the tender youth of gardens, 

and minimum visibility later. 

The Mai\ of Dependable 

Cyclone Chain Link Fence closely 

meets these requirements. It is 

impregnably strong to give adc 

quate protection. Plants and 

shrubs grow up around it undis- 

turbed by outside influences—then 

it merges with the background 

thus created and becomes an in' 

tegral part of a beautiful garden. 

Cyclone representatives are ready 

to give you the benefit of their 

broad experience in working with 

architects and owners, developing 

fencing recommendations from 

this new viewpoint as the basis of 

garden planning. Do not hesi' 

tate even if your garden is 

Property Protection 

Cyclone Fence ^^^^^ ftEft US.PAT OFf. B © C. F. Co. 1928 

CYCLONE FENCE COMPANY :: Main Offices: WAUKEGAN, III. 

\Vor\s  and  Offices:  North Chicago, 111.,  Cleveland, Ohio,  Newark, N. J.,  Fort Worth, Texas 
Pacific Coast Division.- Standard Fence Co., Oakland, San Francisco ii Los Angeles, Calif., Northwest Fence ii Wire Works, Portland, Ore., Seattle, 
Wash.    Direct Factory  Branches: Atlanta, Boston, Buffalo,  Baltimore,  Charlotte. Cincinnati, Des Moines, Detroit,  Grand  Rapids, Mich., 
Harttord, Conn., Houston, Indianapolis, Jacksonville, Fla., Kansas City, Minneapolis, Mtneola, N. Y., Milwaukee, Mt. Vernon, N. Y., 
New Orleans, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, St. Louis, Seattle, Syracuse, Toledo, Tulsa. 

small. The Cyclone Fence Com' 

pany maintains a nation-wide 

chain of warehouses, with factory 

trained erection crews, to insure 

prompt service on installations of 

any siz,e.  Address nearest offices. 

Send 25 cents f or "Beauty 
in Gardens," a beautiful 
collection of typical gar- 
dens by noted designers, 
with text by well-kn own 
authorities on garden 
planning. Thousands of 
copies have been sold. 
You will be surprised 

and delighted. 

CYCLONE FENCE COMPANY 
Waukegan, Illinois 

Enclosed is 2? cents for my 
copy of "Beauty in Gardens." 

Address.. 
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HOME-BUILDING, DECORATION, 

FURNISHINGS, HOME EQUIPMENT 

The purpose of this department is to be of service to the readers of COUNTRY LIFE. It has arranged to supply the informative 
booklets and free services that are offered by the manufacturer, the decorator, and the craftsman. Much of this helpful information 
is not accessible to the person who is building or decorating a home, or equipping a country place. The busmess houses listed will 
welcome an opportunity to supply this information presented in their booklets by experts in their various lines. You put yourself 
under no obligation.   Select as many as you wish, and order by number only.   Use coupon at bottom of this page. Address 

Building Service Editor, 
COUNTRY LIFE, Garden City, N. Y. 

The Beauty in Modern Conveniences 

ONCE, to have the necessary mechanism of our 
homes efficient was deemed enough. That is 

no longer the standard by which housekeeping 
is measured. This mechanism, these tools that we use 
in our highly specialized workshops, must be beautiful 
as well. And they are a very definite reason for much of 
the charm that to-day is to be found in the simplest, 
most unpretentious apartment or house. 

It is sometimes good for the housewife's soul—her 
mental soul—to take stock of this radical change that 
has come about so gradually as to be as casually ac- 
cepted as pure water in the home. This new beauty in 
our common utensils is an important factor in home 
life, for it makes very truly for happiness for both mis- 
tress and maid. 

Take the mere matter of washing machines, for ex- 
ample, once unwieldy, ponderous tubs in golden oak 
tones. To-day not only are these tubs electric, but they 
may be had of enamel in gay, light colors; or they can 
be found in copper, a gorgeous, shining copper that 
makes this modern laundry aid one of the high spots of 
decoration, so that laundry work has been robbed of its 
dreary drudgery. 

The laundry itself has changed from a semi-lighted 
dun-colored space. Its floor is perhaps of colored 

cement—rose, green, yellow, as wanted, or covered with 
gay linoleum that is springy underfoot. The walls will 
be of bright, washable, moisture-proof paints, or wash- 
able, colorful plaster that transforms this once dreary 
room into a delightful workshop. Closets for the 
laundry accessories may be bought ready-to-install, 
holding concealed ironing boards, irons, etc., all ready 
to drop down into place as needed. The doors of such 
closets are gay with color. Moreover, there are firms 
that will send on request blue-prints or charts of 
laundries showing how the equipment should be placed 
for greatest efficiency. 

In the kitchen the least utensil has been studied 
so that every cooking, cleaning, baking, or dish-wash- 
ing operation may be done with the least possible effort, 
and with each tool as attractive as one could wish. 
Pot covers, once a nuisance on pantry or cupboard 
shelves, now have their own aluminum racks that will 
hold the kitchen's supply so that the}' may be stored 
decoratively as well as conveniently. With these covers 
in reds, greens, and blues, the rack becomes an added 
spot of loveliness. To look at roasts or cake in the oven 
we no longer need peer cautiously in with dread of 
possible burned fingers. An oven-rack, firm and 
strong,  with  detachable  steel  handle,   bright and 

shiny, lets the roast or other food be pulled out right 
under the cook's eyes, to be taken care of, both rack 
and holder a fine piece of equipment either in or out of 
the oven. 

We all know of the wealth of colors held in all utensils, 
fabrics, and paints for the kitchen, of the beauty of the 
modern refrigerator with its self-made cubes of ice. 
But few of us know of the new ice-balls that are so at- 
tractive for iced tea. To put ice in tea or other drinks 
dilutes them but these little silvery balls, zero-cold 
from storage in the electric refrigerator, may be popped 
into any drink without dilution—-again, beauty with 
efficiency. 

The fruit knives on the breakfast table are not of 
silver that acids might affect, but of stainless brass with 
colored handles. Even the floor polishers that clean and 
wax our floors are good-looking tools and our floor 
brushes are of new shapes and materials and colors, 
with the handles of our electric irons in green and gold! 

Look where one will in the modern home, at its 
fittings, utensils, fabrics, paints, lacquers, plumbing, 
heating plant, screens, awnings, hardware, floors, one 
finds a scientific solution of labor, a solution that, 
fortunately, has at the same time been made to bring 
beauty for both the meager and the large purse. 
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Building Materials 
AMERICAN WALNUT 

American Walnut Mfrs. Assn. BEAUTIFUL TILES 
Associated Tile Mfrs. 

BEAUTIFUL AMERICAN GUMWOOD 
Hardwood Mfrs. Institute 

COLOR IN ASBESTOS SHINGLES 
Johns-Manville, Inc. 

POSSIBILITIES OF CONCRETE 
Atlas Portland Cement Co. 

PORTABLE HOUSES 
E. F. Hodgson Co. 

RADIATOR VALVES LOCKING THE DOOl 
Hoffman Specially Co. 

THE CORK LINED HOUSE 
Armstrong Cork y Insulation Co. 

THE CONSTRUCTION OF THATCHED ROOFS 
Wtathcrbest Stained Shingle Co. 

THE CHARM OF THE SOVEREIGN WOOD 
Oak Service Bureau 

DISTINCTIVE HOUSES 
Indiana Limestone SHINGLE STAINS 
Samuel Cabot, Inc. 

TUDOR STONE FLAGGING AND ROOFS 
Rising fcf Nelson Slate Co. 

RUST PROOFED 
American Brass Co. DURABLE DOUGLAJ FIR 
West Coast Lumber Extension Bureau THATCH SLATE ROOFS 
John D. Emack Co. THE ROOF 
Ludowici-Celadon Co. 

HAND WROUGHT TILES 
Batchcldcr-Wilson Co. 

FIRE PLACES OF TRUE VIRGINIA BRICK 
Old Virginia Brick C». BUILD WARM HOUSES 
Samuel Cabot, Inc. 

BRASS PIPE & PIPING 
Bridgeport Brass Co. 

HOW TO KEEP YOUR HOUSE YOUNG 
Valentine y Co. 

WALLS & FLOORS 
Zenitherm Co., Inc. 

DEFYING AGE & TIME 
Wheeling Metal Mfg. Co. 

DUMB-WAITERS AND ELEVATORS 
SELECTING     AN     INVALID'S ELEVATOR 

Sedgwick Machine Works 
FAIENCE TILES 

Kraftile Company 
COLONIAL   DISTINCTION   IN   PLANK OAK FLOORS 

The E. L. Bruce Co. 
ELO ASBESTOS PANELING 

The Beaver Products Co., Inc. 

Equipment 
HELPFUL HINTS ON CHOOSING BEATERS 

The Thatcher Co. 
MAKING  BATHROOMS MORE ATTRACTIVE 

C. F. Church Mfg. Co. 
BATHROOM ARRANGEMENT 

Crane Co. 
RADIATOR FURNITURE 

Schleicher, Inc, 
GARBAGE INCINERATORS 

Kerner Incinerator Co. 
ELECTRIC REFRIGERATION (FRIGIDAIRE) Delco-Light Co. 

102.    WOVEN WOOD FENCING 
Robert C. Reeves Co. 

123.     FURNACE HEATING 
Hess Warming y Ventilating Co. 

I38.     BEAUTIFUL BATHROOMS 
Standard Sanitary Mfg. Co. 

141.     FENCES FOR PROTECTION AND BEAUTY 
Page Fence y Wire Products Assn. 

149.     THE NEW VOGUE IN AWNINGS 
Andrew Swanfeldt 171. WARM AIR HEATING 
Kelsey Heating Company 

172. A MODERN HOUSEWARMING 
U. S. Radiator Corp. 

182. ADVENTURES IN COMFORT 
May Oil Burner Corp. 

183. MANTEL AND FIREPLACE FITTINGS 
Edwin A. Jackson y Bros. Inc. 

I9O.    MANTELS IN CRETAN STONE 
Wm. H. Jackson Co. 

I96.    THE INSTALLATION COST OF PIPE 
The A. M. Byers Co. 

225.    WARMTH AND COMFORT CONVENIENTLY 
The Bryant Healer y Mfg. Co. 

235. FIREPLACE CONSTRUCTION 
//. W. Covert Co. 

236. HOME FENCES 
American Fence Construction Co. 237. ANCHOR FENCES 
Anchor Post Iron Works 281. COMFORT HEAT 
Burnham Boiler Co. 

282. GLASS GARDENS 
Lord y Burnham Co. 

283. GREENHOUSES AND CONSERVATORIES 
Hitchings y Co. 

304.    INDIVIDUAL WATER SYSTEMS 
Milwaukee Air Pump Power Co. 3l6.     BUYING A HEATING SYSTEM 
Spencer Heater Co. 

326.     PRESERVATION OF FOOD AND HEALTH 
Iroquois Electric Co. 

332.    ELECTRIC REFRIGERATORS 
General Electric Co. 

336.     INSECT PESTS INDOORS AND OUT 
Antral Laboratories, Inc. 

337-    GREENHOUSES FOR THE HOME 
King Construction Co. 

344.     STEEL CASEMENTS 
/. S. Thorn Co. 

349.    FENCES FOR EVERY PURPOSE 
Brooks Iron Works 

352.    IDEAL SCREENS FOR CASEMENT WINDOWS 
Rolicreen Co. 

353-    WIRE CLOTH SCREENS 
The Gilbert y Bennett Mfg. Co. 

37'.    GOOD TASTE IN GOOD FENCES 
Stewart Iron Works 

392.     BRASS RADIATORS 
Rome Brass Radiator Corp. 

408.    THE ELECTRIC FURNACE MAN 
The Domestic Stoker Co. 

410.    WICKWIRE SPENCER CHAIN LINK FENCES 
Wickwire Spencer Steel Co. 

417. A NATURAL DUST LAYER 
The Solvay Process Co. 

418. FENCING,   WIRE   AND   IRON,    FOR RESI- 
DENCES, ESTATES, AND PARKS 
Cyclone Fence Co. 

419. FIREPLACE UNITS 
Heatilator Co. 

420. EASY-SET KITCHEN AND BATHROOM FIX- 
TURES 
/. H. Balmer Co. 

422.     LOW COST SEWAGE DISPOSAL, 
Kaustine Company, Inc. 

427.    DISTINCTIVE  HAND-MADE   LIGHTING FIX- 
TURES 

Industrial Arts Shop 
430. HINTS FOR MAKING WINDOW, DOOR AND 

PORCH SCREENS 
Wickwire Spencer Steel Co. 

431. MEDICINE CABINETS 
Hess Warming y Ventilating Co. 

432. METAL WINDOW CORNICES 
Hicks Gallery, Inc. 

433. ELECTRIC WIND INDICATOR 
Charles E. Lord 

436.    WROUGHT IRON THINGS 
Ye Iron Shoppe 

438. GREENHOUSES 
King Construction Company 

439. GREENHOUSES OF QUALITY 
Wm. H. Lutton Co. 

440     HOTCOIL GAS WATER-HEATER 
American Radiator Co. 

BUILDING SERVICE EDITOR: 
COUNTRY LIFE, GARDEN CITY, N. Y. 

Please send, without expense or obligation to me, the following booklets. 
(Insert numbers from list) 

Nome  

P. O. Address  

State  
JUNE 

441.  TYNIETOWN TOYS 
Toy Furniture Works 

Decoration and Furnishings 
44.    FABRICS THE KEY TO SUCCESSFUL DECO- RATION 

F. Sc/rumacker y Co. 
49.     WATERPROOF DRAPERIES 

Protexwell Corp. 
66.    THE ADVENTURE OF HOME FURNISHING S. Karpen y Bros. 
7j.    COLOR—THE SF.CRETOF BEAUTIFUL HOMES Orinoka Mills 
78. WALL COVERING (SANITAS) 

Standard Textile Products Co. 
79. LINOLEUM FLOORS 

Congoleum-Naim, Inc. 
8l.    WHAT MAKES A HOUSE A HOME 

Wallpaper Guild of America 
IOI.     BEAUTY THAT ENDURES 

L. C. Chase y Co. 
Ijl.     COLONIAL HARDWARE AND MANTELS 

Arthur Todhunter 
154.     FORGED IRON HARDWARE 

McKinney Mfg. Co. 
195.     SILHOUETTES AND THEIR FRAMES 

Foster Brothers 
I98.     ETIQUETTE AND GOOD SENSE 

International Silver Co. 291.    THE VOICE OF MUSIC 
li'urlhzer Co. 

343.    THE VOGUE OF PLAIN, WIDE CARPETS 
C. W. Paulson y Sons Carpet Co., Inc. 

312.    WINDOWS THAT BEAUTIFY YOUR HOME 
The Chas. W. Breneman Co. 323.    THE LURE Of FURNITURE 
Hampton Shops 

331.    THE CARE OF FURNITURE 
Arthur S. Vernay, Inc. 

333. EARLY AMERICAN FURNITURE 
L. y J. G. Sticklcy, Inc. 

334. A NEW STANDARD OF HOME LIGHTING 
Edison Lamp Works 

350.    CORRECT PROTECTION AGAINST FIRE , 
American-La France Foamite Corp. 358.    RUGS FOR DIFFERENT ROOMS 
Kent-Costikyan 

360.    ON FURNISHING YOUR HOME 
John A. Colby y Sons 

396.    CUSTOM MADE FURNITURE 
Sticklcy Brothers Co. 

402. THE ELEGANCE COLLECTION 
The Watson Company 403. THE DINOFOLD TABLE 
Nichols y Cox Lumber Co. 

405. FABRICS OF LASTING BEAUTY 
Lesher, Whitman y Co., Inc. 406. OLD COLONY PEWTER 
Old Colony Pewter Makers 

4O9.     EARLY AMERICAN REPROBUCTIONS 
C. R. Hood Studio 

412. HOME MOVIES 
Eastman Kodak Co. 413. COLOR CLOCKS 
Wm. L. Gilbert Clock Co. 

421.    THE LUXURY OF CHIMES 
Sessions Clock Co. 

425. BEAUTIFUL FLOORS 
Ponsell Floor Machine Co. 426. WROUGHT IRON 
E. T. Ryan Iron Works 

428.    ILLUSTRATED BOOKLET 
Courtright House 

444-    EARLY AMERICAN REPRODUCTIONS C. R. Hood Studio 
I 10 
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misers you 11 be proud of 

the ELco FORTY-TWO 

or the EL co FIFTY 

11 

The Forty-Two . . A double-cabin 

cruiser, roomy and luxurious 
The Fifty . . Fifty feet of strength, 

grace and dependability 

PORT ELCO 

HERE are boats worthy of any 

owner's pride—cruisers to please 

the most critical yachtsman. Luxurious 

fittings — ample room — commodious 

quarters for owner's party and crew... 

powerful, reliable power plants. 

Why not select one of these float- 

ing homes now . . . and make this 

summer the happiest you've 

ever known? From the Gulf 

of the St. Lawrence to the 

Gulf of Mexico, the bays 

and rivers become a play- 

ground for you. Never a 

worry about railroad tickets 

or hotel reservations or bad 

The Elco 1928 Fleet 

The Twenty-Six $ 2,975 
The Cruisette 5>95Q 
The Thirty-Eight #10,750 
The Forty-Two $15,500 
The Fifty $25,500 

MOTOR BOATS 

roads—never a hotel porch or a traffic 

light. Nothing on earth like a vaca- 

tion on the sea. 

Five graceful, seaworthy models in 

the Elco 1928 Fleet—a ship for every 

purpose, at every price. Liberal terms 

make ownership easy — standardized 

construction has cut costs to a mini- 

mum. Every Elco model 

is the result of 36 years' 

experience. At Port Elco 

— see the Elco models— 

climb aboard and examine 

them from stem to stern. 

If you cannot visit us at pres- 

ent, write tor Catalog CL, 

The Elco Works . . . PORT ELCO ( Permanent Exhibit) 247 Park Avenue, at 46th Street, New York 

Distributors in Boston, "Detroit, Los Angeles and Miami 
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Buy Vour 

Chris-Craft 

Now 

A LL America is turning to Ckris-Craft for enjoyment 

JL and recreation! For freedom from dust and dirt and 

traffic-congested kigkways! For enchanting sunlit Hours 

on cool, quiet, uncrowded waterways! 

Place your order now to insure delivery and get a full 

summer's enjoyment. Ckris-Craft factories are working 

day and nigkt, kut even witk our capacity as tke world's 

largest kuilders of all-makogany runakouts, we are unakle 

to accumulate stocks for future delivery. 

Let your dealer give you a Ckris-Craft ride. See wkat 

glorious sport and luxurious water transportation a 

Ckris-Craft provides. Write us for your dealer's name 

if you do not know kim. 

$2235 to $9750 30^i,es 

May we send you this booklet ? 

Prospective owners may ka^e free upon request a copy of the Ckris- 
Craft catalog, containing complete descriptions of tke ten 1928 
Ckris-Craft models.   Write for your copy today. 

CHRIS SMITH & SONS BOAT CO. 
146 Detroit Road r r Algonac, Michigan 
New York Factory Branch. 153 West 31st St., at "th Ave. 

Wjris-Crafi 

THE WORLD'S LARGEST BUILDERS OF ALL-MAHOGANY RUNABOUTS 

YACHTING NOTES 

EVERY kind of water craft, 
from the tiniest outboard 
skimmer to the three-masted 

200-foot schooner, will have its chance 
this season. Plans are already com- 
plete which will mark this summer as 
one of the most eventful seasons in 
the history of yachting, and all of 
the advance chatter seems to indicate 
that each of the events will be keenly 
competitive, with a big entry list in 
every case. 

Perhaps the most colorful of all the 
events will be the Spanish-American 
sailing race which starts June 30th. 
After his perilous trip across the 
Atlantic, Chris Columbus probably 
never dreamed that some day sports- 
men would pull anchor and start 
across the choppy course for the fun 
of it; nor did he imagine that the time 
would come when the King and Queen 
of Spain would personally present 
prizes to the winners. Yet within a 
fortnight more than a dozen schoon- 
ers, ranging in length from fifty-one 
feet to two hundred feet and over, 
will be well on their way to Spain. 

The three-master Atlantic, one of 
the largest of the entrants, will enter 
the race as the favorite. She was form- 
erly owned by Gen. Cornelius Vander- 
bilt, who sold her to the present owner, 
Gerald Lambert. Charles Francis 
Adams, who is considered one of 
America's ablest skippers, and who, in 
1920, drove Resolute to three straight 
victories over Sir Thomas Lipton, 
will be in command of the Atlantic. 

At the completion of the race, the 
smaller boats will sail two races in 
the Bay of Biscay, after which they 
will refit and go to England to partici- 
pate in the Fastnet race, which is the 
annual British long-distance classic. 

"DASED upon the number of en- 
tries and the diverse types of 

power yachts represented, the Bear 
Mountain Handicap, starting June 
24th, will doubtless be one of the most 
spectacular of the Eastern meetings. 
It is conducted by the Colonial Yacht 
Club from its station on the Manhat- 
tan shore of the Hudson to Bear Moun- 
tain and return, and the Club racing 
chairman, Capt. Henry C. Foster, 
reports that practically every boat 
club and organization of New York 
waters will be represented in this 
year's regatta. 

Owing to the great increase in the 
number of stock cruisers in New York 
waters, the Bear Mountain Race has 
been opened to class events with 
special sub-prizes. A race for fast 
runabouts has also been added to this 
year's program. 

Among the official committee boats 
will be Chriscraft, Dodge, and Baby 
Gar runabouts, an Elco Cruisette, and 
an a.c.f. cruiser. 

The starting committee will of- 
ficiate with the flags and starting gun 
aboard the 100-foot Irwin, owned by 
Commodore Heilner, founder of the 
race. Commodore Douglas Rigney 
has entered his a.c.f. cruiser MU-1, 
winner of second place last year. 
Sea Dream III, of Riverside Yacht 
Club, Kemah II, of N.Y.A.C., 
Paducah, Starlight, Idlehour, Shadow, 
Adele, Turtle, Grayling II, and other 
power yachts owned by prominent 
flag officers of some fourteen clubs 
will compete in the cruiser race in an 
effort to lift the Heilner Trophy from 
the Bayside Yacht Club where it is 
held by Capt. Dean Anderson, with 
his cruiser Andy. 

QUITE unique in its plan is the 
"capital to capital" cruiser 

race which will start from Olympia, 
Wash., and go to Juneau, Alaska. 
More than fifteen boats will take part 
in this adventurous event, the course 
of which will extend over 927 nauti- 
cal miles. The size of boats entered 
in the race is limited to lengths be- 
tween twenty-five and sixty-five feet; 
skippers must be non-professional; 
the winner will receive a hundred 
dollars worth of gold nuggets dug from 
Alaskan soil. 

"PVERYONE who has tasted the 
salty air of the spray around a 

small schooner, everyone who likes 
sailing, everyone who has known 
real seafaring thrills, has put in his 
bid for a job on the crews of the many 
schooners which will set sail for Ber- 
muda and return June 23rd. The 
Bermuda race has always been a 
thriller. This race is sailed by small 
boats, and the course directly crosses 
the gulf stream, making it necessary 
to depend upon the fullest measure 
of endurance and skill in seamanship. 
It is estimated that at least twenty 
boats will compete. 

1928 EVENTS 
May 30—New England Outboard Regatta, Worcester, Mass. 
June 16-17—Boston to New York Outboard Marathon. 
June 19—New Bedford-New London Auxiliary Race, C.C.A. 
June 23—Start Bermuda Race, New London. 
June 24—Bear Mountain Race, Colonial Yacht Club, New York. 
June 26—America-Alaska Race, Olympia, Wash. 
June 30—Start Class B, Spanish-American Race. 
July 3-4—Albany Yacht Club. 
July 4—Mississippi Valley Power Boat Ass'n. 
July 7—Start Class A, Spanish-American Race. 
July 7-8—Springfield, Mass., Regatta. 
July 13—British-American 6-meter Team Races, on the Clyde. 
July 14—Block Island Cruiser Race, New Y'ork Athletic Club. 
July 14—Providence Regc.ta. 
July 20—Portland, Maine, Regatta. 
July 21-22—Cleveland Y'acht Club. 
Julv 28-29—Craig Trophy Race for Cruisers. 
July 27-29—Buffalo Launch Club Regatta. 
July 28—Hull, Mass., Regatta. 
Aug. 2—Miles River Regatta. 
Aug. 2—Yacht Races, Olympic Games, Amsterdam 
Aug. 3—Bayside-Block Island Auxiliary Race. 
Aug. 4-11—Marblehead Race Week. 
Aug. 9-23—New York Yacht Club Cruise and Regatta. 
Aug. 16-18—Niagara B&at Club Regatta. 
Aug. 17-18—Newport Rtgatta. 
Sept. 1-3—Detroit Regatta. 
Sept. 1—Huntington-Cornfield Auxiliary Race. 
Sept. 14-15—President's Cup Regatta. Washington, D. C. 
Sept. 16—Ocean Race for Cruisers, Sheepshead Bay Yacht Club. 
Oct. 5-6—National Outboard Regatta, Wilmington, N. C. 
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U! Cruise De hvce 

few*** 

66 Glorious Days! 

Sailing from 
New York 

January 29, 1929 

TV/I ysterious Egypt, fascinating Africa, the Holy Land, beautiful Madeira, 
iv-1 gay Seville, Granada with its Alhambra, mighty Gibraltar, ancient Cadiz, 
Algiers, Biskra, Timgad, Tunis, Malta, Dardanelles, Constantinople, Bosphorus, 
Athens, Dalmatian Coast, Cattaro, Cettinje, Ragusa, Venice, Florence, Rome, 
Naples, Messina, Taormina, Syracuse, Pa'ermo, Monte Carlo, France, England. 

Exclusively chartered palatial S. S. "Scythia" 
Cunard Line's finest first-class cuisine and service 
Membership limited to 390 guests—half capacity 

This Cruise is the Annual Mediterranean CI issic. The very comprehensive itinerary, 
visiting practically every port of historic and romantic interest; the unusually large 
and comfortable cabins of the "Scythia"—all with hot and cold running water—the 
suites and private baths, the spacious decks, the passenger elevators and the reasonable 
rates, all combine to offer the most attractive of all Cruises to the Mediterranean. 

Free Stop-over in Europe, inc'uding return by S. S. "Berengaria," 
"Aquitania," "Mauretania" or any Cunard steamer. 

Early Reservation Advisable 

1 ravel Service 
throughout 

EUROPE 
We suggest routes, steamers, 
trains, hotels, etc., and secure 
all reservations  in advance. 

FRANK TOURIST CO. 
(Est. 1875)  542 Fifth Ave., New York 

Philadelphia—1529 Locust St.   Chicago   175 No. Michigan Ave. 
Boston—33 Devonshire St. 

San Francisco—29 Geary St.      Los Angeles—756 So. Broadway 

Open all year 
European Plan 

Fireproof Construction 

200 rooms with private 
bath 

NT AUK 
Montauk, Long Island 

Situated in the exclusive eastern end of the island, with a landlocked harbor dock with 37- 
foot water; opened in May, 1927; a brilliant success from the beginning. Patronized by 
distinguished families. 
Completed polo 6eld, bridle trails. 18-hole golf course, tennis 
courts, picturesque hills and valleys, surf bathing, fishing. 
Unusual advantages for children. Booklet. Ferry from New 
London to Montauk. 

BERNHARD LUNDBERG, Manager 
Winter Resort 

Hotel Lincoln, Miami Beach, Florida 

Without, the hurry- 
ing life of a busy 
city—within, a rest- 
ful pleasantness 
and attentive ser- 
vice. One of Bos- 
ton's best known 
hotels — MOST 
CONVEN- 
IENTLY 
LOCATED. HOTEL 

Never have your 
dollars bought more 
in luxurious com- 
fort and service than 
here at the Hotel 
Touraine. New 
furnishings and 
lighting add to the 

charm of this 
hotel. RATES 

$322 and up. 

Golf. ..AND 

pleasant living at St. Andrews 

A St. Andrews-by-the-sea, 
one of the famous championship eighteens of the New 
World. And one of its most complete and comfortable 
summer golf-colonies. In the centre, the long, low, manor- 
like Hotel. Two golf courses and club house between it 
and the St. Croix River. To the other side, the bathing 
pool... on the great salt bay. A well-eq uipped playground 
for children and their nurses. Bridle paths. Bowling green 
and bowling alleys. Tennis courts, both clay and grass. 
A yacht anchorage. Garage service. Within the hotel, big 
rooms, furnished with broad beds and deep chairs, bed- 
side lights and clear mirrors. A cuisine of Canadian 
Pacific standard, which means better than your own cook's 
best. Comfortable lounges with open fires. Really good 
music. Broad piazzas with sea-views across to Maine. A 
staff which serves one with that mingling of deftness and 
deference so rarely found. And a clientele of the most 
charming people you would be likely to meet anywhere. 
Men who know good golf and good living bring their 
families for all-summer sojourns. The Hotel Algonquin 
opens June 23 rd. Details from any Canadian Pacific agent. 
New York, 344 Madison Ave., at 44th St. Boston, 405 
Boylston St. Chicago, 71 E. Jackson Blvd. Or write 

Hotel Algonouin 

ST ANDREWS 

by-the-sea...New Brunswick, Canada 
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HOTEL RESORT 
AND TRAVEL 
DEPARTMENT 

Established 1906 
Featured every moQlh in seven publications 

THE QUALITY GROUP MAGAZINES 
ATLANTIC MONTHLY, HARPER'S, REVIEW OF REVIEWS, SCRIBNER'S 

MAGAZINE THE GOLDEN BOOK and WORLD'S WORK, also in COUNTRY LIFE 
Send postage for advice where and how to go.  The right hotel, etc 

For space and rates in our departments write to 
THE WHERE-TO-GO BUREAU, Inc., 8 Beacon Street, Boston. Mass.. 0. S. A, 

^EUROPE 

INDEPENDENT TRIPS 
that are truly independent — free from 
the study of puzzling time tables, queues at ticket windows search for suitable 
hotels, and a hundred similar troubles, 
because Raymond-Whitcomb does all 
this •¥■ Raymond-Whitcomb will help 
you plan your own individual trip and will make all arrangements—steamship tick- 
ets, railway tickets, local guides, automo- biles,hotels . .. allonthescaleyou wish. 

The Raymond.Whitcomb Individual 
Travel Servicewill arrange trips any- 
where in the world — in Europe it is 

especially popular. 
Send for the Raymond- Whitcomb 

Guide to European Travel" 
EUROPEAN TOURS 

on standards of luxury hitherto unknown 
—trans -Atlantic passage on the finest of 
the great liners, rooms with baths at the famous Continental hotels, extensive 
travel by private automobiles ♦ Other 
tours that are equally comprehensive but 
less luxurious Also tours at low prices 

"Booklets on request 
Land Cruises in America 

On special trains—over special routes. 
Three to nine weeks Visiting Alaska', California, Hawaii, Grand Canyon the 
National Parks and the Canadian Rockies 

North Cape Cruise 
Sailing June 27 

Round Africa Cruise 
January 12, 1929 

Mediterranean Cruise 
January 22, 1929 

Raymond & Whitcomb Co. 
Executive Offices: 

12 PARK STREET. BOSTON, MASS. 
NEW YORK    PHILADELPHIA CHICAGO 

LOS ANGELES     SAN FRANCISCO 

LOS ANCELES CAL. 
•Within 

POSITIVELY FIREPROOF Headquarters for travelers fi parts of the world. 555 rooms—each with private hath. European plan. For folder, rates—write F. M. Diin- tnick. Lessee, Hill. bet. 4th and &th. 

fAN NUYS HOTEL LOS ANGELES 
A quiet atmosphere that appeal* persons of refinement. World- nous cafe. Convenient loca- n. Moderate rates. Folder on request. 

sate f 
BOSTON MASS. 

HOTEL 
PURITAN 

390ComirionweallhAw Boston 
~L\_f umishings. service, atmosphere and 

rates make this Distinctive Boston Mouse one of 
the mosl homelike and attractive cilu hotels in 
the world Send for our bookJcl with its auide 
to Boston and historic vicinity A.P.AHO«EW» UQ 

COLORADO 
LONGS  PEAK INN 

A SYNONYM FOR VACATION 

CRUISES-TOURS 

tute^V 
The 

'American Institute 
of Educational Travel 
Foremost Educational Travel 
Tours officially recognized by 
more than ten American 
Universities, Educational 
Foundations and State 

. Departments of Education. 
(University credit if desired). 

587 Fifth Avenue 
NEW YORK 

NEW ORLEANS LA. 

Seven sports for 

seven days * * 
HERE in historic Norfolk- 

Portsmouth, rest and recrea- 
tion serve the most versatile of moods. 

Golf among pines on any of seven crack courses. Thirty fast tennis 
courts. Riding, hiking, fishing, 
yachting, surf-bathing. Indoor salt 
water pool. Many fine hotels at 

Virginia Beach, Ocean ■ View, Cape Henry, Nor- 
r^y/S. folk. The splendid new 

l) Nansemond at Ocean ' r~" View opens this month. 
A Every comfort and con- 

venience. Real Southern cooking. Come by rail, 
road or boat. 

Write to Tourist In- 
formation Bureau, Nor- 
folk, Va.,for interesting booklet. 

PENNSYLVANIA 
UN APE VILLAGE The Adult Camp on Lake In Poconos Rustic cabins with modern convfr.iences. Centra] dining room    Riding, tennis, fisl Rates by day or week. Christian. Ja 4813 Kinescssing Ave, Phila., Penna.   There art first-class boy and girl camps nearby. 

(|be aCharle* 

New Orleans 
One of America's Leading Hotels 

ALFRED S AMER I CO..Ltd, Proprietors 
ASBURY PARK  N. J. 

ASBURY PARK 
ON THE WONDERFUL NORTH JERSEY COAST 

IDEAL SUMMER RESORT 
Always something to do on or off the Boardwalk—always health and happi- ness. Golf and every other sport and recreation. Fine hotels, theatres, lakeside walks, country drives surf-bathing, ocean pools baths. Literature on request 
CHAMBER OF COMMKK INFORMATION BTJREA 130 Boardwalk, Asbury Park 

(0*Msmmosti 
NORTH ASBURY PARK. N.J. 

ACCOMMODATES 500. 
AMERICAN PUN 

SEA BATHS. GOLF, 
A LA CARTE 
GRILL ROOM 

TVie Resort Hotel Pre-eminent 
DIRECTLY ON THE OCEAN 

Every modern appointment, 
convenience and service 

Extensive improvement* for 
season of 1928 

SHERMAN DENNIS, Manager , 
v s 

HOTEL CECIL 
LONDON 

Rising majestically beside 
the historic Thames, its 
luxurious yet restful atmos- 
phere is traditional with all 
that is greatest in English 
hospitality. 
For Tariff apply to HOTEL 
CECIL. LTD., 425. Fifth. 
Ave., New York, or the 
principal travel agencies. 
EMPIRE HOTELS 
The South-Western Hotel, 

Southampton. 
The Empire Hotel, Bath 
The Valley of Rocks Hotel, 

Lynton, N. Devon 
The Granville Hotel, Rams- 

gate , Kent 
Bushey Hall Hotel, Bushey, 

Herts, near London 
Bailey's Hotel, London, 

S.W.7 
The South Kensington 

Hotel, London, S.W.7 
The benefits of perfect organi- 
sation—so essential to real 
comfort—are felt immediately 
one enters an " Empire Hotel." 
Illustrated Tariffs of any of 
the above Hotels will be sent 
post free on application to: 
EMPIRE HOTELS, LTD., 
425, Fifth Avenue. New 
York, or the principal travel 
agencies. 

Where-To-Go for July close* June 1 
TRAVEL 

Enter Europe through Glas- 
gow, tour Scotland, and 
travel South by the "Royal 
Scot," the train that holds 
the World's record. 

HP 

Illustrated pamphlets from John Fairman 
(Dept. ASS), 200 Fifth Avenue. New York. 
Or from any L M S Agent. Thomas Cook 
<5- Sen, or the A merican Express. 

LMS 
LONDON MIDLAND AND SCOTTISH RAILWAY 

_AD|RONDACK MTS. N. Y. 
KUCRT POXD CAMP 
ID the Adirondack,-Urinous, N. Y. 
For adulla. Congenial group. Com- fortable floored tents. Excellent food Swimming, canoeing. Booklet. Dr. Sarlha Traey, K. E Cor. 17th ft Locult St.. Philadelphia, Pa. 

M 
QH IWE A modern Adirondack hotel   Ifi-r.uL; a wide range of dVtofMnfS sports and amusements. M. LON'GSTAFF. OLD FOKUE. N. Y 

DAAns rtkiri Where tht trails 1\.VJJ\L>J C1NL/ begm. A camp for 
ttie great out-doors. Boating. ISathing, Fish- ing. Bklet. C.T.Meyer. Lake Pleasant. NY 

Department of Travel and 

Resort Information 

S.   Empress   of   Scotland leaving 
1929 
Empress of  Australia leaving New 

Leaves New York Jan- 

Franconia  leaving New 

This department is for Country Life's readers who 
desire information regarding travel and resorts. 

Booklets listed below will be sent free of charge. 
Order by number only using the coupon at the bot- 
tom of page 120. 

WATER TRIPS 
American Mail Line' 

351 10 Tours to the Orient. Round the Pacific, and Round the World Canadian Pacific S.S. 382 Mediterranean Cruise—S. New York February 4th. 3 Travel Suggestions 325 Round the World—S.S. York December 1. 192 8 326 Foundation Facts For Your Trip to Europe 327 South America-Africa Cruise—S.S. Empress of France leaving New York January 22, 1929 328 Collegiate Tours to Europe 192 8 Frank C. Clark 
370 Mediterranean Cruise—S.S.  TVansi/lcania, leaving New York January 30, 1929 371 Around the World—S.S. Calidonia. uary 16. 1929 Thomas Cook <f Son* 
263 Educational Tours. 1928 264 European Air Travel Cunard Line' 383 Around  the  World Cruise—  S. S. Y'ork January 15th, 1929 284 Cunard Budget Plan for European Travel Dollar Steamship Lint' 23 Round America Tours 24 Round  the  World  by  way  of  the   Orient—Egypt   and the Mediterranean; leaves New Y'ork every two weeks 2 5 California, via Havana and the Panama Canal 26 Return from Europe via Mediterranean—The New Route 2 7 President Liners Franco-Belgitjuc Tours 2 85 The Mediterranean French Line' 3 4 To Plymouth in England by way of the French Line Steamers 3 5 Suffren—The Family Ship Hamburg-American Line' 7 7 Across the Atlantic 248 The New S.S. New York 329 Around the World Cruise—S.S.  Resolute, leaving New Y'ork January 7. 1929 33 0 Tourist Third Cabin 377 To Northern Wonderlands—S.S.  Reliance leaving New York June 30. 1928 378 European Tours Holland America Line' 41 Holland America Line International Mercantile Marin* 226 Europe for All 22 7 Travel Map of Europe 2 89 The Magnificent Trio 290 And So She Sailed for Europe 

Italian Line' 259 Special Winter Voyages to the Mediterranean—1928 Lamport £ Holt 272 To South America 
Los Angeles S.S. Co. 331 Hawaii direct from Los Angeles 332 Personally Conducted Tours to Hawaii 
Lloyd Sabaudo' 5 0 Genoa 51 S.S. Confe Biancamano 52 S.S. Conte Verde 53 S.S. Conte Rosso Matson Line' 2G1 Hawaii Navigazione fjrturalr Italiana' 372 Answer the Call of Italy 373 S.S. Colombo 374 S.S. Roma 375 S.S. Duifio 3 76 Motoring Through Italv in Y'our Car North German Lloyd 

58 Transatlantic Travel Deluxe 59 Muenchen—The Latest One Cabin Liner 292 Stuttgart—One Cabin, Tourist Third Class, and 3rd class 293 Dresden—One Cabin, Tourist Third Cabin, and 3rd class Panama Pacific Line 61 Coast to Coast 62 Around and Across America 294 The New California United Fruit Company* 260 Fifteen Day Tour to British West Indies 261 Twenty-four Day Caribbean Cruises 296 The Great White Fleet 297 Cruises o'er the Golden Caribbean Ward Line 384 Mexico for the Tourist 

LAND TRIPS—American 
Canadian Pacific Ry. 

29 8 Pacific Coast Tours Thos. Cook <f Sons 299 California & Hawaii Dollar Steamship Line' 93 Round America Tours Frank Tourist Co.' 32 Independent Travel in America Raymond rf Whitcomb' 103 Land Cruises to California 230 Land Cruises In America North Pacific Railways' 352 2,000 miles of Startling Beauty 353 Yellowstone National Park 354 Ranier National Park 355 Dude Ranch 3 56 Alaska , 
Rock Island Railway' 104 Colorado via Rock Island All Expense Tours 105 Personally Conducted Tnnrs to Colorado 109 On Your Way to California 110 California, the Golden State 231 Colorado, under the Turquoise Sky 278 Golden State Route to Southern California 279 A map that talks 280 The De Luxe Golden State Ltd. Southern Pacific Lines' 125 California 126 Apache Trail of Arizona 131 Tioea Pass Auto Tour 133 California for Tourist 134 Y'osemite 301 Catalina Island 302 Crater Lake 303 Sunset Route 3 04 Oregon Outdoors 305 Seouoia Nat l. Park 306 Outdoor Life in the Sierra Union Pacific Rys.' 23 4 Death Valley 235 Along the Union Pacific System 237 Zion National Park, Bryce Canyon,  and North River Grand Canyon 239 California 241 Yellowstone National Park 

LAND TRIPS-Foreign 
American Express Co. 

339 The American Traveler in Europe 
Amcrop Travtl Service, Inc. 

341 Independent Tours to Germany 
Canadian Pacific Railways' 385 Canadian Folk Song and Handicrafts Festival 357 Twenty-four hour motor Detour 358 Seeing the Canadian Pacific Rockies 

•Country Life Advertiser 
(Continued on page 132) 
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See 

EUROPE 

your own way 

SEE Europe the way YOU 
want to see it...visit the 

places YOU want to visit... 
enjoy every moment of your 
trip abroad...by havingevery- 
thing arranged to suit YOUR 
wishes through the American 
Express plan of Independent 
Travel. 

American Express Travel 
experts will assist in working 
out an itinerary based on 
your own ideas — sailing 
dates,  arrangements for 

steamers, railroads 
~ and hotels ... sight- 

YOUR    seeing trips, etc.— 
trip to     ancj ten yOU exactly 

Europe-   the cost of the entire 
bavei* trip. When every- arranged     , .        , * 

YOUR way thlnS 15 PIan
r
ned t0 

. YOUR satisfaction, 
the actual arrange- 

ments are made far in ad- 
vance of the date you plan to 
sail. Every travel advantage 
and comfort is yours—and 
you are free of travel worries, 
disappointments and delays. 

Write, call or phone for 
the new booklet "The Amer- 
ican Traveler in Europe"(use 
convenient coupon below). 
It describes fully how to 
spend your time in Europe 
to best advantage—what to 
see and how to travel in ease, 
security and comfort. 

AMERICAN 

EXPRESS 

Travel Department 

[21 65 Broadway, New York 
58 E. Washington Street 

Chicago 
Market at Second Street 

San Francisco 
606McGIawn-BowenBldg. 

Atlanta, Ga. 
Please send "The American Traveler In 
Europe"to 

Name.. 

Address...............  
tsimerican Sxpress Travelers Cheques 

^Always Protect Tour Funds 

■ORT-fc -TRAVEL-DEPARTMENT W'm'mmmmmmmm1     CONTINUED — 
TRAVEL-TOURS 

BELCENLAND 
large/f and fineit liner 
ever to ciitle the globe 

Jai/iivcm NEW YORK 
DECEMBER 17,1928 
Fcllcwinq the fun 
to 84 Citie/ 
throughout the World 

Overs six-times- 
tried and proved itin- 

erary. You reach Europe 
In the Spring and may stop over and return home from 
a North European port. 
Literature now available. 

REDyjAR LINE 
in t c t ptnf/cn with 

AMERICAN   EXPRE/S COMPANY Red Star Line. No. 1 Broadway. New York; American Express Company. 65 Broadway; or 

)reatMeSXanada 

sH!yERSALTQU£L 

3S9 Fallon Street, BROOKLYN, N.Y. 

Im California—North West—Parks—Europe— IM Bermuda — Steamer —Hall — Bus—Hotels. IM       Tickets anywhere.   Send for Booklets. 

MORWAV     AND WESTERN IN UK WAY MEDITERRANEAN 
Cruise, ss "Lancastria," June 30 
52 days, $600—$1300; Lisbon, Spain, 
Tangier, Algiers, Italy, Riviera, 
Sweden, Norway, Scotland, Berlin, 
(Paris, London). Short Cruise, omit- 
ting Norway, $475. 

Jan. 16 Round the World Cruise, ¥1 mm tip 
Jan. 80 Mediterranean Cruise, 66 dais, ¥600 up 
Frank C. Clark. Times BIdg.. N.Y. 

RED  CROSS LINE 
Halifax, Nova Scotia 

St. John's, Newfoundland 
Steamers "Nerissa" and "Silvia" 

12 DAYS—$120 UP 
Sailings from New York every Saturday 

For full information write for booklet 
BOWRING & COMPANY 

17 Battery Place      New York 
PARIS 22, PI. de la Madeleine 

TOURS—All Europe 
Independent & Conducted (Write for Booklet M) 

NEW YORK 46 West 46th Street 
The Where-To-Go system influences the people comprising the cream of all Travel prospects. Our advertisers waste no money in presenting their invitations to people who cannot accept. 

CANADA 
NORTHERN ONTARIO 
TIM AG AMI r/SiSLSlS A North Woods Bungalow Camp in heart of four mil- lion acres of virgin forest. 1,502 Lakes. Fvery com- fort. Wonderful Ashing. Boating, Bathing, and Hiking. One night from Toronto. Booklet. SIR, WILSON. 242 Maplewood Ave., Toronto, Ont., Can. 

OJIBWAY HOTEL SESSSTS pine covered Island in Georgian Bay. Ex- cellent Pike, Pickerel, Bass, Muskellunge fishing. Tennis, Imating, swimming. Un- surpassed for Hay Fever. Write for booklet to H. C. Davis, Manager. Ojibway Island, Ontario 
Acoc.mcphin8 TEMAGAMI 
Rustic cabins in virgin forests. Wonderful fishing. Hundreds of lakes. Every comfort. Good meals and service. Booklet. 

J. R. McCONNELL 
Temagami Ontario, Canada 

The Greatest 

Summer 

Vacation/ 

A Cruise to 

Europe 

and the 

Mediterranean 
by the Cunaxd-Anchor Liner "California" 

from New York, July 3 to Aug. 30. 
Our seventh consecutive 
Summer Cruise—a wide- 
reaching voyage covering: 
Madeira,Tangier,Gibraltar, I 
Algiers, Naples,   Athens, f 
Constantinople, the Holy I 
Land, Cairo, Naples,] 
Monaco, returning via 
Paris and London. 
The supreme opportu- 
nity of worth-while 
Summer travel . 
glorious days at sea , 
... alluring shore ex- 
cursions ... adventure 
• . . instruction • . • 
recreation ... and 
—moderate rates. 

OTHER 
ITOURS to EUROPE] 

Ask for our programs which i 
offer the widest possible [ 
range. Particular attention] 
is called to our new Popu- 
lar  Tours,  arranged for| 
those who prefer the in- 
formal but congenial at- 
mosphere of the Tourist I 
Third Cabin. Splendid/ 
itineraries—low rates/ 
with  very  comfortable | 
and attractive accom- 
modations. ¥e have 
over 100 European] 
offices—always at 
your command. 

Independent 
Individual Travell 

at all times. 

THOS.COOK&SON 
58S Fifth Avenue, New York 

and Branches 

TRAVEL-TOURS 

A 

SOUTH A 

MERIC/\ 
FIND real enjoyment this 

summer in the Old World 
lands below the equator dur- 
ing the mild sub-tropical win- 
ter season there. Fascinating 
people. New experiences. 
Modern, comfortable hotels. 

Magnificent scenery. 
21,0O0 ton liners sail fortnightly 
from New York for Rio de Janeiro 
—Montevideo and Buenos Aires. 

Luxurious accommodations — all 
deck sports—outdoor M* i mining pool. 

Fastest Time—Finest Ships 
Pan America Western World 
Southern Cross       American Legion 
Also Excellent Tourist 3rd Cabin— 

surprisingly loic rates 
Apply any Tourist Agency or 

MUNSON 
STEAMSHIP 

LINES 

REDUCED 
SUMMER RATES 

Round trips—One Way 
Water, One Way Rail. 

Check your Auto aa baggage. 
Apply lor illustruted booklets. No. 1 U way N.Y. City, our offices elsewhere or authorized S S. and R. K. agents. 

Panama facific fine INTERNATIONAL MERCANTILE   MARINE COSfANY 

TRAVEL 
BY AIR 
IN EUROPE 

There's a record behind the British 
line to Europe and   the East. 

IMPERIAL AIRWAYS 
LTD., 

5 78, Madison Avenue, New York City, 
or any travel agency. 

a^^HMHMMC'F.H.M 

OURS 

Leisurely, Carefree Travel; Small Parties 
"I he best Toon for Time and Money 

EUROPE-MEDITERRANEAN 
Escorted Tours and Cruises 

at Medium and Popular Prices 

ROUND THE WORLD 
Leisurely—in the season—thorough 
6 months—4 on land "East of Suez" 

3,000 miles by Motor 
through luxuriant, tropical scenery 

JAPAN-CHINA-PHILIPPINES 
La Fall, The Coronation Festivals 

Send for Tours desired 

'JEMPLE^IOURS* 
447-B Park Sq. Building, Boston 

New Tork Washington Chicago 
San Francisco 

Where-To-Go blankets the best Travel prospects 
SO. AMER. 60 DAYS $339 
Write for book 700 Famous ALLEN PLAN Tours. AU.KN TOURS, Inc., 13 1 Bojlslon St., Boston. 

EUROPE 
"TSj^afc from 

^^*5^ an arm 
**»^»*^ chair 

Write for d scripiive Booklet. Tours leaving regn larly thru England. Scot- land. Ireland, France, Ger- many.   Switzerland. Italyt Spain, Belgium. Austria and Holland.   .Motor Pullmans, up- holstered luxuriously, having Buffet, Toilet and every Conceivable Comfort. 
EN ROUTE SERVICE, INC. 

Savoy Plaza Hotel 
5th Avenue and 59th Street, New York 

MICHICAN 

67 Wall Street, New York 

MASSACHUSETTS 

MAKE YOVTK. SUMMER  HOME AT 
BAY VIEW HOUSE £M„ISS 

[Here old friends meet, new friends are l made and lake breezes make living a de- light. Write now for rates A- reservations. 
I MASSACHUSETTS 

s^Ty rjr^ fr.^  r* i i n i T|ijir r 
MEW OCE.tK  HOTJSK-:-Swampsoott, Massachusetts Located directly on the ocean In the midst of beautiful natural scenery. Every recreational feature.  The best cuisine and service that money cau produce. Booklet. E. R. Grabow. Chairman of Board. Clement E. Kennedy, President. 
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MOTEL-RES OFIT-&. -TRAVEL- DEPARTMENT 
——W~ CONTINUED 

CRUISES-TOURS 

EUROPE 

Get this 
helpful booklet 

if you are going 
Twenty vivid and varied sum- 
mer tours —skilfully arranged 
itineraries—frequent depar- 
tures—six weeks visiting Paris, 
Switzerland, ItalianLakes,Italy, 
Belgium, London —$740 up. 

Write for illustrated booklet 
"Summer Tours to Europe" 

AMERICAN 

EXPRESS 
"Travel Department 

65 Broadway, New York 
^American Express Travelers Cheques 

Always Protect Your Funds 

TO THE BALMY 
\ TROPICS 

JfVXUKU 

All Expense Tours. In- clusive of Hotels and 19 Days /       Sightseeing Ashore. 
Havana #250 up 1,™ 
9 delightful .lavs at sea. 
Panama #300 up ZZTlTn^, 
and 3 days in the Canal Zone. Splendid oil burning steamers **£bro" and "Essequibo"—built for tropical cruising — Swimming pool. Dancing. Deck games* etc. All outside rooms.  Send for Booklet. 

PACIFIC LINE 
THE PACIFIC STEAM NAVIGATION CO. Sanderson & Son, Inc., 26 Broadway, N. Y. or Local Agents 

NEW YORK CITY 
Hotel St. James 109-113 45th St.    IIVICI UU JQIIICd      N. Y. City. Midway between Fifth Avenue and Broadway. An lOtel of quiet dignity, having the atmosphete and appointinentB of a well-conditioned home. Much favored by women traveling without escort. 3 min- utea walk to 40 theatres and all best shops. Rates and booklet on  application.      W, JOHNSON QITINN 

TRAVEL TOURS 

PEST 

V^CATIOJiU 
LEASiTriE*€feN,&E 

II '■■L:{^*59aim 

Combination Rail" 
Auto Tour 

Of the ROCKIES 
Two Glorious Weeks 
Restful—invigorating 
— fascinating— keen 
mountain air—inspir- 
ing scenery—Pikes 
Peak Region—Rocky 

Mountain National Park—Fall 
River Road across the Conti- 
nental Divide. Comprehensive 
but leisurely.  No hurry — no 
worry—no care—every wish 
anticipated. 

Best ofE verythingEverywhere 
Train service, hotels, autos, and meals 

ALL FOR ONLY $ |"f ■» OO 

FROM CHICAGO 
Much less than total 
cost if you planned 
the trip yourself. Rates 
c orrespondingly low 
from other points. 

A Variety of Colorado Tours at Lower Prices THE ROAD OF UNUSUAL SERVICE 
1    

For details mail this coupon 
ROCK ISLAND VACATION TRAVEL! 

SERVICE BUREAU | 
710 U Salle St. Station, Chicago. 111. | 
Please send me free booklets descrip- 
tive of Colorado and various all* expense Colorado tours. 

Name  

SWITZERLAND 

LOVERS 

of BEAUTY 
of TRAVEL 
of ART 
of LITERATURE 
of EDUCATION and 
of PLAY 

find in SWITZERLAND the 
dream spots around which 
their imaginations have ever 
circled . . . 

Cover the "high spots" which 
will enchant you . . . charm 
you . . . follow the route . . . 

Geneva, 
Martigny-Chatelard, 
Loetschberg, 
Bernese Oberland, 
Jungfrauj och, 
Lucerne and Lake District, 
St. Gothard. 

Every detail of your trip can be 
arranged here—so that you will miss 
none of the marvels of SWITZER- 
LAND. 

Ask for our Booklet W 
" Where Dreams Come True" 

Address 

SWITZERLAND 

475 Fifth Ave., N. Y. City 

Devon ~m 
The Shire of the Sea Kings 
Turn back the pages of history and 
ramble through glorious Devon. 
Live overDevon's dream of ancient 
greatness when the bold adventur- 
ers of the sea, in pointed beards 
and starched ruffs, roamed the 
towns and coasts. 

From Lands End to London the smiling 
pathway of the Great Western Railway 
leads you through a hundred and one of 
the thrilling episodes of English history and 
legend. Smuggler's caves, summer resorts, 
the enchanted Loma Doone and Thomas 
Hardy country, the homes of American 
pioneers, etc.... Enjoy the quaintness and 
hospitality of Devon and the West Coun- 
ttie via Plymouth. 
Quide No. 76, containing maps and illustra- 
tions, will be gladly sent to you on application 

K.W. C. GRAND, General Agent 
505 Fifth Ave., New York 

GREAT WESTERN 
RAILWAY of England 

LONDON ENC. 

Hotel Russell 

between City ai West End. Sp cious Rooms, and 0. mnni water. Bedrooi with p r i v a bath. Write (he   Bureau f Tariff. 
Rjussell Square 

LONDON, ENGLAND 

wsm 

HUNCARY 

CRUISES-TOURS 

When youare in Central Europe nearVenlce 
—Vienna—Munich—Berlin, don't fail to visit 

BUDAPEST 
PEARL OF THE DANUBE 

Only 5 hours from Vienna. It is one of the 
most beautiful A romantic cities in Kurope. 

Hotels for all pretensions. 
Information obtainable at the 
Municipal Information Office, Budapest, Hungary 

Dealt Ferenc u. 2. or in the tourist bureaus. 
^CRUISES-TOURS 

.       and ■ 

6eor$ianBay 
(30000 ISLANDS) 

Addresa_ 

?862 RoundtheWorld 
Send for Illustrated Literature 

ROBERTSON  TRAVEL BUREAU 
Hibernian Building, Los Angeles, Calif. 

A combination of Rest, 
Recreation and Sight-seeing. A cruise 
delujteofover2000miles—visiting Mackinac 
Island, Parry Sd. Can., Detroit, Cleve- 
land, Chicago and BuiTalo-—a full day 
to gaze in wonder at NIAGARA FALLS 
—the world's greatest cataract. 

The Big Oil-Burning White Liners 

North American & South American 
Cruising between Chicago and Buffalo are equal in comfort and luxury to the fine 
Ocean Steamers.   Staterooms and parlor rooms are all outside rooms. Excellent 
meals of pleasing variety. Entertainments, Music and Dancing—Social Hostess in 

charge.  You can enjoy quiet or enter into the gaiety 
as you prefer. Semi-weekly sailings during season. 

Tickets bearing mil routing between Chicago, Detroit. Cleveland, and Buffalo trill be hon- ored for transit upon additional payment. 
Call or write for pamphlet at any Railway Ticket Office or Tourist Agency or 

W.H. BLACK, Traffic Mrr. W. E. BROWN, Gen'l Art. 
110 W. Adams St.. Clucato, HI.    13 S. Division St.,Buff«lo,N.Y. 

'Concluded ftorn page J30< 
LAND TRIPS—Foreign (continued) 

Cunaril Lint * 19S To and Through Great Britain 
Daintier Hire. Ltd. 

3 40 Automobile Hire Abroad 
Franco Belgique Tours 

30 7 Europe by Motor 
Frank Tourist Co.' 

251 Europe for the Independent Traveler 33" Tours to Europe. 1928 
French Line* 

136 France 13 T Paris of Spires and Towers 138 North African Motor Tours 139 Arross North Africa 140 The  Magic of  Islam—Algeria.  Tunisia.   Morocco (French). The Desert 141 Across the Desert 142 Morocco—Sunlit- Exotic-Oriental 30 8 Tunisia 30!) Algeria 3 10 Morocco 
German Tourist Information Office' 

333 Traveling in Beautiful Germany 33 4 Berlin and Potsdam 335 The Rhine 33 6 Munich—The Bavarian Alps 
Hamburg-American Line* 149 Ireland 150 Germany 1 5 1 France 152 British Isles 338 European Tours 
The Norwegian Gov't. Rys. 

311 Vilsingland Vacations 312 Norway 313 What You Sec from the Train in Norway 314 Three Towers 
Raymond <f Whiteomb* 193 Europe—1928 233 Guide to European Travel 315 Motor Travel in Europe Swiss Federal Railways 386 Tourist  Map of Switzerland 387 Switzerland—The Tourist's Paradise 388 The Electric St. Gotthard Line 3 89 Vevey 390 The Grisons 391 St. Moritz 

392 Illustrated Guide to the Bernest Oberland 3 93 Geneva 394 Lausanne-Ouchy 395 Montana 3 9 ii Lucerne 397 Valais 3 98 Lotschberg 399 Health Resorts of Switzerland 40 0 The Sun Cure 

UNITED STATES TERRITORIES 
ALASKA 342 Alaska and the Yukon 
HAWAII 

Hawaii Tourist Bureau* 154 Tourfax 155 The Story of Hawaii 156 Hawaii National Park 40 1 That Haunting Charm 
HOTELS and RESORTS—American 

Southern California Year Round Vacation Land Supreme* Del Monte Hotel. Del Monte. Calif.* Glen Springs Hotel. Watkins Glen   N Y The Savoy-Plaza.* New York Citv French Lick.* French Lick. Indiana The Alexander. Los Angeles. Calif The General Ogelthorpe. Savannah. Ga.* Hotel Del Mar. Del Mar Co., Car * Miami Beach. Florida Hotel Touraine. Boston. Mass. Asheville. S. C* Del Monte. Del Monte. Calif." United  Hotels  Company  of America* The Roosevelt—New  York Citv Benjamin Franklin—Philadelphia The Olympic—Seattle, Wash. 
HOTELS and RESORTS—Foreign 

German Tourists Information Bureau* German Hotel Guide German Spas and Watering Places The Black Forest—Garden Wurttemberg Golt in Germany 
Canadian Pacific Railways 

Lake Windermere Bungalow Camp Resorts in the Canadian Pacific Rockies Hotel Algonquin. St. Andrews, Canada Banff Springs—Banff. Alta. Chateau Lake Louise—Lake Louise, Alta L'nerald Lake Chalet — Emerald Lake United Hotels* The Mount Royal—Montreal King  Edward  Hotel—Toronto Royal  Connaught—Hamilton The Clifton—Niagara Falls The Prince Edward—Windsor The Admiral Beatty—Saint John. N. B. Hotel Cecil—London 
TRAVEL ACCESSORIES 

159 205 253 267 2 US 

318 319 347 359 360 
402 403 404 

343 34 4 3 45 346 

3S0 381 405 406 407 
408 409 410 411 412 413 414 

Abercrombie <f Fitch 206 Luggage 
American Express Co. 348 Travelers Cheeks 
Bell i Howell* 207 Filmo Cameras 
Benson <f Hedges 208 Cigarettes. Cigars, and Smoking Accessories Bran's !09 Week-end Boxes of Cake 210 Bun Voyage Boies 
Eastman Kodak Co.* 211 Cine Kodaks 212 List of Eastman Kodak Branrhes throughout the World Hartmann* 

213 Trunks 
Revelation Suitcase Co. 214 Revelation Suitcases If. W. Winskip' 215 Winship Wardrobe Trunks 

Department of Travel and Resort Information 
Country Life, 224 Madison Ave., New York City 

Please send, without obligation on my part, the following bnokleh. (Insert numbers from list.) From Foreign Countries, excent Canada enclose 10c in stamps. 

Name   
P. O. Address     
Stite   June 

•Country Life Advertiser 



Country Life 

July 1928 50 Cents 

Doubleday, Doran & Company, Inc.. Garden City, N. Y. 



Seven-Passenger Sport Touring—by Lx\e 

£oNG, low and graceful in every line and curve, 
beautifully expressive of great power and inex- 
haustible speed ... A motor as quiet and vibration' 
less as it is possible to make a superb piece of power 
machinery . . . Complete safety and effortless con' 
trol even at the highest speeds ... Equipment and 

appointments as fine as the quality-markets of the 
world affords . . . Spacious room for seven—even 
for the two passengers in the auxiliary seats. 
Restful touring comfort even across a continent. 
These are definite Lincoln qualities that make 
this a master'car among all fine open cars! 

Aluminum body custom-designed by Loci{e —upholstered in soft, hand crushed 
Morocco in color to blend with the finish— a sport top of finest Burban^ cloth u<ith 
mahogany finished boms, nickel trimmed, compactly folding. Unlimited selection of 
color combinations. Six wire ifheels—spares at the side or rear. Folding trun\ rac\. 

INCOLN MOTOR COMPANY 
Division    of    Ford    Motor Company 
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NEW JERSEY 
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XKW IERSEY NEW JERSEY 

FOR  SALE In the woods and swept by ocean breezes 

Large Summer Residence beautifully located in the wooded hills 
of New Jersey with extensive view of Sandy Hook Bay and Atlantic 
Ocean. Nicely furnished. Seven masters bed rooms and three baths 
on second floor. Ample servants quarters. Highly restricted com- 
munity. Handy by motor to bathing beaches, swimming pools, 
and golf courses. Private tennis court. Garage for six cars with 
chauffeurs quarters. One hour and a half from down town New 
York by Sandy Hook Boats (C.R.R. of N.J.) to Atlantic Highlands 
Pier and short train ride to Water Witch Station. 

Reply to owner: S. W. BOWNE 
Monmouth Hills Club, Highlands, N.J. Telephone, Highlands 1222 

This year we are cele- 
(^iX^ V. ijtoW'       brating our  60th anm- 

UftXJO^^ versary. 1868-1928 
^ More than ever before, we are organ 

ized to render you a highly specialized 
service in all forms of real estate activity. 

E<tw-p-Hamilton pQo 

149Broa<hray,NYC & Opt>Sti)tion,0<mgeM 

AONTCLAIR 

The Leading 

Real Estate Brokers 
Opposite Lackawanna Station 

MONTCLAIR, N. J. 

It pays to advertise in the Classified Directory 

MASSACHUSETTS 

SEASHORE and COUNTRY ESTATES 
Near Boston 

An extensive selection of the desirable proper- 
ties in the popular country sections around 
Boston and the larger seashore places all along 
the South Shore, and Buzzards Bay and Cape 
Cod, also residences of the better class in Boston 
and its suburbs. 

BENJAMIN C. TOWER 
87 Milk Street Boston, Mass. 

"LOSSIEMOUTH" 
CATAUMET—CAPE COD 

OPPORTUNITY IS OFFERED for a few famil ies to secure Sum- 
mer or permanent home sites in this restricted colony. Boating, 
bathing, tennis, riding, golf, own sandy beach, safe harbor, pier. 

Owner, JOHN W. RAMSAY 
161 Devonshire St., Boston, Mass. or on property 

Descriptive booklet mailed on request 

WATERWEEDS 
Removed easily and effectively from 
any lake, pond or river. Write for 
particulars. 

ASCHERT BROS. 
309 E. 36th St. Los Angeles. Calif. 

N0MENCLAT0R 
Name Your Country Home 

Give It Personality and 
Charm 

NAMING is literary work, requir- 
ing originality and a sense of fit- 
ness.   If you desire an interesting 
name for your yacht, horse, dog or 
"Anything from a  Pill to a Pa- 

E 

n 

lace", consult an expert with 20 
years' experience. 
LAURA LEE ROGERS 
Elizabeth     New Jersey 

Princeton 
Again the school question. Once more 
let us suggest Princeton. The finest 
educational facilities. Exclusively resi- 
dential. Healthful country surround- 
ings plus every convenience that modern 
life can offer. Convenient to New 
York and Philadelphia. 
Homes for sale or rent, furnished and 
unfurnished. For appointment address 

Walter B. Howe, Inc. 
Princeton, N. J. 
Tel. Princeton 95 

New York Office: 
80 Maiden Lane 
Tel. 0589 John 

^vEssex Fells, U_ 
"i cACommumty of Distinctive Homes ." 
Direction and Supervision by «    ^i D.  r—^        Mr Henry G Morse Dougal Here 

<*      \ EARL C.W700DWORTH 
240BloomHeldA\Je.Caldwell.NJ 

EDWIN M* NORRIS 

Realtor 

84 Nassau St. 
Office Tel. 1367 

Princeton, N. J. 
Residence Tel. 656 

J. R. OUTWAT E,R^INC. 
IfM^ j2£ALTORS—BUILDERS 

59 CEDAR LANE 
XEANECR.N.cJ. 
Tel. Hackensack 

4Z50 

A Commuter's Attractive Home 
in beautiful West Englewood Park 

This is one of Bergen County's finest resi- 
dential sections, conveniently located on a 
high ridge. 

The grounds are extensive and beauti- 
fully laid out with the finest of shrubs and 
flowers. The house is of the Dutch Colo- 
nial Type, with a large living room, sola- 
rium, dining room, kitchen, breakfast nook 
and screened porch on the first floor. Three 
bedrooms and tiled bath with shower on the 
second. The rooms are beautifully deco- 
rated throughout. Steam heating plant. 
Two-Car Garage. Price will be made right 
as owner is desirous of selling immediately. 

Also many other attractive Bergen County 
Properties.   $10,000. to $100,000. 
HARRY W. GETTING 

57 Larch Avenue Bogota, N. J. 
Fort Lee Road to Larch Avenue 

FOR THE FINE PROPERTIES IN 

MORRISTOWN, N. ]♦ 

See Eugene V. Welsh 
Opp. Lackawanna Station MORRISTOWN, N. J. 

j Specialists in residential 
7 (properties in South Orange. 
I ^Maplewood and ShortRiM 
\^ opposite station. - South OrangcNJ. JlU? 

INTERIOR DECORATION 
by FRANK ALVAH PARSONS 

Profusely Illustrated. Net $4.00 
At all booksellers DOUBLEDAY, DORAN & CO., INC. 

ARCHITECTS 

Daniel Denison Streeter 

Architect 

217 Havemeyer St. Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Telephone Siagg 1234 

WILLIAM H. HINTELMANN 
REAL ESTATE & INSURANCE 

Specializing in COUNTRY ESTATES 
and MONMOUTH COUNTY FARMS 

Phone 600 Rumson, N. J. 

ARCHITECTS 

Japanese #arbens; 
anb ftocfeerted 

Unique, attractive, skilfully 
and quickly constructed. 

T. R. OTSUKA 
731 K of P Building, Indianapolis 

611 Garland Bldg., Chicago 

COMPLETE 
IMPROVEMENT AND DEVELOPMENT SERVICE 

FOR THE COUNTRY PLACE 

ROBERT WALLACE DICKEFVSON 

JltXHITECTURJi FIJRdL ENGINEERING AGRICULTURE 

CARNEGIE AVENVE AT39TH PLACE CLEVELAND OHIO 



Above. Ch. Waechter von 
Oeringen, a well-known 
shepherd, in harness. He 
is owned by A. Ross 
Turner, Esq., of Chap- 

paqua, N. Y. 

Above. The English champion 
Delf Dryad, one of the many 
excellent Sealyhams owned by 
IV. Fitch Ingersoll's Shelterfield 
Kennels, Buzzards Bay, Mass. 

Left. Champion Beech aire 
Berry, a top quality cairn 
terrier belonging to the Pine- 
grade Kennels of Mr. Frederic 

C. Brown, New York City 

Left. The wire-haired 
foxterrier Benholme 
Bouncer of Whiltier, big 
international winner, 
owned by the Whiltier 
Kennels,  Jf'hittier, Cal. 

THE DOG FANCIER'S CORNER 

ONE of the most important pieces of work that 
has been done in years is the investigation 
of dog distemper, conducted by some of the 

world's greatest scientists at a hospital built spe- 
cially for the purpose. This work was started in 
January, 1923, by the Field Distemper Council in 
England, and the American Distemper Committee, 
in the United States, with Mr. Hobart Ames, well- 
known sportsman and dog fancier, as Chairman, and 
Mr. Charles H. Tyler, of Boston, as Secretary- 
Treasurer. 

Both the Field Distemper Council and the 
American Distemper Committee have been work- 
ing unceasingly at the task of securing subscrip- 
tions and arousing the interest of dog lovers and 
owners in this movement, the success of which 
means so much to them. 

It is universally recognized among dog lovers that 
success in this experimental work will mean a very 
great deal both to dogs and to the human race. 
The work is endorsed by the American Kennel Club, 
and by practically every important club and or- 
ganization interested in dogs and dog hygiene, not 
only in America, but throughout the world. In spite 
of the wide publicity, and generous as has been the 
response and keen as is the interest with which 
many have followed the work, there is. unfortu- 

A MOST WORTHY CAUSE 

by   GEORGE   W.   R. ANDRADE 

nately. a certain amount of apathy among the so- 
called "dog people" in this country. Mr. Tyler, the 
Secretary-Treasurer, of the Committee, states that 
he has the names of more than 100.000 persons, 
most of whom are-owners of registered dogs, who 
have been circularized time and time again, and 
therefore must know about this great work which 
the Committee is endeavoring to do for dogdom. yet 
only 5 per cent, of these people have contributed 
to the cause. 

This is a strange situation. Scientists confidently 
predict success in the attack on this dread disease, 
if they are supported; all dog lovers are. or should be, 
deeply interested in the movement, yet an over- 
whelming majority of them have not given a cent to 
help carry on the work. 

A late report from the scientists is covered by a 
radiogram which Sir Theodore A. Cook. Secretary 
of the Field Distemper Council, recently sent to 
Mr. Tyler, and reads as follows: 

"Have reached last, most difficult step in dis- 
temper work. Have by our treatment rendered im- 
mune various breeds, including half a pack of fox- 
hounds. The other half died without treatment. 
But all cures can still only be done by our own 
men by their own methods. We still await such isola- 
tion of organism of disease as will enable the public 
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by simple, fool-proof methods to cure their own dogs, 
eradicating all disease everywhere. This will cer- 
tainly come with more time and work, costing 
more money. All confident of eventual success." 

The most difficult problem confronting the re- 
search workers—the cultivation of virus outside 
the animal body—remains to be solved. When this 
difficulty has been surmounted, a supply of a re- 
liable preventive against and curative for distemper 
will be available for use throughout the world. 

It is in order to secure this end, to complete the 
last stage of the work on which some of the best 
scientific brains in the world have been concentrated 
during the past five years, that the American Dis- 
temper Committee is making an urgent appeal to 
all dog lovers either to continue their support or 
to give it now, if they have not already done so. In 
this hour when the final drive means undoubted 
success, it does seem that the many thousands of 
dog owners who, perhaps through oversight, have 
been negligent, might be induced to respond to 
the American Distemper Committee s appeal and 
send in substantial contributions, did they but ap- 
preciate the full value of the work. 

If any information is desired about this great 
movement, it may be obtained by writing to Charles 
H. Tyler, Ames Building, Boston, Mass. 
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BELGIAN 

SHEEPDOGS 
(Groenendaels) 

For  Sale:  Several year- 
olds, either sex. 

Special:  We are offering 
an exceptional  litter of 
youngsters for July de- 
livery when they will be 
3 months old. 

HARRY PERSSON 
Box 121 

WYANDANCH,     L. I., N. Y. 
A stylish, intelligent, devoted, 

lovable companion! 

SCOTCH COLLIES 
Blue Merles a Specialty 

Best bred by Exhibitor 
Madison Square Garden 

Puppies and prown dops of all 
colors lor immediate shipment. 
Safe delivery GUARANTEED. 

REASONABLY PRICED. 

TOKALON KENNELS 
WEST HURLEY, N. Y. 
7 miles from Kingston 

BELGIAN SCHIPPERKES 
(Judged Itest in Show at ^Newton Over 

575 Dogs) 
Wonderful with children; best small uiiiclidoB in the world. Their compamtivvly -mall size, short hair, natural cleanliness, in- telligence, and freedom from disease, make the Schipperlte the ideal and perfect house dog. Weight, 12 pounds; coat jet black (latest fad). Pedigreed puppies from $35 up. 

YPFRLAND VERHELLE KENNELS 

"Wyndover of Four 
Courts" 

IRISH SETTER 

Puppies for Sale 
MILSON KENNELS 

Harrison Ave. Harrison 
Westchester County New York 
HARRY HARTNETT S. H. SONN 

Manager Owner 

Somerville, New Jersey 
High Class Collie Pups 

Sable and white: Blue Merles and Tricolors. Lovely heads, heaps of expre-sion. Chs. Sunny- bank Sii^urdsnn; Starbat Strongheart and Shady- croft Blue Streak breeding. Wonderful play- fellows for children. Also, Wire haired Fox Terriers, ideal little pals for home and auto. Farm raised healthy, hardy youngsters. Visitors welcome. 
EUREKA KENNELS 

Box 358 L   West Chester, Penna.   'Phone 989 

BEAUTIFUL COLLIES 
Golden Sables—Whites—Tri Colors 

All ases, handsomely marked, lone headed, lusty, and affectionate pals. Pedipreed. Sired bv three of the ereatest sires of America, CHAMPION BRIGHTON MODEL. STARBAT SCEPTRE, TAZEWELL TUXEDO- Wormed and vaccinated against distemper. A guarantee that is different- 185.00 will buy a real one.   Photos on request-   Shipped C. 0. D. 
LODESTONE KENNELS 

Maple Drive Marion, Ind. 
/"YVER 20 years with prize winning col- 
" lies—Champion Egyptian El Toro and 
Wyndover ot Four Courts, both winners, 
at stud at $25.00 stud fee. 
Brood matrons, open and bred. High class 
puppies, fully marked sables from winning 
females, $50.00 each. They must please 
or your money returned. 

EGYPTIAN COLLIE KENNELS 
Box 42 Marion, Illinois 

Warm—Dry--Sanitary 
Whether you want a Kennel for your family dog or a 

Breeding Kennel for a commercial plant, we can supply it. 
Small Kennels are shipped completely assembled; Breed- 
ing Kennels in sections, ready to bolt together. Belter and 
cheaper than home made. 

Kennel Catalog Free 
We also make Poultry Houses, Pigeon Houses and Rabbit 
Hutches. Write for Catalog, mentioning line that interests 
you. 
EC    YOl INC  fft        201 Depot St., . V/.  1UU1>VJ VSVJ., Randolph, Mass. 

ROSSI OK TREG1N 

WEST HIGHLAND WHITES AND WIRES 
Wc have bred m.inv champions and our wire haired fos terrier puppies (from $so up) 
anj our West Highland white Terrier puppies (from $7? up) arc bred in the purple— 
splendid as companions, ideal with children, and excellent show stock. 

SCOTTIES AND GREYHOUNDS 
In these breeds, dogs of the finest type are our breeding stock, and puppies hred by us 
are intended for breeding purposes, tor show, lor work, and as pets. Prices: Scotties 
from $so up. Greyhounds from $75 up. 

PUPPIES AND GROWN DOGS FOR SALE 

ROSSTOR KENNELS 
Miss Claudia Phelps, Owner 

WOODSTOCK, VERMONT ROSSTOR CHIEFTAIN 

DOG FOOD 
Rice, oatmeal, wheat farina, canned meat, cod 
liver oil, macaroni and dog biscuits. 

Write for price list 
CHARLES H. REEVE & CO. 

107 Barclay St.     Phone Barclay 1810     New York City 

A MAN'S DOG 
THAT IS ALSO 

A Woman's Dog 
A Child's Dog 

and 
A Good Watchdog 

PEDIGREED 
BULL TERRIER 

Puppies For Sale 

BRONXBORO KENNELS 
Sedgwick and Bailey Avenues 

New York City 

ENGLISH BULL TERRIERS 
At Stud Fee $25.00 

Ch. Nibrab Satan and Imp. Gladiators Repel 
Puppies from these dogs, now ready to ship, are of the 
first class and eligible to be registered in the A. K. C. 

JAMES G. BARBIN 
1028 Tweed Street Pittsburgh, Pa. 

English Bull Terriers 
Beautiful, Affectionate, Loyal. The 
best comrade for a child. Registered 
A. K. C. puppies for sale. 

COLMAN KENNELS 
901  Edwards Bldg. Cincinnati, Ohio 

The Largest Bulldog 
Kennels in the World 
This photo shows a well merited result ot a i^ji most excellent blending of the blood of our mi typical winners. We have some puppies the same way bred. 

MALES *50.O0 TP FEMALES 985.00 UP 
FERN LEA KENNELS 

P.O. Box 58      Bayville, L. I., N. Y. My Own Breeding 

Snow White Esquimo Puppies 
Most playful, intelligent and loveliest dog. Send 
ioc for new 24 page illustrated catalog on reduced 
prices, terms, care, feeding and diseases of dogs. 
We also breed Chows and wire and smooth' 
haired Fox Terriers and can furnish any dog you 
may want. We ship on approval, guarantee satis* 
faction and cafe delivery. 

BROCKWAYS KENNELS 
Baldwin Kansas 

Advertise in the Kennel Directory to 
obtain quick results 
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CHOW-CHOWS 

PEKINGESE 

ENGLISH SHEEP DOGS 

If you want real gentle wideawake 
pedigreed puppies, we have them. 
Bob tailed English sheep dogs— 
beautiful small Pekingese and 
lovely chows. Our dogs are fine 
show specimens and have the 
freedom of our estate. 

HANFORD LODGE 
Sioux City Iowa 
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Irish Wolfhound 

Puppies 

Splendid litter, three males, four bitches, 
four months old in April. Pedigreed and 
of true type, these massive youngsters are 
dark eyed and straight legged. Inquiries 
invited. 

W. H. PIERCE 
Box 888 Meriden, Conn. 

French Bull Dogs 
EXCLUSIVELY 

For years we have specialized 
in breeding French Bulldogs of 
the finest type, and our record 
in the show ring is ample evidence 
that our efforts have been emi- 
nently successful. With us also 
character is of major importance. If you want a 
companion, a real house dog of intelligence and 
quality we will be pleased to hear from you. 

Prices, puppies from $35 to $100; and we have 
a few desirable adults also. 
MRS. HOWARD LONG, Owner, 61 Glen Ave., Brockion, Mass. 

Boston Terriers 
A few choice specimens, both sexes, of the 
best possible breeding. 
Price $30.00 up. 

Send stamp for illustrated circular. 
MASSASOIT KENNELS 

Box 195 Springfield, Mass. 

ft 

C oleme ad o w 

Morris Avenue 
Phone 

West 
Highland 
While 
Terriers 

Kennels 

.   Bryn Mawr, Pa. 
£&/ B. M. 3-72 

CHOW 
CHOWS 

PUPPIES   AND   GROWN STOCK 

REL4\ 
SHIPPING CRATES 

For All Breeds of Dogs 
Relax Shipping 
Crates for All 
Breeds of Dogs 
are made light, strong and dur- 
able, and are in- 
expensive. Each 
crate is equipped 
with water con- 
tainer, and are 
made in the fol- 
lowing inside 
dimensions. 

Number Length Width Height Weight Price 
8A       20"     13"       15"    24 lbs. $ S.OO 
7A       26"      15"        19"     35 lbs. 7.00 
6B       28"      20"       24"    47 lbs. 8.50 
5A       36"     20"       26"    62 lbs. XO.OO 

Relax Crate No. 8A is used by the leading kennels for shipping puppies.   Its cost is low and assures a safe shipment. 
RELAX CRATE CO. 

201 S. Newberry St. YORK. PA. 
f) All prices F. O. B. York, Pa. 



PADDOCK, RINGSIDE, and BYRE 

ONE of the most important events 
in Brown Swiss history was the 
dispersal sale of the Dr. C. F. 

Osborne herd at Hampton, la. The 
event was witnessed by an estimated 
crowd of two thousand who braved a 
raw, rainy day to be present. It was 
indeed a wonderfully enthusiastic group 
and the fad that the forty-six ani- 
mals brought $31,825 speaks for the 
quality of the offering. 

Three world's champions were put 
up and all three were purchased by J. 
Frank Zoller for his Walhalla Farms at 
Schenectady, N. Y. June's College Girl, 
world champion, with 1,062 pounds of 
butterfat, was purchased for $3,250. 
Swiss Girl F. C., a cow of top quality 
and excellent type, holder of the world's 
record of 1,003 pounds of fat, brought 
$3,600 from the same buyer. Mr. Zoller 
established a record price for the breed 
in paying $5,400 for Silver Bell, one of 
the real gems of the Brown Swiss breed. 
She is the breed's champion ten months 
producer and at the same time a grand champion 
show cow. 

A. P. Ternes of the Ternes Coal and Lumber Com- 
pany of Detroit, purchased College Ethel W. for 
$1,100. She took first prize four-year-old at the 
Dairy Cattle Congress last year with a three-year 
record of 735 pounds of butterfat. Mr. Ternes also 
bought ten others for $4,500 additional. 

A/FORE than five hundred Guernsey breeders at- 
tended the tenth annual National Guernsey 

Sale on Thursday, May 17th, at the Chicago Guern- 
sey Farm, Hinsdale, 111., twenty miles west of Chi- 
cago. The sensational bidding of the sale was on the 
bull Shuttlewick Champion, dropped May 13, 1924; 
sire, Itchen King, dam, Shuttlewick Levity. He was 
consigned by Myron A. Wick, owner of Shuttle- 
wick Farm, Cleveland, O., and purchased by Mrs. 
Chauncey McCormick for $15,500, to head her herd 
at St. James Farm, Hinsdale, 111. Shuttlewick 
Champion's dam, Shuttlewick Levity, with a record 
of 804.44 pounds of fat, sold at the Trenton sales, 
1924, for $22,000. 

Seventeen bulls averaged more than $2,000 per 
head; $108,500 was paid for seventy-seven head, or 
an average of $1,409.09 each. This is the highest 
average since the 1919 National Sale when eighty- 
three head averaged $2,172 per head. 

•CALMER R. PEARSON, vice-president of Pathe 
J—' News, Inc., New York City, has recently pur- 
chased eleven Ayrshire heifers and the young bull, 
Strathglass Big Ben  from the 
Strathglass herd of Port Chester, 
N. Y. These cattle have been 
shipped to Mr. Pearson's ranch 
at Ansley, Neb., and it is planned 
to show them on the Middle West- 
ern circuit this fall. 

rpXCHANGE'S Red Bess, the 
-L' highest producing daughter 
of Yellow Kate's Exchange of 
Penshurst, owned by the Ameri- 
can Woolen Company, Shawsheen 
Village, Mass., has just com- 
pleted a 305-day Roll of Honor 
record of 14,776 pounds of milk 
and 649 pounds of butterfat. This 
is the fourth record of more than 
600 pounds made by this great 
producer in four consecutive 
years. No other Ayrshire cow in 
this country has made such a 
series of records during the past 
four years. 

She was bred by Harold S. 
Day, Lewiston, Me.,  and was 

Mr. and Mrs. Chauncy McCormick of the St. James Farm near Hinsdale, 
111., paid the top price of $15,500 for Shuttlewick Champion at the 
National Guernsey Sale. Left to right: Mr. and Mrs. McCormick, 
Myron T. Wick, and L. Strenahan, manager of Shuttlewick Farms 

purchased as a two-year-old by J. B. Hodgkins, 
also of Lewiston, who sold her in the summer of 
1923 to the American Woolen Company. Manager 
C. LeRoy Ambye started her on test at her first 
calving after arrival at her new home and has kept 
her on test constantly ever since. 

TT" ILLINGLY Torono Lass, the purebred Jersey 
cow which has twice established new world 

records for all breeds in different age classes, has 
completed her fourth official production record in the 
herd of Richard Faux of Barre, Mass. Lass was 
started on this latest test when she was five years 
and five months of age, and in the following 365 days 
she produced 958.40 pounds of butterfat and 
17,271 pounds of milk. She carried calf while making 
this splendid record and she has been awarded the 
American Jersey Cattle Club medal of merit. This 
is the third time that she has been awarded this 
highest medal award. Only one other cow has 
qualified for three medals of merit on successive 
tests. In the forty-two months that she has been on 
test Lass has averaged 1,314 pounds of milk and 
74.33 pounds of butterfat per month. This is un- 
doubtedly the highest average on record. Three of 
these records were made when Lass was under five 
years of age. 

vyHYNOTTE, of Sam M. Kaplan's excellent 
' * herd at Goldens Bridge, N. Y., grand champion 

at the New Jersey Annual Spring Show in 1927, 
has just completed a remarkably fine official test 

in which she produced 704.90 pounds 
of butterfat and 12,686 pounds of 
milk in 365 days. This test was 
started when Whynotte, a purebred 
Jersey cow by Agnes's Golden Lad 
out of Spotted Gipsy, was nine years 
and nine months of age. Her milk 
averaged 5.56 per cent, butterfat for 
the year, and for four of the twelve 
months her yield was above 70 pounds 
of butterfat per month. 

A NOTHER fine production record 
has been completed by one of 

the many outstanding cows in the 
herd of Joseph W. Fordney at Saginaw, 
Mich. This purebred Jersey cow, Mc- 
Kay's Noble Iris, in this last test 
which was started when she was six 
years of age, produced 620.11 pounds 
of butterfat and 11,215 pounds of milk 
in 305 days. She was with calf while 
making this record and she has quali- 
fied for the American Jersey Cattle 
Club gold medal for high production. 

Her milk averaged 5.53 per cent, butterfat for the 
test. 

A NNOUNCEMENT has been made of the pub- 
lication of the new Advanced Register supple- 

The Ha White Plains, N 

ment by The American Guernsey Cattle Club. The 
publication contains all information of testing in 
the Guernsey breed for the years 1925-26-27, and 
is supplementary to Advanced Register Volume I, 
which was published on January 1, 1925, and con- 
tained all data up to that time. The volume sells 
for $4, and the supplement for $3. 

In each book will be found a complete list of the 
records made on all Guernsey cows, a list of state 
champions, a list of Advanced Register sires and 
their progeny, and a list of the great producing dams 
and their progeny. In other words, the volume and 
the supplement together make available every bit 
of information on over 25,000 records of production 
in the Guernsey breed, beginning in 1901, when 
the Advanced Register was started, and ending 
with December 1, 1927. They may be secured from 
the American Guernsey Cattle Club, Peterboro, 
N. H. 

COME years ago E. E. and A. W. Horton, a 
^ father and son combination of Johnson City, 
N. Y., bought a purebred two-year-old Guernsey 
heifer named Mazie of Blue Clay 142616. Seeing in 
her the making of a good cow, they entered her on 
Advanced Register test with her first calf, in the 
Farmers' Division. As a result she became the 

world's champion Guernsey in 
class GGG, milking twice daily 
for a ten months' record, and 
producing 8,377.5 pounds of milk 
and 452.7 pounds of butterfat. 

After she had held that record 
for over a year, her owners felt 
that she had the ability to "come 
again," so reentered her in class 
BB, in which she has recently 
completed another world's rec- 
ord. In this 365 days she pro- 
duced 16,306.3 pounds of milk 
and 901.7 pounds of butterfat, 
while she was in calf for 277 days 
of the testing period, and began 
her record at the age of four and 
a half years. Mr. Horton feels that 
she is now in splendid condition 
and has the ability to make an 
even larger production if she were 
reentered. She was fed a 20 per 
cent, grain ration, mixed hay, 
silage, and beet pulp. This is the 
first cow that the Hortons have 
ever run on yearly test. 
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 lilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllUIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIi We recommend that you mention ( OUNTRY L..E when answering these advertisements.   It will insure your getting the l>est possible service.   We will tend to readers any 

informat.on about poultry which they may desire.   Address C. kircher, Manager, POULTRY DIRKCTORY, CC-UNTIIY^Lin:, j44 Madison Avenue, New York. 
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Rustic Bird Houses made of the sweet smelling Jersey Cedar. 
Any three for $5.00. You need not confine choice to one set. 
At the same price you may order all three alike. Weight of 
3 is 10 lbs.   Please include for Parcel Post if wanted that way. 
CRESCENT CO. "BIRDV1LLE," Toms River P.O. N.J. 

White Leghorn Chicks 
from big white eggs. Shipped anywhere c. o. d. Guaranteed 
to live. Low prepaid prices. Trapnested, pedigreed founda- 
tion stock. Egg contest records to 314 eggs. Hundreds of 
cockerels, pullets, hens. Bargain prices. Big 28th annual 
catalog free. 
GEORGE B. FERRIS, 931, GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN 

at our expense. 
If "Lime Crest" 2 in 1 Calcite Crystals and Calcite Flour, used according to directions, iil to produce better poultry and eggs, we'll refund cost of your trial order. Takes the place of shell and ordinary grit For details write Dept. P-12 

Limestone Prod- ucts Corporation of America, Inc. Newton, N. J. 

Lovely specimens of rare, living, beautiful jewelry for 
your country estate.   May we tell you about them? 

H. & M. G. MITCHELL Ki"^in
Pe°int 

Barred   Plymouth Rocks 

First Prize Pen Pullet 
(Bred and Raised by us) 

Four Firsts, Four Seconds, 
Three Third Prizes, besides 
other Awards have been won by 
us at a single Madison Square 
Garden show. 

Highest Grade Breeding and 
Exhibition Birds For Sale— 
New York Winners and Birds 
Bred from Winners. 
Every 1st. We Competed For. New York Show. 1925, 1926. and 2 Isls. 1927 

Illustrated Circular Free 
BRADLEY BROS. 

Box811, Lee, Massachusetts 

WM. COOK & SONS 
Box 30 Scotch Plains, New Jersey 
Originator! of all the Orpingtons and recognized Headquarters 
for the Best White, Buff, Black and Blue Orpingtons, all of 
which we MADE. Winners of over fifteen thousand first 
prizes. Send for price list containing history of all the Orping- 
tons and write requirements. 

GOLD FISH 
Imported Japanese, Chinese 

and American fancy fish: Vari- 
ous aquarium plants. We 
manufacture artistic, durable 

aquariums suitable for beautiful homes, conservatories, 
lawns, etc. We make aquariums to order. Illustrated 
circular free. 
PIONEER AQUARIUM CO. Racine, Wisconsin 

Country Lifes Poultry Directory carries the 
advertising of only the most reliable breeders. 

A few pleasant hours now and then devoted to 
PAPP'Q Mammoth T AIL O   Single Comb BLACK MINORCAS 
insure glorious large premium white eggs, dc 
hcious meat and many dollars for little luxuries 
and home needs. Ideal as a "business." Free 
three-color guide tells about foundation stock, 
eggs, day old and partly matured chicks and peafowl. 
CHARLES C. PAPE, Box L, Fort Wayne, Ind. 

Old homestead Mfd hollar, 1 0 room* ; 1 tl ■ foot pole.   Price $15. 

l)oa   kennel   with   partition. Wall* ami roof of attar.   Yellow vim floor. Price $22. 

Archway and picket fence, made of cedar painted trhitr. \rch and gate $38.    Fence   $1.50   per   lineal foot. 

LavinO hnnne far 12 hens.  Price $35. 
WHEN it comes to attractive outdoor equipment for your 
country home, think of Hodgson. There are Hodgson-built 
houses and furnishings for every purpose. Beautifully 
made of selected cedar. Painted, stained and finished to 
the last detail. Free illustrated booklet W, it tells about 
Rose Arbors Garden Seats       Dog Kennels Pet Stock Houses 
Garden Houses       Pergolas Picket Fences        Tool Houses 
Trellises Bird Houses Lattice Fences Poultry-houses 
Play Houses Write for your free copy now        p|ay Boats 

E. F. HODGSON COMPANY 
1108 Commonwealth Ave., Boston, Mass.      6 E. 39th St., New York City 

The Mackensen 

Game Park 
Bob White 
Pheasants 
Partridges 
Quail 
Wild 
Turkeys 
Deer 
Rabbits 

Peafowl 
Cranes 
Swans 
Ornamental 
Geese and 
Ducks 
Foxes 
Racoons 

Everything in wild animals, game, fancy birds for parks, 
menageries, private preserves and collections of fancy fowl. 

WM. J. MACKENSEN, Yardley, Pa. 

G. D. TILLEY, 

Naturalist 
"Everything in the Bird 
Line from a Canary to an 

Ostrich" 
Birds for the House 

and Porch 
Birds for the Ornamental Waterway- 
Birds for the Garden. Fool and Aviary- 
Birds for the Game Preserve and Park 

Special Bird Feeds 
I am the oldest established and largest exclusive dealer 

in land and water birds in America and have on hand the 
most extensive stock in the United States. 
G. D. TILLEY, Naturalist      Darien, Conn. 

^< Direct at \__^_^ 
Dealer /WB89,S 

\ Prices/ 

r WIRE  NETTING  at Wholesale 
A big saving on wire netting in all sizes for any type of bird or animal en- 
closure. Wholesale prices and prompt delivery from our large stocks at 
Clinton, Mass., Chicago, San Francisco, Seattle, and Minneapolis. 

Free Catalogue on Crown Pen Materials. 
Crown Iron Works Company, 1258 Tyler St., N. E., Minneapolis 

<•> 2 Squab Books Free 

1» eggs in nest. 2, squabs just hatched. 
3, two weeks old. 4, jour weeks old, ready jor market. Breed squabs and make money. Sold by millions at higher prices than chickens. Write at once for two free books telling how to do it. One is 40 pages printed in colors, other 32 pages. Ask for Books 3 and 4. You will be surprised. Plymouth Rock Squab Company, 322 H Street,Melrose Highlands, Massachusetts. Established 27 years. Founder of the Squab Industry 27 Years Ago. Largest Businessin the World in Pigeons and Pigeon Supplies. We ship breeding stock everywhere on three months* trial.  Reference, any bank or trust company. <♦> 

Pheasants, Peafowls 
Swans, Wild Ducks, Cranes, Wild Geese, 
Parrots, Canaries, Dogs of ail breeds, 
Persian Cats, Squirrels, Fancy Pigeon;,, 
Doves, Elk, Deer, Buffalo, Silver Foxes, 
Mink, Odorless Skunks and all other var- 

ieties  of Ornamental   Birds and Animals for Country Estates. Parks and Aviaries. Information and lists 25 cents; price lists for the asking. 
HORNE'S ZOOLOGICAL ARENA CO., Dept. C. L., Kansas City, Mo. 

• Bred 
PARKS & BARRED ROCKS 

and greatest laying strain of Barred Rooks. 313-323 ami 325 CKgs in 1 year—US eggs in 148 days—Laying at 113 days. Customers' profits $5.09 per hen. Winners in 25 contests. 
Parks Stnin—the Btrain of Quality that is protected by a U. S. registered trademark, has outlived hundreds of other strains because it is founded on high normal layers instead of a few phenomenal producers.   Uet free catalog and latest prices. 
J. W. PARKS & SONS Box 11, Alloona. Pa. 

COUNTRY LIFE Poultry Directory Special Low Rate of $8.00 per column inch, a 
40% saving. Forms close 6th of month preceding publication. Apply to 
C. Kircher, Manager Poultry Dept., 244 Madison Avenue, New York City. 

Do You Want a Five Thousand a Year Man? 

Will accept full charge only of large domain grounds, gardens, 
stables, dairy, garage and farm. Keep discipline and give ac- 
curate accounts; or will lay out a large estate from start to 
finish. Do my own engineering, planning and planting, loca- 
tion of buildings, etc. No question about experience, I have 
got it and can prove it. I am Scotch, with experience since 

boyhood. 

GEORGE C. SMITH 

Wood 8C Gorham Canandaigua, N. Y. 
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BARCLAY 

NEtT   YORK'S MOST DISTINGUISHED  RESIDENTIAL HOTEL 

MIDSUMMER sojourns in 
town are most pleasurably 

accomplished at the Barclay. In 
the centre of smart activities — 
theatres, shops, clubs, terminals 
within a moment's reach—its serene 
air of cool spaciousness, of unhur- 
ried detachment, is in delightful 
contrast. For the fortnight, week- 
end or briefer visits there are al- 
ways charming accommodations. 

Write for information and brochure 

Managing Director 
WARREN T. MONTGOMERY 

III    EA/T   48/^ STREET 

New York 

Prevention is the Best 

Protection Against Dust 

On roadways, driveways, playing fields, flying fields, 
bridle paths, tennis courts and all places where activity 
can stir up dust 

SOLVAV 

Calcium Chloride 
definitely ends this nuisance.   Solvay Calcium Chloride creates firm, 
fast, dustless surfaces.   Though harmless to tires, shoes, and horses' 
hoofs, it prevents weed growth.   Its application is simple and inex- 
pensive and permits free use of surfaces during treatment. 

Write today for Booklet 2757 

SOLVAY SALES CORPORATION 

Alkalies end Chemical Products Manufactured by 
The Solvay Process Company 

40 Rector Street New York 

TALK   OF   THE OFFICE 

MIDSUMMER MUSINGS 

AUGUST. The hot blaze of midsummer. The month when 
/—\ the world seems to pause in its mad whirl to draw a breath 

A. )V and play awhile. The city streets are deserted save for the 
unfortunates who must remain at their appointed tasks while the 
beaches and the mountains are crowded with holiday seekers. 
Yes—in the country—August is perhaps the most satisfactory 
month of the year. Quite naturally COUNTRY LIFE must keep step 
with this great outdoor month, and our August issue has been 
planned accordingly, with all the emphasis on life in the open. 

To begin with, there are pages of reproductions in full color of 
all manner of lovely gardens—gardens blazing with magical 
colors—the beauty of which could be retained only by reproduction 
in color, for an ordinary black and white photograph of a garden 
is at best a sorry thing. Supplementing the pages of gardens in 
color, Drew Sherrard writes of August in the rock garden, 
while Olive Hyde Foster discusses the garden from indoors—how 
one can best plant shrubs and flowers to obtain perfect pictures 
from one's windows. Forman T. McLean writes of Oriental gar- 
dens and illustrates his article with lovely views of Japanese 
gardens on the estate of Emory W. Clarke, Esq.,Canandaigua,N. Y. 

When it comes to sport, Sol Metzger's golf series takes up this 
month the all important subject of the drive. For the beginner at 
golf, no less than for the Larchmont veteran, these articles are 
proving of the utmost value and popularity. John R. Tunis— 
authority on all that pertains to tennis—continues his series of 
articles on the game, while for our yachting readers Warwick 
Miller Tompkins tells of a cruise in a schooner from England to the 
United States in his story entitled " The Primrose IV Comes 
Home." Then Eric Hatch talks chattily and interestingly of 
automobiles. 

As for the house itself, if you own your own home or are con- 
templating buying or building a home, you'll enjoy Charles Willard's 
article on "Sunshine and The Patio" telling you how to con- 
struct and make use of this increasingly important part of the 
modern home. 

In these days of high rents the utilization of every inch of space 
is important. Too long have the cellar and the basement been an 
economic waste. So C. Stanley Taylor points out and illustrates 
by actual cases how best you can use this heretofore waste space 
in the house. We've read countless articles on saving the cellar and 
probably 99? per cent, were utterly useless. They sound splen- 
did but never prove practical. Mr. Taylor's article is the first that 
we've ever seen that actually suggested schemes that are prac- 
tical and workable. Every home owner should read it; just as every 
householder should study the pages of houses and gardens that 
crowd this issue. 

And you'll enjoy a celebrated decorator's account of his visit 
to that shrine of all those who love good architecture—the house 
of Sir Christopher Wren in London. Pierre Dutel is the author 
and he calls his story "Tea at Sir Christopher Wren's." 

So much for August! 
THE FRONTISPIECE 

We are indebted to the Detroit In- 
stitute of Arts for permission to re- 
produce as frontispiece in this issue 
Tiepolo's celebrated canvas "Alexan- 
der the Great with the Daughters of 
Darius" which is in the permanent 
collection of the museum. 

Next month, continuing our series 
of reproductions of canvases from the 
great museums of America, we are 
reproducing "The Actress Consuelo" 
by Zuloaga which is in the Art Insti- 
tute of Chicago. 

THE COVER The August COUNTRY 
LIFE frontispiece 

This month's cover is a color sketch 
of the kitchen in the charming old house of the artist. Mr. C. L. 
Nelson, which he calls "Seven Chimneys" and which we hope to 
describe in a future issue of COUNTRY LIFE, with illustrations in 
full color by the artist himself. 
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A superb English lacquered cabinet on original carved and 
gilt base, a piece of important size and in untouched con- 
dition. Height    5 feet, 8 inches. Width, 3 feet, 1 o inches. 

SCHMITT BROTHERS 

JHadison ^venue      Ji/ew tyor/Z City 



M- F. HFWITT PHOTf 
The chimneys and gables give a picturesque skyline to this hill- 
side view of La Torelle, the residence of Mr. E. J. Kaufmann, 
near Pittsburg, Pa. {pictured  in detail on pages 57—60) 
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The New Kitchen 

by   ELLEN   D. WANGNER 

Illustrations by courtesy of McDougall Co., The Kraftile Co., The Armstrong Cork Co., Delco Light Co., and G. I. Sellers Co. 

NE reads so much of "color in the 
kitchen" that the average person 
has come to feel that it is a sudden 

bursting into gay colors as flower beds 
burgeon overnight in spring. Many others 
see in this new note merely a passing 

and pantry? Why a pantry anyway? 
"Let's count steps" she cried, and steps 
were counted, with a resultant cutting 
down of the housewife's daily dozen of 
miles. Why keep kitchens dark? Why be 
ashamed of them? Everyone had them! 

phase of decoration brought into being Why hide them in the most unattractive 
because of our insatiable desire for chrmge, part of the house with the dingiest out- 
for something different. What they do not 
realize is that the modern kitchen is an 
evolution, a keeping pace step by step 
with woman's emergence from obsolete 
customs and inhibitions. It is as definite 
a mark of progress, as logical a sequence, 
this modern kitchen, as is woman's eman- 
cipation along every line. Once, the 
kitchen was stuck at the rear of the house, 
kept out of sight, like women in purdah 
as it were. It was inconvenient, this old 
workshop, with vast floor spaces between 
stove and work table, between large pan- 
try and dining room. It was dark, too, and 
cheerless, except in those farm kitchens 
that were actually sitting rooms, where 
bright turkey red prints covered cushions 
in the Boston rocker, where a few plants 
bloomed in the windows and the kettle 
steamed and sang on the warm cheerful 
range. 

The average city or suburban kitchen, 
however, was a different matter—merely 
a necessary evil of the times, like bustles 
and long skirts and tight waists and col- 
lars! Something we didn't talk about nor 
exhibit with pride. 

It was when woman cast these hamper- 
ing clothes aside that she began doing 
things to her whole house. Gone were the 
bustles and with them the dust collecting 
knick-knacks of her rooms. Gone 
were the tight waists, and she 
began to breathe freely and in so 
doing opened not only her lungs 
but her eyes, so that she saw and 
faced her problems scientifically. 
Why should she work over a low 
inconvenient   sink?   she asked. 
And at once, sinks from being 
man-made   back-breakers were 
changed into feminine comforts. 
Why walk miles between stove 

In this kitchen plan, which won the 
first prize in a recent contest, good- 
routing of the equipment was the 
first consideration, combined with a 
convenient working space for the 

preparation of food 

The kitchen plan below provides 
for a compact workshop. Storage 
space is well cared for and attention 
has been given to the location of the 
kitchen with regard to other rooms 

look? Why not make a virtue of necessity? 
And kitchens marched from the back to a 
front position with a view of the road and 
with sunshine pouring in. And as women 
progressed along every line, entered busi- 
ness, systematized their lives so that lei- 
sure time and not mere working hours 
ruled their days, so did the kitchen pro- 
gress. Women cut off" their long-tailed 
hampering skirts up to their knees for 
freedom on golf course, in walking, on 
horseback, in business and housework, 
and the kitchen followed suit, exposing 
its knees to the public gaze. 

From a dingy place where Bridget 
ruled, the kitchen became a labor-saving, 
step-saving, hygienic workshop. It took 
on the look of a hospital operating room, 
its china-white walls and ice boxes and 
tiles shouting aloud that it was clean! 
And pure! And sterile! So that when one 
cut up a fowl in these kitchens one felt 
quite like a surgeon performing a major 
operation. 

At this time, in her dress as well as 
in every room of the house, woman 
felt the need of color. More than that, as 
she kept step with science, she learned 
that she needed this color for her physical 
well-being, and she bathed in it figura- 
tively and literally. Her gowns, her walls, 
her hangings, her very car, the collar on 
her wire-haired terrier, all were cheery, 
gay. lively in color. The kitchen, always 
a mark of woman's life, could no longer 
resemble a hospital ward; it was a jarring 
note; it, too, must emerge from its dead 
tones and become gay and cheery. And 
how it has emerged—an epic story of evo- 

lution and not a decorative 
whimsy. 

The colorful kitchen is here to 
stay and we look back in amaze 
at the steps that have marked 
this gradual progress. To get this 
story, we do not have to go back, 
in this retrospective glance, to 
the kitchens of Colonial days 
when houeswives baked in brick 
ovens, boiled over open fires, 
carried water from, often, a far- 
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In the kitchen much depends upon the correct placing of the 
necessary items of equipment, such as table, refrigerator, cabinet, 
sink, and storage closets. The right relation of these speeds up 
routine work and makes for an unbelievable saving of steps. 
With the stove, cabinet, and sink forming a triangle, storage 
closets can be easily grouped near, reducing labor to a minimum 

distant well for ail household purposes. We 
need but go back in fancy to the kitchens 
in our mother's homes to realize this prog- 
ress. I see, in the home of my childhood, 
a dining room twenty-three feet long to 
reach which from the kitchen we passed 
through a pantry eight feet square. The 
door to the cellar was in one wall of this 
pantry, the other walls being fitted with 
flour bins over which there were molding 
boards and shelves reaching to the 
eleven-foot ceiling. These flour bins and 
this big cool pantry workroom were 
held in envy by our neighbors despite 
the fact that it was twelve feet from it 
to the huge range parked in the center 
of the side wall of that twenty-foot 
square kitchen. 

The sink was in another corner neaf a 
door that opened into the store room 
where were the pots and pans (mostly 
iron, to be used over wood fires. O shades 
of cleaning days!) From this kitchen one 
passed along a narrow coat hall to a huge 
woodshed and here (this was real luxury) 
stood a washing machine! Of course every 
bit of water had to be carried to and from 
the kitchen sink (another luxury), but 
that was a mere detail, of course! 

IN SERVING a meal in that house how 
many miles a day from dining room to 

kitchen! What price the baking of a cake 
or pie in that big room whose walls were 
a dull, somber slate gray in color, the 
floor covered with brown oilcloth. Small 

wonder that the women of that day 
looked like "the cat with the kinky ears 
that was so ancient for its years!" Ours 
not to wonder that they looked patient 
and resigned or that their names were 
Charity and Patience! No misnomers 
these! One recalls the farmer whose wife 
died suddenly in her forty-fifth year. 
"She hadn't no call to die so young," he 
moaned. "Her's was an easy life! Why, 
she'd never stepped outside her kitchen 
in twenty years!" But woman has stepped 
out, fortunately, and she herself has be- 
come colorful, her kitchen but reflecting 
her gaiety of soul. 

More and more are tiles being 
used to bring color to the kitchen. 
Small tiles like this are used as 
a cheery border above the base- 
board or in the middle of the wall 

FROM my mother's kitchen I look at 
another kitchen I know rather inti- 

mately. Small, not eleven feet square. A low 
work cabinet with bins and molding board 
under double windows gay with yellow 
gingham curtains that look out on a flower 
garden. The cabinet and work table and 
chairs are a pale green with faint black 
stripings, and the walls are a cheerful 
green with a yellow upper part. This, 
merely the setting into which have been 
brought cast aluminum ware that cooks 
without water, mixing bowls of greens and 
yellows and blues, paring knives of stain- 
less steel and with green handles, enamel 
ware of green and yellow, mixing spoons 
of brightest hues, a clock on the mantel 
with a yellow face, and the sink!—shades 
of our patient grandmothers! A sink of 
generous proportions of pale green enamel 
with a large center space and at one end 
a sunk-in dishwasher that works, and with 
drain underneath. 

Had it been desired it could have held 
an electric clothes washer for the small 
things one is always washing out. Think 
of having a clothes washer and an ultra- 
modern sink all green enamel inside and 
out, two kitchen-aids in one piece and 
with its fittings of chromium, that new 
material that does not tarnish nor grow 
dull! 

And the range! Where is the smutty- 
mg black and to-be-blackened range of 
yesteryear? In its place a stove of pale 
green  and white enamel of the same 
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cheery, chirpy green as the tables and 
enameled pots and pans. Had this kitchen 
used mandarin red, Chinese blue, or 
canary yellow it could have had a stove 
to harmonize. A stove? Oh not as we 
once understood that word! Rather is it a 
piece of furniture of rare loveliness of de- 
sign and color and finish, a finish that 
does not require a blacking brush and 
soiled hands, but instead a damp cloth 
to keep it speckless. 

Could anyone say "I don't like to 
cook" when this task can be performed 
on a green and white stove with green 
enamel tea-kettle humming away beside 
the green kettles, and with it possible to 
mix the ingredients seated on a green and 
white stool in front of a cabinet also in 
green? For even the kitchen cabinets 
born in the age of golden oak have joined 
in painting the new kitchen picture. These 
cabinets were perhaps part of the first 
shock troops that won through to the 
kitchen of to-day. While statisticians do 
not say, nor philosophers comment on 
this, I really believe that the new kitchen 
freedom was first actually realized by 
means of the kitchen cabinet that made 
unnecessary the old storage pantry and 
the miles of steps once used in preparing 
food. To-day these colorful work centers, 
bright in gray and blue and yellow and red, 

To carry the color of art craft 
tile linoleum into the wall there 
is nothing better than a faience 
tile such as this in tunes of brown, 

blue, and yellow 

have matching breakfast nook furniture 
and utility closets so that even the brooms 
and mops and dust cloths can be hidden 
away behind gay doors. The icebox, too, 
has lost its chilly exterior (and this in 
spite of the fact that its interior is colder 
than ever) and has blossomed out with 
gay motifs adorning its chaste white- 
ness. 

In fact the modern homemaker can 
paint a kitchen picture in color any color 

she wishes. This may be taken literally, for, 
with the ne w paints and their accompany- 
ing and explicit directions she can, does 
she choose, paint her own walls with 
washable paints, making them stippled 
or plain, as desired, and washable as well. 
She can buy excellent well-made furniture 
unpainted and can paint or lacquer it as 
she wishes, buying her other equipment 
to harmonize. Even the amateur can do 
this, and it's great fun! One may not be 
able to paint on canvas but anyone can 
paint a kitchen, which, while it may not 
be a masterpiece may prove a whole lot 
more worth while from a livable point of 
view. 

DOES she want figured paper on her 
walls, there are attractively designed 

kitchen papers either ready glazed or 
that can be made washable by means of a 
thin coat of glaze. If she prefers the 
beauty, and everlasting satisfaction of tile, 
these are hers for the choosing, not only 
in the plain tiles we commonly know 
about but in figured tiles that make up 
actual panels and pictures, or tiles with 
gay flowers on their semi-dull surfaces, 
tiles wide or narrow or thin to make a 
running border in colors and motifs that 
will carry the gay note of the floor cover- 
ing up into the walls. 

In this kitchen, that holds such an alluring note of color, tables, and cabinet are painted to harmonize, making 
the floor is of linoleum in an arabesque design, with a the room one of unusual charm. The shelves for dishes 
cool green as the dominant tone. The walls have picked around the window are reminiscent oj an English cot- 
vp the warm red hues of the floor, while the chairs, tage kitchen, as are also the small colorful hassocks 



Here is a kitchen which proves that this workshop of the 
house may be both beautiful and practical. It is a model of 
convenience and completeness, and all the charm of an old 
Dutch kitchen is given by the arched nook and window open- 
ing and the low beamed ceiling. The floor is of linoleum that 

repeats all the colors of walls and hangings 

Still other tiles are to be had in 
Spanish and Moorish design, so that 
the kitchen can be as decorative as one 
wishes, and milady has but to decide what 
she will have to achieve this happiness. 
And we use that word advisedly, for 
cheerful, bright surroundings do make for 
happiness. 

In the kitchen perhaps the hardest 
work of housekeeping is done—the work 
that seems so monotonous because of its 
over-and-over again quality. It is there- 
fore of the highest importance to the 
whole family to lessen this dreary atmos- 
phere, whether mistress or maid be in the 
kitchen, for out of this room can come 
cheery tempers or frayed nerves. Yes, 
color and cheer in the kitchen do make 
for happiness all along the home-making 
line. 

In the old-time work-rooms of the 
house, the workers were tired before they 
began. 

THE curtains of this present-day home- 
center are quite apt to be the final touch, 

and for them we have moisture-proof, 
sun-proof fabrics that will stand all kinds 
of heat and steaming. Even the old-time 
oilcloth is now gay in design for curtains, 
shelves, or table tops. Parading before the 
housewife is this old stand-by in every 
color of the rainbow with diagonal black 
lines across the face, or with small polka 

dots and tin}- squares so that it looks 
like gingham. 

There are still other rubberized ma- 
terials in gayest designs and colors, 
and smart little ginghams to be ruffled or 
bound in plain colors, glazed chintz for 
shades, or knife-plaited by the yard ready 
to edge the over-curtains and make win- 
dows piquant with color. And as to the 
floors, do we need to be told of all the 
various oleums that as rugs or cemented 
to the floor and waxed bring color and 

There is safely as well as beauty in 
a kitchen where colored tiles make 
the breastwork of the chimney. This 
faience tile is six inches square and 
comes in a Chinese blue, green, and 

dull red design 

durability and resilience? A pleasing 
room, this new kitchen, to which we are 
very apt to gravitate in our new infor- 
mality that is making social life so happy 
and tree from the stiff old restrictions of 
a bygone day. a day that we hope has 
gone forever. 

WE ARE told thattohaveour kitchens 
successful they must be carefully 

planned when the house is built. True, if 
one is building, for there is no place in the 
house where attention pays in bigger re- 
turns. But even if one is not building, if 
one has an old-time workshop, it can be 
made efficient and labor-saving. The new 
ready-built units of cabinet, closets, and 
shelves, that may be arranged about or 
near the sink, work tables, and range are 
standing ready to transform the room. 
Some of these cabinets have a sink as 
part of their equipment, still others a 
space for the small electric stove with 
oven. 

Then by studying the "routes" used 
in preparing and serving meals, as shown 
on the excellent floor plans pictured, by 
placing ice box, range, and work table in 
their right step-saving locations, one can 
have at will a practical workshop, to make 
as gay with color as one wishes, and a 
workshop, moreover, so attractive that 
the art of cooking made famous in Amer- 
ica's old-time kitchens bids fair to come 
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again into its own and cease to be what 
for a time rebellious, tired women threat- 
ened to make it, a lost art. To keep step 
with woman's activities every kitchen 
utensil to-day is being devised to save 
her time, strength, and labor, and to make 
of this heart of the home a cheerful, joyous 
room. 

There is a happy solution of every 
kitchen problem to-day. Where the room 
is too large there are low dish closets 
that may be installed to divide the room 
and partition off part of it to be used as 
a breakfast alcove. These cabinets are 
only three or four feet high and are deco- 
rative as well as useful both for dishes 
and as a dividing line of the room. 

MODERN efficiency demands that a 
kitchen be compact, with both sup- 

plies and utensils close to the actual work- 
ing center of the room, and the ready-built 
closets now to be had make this easy of 
attainment. 

It is one of the outstanding phases of 
this new study ot kitchen equipment that 
it is designed as carefully and made as 
well as is the choicest piece of furniture 

// here a kitchen is finished in 
tones of blue or yellow a lovely 
note can be introduced around 
windows and sinks by small 
faience tile like this in dull blue 

and red 

in the living room. The very work tables 
with their porcelain tops have splayed 
legs like the furniture of olden times, and 
even the stepladder, once kept in the 
woodshed or barn, now is a combination 
of stool and ladder in bright enamel. It 
is built with shelves like an open-shelf 
bookcase; upright, it becomes a stool; 
turned over, one mounts on the strongly 

59 

built rubber lined shelves as on the steps 
of a ladder. And it is not content to be 
enameled in a plain color. On its top 
there is a colored motif to harmonize 
with the colors used in the room. 

E\ EN the electric iron has broken out 
i with green, red, and yellow handles to 

keep pace with the gay mops that hang 
in the closet. What must the ancestors of 
these mops think as they see the gav 
trappings of these modern children of 
scrubdom and brushdom! Handles of 
brightest hues, with soft, fluffy brushes 
in green and red! No dust can possibly 
collect beneath cabinet or table, for it is 
such fun to work with these dainty ac- 
cessories! One fancies that the spiders 
themselves will, in rivalry, be forced to 
spin red and yellow webs if they are to 
find place in this room that is becoming 
as gay as the bulb fields of Holland. 

Such is the modern kitchen, the show- 
room of the house to which we point with 
pride, and which we "show off" in and 
to our friends quite without realizing that 
in our pointing we are actually measuring 
the home-making progress of the ages. 

L\3. .ffSi, 1 fWTi   j-r-tir it t- vnK 

Who would not work, dine, or live in a kitchen such as this, gay with dashes of blue, the utility closets suggesting the 
where everything is gay and cheery? Over any old wooden bright lacquer of a Chinese piece, while dishes, curtains, and 
floor this dull brown, red, and blue linoleum may be cemented even the clock are in tune with this song of the modern kitchen, 
to blend with the walls that are bright with color. The stove is where daily tasks are a pleasure 
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That the summertime charm of the Alps is no less than, 
their winter appeal is apparent in this picture of the little 
valley of the Guisane River near the village of Briancon in 
the French Alps. Just beyond the mountains in the back- 

ground lies Italy 

AN   ALPINE VALLEY 
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"The woods gave way to a partial clearing, 
which meant human habitation, and there of a 
sudden it was—the Little House on the Hill" 

The Content of the Country 

by   HAZEL  STRAIGHT STAFFORD 

Illustrations by G. II. Mitchell 

T WAS a gorgeous 
morning some years 
ago when I made 
the discovery. The 

lavish beauty of autumn thrilled me as 
I walked along. Blood-red sumac winged 
the roadside; the scarlet and gold of the 
maples made a carpet of Oriental splendor 
for my feet and a royal canopy for my 
head. Even the air seemed tinged with 
color reflected from the vivid yellow of 
the trees which flamed along my way like 
torches. It was very quiet. The two-toned 
call of the chickadee and an occasional 
bluebird note were the only sounds ex- 
cept for the rustle of leaves beneath my 
feet. 

A road crossed the slope to my left. It 
was a plain country road wrinkled with 
deep ruts, yet it possessed a mysterious 
sort of interest. Roads lure me. I followed, 
fascinated, wondering what its vague 
promise was. At the top of the hill its 
mystery vanished as I saw it descend on 
the other side and connect with a highway 
about a half mile distant. 

What of the promise? I looked about 
and spied a shy little lane peeping at me 
through shaggy hazel brush. It was tan- 
gled with deep grass and fringed with a 
brilliant border of wild asters and golden- 
rod. I found that it led along the crest of 
the hill I had just climbed. On the 
one side were woods extending to the 
drive below; on the other, a southern 

slope, was the most extensive musk melon 
patch I had ever seen. The season was 
late and on the ground were the remains of 
over-ripe unmarketable fruit on whose 
golden sweetness ants swarmed to feast. 
The lane stopped. The woods gave way 
to a partial clearing, which meant human 
habitation, and there of a sudden it was 
—the Little House on the Hill. 

If you are one of those for whom fairies 
dance and inanimate things take on life, 
you will know what I mean when I say 
that the Little House spoke to me. We 
understood each other; we were friends. 
The path winding through the orchard led 
me to the back door. The place seemed 
unoccupied, so 1 looked through the back 
windows, which revealed two small bed- 
rooms and a large kitchen. Registers in 
the floor indicated that the Little House at 
least possessed the luxury of a furnace. I 
walked around to the front, marveling 
at the unusual shrubbery which encircled 
the house. A few Japanese roses were 
still in bloom. 

SINCE the house was built on a slope, 
the front porch was high like the 

bridge of a ship, with the tops of tall 
bushes undulating like green waves about 
it. I climbed its twelve steps and found 
myself facing a most magnificent pano- 
rama. I felt as though I were on the tip- 
top of the world, with all of creation on 
display. 

The big lake, largest of all four around 
which our city is built, lay revealed—mile 
upon mile of royal sparkling blue. Beyond, 
at least twenty miles away on the horizon, 
lay hills wrapped in autumn's purple 
haze. 

Between were woods splashed with 
color and farms spread out on the land- 
scape like huge patchwork quilts, with 
squares of golden grain, brown stubble, 
and black upturned earth. Mind and 
body were refreshed as I gazed, for I felt 
that I too was a part of a marvelous uni- 
verse beautifully ordered. 

The windows ofF the porch showed 
within a tiny dining room and a somewhat 
larger living room connected by a long 
narrow hall. The hardwood floors shone, 
the walls were freshly tinted, the windows 
were of plate glass. A simple, sturdy cot- 
tage with a distinct personality. 

Reluctantly I said good-bye to the 
House on the Hill, promising another visit 
soon. 

I went down the front way, past fully an 
acre cleared for a garden; past, too, a 
patch of woods left standing to hide the 
road, and opened the tall wrought-iron 
gates, and found myself again upon the 
road. 

On the opposite side of the road was a 
neat white cottage, and I crossed over to 
see if its mistress could give me some 
information about the House on the Hill. 
Upon  inquiring  I  found  that  an old 
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Scotchman and his wife had lived there 
for a number of years, but both had 
died a twelvemonth previous. 

IMUST have passed under the gorgeous 
leafy canopy again, but I did not notice 

it, so intent was I on the problem of ways 
and means to possess that charming little 
home. First of all, however, the practical 
husband, who abhors sudden whims and 
fancies, must be convinced of the sanity 
of the plan. 

"Of course the place has a chicken 
yard and a garden as well as a view," 
my guardian angel suggested. "It might 
be well to stress that." 

"A safe playground for the children 
would make another appealing argu- 
ment," I added. 

As soon as I reached home I telephoned 
the present owner of the house, a daughter 
of the old couple. To my great relief I 
found that the place could be rented, and 
at exactly half the figure we were paying 
for the suburban bungalow we then oc- 
cupied. 

"Some more bread-and-butter statistics 
for the husband," thought I, with satis- 
faction. 

The following Sunday the entire family 
visited the House on the Hill. 

"Do you realize that the house has 
no bathroom and that the well is at least 
two hundred feet deep?" ejaculated the 
practical husband, frowning dreadfully 
at my friendly Little House. 

"But there's a cistern pump attached 
to the kitchen sink. We wouldn't need 
much drinking water and you could pump 
that before you left in the morning," 
I countered eagerly. "As for baths, I 
much prefer nice soft rain water in an 
old-fashioned wash tub to that hard stuff 
we have in the porcelain tub in town. 
What good is a bath if you need scraping 
afterward?" 

He appeared not to have heard me, 
and went on: 

"The whole place is very much run 
down." 

Like a hen with an attacked chick, I 
flew to Little House's defense. "Garden 
shears and a lawn mower will do wonders 
to its appearance. The house itself is in 
splendid condition," I said. 

He shook his head dubiously. Never- 
theless, before the last traces of autumn 
had faded away we had moved, lock, 
stock, and barrel, into the Little House. 

WE ARRIVED in time to enjoy the 
mellow golden Indian summer which 

comes to the Middle West in November. 
How good it felt to be free to stretch out 
full length on some sun-warmed part of 
Mother Nature's ample bosom and just be 
quiet—quiet enough to hear the still small 
voice of God speaking through all that 
He had made. 

The jangles and tangles of life seemed 
to slip away as a discarded cocoon, while 
one's real self emerged, purged from rest- 
lessness, to be at peace with all creation; 
part and parcel with the warm grass, the 

buzzing insect, the winging bird, feeling 
that the same sap of life flowed from 
one source through us all. 

That golden gift of peace which came 
with the first Indian summer did not 
depart with the season but remained to 
enrich my life as long as I lived on the 
Hill. 

Somehow in town there are so many 
things interposed between the individual 
and his original mother that he forgets 
the look of her face, forgets the feel of 
her touch, forgets indeed that he is a child 
of Nature; and all the time the city's 
artificialities consume his peace of soul 
and he knows not the reason for his dis- 
content. 

THE Head of the House found enjoy- 
ment in another way. The blood of 

pioneers flows strong in his veins, and 
with a gun on his shoulder and a pipe 
in his mouth he explored the near-by 
woods, and, I take it, found peace and 
comfort as he went, for he never brought 
home any game, yet many were the trips 
he made. Sometimes he took the children 
and they came home with treasures all 
their own—hazel nuts in their frilly wrap- 
pings, acorns which had become fairy cups, 
and pockets bulging with burdocks stuck 
together in all sorts of strange shapes. 

Pets there were, too. A shaggy Airedale 
joined our group and was promptly 
adopted. The chicken yard was no longer 
empty, for blooded Rhode Island Reds as 
gorgeous as autumn foliage now adorned 
it. Even Belgian hares took up their resi- 
dence in the tool house. 

We ordered a splendid library of nature 
books, and then began a study of birds 
and trees and flowers which life in the 
country stimulates and which adds so 
much to one's delight in the country. 

The children became as familiar with 
the colored plates of the bird book as they 
were with their Mother Goose. Many 
were the exciting contests to see which 
child could recognize the most birds. 
Proud indeed were both parents and 
children when even the purple gallinule 
was recognized and named. Father became 
so interested in his nature study that he 
even enrolled in a botany class at the uni- 
versity that he might better guide his 
family along the path of science. 

In the country there seems to be so 
much more of that valuable yet transient 
thing called time. Fewer interruptions and 
less time squandered away from home 
perhaps account for it. At any rate we 
found more time in which to enjoy our 
children and each other; more time for 
reading, more time for the delights of 
conversation, more time for the real 
friends who liked us well enough to go to 
the trouble to seek out our hill top and 
enjoy with us a simple candle-lighted 
supper. 

THAT first winter in the Little House 
was the most severe in years. Snow 

piled in huge drifts, making the roads im- 
passable. The Head of the House went to 
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the car line on snowshoes, and when wash 
day came he skimmed over the drifts in 
the same sportive way, carrying on his 
back in his ample hunting pack the soiled 
clothes to the washerwoman who could 
not get to us. Sometimes he had to tunnel 
paths to the outbuildings, much to the 
delight of the children, who pretended 
that they were Eskimos. 

I loved the coziness that winter brought. 
We felt so snug in the warm-built nest 
of a home with the snow packed 'round 
us and the wind howling with anger 
because it could not find a crack around 
window or door through which to enter. 

Every season brought us its full quota 
of memory treasures. There was the thrill 
late one May afternoon of discovering a 
cuckoo tilting on a snowy bridal wreath 
as he uttered in soft mellow tones, 
"k-k-k-k-kow-kow-ow-kow-ow!" Then 
on a woody knoll about a rod from the 
house, there were camp fires over whose 
coals we broiled our steak and bacon. No 
other meals ever tasted half so good as 
those smoke-flavored gipsy feasts in the 
woods. 

THREE years passed in almost idyllic 
happiness on the hill top. Then the 

black shadows of war enveloped our 
country. The Head of the House, after 
making due provision for us, felt that it 
was his duty to enlist. It meant that the 
family must move into town, since I was 
to carry on his business on a part-time 
arrangement. 

The savings which an economical life in 
the country had made possible were 
taken to make the necessary first pay- 
ment on a house in the suburbs that we 
had left three years before. So on the altar 
of patriotism we sacrificed Little House 
on the Hill. 

When the war was over, the Father re- 
turned and life went on—but not as be- 
fore. The Little House and the hill top 
and the trees and the seclusion were gone. 
In their stead were houses and more 
houses, cement pavements, scrawny 
young saplings, and everywhere people— 
very nice people to be sure, had they not 
been so indecently near. 

BARREN indeed were the six years 
that followed. Our bread had turned 

to stone. Instead of possessing that golden 
gift of peace which brings contentment, 
we found ourselves possessed by a feverish 
restlessness which consumed our leisure 
moments. Without the freedom of the 
out-of-doors wre felt as prisoners in a cell. 
Whole days and evenings spent in the 
house were stale. The feeling of snug 
coziness vanished; the nature study im- 
pulse died of malnutrition; and the crea- 
tive urge fluttered but feebly. We joined 
the crowds in "killing time"—a horrible 
but accurate expression—time that once 
I had considered too valuable to 
waste. 

But gorge as I would on club activities 
and parties I could not satisfy the hunger 
which gnawed deep within me. 
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A fast growing prosperity, due largely 
to post-war conditions, brought no abid- 
ing comfort. It was nice to have many 
things that money could buy, but those 
treasures which we had lost money alone 
could not purchase. 

Worst of all, the children were grow ing 
up driven by that restlessness which cities 
breed. They must be forever doing some- 
thing with "the gang" else they were not 
content. 

Deprived of "the gang" and left alone 
or even with each other they were bored 
to tears. The companionship of books 
meant nothing to them, in spite of our 
efforts to provide an attractive library. 
They could not enjoy a game together 
unless there was an outsider in the circle 
to lend glamor. They begged to go to 
movies regularly as did the others, and 
when denied felt abused. Many were the 
lamentations over the quiet hours I tried 
to enforce in order to lessen the speed 
tension of their lives in school and with- 
out. "What can we do?" they wailed. Of 
individual resources for happiness they 
seemed utterly lacking. 

"Nobody does this or that any more"; 
or "Everybody does so and so; why can't 
we?" was the burden of their constant 
complaint. 

My most cherished ambition had been 
to raise a large congenial family of in- 
dividuals who would recognize and love 
the best in life and literature, and who 
would scorn trashy ideas and cheap actions, 
no matter how many might differ with 
them. How was I to bring these high things 
to pass in the city where mass dominated 
and individualism was considered queer? 
I felt as powerless as a pigmy in the 
clutches of a giant. 

At times I became so homesick for the 
sweet simple life in the Little House on 
the Hill that I would have sacrificed any- 
thing to go back. In my saner moments I 
realized that the primitive life of the hill 
top was now impossible for us. Little 
House was a beautiful dream but it be- 
longed to the past. Was there no place that 
could shelter our future as beautifully as 
it had done? 

Then one day there came good news. 
In the country, on the very same mail 

route that had served our hill top, was a 
suitable house with ample grounds for sale. 
Would I come and se t it? 1 most certainly 
would! 

Trembling with suppressed excitement 
I got into the car, and in a few minutes we 
were there. 

On a moderate slope overlooking the 
self-same lake, though not so extensively, 
was the house; a large substantial struc- 
ture of stucco and brown timbers. Trail- 
ing vines softened it, lovely shrubbery 
encircled it, age-old oaks guarded it. It 
was Home; I knew, for it spoke and told 
me so. 

Almost immediately we took possession 
and almost immediately we felt that a cool 
hand had been laid on our feverish heads. 
Our squirrel-on-a-wheel activities ceased; 
we could rest; the deep gnawing hunger 
was appeased, for we had regained the 
riches which never fail to satisfy and 
which had been lost. 

IT WAS not so with the children. They 
were desperately lonesome for "the 

gang" and most scathing in their con- 
demnation of poky country life where 
there was nothing to do. 

Then one day I passed my son's room, 
and there he was hard at work putting to- 
gether a telegraph set, a thing that he 
had never had time for in town. A glow of 
happiness warmed my heart. I went 
downstairs and found the girls curled up 
on the sofa reading books formerly de- 
spised. They said they were reading be- 
cause there was nothing else to do. 

A few weeks later I heard one of them 
confidentially telling a town friend that 
she just loved books now—she had never 
supposed they could be such fun. 

And now it has come to be an es- 
tablished custom that almost every 
evening the children have an exciting 
game of some sort together; and they 
never seem to miss the outsiders whom 
circumstances have eliminated. 

This morning when Son came in to 
breakfast I noticed the old bird book 
under his arm. "Gee! Mother, you ought 
to see the birds out there in the yard. I 
got up early to watch them. Did you ever 
see a junco? See, it looks like this," open- 
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ing the book to a well-worn colored 
plate. 

"Why, that's the bird book we had on 
the Hill!" exclaimed Jean. "I believe I'll 
teach Margery the birds that Daddy 
taught us. Three isn't too young, is it. 
Mother?" 

I assured her it was exactly the right 
age to begin. Margery listened with wide- 
eyed interest. "Me lub fat wobins." Her 
solemn declaration set us all, herself in- 
cluded, laughing. 

Jane has been making a lovely little 
garden on paper, colored quite artistically. 
Allowance money is being saved for spe- 
cially desired seed. Several packets are 
already in her bureau drawer awaiting 
the proper planting time. 

Cuttings, scribblings, shavings, and 
paste are much in evidence in the house- 
hold nowadays. I recognize in them the 
creative urge again at work and am more 
than content. 

Every Saturday "the gang" comes out 
to romp with us in the country. Now that 
their dominance is broken I enjoy them, 
knowing that they have much of value to 
contribute to these lives in the making, 
for whose training I am responsible. The 
giant's clutch has been released. 

AGAIN I am adding to the collection 
of beautiful memory treasures which 

was started on the hill top. There are the 
exquisite sunrises seen from my bed 
through the broad east window which 
overlooks the lake. Sometimes they are 
delicate of tint, reminding one of the soft 
budding colors of early springtime; again 
they streak the sky with gorgeous Egyptian 
coloring until one thinks of grand opera 
set to color instead of music, seen instead 
of heard. 

The other evening we were walking 
around our tiny estate while over us the 
stars blossomed thick in the heavens. My 
husband was peacefully smoking his pipe. 
"There're a lot of things a person should 
know about the universe," he meditated. 
" I really must take a course in astronomy, 
this summer." The same curious-minded 
daddy of the hill top—and I was glad. 

"'God's in his heaven and all's right 
with the world,'" I whispered, softly. 

"A large substantial structure of stucco and brown timbers. Trailing vines soft- 
ened it, lovely shrubbery encircled it, age-old oaks guarded it. It was Home" 
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Glenallen is known for the 
naturalistic beauty of its 
gardens, roaming lawns, with 
long vistas through and be- 
tween noble trees; grass 
stretches leading down to 
water effects on a grand scale 
and passing gradually from 
the purely naturalistic water 
garden of the English type 
into striking exotic features, 
that are, however, aptly in- 
troduced without a jarring 
note. The Korean temple 
shown above is approached 

as a continuation from the 
naturalistic lake that con- 
tinues Jrom the lawn and ex- 
tends from the residence itself. 
The planting about the 
temple is of harmonious 
plants although not all are 
actually native of Korea. The 
tile work in the temple which 
gives it its striking color note 
is actually Korean and was 
imported for the purpose of 
construction. It is pleasing 
to see in this large estate such 
a broad, easy development of 

IN   THE   GARDENS   OF GLENALLEN 

at Cleveland, Ohio 

THE HOME OF MR.   AND  MRS.  F.  F. PRENTISS 

PHOTOGRAPHS   BY M.   E. HEWITT 
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the naturalistic type of garden 
craft. Though water is made 
a dominant feature, it is not 
to the exclusion of other types; 
particularly aroundthe house, 
on the spacious lawn of grace- 
ful contours, are here and 
there real specimens of showy 
flowering shrubs and fine in- 
dividual trees that have been 
established long enough to 
overcome all appearace of ever 
having been transported and 
placed into position. Such 
trees as oak, elms, etc., give a 

natural character and a 
proper feeling of stability to 
the home picture. Wandering 
down the lawn from the house 
the informal naturalistic lake 
shown on page 46 is ap- 
proached, and herewaierlilies 
embellish the surface and give 
color in the summertime. 
Following along the lake the 
teahouse above is a fitting 
terminus, and from its shelter 
the visitor may get a peaceful 
vista across the water and 
through the lawns that (over) 
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skirt the residence. Farther on is the Korean temple, 
with its ,juamt stepping stones through the water 
that lead on and upward, passing to dry land and 
KoreLT JU1en °f nMe Prions- About the Korean temple Japanese iris, evergreen junipers, and 
dwarf maples with brightly colored foliage repeat the 
bright tones of the structure. Wandering on through he 
rock garden a still wilder water garden (page L) Z 
found. Here hemerocallisjunkia (or as we should say, 

hosta), and other sub-aquatic plants grow in riotous 
profusion. Around the banks are literally hundreds of 
various species of native lilium which throw up 
candelabra-like arms of varying colors at different 
seasons, according to the flowering time of the species 
in the congenial quarters where they make almost un- 
paralleled growth. Robert Brydon, the superintendent, 
is particularly happy in the planting of these natural- 

istic features 
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Playing 

the Pitch Shots 

by   SOL METZGKR 

Illustrations by the Author 

T 

"^HE marked differences between 
the golf star and the duffer are 
easily recognized. They concern 

the play of every club. But why the super- 
luminary of the links has the edge over the 
many stars is another matter. Why are 
Bobby Jones, Jesse Sweetser, and George 
Von Elm the Big Three in amateur ranks? 
To what is due the outstanding consist- 
ency of little Johnny Farrell among the 
home-bred professionals? What particular 
links quality so long held Harry Vardon 
at the top in international golf? And, to 
go back a few years, what was the reason 
for "Chick" Evans performing the un- 
matched feat of winning both the Na- 
tional Open and National Amateur the 
same year—1916? 

These golfers are, or were, long drivers, 
with few exceptions, able to place their 
tee shots with an eye to the opening to 
the greens, masters of the direction of 
long irons, and, barring Evans and Var- 
don, skilled on the greens. So one may 
well seek for that rare quality of play that 
causes or caused them to be superlumi- 
naries in national and international com- 
petition. 

IF ONE carefully analyzes super golf, if 
one takes apart the record-breaking 

round of 63 that Johnny Farrell produced 
to win the #5,000 first prize at the recent 
La Gorce Open at Miami, or the brilliant 
consistency that Jones exhibited in cap- 
turing the British Open titles of 1926 and 
1927 and in crushing all opposition in the 
1927 Amateur, he will not be long in dis- 
covering the secret of low scoring. All 
stars drive far and straight and putt with 
keenness. But that does not make them 
outstanding. The slight edge held by the 
Joneses, Sweetsers, Farrells, and a few 
others is in pitching to the pin. Within 
100 yards of the green they are, to put it 
in golf phraseology, deadly. Their ap- 
proaches not only reach home and remain 
there, but they wind up somewhere near 
the hole. The result is an occasional one- 
putt green, a stroke chopped from par. 
During an eighteen-hole round enough of 
these one-putters go down to give them a 
decided edge over the opponent who, 
according to the card, plays perfect (par) 
golf. 

The defeats of Bobby Jones by those 
other two sterling amateurs, Jesse Sweet- 

ser and George Von Elm, were so accom- 
plished. Their match at Brookline in the 
1922 Amateur, when Sweetser broke 
through, had its break on the second hole, 
a 305-yarder, where Jesse's spade-mashie 
of 75 yards holed out for an eagle 2. 

T) EFORE the present day of miracle golf, 
-U before the time when rounds in the late 
6o's became rather common in title events, 
Evans took highest rank by reason of his 
pitch shots. His putting was never better 
than  average  and  usually  below that 

mark. But his pitches were so near the 
cup that less than average skill on the 
greens was needed to win the occasional 
hole or break the occasional par that won 
either in match or medal play. Vardon 
was acknowledged to be weak on approach 
putts, probably the most difficult shot in 
golf. But uncanny accuracy at pitching 
'em dead so well covered this weakness 
that he long ranked as the game's great- 
est. 

The evidence is so strong that the pitch 
is the telltale at wreck- 
ing course marks and star 
opponents that it goes 
almost without saying 
that if one wishes to im- 
prove his golf, attention 
should be directed to the 
pitch. The mashie, spade- 
mashie, mashie-niblick, 
and niblick are the 
most useful clubs in any 
bag if its owner kens their 
purpose and can make 
them speak for him. Un- 
til one can pitch them to the greens 
and make them stick, golf is never go- 
ing to yield happy returns, no matter 
how long the drive may be nor how per- 
fect the putting touch. 

The average golfer can look at it in this 
way : consider any course—four or five 
short holes designed for the skilled iron 

player, and the balance two- and three- 
shotters. The average player rarely has 
the length to get home on these latter 
with his second or third. A sound ap- 
proach is demanded. And the reason for 
the many 6's, 7's, and up on these holes is 
inability to pitch. If the golfer can make 
the pitch behave, few holes of any course 
will cost over 5 strokes. It is patent if the 
pitch behaves the player is bound to shoot 
in the 8o's. That is better than average 
golf and a most satisfying medal for any- 
one who takes his golf for the sport he 
gets out of it. 

Now that we recognize the value of the 
pitch it is high time to delve into the 
correct method of playing it. In order to 
get results one must first understand the 
simple laws of physics that govern its 
successful execution. As all the pitching 
clubs—the mashie, mashie-niblick, spade- 
mashie, and niblick—are stroked the same 
way and the results are the same, except 
that the mashie has less loft and conse- 
quently less elevation can be imparted to 
the ball with it than with the others when 
struck the same way, it will simplify 
matters if we confine the following demon- 
stration to the mashie alone. Further- 
more, it is used more than the others. 

I 

O.K. 6<AQ<4> CLUB DOWN 
SLOWLY WI-fH LEF-T 

^ FORCE.<i 
CLUB 

)   OU1 - 

\ 4LICE. 
\ 

N MY article last month—"The Fine 
Art of Putting"—itwas shown that the 

putt is played off the left heel in order to 
impart top or overspin to the ball, and 

that the ball is played 
nearer the right leg for 
a mashie in order to 
give it loft and backspin 
or stop. That is not 
confusing. The confu- 
sion anent the pitch shot 
begins when we are told 
that we must strike 
the ball with the face of 
this club under its center 
when swinging down in 
order to impart loft. 
"How is it possible," the 

duffer asks himself, "to strike the ball 
underneath with the face of the club to 
elevate it when we are told that we must 
hit it on the downswing?" 

In my own case I erroneously gathered 
from such descriptions of the shot by 
mashie experts that you cut down through 
the rear of the ball in some odd way with 

•Kit- 

51303 
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the edge of the mashie blade. As this idea 
is rather common I have sketched it to 
show just the impression many of us have 
of this shot. The sketch at the left in this 
drawing illustrates the correct contact of 
mashie with ball. It is patent that the 
point of contact of blade and ball is below 
the center of the ball and that the club 
naturally lends itself to such action. 
From this sketch we can also see that the 
loft of the club will cause the ball to rise. 
Likewise, it is apparent that as the face 
of the club is swinging down under the 
ball, this cutting under motion will cause 
the ball to take spin, the 
desired backspin. 

Note that after con- 
tact the club's face goes 
forward and down into 
the turf. If this is to be 
done there can be no 
doubt that one must 
have firm wrists. There 
can be no wrist roll in 
a mashie shot because 
of this. MacDonald Smith 
says that when he pitches 
"he knocks the legs out 
from under the ball." In other words you 
actually try to make the ball slide up the 
face of the club. 

In order to see clearly the position ot 
the face at contact, place a golf ball on a 
table and stand the mashie straight back 
of it on a magazine about one eighth ot 
an inch thick. You place the blade on 
the magazine so that its bottom edge is 
slightly above the ground line on which 
rests the ball. In stroking the ball your 
club so makes contact. It takes the ball 
first and later takes turf. If the turf is 
first taken it slides up the club's face be- 
tween ball and iron and kills the shot. 
You cannot play golf with a padded 
club. 

THE next point to clear is the flight of 
a pitch shot. To play it properly the 

golfer must recognize the fact that a ball 
propelled into the air expends its force in 
gaining elevation in proportion to the 
angle of its rise. Hence, its descending arc 
is more vertical than its rising arc. The 
ideal pitch is one played to impart the 
most elevation in order to make the ball 
drop as near vertically as possible. The 
straighter down this drop the less the run 
to the ball after falling. Couple this sort 
of drop with the backspin imparted and 
your pitch will hold pretty close to where 
it alights. Recognizing this fact, good 
golfers pitch high and far enough to cause 
the ball to drop around the pin. 

With these facts in mind, the next 
problem is the method of swinging the 
club. It is patent that if the downswing 
is to cut under the ball the clubhead must 
be played quite close to the ground as it 
comes into the ball. As all golfers know 
that a club must be taken back low if it is 
to be brought forward low, the first thing 
to do is to see that this is done with the 
pitch clubs. That means that the left 
hand and arm must control the back- 

swing. If you doubt this statement, take 
your mashie in hand and try taking it 
back (first) with the straight left arm, and 
(second) with the right hand in control, 
You will know then for all time that the 
right in control causes you to lift the club- 
head abruptly up from the ground; with 
the left in control you take it back low 
from the ball. 

AN ANALYSIS of the stance of mashie 
il experts shows them playing the ball 
off a point midway between the two heels. 
On putts and drives they play it off the 

left heel. The reason for 
standing forward for the 
mashie is to insure hit- 
ting the ball while the 
club is still descending, 
before it has reached the 
bottom of its arc. These 
experts also employ an 
open stance, the left foot 
being about three to six 
inches farther from the 
line from ball to hole 
than the right. Their 
weight is evenly distrib- 

uted. The reason for the open stance is 
that little pivoting and consequently little 
body enter into the shot. It is mostly an 
arm shot. This open stance permits the 
arms to function close to the body. That 
makes the shot compact. 

The shafts of the mashies of experts are 
much shorter than the wood and long 
iron shafts.This is to make them stand close 
to the ball. So you see them playing it 
from a line pretty much under the brow. 
The overlapping grip is invariably used, 
the fingers doing the gripping with the 
left hand over the leather so the first 
knuckle points down the shaft. The 
thumbs are slightly around the shaft. 

Take the club back low and straight 

from the ball without body movement 
with the straight left arm in control. The 
face opens as the club goes back. Never 
take the hands above the shoulders. You 
don't play a pitch shot for distance but 
entirely for accuracy. The average player 
will do well to use another club for a shot 
longer than 125 yards. And as you go 
back keep the right elbow tucked in close 
to that side and cock the wrists at the top 
of the swing. There is just a little body 
pivot, started only after the club is several 
feet back. 

The common fault of the rank and file 
in playing the mashie starts at the top. 
They try to hit right off and put the right 
hand into it. Result, the right arm 
straightens immediately and pulls the 
club forward and bevond the line of the 
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shot. To strike the ball you have to pull 
the face of the club in and across it, and 
a slice results. 

Start the club down slowly by pulling 
with the left hand. Pull it down and not 
out so that you keep it well inside the 
line you intend to hit the ball. Then 
drive the clubhead crisply into the ball 
with the left, making sure the wrists are 
firm. As you come into the ball add the 
punch with the right hand. The idea to 
have in mind is to drive the clubhead on 
out after the ball with both arms straight 
and wrists firm. When the wrists roll, as 
in driving, you get a hook. At the finish 
of this stroke by a star his club points at 
the flag. To make that possible his right 
palm is under the shaft and his left over 
it. This is just the opposite to the finish 
with the wood, where the right hand rolls 
over to be on top of the shaft. Don't 
worry much about the pivoting. Keep the 
head and body still except for a slight hip 
turn that may or may not pull the left 
heel slightly off the ground. 

There is one other point to watch. 
Many golfers are confused in placing the 
clubhead back of the ball at stance. They 
put the line of the upper edge of the blade 
at right angles to the line to the pin. 
This is wrong and will result in hooking 
the shot. Adjust the mashie face by the 
bottom line of the blade. Place that line, 
not the upper line, at right angles to the 
direction line of your shot. 

The best tip on mashie play, one quite 
effectively used by instructors, is to tell 
the player to try to drive the ball into 
the turf with the heel of the blade when 
swinging down. This results in keeping 
the blade open and inside the line un- 
til contact. Then it goes on out along 
the line. 

BEARING these points in mind the aver- 
age golfer has enough facts to work 

with to lower his medal score via the pitch 
shot route if he will hie himself forth and 
practice. Hours of rigorous daily practice 
for months with a mashie before the 1922 
Open made Sarazen a master of it and en- 
abled him to gain fame and fortune (from 
a golf standpoint). In fact, if you name 
any superluminary of the links you will 
find that he has devoted more time to per- 
fecting his pitch shots than any other in the 
bag. As no other route may be followed by 
the star to become a super-golfer, it stands 
to reason that no other course is open to 
the duffer who shoots in the 90's and up 
and who longs for the day when all his 
rounds will be in the 8o's. 

Practice alone makes one perfect. Oc- 
casionally the truth will out. A wise and 
experienced professional, Gene McCarthy, 
now a golf architect, recently met an old 
pupil ot his. "How's your game?" he 
asked. "Rotten. Gene!" emphatically 
came the reply. "Let me straighten you 
out," said Gene, taking his former pupil 
by the arm and leading him from those 
within hearing. "What you want to do is 
to get a good swing and practice it. 
That's all there is to golf." 
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The three-masted Atlantic, with her owner, Gerard B. Lambert of St Louis, 
aboard, is the logical candidate for first place among the larger yachts in 
the Spanish-American race, inasmuch as her record made in the last trans- 

Atlantic race (in 1905) has never been equaled 

The Golden Age of Sail 

by  ALFRED   F. LOOMIS 

OBSERVERS of an historic bent 
are beginning to liken our present 
era to the sixteenth century, that 

great period when the sailors of the Virgin 
Queen dared everything to explore the 
unknown world and create profitable 
channels of commerce. In the twentieth 
century the adventures of the mind are 
even more daring than those of the Eliza- 
bethan era, for there have grown up 
more cherished beliefs for the scientists to 
overthrow in their pursuit of the unknown. 
In physical adventures (so far, at least, 
as they apply to the sea) the moderns still 
must accord first place to the early naviga- 
tors; but our yachtsmen, ranging far and 
wide the Seven Seas, are carrying on the 
brave tradition. 

These modern summer days are filled 
with ocean racing. We read of yachts of 
less than 55-foot length racing across the 
Gulf Stream to Bermuda; of others no 
larger racing 2,000 miles to Hawaii, of 
still others careering madly across the 
Atlantic to Spain. And why do the yachts- 
men do it? To emulate the exploits of the 
early mariners? Not a bit of it. For fame 
and glory? Not noticeably. Then for cash 
or commerce? Perish the thought. 

The simple fact is that ocean racing has 
become popular because it is a sport that 
engages a man's thoughts, emotions, mus- 
cular strength, and physical hardihood. 
Perhaps behind this simple fact is a guid- 
ing love for excitement and adventure 
which has chosen this period in man's 

history to reappear. Superficially, how- 
ever, men engage in ocean races because 
they know no other sport which thrills 
them equally. 

And at that, ocean racing is merely the 
most spectacular evidence of the new 
spirit in yachting. There was a time in the 
history of yachting when men grew rich 
and lazy. Their yacht clubs became of 
greater importance than their yachts. 
When they raced they chose the weather 
with such care that a funny story grew 
up about them. There was so much more 
truth than fiction in the story that it de- 
serves repetition: An enthusiastic yachts- 
man got up early every morning to see if 
the weather was suitable for sailing. To 
test it he thrust a lighted candle through a 
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Cressida, the new topsail-schooner owned by Hermann Oelrichs, 
was designed by Cox & Stevens and is without a record, but with 
only nine feet less on the water than Atlantic her rig should make 
her a worthy adversary if the prevailing winds are well abaft the beam 

port-hole into the open air. If the candle 
remained lighted there was too little wind 
for sailing. If it blew out there was too 
much, and the enthusiastic yachtsman 
had to wait yet another day. 

Nowadays we still see traces of this 
conservatism in yachting. Alongshore club 
cruises start out with press trumpetings 
and elaborate schedules. They straggle 
twenty or thirty miles as racers or con- 
sorts and anchor for the night. And the 
next morning they start again—if there's 
enough wind, or if there isn't too much 
wind, or if there's no fog. Of course, if it 
rains there is no thought of racing because 
the rain would wet the sails and there'd 
be the devil to pay. 

But this kind of vachting is, fortunately, 
the exception. When Tom, Dick, or 
Harry steps into a broker's office nowa- 
days to buy a boat his first requisite is 
that he can go anywhere in her. And when 
he has bought her and fitted her out and 
commissioned her he proceeds to do that 
very thing. One way or another it has 
begun to percolate into the human intel- 
ligence that long-distance cruising is not 
only enjoyable but feasible. Yachtsmen's 
wives, if they are left at home, no longer 
worry when the wind howls down the 

chimney, because they know that their 
men are less likely to be in danger at sea 
than they would be at anchor in port. 

But this thought is very revolutionary 
to those who are not yachtsmen or yachts- 
men's wives. Such people read of well- 
found ships leaving port and disappearing 
in a storm, sometimes with not even a bit 
of wreckage to lighten the mystery of their 
loss. They think that the perils of the 
mighty deep are very perilous indeed, and 
that if a winter gale may sink a steamship 
then only a very moderate gale will engulf 
a small yacht. They do not know that a 
vessel's size has little to do with her sea- 
worthiness, and they would strenuously 
combat the idea that such advantage of 
size as there is rests with small size. 

"When the big ship sinks they take to 
the small boats." That is a saying whose 
implication is credited more by yachtsmen 
than by steamship sailors, and there is a 
good deal of truth behind it. A big ship 
is a breakwater, a huge mass of steel in the 
path of the storm. Seas pound against it 
and break over it and eventually if the 
gale is powerful enough and the break- 
water vulnerable enough the gale sub- 
merges it. But a sea-going yacht imposes 
no resistance to the gale. W aves which are 

mountainous by poetic license rise and 
threaten to swamp the yacht. They curl 
and crest and tower above her and when it 
looks as if all were over except for the 
notices in the obituary column, the yacht 
lifts up and the wave slides under. The 
same with the next graybeard. And as 
long as the yacht is well handled —or is 
hove to under storm trisail or sea anchor 
and allowed to handle herself—she will 
continue to escape the vengeance of the 
threatening waves. 

A while back a professional skipper 
was hired to take a yacht from New York 
to the California coast. He was a specialist 
in delivering steamships and commercial 
schooners to far ports, but he had never* 
before skippered a yacht. When he saw 
her he exclaimed, "My God, she's little!" 
But he was game and undertook the job. 
As a matter of fact the skipper's belittling 
comment was based on a previous point 
of view. This yacht was more than seventy 
feet on deck and to the average yachtsman 
seemed enormous. 

Eight weeks passed and the yacht 
cruised five or six thousand miles and 
arrived at her destination in California. 
She had split an old mainsail, but the 
rent had been sewn up and she was other- 
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wise in perfect condition. The captain 
returned over land to New York and re- 
ported that when off the Mexican coast 
he had been caught in an onshore gale, 
the worst he had experienced in fifty 
years of seafaring. The waves, he said, 
were so big that when you were in the 
trough it took a telescope to see to the 
top of the next. There were moments when 
if he had been navigating a coasting 
steamer he would have expected to 
founder with all hands. Hut the yacht, 
little to his eyes and fragile, rode to the 
gale and never splashed a drop of water on 
deck. The captain was still a bit surprised 
at the successful issue of his voyage, for 
he was a big-ship man. 

Captain Joshua Slocum was a big-ship 
man who at the close of the last century 
cruised around the world single-handed in 
a small yawl. He blazed a trail which in 
the years 1921 to 1925 Captain Harry 
Pidgeon followed. But Pidgeon's yawl 
was smaller than Captain Slocum's Spray 
and the later navigator had never had 
much sea experience. Pidgeon when near 
the half century mark got to thinking that 
he would like to see some of the far places 
of the world; so without help he built his 
yawl Islander, launched her, cut her sails, 
and after a prelimary jog or two went 
alone from Los Angeles to Honolulu. On 
the way back he gave passage to a young 
man who wanted to leave Hawaii. But 
ever after that, from San Clemente to 
the Marquesas, and from there westward 
across the Pacific and into the Indian 
Ocean and the Atlantic and back into the 
Pacific he traveled single-handed. 

In the four years that Pidgeon was 
under way he ran into a squall or two 
and sometimes a storm—nothing, he 
says, to bother a good ship with a good 
crew—and when he got home he declared 
that he had had a pleasant sail. At sea he 
let the Islander sail herself, while he 
worked or read and ate and slept, and 
the good ship kind of moseyed along and 
had a good time. 

His voyage and Captain Slocum's 
prove, though not intended to prove 
anything, that the sea is kind to small 
ships which are able to begin with and 
are handled with skill and judgment. 
Shorter and less spectacular ocean voy- 
ages are becoming so frequent as to at- 
tract no comment. But they are none the 
less enjoyable to those who make them. It 
maynotbe amisstolistafewofthe respects 
in which a long cruise is enjoyable. 

First and fort-most there is the joy of 
leaving a familiar port. It may seem para- 
doxical to say that a man who is happy in 
his home surroundings is happier still 
when he leaves them for something new— 
but to the cruising gentry it is gospel 
truth. Happiness leads on to more happi- 
ness and when the last familiar object 
drops beneath the horizon the bowsprit 
points the more eagerly to the unguessable 
future. The sea is no longer unknown in 
the sense that it was to the early naviga- 
tors, bur it still offers full measure of the 
unexpected. 

Prosaic people may describe the open 
sea as a mobile disk, ever shifting but 
always the same—a waste tract of water 
which appeals only to the dismal side of 
the imagination. That this description is a 
gross libel is known to all cruising yachts- 
men. The sea is alive with color and light 
and subtle movement. It touches those 
emotions which are susceptible to beauty, 
mystery, gaiety, dread, sublimity, and 
anxiety. In the form and movement of its 
waves, in the effect of wind and light on 
its surface, it tells a story and predicts 
the future. It ceaselessly occupies the 
mind while the boat upon it occupies the 
body. Boredom is the remotest of possi- 
bilities. 

Then there is the joy of keeping track 
of one's position by celestial navigation. 
The day was when navigation seemed an 
obscure, almost occult art. The amateur 
who was no good at mathematics did not 
presume even to examine its funda- 
mentals. But somehow amateurs have 
learned that once the sextant has become 
an accustomed tool the mystery of taking 
a sight for latitude can be deciphered in 
ten minutes; while the enigma of working 
a sight for longitude can be mastered in a 
few hours. Both are a matter of formulae, 
plus a few definitions, a habit of accuracy, 
and experience. 

Once learned, navigation does not seem 
like mathematics—not, at least, like the 
deadly mathematics that most of us were 
taught to dread at school. It becomes a 
living, supple art, and its reward—a circle 
drawn on the chart and the triumphant 
phrase "We're here!"—has no counter- 
part ashore. 

Navigation guides the mariner when 
offshore and brings him to his landfall. 
Depending on the skill of the navigator 
the landfall is good or bad. If bad he knows 
the depths of chagrin, and if good the 
heights of bliss. Literally, it is impossible 

to exaggerate the extremes of feeling be- 
tween the anxiety immediately preceding 
the sighting of land and the ecstasy of 
the moment of finding it where it ought to 
be. 

Along the shore the sextant and the 
books of celestial navigation are put away 
and the cruiser tastes the delights of pilot- 
ing—of studying chart, land, and sailing 
directions; of familiarizing himself with 
natural features before he sights them; 
of employing log, lead, and compass to 
fix position; of avoiding danger and incur- 
ring permissible risks; of anticipation of 
the comforts of a sheltered harbor. Make 
no mistake about it—this 'longshore work 
is the dangerous part of cruising. Currents 
flow with insidious treachery; wind squalls 
sweep down from the land; calms occur at 
the least desired moments; buoys shifted 
by recent gales lure one into catastrophe 
while promising security. It requires a 
careful man at the con to skirt a strange 
coast with safety. 

Then there is the ever new delight of 
getting acquainted with your boat. Some 
men to whom piloting is incidental and to 
whom celestial navigation is anathema 
(for it must be confessed that there are 
such) spend their entire cruising time 
testing a vessel's abilities under various 
combinations of sail. They do more. They 
throw things overboard to develop dexter- 
ity in picking them up, and put their 
boats out of control for the practice of 
regaining control of them. They devote 
hours to trimming sheets so precisely 
that their craft will sail untended for 
quarter hours. Such yachtsmen, to whom 
sailing is a fine art, are perhaps the most 
ardent of all. They are certainly the ones 
who are considered luckiest, for their 
knowledge of their vessels keeps them out 
of scrapes which less "lucky" souls fall 
into. 

The catalogue of delights could be con- 
tinued indefinitely—the independence of 
cruising; the mingled thrill and vague 
terror of cascades of water tumbling on a 
pitching deck; in a hard chance the anx- 
iety over sails and gear tempered by the 
confidence of preparation and experience; 
the mind alternately serene and troubled. 
These are but a few of the fascinations 
which cruising yachtsmen know. As they 
are learned the sport is widened and more 
converts are brought in and the adventu- 
rous spirit quickens. Let the pessimists 
cease deploring the vanished glories of the 
sea. The golden age of sail is only dawning. 
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In addition to surf bathing, there is a swimming pool in the bathing 
pazihon -where diving may be indulged in. A terrace nterlooking the 
pool enables members to view the fancy diving and other aquatic events 

at leisure while sheltered from the rays of the burning summer sun 

THE   NEW  SOUTHAMPTON  BATHING PAVILION 

PEABODY,  WILSON  &  BROWN, Architects 

PHOTOGRAPHS    BY   SAMUEL    H. GOTTSCHO 



Above. The beach at Southampton is one of the finest 
on the Atlantic coast and at the noon hour every day in 
summer it is the mecca for the colonists of the fashion- 
able Long Island resort. The surf bathing is rare sport 

as the deep ocean waves come rolling in 

Below. The architects of the pavilion succeeded perfectly 
in combining utility with beauty in their design for the 
building, which was opened for the first time last 
summer. Of warm-colored stucco with Spanish tile roof, 
it blends marvelously with the surrounding sand dunes 
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In this delightful room the friendly atmosphere walls and bookcases. The rich book bindings 
engendered by the intimate grouping of daven- echo discreetly and in variations the color 
port and chairs is definitely augmented by notes of the Feraghan rug in soft yellows and 
the feeling of repose in the plain paneled pine browns, and the red of the damask curtains 

THE  ROOM   OF  THE MONTH 

ELSIE  COBB  WILSON, Decorator 
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From being mere spectators from the lop rail of the corral fence, the 
ranch guests, knozvn as "dudes" not infrequently learn so much about 
horses that they are allowed to go into the corral and rope their own mounts 

The Increasingly Popular "Dude" Ranch 

by  ARRETTA   L. WATTS 

IWAS looking for a place where I could 
do what I pleased and when I pleased, 
where I could fish, hike, ride horse- 

back, climb, or just loaf luxuriously. I 
found it on what they call in Western 
parlance a "dude" ranch. A dude ranch, 
I learned, is a new sort of summer vaca- 
tion resort which has become an institu- 
tion out in that Western country where 
there are still to be found old ranchers and 
mountaineers with memories of the 
covered wagon, Indian warfare, buffalo 
stampedes, pony express, and the wild free 
life of the unfenced open range. So differ- 
ent is it from any other type of resort, 
so full of interest to the lover of sports and 
the real out of doors, so appealing 
to our native pioneer instinct, 
that it has grown with amazing 
rapidity. 

The dude ranch is not exactly 
a new institution. The first—that 
of the Eaton Brothers — was 
founded some twenty years ago 
by the late Howard Eaton, fron- 
tier rancher, guide, and hunter, 
in northern Wyoming. This pio- 
neer ranch resort with its 6,000 
acres spreading across Wolf Creek 
Valley and overlooked by the 
snow-capped peaks of the Big 
Horn Mountains, and managed 
now by his brothers, Willis, Alden, 
and Bill, has been followed by 
others until to-day all through 

Wyoming, Montana, and Idaho, and even 
down into Texas and up into Canada, 
dude ranches have multiplied and become 
a great pleasurable and financial asset to 
that section of the country. 

The names "dude," "dude ranch" 
and "dude wrangler" are comparatively 
new names. In the language of the cow 
country, a dude is a summer visitor who is 
more or less unfamiliar with the ways of 
ranching. It is a perfectly respectable 
name for the stranger from the city to 
distinguish him from the seasoned 
rancher, and has nothing whatever to do 
with one's bearing or attire. It is also 
a sexless term, for a dude may be man, 

VALLEY RANCH CO 
The dude wrangler sees to it that his guest is properly attired 

for ranch activities and made to feel at home from the moment 
he arrives until he takes his reluctant departure 

woman, or child and of any age what- 
soever. 

As to a dude ranch, it is a real Western 
ranch, usually with thousands of acres and 
at an elevation of from 4,000 to 7,000 feet, 
with peaks all about which tower some 
11,000 or 12,000 feet. Herds of cattle and 
sheep are still raised and the rancher's 
daily work of herding, riding, corraling, 
and other chores goes on just the same. 
Cowboys, lassoes, saddles, spurs, brand- 
ing irons, and bucking broncos are still 
important symbols of the ranch's activi- 
ties, and the fall round-up is as important 
an economic event as ever. 

The only departure on the dude ranch 
from that of pre-dude days is that 
to-day it has accommodations 
for guests and they are allowed 
and welcomed to observe and par- 
ticipate in the romance of the 
ranch and corral. In fact, the 
ambitious dude may learn to do 
almost anything that is done on 
the ranch if he so desires. Many 
soon acquire the art of cinching 
their own saddles and some learn 
so much about horses that they 
are allowed to go into the corral 
and rope their own. One rancher 
reported that a lawyer from Phil- 
adelphia got to be so good at it 
that he was offered a regular job. 
"We give our dudes each a horse" 
said an old rancher, "and show 
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them thousands of acres of sagebrush and 
woods, and miles of trout streams, and 
say 'It's yours as long as you choose. Be 
as wild as you like and come in when 
you're hungry.' 

As to dude wranglers, they are those 
who specialize in catering to transient 
trade—that is to the dudes. Many of 
them are the regular old ranchers who 
have discovered that the ranch business 
can be made a little more prof- 
itable" and sociable by taking 
in a few boarders. They see that 
the dude is made to feel at home 
from the minute he climbs out 
of the conveyance which has 
brought him perhaps thirty 
or forty miles from the near- 
est railroad station. They see 
to it that he is soon "one 
of the bunch," attired in blue 
overalls more than likely, high 
heeled boots, and bright-colored 
rodeo shirt. 

The dude wrangler, be it 
understood, is no underling in 
any sense of the word. He meets 
the dude on equal footing and 
does his best to show him a good time. 
Instead of being a servant of the guests, 
he becomes in a certain sense their boss. 
The wrangler takes great pride in teach- 
ing his guests everything about the ranch 
from the art of swinging a lasso and leap- 
ing on a bucking bronco, to the manipula- 
tion  of a Dutch  oven  on a camping 
trip. 

There are some famous old characters 
among them. There is Johnny Goff of 
Roosevelt fame, Ed Crouch who toured 
the world as a bronco buster in a Wild 
West show. Fred Richards who guided 
the Prince of Monaco when he visited this 

country as the guest of Buffalo Bill, and 
who now has a dude ranch of his own. 
There is A. C. Newton, seventy years old. 
born and bred out in the Wild West and 
still a favorite of the Valley Ranch girls 
on their Yellowstone trips; Hillis Jordan 
who has the whole history of the colorful 
West on his tongue's end, and Ned Frost 
famous for his grizzly bear killings. 

Equally famous are some of the ranches. 

© VALLEY RA 
A dude ranch crowd off for the day 

perhaps none more so than the historic 
and picturesque old Gallagher Ranch near 
San Antonio, Tex., a 10,000-acre ranch 
which dates back to 1833 when Peter 
Gallagher registered his cattle brand 
"Circle G," and where in the days of 
Davy Crockett, Sam Houston, and Colo- 
nel James Bowie hundreds of invited 
guests were entertained in true Texas 
fashion. Here, on these vast acres, with 
winding trails through mesquite and chap- 
arral, over hills covered with cedars, live 
oak, and purple laurel, where one may 
ride, hunt, hike, and rest to his heart's 
content,   one   senses   something   of the 
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romance and adventure of a land where 
200 vears ago Franciscan padres built 
their missions and where later Teddy 
Roosevelt organized his famous Rough 
Riders. 

The average dude ranch has one main 
ranch house with a big living room and 
recreation hall for the most part built of 
logs, and always with great fireplaces 
around whose glow in the evenings (nights 

are always cool in these eleva- 
tions) you are likely to find 
bankers, lawyers, doctors—men 
and women of all businesses 
and professions from New 
York, Boston, Philadelphia 
and where not—all engaged in 
games or conversation. They 
are all dudes in the West. The 
lady from Boston, in jewels and 
Paris gowns, when she invades 
these Western i?nds becomes 
a dude along with the man in 
the broadbnmmed black hat 
from Oklahoma in his last year's 

H co.       rusty suit. 
Scattered about the big ranch 

house are cabins, tents, and other 
sleeping quarters for guests. Some are 
decidedly modern, with all city con- 
veniences, while others are as primitive 
as the abode of the pioneer mountain 
dweller. Take your choice. Mary Roberts 
Rinehart. who was one of the first 
among the dudes, prefers the latter, and 
each year when she leaves her cabin 
—her kingdom as she calls it—where 
mornings are so cold that you dress first 
and wash afterward and where you crave 
a breakfast of more than a coddled egg on 
toast, she fairly prays that the rusty old 
horseshoe knocker on her door may never 
be exchanged for an electric bell. 

At the jamous old 10,000-acre Gallagher Ranch near San Antonio, Tex., which 
daUs back to 1833 when Peter Gallagher registered his cattle brand "Circle G" 

© HARVEY PATTESON 
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The airplane view above was 
jaken from the entrance side 
of the house and shows ad- 
mirably the artistic grouping 
of roof lines, and also the de- 
velopment 01 the house plan 
with reference to the grounds. 
The arrangement has been 
made to include a number of 
those most delightful of all 

JAXSSEN   & COCKEX 
Architects 

ALBERT   D. TAYLOR 
Landscape Architect 
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house adjuncts—walled gar- 
dens and little intimate gar- 
den spaces enclosed by the 
house walls. One of these 
enclosures — the service 
yard—is pictured at the left 
as seen from the garden, the 
dormers in the steep-pitched 
slate roof adding a pictur- 

esque note 

CHAMBERL1X DODDS 
Decorator 

M.   E. HEWITT 
Photographer 
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Based mainly on English and Norman precedent, and 
with chimneys patterned after some of the old Co- 
lonial work around Annapolis, the Kaufmann house 

still possesses a distinct individuality that is all its 
own. This picture shows the circular entrance tower that 
opens on a level with the entrance court and driveway 
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The purplish gray tone of the brick walls and chimneys har- 
monizes perfectly with the tan, gray, and black of the heavy 
slate roof. This is the dining room terrace and gable, with a 
continuing view {at right) of the service wing and a glimpse 
of the entrance court. Both court and driveways are paved 
with grass-grown cobblestones. The small circular chimney 

was taken from an old house in Bruges, Belgium 

Right, Detail of the 
massive entrance door 
by Yellin, a magnifi- 
cent piece of work that 
excited much favorable 
comment at a recent ex- 
hibition of the Archi- 

tectural League 
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Left. In the dining room the deli- 
cately massive — contradictory 
terms, but truly expressive—type of 
furnishings accords well with the 
character of the room. The subtle 
value of restraint in decoration 
could not be better exemplified than 

it is here 

Below. The austere beauty of the 
inner entrance hall with its slate 
floor and rough plaster walls is an 
eminently fitting introduction to 
the house. The ironwork here, and 
throughout—stair railings, fireplace 
fittings, window and door hard- 
ware, etc.,—were all designed by 
Samuel Yellin, and are outstand- 

ing examples of his art 

Above and left. The owner's bed- 
room. The heavy oak beams here 
and throughout the house were cut 
especially for this work in the same 
county—Allegheny—where the 
house stands. They were then treated 
with acid to give them the appear- 
ance of natural gray weathered oak, 
which is extremely effective against 

the rough plaster walls 

Right. The fireplace end of the 
great living room. The meticulous 
attention to detail that makes for 
perfection is apparent every- 
where in the house, specifically 
here—as an instance—in the 
tooth-planing of the oak beams, 
the same motif being repeated in 
the framing of the window re- 
veals and caps, and even in the 
molding of the fireplace facing 
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Brown Swiss Cattle Make History 

by   W.   S. DUNN 

ripjHOSE * 
standing 

-i-L. different 

V)("^HOSE who had the privilege of 
at the ring side at the 

shows last year, watching 
the judging of Brown Swiss cattle, could 
not have but noted an improvement in 
quality and uniformity of type of the 
different classes over those of other years. 
There was a larger and better exhibition of 
Brown Swiss cattle at the Eastern States, 
National Dairy Show, and the New York 
State Fair than at any other time in the 
history of the breed. A growing interest 
on the part of the spectators, made up cf 
farmers, dairymen, and cattle fanciers, is 
apparent from their comments relating to 
this sturdy, rugged type of dairy cattle. 

Brown Swiss cattle, especially in the 
West, have made a place for themselves 
in this country, not so much through the 
show ring as through the Register of 
Production and cow testing associations. 
Official records in the Register of Produc- 
tion reaching as high as 25,847 pounds of 
milk and 1,002 pounds of butterfat have 
proved the ability of well-selected Swiss 
cattle to make exceptional records of milk 
and butterfat production, and to find 
favor with many farmers and dairymen. 

Let us, for the moment, glance over the 
official records as of January, 1927, in the 
last pamphlet issued by the Association 
and note the averages of the different 
classes. The Register of Production of the 
Brown Swiss breed is comparable to the 
Advanced Registry of other breeds. It has 
been in existence only a little more than 
ten years, and therefore the number of 
cattle tested is small compared with the 
large listings in other breeds. Neverthe- 
less ten years is long enough to reveal the 
true merits of the Swiss as a dairy breed. 

The mature class, which consists of cows 
six years old or over, has an average of 
13,982 pounds of milk and 557 pounds 
of butterfat. The five-year-old class ex- 
ceeds the mature class in both milk and 
butterfat with an average of 14,059 
pounds of milk and 561 pounds of fat. 
The average of the four-year-old class is 
12,921 pounds of milk and 510 pounds of 
fat. The three-year-old average is 11,415 
pounds of milk and 462 pounds of fat, 
while in the two-year-old class the average 
is 10,278 pounds of milk and 415 pounds 
of fat. More than five hundred animals in 
the different clases have a combined aver- 
age of 12,654 pounds of milk and 506 
pounds of butterfat with a fat content of 
4 per cent. It might be noted here that 
in 1891. at the Chicago Livestock Show, 
a Brown Swiss cow by the name of Brienz 
won in open competition with all other 
breeds in a three-day contest for produc- 
tion of milk and butterfat. During the 
three days Brienz made an average of 
81.7 pounds of milk and 9.32 pounds of 
butterfat. 

Relatively high and consistent records 
of production naturally appeal to farmers, 
as do also good-sized cattle for marketing 
the farm grain and forage through the 
channels of milk and its products. 

Considering the favorable conditions 
that surround the breed at present, and 
with all the rivalry between breeds creat- 
ing a healthy competition, it is not sur- 
prising that many dairymen in the United 
States and other countries, especially in 
South America, are turning their atten- 
tion to these cattle. Many exportations of 
Swiss cattle have left this country for 
Mexico, Jamaica, and South America. 
Only recently more than a hundred head 
of Swiss cattle were purchased by the 
Cerro de Pasco Copper Company of Peru 
to supply milk for their employees. 

The number of Brown Swiss cattle in 
the United States, and even in all parts 
of the world, is not large. Breeders in this 
country have been handicapped by not 
having large numbers of cattle from which 
to make selections. The number of cattle 
imported for foundation purposes, owing 
to difficulties relating to transportation 
and rigid quarantine measures of the 
United States against cattle from Europe 
on account of the foot and mouth disease, 
has been very small, and has handicapped 
the progress of the breed in this country 
considerably. 

THE origin and history of the Brown 
Swiss is interesting and goes back to 

the fourth century. The breed, according 
to history, had its origin in cattle that 
roamed the valleys and uplands of western 
Asia, and that were carried in considerable 
numbers by the Huns into Europe. A 
plundering warfare on the part of the 
Huns, under the leadership of King Attila, 
accounts for the introductoin of cattle 
from Asia to Europe. 

After the Huns had spent their forces 
in overrunning a large part of the invaded 
country of Europe, the cattle that were 

Rhoda 6027, one of the cows in the 
Barton herd of Brown Swiss, with a 
record of 18,250./ pounds of milk and 

633-75 pounds of butterfat 

thus introduced by them eventually 
found a permanent home in the heart of 
the Alps, within the boundaries of Swit- 
zerland. Here, in the environment of the 
Alpine slopes, and under the management 
of a people who became skilled in cattle 
raising and dairying, these cattle devel- 
oped into the strong, hearty, distinct 
breed that furnished the supply which 
first came to America. Their characteristic 
color of brown, shading almost to gray in 
some instances, and blending with white, 
with light mealy hair around the muzzle, 
white horns with black shiny tips, and the 
strong rugged appearance of both bulls 
and cows, combined to make them highly 
attractive to many visitors to Switzerland. 
Many importations were made by people 
visiting that country and becoming en- 
thusisatic over the breed after seeing them 
grazing on the slopes of the Alps. A West- 
ern editor in writing of his tour through 
Europe, says, "The most beautiful sight 
that I saw and one that will always be 
engraved upon my memory, was a herd 
of Brown Swiss cows which we met in a 
lane, dividing a meadow above which 
hung the snow-capped Alps. Each cow 
wore a huge bell and these were graded in 
tone from deepest bass to a shrill tinkle. 
As they moved, the bells sounded with an 
effect of chimes." 

THE first importation of Swiss cattle 
into the United States was made in 

1869 by Henry M. Clark of Belmont, Mass. 
His importation, coming directly from the 
Canton of Schwyz, most noted among the 
Swiss for its dairy industry, consisted of 
a bull and seven heifers. Up to the time 
of the second importation, the first impor- 
tation resulted in about two hundred 
Swiss cattle being developed and shipped 
into the Middle and Western States. 
Several importations of Swiss cattle by 
men in Connecticut, Illinois, Massachu- 
setts, and New York were made in the 
80's. The late E. M. Barton of Chicago, 
proprietor of Sedgely Farms, at Hinsdale 
111., imported fourteen head in 1889, and 
again made one of the largest importations 
of the breed, in 1906, consisting of five 
bulls and thirty-four carefully selected 
heifers. Later on I will refer to the result 
of this importation. 

In the aggregate the number of im- 
ported Swiss cattle has been small. 

Not until after 1907 when the Brown 
Swiss Cattle Breeders' Association of 
America adopted a resolution declaring a 
specific dairy standard for the breed, did 
the Swiss cattle appeal to many dairymen 
in this country. Prior to that time the 
breed was classed as dual purpose, and so 
many judges differed in their standard 
that there was much difficulty in learning 
the best type and characteristics that 
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seemed most desirable in the show ring. 
To-day the Association issues a score card 
determining the scale of points for judging 
both females and bulls, placing many 
points on correct type of udders to which 
the breeders are giving considerable at- 
tention. 

THE adoption on the part of the breed- 
ers of Brown Swiss cattle in this coun- 

try of a resolution to make Swiss cattle a 
strictly dairy breed, was the beginning 
of marked progress of the Association and 
great improvement in the breed. Recogni- 
tion was given the breed, and classes were 
made for showing it in company with 
other recognized dairy breeds, by the 
National Dairy Show and the Eastern 
States Exposition. This led several new 
breeders to exhibit their cattle, while 
old exhibitors brought out reinforcements 
to improve their show herds in order to 
meet new competition. This spirit has 
been a help in stimulating and improving 
the type of Swiss according to the present 
score card. Showing is the best way in 
which a breeder is made aware of the 
weaknesses of his own cattle as they ap- 
pear in competition with other good ones. 
No breeder likes to see the favorite repre- 
sentatives of his herd placed down the 
line by the judge, and if not in the win- 
ning, the exhibitor, if a good sport, and 
most of them are, will study how to im- 
prove his type to breed them better. 
Aside from the benefit that the breeders 
obtain from showing their cattle, it has 
given to the Swiss breed much publicity, 
in the last few years, and partly accounts 
for the rapid advancement it has made. 
The Association is not rich, and most of 
the breeders are dairy farmers who are 
dependent upon the income of their herds 
to support their families, so that very 
little money has ever been spent in ex- 
ploiting the breed, its advancement hav- 
ing come through the medium of the show 
ring and through the Registry of Produc- 
tion. 

The attention that breeders of Swiss 
cattle have given to milk production in 
the selection of foundation herd animals 
is highly commendable, and the records 
which are continually being made reflect 
credit on both the breed and the men re- 
sponsible for making them. 

A study of the pedigrees of the Brown 
Swiss show winners and great producers 
generally leads back to animals imported 
by the late E. M. Barton. It was a big 
blow to the breed when, in 1914, his entire- 
herd was wiped out by the foot and mouth 
epidemic. In this noted herd was the im- 
ported herd sire Junker who become a 
celebrated show bull and sire of great 
show cattle and producers. His sons 
Reuben and Zell carried on and made 
great reputations for themselves. Reuben 
now heads the list of qualified sires in the 
Registry of Production with twenty four 
daughters. Junker's stable mate, Werner 
Stauffacher, appears twice in the pedigree 
of College Bravura 2nd, for several years 
the highest record cow of the breed, with 

a production of 19,460 pounds of milk 
and 798 pounds of butterfat. The bull 
Nestor, with three daughters with over 
700 pounds of butterfat to their credit, 

The herd sire at Lee's Hill Farm, 
Nellie's Stasis, grand champion Brown 
Swiss bull at National Dairy Shows 
and undefeated wherever shown during 

his ring career 

and the bull Fleming who appears twice 
in the pedigree of the present world's 
champion Swiss cow, Believe, came from 
the Barton herd. Had Mr. Barton's herd 
been permitted to live it would have been 
the fountain head of the breed, for the 
members of it had the ideal conforma- 
tion plus production. 

For more than thirty years Hull 
Brothers of Painesville, O., have bred 
Swiss cattle and have put more than sixty- 
five animals in the Registry of Production 
since it started. They have won consist- 
ently at all the leading fairs. The success 
of this noted herd is due to a great extent 
to the bulls purchased from the Sedgely 
herd or bulls carrying the same breeding. 
Reuben, son of Imported Junker, was 
one of the bulls purchased from Mr. 
Barton by Hull Brothers. 

One can mention in an article of this 
kind only a few of the men who are mak- 
ing great records for the breed. Believe, 
the cow with the highest record of pro- 
duction, reflects great credit on the herd of 
F. P. Minette & Sons of Minnesota. In the 
Hawthorn herd (of Illinois), owned by 
Samuel Insull, forty-four head, fifteen of 
them two-/ear-olds, made an average of 
10,080 pounds of milk and 429 pounds 
of butterfat. Hawthorn Dairymaid, one 
of the cows in the herd, produced 22,622 
pounds of milk and 927 pounds of fat 
—a world's record at the time it was 
made. 

The Walhalla Farms herd, owned by 
Frank Zoller of Hammond, N. Y., is one of 
the oldest and best known herds in the 
country. Several exportations have gone 
from this herd to nearly every state and to 
Canada, Mexico, Jamaica, South America, 
and south Africa. On the fair circuit last 
year the Walhalla herd was very success- 
ful, winning eight grand championships, 
nineteen championships, and fifty-five 
blue ribbons at seven fairs and exposi- 
tions. In the Registry of Production the 
herd is represented by eight cows with a 
yearly production of 17,676 pounds of 
milk and 704 pounds of butterfat. 

Probably the highest producing herd 
in the country for its size, but, recently 
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dispersed, was that owned by the late 
Dr. C. F. Osborne of Hampton, la. In 
this herd were six cows with an average 
of 21,034 pounds of milk and 842 pounds 
of fat for 365 days ,while eight other cows, 
in ten months, produced 19,618 pounds of 
milk of 609 pounds of fat. 

Cow-testing association records might 
well be mentioned here to show that Swiss 
herds do well for the ordinary farmer. 
Jacob Voegeli & Sons of Green County, 
Wisconsin, entered twenty-seven cows, 
eleven of which were two-year-old heifers, 
in a cow-testing association. The average 
production for the year, for the entire 
herd, was 10,225 pounds of milk and 384 
pounds of butterfat. 

The Brown Swiss are well known for 
their gentle and pleasant disposition which 
makes them popular in large commercial 
herds. One of the large milk distributors of 
New York purchased several carloads of 
dairy cows for their farms. In the lot was a 
Brown Swiss cow. Her record for the first 
year showed she had outmilked every cow 
in the herd of more than 200 head. The 
following year she was again given first 
place, which resulted in the management 
purchasing a half dozen Swiss bulls for 
the herds to increase their production. 

OWISS bulls are not inclined to be 
^ vicious and many of the breeders use 
them in the yoke for hauling loads about 
the farm. This gives them the proper 
amount of exercise that a breeding bull 
should have and keeps them in good 
breeding condition for a number of 
years. 

An example of this might be cited here. 
Some years ago the daughters of the bull 
Tom Phylis were making such remarkable 
records in the Walhalla herd (then owned 
by Frank Freemyer) that inquiry was 
made as to whether the bull was still 
living, and it was found that although he 
was ten years old he was very much alive 
and working in the yoke every day. 
Walhalla Farms used the bull until he 
was twelve years old, when he was sold 
to the late Theodore N. Vail, in whose 
possession he remained until he died at 
the ripe old age of seventeen years. Tom 
Phylis held sixth place in the Registry 
of Production for bulls having three or 
more daughters that have qualified; but 
another record, somewhat unique for 
bulls, was one that he and his mate, 
Imposter, hung up at the Connecticut 
State Fair, when they drew more weight 
on a stone boat than has ever been moved 
by either an ox or a bull team since then. 
In this day of trucks and tractors, how- 
ever, this record may not be so important 
to the average dairyman as it was in 
earlier times. 

As in every breed, there is much work 
yet to be done in selecting for uniform- 
ity of type and breeding better udders 
on the cows. The breed has an active 
association located at Beliot, Wis., which 
edits a very interesting Bulletin once 
a month on what is going on among the 
Swiss breeders. 
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The living room, with its bisecting stairway, runs the whole 
length of the house, facing the setting sun and the western hills 

This Little House Went to Market 

by  MARIAN   HERTHA CLARKE 

Mi 

Y MOTHER, whom we affec- 
tionately call Silver Hair, 
wanted to buy a house. So 

when she suggested our looking at a house 
she had heard about, "I came, I saw, and 
I was conquered." 

There it was, a little old English cottage, 
the kind of house that my great-great- 
grandmother was born in in some sleepy 
little Surrey village. Primly it stood on the 
top of a hill, while a long line of Lombardy 
poplars kept sentinel over its quaint, 
old-fashioned charm. A straight-backed 
brick walk led up to the little low door. 
There was no bell anywhere—only a time- 
defying brass knocker. And the door it- 
self was cut as deep as a gash, cut in days 
when timber was no object. Somehow 
when I saw that little house all my New 
England ancestors came shouting up over 
the hill, quelling the seagoing Salem spirit 
of me into a submission that was my right- 
ful heritage. 

I had once read that one should always 
examine the roof and foundations when 
buying a home. So I wisely asked about 
them both and found that the dear old 
thing was set up solidly on great granite 
slabs several feet deep, with a basement 

cellar stoned high above one's head. Cer- 
tainly here was no modern cemetery 
cellar, an even six feet in depth. As for the 
roof, it was all newly shingled. 

The fact that the rest of the house was 
woefully out of repair, patched and 
propped up for passing inspection, totally 
missed my observing eye. I did not see 
the wallpaper peeling off the wall as 
though bitten by sunburn. I did not see 
the paint punished to a black and blue 
grime, the result of much tenantry. Nor 
that the windows rattled smartly to the 
tread of passing trucks and that the clap- 
boards were in need of paint. I later dis- 
covered so many things that on first 
inspection I had failed to note. 

But I did see two deep fireplaces that 
should laugh at winter weather with 
snapping logs. I saw shaded candlelight 
and deep easy chairs before a blaze for 
Two—many books and content deeper 
than divining rods. I saw the living room 
that ran the length of the house reflecting 
soft rugs and old mahogany. I saw French 
doors opening out upon a pergola where 
wicker chairs should sit and face the 
setting sun. 

Dimly I heard the owner state the 

boundaries, but what were boundaries 
to me! It was already bounded by desire 
and possibilities. Absentmindedly I asked 
the price, and to the amazement of Silver 
Hair and the Family Tie (whose habit is to 
think things over till they lose them) the 
little house changed hands then and there. 

You see we had always wanted an old 
house, Silver Hair and I. And this one 
was on the sunny side of a century, as the 
wide floor boards testified. Time had been 
kind to it in the matter of owners. Only 
the tenantry had hurt it externally, but 
we knew that paper and paint and polish 
would remedy that. 

A summer kitchen had been built on 
to the main house—and what a sturdy 
main house it was, with its big old fire- 
places with their swinging cranes. When 
winter blustered by the doors the house 
seemed to draw itself together like a little 
old lady rocking by the fire. 

One could circle this vest-pocket edition 
of a house in less than a minute—four 
rooms only on the ground floor with two 
compact and cosy little upper-deck cham- 
bers. More than two could be crowded in 
it, but there are only two of us, you 
see. 
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Kind friends had told us of the lovely 

open staircase which a previous owner 
had engaged an architect to design. Alas, 
how many architects are simply carpen- 
ters in disguise. That staircase was 
our only grief. It belonged in a room 
of sweeping proportions, not in a cottage. 
Some day we plan to take it out and put 
back the stiff little straight staircase that 
should be there. Meanwhile we bless that 
architect with brimstone. 

But the rest of the house was perfect. 
Lift the old brass knocker and enter our 
tiny vestibule, just large enough to wel- 
come the coming and speed the parting 
guest—unless they happen to meet; then 
congestion would occur. At the right is the 
library with its cheery fireplace for stormy 
weather and long ceiling-to-floor windows 
flooded with sunshine in fair weather; 
then through French doors to the living 
room which runs the full length of the 
house, bisected by our before-mentioned 
staircase which faces a lovely bay window 
framing the setting sun and western hills. 
Beyond this are the little kitchen and the 
bedroom, while priceless beyond pearls is 
the piazza with its pergola top a I'lta- 
lienne. 

Two terraces after the English fashion 
greet us at the rear, one terrace walled 
and covered with picnicking ivy (picnick- 
ing because it's all over the place), the 
other being just the size for a little house's 
garden party. We sometimes serve tea on 
the terrace and feel very Arnold Bennet- 
tish as we gaze upon cur long hill travel- 
ing toward the railroad tracks below as 
earnestly as though it were really going 
somewhere. And the pear trees 
and the apple trees pass our 
pines on their way to catch up 
with the hurrying hill. 

But to return to the house: by 
dint of much prayer, elbow per- 
suasion, and the good works of 
water and yellow soap we discov- 
ered that the woodwork was not 
a bruised yellow or brown, but a 
rich cream. Then began the hunt 
tor wallpaper, and a hopeless 
hunt it was till one was made to 
order by a clever interior deco- 
rator—a figured motif of waving 
trees upon a background of ten- 
der tan shot with the gold of 
grass cloth and the green of 
young leaves. It reads like a ter- 
rible mistake, doesn't it, but it 
really looks like a duchess pour- 
ing tea—all grace and charm. We 
papered the first floor all alike, 
giving a general expansiveness to the little 
rooms, which run one into the other like a 
melody. The three bedrooms were papered 
alike in a copied old Colonial chamber 
pattern—bright birds and brighter flowers 
separated by wide white satin stripes. 
As one curls lazy toes in the four poster 
o' mornings one almost expects the tiny 
throats to burst into song, and days of 
gray rain find the sunshine shut in. But 
the vestibule is our joy, with the paper 
copied from a hall paper used in a Salem 

ship-owner's home—a one legged sailor 
man telling endless tales of the sea to a 
little maid in scarlet dress and tippet who 
listens with rapt attention. 

Upon good advice we weather-stripped 
our windows and doors, stilling the rattle, 
and proving a real economy when prying 
fingers of spring and fall seek our case- 
ments. The draperies are sheer sunfast 
silk gauze that soften the glare of the 
glass and slightly subdue the light without 
interfering with our priceless view of the 
western hills. 

The kitchen was painted the blue-gray 
of chimney smoke, and we hung dainty 
blue-patterned English voile draperies at 
the windows which open out upon our 
own grape arbor. Where the stove had 
stood with its back to the old brick 
chimney we placed an electric stove— 
some day to be connected with an electric 
refrigerator, we hope. So lovely and liv- 
able is this room that we use it for a break- 
fast room as well as a kitchen, alternating 
its use with our bohemian breakfast room 
in the basement, which is nothing more 
or less than the laundry with the set tubs 
discreetly concealed behind a big rose 
screen, like a lady at her bath. A little 
coal heater keeps our water at hotel heat 
the year around and warms the room so 
cosily that we felt it a shame to waste it 
all on a mere laundry. Therefore we 
painted the ceiling an Italian sky-blue 
with walls of jonquil-yellow and the 
tables and chairs black, with Parrish 
blue stencils and a yellow border. What 
was once a catch-all closet is now a splen- 
did place for our dishes and groceries. The 

The outside of the house received its share of refurbishing, and with 
trellis work and paint was made to gladden the eye of the passer-by 

floor was already cemented, and random 
rugs were scattered about to relieve the 
chill of the strictly utilitarian, while con- 
venient floor plugs receive percolator and 
grill as needed. These supplemented with 
a three-burner oil stove make the prepar- 
ing of a meal possible at any time. Two 
casement windows opening out upon the 
terrace give plenty of light and air. Like 
Cinderella who became a princess, our 
laundry became a living room. When 
Mrs. Bumble comes we turn the screen 
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wrong side out, and lo, it becomes a 
laundry again. 

And now we were ready for the furnish- 
ings. Fortunately we had garnered and 
inherited many a true antique—one of 
which, a San Domingo mahogany drop- 
leaf table with fluted legs, was picked up 
in a country cellar for a quarter. But as 
Kipling says, "that's another story." 
An old Governor Winthrop desk taken 
from a farmhouse kitchen, stained only 
with the caressing touch of Time, sits be- 
neath a Chippendale mirror which reflects 
our smiling pink lustre guarded safely be- 
hind the doors of an ancient secretary. Sil- 
houettes of early ancestors look down from 
the walls upon a stiff and straight fiddle- 
back Windsor chair before the fireplace, 
just as it sat in the days of crinoline and 
hoopskirts. An old brass soap kettle, 
scrubbed till the shine actually aches, 
holds our wood for windy weather, And 
marking a most important place in our 
home is the Windsor rocker in which my 
grandmother (an invalid) was baptized 
on a windy March day. Lest the immer- 
sion chill her faith, the beautiful comb 
back was sawed off to expedite the dip. 
Nevertheless, 'tis a lovely old piece even 
with its comb dedicated to the cause of 
true believers. 

And so, rag rugs on the floor, shining 
brasses and old furniture against the mel- 
lowed cream of woodwork, books galore 
backed brightly upon soft figured wall- 
paper, lend to our house the charm of 
"living in the twenty-third Psalm." 

Nor did we neglect the eye of the casual 
passer-by. At the end of our stiff little 

brick walk was placed a white 
trellised archway with its swing- 
ing picket gate. The ragged and 
neglected privet hedge was 
trimmed and treated as tenderly 
as a charity child till it waxed 
round and fat. Crocus babies 
greet the spring as heralds of the 
daffodils, narcissus, and tulips 
in our street-front gardens which 
are a blaze of color straight 
through the fireworks of fall, 
with their nasturtiums, asters, 
dahlias, and chrysanthemums. 
A lovely Japanese honeysuckle 
vine grows amorously green all 
summer over the trellised east- 
ern windows. And on our per- 
gola porch, which we screened 
completely overhead, we lie at 
length in steamer chairs and 
watch the pencil points of our 
trimly tailored poplars puncture 

the deepening dusk. A tiny kitchen gar- 
den at the back gladdens our table and 
our tummies all summer long and chal- 
lenges my sedentary soul to hoecuss and 
poke the weeds. 

Two coats of white paint (white lead 
and raw linseed oil) rescued the clap- 
boards from perishing,while light Colonial 
green shutters add to the little cottage 
look. But oh, oh. oh, just wait till the 
tax assessors see what we have done to 
"that run-down little old place!" 
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Senorita d' Alvarez, the young Spanish 
tennis star, is here shown during a 
practice session prior to the opening of 
the British championships at Wimble- 
don, where she was a finalist last June 
and where this month she will be one of 
the leading contenders for the title now 

held by Miss Wills 

Miss Helen Wills. An informal 
picture of the American cham- 
pion pausing for a moment at 
the scoreboard during one of her 
recent visits to the Riviera. 
Miss Wills's hardest task dur- 
ing the campaign of IQ28 is 
likely to be this summer at Wim- 
bledon where she will meet the 

best European players 

A fine action picture of Miss Eileen 
Bennett, the young English star who 
has lifted herself out of the rank} of 
merely good players into the very top 
class. She was the sensation of the past 
winter along the Riviera, where she 
won every large tournament she entered 

except the first meeting at Nice 

The Women at Wimbledon 

by  JOHN   R. TUNIS 

"HY is it that the great British 
tennis championships at Wim- 
bledon have always been a 

woman's tournament; a tournament 
where the crowds come to see not the best 
men but rather the best women players 
in action? 

For such is indeed a fact. I have seen 
them leave the Center Court by the hun- 
dreds when Tilden was in full cry to see 
Miss Wills play an indifferent opponent 
upon the Number One court adjoining the 
enclosure. Ever since the war it has been 
the women and the women's events that 
have aroused the most intense interest 
and attracted the greatest throngs in 
London. 

Well, I suppose there are various rea- 
sons for this phenomenon, not the least 
of which is, or rather was, Mademoiselle 
Suzanne Lenglen. 

And surely Suzanne deserved all the 
interest she aroused. She was a sensation, 
a legend, the first of the Latins to become 
really famous in sport, a person everyone 
wanted to see. Once having seen Suzanne, 
everyone desired to see her again. More- 
over, the best British players since the 
war have been women—often very charm- 
ing women. Miss Betty Nuthall, Miss 

Eileen Bennett—you would go long and 
seek far before discovering two more de- 
lightful figures in modern sport than these 
graceful English girls upon a tennis lawn, 
in full pursuit of a vigorous drive from an 
opponent's racquet. 

But whatever the cause may be, Wim- 
bledon is undoubtedly a woman's tourna- 
ment. Indeed last year when the mighty 
Tilden was fighting the battle of his life 
it was the contest between Miss Helen 
Wills and Senorita d'Alvarez which 
brought the longest queues outside the 
gates and aroused the greatest excitement 
within. 

THIS season's Wimbledon, starting on 
the 25th of June and running through 

to the 8th or 9th of July, will certainly be 
no exception to the rule. And as there will 
not be a team of English women playing 
in the United States during the course of 
the summer, the hardest task Miss Wills 
faces during her campaign of 1928 is her 
fortnight in London, when in all probabil- 
ity she will be called on to meet every 
single claimant of importance for her 
title as the finest woman tennis star of 
the world. 

It is true that the form of women play- 

ers is far more variable than the form of 
men; but barring unusual accidents it 
seems pretty certain that the challenge 
to Miss Wills's lawn tennis supremacy will 
come from a group of the younger players 
upon the Continent and in England. Nor 
am I laying lightly aside the claims of 
Mrs. Godfree, Mrs. Mallory, and Miss 
Ryan, all of whom have defeated, and 
any one of whom may again on their day 
defeat the American champion. If, how- 
ever, last season and the past winter on 
the Riviera can be taken as a criterion, 
both Mrs. Mallory and Miss Ryan have 
slightly retrograded while Miss Wills has 
been strengthening and perfecting her 
game. 

Of Mrs. Godfree it is much less safe 
to predicate. Mr. Hamilton Price, the well- 
known English referee, still considers her 
the best woman player of the British Isles. 
And yet I am disposed to feel that the 
finalists at Wimbledon this month will 
both be younger players, and that the 
adversary of Miss Wills can be found 
among the group of two British, one 
Spanish, and one South African players. 

Unquestionably the sensation of the 
past winter along the Riviera was Miss 
Eileen Bennett, the young English girl 
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who made such progress during the season 
of 1927. Just why she was not selected 
by the English Lawn Tennis Association 
as a member of the Wightman Cup team 
which played last year in this country, I 
do not know. 

At any rate this misfortune was really 
a blessing in disguise, for unhampered 
by any allegiance to a team, she was able 
to visit the United States, play as she 
liked,, and incidentally, paired with Henri 
Cochet the French Davis Cup player, win 
the American mixed doubles title. The 
improvement in her game due to her asso- 
ciation with this genius of lawn tennis was 
evident immediately. Her service im- 
proved, she served fewer double faults, her 
ground strokes were speeded up, her vol- 
leying was vastly better, and at Long- 
wood last September I remember her 
trading volleys at close range with Rene 
Lacoste in a masterly fashion. Best of all, 
she has acquired some of Cochet's rare 
ability to come from behind when hope- 
lessly beaten, to pull a match out of the 
fire. In other words she has lifted herself 
out of the ranks of good players into the 
very top class. 

During the winter she won every large 
tournament she entered except the first 
meeting at Nice in February when she 
was defeated by Miss Ryan. As she had 
already conquered Miss Ryan twice by- 
decisive straight set scores, besides con- 
quering Miss Nuthall, Mademoiselle Con- 
tostavlos the second ranking French 
player, and everyone else of consequence 
upon the Riviera, this one setback was 
of no great importance. Her match with 
Miss Nuthall at the Gallia Club at 
Cannes in February was the best singles 
of the season, the final set going to 
twenty-two games before it was taken by 
Miss Bennett. Whether, however, she has 
the game to defeat Miss Wills is a big 
question—certainly she will never do it 
by speed alone. 

TAST summer the one player with possi- 
-1—' bilities for the future seemed to be 
Miss Nuthall; she it was who used short 
crossed drives close to the net to such tell- 
ing effect in the last set of her final round 
match with Miss Wills at Forest Hills. 
There were many of us who felt that in 
1928 she would be the player to threaten 
the American; only sixteen years old, she 
possessed a brilliant game and merely 
needed seasoning to bring her to a high 
position. One swallow does not make a 
summer, and one defeat means little to 
so fine a player as Miss Nuthall, especially 
when she lost to Miss Bennett who had 
been playing some weeks in the south of 
France before her arrival. 

But somehow Miss Nuthall has not 
gone ahead as fast as she might. For one 
thing, extraneous interests have perhaps 
prevented her concentrating upon the 
game; for another, her weak points have 
not been sufficiently strengthened. Her 
volleying was inferior still to her ground 
strokes this past winter, and in several 
matches that she played in doubles with 

Miss Bennett they were defeated by in- 
ferior but sounder hitting players. This 
last fall she changed her effective under- 
hand service to an overhead delivery 
which is certainly anything but effective; 
1928 will be the year of testing for Miss 
Nuthall. She cannot stand still; either she 
will improve immeasurably or she will fall 
back to a position much lower than she 
occupied last season. It will be interesting 
to observe her progress as the Wimbledon 
fortnight narrows down to its concluding 
rounds. 

LAST year's final at Wimbledon between 
-> Miss Wills and Sehorita d'Alvarez 

was declared by competent observers to 
be the fastest exhibition of the game ever 
seen. This spring the Spanish girl has 
been taking the game more seriously than 
usual, and there is every reason to believe 
that she will be in much better physical 
condition than she was last June and July 
in London. Strength alone keeps this 
player from the top; she has every stroke 
and knows when and how to use them. 
In the best of health, hitting as only she 
can hit, taking every ball even before it 
reaches the peak of the bound, and press- 
ing from start to finish, Senorita d'Al- 
varez is the most dangerous opponent 

Miss Betty Nuthall practising her 
newly acquired overhand serve. Her 
match with Miss Bennett at the 
Gallia Club at Cannes in February 
was by all odds the best singles of 
the season, the final set going to 
twenty-two games before it was taken 

by Miss Bennett 

that Miss Wills is likely to meet 
abroad. 

On the other hand, should the Spaniard 
be forced to play through rain and damp- 
ness she may well succumb to a player 
much her inferior. Lili d'Alvarez has the 
temperament of a genius and not that of 
an athlete, which perhaps explains why 
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she has never won a high tennis title. 
For if ever there was a genius in sport, a 
genius with the natural, fluent, unortho- 
dox ability of the exceptional player, it is 
she. 

Many close followers of women's tennis 
think Miss Esther Heine of South Africa 
the player most sure to worry Miss Wills 
at Wimbledon. Seventeen years old last 
year, she was a finalist in the French 
championships which, with a bit more 
experience, she might have won. If she 
comes north in 1928 you are sure to hear 
more about her game, for she hits the ball 
in a free manner and is able to conceal a 
change of pace that is excessively decep- 
tive. It mayr well be that Miss Heine is 
the sensation of the present tennis season 
in Europe. 

EVERY big meeting brings forth some 
unknown player who causes trouble 

for the stars. Just who it will be at Wim- 
bledon this year is impossible to say; but 
there are several young women from 
widely separated parts of the world who 
are making such progress that it would 
not be surprising to find them among the 
winners. Miss Boyd, the champion of 
Australia, has always been below her best 
form in Europe; if she can reproduce her 
highest game she is certain to cause more 
than one upset. Last year the only player 
to take a set from Miss Wills in either 
London or New York was Miss Gwendo- 
lyn Sterry. Miss Sterry, herself the 
daughter of a champion, made wide 
steps ahead last year; if she continues 
to improve, more than one celebrated 
player is going to suffer an unexpected 
defeat. 

Fraulein Aussem, the young German 
champion, is not yet as good as she will 
be; her game showed advances, however, 
during the Riviera season. 

Next to Miss Bennett there can be no 
question that the greatest progress in the 
winter just past was shown by Signorina 
de Valerio, the girl from Milan, who holds 
the Italian championship. Of all woman 
playTers save only- Miss Joan Frye, there is 
no one to exceed this Italian player in 
pertinacity and refusal to accept defeat— 
no small part of a champion's make-up, 
incidentally. 

Many of these foreign stars are unac- 
customed to the grass surface they will 
find at Wimbledon, for there are no grass 
courts upon the Continent. But with 
practice any of them may turn out to be 
the star of the Wimbledon fortnight. 

Such is the galaxy Miss Wills must de- 
feat to win the title at Wimbledon for the 
second time and the second time in suc- 
cession. That she can do it, following upon 
the strenuous fortnight at the French 
championships at Paris, seems almost too 
much to demand. No player has ever yet 
won the singles titles of France, England, 
and the United States in one year. But if 
anyone can accomplish the feat Miss Wills 
is certainly the person. At Wimbledon, 
rather than at Forest Hills or Auteuil, lies 
her hardest task. 
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Interior Decoration at Its Best 

FOUR ROOMS ASSEMBLED AND EXHIBITED BY THE DECORATORS' 
CLUB  OF  NEW  YORK,  AT THE  GRAND  CENTRAL  ART GALLERIES 

Photographs by M. E. Hewitt 

Right. In this charming foyer, 
by Nancy McClelland, an il- 
lusion o f space and coolness zvas 
given by the clever placing of 
cork walls and a make-believe 
fountain. The walls zcere covered 
with scenic paper suggesting 
silver archways through which 
one looked at the distant figures 
and saw blue sky beyond. The 
realistic fountain was of crystal 
beads that held all the light and 
tinkle of a fountain—an atmos- 
phere enhanced by the grouping 

of potted plants 

Below. A room which formed an 
exquisite setting for a collection 
of jades, corals, and crystals, 
had walls of pale bisque, with 
curtains in bisque brocade and 
rug of rich old gold. The mantel 
zvas black and gold lacquer, 
giving the deep umber tones of 
dusky browns, repeated in the 
cabinets. Highlights were pro- 
vided by the crimson brocade 
seat of the side chair and by the 
turquoise damask covering of 
the arm chair. Mrs. Kenneth 

Torrance, decorator 
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This room {two views) by 
McBurney & Underwood 
showed how the antique and 
the modern in decoration may 
be combined with happy re- 
sults. The color scheme in- 
cluded brilliant greens, 
daffodil yellows, silver, and 
cerise against the soft gray 

and silver of old Directoire 
wallpaper panels, and the 
furniture was all American, 
ranging from pieces by- 
Duncan Phyfe—and some in 
Sheraton style—to more mod- 
ern overstuffed, the accessories 
of mirror, tea set, and lamps 

being exceedingly modern 
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Three views of a room by Diane Tate and Marian Hall which 
showed a delightful grouping of eighteenth century English furni- 
ture in a setting of soft green walls and strongly marked Spanish 
rug in black, red, and tan, the whole expressive of simplicity, 
comfort, and livableness. The furniture was a mixture, show- 

ing Chippendale characteristics in 
the big bookcase (at left) with its 
fine tracery, of Hcppelwhite in the 
sofa copied from an original, and 
of Sheraton in the tripod pedestal 
table under the oval mirror. The late 
Colonial wing chair was covered in 
a brown, tan, and black glazed 
chintz. An interesting use of pic- 
tures, finely scaled and excellent in 
choice of subject to suit the room- 
type, was shown in the big landscape 
over the sofa and in the two hunting 
pictures over the small table and the 

low bookcase 
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//.   R.   H.  OF  THE MOTOR WORLD 
Special six-passenger phaeton by Brewster, on Rolls-Royce chassis 

FOR   THE  DRIVER'S COMFORT 
The ne-j) Essex super six coach 

The Motor World 

by   ERIC HATCH 

A MONG the newer cars that are 
/-\ awakening to the fact that the 

A- )\. driver is entitled to some com- 
fort is the Essex, which now has the start- 
ing button within handy reach on the 
dash, thus eliminating that blind reaching 
with the foot reminiscent of organ play- 
ing. Also, the driver's comfort is added to 
materially (provided he is the owner) by 
the fact that the new coach with its 
nickeled cowl lamps, neat oblong win- 
dows, and deep-cushioned interior, costs 
him only $735. 

Quite a few friends of mine have been 
using Essexes for the past year and their 
reports as to stamina are decidedly en- 
thusiastic. It is not a car of any particular 
speed, but if it were, and sold for so little, 
there would have to be something else 
very radically wrong with it—so perhaps 
it's a blessing that it isn't. 

Buick is putting out a model with body 
by Fisher that almost makes you forget 
the mass quantity in which Buicks and 
Better Buicks are built. It is in brown 
with red wire wheels and a tan top. Big 
round nickel headlights and little round 
nickel side lights lend it brightness, but 
the crowning touch is the running board 
suspension of the two spare wheels with 
shiny black tire covers that harmonize 
with the fenders. 

A man I know just bought a very ex- 
pensive car that had its spares suspended 
this way and he didn't like it because 
where the bottom part of the tire fits 
into the fender there is a hollow and when- 
ever it storms the hollow is usually the 
home of much rain water, which rots the 
tires. He had the body builders remove 
the hollow, and the tires seem to stay in 
place just the same; I wonder that a lot of 
other motor car makers haven't thought 
of doing this, too. 

Reo since April have been offering their 
1929 models. This is swell for the new 
buyers but it seems to me somewhat hard 
on the owners of 1928 Reos, since it 
naturally must knock the second-hand 
value of their cars galley west. The new 
Reo is not startlingly different from the old 
one, except for the fact that a great plav 

is being made for women drivers on the 
grounds of lightness, flexibility, and so 
forth, the vice president of the company 
"feeling that women drivers are a big in- 
fluence in the purchase of motors." The 
vice president of the company in thinking 
this is not making a discovery; he is 
just realizing something that male pur- 
chasers have known all along. 

SPEAKING of second-hand values, I 
am reminded that one of the best 

ways I know of to pick up a second-hand 
car is to wait for one of the Rolls Royce 
sales which occur periodically spring and 
fall. Rolls, instead of dumping whatever 
they take in trade right out the window, 
wait until they have an accumulation that 
is really worth taking some trouble about. 
Several weeks before the sales they send 
out booklets with photographs of the cars, 
and prices. The models they offer are re- 
finished and range from Brewsters to 
Buicks. The prices are sometimes a trifle 
high, but they are justified because as a 
rule the man who turns in his car for a 
Rolls is a prosperous citizen. He has had 
a chauffeur, his car has been carefully 
driven and kept up to the last minute, and 
it is these factors that really count in the 
purchase of a motor that some one else 
has driven. 

Not that it has any connection with the 
above, but I believe that a good many 
people would like to know the time sales 
arrangements on the new Fords and where 
all the old Fords have gone. The answer 
to the first query is one hundred and sixty 
five dollars down and thirty odd dollars a 
month thereafter. The second answer can 
be given only by the man, whoever he is. 
who knows where all the old razor blades 
have gone. Some of these old cars, I do 
know, are pumping water on farms, saw- 
ing wood, and doing other manual duties 
with the aid of a belt slipped over a 
jacked-up rear wheel. 

ANEW and pie asanter route to Balti- 
more has recently been worked out. 

It is less direct but faster, and the roads 
traversed are mostly state roads and en- 

tirely improved. The great advantage of 
this route lies in the fact that, with the 
exception of Camden, not a single city of 
any size must be passed through un- 
less one so desires. To those who have 
known the agony of trying to drive 
through Philadelphia—where I was once 
sent three times around the big tower 
in the middle of Broad Street before 
the police would let me turn out of the 
traffic—this rural route will mean a great 
deal, provided of course that they wTant 
to go to Baltimore. 

Travel from New York to Staten Island 
via the ferry (if you can think of any 
other way, go to it!), thence over Hylan 
Boulevard to the Perth Amboy Ferry. 
(Incidentally, the two new bridges con- 
necting Staten Island with New Jersey 
will be finished July 1st, I'm told.) From 
Perth Amboy to South Amboy to Old 
Bridge to Jamesburg to Hightstown to 
Robbinsville to Bordentown, where an 
excellent view of the canal may be ob- 
tained if you go in for canals. From Bor- 
dentown to Burlington to Camden. In 
Camden turn left before getting to the 
Philadelphia Bridge and take the State 
Road to Gloucester (where dwell the 
Tollivers who spell their name Talliafero) 
to Westville to Paulsboro to Bridgeport 
to Penngrove to Pennsville, where an- 
other ferry will take you to Newcastle, 
Delaware. 

From Newcastle journey to Elkton, the 
American Gretna Green, where ministers 
split commissions with the taxi drivers 
who meet the trains; from Elkton to 
Havre de Grace and from Havre de Grace 
to Baltimore, which is near where the 
Darbies live who spell their name En- 
roughby. 

IN THE event of losing the way on-this 
trek it might be well to equip your car 

with one of the new folding berths. The 
manufacturers specify that these are es- 
pecially intended for Oldsmobiles, but can 
be used in other cars as well—which 
may or may not be a dig at how long 
it might take to get some place in an 
Oldsmobile. 
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ST. ANDREWS, Blackheath, 
Leith, "royal and ancient 
golf clubs," are motifs of this 
quaint design. A Schumacher 
glazed chintz available in 

peach, blue or autumn 

>la/xic event/ of Link/ and Turf 

PSOM DOWNS . . . where Derby 
' prizes used to be " gold sovereigns" 

donated by the earl . . . Ancient Black- 
heath . . . royal St. Andrews . . . "Wee 
Leith" . . . where Paterson the cobbler 
once was partner to a king ... Legends of 
Stuart and the Georges throng these royal 
courses. Fascinating old world stories 
living again in modern sporting prints. 

Golf, racing, hunting, yachting are the 
themes of a series of chintzes planned 
by F. Schumacher & Company for clubs 
and country houses. These striking 
prints, which include the famous "De- 
fending the Cup in 1886," are specially 
favored by sportswomen . . . sportsmen. 

The designs are indicative of the distinc- 
tion of all Schumacher textiles... a collec- 
tion includingfascinating modern weaves 
and patterns as well as exquisite repro- 
ductions and adaptations from the past. 

These materials may be seen by ar- 
rangement with vour decorator, uphol- 

VIEW HALLOO" is a spirited 
hunting scene with scarlet-coaled 
horsemen and hounds in full cry. 
A Schumacher glazed chintz in 
ground colors of sage, Hunter's 

green or brown {left) 

THE DERBY STAKES," a 
new glazed chintz by Schumacher, 
pictures the celebrated classic of 
1820 when Thornton's "Sailor" 
won. The background colors are 

henna, brown or blue (right) 

sterer, or the decorating service of your 
department store. They will obtain the 
samples that fit your particular needs. 

An interesting booklet, "Fabrics the 
Key to Successful Decoration," gives, 
briefly, the history of fabrics and their 
importance in decorative use. It will be 
sent to you, without charge, upon request. 

Write to F. Schumacher & Co., Dept. 
C-7, 60 West 40th Street, New York- 
Importers, Manufacturers and Distribu- 
tors to the trade only of Decorative 
Drapery and Upholstery Fabrics. Offices 
also in Boston, Chicago, Philadelphia, 
Grand Rapids, Los Angeles, San Fran- 
cisco, Detroit. 

V-SCHUMAGHSR, &> CO. 
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Flowers for the Cutting Garden 

WHETHER our gardens be large 
or small and whatever their par- 
ticular character, more and more 

are we coming to realize the fact that it is 
highly important to have one section 
wheje we can cut whatever we may want 
for interior decoration. After we have 
taken special pains to make our grounds 
beautiful and perhaps at a great expense 
of time, thought, and material, have suc- 
ceeded in working out both color scheme 
and succession of bloom, we do not feel 
like breaking into the picture. Many of 
the plants so used have been set for a 
definite reason and cannot be replaced. 
Therefore, it is quite important to have a 
garden spot that is intended to provide 
the flowers that we want in our homes 
with the desirable qualities needed for 
this purpose—of which more later. 

Needless to say, such a garden should 
be in a protected sunny situation with 
good soil and where it can be kept prop- 
erely watered. It need not require a good 
deal of attention, if help be scarce, as 
most of the flowers wanted are more or 
less hardy, and can be grown in good sized 
groups which are easily cultivated. 

Color combination should receive care- 
ful consideration before any plans are 
made. Much garden material is avail- 
able in almost every color of the rainbow, 
except possibly one, yet that one color 
might be what was actually needed—as for 
example, if we wanted masses of blue we 
should have to look for it outside of roses. 

At present the various shades of yellow, 
orange, apricot, copper up into reds, and 
the different sunset shades are especially 
in vogue, and these can be found, not 
only in the roses, which will bloom in the 
hybrid teas all season, but in the snap- 
dragons, for example, from July to frost, 
and also in the popular dahlias, which can 
be had for the same flowering period. 

Blue gardens, however, are especially 
attractive, and blue flowers are popular 
in interior decoration. It is really quite 
surprising when you come to hunt through 
the catalogues to find out the great num- 
ber of the blue flowers available through- 
out the season, in both annuals and 
perennials. As they combine especially 
well with roses of every color and afford al- 
most endless combination, these alone well 
deserve ample space in the cutting garden. 

Even more delicate effects often may he 
secured by a combination of contrasting 
forms in one color. An arrangement that 
I shall never forget—seen at a garden 
conference, two years ago at Vassar— 
was of a rosy chamois-tinted clarkia 
and gladiolus of the same shade, which 
attracted widespread attention. Both 
clarkia and gladiolus come in a number 
of different shades and could be grown for 
a long period of bloom. 

The various shades of blue are ex- 
tremely interesting in plants of the same 
kind, while they can be most effectively 
arranged with the flowers of different 

by  OLIVE   HYDE FOSTER 

forms. Forget-me-nots, for example, could 
well edge a low Japanese bowl, where the 
height and contrasting form could be 
secured by the use of some of the blue 
laceflower (didiscus), platycodon, the 
lavender-blue asters, the blue Canterbury 
bells, blue phlox (Phlox divaricata), blue 
and white columbine, and the perennial 
cornflower, which might be found in 
flower at the same time. 

The blues, therefore, could be set in the 
garden by themselves if desired, with 
special reference to their season of bloom, 
their form, and their height as adaptable 
to different kinds of decoration. 

FRAGRANCE is another consideration 
—quite important, as I realized at a 

little dinner party only recently. The host- 
ess told me afterward that not for anything 
would she have used the poet's narcissus 
which made a charming arrangement with 
salmon-pink sweet peas, had she known 
that one of the members of her own house- 
hold always associated their fragrance 
with the vast fields of narcissus seen from 
a French window where she nursed a 
beloved fatally ill. Therefore, it is well to 
remember that certain flowers, such as 
tuberoses and calla lilies, have always 
been extensively used in funeral work, 
and turn instead to those suggestive of 
color, life, and happiness. 

Fragrance in the garden is especially 
desirable, and a goodly number of flowers 
with this quality should always be selected. 
Many roses, however, have little perfume, 
and in choosing varieties we should give 
preference to those which are sweet. But 
for table decorations it would be as well 
to avoid those that are at all oppressive. 

The cutting garden should be planned 
to supply flowers for special arrangements. 
For low containers the short stemmed are 
suitable, such as the early spring bulbs, 
the grape hyacinths, scillas, crocuses, 
chionodoxa, the early tulips, and the 
Dutch hyacinths, all of which are es- 
pecially good for the breakfast table, the 
telephone stand, and the writing desk, 
where in our informal hours we can study 
and enjoy them. 

The longer stemmed, for more deco- 
rative arrangements, could be selected 
from both annuals and perennials, grown 
in masses of single colors, such as snap- 
dragons, sweet peas, asters, calendulas, 
and carnations. Long stemmed flowers, 
however, such as delphiniums, foxgloves, 
monkshood, gladiolus, cosmos, and holly- 
hocks, should be grown with special 
reference to their use in tall handsome 
containers and baskets. 

The Darwin, Cottage, and Breeder 
tulips, which often run thirty-six inches 
high, can be selected for either single 
colors or combinations and are especially 
recommended, as the fresh cut will last a 
week. Iris, too, will grow from three to 
four feet, and while the individual blos- 
soms are fresh but a day the faded ones 

can be removed, and the buds will con- 
tinue to open to the very end of the stalk. 

As to the types of decorations for vari- 
ous times and purposes, we are all 
familiar, of course, with those for the 
dining room. We should remember, how- 
ever, that people like to see others with 
whom they are talking, and a well-known 
authority who was judging dinner tables 
at the last International Flower Show, 
surprised his associates by sitting down 
at the table and immediately beginning 
to pull aside the flowers and decorations 
which would have interfered with the 
sociability for which guests are supposed 
to be gathered together. 

Tall decorations are very beautiful and 
make a splendid impression on guests as 
they enter the dining room, but they 
should be tall enough and slender enough 
not to interfere with the vision. Then we 
should form a second arrangement at the 
base. 

Floral decorations for a hall are es- 
pecially effective in tall jars and high- 
handled baskets. Jars are good for such 
flowers as five-foot roses, which need to 
have the water well up the stem, as their 
drawing capacity is only about two 
thirds their length. In shorter receptacles, 
roses should be removed at night, the 
stems sliced off one-half inch under water 
and then the roses laid nearly flat in bath 
or laundry tub so that the water can 
easily be drawn up to the bloom. 

Great sprays of flowering fruit trees, 
Japanese cherry, crabapple, and so on, 
are especially effective set against a wall 
in a jar, placed either on a table, on the 
floor, or at a turn in the stairway. Indeed, 
I remember one house in the mountains 
where a large corridor is always massed 
in with great branches of woodland trees 
—dogwood, of course, when in season, but 
the simple, lovely maple when that alone 
is available. At a turn in the stairway a 
tall-handled basket on the floor in a house 
like this in the autumn would be pretty 
sure to hold a lovely combination of hardy 
asters, or other long stemmed flowers 
that do not take up much floor space. 

FOR the living-porch, short stemmed 
flowers would be used in artistic ar- 

rangement for tables and window ledges. ' 
Pansies in low bowls are especially admired 
in this connection, and the violas (the 
Jersey Gem, for instance, which blooms 
from July to frost), will supply great collec- 
tions to be used alone or in color schemes. 

An arrangement which once brought 
me the coveted blue ribbon was of the 
Japanese snowballs which had had to be 
removed from big sprays intended for 
shrubbery effects. They were too beau- 
tiful to be thrown out—pure white, 
prim, and lovely—so I took a flat soup 
plate, filled it with sand, made a row 
around the edge of the crisp, crinkled 
green leaves, and then massed in the 
center in a formal way the extra short- 
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FURNITURE BEFITTING ITS 
ARCHITECTURAL BACKGROUND 

New York Galleries, Inc., Decorators 

TTTTlTH  its dusky oaken walls and 
\I/ broadly arched fireplace, this 

interior seems to echo the convivial 

spirit so intimately associated with 
English traditions of country life. 

Q For the frankly plain and rugged 
furniture of hand-hewn timbers, the 
odd bits of crudely fashioned pewter and 
other details contributing to the inviting 
atmosphere of this room — all bespeak 

the open-handed hospitality dispensed in 
the great manors of Tudor days 

Q Should one's pursuit of such 
an environment lead to these Galleries, 
the truth will reveal itself that there 
still remain artists as well as artisans 
who refuse to be hurried in their faithful 
interpretation of that leisurely age when 

each craftsman strove for perfection 
rather than "production. <^>   <^> ^? 

INCORPORATED 

Madison Avenue, 48th and 49th Street? 

CABINETMAKER? DECORATORS ANTIQUARIANS 
ARCHITECTURAL REMODELING © 1928, N. Y. G. 
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stemmed, individual blooms. Set on a 
round table directly over a fine round 
hand-made filet lace centerpiece, carrying 
out the idea of line, it attracted the 
attention of even the blase judges. 

THE corners of the outdoor living room 
are especially adapted to the placing 

of such flowers as the three-foot petunias, 
blue salvia, blue veronica, blue hydrangeas, 
foxgloves, and the various heights of 
delphinium, some of which run to eight 
feet." Hollyhocks grow equally tall, and 
in the annual varieties (sold by only a 
few dealers) can be had in bloom up to 
frost. Gladiolus, by successive planting up 
to the middle of July, will bloom in three- 
or four-foot stalks up to frost. Dahlias, 
now so popular, by planting from middle 
May to the end of June, will give flowers 
from July to frost; but the dahlia requires 
special care in cutting, to last indoors. 

It is well to have a bucket of water at 
hand to plunge the dahlia in as soon as it 
is cut, late at night or early in the morn- 
ing. Going indoors, the stems should be 
sliced again under water to prevent any 
air getting into the water passages, or the 
ends of the stems should be seared for an 
inch in a flame. Troublesome, yes, but 
without special care the dahlia will not last. 

Peonies are especially good for the same 
kind of use, and should be selected for 
planting with special reference to different 
periods of bloom, as well as for their 
color. The yellows are rare. 

Children love to have flowers in their 
room, and some little ones that I know 
select and arrange their own. Small ar- 
tistic holders in glass or pottery are not 
expensive, but what a lesson they can be 
the means of teaching! If these small 
boys and girls can have their own little 
plots, where they can feel at liberty to 
pick what they want, when they want it, 
and arrange it to suit themselves, they will 
not only be getting wonderful training but 
they will learn the importance of flowers 
and how to respect those belonging to 
other people. Along that line, the maids 
in a house are sure to develop a love for 
flowers if they never had the privilege of 
enjoying them before, and a few that they 
may feel they can look after, cut, and 
arrange for themselves in their own apart- 
ments will have much to do, often, with 
quieting ruffled feelings. 

As to the different material best adapt- 
ed to a cutting garden, space forbids 
my going into detail. The annuals, found 
in short, medium, and tall, and all colon., 
will bring the quickest bloom after seed 
sowing. The perennials take much longer, 
some not coming into their full glory until 
the second season, but they should be 
planted with a view to the years to come, 
and annuals slipped in beside them in the 
meantime. 

Among these annuals great masses 
of the different height snapdragon, French 
marigolds, sweet peas, cosmos, zinnias, 
larkspur, lupin, scabiosa, gaillardia, and 
phlox will prove most satisfactory, and will 
bloom steadily for a number of months. 

Our cutting garden can be as artisti- 
cally laid out, by the way, as any other 
part of our gardens, and the different 

flowering shrubs will not only serve as a 
background, but will supply their quota 
of bloom from snow to snow. Pussy- 
willows start in February, followed by the 
forsythia, flowering almond, Japanese 
quince, deutzia, bridal wreath, lilac, and 
honeysuckles that will run through to 
autumn; and the hydrangeas (suitable for 
big arrangements) and buddleia (delicate 
enough to go with roses), will flower up 
into October. 

Roses can be selected from the all- 
season, steady blooming Polyanthas (the 
bedding baby ramblers) and the ever- 
blooming hybrid teas, to the climbers 
(so valuable for arbors, pergolas, and 
walls) that now can be found to bloom all 
season. 

Lilies take up little ground space, yet 
they grow tall and lovely and deserve 
special attention, particularly as they 
can be chosen to flower from June to 
October. Lilium candidum (the well- 
known madonna lily), the testaceum or 
Nankeen lily, and the krameri give us 
white, apricot, and pink in June. Regale, 
the white regal lily from China, and our 
own native superbum, from pale orange 
to near red, are two especially good in 
July, with the gold-banded lily of Japan 
(white with a gold stripe) in August, and 
the speciosum from Japan (white often 
marked with crimson spots) in September, 
are only a few of over a hundred varieties 
well deserving attention. 

New varieties of blooms are always of 
particular interest in themselves, and 
many are brought out by the best growers 
each year. Among those introduced lately, 
I notice, is an especially fine snapdragon 
(easily grown from seed) with large 
beautiful stalks growing to three feet, 
in varying shades of orange, scarlet, 
salmon-pink, pale yellow, cream, pure 
white, and rich red. 

Columbine, while not quite so popular 
for decoration, comes in a new long spur 
variety that ranges through lavenders, 
blues, purples, whites, yellows, and reds. 
They can be arranged most effectively. 

The new asters for both the early and 
late summer come in a variety of forms, 
growing to three feet, with stems twenty 
inches long, in lovely shades of lavender 
and pink, and in pure white. Double 
flowering cosmos is something we seldom 
see, but with its delicate foliage and long 
branches it is especially good for cutting. 

The long-needed soft pink annual lark- 
spur is now available, and started by the 
end of April will flower from July to frost, 
giving quantities of bloom throughout 
the season. 

THE new varieties of hardy larkspur, 
especially the Wrexham strain of del- 

phinium, in lovely combination of blues, 
lavenders, and pinks in one flower, are 
particularly noteworthy, as they grow to 
eight and ten feet, and while magnificent 
in the garden are also unapproachable for 
use in tall handsome jars placed on the 
floor. 

The new baby's breath—the Bristol 
Fairy gypsophila—is the best we have 
ever had, as it is a perennial that will 
bloom  from  early summer until hard 
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frost. Nothing takes its place in mixed 
arrangements. 

A new strain of giant stocks, especially 
good for cutting, has been developed, 
growing thirty inches high, with large 
double, fragrant flowers, that will bloom 
from midsummer to frost. Zinnias are 
increasing in favor, and a new variety 
has each petal clearly marked with a con- 
trasting color that makes it of unusual 
interest. Heuchera, sometimes called coral 
bells, comes in ten named varieties in 
different shades, of which the sanguinea 
is especially good for interior decoration. 
The new Thibetan poppy at last brings 
us the long desired blue, a color hitherto 
unknown in poppies. 

In tulips, the last flower show brought 
us the charming rose-colored Mrs. Evange- 
line Lindbergh and the yellow Darwin. 
The crowds about these alone gave evi- 
dence of the growing interest in new 
varieties. 

Greens are almost a necessity for flower 
arrangements, and when the foliage of 
any particular plant is inconspicuous or 
lacking, it is always advisable to use some 
other kind. Ferns fit in well with most 
garden flowers and can be grown in 
shady places with special reference to 
cutting. The leaves of one plant often 
combine well with the flowers of another, 
and shrubbery branches are valuable for 
the support they give to weak-stemmed 
blooms. 

THE cutting garden should also be 
planned for the flowers that when dried 

will be beautiful throughout the winter. 
Such arrangements have been made es- 
pecially popular during recent flower 
shows, prizes being awarded for the best, 
and the material includes the different 
"everlastings," such as globe amaranth 
and straw flowers, the more unusual hon- 
esty, with its silvery seed disks, and 
the Chinese lantern, gay in its red globes. 

Hydrangea paniculata, cut before 
touched by the frost, will keep its shades 
of rose and green all winter, while the 
witch hazel (Hamamelis virginiana), cut 
in November, makes a characteristic, all 
season arrangement in yellow and brown, 
suitable especially for a tall Japanese vase. 

A fascinating combination of lavender 
heather, yellow acacia, and asparagus 
fern dried on my writing desk and 
evidently will continue to delight by its 
color and form for months to come. 
Something new and unusual, but oh, so 
beautiful! 

Grace in arrangement is the great' 
secret of success. Usually, however, the 
fewer blooms, the better. Much experience 
in flower shows has convinced me that 
many an arrangement's failure to win has 
been due to overcrowding. Better far to 
have a few fine specimens, in perfect 
condition, in the most adaptable and 
artistic container, with space for the 
flowers to adjust themselves, as they some- 
times actually seem to do. 

This cooperation on the part of the 
blooms (which I have felt more than once) 
aids in bringing about that elusive some- 
thing we seek in our arrangements, under 
the name of originality. 
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Above. Printed chiffon in blue, gray, and 
orchid, with trimming of blue-gray chiffon. 
The hat is of gray hair, with gray cire 

leaves. From Stein {J Blaine 

Robe de style of 
light blue chiffon 
over silver cloth, 
with embroidery of 
rhinestones and 
silver-lined bugles. 
From Stein y 

Blaine 

A striking little frock of printed silk in 
Paisley coloring with bands of Paisley 
trimming. It has a jabot reaching to the 
hem of the skirt. From Bergdorf Goodman 

Yellow chiffon evening 
frock with fluttering bands 
of the chiffon giving the 
irregular hem line. From 

Bergdorf Goodman 

MIDSUMMER FROCKS 

by ANNE SHIRLEY MOLLOY 

The purpose of this department, conducted 
by COUNTRY LIFE'S Readers' Service, is to 
give information regarding articles of the 
sort shown here. It will gladly furnish the 

names and addresses of establishments where 
they may be found. Write, telephone, or 
consult Miss Molloy personally at COUNTRY 
LIFE'S New York office, 244 Madison Avenue 

FROCKS for our very warm days are usually- 
charming in design and color, but this season 
they seem particularly so. This is due un- 

doubtedly to the adaptability of the very sheer and 
lovely fabrics to the free and flowing designs that 
characterize the smartest of the new gowns. At first, 
when we were accustomed to the straight simplicity 
of the chemise type of frock which had such a tre- 
mendous vogue and which was the despair of the 
designers, the flowing lines seemed a bit difficult. 
Gradually, however, we became accustomed to the 
change, the creators became more adept in their 
modification of the mode, and the wearer too has 

learned just where the fullness must or must 
not be. 

The evening frocks are particularly alluring, and 
one can surely find a most becoming type, for the 
range of style is wide, in fabrics,  color, and 
design. 

The most picturesque are the robes de style, but, 
of course, only a limited few can wear them as they 
should be worn. The rather close-fitting bodice and 
the bouffant skirt call for a slendemess and grace 
that usually spell youth. Two of the most charming 
of frocks of this type, from Kurzman, are pictured. 
The one in silk net on page 78 illustrates, too, 

76 

another fashion of graduated shading in the color 
scheme, this time in the shades of green, for green 
is an outstanding color both in sports and in evening 
clothes. Tulle, with its many points of varying 
length, makes the necessary uneven hem line of 
the skirt, while the rather close-fitting bodice is of 
moire taffeta. 

r^HIFFONS, both flowered and plain, have a 
prominent place in all collections, both for 

daytime and for evening frocks. The length in 
back, which must be achieved in a smart evening 
gown, is managed in various ways. A series of narrow 
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SUMMER ROBES 

Exceptional Lounge Robes of Beautiful French 
Silks appropriate for warm weather, also Smart 
Flannel Robes practical for House and Beach 
use, are shown by us in Distinctive Colorings. 

Made to Measure or Ready for Wear 

512 FIFTH AVENUE 
NEW YORK 

LONDON 
27 OLD BOND STREET 

PARIS 
2 RUE DE CAST IG LI ONE 

Gentlemerislfailorts 

Our Large and Exclusive 
Clientele is due to our 
Ability in Expert Fitting, 
Great Variety of Smart- 
est Fabrics, and our Un- 
usual Service. 

Our Representatives visit 
Principal Cities in the Mid' 
die West—dates will be 
sent upon application. 

tSr*BUSHED I8'8 

MADISON AVENUE COR. FORTY-FOURTH STREET 
NEW YORK 

Telephone Murray Hill 8S00 

»BROOKS BROTHERS 

Clothes for 

Midsummer 

Sport 

Send jor BROOKS'S Miscellany 

and 

Price List of 

SHIRTS 

BOSTON    PALM BEACH NEWPORT 
LITTLE BUILDING       PLAZA BUILDING AUDRAIN BUILDING 
TREMONT COR. BOILSTOH       COUNT?   ROAD 220 BELIEVUC AVENUE 
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VIVIENNE SEGAL 
Featured in Ziegfeld's 

"The Three Musketeers 

olender, Kadianthj Health 

THIS ENJOY4BLE NEW WAY 

T^IETING or backbreaking ex- 
ercises no longer necessary! 

For an ingenious new device, the 
Battle Creek Health Builder enables 
you to keep gloriously healthy— 
pleasingly slender—without any 
effort on your part! The Health 
Builder gives a combined massage 
—vibratory treatment, better than 
a skilled masseur. It vigorously mas- 
sages the heaviest muscles, peps up 
sluggish circulation, aids digestion 
and reduces superfluous weight. 

Endorsed by Famous Beauty 
Dorothy Knapp, star of Earl 
Carroll's "Vanities," and pro- 
claimed the "most beautiful girl in 
the world,"uses the Health Builder 
daily. She says, "I unhesitatingly 

recommend the Health Builder to 
everyone who is interested in 
keeping radiantly healthy and in 
retaining a beautiful figure." 
Used daily in countless private 
homes, large medical institutions 
and by numerous physicians in 
their practice, the Health Builder 
is a safe, simple, scientific method 
of reducing weight and keeping 
vigorously healthy. 

Send for FREE Boo\ 
Send for "Health and Beauty in 
Fifteen Minutes a Day"—a valu- 
able Free Book showing the 
Battle Creek Health Builder in 
operation—with complete series 
of home exercises. Sanitarium 
EquipmentCo., BattleCreek,Mich. 

The Battle Cree\ "Sun Arc Bath" 
and "Mechanical Health Horse" 
are also made by the manufacturers 
of the famous "Health Builder." 

SANITARIUM EQUIPMENT Co.   
RoomAB-1034 Battle Creek, Mich. 
Please send me FREE Book 

"Health &. Beauty" — Today. 
Name _  
Address „   
City  State _ 

KeepcAjou 

Silk net shading from light to 
dark is employed to fashion this 
modified robe tie  style from 

Kurzman 

shaped folds gives the fluttering 
silhouette that is so charming in one 
model pictured. Some of these chiffon 
evening frocks, while not exaggerated 
as to depth of neck line in front, 
descend almost to the waist line in 
back, emphasizing, as it were, the 
smart dip of the skirt. 

When any trimming appears it is 
of the simple flat type that accentu- 
ates rather than detracts from the line 
of the gown. This is charmingly il- 
illustrated in the blue chiffon from 
Stein & Blaine pictured on page 76, 
with its embroidery of rhinestones and 
silver-lined bugles. This shows also a 
clever handling of the molded hip 
line that is such an essential to the 
smart silhouette. 

TACE is enjoying quite a vogue, and 
it is being handled in a simple, al- 

most tailored, fashion that is particu- 
larly well suited to certain types of 
figure. Many of these frocks are cut 
with a short bolero effect, and one 
most unusual dinner gown has a wide, 
deep revere—a quite interesting effect 
in a sleeveless frock. The ecru or beige 
tones are the ones most frequently 

chosen for the lace frock, as indeed 
these flattering tones are seen in 
many fabrics. Honey beige, a paler 
tone with more yellow in it, is very 
good, and all the yellow shades are 
much in demand. White, when used, 
is favored in the "off white" tones—■ 
quite definitely ivory, and far more 
generally becoming. 

The little prints still hold their own 
for daytime wear, and are a very wise 
choice for a day in town. They have 
a freshness and coolness about them 
that make them irresistible to the 
fastidious. An unusual and striking 
little frock in a Paisley print from 
Bergdorf Goodman is pictured. It has 
a jabot reaching to the hem of the 
circular skirt, and worn with it 
is one of the wide brimmed hats 
that seem to complement the sum- 
mer costume. 

An attempt is made each season to 
popularize the wide brimmed hat but 
this summer it seems destined to 
enjoy a little more lasting favor, due 
undoubtedly to the longer flowing 
lines of the frocks, such lines surely 
demanding the extra width of hat 
brim. 

A bouffant frock of yellow tulle, with 
bodice of moire. From Kurzman 

Buitde/i 
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Jaiconij 
Mailings ~- 

lOindoxo 
Qrilles- 

Iron fences 
for targe Qsiaies 

Beautify with 

Iron Railings 

WITHOUT any appreciable addition to 
the cost of any new building, you can 
add immeasurably to the value by speci- 

fying Cincinnati Iron Railings, thus giving a 
touch of distinction and individuality, and 
transforming—"just a house"—into one that is 
different. 

Ornamental iron railings, fences, entrance 
gates and window guards of attractive, yet 
modest design, will enhance the beauty of any 
home. The dominant features of Cincinnati 
Iron Railings are their attractiveness of design, 
durability and quality construction. 
Catalog on request—Estimates cheerfully given 

Orders filled promptly 

CINCINNATI IRON FENCE CO. 
INCORPORATED 

3379 Spring Grove A»e.  CINCINNATI, OHIO 

CityWater 
inyour Count 

2 Cent 
Wherever you live, you can have the 

home comforts of "city water" in your 
home. Perhaps our.smallest system will 
meet your needs—the Kewanee "Bun- 
galow Model Jr." 

KEWANEE 

^Ta'-er SuppryNOW$103 System 
Write for Circular 

Two cents a day for electric current, 
operates it. It's automatic, needs only 
occasional oiling. Like all KEWANKE 
machinery it is Super-Built. For exam- 
ple, every bearing has its bronze bushing 
for longest posssible wear. 

If you have no electricity, one of our 
combination systems will give you both 
electric light and pressure water supply. 
200 KEWANEE Systems 

Light- 
ing 

Water 
Supply Sewage 

Disposal 
A quarter century of engineering and 

manufacturing experience stands back 
of every KEWANEE System. There is a size for every need. 

KEU A NEE counsel U rspcrl an,! 
FREE.   Ask us to advise you. 

KEWANEE PRIVATE UTILITIES CO. 
402 S. Franklin St. Kewanee, III. 

Dealer Correspondence Invited 

KEWANEE 

Uiorough chilling 

adds new flavor to foods 

JUST an ordinary grapefruit after a brief stay 
in a General Electric Refrigerator becomes 
a rare treat. Just a simple salad acquires a 

best-hotel air when it is chilled to the proper 
point of crispness. Drinks, too, are more re- 
freshing when they are really cold. 

The modern housekeeper has also found to her 
surprise that with a General Electric Refriger- 
ator, it's just as easy to make a luscious mousse 
as it used to be to make an uninteresting rice 
pudding. She finds that an aspic is a welcome 
hot-weather change from soup. 

The General Electric Refrigerator is different 
from all others—in construction, in operation, 
in results. It is unusually quiet. All of its ma- 
chinery is safely stowed away in one hermeti- 
cally sealed steel casing. It hasn't a belt, fan or 
drain pipe—never needs oiling. For complete 
details, write for descriptive booklet M-7. 

GENERAL fp ELECTRIC 

Refrigerator 

ELECTRIC REFRIGERATION DEPARTMENT of GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY 
HANNA BUILDING CLEVELAND, OHIO 

A railing of 

remarkable strength 

and distinction 
~C*ACH picket of this Anchor- 
■*—' Weld Railing is electrically- 
welded to the rails at sixteen points 
—by the exclusive Anchor Flange- 
Welding Process. Each ten-foot 
panel of rails and pickets is one 
solid, inseparable piece. 

There is no chance of the pickets 
loosening up and falling out — as 
in ordinary railing construction. 
There is no possibility of a panel 
falling out of alignment. 

An Anchor-Weld Railing is ex- 
ceptionally distinctive as well as 
strong. Its rails and pickets, made 
of square, grooved bars, have the 
lines of a fine steel moulding. It 
compares very favorably in appear- 
ance with many expensive hand- 
wrought enclosures. But, because 
of our quantity production facili- 
ties, its cost is much lower. 

Investigate this unusual railing. 
Phone or write our nearest office. 
ANCHOR POST FENCE COMPANY 
Eastern Ave. C8. 35th St., Baltimore, Md. 

Branch Sales Offices 
Albany, N.Y., 1111 Home Sav. Bk. Bldg, 
Boston, Mass. . , 79 Milk Street 
Charlotte, N. C. . . Latta Arcade 
Chicago, 111. . 646 N. Michigan Blvd. 
Cleveland, Ohio,21,500 St. Clair Avenue 
Detroit, Mich. . 508 Architects Bldg. 
Hartford, Conn., 43 Farmington Avenue 
Houston, Tex., 2112Second Nat.Bk.Bldg. 
Indianapolis, Ind., 314 "W. Bernard Ave. 
Los Angeles, Cal.,616 So. Anderson St. 
Mlneola, L.I., N.Y., 167 Jericho Turnpike 
Newark, N.j. . . 60 Park Place 
New York, N. Y. .9 East 38th St. 
Philadelphia, Pa., Real Est. Trust Bldg. 
Pittsburgh, Pa. . 541 Wood Street 
San Francisco, Cal., 761 Bryant Avenue 
St. Louis, Mo., 723 Wainright Building 
Shreveport, La.    .    3306 Line Avenue 
Sales Agents™ all other Principal Cities 

Consult Telephone Directory 

ANCHOR 

ences 



Colonial standards of living, 
leisured,  gracious yet simple, 
find expression in this authentic 

adaptation from that period 

This Louis XVI piano with 
spinet lines has caught the charm 
of the early instruments. A good 

type for the small home 

The modernist craftsman excels in the use of rare woods. Peacock, thuya, 
snakezvood, camphor wood, amboyna, rosewood, boxwood, ebony, and pearl 

are combined in this piano 

THE  NEW  IMPORTANCE  OF  DESIGN  IN PIANOS 

by LEE McCANN 

Photographs from Sohmer & Co., The Gulbranson Co., Steinway & Sons. Lester Piano Co., The Aeolian Co., Witr- 
litzer & Co.. J. and C. Fischer, Hardman Peck & Co., Hazelton Bros.. Everett Piano Co., and M. Schultz & Co. 

THE collaboration of two arts is making new 
history in pianos. Not since the early days of 
the pianoforte has there been such a concen- 

tration of interest on the design as well as on the 
musical character of the instrument. Twenty-five 
years ago the architectural structure of the grand 
piano seemed to most people nearly as unalterable 
as the laws of nature. It simply didn't occur to the 
buying public or to the makers of pianos that here 
was a piece of furniture which should be adapted 
to the decorative character of the home. If anyone 
had predicted then a peacock blue grand piano with 
no legs, but metal struts for support, he would have 
been laughed to scorn. Yet such was the quite stun- 
ning style of the grand piano which was recently 
created by Lee Simonson as an example of what 
modernist art can achieve in this field. 

It has been noted that the age of a piano design 
can be told by its legs. If we skip the period in which 

Black lacquer with silver stripings and interior of 
Chinese red is the dashing scheme of this piano de- 

signed by Kern Weber 

the huge cumbersome legs were the only kind used 
and go back to the time of Clementi, we find plenty 
of originality and interest in the appearance and 
cabinet craft of the piano. In those days the mech- 
anism had not developed to the point where 
cabinetmakers were awed by its size and intricacy 
and so failed to keep pace with it. 

The piano was still of small size, partaking some- 
what of the delicate lines of its predecessors, the 
spinet, the harpsichord, and the clavichord—instru- 
ments which the modern piano is studying to ad- 
vantage in creating models of slimmer grace. It was 

An interpretation of Heppelwhite 
design that is in key with Georgian 

and Colonial interiors 

Below. An  Italian  period grand 
which derives its rich carved detail 
from the woodcraft of the late seven- 

teenth century 
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one of those early makers who conceived the glorious 
desire to design "the most beautiful piano in the 
world." His idea took the form of a case with the 
strings up ended at the back as though a harp sat on 
top of the piano. This in turn was draped, presum- 
ably with brocade, since draperies were inevitable 
in that era. Perhaps when he designed it he had in 
mind the words of the great Sheraton that "fanciful- 
ness seems most peculiar to the taste of females," 
for piano playing at that time was almost a monopoly 
of "cultured females." This assumed feminine taste 
was boldly courted by another early designer who 
created a combination piano, writing desk, and 
dressing table with space for bottles and other dress- 
ing table paraphernalia. Apparently he credited the 
accomplished gentlewoman of his day with the ver- 
satility to write a note, play a tune, and powder 
her nose at the same time. 

Naively amusing as are such early designs, yet 

Chinese Chippendale is an interesting and un- 
usual note in period design. The straight simple 

hnes and good proportions are admirable 
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visions of beauty are constantly coming into 

being in tbe world of furnislimgs. Some are conven- 

tional .... some bizarre .... some graciously reflect 

bospitality.... some are pleasingly informal. But all are 

ckarminc .... and all are found at W. & J. Sloane. 

W.^J. SLOANE 

7//?A Gvenue at ^orty Seventh Street 

-. ^Jfew york City 

San 9rancisco. . - Washington 

INTERIOR DECORATION 
HOME   FURNISHING COUNSEL 
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Living Room with Mantel of Carved and Inlaid 
Oa\ and Stone Facing and Hearth. Interior 

Designed and Carried Out Completely by 

HENRY R 

BULTITUDE 

We giue to a decorative problem technical 
experience, at the same time maintaining 

the individuality of a client's ideas. 

115 EAST 57™ STREET 

NEW YORK 

Here the delicacy and fine detail of a Heppelwhite de- 
sign with spinet back receives full value silhouetted 

against the light tone of the room 

we must credit their makers with a 
decorative point of view and a feeling 
for the piano as furniture which was 
lost by later piano makers and has 
only been reachieved within the last 
few years. 

Period decoration in America 
created a demand for pianos in keep- 
ing. The first interest in period furn- 
ishings was confined to the homes 
of the very wealthy and to collectors 
of antiques. The pianos decorated in 
the style of a particular era were at 
first few and far between. They were 
built to specification and it was not 
possible to walk into any of the great 
piano houses and be shown, offhand, 
designs in the period manner. That 
situation is now true of pianos 
created in the modernist mode. It 
will be true whenever a new and 
startling change is broached to the 
piano world, since such ideas must 
be tested slowly before they are 
accepted for quantity production. 

Period pianos of authentic design 
are at present broadly available and 
each season sees the introduction of 
many fine new models, the result of 
careful research and experiment in 
historical design, supplemented by 
the development of modern crafts- 
manship. 

Since no home is complete to-day 

without a piano and many homes are 
small ones, it has been a practical 
problem as well as a problem in dec- 
oration to reduce as far as possible 
the size, actual and apparent, of the 
piano. Marvels have been accom- 
plished to this end. The lightness, 
grace, and daintiness of many pianos 
is simply astonishing in view of the 
fact that nothing of their fine tone 
is ever permitted to be sacrificed. The 
instrument of course comes first. 

The slim lines of Sheraton, Hep- 
pelwhite, and Chippendale furniture 
and of the period of Louis XVI have 
had tremendous influence for this 
reason. There is a simplicity about 
these styles that is popular in Ameri- 
can decoration, and it is logical to see, 
as one does, many fine pianos of this 
type. One of the newest designs, after 
Heppelwhite shows a spinet back 
tapering to a delicate angularity that 
is charming and entirely suitable to 
the detail of the carving. 

This and a number of other pianos 
are now made of highlight mahogany 
with walnut finish. The result is a 
beautiful tone something between 
mahogany and walnut and suitable 
for a room furnished in either wood. 

For stately rooms with the lofty 
proportions that permit the use of 
heavier design, there are any number 

A Louis XVI design -which has the lightness and grace 
that make this one of the most popular types in pianos 
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PARR AVENUE air FIFTY-SEVENTH 

FURNITURE 

WOODWORK 

DECORATIONS 

FABRICS 

Fine old Queen Anne cabinet in beautifully 
faded walnut. Upper doors inclose small drawers 

oivrooms. 

also in connection with our factory 
at RO CHESTER, N.Y. where our 
Furniture and Woodwork are made. 
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Stickley craftsman executing a 
rush seat chair—a Stickley mas- 

terpiece 

he faithful old tijpej 

that v5tic kleij ha^ found 

More than three hundred of 

them have been carefully re- 

produced in the same woods— 

cherry, maple, pine and hickory. 

Soft, mellow tones with smooth 

velvety finish—not unlike that 

found on rare old pieces. 

No other period furniture is so 

harmoniously suited to the mod- 

ern home and apartment. No 

other manufacturer 

There is a Stick- ley dealer near 
you. Write I.. & 
J. G. Stickley, 
Fayetteville, N. Y..for your copy 
of the attractive 
Si ickley booklet 
••C" 

combines the comfort, 

durability, beauty and 

guaranteed authenti- 

city of Sticklev. 

We are represented 
by the leading 

stores 

£arly American 
B U 1 LT BY 

STICKLEY 
OF FAYETTEVILLE, 

Contrasting woods in rich subdued tones are 
used by Eugene Schoen in a masterly manner 

to develop a modernistic theme 

of fine Spanish or Italian period 
models beautifully hand carved. 
The variety of these is interesting and 
pleasing, since each designer is at- 
tracted by some different phase or 
detail of the century he studies, and 
embodying this in his design, he gives 
his work a special character which, 
while historically authentic, is indi- 
vidual too. 

The newest development of piano 
design is the modernist point of view. 
This is so recent that it is still news 
of the freshest sort. One of the promi- 
nent piano houses sponsored this 
movement to the extent of giving a 
number of designers well known in 
other fields of art carte blanche to 
create new and epoch-making types 
of design for the piano. Within the 
last few months the work of such 
modernists as Edouard Steichen, Lee 
Simonson, Kem Weber, Eugene 
Schoen, and others has come before 
the public in the field of piano design. 
They have introduced color, life, and 
ideas that are new and stimulating, 
and have opened up a mode of decora- 
tion that will undoubtedly affect 
both the detail and the architectural 
structure of pianos in the more or less 
near future. 

The use of color by the modernists 
is consistent with demands that color 
shall enter into every phase of decora- 
tion, not excepting pianos. Certainly 
the effective use which they make of it 
justifies the contention. Such changes 

The eighteenth century 
keyed to modern require- 
ments of restraint and 
conservatism is success- 
fully achieved in the feel- 

ing of this design 

A complete departure 
from traditional piano 
architecture makes use of 
"set-backs," and substi- 
tutes for legs struts of 

various metals 

as they may in time make in the 
structure of the case are also, as we 
mentioned, in line with the older 
traditions of piano making, and may 
give us the ideal art form for the piano 
which so far has never been evolved. 

Two points of view diverge in 
modernist work. One of these holds 
that art, like time, is a fluid thing in 
which division is arbitrary and arti- 
ficial. There is no break, and new 
forms must be evolved from preceding 
ones. One important designer special- 
izing in pianos considers that modern 
art affiliates particularly with early 
Greek design, and traces one ex- 
pression of this through the Direc- 
toire. He embodied this feeling in a 
piano with unusual inlay, making use 
of a variety of exotic woods, and the 
result is a style with the formal grace 
and elegance one would expect from 
these influences plus something one 
does not find in either, and which is 
modern. 

Other exponents of the new art hold 
that our industrial civilization had 
created a definite break in the type 
of life and therefore the type of art 
of our time. They point to the auto- 
mobile as a fine art expressive in the 
new manner, organic in style based 
on function. There was never a chance 
for a Louis XV car or a William and 
Mary garage interior, they gleefully 
point out, and with the automobile in 
mind as an art ideal they intend to 
transform the piano. Maybe. But we 

look to see the other point of 
view come through first, in 
quantity production at least. 

The present interest shown 
by public and designers alike 
in rare woods and in distin- 
guished handling of their pos- 
sibilities for design and color 
combination and carving, 
points to the development 
of piano decoration ^s pre- 
eminently along these lines, 
judging from the fine ex- 
amples have which already 
been done in this manner. 
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Kernerator equipped 
residence of Mrs. 
Thco. A. McGraw. 
Detroit, Mich. Al- 
fred Hopkins, New 
York City, Architect. 

Unmarred hy 

Garbage Cans! 
THERE'S no reason why the sweet, dew-laden air should 

be charged with sickening odors from garbage cans or 
the parked garbage wagon with its following of mongrels 

to tear up lawns and gardens .... why basement trash 
piles (cause of 75'7 of fires) should be tolerated i . . . why 
disease laden flies should be provided with garbage to breed 
in and feed on, and then frolic in kitchen and bedrooms. 
No wonder Kernerator is drawn into the plans of homes of 
all types—large and small. For with Kernerator there are 
no foul-smelling, unsightly garbage cans to walk to in all 
sorts of weather .... to attract vermin and roaches .... 
to bring cats and dogs that strew lawns with filthy garbage. 
Kernerator disposes of garbage instantly without odor or 
trouble. Simply drop all garbage and waste through handy 
hopper doors in or near the kitchen and upstairs too! Falling 
to the basement brick chamber it is air dried, without odor, 
and destroyed with an occasional match. Tin cans, bottles, 
etc., are flame sterilized for removal with ashes. No fuel- 
no trouble—no upkeep.   Write for free booklet. 

KERNER INCINERATOR COMPANY 
769 E. Water St.   (Of/ices in 89 cities)   Milwaukee, Wis. 

Residence models as 
low as $95 and the 
masonry costs but 
little more when reg- 
ular chimney is used. 

Garbage cans make 
the play-yard unsafe. 

Garbage and Waste Disposal 
•without Leaving the Kitchen^ 123 

PAGE FENCE 

guard their steps / 

Page Chain Link Fence keeps 
children safe from the hazards of 
modern traffic or other danger. 
It provides a definite boundary- 
line to your property. 

PAGE FENCE ASSOCIATION 
215 North Michigan Avenue—Dept. 7-A 

CHICAGO 

IDA /T^TI?53 II 
l^r/Lm (■ _ M     service plants 

11  T£Yk^lB H J*      erect fence 
.     .   ,   r „,     . everywhere^. 

cAmericas fir Si wire 

S3 Page Service Plants 
erect fence everywhere 

There is a Page Service 
Plant near you that can 
give you complete service 
from your first plans to the 
final erection of the Page 
Chain Link or Wrought 
Iron Fence. Write for name 
and address, also interest- 
ing literature. 

"hardware 

A     „ in the 

iAJViERICAN 

JS/anner 

Sargent Hardware of solid brass and bronze 

is correct for doorways like those in the 

■ Metropolitan s exhibitio?i of Early 

American exteriors 

SCREAMING from above the pediment 
of the Bristol House, of New Haven, 
Connecticut, the spread-eagle stands, 
typical of the early eighteen-hundreds. 
Typical, too, is the doorway and porch, 
with a design worked out in purely 
wooden quality . . . and with the small 
round knobs and plain keyplates. 

In the Colonial doorways of the Met- 
ropolitan, there is much of interest to 
those who build in the American man- 
ner. It is pleasant to note that solid, 
gleaming brass or bronze hardware cor- 
rect for such homes is made today by 
Sargent. This hardware is made from 
authentic Colonial designs. Entrance 
handles, doorknockers, doorknobs and 
keyplates for interior and exterior use. 
All precisely and faithfully made to last 
for generations of users. 

Write for our helpful booklet of 
Sargent designs, "Hardware for Utility 
and Ornamentation." A request will 
bring it free. Select Sargent pieces with 
your architect. Sargent & Company, 
35 Water Street, New Haven, Conn. 

This doorway and porch is from the 
Bristol House, New Haven, Connecti- 
cut, built in 1803-04. David Hoadley, 
architect. In setting up the twelve door- 
ways in the exhibition, in which this 
appeared, the Metropolitan Museum 
equipped ten of them with original 
brass hardware correct for their period. 

fence — since 1883 
CHAIN LINK — ORNAMENTAL  WROUGHT IRON 

This eagle doorknocker is similar to 
those prized in the early igth century. 
There are other doorknockers in the 
Sargent line. This is listed as No. 16. 
Here is a plain brass knob, suitable for 
your Colonial home. Knob No. 1845, 
Cylinder Rosette No. I. Sargent also 
makes entrance handles of various 
authentic designs, connecting with firm 

cylinder locks. 

SARGE 
LOCKS   AND HARDWARE 
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MAYFAIR 

1 r^jV is your department, please feel free to use it early and often. The more 
1 things you buy through Shop W indozvs of May fair, the more things we cati 
I show here. Each article has been chosen because of value, smartness, or 
| usefulness. Our Board of Censors is active, and everything on these pages 

had to receive a unanimous vote before being shown to you. Make checks 
payable to Shirley Paine, care Doubleday, Doran & Company, Inc., 
244 Madison Avenue, New York. Write her, enclosing check for the arti- 
cle you wish, and she does the rest. This service is entirely without charge. 

Kill "unit > 1 1 1 11 , 

This month we show some particularly interesting 
things. Values have been sifted and where articles 
are of the useful type, they really work, and are 
not merely novelty gadgets which sound interesting 
bur never do the things they are meant to do. . . . 

Not only do we try to show unusual things in the 
shopping section, but our advertisers also try to find 
pertinent subjects for their space .... It would be 
worth while to read these over each month. It is through 
them, partly, that the things shown here come to light. 

On open cars this year a running 
board searchlight is not only smart 
because of the added decoration to a 
fine car, but because wise drivers 
know that an extra lamp with power 
enough to light up the roadside is a 
safety factor to avoid glare and still 
see dangerous places when passing 
other cars. Accurate reflectors give a 
powerful beam far ahead, the chro- 
mium plate never needs polish; does 
not rain spot; turns easily; finest 
construction. Model at left, $37.50; 

at right, £45 

Kindling fires is something of a nuisance, 
and lighters of the usual kerosene-burning 
type are sometimes a bit smelly. The Dixie 
Fire Kindler has a cast iron gypsy pot 
container, lights easily, is not dangerous, 
burns for five minutes with flame suffi- 
cient to kindle a good-sized log. It adds a 
Colonial touch to the hearth. Gypsy pot 
is £3; carton with 240 lumps of kindling 

material, $7. Postpaid 100 miles N. Y. 

Nothing is more stunning, nothing more 
effective than ruby glass goblets, but in 
order to have permanence and charm 
the glass must be of best quality, the 
design authentic, the workmanship per- 
fect. These three requisites are well met 
by this design by Briggs of Boston. It 
is of lovely Venetian glass, delightful 
m shade, and of fine craftsmanship. 
Trice #55 doz. prepaid 100 miles Boston 

Something entirely new in modern table glass', exclusive 
with New York's most famous gift shop, of weird smoky 
color and so ultra-smart that it is as new as to-morrow's 
newspaper. This glass is not a mass production item, 
but is made of finest materials, carefully molded and 
finished. I here is nothing else like it and the name is 
Ruba Rombic. Price, salads, $48 doz., sherbets, S;o doz.. 
finger bowls, $20 doz., finger bowl plates, $±0 doz., 

goblets, £30 doz. Postpaid 150 miles NY. 

This wrought iron magazine 
lamp, while not entirely new, 
is still the best thing of its 
kind, especially for summer 
verandas where a lamp must 
not tip over easily. The 
two wrought iron trays add 
a convenient touch for smok- 
ing things, while the pat- 
ented magazine rack attach- 
ment is a boon to every 
reader. Finish in weather- 
proof duco: green, red, black 
with gold trim, parchment. 
Special colors to match 
scheme, $1.50 extra. Com- 
plete special price with im- 
ported pleated shade to 
match, $15. Without shade, 
$14.50. Futuristic chicken 
for matches and ashes $2.50 

90 

Old Cape Cod lives again in this amusing chintz with 
its old-time cottages, windmills, lighthouses, ships, and 
primly sun-bonneted figures. What could be more de- 
lightful for summer hangings, slip covers, and pillows, 
or for year-round use in the boy's room, or the living 
room in the early American spirit? Mellow tones of 
buff, green, and brown, with enlivening touches of 
yellow, blue, and red. Width 36 in. Price gl.35 per 
yard glazed; $1.15, unglazed. Postpaid. Send for 

samples 
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PUDDLE POOL 

BATHING ON YOUR 
OWN LAWN 

The pool is 5 x 7 feet, and can 
be set up in five minutes—or 
taken down and folded up in 
the same time. 
You can set up the pool any- 
where—and fill it with water by 
hose connection. 
The Puddle Pool is complete 
in even- respect. It includes 
safety overflow; also outlet to 
empty the pool. The price be- 
low includes everything—even 
the sprays at the side, shown in 
picture. 
Is anything more fun for the 
children than bathing and 
splashing in the water — safe, 
clean and always ready. 
Price complete including all accessories 

$40.00 
Visit our store for playthings of every sort 

/or the Beach, the Lawn or for the Home. 

apfatr 

741 Fifth Ave. (at 57th St.,) N. Y. 

1 

• - 
*    * * 

*; ' ' y V. 

Set of wallpaper, period Louis X 
panels, each 4 feet wide by 12 feet 
ches high Light jade green backgr 

V. 13 
4 in- 

■>und. 

FINEST 18TH CENTURY 

Furniturt and Decorative Objects 
French    Italian    and English 
Floor plans, Interior Architectural 
details: Schemes for the complete 
house. 

McMILLEN INC. 
148 East 55th St. New York 

telephone Plaza 1207 

TOPHUNTER 

HAND WROUGHT 

METALWORK 

A very handsome brass weathervane from Holme Lacy, Herefordshire 
Illustrations upon request 

119 East 57th Street, New York 

Background 

To have served since 1798 the nation's most 

distinguished clientele is proof enough of 

Briggs' good taste and exclusive wares. 

Visit our shops this summer 

Winthrop Reproductions 
of 

Early American Furniture 

No. 75 
Colonial Tip Table 

Size jo" diameter Sije 30x21x30" 
Lip Edge Plain Edge 

The Tip Table frequently occurs in 
inventories of Colonial household 
goods. Most desirable is the illustra- 
ted model with round or oval shaped 
top, ornamented by center medallion 
of satinwood inlay. The table is cus- 
torn made of solid mahogany, given a 
hand rubbed satin finish. It is sup- 
ported by hand carved-cabriole ball 
and claw feet. 

A SPECIAL at $22.50, Freight allowed 
You may send $10.00 with order, balance on 

delivery, or amount in full. 
Kindly send ten cents (stamps or coin) if you 
wish a copy of our catalog E78, showing the 
present line of Winthrop Early American Re- 
productions in Maple and Mahogany. 
WINTHROP FURNITURE CO. 

424 Park Sq. Bldg., Boston, Mass. 

Plymouth Pewter Co. 
(Subsidiary of Winthrop 

Furniture Co.) 
424 Park Sq. BIdg. 

Boston 
Write to Dept. C for 

portfolio. Nierht Candle- stick $3.75 

SPECIALISTS 
in 

THE DESIGN 
and 

MANUFACTURE 

of 

SILHOUETTE 

SIGNS 

ye IRO^ Shoppe 
472-A Boylston Street 

Boston, Mass. 

Please mail your Book 
"Wrought Iron Things," to 

Name  

Street   

City  

State   
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\A 'Pleasing 
^ot for Ivy 

An unfclazed stoneware pot in an attrac- 
tive hand-wrought iron bracket. Bracket 
in Rusty Iron, Half-Polish or Dead Black 
finishes. Height gY\ Projection 8". No. 531 complete, $3.50. Postpaid East of the 
Mississippi. Pot lacquered in Red, Green 
or Black, 50c. extra. 
The TREASURE CHEST 

Asheville, North Carolina 

The beauty and charm em- 
bodied in these cornice designs, 
lend an air of distinction to 
any room. Finished in An- 
tique, Silver or Ormolu Gold. 
Also hand colored to match 
any decorative color scheme. 

Write for complete catalogue 
and information. 

HICKS GALLERY, Inc. 
16-18 Fayette St., Boston, Mass. 

Out   of the 
-ff Beautiful 

JIGl 

Ordinarv 
In cxjo en si'vc *S 

I((MMO FKTUMES 

GREEXOUGH 

Three Charming Lanterns 
These handmade lighting fixtures 
are faithful reproductions of fine 
old specimens and they combine 

all the art and beauty of the origi- 
nals with the modern convenience of 
electricity. 

Supplied in tin, brass, copper or- 
pewter, they give just the right touch 
of charm and tasteful individuality 
to the home. 

Write for illustrated catalog 
mailed on request, showing 
these and many other charm- 
ing handmade reproductions. 

H US'NEW ELL 

Hand wrought 
of Copper • • 

Brass -end ° . 
Pewter • • 

INDUSTRIAL ARTS INC. 
33 A NORTH 5ENNET 3T..    BOSTON.MASS. 
 DISPLAY BOOMS        64 CharJes Sf  

GARDEN FURNITURE 
Potiipelan Stone. Lead, Terra i'otta. Marble 

Illustrated Catalog Sent on Kequest 
THE ERKINS STUDIO 

257 Lexington Ave. at 3Sth St. New York 

Exclusively For Fine Cars 

Shown on La & 
TANQUARY MASCOTS 

INDIVIDUALIZE 
The best appointed cars in America 

Each a sculptor s masterpiece. 
Wrii* for booklet showing full selection 

From $10.00 up 
TANQUARY MASCOTS C.L. 

351 South Norton Ave.. Los Angeles. CaL 

SHOP WINDOWS 

O F 

MAYFAIR 

Nothing is more charming or has more fragrant 
memories than real English lavender to scatter 
among precious things, whether they are put away 
for the summer or are in active use. It is especially 
nice to find lavender daintily boxed for a gilt or 
bridge prize with a rather charming bit of verse 
enclosed on a dainty card. The container is of violet 
chiffon. Complete, 75 cents. Checks to Shirley Paine 

The Migrator wardrobe 
hatbox strikes the newest 
note in hand luggage. It 
is trim and swanky, comes 
in several coverings of 
black, brown, and tan 
with attractive linings. It 
replaces the awkward suit- 
case and impractical hat- 
box—holding as much as 
both of these. Light, 
compact,   only   18 in. 

square, slips beneath 
Pullman berth. At the end 
of a long trip gowns come 
forth dewy fresh and 
without a wrinkle! Snug 
compartments for lingerie, 
slippers, hats, accessories. 
Best of all the price range 
—$12.50 to $75—will fit 
any checkbook. Some 
of these bags are fitted. 
Write Shirley Paine for 

catalogues 

Can you imagine an auto table for picnics 
that folds up with the four chairs into a 
travelingcase 27J in. long, 15^ in. high, and 
5 in. wide? The top folds in on itself, mak- 
ing a swanky carrying case with handle; 
when unpacked there is no extra case to 
bother about. The chairs are canvas (green 
with yellow and red stripes) on rust-proof 
metal frames. An ideal outfit for picnics, 
for bridge on a terrace, for the cottage 
veranda. Price $25 prepaid anywhere in 

the world. Checks to Shirley Paine 
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Another thought from one of America's 
finest household supply stores—hat 
holders. These are little hronzed rings 
that fasten to closet walls, 1 hey do not 
take up shelt space as do the usual hat 

stands. They hold hats out and away 
from the wall; keep them from getting 
out of shape. Especially good for men's 
hats. Only #1 for set of three; prepaid 

100 miles N. Y. 

These are the most 
charming and original 
summer pillows that I 
have seen. They are of 
fine unbleached muslin 
with flower designs ap- 
pliqued in bright cali- 
coes, and piped in red 
around the edges. They 
are 15 x 16 in., filled 
with silk floss, and hand- 
made throughout. Choice 
of rose, iris, jonquil, and 
tulip. Price $9 each, de- 
livered 100 miles N.Y. 

And now sometning for 
the youngest lady of the 
house—an imported doll 
unlike any other doll. 
It is 28 in. tall and has a 
tiny phonograph con- 
cealed in the body which 
makes her sing, talk, 
recite, or pray. She 
has eyes that close, eye- 
lashes, and ringlets of 
real hair. Price $40 
postpaid IOG miles N.Y. 
Extra records 50 cents 

each 

These two Normandy 
beechwood chairs are 
exceptional finds. Rush 
seats are unusually fine, 
and the conventiona 
flower panel design in 
the back is nicely hand- 
carved. Nothing better 
tor the provincial dining 
room. Armchair, #29.50; 
side, $22.50. No crating 
charge. A fine cata- 

logue also 

For sports wear generally, homespuns 
have never been smarter than now. 
Skirts are woven and made to order at 
sane prices by the famous Homespun 
Department of the North Bennet 
Street Industrial School, who also made 
the Colonial wall sconces shown here 
recently. They have engaged talented 

old-country weavers to make the now 
famous Copps Hill homespun. Materials 
and patterns are available for those 
wishing to embroider their own, or fin- 
ished orders may be taken. Send tor 
cuttings and catalogues of these fascinat- 
ing weaves which rival the best to be 

fouud in Europe 

/() )F especial interest to tkose furnishing in 

\U the French spirit will he the d ecora- 
tive screens oi the XV and XVI centuries, 
and some rare old prints. These, together 
with several small commodes and occasional 
tahles, have just heen received from France. 

Consulting Decorator 

MRS. RICHARD S. HOFFMANN 

iVLM ARMSTRONG 
INCORPORATED 

Four East Fifty-seventh Street 

PARIS NEW YORK LONDON 

HETHER you prefer the chaste beauty 
of classic white damask, or the more mod- 
ern charm of the pale pastel shades or the 
delicately hand-tinted designs, your dinner 
or luncheon table will be correct if you 
choose your damask cloth and napkins at 

Mc Gibbon 
3 West 37th Street, New York 

Tel. Wisconsin 7900 
m 
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man's house 

IT is a castle, if not literally, 
surely in imagination. And 

forged iron hardware is a link to 
bind the present more prosaic type 
of house to the romantic castle 
gates and battlements of Ivanhoe 
and King Richard. McKinney has 

SHOP WINDOWS 

O F 

M A Y F A I R 

My advice Fan 
moderne is "watch your 
step." Everyone seems 
to be turning out what 
he considers art in this 
line. This stunning little 
wrought iron candle 
holder has simple and 
pleasing lines to express 
the present trend. Frame 
and sockets are verde 
green, the horse black. 
Base 11 in. long, 7 in. 
high. Price $8. Postage 

collect 

A short time ago we 
showed these black play- 
ing cards in an editorial 
section and the re- 
sponse was instant and 
overwhelming; from 
Maine to Mexico bridge 
players came in tor 
these attractive, non- 
revoke black cards with 
their scarlet, yellow, and 
green spots. Red and 
blue backs. Gilt edge, 
$1.50; plain edge, $1. 

Postpaid in U.S.A. 

produced marvelous 
pieces of forged iron 
in authentic patterns 
at remarkably reason- 
able prices.Everything 
needful for outfitting 
a house complete is available; 
beautiful hinge straps, handle sets, 
knockers, H & L hinges, lanterns, 
foot scrapers, garage and gate 
hardware, and so on. There's no 
need to be satisfied with ordinary 
hardware when forged iron by 
McKinney is so easily obtained 
from the Builders' Hardware 
Merchant. 

Write for beautiful Brochure 

MCKINNEY MFG. CO., Pittsburgh, Pa. 

McKINNEY 

FORGED IRON 
^ HARDWARE ^ 

Forge Division, - 
McKinney Mfg. Co.. Pittsburgh. Pa. ^ 
Please send me, without obligation, the 
items I have checked:— 
□ Folio on Lanterns 
□ Brochure on Forged Iron Hardware 
Name  
Addiss   CL 

- 

All sorts ot reproductions 
confront the furniture buyer 
these days. One type is made 
by the thousand in the general 
style of the period imitated; 
the other type is made by 
talented cabinetmakers faith- 
fully reproduced in design, 
wood, and quality of workman- 
ship, from famous museum 
pieces. This Chippendale tip- 
top table is ot close-grained 
solid mahogany; oval top with 
pie crust edge, hand-carved 
legs with typical ball-and-claw 
feet Size 30 x 20 by 30 in. high. 
$49.50, freight paid in America 

Should Invalids 

I Be Imprisoned? 

The Sedgwick Invalid Elevator 
enables invalids to move 
freely from floor to floor. It 
is a blessing to the aged and 
infirm to whom stairclimbing 
is an ordeal and a constant 
peril. 

Write 

for "Robbing the Stairs of 
Their Terror," an interesting 
folder descriptive of the 
elevator which has released 
more than a thousand invalids 
from confinement to a single 
floor. 

Sedgwick Machine Works 
147 West 15th Street New York 

Manufacturers of Dumb Waiters, 
Fuel Lifts and Trunl{ Lifts 

for Modern Homes. 

Here's something unusual for the man 
of the family—a dressing gown of 
wonderful linen, cool in summer, stylish 
any time, and if it becomes stained 
from salt water, can be easily washed. 
There is a smart-figured pattern with a 
choice of tan, brown, blue, or rose for 
background. Linen lining and cuffs in 

contrasting colors also. Quite the newest 
thing with the fine Fifth Avenue shop 
showing it. Best news of all the price 
is only $25 prepaid anywhere in the 
world! They guarantee a perfect fit, 
and just need height and weight to 
choose correct size and length. Checks 

to Shirlev Paine 

POTTERY 
'"PHERE is nothing more 

restful than a beautiful 
garden. Our catalog is full 
of suggestions for enhanc- 
ing the beauty of yours. 

Send 10c in stamps. 
Established 1810 

GABOWTERRA. ODTTA Cb. 
3216 WALNUT ST. PHILADELPHIA. 
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For GARDENS, lor SHRUBBERY 
and for LAWNS 

Every 

Watering Problem Solved 

by SKINNER SYSTEM of Automatic Irrigation 

Lawns, borders, shrubs, flowers, gard- 
ens, tennis courts—in fact everything 
that needs water—shows an amazing 
improvement when watered with some 
form of SkinnerSystem—overhead, con- 
cealed, buried, permanent or movable. 
Tell us what you want to water. And 
write for booklet, "Rain—for the Ask- 
ing"—now sent free. You'll read this 
booklet from cover to cover. Be sure 
to send for a copy. 

Gardens that yield the choicest of suc- 
culent summer vegetables—shrubs and 
borders that glow with life and color 
—lawns of velvety green that win the 
admiration of all who see them—enjoy 
them all with Skinner Irrigation. 
The Skinner System—for 25 years 
leader and pioneer in overhead irriga- 
tion—has in its broad range of equip- 
ment the very things that best solve 
your particular watering problems. 
Skinner Systems are used today on such 
estates as those of Rockefeller, Ford, 
Mellon, McCormick, etc. 
Yet they are no less effective 
on the lawns of less preten- 
tious homes. Even the owner 
of a small back yard, by in- 
vesting only a trifling sum, 
can enjoy Skinner Irrigation. 
THE SKINNER IRRIGATION CO., 218 Water Street, Troy, Ohio 

#imt   i&   <•>   <s?   iSr   <S» <■> at?   iS*   tS*   tS>   \S> atf ^L*-    "**J^    "*4^" ^xT"    M*1    "N^ 'N^*'    ^J*" "N^*"    -^L*' V[V 

8 
KINNER 
YSTEM 

OF* IRRIGATION. 

MADE in hand-made moulds. 
Colors are wonderful soft 

time-toned ones. Bricks look loo 
years old. Made in genuine 
Jefferson size. Takes 21 days to 
mould, dry and burn them to 
especially high heat for fireplace 
use. Each brick carefully selected 
for its purpose. 

IJour Fire Place 

Build It IPith Old 
Uirqinia Brick 
Ttlade IDai] DoiPti 
In Old Uirqini] 

Enough for average Fire- 
place costs $i8.75. F.O.B. 
Salem, Va. Packed in bar- 
rels, padded with straw. 

24 Send for circular on Fireplaces and Chimneys fljjj 

II  Old Dirqinia brick Co., Salem, Dirqinia J: 

VENETIAN STYLE 

^MIRRORS 
£non>-White Jteel 

^De Luxe Cabinet, en- 

tirely concealed by 

the beautiful etched 

mirror. The last word 

in bathroom furnishing. 

Made in three sizes. 
Ask your dealer; or write for catalogue. 

HESS WARMING &. VENTILATING CO. 
Makers of Hess Welded Steel Furnaces. 

1221 S. Western Avenue, Chicago 

You can't expect him 
to pass this 

"Intelligence Test". 

t,Kf M 

YOU GET a LOVELY FLOWER BED STARTED. THINGS are JUST 
BEGINNING tO BLOOM.  ALONG COMES a NEIGHBOR'S DOG, and 
SCRAPE! SCRATCH! EVERYTHING'S RUINED, IT TAKES something 
more THAN "NO TRESPASS" SIGNS to PREVENT SUCH INVA- 

SIONS,  THE ANSWER: ERECT DUBOIS! 

THIS is the fence for dogs—to keep them out and to keep 
them in. It works both ways, depending on your need. 

If you have a garden to protect, Dubois does it more effec- 
tively than a hedge, and with more charm and feeling than 
something of iron. It's as sight-proof as a stone wall, but 
doesn't even begin to cost as much. It is easily and quickly 
erected, requires no paint, and lasts a quarter-century and more! 

For owners of dogs, 
Dubois makes an ideal 
enclosure. It prevents 
"strays" from trying to get 
inside and start a fight, 
keeps their own dogs quiet, 
and provides cool and rest- 
ful shade without cutting 
off ventilation. 
Seclusion and shade — yet Dubois is woven 
loosely enough for free circulation of air. 

Only a sight-proofbarrier such as Dubois can 
keep your dogs undisturbed bycanineprowlers. 

Several leading fanciers 
have recently adopted 
Dubois to surround their 
kennel runs. They are en- 
thusiastic in praise of this 
particular application of 
"the world's most versa- 
tile fence." 

Made by hand in France of split, live, chestnut saplings, bound 
closely together with heavy, rust-proof Copperweld wire. Comes 
in sections 5 ft. wide, in various heights. Imported solely 
by Robert C. Reeves Company, Largest Distributors of 
Wooden Fences in America, 187 Water Street, New York. 

(Established i860) 

DUBOIS 

Woven Wood Fence 
Made in France 

Mail Coupon for Free Portfolio of ALL Dubois Uses 

ROBERT C. REEVES CO., 187 Water St., New York City 
Please send me your free illustrated Portfolio and Price List of Dubois 

Woven Wood Fence. 

Name- 

Address 

City — _State_ 
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_/jve this 

Summer on 

thelj^kter.... 

The speedy runabouts are becoming more and more popular. Here are two 
Baby Gar Scripps-powered Twenty-Eights skimming through Miami waters 

YACHTING NOTES 

by   E.   JAMES DEVINE 

WHY go through another sweltering summer, 
marocned on land?  Get a Chris-Craft and 

spend your leisure summer hours on the water. 

Take the water route to your summer home or 
favorite club. Plan delightful picnic and week-end 
trips . ♦ . camping and fishing excursions . . . 
swimming and aquaplaning parties . . . restful 
sunset rides on hot summer evenings. 

Chris-Crafting opens up innumerable cool, quiet, 
traffic-free waterways! It provides clean, safe sport 
and healthful amusement for the young folks. It 
carries you speedily, comfortably and securely 
wherever you want to go. 

Summer home activities and social engagements 
take on new meaning when there is a Chris-Craft 
to speed you there and back. Chris-Craft is as 
nimble as the family car . . . always ready to go. 
See your dealer today and let him give you a Chris- 
Craft ride. Write us for his name if you do 
not know him. 

SlOIC        SOTCA 22 to 30 Feet—30 to 45 Miles an 
10        l jU Hour—82 to 200 Horsepower. 

May we send you this booklet? 

Prospective owners may have free upon request 
a copy of the Chris-Craft catalog, containing com- 
plete descriptions of the eleven 1928 Chris-Craft 
models.  Write for your copy today. 

CHRIS SMITH & SONS BOAT CO. 
147 Detroit Road * t Algonac, Michigan 
New York Factory Branch, 153 West 31st St., at Tth Ave. 

CI) ris-Craft 

THE WORLD'S LARGEST BUILDERS OF ALL-NLAHOGANY MOTOR BOATS 

ONE of the snappiest races for 
both power and sail in New 
York waters is the New York 

Athletic Club Block Island Race 
which takes place July 14th. Block 
Island is moored some few miles 
to the nor "westward of the extreme 
eastern tip of Long Island, and along 
about sundown this bit of land gets 
fog-bound, and frequently, in the 
Block Island Race, boats encounter 
some difficulty in keeping their course. 
The distance from the starting place, 
Execution Light, to Block Island is 
100 nautical miles, and the course 
includes smooth water, choppy water 
of the Sound, and. before the island 
is reached, the racers are able to test 
their skill against ocean rolling and 
pitching. Everybody has plenty of 
fun, and the winner of the cruiser 
division of the race frequently be- 
comes the national champion, since 
the course attracts the best boats, and 
all are entered under the strictest 
qualifying rules. 

/^HEERIO, chappies! Word comes 
from England that the famous 

sportswoman, Betty Carstairs, who 
has won many international speed 
boat events, has challenged Commo- 
dore Garfield A. Wood of the Detroit 
Yacht Club, who now possesses the 
Harmsworth trophy, which he took 
from Miss Carstairs some years 
ago with his Miss America. After 
going to England and coming home 
with the prize, Commodore Wood 
has raised, so to speak, a whole 
family of Misses America, his Miss 
America II having been timed in an 
official test to make 80.567 miles an 

hour. Commodore Wood has not yet 
announced his entries. 

Miss Carstairs will enter a boat 
powered by a British-made Napier- 
Lyon motor which is said to develop 
1,000horsepower. The race will beheld 
in connection with the Detroit Yacht 
Club Regatta in early September. 

SOME interesting dope from Ira 
Hand, Secretary of the National 

Association of Boat and Engine 
Manufacturers: There are more than 
900,000 motor boats in use in the 
United States. It is estimated that 
75,000 outboard engines will be manu- 
factured in this country in 1928, be- 
sides 37,000 outboard hulls. 

It looks as though the "water 
flivver" age is about here. The popu- 
larity of this simple type of craft 
depends largely upon the fact that 
these boats may be had at a minimum 
outlay of money, they are very easily 
handled, make excellent speed, and, 
like the flivver on the street, they're 
easy to park. 

A S WE go to press it is announced 
that the 4th Annual Bear 

Mountain Handicap has been ex- 
panded into the Hudson River 
Championship Regatta. It will be 
conducted by the Colonial Yacht 
Club June 24th. In addition to the 
cruiser race to Bear Mountain for the 
Heilner trophy, and the Richardson 
and Fleetwing prizes, there will be 
held a race for fast runabouts over 
the same course for the Davidson 
trophy; also a race for express com- 
muters and the usual outboard motor 
marathon. 

MORRIS ROSENFELD 
The Margaret F III, sis;er ship of the Lura M IV, both 106-foot 
boats, designed by John II. Wells, Inc., and built, respectively, for 
L. P. Fisher and W. A. Fisher of Detroit. They were launched 

at the Robert Jacobs shipyards, City Island, N. Y., in April 
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13, HE Luders cabin 

runabout, a 42 foot day cruiser at 28 miles 

per hour, is one of the fastest combinations 

ever designed. A wonderful combination of 

superb finish, exquisite upholstery and flash- 

ing speed. 

Twenty-eight miles per hour is fast enough 

to race with the speediest commuters, costing 

many thousands more. Twenty-five miles an 

hour steady cruising is as fast as you usually 

tour by automobile, counting time out for 

meals; meals are served aboard the boat while 

underway. 

A six cylinder 53/4" bore, 6%" stroke 

Sterling Dolphin engine 290 H.P., offers the 

greatest economy in engines of this power. 

It is fully equipped with the latest in oil 

coolers, dual valves, counter-balanced crank- 

shaft, triple ignition and other important de- 

tails, designed to contribute to reliability 

and enjoyment. Some of these engines are 

now cruising their tenth year. 

Sterling Engine Company 

Buffalo, New York 



THE HOME SERVICE PAGE 

HOMEBUILDING, DECORATION, 

FURNISHINGS, HOME EQUIPMENT 

The purpose of this department is to be of service to the readers of COUNTRY LIFE. It has arranged to supply the informative 
booklets and free services that are offered by the manufacturer, the decorator, and the craftsman. Much of this helpful information 
is not accessible to the person who is building or decorating a home, or equipping a country place. The business houses listed will 
welcome an opportunity to supply this information presented in their booklets by experts in their various lines. You put yourself 
under no obligation.   Select as many as you wish, and order by number only.   Use coupon at bottom of this page. Address 

Building Service Editor, 
COUNTRY LIFE, Garden City, N. Y. 

Helpful Booklets for the Asking 

ORDER BY NUMBER ONLY, USING COUPON BELOW 

Building Materials 
1. AMERICAN WALNUT 

American Walnut Mjrs. Assn. 
2. BEAUTIFUL TILES 

Associated Tile Mjrs. 
12.     BEAUTIFUL AMERICAN GUMWOOD 

Hardwood Mjrs. Institute 
14.     COLOR IN ASBESTOS SHINGLES 

Johns-Manville, Inc. 
21.     POSSIBILITIES OF CONCRETE 

Atlas Portland Cement Co. 
25. PORTABLE HOUSES 

E. F. Hodgson Co. 
26. RADIATOR VALVES LOCKING THE DOOR 

Hoffman Specialty Co. 
83. THE CORK LINED HOUSE 

Armstrong Cork & Insulation Co. 
84. THE CONSTRUCTION OF THATCHED ROOFS 

Weatherbest Stained Shingle Co. 
IO9.    THE CHARM OF THE  SOVEREIGN WOOD 

Oak Service Bureau 
111.     DISTINCTIVE HOUSES 

Indiana Limestone 
l60.     SHINGLE STAINS 

Samuel Cabot, Inc. 
l68.     TUDOR STONE FLAGGING AND ROOFS 

Rising \3 Nelson Slate Co. 
217.     RUST PROOFED 

American Brass Co. 
219.     DURABLE DOUGLAS FIR 

West Coast Lumber Extension Bureau 
280.    THATCH SLATE ROOFS 

John D. Emack Co. 
3l8.     THE ROOF 

Ludowici-Celadon Co. 
362.    HAND WROUGHT TILES 

Batchelder-Wilson Co. 
387.     FIREPLACES OF TRUE VIRGINIA BRICK 

Old Virginia Brick Co. 
397.     BUILD WARM HOUSES 

Samuel Cabot, Inc. 
399.     BRASS PIPE & PIPING 

Bridgeport Brass Co. 
40I.    HOW TO KEEP YOUR HOUSE YOUNG 

Valentine & Co. 
404.     WALLS & FLOORS 

T^enitherm Co., Inc. 
407.     DEFYING AGE & TIME 

Wheeling Metal Mjg. Co. 
429.   FAIENCE TILES 

Krajtile Company 
435.    COLONIAL   DISTINCTION   IN   PLANK OAK 

FLOORS 
The E. L. Bruce Co. 

442.    ELO ASBESTOS PANELING 
The Beaver Products Co., Inc. 

Equipment 

28.     HELPFUL HINTS ON CHOOSING HEATERS 
The Thatcher Co. 

31. MAKING   BATHROOMS MORE ATTRACTIVE 
C. F. Church Mjg. Co. 

32. BATHROOM ARRANGEMENT 
Crane Co. 

37.     RADIATOR FURNITURE 
Schleicher, Inc. 

39.    GARBAGE INCINERATORS 
Kerner Incinerator Co. 

41.     ELECTRIC REFRIGERATION (FRIGIDAIRE) 
Delco-Light Co. 

I02.    WOVEN WOOD FENCING 
Robert C. Reeves Co. 

123.     FURNACE HEATING 
Hess Warming & Ventilating Co. 

I38.    BEAUTIFUL BATHROOMS 
Standard Sanitary Mjg. Co. 

141.     FENCES FOR PROTECTION AND BEAUTY 
Page Fence & Wire Products Assn. 

149.     THE NEW VOGUE IN AWNINGS 
Andrew Swanfeldt 

171. WARM AIR HEATING 
Kelsey Heating Company 

172. A MODERN HOUSEWARMING 
U. S. Radiator Corp. 

182. ADVENTURES IN COMFORT 
May Oil Burner Corp. 

183. MANTEL AND FIREPLACE FITTINGS 
Edwin A. Jackson t$ Bros. Inc. 

I90.     MANTELS IN CRETAN STONE 
Wm. H. Jackson Co. 

I96.    THE INSTALLATION COST OF PIPE 
The A. M. Byers Co. 

225.    WARMTH AND COMFORT CONVENIENTLY 
The Bryant Heater fcf Mjg. Co. 

235. FIREPLACE CONSTRUCTION 
H. W. Covert Co. 

236. HOME FENCES 
American Fence Construction Co. 

237. ANCHOR FENCES 
Anchor Post Iron Works 

281. COMFORT HEAT 
Bumham Boiler Co. 

282. GLASS GARDENS 
Lord & Bumham Co. 

283. GREENHOUSES AND CONSERVATORIES 
Hitchings t$ Co. 

304.     INDIVIDUAL WATER SYSTEMS 
Milwaukee Air Pump Power Co. 

3l6.     BUYING A HEATING SYSTEM 
Spencer Heater Co. 

326.     PRESERVATION OF FOOD AND HEALTH 
Iroquois Electric Co. 

332.     ELECTRIC REFRIGERATORS 
General Electric Co. 

336. INSECT PESTS INDOORS AND OUT 
Antrol Laboratories, Inc. 

337. GREENHOUSES FOR THE HOME 
King Construction Co. 

344.     STEEL CASEMENTS 
/. S. Thorn Co. 

349.    FENCES FOR EVERY PURPOSE 
Brooks Iron Works 

352. IDEAL SCREENS FOR CASEMENT WINDOWS 
Rolscreen Co. 

353. WIRE CLOTH SCREENS 
The Gilbert U Bennett Mjg. Co. 

371.    GOOD TASTE IN GOOD FENCES 
Stewart Iron Works 

392.     BRASS RADIATORS 
Rome Brass Radiator Corp. 

408.    THE ELECTRIC FURNACE MAN 
The Domestic Stoker Co. 

,|IO.     WICKWIRE SPENCER CHAIN LINK FENCES 
Wickwire Spencer Steel Co. 

417. A NATURAL DUST LAYER 
The Solvay Process Co. 

418. FENCING,   WIRE   AND   IRON,   FOR RESI- 
DENCES, ESTATES, AND PARKS 
Cyclone Fence Co. 

419. FIREPLACE UNITS 
Heatilator Co. 

420. EASY-SET KITCHEN  AND BATHROOM FIX- 
TURES 
J. II. Balmer Co. 

422. LOW COST SEWAGE DISPOSAL, 
Kaustine Company. Inc. 

423. DUMB-WAITERS AND ELEVATORS 
424. SELECTING     AN     INVALID'S ELEVATOR 

Sedgwick Machine Works 
427.    DISTINCTIVE  HAND-MADE   LIGHTING FIX- 

TURES 
Industrial Arts Shop 

430. HINTS FOR MAKING   WINDOW, DOOR AND 
PORCH SCREENS 

Wickwire Spencer Steel Co. 
431. MEDICINE CABINETS 

Hess Warming t$ Ventilating Co. 
432. METAL WINDOW CORNICES 

Hicks Gallery, Inc. 
433. ELECTRIC WIND INDICATOR 

Charles E. Lord 
436.    WROUGHT IRON THINGS 

Ye Iron Shoppe 
438. GREENHOUSES 

King Construction Company 
439. GREENHOUSES OF QUALITY 

Wm. H. Lutton Co. 
440. HOW SHALL I HEAT MY HOME? 

American Radiator Co. 
441. TYNIETOWN TOYS 

Toy Furniture Works 
446.     GUARANTEED OIL HEAT 

Petroleum Heat ts Power Co. 

Decoration and Furnishings 

44.    FABRICS THE  KEY TO SUCCESSFUL DECO- 
RATION 

Schumacher & Co. 
49.     WATERPROOF DRAPERIES 

Protexwell Corp. 
66.    THE ADVENTURE OF HOME FURNISHING 

S. Karpen l£ Bros. 

75.     COLOR—THE SECRET OF BEAUTIFUL HOMES 
Orinoka Mills 

78. WALL COVERING (SANITAS) 
Standard Textile Products Co. 

79. LINOLEUM FLOORS 
Congoleum-Nairn, Inc. 

8l.     WHAT MAKES A HOUSE A HOME 
Wallpaper Guild oj America 

IOI.     BEAUTY THAT ENDURES 
L. C. Chase 15 Co. 

151.     COLONIAL HARDWARE AND MANTELS 
Arthur Todhunter 

154.     FORGED IRON HARDWARE 
McKinney Mjg. Co. 

195.     SILHOUETTES AND THEIR FRAMES 
Foster Brothers 

198.     ETIQUETTE AND GOOD SENSE 
International Silver Co. 

201.    THE VOICE OF MUSIC 
Wurlxtzer Co. 

343.    THE VOGUE OF PLAIN, WIDE CARPETS 
C. W. Poulson & Sons Carpet Co., Inc. 

312.     WINDOWS THAT BEAUTIFY YOUR HOME 
The Chas. W. Breneman Co. 

52$.     THE LURE OF FURNITURE 
Hampton Shops 

331.     THE CARE OF FURNITURE 
Arthur S. Vernay, Inc. 

333. EARLY AMERICAN FURNITURF 
L. fcf J. G. Stickley, Inc. 

334. A NEW STANDARD OF HOME LIGHTING 
Edison Lamp Works 

550.    CORRECT PROTECTION AGAINST FIRE 
American-La France Foamite Corp. 

358.    RUGS FOR DIFFERENT ROOMS 
Ke nt- Costikyan 

360.    ON FURNISHING YOUR HOME 
John A. Colby Ejf Sons 

396.    CUSTOM MADE FURNITURE 
Stickley Brothers Co. 

402. THE ELEGANCE COLLECTION 
The Watson Company 

403. THE DINOFOLD TABLE 
Nichols y Cox Lumber Co. 

4O5.     FABRICS OF LASTING BEAUTY 
Lesher, Whitman y Co., Inc. 

412. HOME MOVIES 
Eastman Kodak Co. 

413. COLOR CLOCKS 
Wm. L. Gilbert Clock Co. 

421.    THE LUXURY OF CHIMES 
Sessions Clock Co. 

425. BEAUTIFUL FLOORS 
Ponsell Floor Machine Co. 

426. WROUGHT IRON 
E. T. Ryan Iron Works 

42S.    ILLUSTRATED BOOKLET 
Courtright House 

444.    EARLY AMERICAN REPRODUCTIONS 
C. R. Hood Studio 

BUILDING SERVICE EDITOR: 
COUNTRY LIFE, GARDEN CITY, N. Y. 

Please send, without expense or obligation to me, the following booklets. 
(Insert numbers from list) 

Name  

P. 0. Address  

State  
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WATCH 

YOUR 

STOP, 

5fl 

PLEASANT place to spend 
the night spells half the success of 
a motor trip. If you select one of 
the four great "trails" described 

below, you can 

Stop at %=5=LsJ the Sign 

of a Good Hotel 

Operated under single direction, these fa- 
mous hostelries give the utmost in accom- 
modations at moderate rates. The standard 
of one is the standard of ail. 

Hotels in the United System 
The ROOSEVELT New York City 
The BENJAMIN FRANKLIN Philadelphia 
The OLYMPIC Seattle. Wash. 
The BANCROFT Worcester. Mass. 
The ROBERT TREAT Newark. N. J. 
The ALEXANDER HAMILTON 

Patcrson. N. J. 
The STACY-TRENT 
The PENN-HARRIS 
The TEN EYCK 
The ONONDAGA 
The ROCHESTER 
The SENECA 
The NIAGARA 
The LAWRENCE 
The PORTAGE 
The DURANT 
The PRESIDENT 
EI CONQUISTADOR* 

Trenton. N. J. 
Harrishure. Pa. 
Albany. N. Y. 

Syracuse. N. Y. 
ester. N. Y. K 

Niagara Falls, N. Y. 
Erie. Pa. 

Akron. Ohio 
Flint. Michigan 

Kansai City. Mo. 
Tucson. Ariz. 

IN CANADA 
The MOUNT ROYAL Montreal 
KING EDWARD HOTEL Toronto 
ROYAL CONNAUGHT Hamilton 
The CLIFTON Niagara Falls 
The PRINCE EDWARD Windsor 
The ADMIRAL BEATTY  Saint John. N. B. 

* Opening November. 1928 

The Four Great 

United Trails 

Send today for descriptive leaflets with large main 
route maps of these fascinating motor tours: 

X. A Trail of Two Countries — Front 
Salem, Mass. to Saint John. New Brunswick. 

X. hoof-the-Lakes Trail — Circline Lake 
Erie and Lake Ontario to Montreal. 

3« Hudson  Valley-Montreal   Trail — 
From New York to Montreal. 

4- Blue and Gray Trail—Front New York 
through Pennsylvania ami Virginia. 

UNITED 

HOTEL/ 

COMPANY OF AMERICA 

Executive Offices: 25 West 45th St., New York 
Affiliated AMERICAN HOTELS CORPORATION 

Round the World 

$1250 and UD 

Here are the trips that hold 
all the lure of the ancient East. 
They include the strange and 
enchanting playgrounds of 
the world. 

$600 Yokohama and return. 
Sail from Los Angeles or San 
Francisco for Japan via Hono- 
lulu, returning direct toSeattle. 
Or reverse your itinerary. 

$692 Shanghai and return. 
Sail from Seattle for Yokoha- 
ma, Kobe and Shanghai, re- 
turning via Honolulu to San 
Francisco or Los Angeles. Or 
the reverse if you choose. 

$ 12 5 0 Round the World. 
Sail from Los Angeles or San 
Francisco via Honolulu or 
from Seattle direct to Japan, 
China, Manila, Malaya,Ceylon, 
India, Egypt, Italy, France, 
New York and Boston. 

You may embark for any of 
these trips from New York, 
going to the Orient via Hava- 
na, Panama and California at 
small extra fare. You see the 
wonderful PacificCoast as well. 

All fares include meals and 
accommodations aboard ship. 

Unique Stopover Privileges 
Stopover where you like for 

one week or longer. You con- 
tinue on a similar ship in iden- 
tical accommodations. Like a 
cruise on a private yacht. 

Palatial President Liners are 
broad ofbeam, steady and com- 
fortable. They are luxuriously 
appointed. Outside rooms with 
beds, not berths. Spacious 
decks. A swimming pool. 

The dining service has won 
the unbounded praise of world 
travelers. 

A sailing every week from 
Los Angeles and San Francisco, 
every two weeks from New 
York via Havana and Panama. 

A sailing every two weeks 
from Seattle. A sailing every 
two weeks from Naples, Genoa 
and Marseilles for New York 
and Boston. 

Plan now to visit these most 
interesting lands in all the world. 

Complete information from any steamship or railroad ticket agent or 

Dollar Steamship Line 

American Mail Line 

25 AND 32 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 
604 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK, N. Y. 
101 BOURSE BLDG., PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
177 STATE ST., BOSTON, MASS. 
110 SOUTH DEARBORN ST., CHICAGO, ILL. 
514 W. SIXTH ST., LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 
ROBERT DOLLAR BLDG., SAN FRANCISCO 

DIME  BANK BUILDING, DETROIT 
UNION TRUST BLDG., CLEVELAND, OHIO 
152 BROADWAY, PORTLAND, OREGON 
21 PIAZZA DEL POPOLO, ROME, ITALY 
11  BIS RUE SCRIBE,  PARIS, FRANCE 
22 EILLITER STREET, B. C. 3, LONDON 
4TH AT UNIVERSITY, SEATTLE, WASH- 

SAN MATEO COUNT? 
FREE LIBRARY 

Rrf-woo» CITY, CAL. 
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THE QUALITY CROUP MAGAZINES 

EACiZSI, THE 60LDE5 BOOS «J WOSHTS WORt ^ n 1 

:-; ;:-     r:.   . . ■ ;::      . : - 
Far space ad rates ■ «■? ■ iiitaslr ■* a 

WHEH-TO-GO BtliiC, he, 8 Beacaa Street peshny ■ 
LOS ANCELES CAL. 

HOTEL CLARK "        LO/ ANCELW 
NORTH ASBUHYEARA.N.I 

htTTTsTTLLWF11 

ST. HELENA — yapoleon's prison 
island in mid-Atlantic — unknoscn 
to other cruise* and rarely visited 
by steamers — is on the roilte of the 

Ravmond -'WTiiteomI) 

Round Africa Cruise 

Dakar in Senegal, and Freetown 
in Sierra Leone Capetown and Hhiteh South Africa 

Durban—>atal—Madagascar Zanzibar—Mombaaa—Nairobi 
The BLe Game Country of Kenya 

Colony in British East Africa 
The Sudan and E^ypt 
jf. With trip* to Victoria Falls, 
Kimberley and it* Diamond 
Mine*, Cecil Rhodes' Tomb in 
the Matopo Hill* of Rhodesia? 
the Mountain* of the Moon, the 
head-rater* o f the tfiMm and 
Khartoum., capital of the Sudan 

T~e cr'v cr_-.se cercim prl_r___r.-7 to 
rJr.zz. ss. i zr.t c z.'.y A::, lis. _r_:;e : J 

Rate*, $1250 and upward 

ru 4 2.C Fca FDUH 

ANNUYS HOTEL 
A        LOS ANGELES 

Season 
JUNE 

to 
SEPT 

■ rr-ww;,:!-; JOQ. 
AJU8KAS PU-f 

SLA B ATHS. 60LF. 
A LA CARTE 
GRILL ROO* 

Use Betort HUel ■*■ ' Pri-ilM*i*t 
DIRECTLY ON THE OCEAN 

Every mc-derri appointment, 
convenience and service 

Externtve improvement* fof 
season of 19ZS 

NEW HAMPSHIRE 

MAKE TOUB SUMM£S   HOME AT 
BAY VIEW HOUSE • 
Here old friends meet, Den 

■ " ■   Wr.:e : 

Send for Booklets on 

CRUISES-TOURS 

Mediterranean Cruise 
c Si.: -s ::,       ca me 
the xamcus Mediterranean dies and 
great ports, fer>f G> th 
ita/r, Malta, Cyprus ai 

r_:ss, $1--jar 
HdjLand, 

d Dalwatia. 
ittp 

Land Cruises in America 

Ravmond & WMtcomb Co. 

AHdre** Inquiries to 
H.Publieitv Btrrea 
6 PARK STREET 
CONCORD, N.H. 

COLORADO 
LONGS PEAK INN A SYNONYM FOR VACATION 

HUN CARY 
The Where-To-Go system tMhocs the people " comprint/! t '--e cream of all Travel prospects] — »K 

Omr adcertitert scute mo money is presenttno' their imntoUtons to people who cannot accepts 

(The %X. Charles 
New Orleans 

One of Americas Leading Hotek 
MHBSjmtCBJML rVoprieton 

Qi—Munich—Berlin, don't tail to vi 
BUDAPEST 

PEARL OF THE DANUBE 

:       '.. • 'ice, Hungary 
i the tourist bureara. 

Department of Travel and 

Resort Information 

This department is for Country Life's readers who 
desire information regarding travel and resorts. 

Booklets listed below will be sent free of charge. 
Order by number only using the coupon at the bot- 
tom of page 106. 

HATER TRIPS 
Amserican MaU Lime' 

3S1 II TOOTS to the Orient. R/xir.d the Pacific, and Sand the W;rii 
Canadian Pacifc 8 J. *'i Mediterranean Cruise—S.   S.   Empress  of  Snttaal  leaving ■* Sew York February 4th, 1929 3 Travel SoSBeitiaBa 325 Bound the World—S.S.   Emprcz! ti  Anttralia leaving Sew York December 1. 1923 32S Foundation Facta For Tom- Trip to Europe SSI South America-Africa Cruise—S.S. Empress sf Fremee leaving Sew Tort January 22, 1929 
Prist C. Clsrt 

Mediterranean Cruiae—S.S.  TVaqlwaM. kariae Sew York Januarr 3*. 1929 ZT1 Around the World—S.8.  C«Ied»»i«   Leaeei N>« York Jan- uary IS. 1929 Themes Coot i ->,• 
2*3 Kiamiallaiul Tours. 1923 2 •5 4 European Air Travel Csmtri Line' 3?3 Around  the   World Cruise—S.   S.   Frmsmmi*  leaving Xei York Januarr 15th. 1929 r?4 Canard Bcdget Plan for European Travel Dtilsr Steamship Line' 23 Bond     «■■»* Tours .4 B:.ni  :r-   Wrrli  -.-  n-    :   :r.e   Orw.-.- — Ei.— :   and vte Mediterranean: leaves New York every two weeks 25 California, via Havana and the Panama Canal 2* Betorn from Europe via Mediterranean—The New Boole 27 President liners Presses- B-llvrse Jtsrt SIS The Mediterranean French Line* 34 To Plymouth in England by way of the French lane Steaaaeis 35 Snfren—The Family Ship 

Hrmlnrg-American Line' T? Across the Atlantic 2 43 The New S.S. Aer Yerr :2S Around the World Cruise—S.S- Beaafate, leaving New York January 7. 1929 ! 0 T:.ri--. Trirr C-l'.r. IJI European Tours 
Hsileni Ameriec Line* 41 Unll.it tfii| ■ Line 
Internvtionnl Mercantile Marine 226 Europe for All SSI Travel Map of Europe 2 39 The Magnificent Trio 29* And So She Sailed for ruinpi 
Itnlin Line* 259 Special Winter Voyages to the Mediterranean—1923 
Lsmspsrt * BtU 272 To South America 
Lot Angela 8.S. Ca. 331 Hawaii direct from Los Angelet 332 Personally Conducted Tours to Hawaii 
U»p4 Svivudt' 59 Genoa 51 S.S. Cmte DHKOUM 52 S.S. Cmwte Verde 53 S.S. C'ente Rsnm 
Matsvn Line* Hi Hawaii 
Xerioari'W Generele Italian*:' 372 Answer the Call of Italy 373 S.S. CnUmU 374 as. Rents 375 S.S. Dnilin 37C Motoring Through Italy in Your Car 
Aorta German lisp* 

53 Transatlantic Travel Deluxe 59 XImem:hen—The Latest One Cabin Liner 292 Stnttaart—One Cabin. Tourist Third Class, and 3rd dass 293 Dresden—One Cabin. Tourist Third Cabin, and 3rd class Panama Pacifc Lime SI Coast to Coast 62 Around and Across Asaerira 29 4 The New California Taited Frail Campanp* I  2SI Fifteen Day Tour to British West Indies I  2S1 Twenty-fo-ir Day Caribbean Cruises I  29S The Great White Fleet I  S9T Cruises o'er the Golden Caribbean Ward Line 3 34 Mexico for the Tourist 

1 

CRUISES-TOURS TRAVEL-TOURS TRAVEL-TOURS 

SOUTH 

ERIC 
via I1\\A\A and Direct 
18 Day, to 3 Months 
Sailings Every- Tico Weeks 

HE famous " Santa "fleet including new motors hi Santa Maria and Santa Bar- ira offer fascinating tours via Havana or rect. PANAMA 18 davs—1256. PEEC 32 dav3-f4£6. PEP.U—CHILE—4^ CUTS &&. 'AEOCSD SOCTH AAEEEICA—60 davs—?7S5. Excellent Ail-Year Climate. 
For Booklets TM address 
GRACE LINE 

10 Hanover Sq. New York 

cor^ianoay 
(30000 ISLANDS) 

5o0 

cse WA'i 

Scenic Criiscs tc — ] 

? CALIFORNIA' 

A comb- 
Recreation and Sig 
;e.nec: ' v - r _ .   . ~   .; —v.- ' " :Mackinac 
Island, Parry Sd. Can., Detroit, Cleve- 
land, Chicago and Buffalo — a iS.'. C2V 
to gaze in wonder at NIAGARA FALLS 
—rr.= Tr^r:d; grt^:—: ci:iriru 

nation of Rest, 
xtir.z. A cruise 

L»9C1E eSEtes- T ■a Canal with visits in 
A- -   r. ffsa:- :"r r. -       L:cie K«ri ne  poiou and back. 

The Big OU-Baming White Liners 

North American & South American 

iE£ " i   b-i: A- p.:-:'t Booties E on reapest- Frt jKC . • ."'       N'evr I . or Sa* Francisco and Los AngeOts. 
PANAMA MAIL S. S. CO 10 EanQTer >^^are, Sew Tcrk 

up 
FClND 
TWF : 

H ATEF, 
1 "^^"-J 

enter into the gaii 
igs cttri-g season. 

Ticket Call or write for pamphlet at any Rj OfSce or Tourist Agency or 
W H. BLACK. Traffic Mgr. W.E. BROWT), Geal AgE 

110 W. Aiaai St, Qacago, B.    13 S. DrrisioQ SL,BofialoJi.T. 

mencan 

293 
299 
93 
32 

1*3 239 
352 353 354 355 35C 
194 195 199 119 231 278 279 289 
125 12S 131 133 134 391 393 393 394 395 39C 
234 235 237 
239 241 

L\ND TRIPS—A 
Canadian Pacifc Bp. 

Pacific Coast Tours Taos. Coot t Soot Ca::- i Hawaii Dollar Steamship Line* Bound America Tours Frank Toarist Co.* Ir. :-:-r        ±---e\ ir. Anrria aTavawrad a Whiteomi' Land Cruises to California Land Cruises in America Sorts Pacifc BaOsrans* 2.9*9 miles of Startling Beauty Yellowstone National Park Banier National Park D.ii Bar.:. Alaska 
Boot Island Rdrat' Colorado via Bock Island All Expense Tours Pi I lull I   CofuvoctMi Tnors to Colorado < On Your Way to California California, the Golden State C :: raE   _:.a-: :n T-r.).:ise S'c-- Golden State Route to Southern California A map that talks The De Luxe Golden State Ltd. Soutaera Pacifc Lime*' California ap-*** Trail of Arixona . .      P.- T- ar California for Tourist V:.r~::e < ."a_:r._ Iflari Crater Lake Sunset Bone Oregon Outdoors Seouoia Nat'L Park Outdoor Life in the Sierra rain Pacifc Bp*.' Death Valley Along the Colon Pacific System Sana national Park, Bryce Canyon, and North River Grand Canyon Calif omia YsU. •.-'...".i Na:i -.1 Park 

LEND TRIPS^F oreirrn 
American Bfpres* Ca. 

339 The American Traveler in Europe 
Amerop Travel Service, Inc. 

341 Independent Tours to Germany 
Canadian Pacifc RaUraps* 335 Canadian Folk Song and Handicrafts Festival 357 Twenty-four hour motor Detour 353 Seeing the Canadian Pacific Rockies 

•Country Life Advertiser 
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Paint Your Grounds 

in Dashing Colors 

Let Nature, the Master Painter, 
color your grounds in the shades 
and hues of flowers. 
Irises will give life and beauty 
to your surroundings and in- 
crease your joy of living. Spe- 
cial collection offers—free Iris 
catalog. 

Landscape with Approved 

PEONIES 

The Peony 
is the 
"Flower of 
the North." 
Hardy, 
beautifully 
varied color 
range. Ap- 
proved Pe- 
onies are the 
best varie- 
ties—the ones we recommend 
to our friends. Approved Peony 
roots are most reliable—mature 
stock thoroughly tested out in 
our own plantings. 

Free booklet on Peonies 
Tells how to grow peonies. What, 
where and when to plant, how to 
fertihre and how to obtain the finest 
flowers. Write today for your free 
copy. 

INDIAN SPRING FARMS, inc. 
Box M Baldwinsville, N. Y. 

By the new luxurious 
sister ships 

CONTE GRANDE 
June 30—Aug. 4—Sept. 8 

CONTE BIANCAMANO 
July 21—Aug. 25—Sept. 29 

"DOTH these liners are the last 
word in ocean-going magnif- 

icence and offer the utmost in re- 
finements to satisfy the discrimin- 
ating tastes of that exclusive 
clientele which has learned to ac- 
cept Lloyd Sabaudo service as the 
highest standard of Trans-Atlantic 
travel comfort. 

LLOYD SABAUDO LINE 

3 State Street, New York 

S^C.F.WASSENBERG^ 
7 »,fv> 

833  PEONYflmi IMS ^ FARMS 
VAN WBRSJOHIO. 

Headquarters for the 
choicest varieties and rich- 
est colorings. America's 
loveliest gardens contain 
peonies and irises from 
Wassenberg Farms. Write 
for our new catalog. Was- 
senberg prices are low— 
your satisfaction is guar- 
anteed. 

WASSENBERG 
PEONY and IRIS FARMS 

Dept. 287 Van Wert, Ohio 

T3H 
HOTEL-RESQRT-<fc.-TRAVEL.- DEPARTMENT 

CONTINUFD 
CRUISES-TOURS 

BELCENLANL 
Lanje/t and finest liner 
ever to circle the globe 

Satifirom NEW YORK 
DECEMBER 17,1928 
Follcwinq the fun N 
to 84 Gtier 
throughout the World "O^v- 

Overasix-times- 
tried and proved itin- erary . You reach Europe 

in the S] rinj; and may stop 
over and return homefrom 
a North European port. 

\[^M/ Literature now available. 

REDyjARLINE 
in cccpenttfcn with 

AMERICAN   EXPRESS COMPANY Red Star Line, No. 1 Broadway. New York; American Express Company, 65 Broadway; or 

19 DAY CRUISES 
HAVANA ^-^ND 

The Pacific Steam Navigation Co. 26 Br"adway, N. Y.. or your local travel a^ent 

MAINE 
LiKEKOUT FARM IJVX AND CAM PS, Kangelcy Lakes, Maine Where comfort, service & best food, in a scenic woods country, make a real vacation. Fishing, boating, bathing, riding, golf. Write C. R. Tobie, Rangeley, or Where-To.Oo. 8 Beacon St., Boston. 

MASSACHUSETTS 

HOTEL 
PURITAN 

ijs 390 Commonwealth Ave. Boston 
ZXjumtshinqs.service atmosphere and 

rales make this Distinctive Boston House one of 
the most homelike and attractive city hotels in 
the world Send for our booklet with its auide 
loBoston and historic vicinity A.P.ANDREWS Hqr 

Trails? 
qfftAe£eaten path of travel 

Cairo to the Cape 
through  Africa   hy rail, 
etc a in cr and  motor — 

from Netv York Jan. 4 
Mediterranean, Egypt, 
Soudan, Uganda, Kenya, 
Tanganyika, UelgianCongo, 

V Union S.Africa, Cape Town, / 
p\ Madeira, Southampton. ^L, 

Suleiman's Empire 
from New York Feb. 16 

Mediterranean, Egypt, 
Palestine, Syria, Baghdad, 
Ruins of Babylon, 
Damascus, Baalbek, 
Constantinople, Athens, 
Belgrade, Buda Pesth, / 
Vienna, Paris, etc, / 

The Middle East 
from New York Nov. 21 

Ceylon, India, Kenya 
Colony,   Uganda, Nubia, 

i    Soudan,  Egypt   and   the / 
\  Mediterranean. / 

New Way Around The 
World 

from New York Jan. 9 
South Seas, New Zealand, 
Australia, Java, Straits 
Settlements, Siam, Indo- 
China, Formosa, China, 
Japan, Manchuria — Trans- i 

\   Siberian Rail to Europe. / 

Round The World— 
Eastbound 

from New York Nov. 17 
Europe, Mediterranean, 
Ceylon, India, Burma, 
Malaya,   Siam, Cochin 
China, Java, Sumatra, 

V China, Japan. J 
South America 

from New York Jan. 17 • Feb. 14 
West and East Coast with 
Highlands of Peru, etc. 

Booklets on request 

CRUISES-TOURS 

5 the 
marvelous 

P4N 4N4 
C4N4L 

en route to 

CALIFORNIA 
Enm'ne arklli ■ Ha 

cm, 

world. Seespa Caribbean Metropolis. Cool breezes all the way. Reduced summer rates NOW. Fortnightly sailings. Larg- est, fastest ships. ApplyPass. Dept., No. 1 Broad- way, New York, or agents. 

reatlMeS.Canadb 
California—North West^Parks—Europe- Bermuda — Steamer —Rail — BUB—Hoti 1B, Tickets anywhere. Send for Booklets. 

sUlYERSALTOUJU, 

TRAVEL AGENCY' 
359 FoltonStreet, BROOKLYN. N.T. 

46 W. 40 St., N. Y. C. Foreign Travels Inc. 
When vrlttno to these odrerilsrrs trill you please mention   The   W herc-to-go Bureau? 

Hotel Aspinwall 
LENOX, MASS. 

In the beautiful Berkshhes 
June 23d to October 15th 

TOY TOWN TAVERN 
Winchendon, Massachusetts COLF. Write for information 

ESS 
OURS 

ROUND the WORLD 
in the season 

Westbound Oct. 12,from San Francisco 

A Six Months Tour on which 
you really see the world 

Two months of luxurious cruising; 
four months of thrilling land travel 
through the Orient; 3,000 miles by 

motor through the Tropics 
Small escorted party 

First Class throughout 
Send for booklet 

JAPAN IN AUTUMN 
The Coronation Festivals 

Tours sail in Aug. and Oct. 
Send for booklet 

lEMPLE^ft»IOURS' 
447-B Park Sq. Building, Boston 

New York   Chicago Washington 
San Francisco 

ADIRONDACK MTS. N. Y. 
A REAL RESTFUL VACATION On a chicken and d:itry farm in center of most beautiful, scenic and historical part of the Adiron- dacks. All modern comforts of a city home 'mid ev- ergreen forests and sparkling brooks, also modern furnished cottages. Elec Its., running water, bath- ing, fishing. Reasonable rates, day, week or season. Main highway. Write for descriptive booklet. B> L.Brown, IEoaring Brook, Klizahethtown, N.T. 
^T^fl^^W *n t-h* Adlrondaeks—Clemons, N.Y. 
AJ^1^\    For adults. Congenial group. Com- ■ UU    fortablefloored tents. Excellentfood. Mm    _  Swimming, canoeing. Booklet, Dr. Martha Tracy, N. E. Cor. 17th ^^m^^   & Locust St.. Philadelphia, Pa. 

EUROPE, $7 
Write for <i.»>k 701 ranions ALLEN PLAN Tonr«. ALLEN TOI RS, Inc., 154 Bovlston St., Boston 

SOUTH AMERICA 
Finest Ships—Fastest Time 

FORTNIGHTLY sailings from 
New York for Rio de Janeiro, 
Montevideo and Buenos Aires. 

IUIIINCAKI STEAMSHIP LINES UHJUH 67WallSt.,NewYork 
MiWAWK A modern Adirondack hotel urifiYv    offeriug a wi(je range of 

dkCoitanes sports and amusements. C. M. T.ONITSTAFF. OLD FORGE. N. Y. 
Where-To-Go for Aug. closes July 1 

CANADA  

TRAVEL ACCESSORIES 

NORTHERN ONTARIO 
TIMAGAMI ZftPSLSftS A North Woods Bunjalow Camp in heart of 'our mil. lion acres of virgin forest. 1.502 Lakes. Erery com- fort Wonderful fishing. Boating, Ilathlng, „nd Hiking. 1 nis:lit from Toronto. Bkt. Mr. WILSON, Wabi-Kon P O.. Lake Timagami, No. Ontario, Can. 
OJIBWAY HOTEL 

Picturesquely situated on a 
pine covered island in Georgian liay. Ex- cellent l'ike, Pickerel, Bass,.Miiskellum;e fishing. Tennis, boating, swimming. Un- surpassed fur Hay Fever. . Write lor booklet to H. C. Davis, Manager. Ojibway Island, Ontario 

TRAVEL COMFORT 
Gives positive relief, preventing 
all symptoms of distress from 
Sea, Train, Autoor Airsickness. 

Jjc. & $1.50 at Drug Stores 
or direct on receipt of price 3 

The Mothersill Remedy Co., New York 

Acouchiching TE MAG AM I Lamp 
Rustic cabins in virgin forests. Wonderful fishing. Hundreds of lakes. Every comfort. Booklet. Good meals and service, 

J. R. McCONNELL 
Temagami        ::        Ontario, Canada 

WHERE-TO-GO DEPARTMENTS ARE welcomed everywhere to the reading tables of tlie best homes in N.America. These mapazines unde- niably exert the most powerful influence upon every member of the families where their advice is habitually sought and are on the reading tables of I highest class Homes, Clubs. Public Libraries and j Chambers of Commerce, promoting inclination to I travel'among the very finest class of prospects. 

TRAVEL 
BY AIR 
IN EUROPE 

There's a record behind the British 
line  to   Europe   and   the East. 

IMPERIAL AIRWAYS 
LTD., 

578,Madison Avenue, New York City, 
or any travel agency. 

MEDITERRANEAN 
ss "Transylvania" sailing Jan. 30 
66 days, $600 to $1750 

Clark's 25th cruise, including Madei- 
ra, Canary Islands, Morocco, Spain, 
(Granada) Algiers, Malta, Athens, 
Constantinople, 15 days Palestine and 
Egypt, Italy, Riviera, Havre, (Paris), 
Glasgow. Europe stop-over. Includ- 
ing hotels, guides, motors, eta 
9th World Cruise (Westward) 
Jan. 16; 110 days, $1000 to $2500 

Expect about 550 tourists 
F. C CLARK, Times BIdg., N. Y. 

NEW YORK 
Hotel St. James N

TiK Midway between Fifth Avenue and Broadway. An hotel of quiet dignity, having the atmosphere and appointments of a well-conditioned home. Much favored by women traveling without escort. 3 min- utes' walk to 40 theatres and all best shops. Rates and booklet on application.     W» JOHSSON'QUJNH 
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the reader* of the 
noodllv- are calle-i im unoK American 

re will lw in th« aom* 
its who ha»e precisely 

Conaidm—majcm »r« y«nr <miirujr^ tucceva 
Please state yenr c-esirrs plainly and write to 

T\e WTier«-to-50 Bareaa, S Beacon Street. Boston 

Where-To-Go forms close promptly at 
noon on Ufce first day of every month. 

"SOUTH 

AMERICA! 

BARBADOS—RIO DE JANEIRO 
MONTEVIDEO—BUE-NOS AIRES 

S-S-VOLTAIRE, VANDYCK. 
VAUBAN & VESTR1S 

All outside rooms—Wide promenade decks 

LAMPORT & HOLT LINE 
26 Broadway, N. Y or local agent 

WHERE-TO-GO pages are read by families who afford and always desire the best of every- thing. Serea tush, c'u^s magazines present these departments, featuring a large rartety of 
Ha cel. Resort and Travel invitations every month in the yea.-. They are the sign boards 
of clients whose success has been won by the excellence of their enterQunment offerings and 
their high standine. Our departments undeniably exert the most 
helpful influence upon eTery member of the families where their advice is habitually sought 
and plana made accordingly. 
E^nurmbrrr—*ma■ co-py is Big in Where-To-€Q 

For roace and rates please write direct to 
The Where-to-g'J Bureau, S Beacon Street, 

Wbere-To-Go covers monthly the U.S. 
income tax payers on $5,000 and over. 

franks l A Cruise De luxe 4 
pew 

Sailing 
from New York 
Jan. 29, 1929 

66 Glorious Days! 

Mysterious Egypt, fascinating Africa, the Holy Land, 
beautiful Madeira, gay Seville, Granada with its Alhambra, 
mighty Gibraltar, ancient Cadiz, Algiers, Biskra, Timgad, 
Tunis^ Malta, Dardanelles, Constantinople, Bosphorus, 
Athens, Dalmatian Coast, Cattaro, Cettinje, Ragusa, 
Venice, Florence, Rome, Naples, Messina, Taormina, 
Syracuse, Palermo, Monte Carlo, France, England. 

Exclusively chartered palatial S-S. "Scythia" 
Cunard Line's finest first-class cuisine and service 
Membership limited to 390 guests—halt capacity 

This Cruise is the Annual Mediterranean 
cla^c.    The very comprehensive itinerary, 
visiting practically every port cf historic and 
romantic interest;   the unusually large and 
comfortable cabins of the "Scythia"—all with 
hot and cold ranning water—the suites and 
private baths, the spacious decks, the passenger 
elevators and the reasonable rates, all combine 
to offer the most attractive of all Cruises to 
the Mediterranean. 

Free Stop-over in Europe, including re- 
turn by S.S. "Berengaria," "Aquitania," 
"Mauretania" or any Cunard steamer. 

Early Reservation Advisable 

Travel Service Throughout 
EUROPE 

We suggest routes, steamers, trains, hotels, 
etc., and secure all reservations in advance. 

FRANK TOURIST CO. 
m  542 Fifth Ave., New \erk 

Philadelphia, 1729, Locust Sc. Chicago. 17? No. Michigan Ave. 
Boston. 53 Devonshire St. 

San Francisco. 20 Geary St.      Los Angeles, 7^6 So. Broadway 

ZEIXT TELESCOPE/- 

greatly enhance the pleasures of 
country life. Models for clubs, 

estates and manors. 
Liorrarure: on retjuest 

CARL ZEISS. INC. 
485 Fifth Avenue. New York 
723 So. H-JI Street. Los Angeles 

251 337 
138 137 133 139 IK 
141 142 303 31)9 111 

311 312 313 314 
193 233 315 
3S6 387 3« 389 390 391 Ml 393 11 I 39S 396 397 399 399 499 

Cemrluded from ptif/e 104 
LAND TRIPS-Foreign continued 

Cvmtrd Line* To and Through Great Britain 
Daimler Hire, Ltd. 

Automobile Hire Abroad 
Franco Belgique Tours 

Europe by Motor 
Frank Tourist Co.* 

Europe for the Independent Traveler Tours to Europe. 1928 
French Line* 

France Paris of Spires and Towers North African Motor Tours Across North Africa The  Magic  of Islam—Algeria.  Tunisia.  Morocco   (FrenchI The Desert Across the Desert Morocco—Sunlit-Exotic-Oriental Tunisia Algeria Morocco 
German Tourist Information Office* 

Traveling in Beautiful Germany Berlin and Potsdam The Rhine Munich—The Bavarian Alps 
Hamburg-American Line* 

Ireland Germany France British Isles European Tours 
The Sortceaian Gov't. Rys. 

Vilsingland Vacations Norway What You See from the Train In Norway Three Towers 
Raymond 4 Whitcomb* 

Europe—192 8 Guide to European Travel Motor Travel in Europe Swis.t Federal Railways Tourist  Map of Switzerland Switzerland—The Tourist s Paradise The Electric St. Gotlhard Line Vevey The Grisons St. Moritz Illustrated Guide to the Berneil Olierland Geneva Lausanne-Oucby Montana Lucerne Valais Lotschberg Health Resorts of Switzerland The Sun Cure 
LNTTED STATES TERRITORIES 

ALASKA i 12 Alaska and the Yukon HAWAII 
Hawaii Tourist Bur-au* 134 Tourfax 1*5 The Story of Hawaii 

159 205 253 31S 274 347 
402 403 404 

343 344 345 349 
379 3 80 381 403 40(S 407 
408 409 410 411 412 413 414 

HOTELS and RESORTS American 
Southern California Year Round Vacation Land Supreme* Del Monte Hotel. Del Monte. Calif.* Glen Springs Hotel. Watkins Glen. N. Y. The Alexander. Los Angeles. Calif. The General Ogelthorpe. Savannah. Ga. • 

United Hotels  Company of America* The Roosevelt—New York City Benjamin Franklin—Philadelphia The Olympic—Seattle. Wash. 
HOTELS and RESORTS—Foreign 

German Tourists Information Bureau' German Hotel Guide German Spas and Watering Places The Black Forest—Garden Wurttemberg Golf in Germany 
Canadian Pacific Railways 

Lake Windermere Bungalow Camp Resorts in the Canadian Pacific Rockies Hotel Algonquin. St. Andrews. Canada Banff Springs—Banff. Alta. Chateau Lake Louise—Lake Louise. Alta. Emerald Lake Chalet—Emerald Lake United Hotels* The Mount Royal—Montreal King  Edward  Hotel—Toronto Royal  Connaught—Hamilton The Clifton—Niagara Falls The Prince Edward—Windsor The Admiral Beatty—Saint John. N. B. Hotel Cecil—London 
TRWEL ACCESSORIES 

Abercrombie 4 Fitch 206 Luggage 
American Express Co, 343 Travelers Checks 
Bell 4 Howell* 

20 7 Filmo Cameras 
Benson 4 Hedges 

203 Cigarettes. Cigars, and Smoking Accessories 
Dean's 209 Week-end Boxes of Cake 210 Bon Voyage Boxes 
Eastman Kodak Co.* 

211 Cine Kodaks 212 List of Eastman Kodak Branches throughout the World 
Hartmann* 

213 Trunks 
Revelation Suitcase Co. 

214 Revelation Suitcases W.  IT. Winship* 215 Winship Wardrobe Trunks 

Department of Travel and Resort Information 
Country Life, 24-4 Madison Ave., New York City 

Please send, without obligation on my part, the following booklets. (Insert numbers from list.) From Foreign Countries, except Canada, enclose 10c in stamps. 

Name   
P. O. Address 
State   July 

"Country Life Advertiser 
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yt»S^wh^th^mavrf«^n "AM %*£T a.dv«t»em«"S.   It will insure vour getting the best possible service.   We will send to readers any es^ Address C. lurcher. Manager, POULTRY DIRECTORY, COUNTRY LIFE . 

PEAFOWL 

New York 

Snow White Peafowl 
Indian Blue Peafowl 
Green iSpecifer) Java Peafowl 
Pied {Blue and White) Peafowl 
Japanese Black Shouldered Peafowl 

Swans, Cranes, Wild Ducks, Wild Geese, Parrots, Can- 
aries, Storks, Pheasants, Quail and all other game birds, 
ornamental birds. Fancy Pigeons and Doves. 
Elk, Deer, Buffalo and other park animals. Silver 
Foxes, Squirrels, Mink, Odorless Skunks and other fur- 
bearers.   Persian Cats, and Dogs of all Breeds. 
Animals for Country Estates, Parks and Aviaries. In- 
formation and lists 25c; price lists for the asking. 

HORNE'S ZOOLOGICAL ARENA CO. 
Dept. C. L., Kansas City, Mo. 

Barred   Plymouth Rocks 

First Pii/.e Pen Pullet 
(Bred and Raised by usl 

Four Firsts, Four Seconds, 
Three Third Prizes, besides 
other Awards have been won by 
us at a single Madison Square Garden show. 

Highest Grade Breeding and 
Exhibition Birds For Sale- 
New York Winners and Birds 
bred from Winners. 
Ever; 1st. We Competed For. New lock Show. 1925. 1926, and 2 lsts. 1927 

Illustrated Circular Free 
BRADLEY BROS. 

Box 811, Lee, Massachusetts 

r PARKS S BARRED BOCKS -> 
America's oldest and greatest laying strain of Barred Rocks. 313-32.1 and 325 eggs in 1 year—MS eggs in 148 days—Laying at 113 days. Customers' profits $8.09 per hen. Winners in 2a contests. 

Parks Strain—the strain of Quality that is protected by a U. S. registered trademark, has outlived hundreds of other strains because it is founded on high normal layers instead of a few phenomenal producers.   Get free catalog and latest prices. 
J. W. PARKS & SONS Box 11, Altoona, Pa. 

Country Lifts Poultry Directory carries the 
advertising of only the most reliable breeders. 

Rustic Bird Houses made of the sweet smelling Jersey Cedar. 
Any three for $5.00. You need not confine choice to one set. 
At the same price you may order all three alike. Weight of 
3 is 10 lbs. Please include for Parcel Post if wanted that way. 
CRESCENT CO. "BIRDVILLE," Toms River P. O., N. J. 

GOLD FISH 
Imported Japanese, Chinese 

and American fancy fish: Vari- 
ous aquarium plants. We 
manufacture artistic, durable 

aquariums suitable for beautiful homes, conservatories, 
lawns, etc. We make aquariums to order. Illustrated 
circular free. 
PIONEER AQUARIUM CO. Racine, Wisconsin 

KILLS YOUR POULTRY CORRECTLY 
Quick—Sure—Humane 

The new model "Sure- 
cut" Poultry Sticker as- 
sures you a 100' J cor- 
rect piercing of the Me- 
dulla Oblongata which 
causes instant death, 
permits rapid dry pick- 
ing of feathers and cuts 
the veins to bleed birds 
white. No external 

wound.   Money refunded if not absolutely satisfied in 30 days. 
Squabs $4.   Chickens $5.50.   Turkeys.    Ducks. Geese. $7.00. 

O. C. LANDOW 1771 East 18th St., Brooklyn, N. Y. 

1 

Don lcenntl with partition, U'ails i)/ cedar.    Writ painted. Yellow pine floor.  1'riee t'2'2. 

There are Hodgson bird houses lor every kind of bird. The above is for bluebirds. i'riccJB. 
HODGSON poultry-houses are scientifically ventilated. Neat 
in appearance, vermin-proof and weather-proof. 

Those who desire the very finest in lawn and garden 
furnishings will be interested in Hodgson-built equipment. 
Hodgson trellises, arbors, etc., are artistic and durable. 
Made of cedar, well painted. New booklet No. W shows 
Rose Arbors 
Garden Houses 
Trellises 
Play Houses 

Garden Seats 
Pergolas 
Bird Houses 

Dog Kennels 
Picket Fences 
Lattice Fences 

Pet Stock Houses 
Tool Houses 
Poultry-houses 
Play Boats 

A delightful play house for the children. Carefully made of red cedar. Painted outside, stained inside. Absolutely weather - proof. Shipped all ready to erect. 

Write for your free copy today 
E. F. HODGSON CO. 

1108 Commonwealth Ave., Boston, Mass. 6 East 39th St., New York City 

HODGSON Houses 

G. D. TILLEY, 

Naturalist 
"Everything in the Bird 
Line from a Canary to an 

Ostrich" 
Birds for the House 

and Porch 
Birds for the Ornamental Waterway 
Birds for the Garden, Pool and Aviary 
Birds for the Game Preserve and Park 

Special Bird Feeds 
I am the oldest established and largest exclusive dealer 

in land and water birds in America and have on hand the 
most extensive stock in the United States. 
G. D. TILLEY, Naturalist      Darien, Conn. 

WM. COOK 6? SONS 
Box 30 Scotch Plains, New Jersey 
Originators of all the Orpingtons and recognized Headquarters 
for the Best White, Buff, Black and Blue Orpingtons, all of 
which we MADE. Winners of over fifteen thousand first 
prizes. Send for price list containing history of all the Orping- tons and write requirements. 

at our expense* 
If '' Lime Crest'' 2 in 1 Calcite Crys- tals and Calcite Flour, used accord- ing to directions, fail to produce better poultry and eggs we'llrefund cost of your trial order. Takes the place of she't and ordi- nary grit. For details write Dept. P 12. 

Limestone Products 
Corp. of America, Inc. 

Newton, N. J. 

Mineola Strain 

Dark Cornish 

Champions of America 

Good Stock for Sale. Nothing 
Cheap, also Eggs for Hatching. 

No  Baby Chicks 

Silas H. Andrews 

BARNUM AVENUE 

East Meadow, L. I., N. Y. 

R. F. D. No. 1 

} 
} 
} 
} 
} 

} 
} 
} 

WIRE NETTING  at Wholesale 
A big saving on wire netting in all sizes for any type of bird or animal en- 
closure. Wholesale prices and prompt delivery from our large stocks at 
Clinton, Mass., Chicago, San Francisco, Seattle, and Minneapolis. 

Free Catalogue on Crown Pen Materials. 
Crown Iron Works Company, 1258 Tyler St., N. E., Minneapolis 

White Leghorn Chicks 
from big white eggs. Shipped anywhere c. o. d. Guaranteed 
to live. Low prepaid prices. Trapnested, pedigreed founda- 
tion stock. Egg contest records to 314 eggs. Hundreds of 
cockerels, pullets, hens. Bargain prices. Big 28th annual 
catalog free. 
GEORGE B. FERRIS, 931, GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN 

• % Squab Books Free o 

1, eggs in nest. 2, squabs just hatched. 
3, two weeks old. 4, four weeks old, ready for market. Breed squabs and make money. Sold by millions at higher prices than chickens. Write at once for two free books telling how to do it. One is 40 pages printed in culors, other 32 pages. Ask for Books 3 and 4. You will be surprised. Plymouth Rock Squab Company, 322 H Street, Melrose Highlands, Massachusetts. Established 27 years. Founder of the Squab Industry 27 Years Ago. Largest Business(n the World in Pigeons and Pigeon Supplies. We ship breeding stock everywhere on three months trial.   Reference, any bank or trust company. <♦> 

Lovely specimens of rare, living, beautiful jewelry for 
your country estate.   May we tell you about them? 

H. 8C M. G. MITCHELL Ki"^in
p

e
oint 

The Mackensen 

Game Park 
Bob White 
Pheasants 
Partridges 
Quail 
Wild 
Turkeys 
Deer 
Rabbits 

Peafowl 
Cranes 
Swans 
Ornamental 
Geese and 
Ducks 
Foxes 
Racoons 

Everything in wild animals, game, fancy birds for parks, 
menageries, private preserves and collections of fancy fowl. 

WM. J. MACKENSEN, Yardley, Pa. 



THE DOG FANCIER'S CORNER 

John C. Zimmerman 
Esq., of Detroit is the 
proud possessor of Carlo 
of Rhinegold, an excellent 

Doberman Pinscher 

When some proud son of man returns lo earth. 
Unknown to glory, bid upheld by birth. 
The sculptor's art exhausts the pomp of woe, 
And storied urns record who rests below. 
When all is done, upon the tomb is seen. 
Not what he teas, but what he should have been. 
But the poor dog. in life the firmest friend. 
The first to welcome, foremost to defend. 
Whose honest heart is still his master's own, 

Who labours, fights, lives, breathes for him alone, 
Unhonour'd falls, unnoticed all his worth. 
Denied in heaven the soul he held on earth; 
While man, vain insect ! hopes to be forgiven. 
And claims himself a sole exclusive heaven 
Oh man '. thou feeble tenant of an hour. 
Debased by slavery, or corrupt by power. 
Who knows thee well must quit thee with disgust. 
Degraded mass of animated dust! 

Thy love is lust, they friendship all a cheat, 
Thy smiles hypocrisy, thy words deceit! 
By nature vile, ennobled bid by name. 
Each kindred brute might bid thee blush for shame. 
Ye who perchance behold this simple urn. 
Pass on—it honours none you wish to mourn: 
To mark a friend's remains these stones arise; 
I never knew but one—and here he lies. 

—Inscription on the monument of a Newfoundland dog, by 
Lord Byron. 

OWNING  A DOG 

b\ GEORGE W A N I) R A D E 

SO FREQUENT are the requests for information 
as to the desirability of owning a dog that un- 
doubtedly a few words on the subject will be of 

assistance to some. With the interest of these people 
in view it seems that there are several points which 
should be driven home. 

First, bear in mind that regardless of the conditions 
under which an animal is kept, he requires care and 
attention. He must be properly fed and watered and 
he needs a certain amount of grooming. If he is kept 
in the country where he can be turned out for exer- 
cise, the amount of trouble in this connection is re- 
duced to a minimum. If on the other hand the animal 
lives in the city he must be taken out three or four 
times daily. 

To take these points up by one one. The cost of 
feeding a dog or two is very small. Scraps from the 
table, with the exception of desserts, starchy foods, 
and small bones, make an excellent diet for a housi 
dog. It is not a momentous task to place these be- 
fore him once or twice daily. Watering of course 
amounts to very little. As for the exercising, many 
people need it even more than their dogs, and the 
entertaining companionship of a loving animal, to- 
gether with a sense of fulfilling a duty, makes a walk 
a pleasure under most circumstances. Grooming in- 
cludes bathing and working on the coat. A dog does 
not require a bath very frequently, and five or ten 
minutes every few days with the comb and brush 
will keep almost any coat in excellent shape. 

Second, a dog is a responsibility. If an owner de- 
cides to travel for a time, frequently the question of 
caring for the dog during his absence comes up. In 
the vast majority of instances this can very well be 
solved by placing the dog in a reliable boarding ken- 
nel. Here a word of warning! Many veterinarians 
have lately taken up the boarding of dogs in their 
hospitals. This is a great mistake, because there are 
many canine diseases of a contagious and an in- 
fectious nature, and if well dogs and sick dogs are 
kept even in the same plant the chances of a well 
dog coming down sick are very good. Regardless of 
how careful a veterinarian may be, the possibility 
of disease in a kennel where sick dogs are kept is so 
great as to make it decidedly undesirable to quarter 
a well dog in such a place. 

Finally, like all other living things, a dog is subject 
to sickness. Fortunately, great strides have been 
made in the science of veterinary medicine in recent 
years, and to-day reliable veterinarians can be found 
in almost every locality. Furthermore, the profession 

The English bulldog Champ- 
ion Alaunts Cintrason, the 
property of The IVestdorf 
Kennels, Louisville, Ky. 

This outstanding West Highland 
White, Chum of Childwick, inter- 
national champion, belongs to 
The Rosstor Kennels of Miss 
Claudia Phelps, Woodstock, Ft. 

Snow Ivan of Elenor, a typical Samoyede 
owned by the Elenor Kennels, Fowler, Ind. 

22-d 

is attracting a much higher average type of man 
than it used to. 

Thus far we have discussed the disadvantages of 
having a dog. Now let us consider the other side of 
the story. A dog is devoted and loving. He can be 
counted on to show appreciation for all that is done 
in his behalf. He is the best of companions, whether 
your mood be grave or gay. He will protect the 
master and his possessions. He will prove a never- 
ending source of pleasure to the children and afford 
a sense of security to older people. If duties in herd- 
ing, coursing, hunting, or other lines are required of 
him, he can be counted on to do these things to the 
best of his ability. Most dogs are good ratters and 
many make splendid mousers. 

There seems to be a pretty general miscon- 
ception regarding dogs for comparatively limited 
quarters. Many people feel that large dogs cannot 
be kept successfully in a small apartment. The size 
of the quarters required to keep a dog well and 
healthy depends more upon the individual dog than 
upon the breed. A nervous, high-strung, active dog 
of a large breed is a nuisance in a small space, but 
on the other hand a quiet, orderly animal which 
conducts itself with a certain amount of reserve and 
poise can very easily be kept in a two-room apart- 
ment. Furthermore, if a dog is raised from a puppy 
in a small space his system will not require the 
exercise that is necessary for his brother which was 
brought up with more room at his disposal. 

There is no question but that to keep a large dog 
hard and well muscled requires plenty of exercise. 
Still it is not necessary to keep a dog in show condi- 
tion if one wants him only as a pet. Conditioning for 
the show ring in all breeds except the toys requires 
a good deal of exercise—more than a house dog in 
the city can conveniently get under most modes of 
living. Feed the dog properly, and if opportunities 
for exercise are limited, cut down on the meats and 
increase the vegetables. Select a dog of a breed the 
characteristics and nature of which appeal to you, 
and the question of caring for it in the city or the 
country will not be a difficult one. 

The companionship of an intelligent dog is beyond 
price to every member of the household. This may 
explain the fact that there are about 500.000 dogs 
owned in New York City alone. The ownership of a 
well-bred dog—the type produced by America's 
leading breeders—will be a never-ending source of 
pleasure and satisfaction even to the most exacting 
owner. 
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(\ very doq owner 
should have a copy of our 
book Do^ Furnishings 
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DOG FOOD 
Rice, oatmeal, wheat farina, canned meat, cod 
liver oil, macaroni and dog biscuits. 

Write for price list 
CHARLES H. REEVE & CO. 

107 Barclay St.     Phone Barclay 1810     New York City 

PURPOODUCK KENNELS 
Springer Spaniels sired by Horsford Harvester and 

Horsford Harbourlight both excellent sires of typy 
Springers. 

Three litters ready for delivery in July and August. 
One young bitch bred, $200. Registered stock only. 
Satisfaction guaranteed. 

Address Box 61, West End P.O., Portland, Maine. 

BELLE MEADE PONIES 
Noted for beauty. Bred 
and trained for chil- 
dren's use. Sent on trial. 
Illustrated catalogue of 
100, ten cents. 

BOXWOOD 

Large selection of individual specimens, 
clumps, circles and hedges of sempervirens 
and suffruticosa varieties. Send for hand 
book and price list. 

Belle Meade Farms, Box 2, Belle Meade, Va. 

Fresh Air 
Very 

Important 
Damp, foul air lowers animal vitality and tends to induce disease. 
Are your barns ventilated? Sales Representatives in New York, 
Boston, Philadelphia and other large cities. 

KING VENTILATING CO. 
121 Cedar St. Owatonna, Minn. 

Everything for the Barn 
Send for Free Catalog 

The Louden Machinery Co. 
3834 Court St. Fairfield, Iowa 

YEAR: 
BOOK 
of the (j W        JL INDUSTRY 

28 Pages. Articles bv Rabbit men of National Prominence. Directory of I'lnhs and Associations. Beautifully Illustrated. Ansi-. rs all uucsiio.   on Rabbit-Keeping, hntehei, breeding, stock reeding and manaucmcnt.    How   to  ntarkcl tors and Meat. Sow being completed. Send 80e postage, ete., todnj for your copy. "Should lie in even Rfthbit-Han's Library." Desk (It, AMERICAN RABBIT ASSOCIATION, Inc.. ti; so. HEWITT ST., LOS ANGELE9, CALIFORNIA. 

GLEAN OFF A BOG SPAVIN 
or thoroughpin promptly with 
Absorbine. It is penetrating but 
does not blister nor remove the 
hair. You can work the horse at 
thesametime.$2.50at druggists, 
or postpaid. Describe your case 
for special instructions. Write 
for valuable horse book 4-S free. 
A user writes: "Had one horse with 
bogr spavin on both hind legs. One bot- 
tle Absorbine cleaned them off. Horse 

snow going sound and well." 

ABSORBINE /   » ^TRADE MARK REG.U.S.PAT.OFF. ^— 
IW. F. YOUNG. Inc. 241 Lyman St., Springfield, Mass. | 

WYRESTON KENNELS 
The Leading Kennel in the Middle West 

WIRE-HAIRED  FOX TERRIERS 
An Exceptional Lot of 
Male Puppies For Sale 

All ages; finest ob- 
tainable breeding. 
Suitable for show 
and as pals. Noth- 
ing less than $75. 

Address all communications 
MR. and MRS. STANLEY STONE, Owners 

317-331 Grand Ave. 
Milwaukee        : : : : : Wisconsin 

A UlnteStar Champion 

St. Bernards and 
Newfound lands 

Best children's companions. <iiiMr<ls for the I ic. From registered rliaiiip- 
iou strains. 

WHITE STAR KENNELS Dndd Madison Ave. 
Long Branch, N. J.        Tel. 855-J 

Old English Sheep Dogs 
Gin your child th< mradeshlpof adogl 
Old English Sheep Dogs are respon- 
sive ami responsible, homelovingand 
playful. 
WELL-BRED PUPPIES FOR SALE. 

MKS. ROLAND M. BAKER 
WOODLAND FARM KENNELS 

North Hampton N. H. 

PURE BRED GUERNSEYS 

Omega — one of the 
daughters of Maple Glen 

j Rose Laddie 54332 A. R. 
Her records: 558.5 lbs. 

butter fat Class G; 687 
lbs. fat Class E. Now 
on retest at 4! years old 
—in 213 days has made 

447.94 fat. 
Rose Laddie's first 9 tested daughters 

have made average 13,115 lbs. milk, 635.4 
lbs. fat at average age of 3 yrs. 1 mo. 

We can spare one or two of his daughters 
—other foundation stock of fashionable 
breeding for sale. 
Accredited Herd Blood tested 

ROCK SPRING FARM 
Rockville, Maryland, (near Washington, D. C.) 

Win. A. Hill, Owner N. O. Terpening, Mgr. 

Rare beauty and the ability to produce the 
highest quality milk at low feed cost arc the 
outstanding characteristics of the Jersey cow. 
she is indispensable to the fullest enjoyment of 
country life. 

Write now for illustrated booklets on Jersey 
collie and Jersey milk 

THE AMERICAN JERSEY CATTLE CLUB 
324A West 23d St. New York City 

SILVER FOX NEWS 
Free Copy 

Get the truth about the Silver Fox business. 
Helpful Hints  for those  who are in the 
business and those planning to go in. 

Send for free copy or $i. for 6 issues. 
Write Dept. R 

SILVER FOX NEWS 
38 W. 34th St. New York 

'ZBorestonc^ 

OXES 

Raising silver foxes is an interesting, 
profitable business if you start right. 
Boreslone.s have won over 200 prizes 
and 6 grand ehampionships at na- 
tional fox shows—no other breeder 
iri the world has won more than 
one. Free booklet. Borestone Mt. 
Fox Co., 2485 Country Club Drive, 
Altadena, Calif. 

Cocfeer&pamete 

We are offering pup' 
pies and youngsters 
in all the standard 
colors, sired by the 
most successful winning dogs of 
1926 and 1927, for pets, compan' 
ions and show prospects. 

A few housebroken. 
Prices $50.00 up. 

»rjaron 
Connecticut 

IRISH WOLFHOUNDS 
Pedigreed Stock Eieht pups—Three months old. Four males and tour females. Three females—Two years old. All in splendid 
condition. Ancestors: Ch. Toyon Diana, Shann of Ifold, Toyon Brid' 
get, Wilton Wood Kilbarry, Cragwood Cotteret, Cragwood Marcia 
Again.   For further particulars address 

l iti s s. DKAI'l It 
Hopedale Massachusetts 

SPLENDID JERSEY COWS \ 
Specially Selected 
For Family Purposes 

We have a carefully chosen group of attractive useful cows avail- 
able for the man who desires a sound, healthy pedigreed animal 
at a reasonable cost. 

USEFUL—PICTURESQUE 
These beautiful specimens supply delicious rich milk for the 
table at a very small cost and certainly add an air of peaceful' 
ness to the countryside and completeness to the country place. 

GREEN POND FARM 
Bethlehem, Pa. Phone Beth 7R3 

It pays to advertise in the COUNTRY LIFE 
Kennel Directory 

LEARN FUR FARMING 

YEAR 

BOOK 

of the Silver Fox and Fur Farm- 
ing Industries, 1928 Edition 

176 pages—beautifully printed and illus- 
trated. Tells all about fur farming, how 
to build pens, how to feed, how to skin. 
Write today for your copy. 

Send 25c to cover shipping 

AMERICAN NATIONAL FOX BREEDERS ASS'N. 
Official Registration Organization of the Fox Industry 

424 McKnight Bldg. Minneapolis, Minn. 

TARNEDGE FOXES 
ESTABLISHED 1910 

The Prize Winning Ranch 
Every fox solil is bred by Prize Winners 

40 Pairs of Prize Winners 

The Oldest Ranch in the U. S. 
Catalogue SABATTIS, N. Y. 



PADDOCK, RINGSIDE, and BYRE 

'ITH the wonderful progress 
that is being made by Mis- 
sissippi dairymen in recent 

years, it is not surprising to hear of 
the completion of a world's record 
for a Guernsey cow in class EE be- 
ing completed at Gayoso Farms 
Horn Lake. Gayoso Edna Louise 
154129 has, completed a record of 
14,928 pounds of milk and 752 
pounds of* butterfat as a junior 
three-year-old, for 365 days. The 
calf was born at the end of the 
record, and was carried for 273 
days of the testing year. 

Gayoso Farm is operated by the 
Memphis Hotel Company, and their 
new candidate for the bovine hall of 
fame is a daughter of Langwater 
Actor 60162, senior herd sire at 
the farm. At the completion of her 
record she weighed 1,230 pounds, 
while she consumed an average cf 
fifteen pounds of grain daily. 

calf, in 305 days. Her milk averaged 
5.20 per cent, butterfat for the ten 
months and she was with calf 218 
days while making this fine record. 
She was milked 702 times during 
the test and her production was 
above 80 pounds of butterfat for 
two of the ten months. Her owner,. 
Dr. Brown, is the Secretary of the 
Tennessee Jersey Cattle Club. 

Ida's Viola McCoy first attracted 
public attention when she com- 
pleted a junior two-year-old silver 
medal record of 519.83 pounds of 
butterfat and 8,737 pounds of milk. 
Her sire is Viola's Actor, and her 
dam is the gold medal cow McCoy's 
Ida, which has a record of 710.69 
pounds of butterfat and 11,036 
pounds of milk. 

Abigail of Hillside recently established the highest Jersey record of all time, 
23,677 pounds of milk and l,lQ7.S7 pounds of butterfat in a 365-day test 

r\LA'S SALOME, 
of the former 

'PWO more Maine cows have 
stepped to the fore as high producers; one gold 

medal has been awarded to Oxford's Gilsland Flossie, 
a purebred Jersey cow in the herd of David E. Moul- 
ton of Portland, Me., for producing in a 305-day 
official production test 615.27 pounds of butterfat 
and 11,380 pounds of milk. Her milk averaged 5.41 
per cent, butterfat for the test, and for six months of 
this time the yield was above 62 pounds of butter- 
fat per month—in one month it reached 74.08 
pounds. Flossie was with calf for 201 
days while making this record. In a 
previous test this cow completed 
another 305-day record of 535.92 
pounds of butterfat and 9,483 pounds 
of milk. Her sire is the silver medal 
bull Oxford's Fairy Boy, and her 
dam is the Register of Merit cow, 
Flossie Gilsland Mapleleaf. The other 
gold medal was won by Sunshine 
Lady Pogis, which produced 637.75 
pounds of butterfat and 11,659 
pounds of milk, with calf, in 305 days. 
Her yields reached 80.56 pounds of 
butterfat in one month, and her 
milk averaged 5.47 per cent, butterfat 
for the test. Pogis is owned and was 
tested by W. W. and R. S. Pike, of 
Cornish, Me. In a previous test she 
produced 687.30 pounds of butterfat 
and 12,631 pounds of milk. Her sire 
is Pogis 99th of Hood Farm 41st, 
and her dam is the gold medal cow 
Fox's Sunshine Lady, which has a 

record of 728.06 pounds of butterfat and 12,022 
pounds of milk. 

T DA'S VIOLA McCOY, a purebred Jersey cow 
A owned by Dr. Lucius P. Brown of Spring Hill, 
Tenn., has just qualified for a gold medal awarded 
by the American Jersey Cattle Club of New York. 
To win this senior award this cow produced 651.00 
pounds of butterfat and 12,511 pounds of milk, with 

$8,100 was the top price paid for a female at the National Guernsey 
Sale at Hinsdale, III. Imp. County Flower of Langwater was sold 
for that figure to Loma Farms, Marquette, Mich. Left, Lester 
Larsen, Fern Dell Farms; right, A. W. Fox, Fern Dell manager 

a daughter 
world record 

Vermont cow, Lucia Kent's Ola, 
by Tonona's Warder Pogis. has 
completed her second official pro- 

duction test with a remarkably fine record. In 
this test, which was started when she was eight 
years and four months of age, Salome produced 
620.35 pounds of butterfat and 11,476 pounds 
of milk in 305 days. Her milk averaged 5.41 per 
cent, butterfat for the test and she was with calf 
184 days, qualifying for the gold medal of the 
American Jersey Cattle Club of New York. 

In her previous test Ola's Salome produced 655.31 
pounds of butterfat and 12,773 pounds 
of milk in 365 days. She is owned 
and was tested by M. P. Ladd of 
Worcester, Vt. This cow's dam won 
a championship with her gold medal 
record of 674 pounds of butterfat 
and 13,045 pounds of milk in 305 
days, in a test that was started when 
she was twelve years of age. 

HP HE Herrick-Merryman Sales Com- 
pany has announced several dates 

for coming sales: August 31st, Cayuga 
County Sale, Auburn, N. Y., October 
10th, Louis Merryman's Grade Sale at 
Timonium, Md., and on the following 
day, Louis Merryman's 19th Semi- 
annual Sale at the same place. 

pERLEY A. DUTTON, who for six- 
■*■ teen years has been connected with 
Meridale Farms, has now been taken 
into partnership as managing partner 
of the business. 

Planet's May Blossom, owned by Arthur C. Wadley, Wendmere 
Farms, New Market, N. J., has just repeated her 700-pound record Gayoso Edna Louise, a Guernsey belonging to The Gayoso Farms at 

Horn Lake, Miss., hat just completed a world's record in Class EE 
22-J 
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Brockton Fair 

Horse Show 

Member of Association 
of American Horse Shoivs, Inc. 

1,2,3,4 

zes 

ENTRIES FREE 

10rr Deducted from Winnings 

STABLING FREE—Box Stalls 

For further information address 

Fred F. Field, Chairman, Brockton, Mass. 

m 

The Thoroughbred Fence 

No fence is too good for fine horses and none is 
better for the purpose than Rusticraft Post and 
Rail Fence. Modern farms and breeding estab- 
lishments use Rusticraft for pasturing horses, 
cattle and sheep, for making special paddocks for 
brood mares in foal—for valuable cows close to 
calving—or for animals requiring individual exer- 
cising plots. 
Rusticraft Post and Rail Fence is made of hand-split chest- 
nut—tough as can be and good to look at. No painting or 
care required. Immediate delivery—anywhere. 

Write for booklet and prices 

SAMUEL H. TENDLER 
1134 LAND TITLE BUILDING, PHILADELPHIA, PA. 

Also makers cf Rusticraft English Hurdle Fence 

'II III! 

Let \bur HorsQS 

SALT 

Themselves 
-it is the safe and convenient -way. The horses alone ^an jud^e just how much salt is needed. Too much or too little does not keep them in the best of condition. Play safe by ■piving them 

KEYSTONE COMPRESSED PURE-SALT BRICKS 
in the handy holders. Absolutely prevents your forgetting—just put one up where the horse can reach it. Made of refined dairy sale —no impurities. Economical, safe. Ask jour dealer or write for booklet—free. 

Belmont Stable Supply Co. 
84 Gedney Way White Plains. N. Y. 

One Hundred High-Class Saddle 
Horses and Hunters For Sale 

This lot includes both three and five gaited, also hunters. 
AU horses are finished and ready for the most critical buyer. 

HARRY McNAIR 
Union Stock Yards Chicago, Illinois 

TERRYBERRY GUERNSEYS 

Federal Accredited Herd No. 69139 

The Glen Springs Corporation—Owners 
Watkins, N. Y. 

MERID ALE JERSEYS 
Headquarters for high-class imported fresh and nearly calving 
cows, especially suited for country estates. 

MERIDALE FARMS 
A great breetling, testing ami importing establishment 
Mereiiitli Delaware County New ^ ork 

P. V. BUTTON, Mgr. 
Herd fullv aeeredited1 —129609 

Make Churning a 

Pleasure With 

a Dazey Electric 
The Dazey Electric Churn 
marks the greatest step 
forward in the history of 
butter making, by turning 
a tedious task into one of 
pleasure. 

J. S. BIESECKER 
Creamery. Dairy and Dairy Barn Equipment 

59 Murray St.      New York 

More Guernsey Cows Now 

on Advanced Register Test 

Than Ever Before in the 

History of the Breed 

BUY BULLS FROM DAMS 

of PROVEN PRODUCTION 

Ask for 

"The Story of the Guernsey" 

The American Guernsey 
Cattle Cluh 

2 Grove St., Peterhoro, N. H. 

SIRE DAM 

CRAMOND SHEIK No. 107754 RUBY'S SHEIK OF THE FORGES 
No. 1402% 

RIVER BEND RUBY No. 86707 

Exceptionally Good Wonderfully Bred Young Guernsey Bull 

FOR SALE—PRICE $5000 
R uby's Sheik of the Forges No. 140296 (Bull offered) is a very excep- 
tional individual of true type and rare quality. Born May 10. 1927 he is 
now well grown and ready for service. In bloodlines he leaves nothing 
to be desired, having the strongest possible combination of MAY 
ROSE. GOLDEN SECRET blood. His sire CRAMOND SHEIK 
is proving an excellent producer and we now have 16 of his young 
daughters, the oldest of which is 1 5 months, that show great promise. 
CRAMOND SHEIK is by CRAMOND STALWART 58812 
out of LANG WATER EASTER LILY 39269 A.R.—13,416 lbs. of 
milk—663.29 lbs. of butter fat in A. LILY is by Imp. KING OF 
THE MAY, 9001, a bull that brought $5200 at 14 years of age. 
CRAMOND SHEIK'S full brother. AIYOKTA MAY KING 123627 

was first prize Junior and Grand Champion Trenton, 1927. also first 
prize Senior yearling. Eastern State Exposition 1927, and recently 
sold for $2300 at the National Sale. 
On his dam's side RUBY'S SHEIK OF THE FORGES is out 
of RIVER BEND RUBY 86707. the highest producing daughter of 
LANGWATER CAVALIER 21012 A.R. Ruby is a very remarkable 
old cow and a most consistent producer, having great size and capac- 
ity with a complete lack of coaiseness. In coat and skin she is like 
silk. A.R. records: 12.652.6 lbs. of milk; 743.8 lbs; of butter fat AA. 
14.926.0 lbs. of milk and 870.39 lbs. of butter fat A (as yet un- 
official). Her two-year-old daughter, now on test in class G, is 
averaging 35 pounds of milk daily. 

PLYMOUTH 

THE FORGES FARM 
ACCREDITED AND ABORTION FREE —90 HEAD 

THOS. W. PRENTISS, Mgr. MASS. 
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FRIGIDAI RE 
THE       CHOICE      O F      THE MAJORITY 

Powered to freeze ice 

quickly / / * always 

ICE CUBES tinkling in beaded glasses. You want them and 
need them the year around. And that's one reason you're 

thinking of buying an electric refrigerator. 
When YOU put water into the Frigidaire trays to be frozen 

vou"re never disappointed. No matter how hot the weather, it 
freezes quickly... solidly ... all the way through. 

It takes surplus pow er to give safe, dependable refrigeration, 
and to freeze ice cubes quickly and surely . . . always. This 
surplus power is built into every Frigidaire, and the powerful 
Frigidaire mechanism is completely concealed, completely out 
of sight. There's nothing to mar Frigidaire's practical beauty. 

This wide margin of reserve power does not add to the cost of 
operation. This master automatic refrigerator actually pays for 
itself in ice and food savings. This economy of operation is the 
direct result of Frigidaire and General Motors mechanical expe- 
rience. Such unique features as the Frigidaire fan and the V-belt 
drive, carefully tested over long periods, have proven their value 
in providing efficient, low-cost operation. 

Let Frigidaire pax for itself as you pay for it 

If vou care to buy Frigidaire on a deferred payment plan, as most 
people do, the first payment can be so small and General Motors 
terms so liberal, that Frigidaire w ill actually pay for itself as you 
pay for it. Not only in summer and winter ice savings, but in the 
prevention of food spoilage and the chance to buy food in larger 
quantities. You need Frigidaire in your home todav to protect 
your family's health, to provide ice cubes and frozen delicacies. 
Telephone your Frigidaire dealer todav. 

And remember, Frigidaire pays for itself as you pay for it. So 
why put it off any longer? Frigidaire Corporation, Subsidiary 
of General Motors Corporation, Dayton, Ohio. 

FRIG  I DAIRE, 
PRODUCT       OF     GENERAL MOTORS 

TALK    OF    THE OFFICE 

PROLONGING SUMMER 

ATENDENCY nowadays—and a tendency that we heartily 
endorse—is that of prolonging summer as far as possible, 
of stretching the summer vacations through September, 

and of keeping the country houses open as late as possible, even 
through Christmas. To be sure the fortunate dwellers in California 
or Florida or in our other Southern States don't have to worry 
much about the approach of winter, but those who live in the tern-" 
perate zone must make the most of the warmth and sunshine of 
summer. Hence it is that we are lingering longer and longer in the 
country, and the weather for the past few years has aided and 
abetted the scheme by producing mild winters. 

Yet with the coming of fall our minds unconsciously revert to 
the approach of winter and we think of cosy firesides and winter 
pleasures. So to bridge the gap between summer and winter we 
have made the September issue of COUNTRY LIFE the Antiques 
Number, and it is a regular treasure chest of material that will de- 
light not only the antiquarian but even* householder. To begin 
with. Eva Johnston Coe. perhaps the foremost authority on 
samplers in America and whose collection of samplers is second to 
none, discusses " American Samplers." To all collectors of antiques 
Mrs. Coe's article will be a real delight, and furthermore it is 
illustrated with reproductions in full color of many famous old 
American samplers. 

Following this idea up. Adeline S. Piper writes delightfully on 
"Collecting Chessmen," a fascinating hobby. The illustrations 
range all the way from old Chinese pieces to the new sets designed 
by the Soviet government for use in Russia. 

Then Louis Golding, the celebrated novelist, whose travel 
articles have been such a feature of COUNTRY LIFE recently, tells 
of some of his adventures in search of the wily antique, for Mr. 
Golding is an inveterate antiquer. William M. Hornor. Jr.. tells of 
his search for genuine "American Curly Maple," so highly 
prized now by connoisseurs and correspondingly difficult to 
obtain. 

Katherine W illis, whose name is an open sesame in the world 
of antiques, writes charmingly of "Early New York Pottery"; 
and finally, to wind up the antique phase of the number. Florence 
Hall describes Henry Ford's most recent purchase, the Botsford 
Tavern, in Michigan, which like his famous restoration of the 
\\ ayside Inn, he plans to convert into a permanent museum by 
transforming it into a typical nineteenth century roadside hostelry 
where travelers and their horses found rest and refreshment. 

OTHER FEATURES 

But there are other features to the number than antiques. 
George Agutter, the tennis professional, whose series of articles on 
tennis a few years ago attracted the attention of tennis enthusiasts 
the world over, has written an article, which he illustrates by 

1 photographs specially taken for the purpose, on "Following 
Through In Tennis." We are inclined to believe that this is the 
best article this celebrated sportsman has written yet. Then Sol 
Metzger for the golf fans describes " Playing the Long Iron," 
while Foster W are in the interests of those who have gone 
down to the sea in ships, writes ot "The Youth Movement 
in Yachting." 

Supplementing these are articles on gardening, home building, 
decorating, dogs, motor cars, etc., all profusely illustrated with the 

I most beautitul photographs obtainable. 
For the returning traveler facing the prospect of a long winter, 

with the memories of a happy summer behind him. we can heartily 
prescribe the September issue of COUNTRY LIFE as a thoroughly 
reliable tonic. 

OUR FRONTISPIECE 

We reproduce this month, in our series of colored reproductions 
of famous masterpieces from American museums, "The Actress 
Consuelo" by the celebrated Spanish artist. Ignacio Zuloaga, 
which hangs in the permanent collection of the Art Institute of 
Chicago. 

Next month we are indebted to the Cleveland Museum of 
Art for their permission to reproduce as a frontispiece ' The 
Holy Family." a splendid example of El Greco's work which be- 

1 longs to the Museum. 
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Dry Weather Protection 

YOUR place can be as attractive in August as it was in June 
when you have a Double Rotary Sprinkler—flowers as 

colorful, lawns as green, gardens as beautiful and healthy. This 
efficient sprinkler protects every growing thing from the scorch- 
ing sun and dry weather. Sprinkles like a gentle shower any 
time, any place. Covers a circular area of 5,000 square feet. 
Easy to adjust nozzle to cover any circle down to 15 feet. Self- 
operating—needs no attention. Built for years of economical 
service.  Bronze and steel gears run in bath of oil. 

Order Now and try 10 days. If not completely satisfied, re- 
turn sprinkler and money will be refunded. Descriptive liter 
ature on request. 

Dealers: Write for special sales proposition 

THE DOUBLE ROTARY SPRINKLER CO. 
605 Coca Cola Bldg. Kansas City, Mo. 

DOUBLE m ROTARY 

cNext Best to Rains 

THE IDEAL FENCE 

FOR ENCLOSING CATTLE 

Hurdles are 8 ft. } in. long, -with 6 ft. posts.  When set, fence is 4 ft. high 

&eebe£(nre 
ENGLISH 
HURDLE Jfence 

THIS is the fence to use for cattle. It is easily seen and will 
not be broken through. Exceedingly strong and durable, 

and quite picturesque. 
Made of split chestnut timber. Comes in three styles—four bars for 

cattle, five bars for horses, six bars for sheep and pigs. Easily set with- 
out having to dig postholes. Can be moved or stored. Surprisingly 
low in cost. 

Other distinctive fences, including Old-Fashioned Post and Rail 
Fence for paneling a hunting country, also carried in stock. 
New illustrated booklets, with prices, mailed on request. 

ROBERT C.REEVES CO., 187 Water Street,NEW YORK 
(established 1860) 

Please send illustrated catalog and prices of □ Reeveshire Hurdle Fence □ Old-Fashioned 
Post and Rail Fence LiEarly American Snake Fence. 
Name  
Address ;  
City  State 8l 

Kiddies are kiddies the world over. 

For them to be happy and healthy they must 
vent their energies in romp and play. For you 
to enjoy peace of mind, you must know they 
are protected from the ever present danger of 
the thoroughfare. 

A Wickwire Spencer Chain Link Fence is the 
solution. 

Perhaps you have intended to give them this 
unrestrained, yet protected freedom, but be' 
lieved a good durable fence an expensive thing. 
It is not. Wickwire Spencer Steel Company have 
developed a lawn fence that is both sightly and 
permanent and at a fraction of the price of good 
fencing in the past. Their erecting charges are 
equally reasonable. 

Do not be startled by every cry from the 
street. Know your children are protected. Send 
for a booklet today. 

WICKWIRE SPENCER STEEL COMPANY 
33 East Forty-Second Street 

New York, N. Y. 

Inquiries are solicited from financially 
responsible dealers willing to set fences 

the Wickwire Spencer way. 

WICKWIRE SPENCER 

Chain   Link Fence 
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The Rock Garden in August 

b v   D R E W   SH F.RRARD 

10 FAR as bloom is concerned, the 
average rock garden is a spring af- 
fair. The plants upon which it must 

depend for its masses of color are the low- 
growing flowers of cliff and mountain, 
and for the most part these are spring 
bloomers. From March to June, succeed- 
ing waves of color rise and pass over the 
rockery; July sees them ebb and die 
away. 

This may be all very well on an estate 
which is large enough to have its rock 
garden merely an adjunct to the main gar- 
den. In such a case the rockery is often 
placed in a somewhat retired situation, 
perhaps partly concealed from the rest 
of the grounds by a shrubbery. This 
is an excellent arrangement, even 
in the blooming period, for it 
adds to the beauty of the flow- 
ers the charm of retirement 
and surprise. And when the 
blooming period is past, the 
dullness is hidden away, not 
a reproach and a challenge 
to the gardener. 

But in a little garden, 
if there is a rockery it 
is always in the eye, and 
must be made presentable 
in midsummer. It can be 
done if one is willing to take 
a good deal of trouble about 
it. First of all, one must take 
care of the background. Pre- 
supposing the right arrangement 
of rocks and soil, there is still green- 
ery to be provided, to soften the bare- 
ness of the stones. This is brought into the 
picture by the use of various evergreen 
shrubs, dwarf or trailing in habit, and by 
the foliage of the perennial rock plants. 
Such creeping things as the thymes, Kenil- 
worth ivy (Linaria cymbalaria), and the 
little exquisite Mentha requieni, and such 
carpeters as the small sedums, help in 
this. Also, the gay spring rampers, such 
as Arabis aubrietia, the campanulas, pinks, 
and many others, will, if severely sheared 
back after blooming, form neat little 
tufts and cushions of their own varying 
shades of green. 

The perennial rock plants that bloom 
in August must not be overlooked, but the 

Photographs by George C. Stephensov. 

list is not a long one. One of the best is 
Silene schafta, easily raised from seed or 
increased by division. It forms dense mats 
of hgbt green leaves, and from some time 
in July to some time in September bears 
numerous flowers of the shade of rose 
color technically called "daphne pink." 
While it is in bloom the same color ap- 
pears elsewhere among the rocks in the 
flattish cymes of Sedum spectabile. This 
grows about a foot high, with glaucous 
foliage. It comes also in lighter and darker 
shades. 

The daphne-pink blossoms of Sedum 
spectabile appear in August, when 
color in the rock garden is at a premium 

Another August flower is montbretia, 
though it is apt to be a trifle too tall for 
most rock garden situations. It comes in 
several shades of orange, scarlet, and 
pink, betides the old familiar forest-fire 
color. 

Dianthus superbus is supposed to 
bloom in August, but is sometimes ahead 
of schedule. The common little creeping 

35 

maiden pink, Dianthus deltoides, is oc- 
casionally blooming in August, if it has 
been cut back before forming seed from 
the first bloom. 

Alone among the rock bluebells, Cam- 
panula carpatica, in blue and white forms, 
blooms during midsummer. Although its 
growth is more coarse than the earlier 
dwarf campanulas, its desirability is un- 
questioned for walls or rockeries, as well 
as for borders. 

It is to annuals that one must look for 
color in late summer. Not all annuals, of 
course, are to be admitted to the rock 
garden, but there are some that fulfill the 

necessary conditions as to abundance of 
bloom, small, neat growth, and at- 

tractive color. One of the best of 
these is the very dwarf type of 

the old favorite, sweet alyssum 
—Alyssum minimum it is 
called. It begins blooming 
when only an inch high, 
and if it has enough mois- 
ture will go on blooming 
and getting wider, but 
hardly any higher, until 
frost. In the fall, self-sown 
seedlings are found around 
the old plants and in this 

climate (Portland, Oregon) 
these often last over to spring 

without freezing. Sometimes 
in March these small tufts are 

in bloom on walls or in cracks 
of the steps. The seedlings that 

germinate in spring are best to use 
for filling in empty patches where small 

bulbs have bloomed and gone, where the 
perennial rock plants have been trimmed 
back, or in new gardens, where the young 
shrubs and perennial rock plants are not 
large enough to fill their allotted ground. 

A fine class of plants for rock work is 
the old-fashioned portulacas, preferably 
of the single-flowered type. These have 
richly colored silken flowers that remind 
one of the brilliant cerise, magenta, crim- 
son, and gold flowers of the desert cac- 
tus. The only fault of the portulaca is that 
its wealth of color is to be seen only in 
full sunshine as the flowers close on 
cloudy days when one needs them most. 

The little plant listed by some dealers 
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as Mexican marigold, by others as Tagetes 
signata pumila, is nearly perfect as a 
rockery annual. It begins blooming when 
quite small, can be transplanted in full 
bloom if need be, and it never stops 
flowering until frost. The seeds do not 
seem to winter well, and the self-sown 
fall seedlings winter-kill, so it is advis- 
able to save seed in August or Septem- 
ber for planting when frost is over in the 
spring. The patches of this plant sown 
in bare places in the garden light up the 
rocks with delicate orange. 

A relative of this flower, also Mexican 
in its origin, the dwarf French marigold, 
is also useful. A good clear yellow is found 
in the flowers of the small 
escholtzia, a miniature of the 
California poppy. It is listed 
by one English seedsman as 
"miniature primrose," but it 
does not suggest the primrose in 
anything but color. Its rather 
short period  of bloom may 
be extended by successive 
plantings. Alpine poppies are 
susceptible of this same treat- 

ment, and if raised as early spring seed- 
lings will bloom in August, though they 
ordinarily have formed seed by that time. 
The flowers are reddish orange, yellow, 
and white, borne at a height of three to 
six inches, according to the richness of 
the soil. 

Violas are perennials that are easily 
treated as annuals, and wallflowers are 
biennials, also easily treated as annuals. 
There are several dwarf sorts of the 
latter that provide orange, lemon yellow, 
and mauve for the August garden, if han- 
dled right, and. not brought into bloom 
too soon. 

Blues are not so easily come by as 
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yellows, but the tender annual lobelia, 
used so much for window boxes and rib- 
bon borders, is effective in patches in 
the rock garden. There is a small annual 
stonecrop, Sedum caeruleum, that looks 
well planted in the small crevices of wall 
or rockery. Another blue annual which I 
have not tried, but have seen used in 
rock work, is the blue pimpernel, Anagallis 
linifolia. Convolvulus minor is as apt to 
turn out pink as blue, but is rather prettv 
in either color. 

In the use of all these annuals, care 
has to be taken to thin them out when 
they grow too thick and begin to limit 
the growth of the perennial rock flowers, 

the   rightful   inhabitants of 
the rock garden. At best, the 
annuals  are but interlopers, 
but with care and discretion 
they may be made to beau- 
tify  the garden  in its time 
of barrenness,  and  to keep 
it from looking—as many gar- 
dens do in August—like a sky 
rocket that has gone up and 
come down again. 

Above. A colony of Silent schafta, one 
of the best of the perennial rock plants, 
that is a mass of bloom in August. In 
the foreground is Veronica prostrata, 

which bloomed a month earlier 

Above. Self-sown 
spring seedlings of 
Alyssum minimum, 
which begins blooming 
when only an inch 
high, and if given suf- 
ficient moisture con- 
tinues to bloom until 

frost 

Mexican marigold, the 
nearly perfect rockery 
plant, is used here to 
fill in among young 
plants of heather, pros- 
trate lavender, and 

Dianthus casius 

Above. II yb rids of 
Viola cornuta and V. 
lute a treated as an- 
nuals to mitigate 
August barrenness in 

the rock garden 
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CLARENCE FOWLER, LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT 

Color in the Garden 

Autochromes by Harry G. Healy 

Clothed in the delicate hues of spring, this bit of divaricata growing in the boulder-strewn turf at 
naturalistic planting is exquisite, but it would the foot of a flowering dogwood in the garden of 
be almost equally lovely at other seasons. Phlox    Thomas S. McNeir, Esq., Bronxville, N. Y. 
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CLARENCE FOWLER, LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT 

We usually think of color being provided the two gardens pictured on this page, 
in the garden by the planting, but not in- Above, the garden of Harmon S. August, 
frequently   architectural features—par- Esq., a! Harrison, N. Yin autumn dress: 
ticularly walls and ramps—-play an al- below, that of Sidney Z. Mitchell, Esq., 
most equally important part, as witness Locus/ Valley, Long Island 

4 

OLMSTED BROTHERS, IWDSCAPF ARCHITECTS 
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In spring Nature does not provide the brilliant colors 
that animate the garden later on, but one can feel no 
lack in a planting like this one along a path beside the 
pool in the garden of Mrs. Louis Levy, at Dobbs Ferry, 
N. Y. Blossoming narcissus, the dark green foliage of 
rhododendrons, and forsythia id full bloom paint a 

colorful picture 
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Mediterranean feeling is present in the general atmosphere of the 
house, without any definite following of precedent, and there is no 
exterior suggestion—at least from this angle—of the presence of the 

little patio around which the rooms are ranged 

Sunshine and the Patio 

by  CHARLES   WILLARD DIFFIN 

IN SOUTHERN California all out- 
doors is a flood of sunshine. The trick 
in housebuilding and design is to 

bring inside the house all that we can of 
that warm glow, and the little home 
which is the subject of this sketch has 
proved rather successful in that respect. 
Incidentally, California has no monopoly 
of sunshine, and these same advantages 
are equally desirable in Canada and Cali- 
fornia, Maine and Mexico, and some, if 
not all, of the way-stations between these 
points. 

1 his design was worked out for a lot 
fifty-eight feet wide, which allows for a 
driveway from the front. The lot faced 
toward the southwest and it was desir- 
able that the bedrooms and living room 
should receive the afternoon sun. This 
left the northeast corner an obvious loca- 
tion for the breakfast room. It would be 
an early riser who could beat out the sun's 
"good morning," in that room. 

Frame and stucco construction was 
adopted   for   economy,   stability, and 

beauty. Mediterranean in general atmos- 
phere because of its eminent suitability 
to this country, there has still been no 
sacrifice of homelike qualities nor of con- 
venience in room arrangement. The Span- 
ish and Italian influence has produced, 
in California as elsewhere, freakish exter- 
iors and wild decorations inside and out, 
but the intent in designing this home has 
been to make it first of all just that—a 
home. At the same time the designer has 
tried to avoid stereotyped effects. 

The fundamental note in room ar- 
rangement, and for that matter in the 
whole house, is the center patio and the 
grouping of the other rooms about this 
sunny little court. There is but one 
room in the house—the intermediate 
bedroom—that has not cross venti- 
lation or windows on two sides. Even 
the kitchen, thanks to the little patio, 
gets its cooling breeze directly across 
the room. 

And while the kitchen is a north room, 
normally cold and cheerless, it still re- 

ceives a portion of the afternoon sun as 
it slants down into the patio. This, you 
will begin to observe, is a most important 
little patio, and you have not heard half 
of it yet. 

APPROACHING the house from the 
L front you will see the walls, not in cold 

gray but in a mottling of warm sepia tones. 
This was obtained by using a light color 
all over in the third coat of stucco and 
following at once with troweled out smeari 
of a reddish chocolate color. This was put 
on in irregular "blobs" and the trowel 
was dragged to produce a texture of pleas- 
ing irregularities. 

At this stage of the stucco work the 
general effect was that of an aggravated 
attack of measles with jaundice adding 
a note of general debility, a combination 
which threatened to be fatal—to the 
builder. But the neighbors' more or less 
audible protests were evidently silenced 
by the advice of cooler heads, for no 
violence was perpetrated and the measles 
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were covered up within the following 
week. 

The same stucco as used for the lighter 
undercoat was applied as a thin brush- 
coat, and the result was a soft blending of 
the contrasting shades into mottled walls 
that are a really good reproduction of 
our mellow old missions. 

This, let us mention in passing, was 
not accomplished without some argument 
with the plasterer. And, by the way, 
there seems to be just one way to handle 
tho~<" gentlemen—first, know what you 
want; then stand over that plasterer 
and make him give it to you. 

Of course, there are other ways. You 
may find another wall, perhaps, that suits 
you exactly, and you will triumphantly 
lead your plasterer to it and command 
that he duplicate it. He will no doubt 
laughingly assure you that, man and boy, 
he has been laying on stucco like that for 
the past thirty years, and you may even 
feel abashed as one who finds he has been 
offering professional advice to a Michel- 
angelo reincarnate. But you will get all 
over that when he gives you a stucco wall 
exactly the same as the original except 
as to the color, which is yellowish 
cream instead of buff, and the 
texture, which is—just anything. 

Or you may have him make up 
a sample for you, several samples 
in fact, and after arguing with the 
rest of the family you can select 
one. It makes no particular differ- 
ence which one you pick out, 
because the composer just mixed 
them by ear and cannot reproduce 
the color in a larger quantity, and 
as for texture, he will do whatever 
is easiest anyway. 

It is up to you, if you know 
what you want and really want 
it. Make him give it to you; he 
can do it. 

The "stonework" of the en- 
trance is also developed in stucco 
and colored in blending browns 
and greens to give a decorative 
contrast. The effect of the two 
arches is good as seen from an 
angle. Those cedar logs of course 
will not give their predestined 
effect until the dull yellow blooms 
of the Cup o' Gold vine and the 
delicate harmony of the wistaria 
have mingled in fragrant profu- 
sion above the terrace. 

IT IS necessary that you use 
your imagination just at this 

point and see this crudely new 
house not as it is but as it will 
be in another year when shrub- 
bery and vines have grown into 
the picture. Dracaena, flax, and 
yuccas establish the tropical touch, 
will in time, and a variety of shrubbery 
in varying hues of foliage and flower will 
mass themselves about the terrace and 
foundation. 

The wide front door—a single panel of 
mahogany—has a small wicket door be- 

hind the bit of wrought iron and opens 
directly into a living room of rough tex- 
tured walls and high arched ceiling, with 
the sunlight in the little patio creeping in 
to meet the glow from the big rectangular 
window at the front. 

This living room is finished on metal 
lath, as in fact is almost the entire house, 
and here the finish coat of plaster has 
been drawn out into a rough pitted tex- 
ture. On this, and over the customary size 
and priming coats, was put a uniform coat 
of paint blended of umber and sienna. 
Then came a glaze coat of a gray-laven- 
der, applied over the whole surface and 
wiped off the higher portions to permit the 
sienna tones to glow through. Dusted 
with rotten-stone this gives the soft 
beauty of walls mellowed by years in- 
stead of by the decorator's skilful touch. 

Fireplaces in California are ornamental 
to a large degree, but this one is a real 
fireplace and is guaranteed to burn real 
wood without smoking, but it is also 
piped for gas and can contain a gas heater 
for those who prefer that horribly effi- 
cient substitute for old wrought andirons 
and a log or two. 
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generate into a nook or "wide spot in 
the road" on the way from kitchen to 
dining room. 

T! 

or 

The living room fireplace is a real one—not merely or- 
namental. The wide front door opens directly into this 
room of rough textured walls and high arched ceiling, 
with the sunlight in the patio creeping in to meet the 

glow from the big rectangular window at the Jront 

French doors open to the patio and a 
like pair to the dining room which in 
turn opens into the breakfast room. 
Both of these rooms connect directly 
with the kitchen and there is no neces- 
sity for passing through one to reach the 
other, nor does the breakfast room de- 

HE dining-room walls are also in 
rough plaster but of a softer, smoother 

texture. The tones are warmer and range 
from the predominant lavender-gray of 
the living room to a gorgeous black-and- 
gold papered wall in the breakfast room. 
Here a rather unique decorative scheme 
w as used. The paper carried considerable 
gold in the field with Chinese blues and 
reds superimposed in the design, and 
brought out in relief with an absolutely 
dead black. The same colors were used in 
paints. Careful blending gave the identical 
blue which was then toned down with 
white and was stippled over a gold bronze 
ceiling. The result was neither blue nor 
gold but an exceedingly delicate mat finish 
ceiling in perfect harmony with the walls. 
Woodwork, including picture molding, 
was also coated with gold bronze, but 
this was stippled in dead black, and again 
the result was a happy one. 

These matters of colors and har- 
monies of adjoining rooms are little 

details that can make or break 
the house in the last two weeks of 
work. They are up to you; they 
must express your own likes and 
longings. So when you build this 
house please disregard these re- 
marks on colors. In the first place 
our color scheme would not repre- 
sent you, and, secondly, it is 
quite impossible to paint with 
a typewriter. A dictionary can 
never pinch-hit for a paint box. 

If it is a matter of construction 
or design, words do well enough, 
but how can one set down in 
words the emotional emanations 
of a soul in one of those tre- 
mendous moments when the dec- 
orator stands beside his paint 
pots waiting your final decision? 
Or tell exactly the tint or tone 
that will be a joy to your eye 
and balm to your heart? Decor- 
ating directly on plastered walls 
is your opportunity to build your- 
self into your house. 

THERE are two glass doors 
leading from dining room to 

patio, and an additional leaded 
sash above a wide wall where the 
buffet stands. Sunshine and air— 
soft air and sunshine! 

In the kitchen is found what 
appears to be a characteristically 
California touch—the sink. Why 
has the tile sink not come into its 
own in the East ? It may be made 
a thing of actual beauty; it intro- 

duces a color note into the workshop of 
the home, and it is surely a continual 
source of joy to the housewife. 

This sink is worked out in rose and gray 
—rose in the bed or shelf and a warm gray 
for back and trim. The same colors are 
carried through the entire kitchen. All 
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the woodwork is in the same gray, and 
walls are clouded with merely a delicate 
suggestion of rose throughout their ex- 
panse of glossy white. 

A kitchen is no longer a place where 
the dingy colors of walls and ceiling but 
reflect the drab existence of the one who 
labors there over pots and pans—but 
neither need it be as cold and cheerless 
as an operating room. 

White and nothing but white has been 
the extreme we have gone to in our tiled 
kitchens, until, upon entering, one's nose 
twitches expectantly to scent the aroma of 
ether rather than of little brown biscuits. 
Use color in your kitchen, but use cau- 
tion, too. We have seen some that looked 
like Roman baths. 

Some visiting tile manufacturers from 
an Ohio city dropped in as we were in- 
stalling this sink, and if they have made 
good on their threats there is by this 
time at least one Eastern factory pro- 
ducing the special shapes of tile that 
we used. They were emphatic in their 
approval. 

Of course, there is an electric outlet 
above the sink as well as one beside the 
built-in ironing board and another in 
the screened porch for washer or electric 
refrigerator. 

AND now assume that the bell has 
rung and guests have cut ofF our 

retreat through the living room. 
Heaven forbid that any house should 

be designed to deprive a lady of an op- 
portunity to powder her nose in the sanc- 
tity of her bedroom in that interval that 
elapses between saying, "What! Those 
pests again. Help me off with this apron," 
and, "Why, my dear, how perfectly 
sweet of you, etc., etc." A door opens 
handily from kitchen to hallway. 

Here three bedrooms and two baths 
are conveniently arranged. All are of good 
size and little space is lost in the hall. 
Even this hall space is utilized, too, by 
placing two linen closets where they will 
do the most good and leaving space for a 
coat closet handy to the living room. 

In fact, there is little space wasted in 
this big little house unless one terms the 
patio waste space, and that would be 
unfair. It is really another room. 

Here in the patio we have built in a 
wall fountain on one side and below it 
have planted a half circle of begonias— 
two or three varieties—and some small 
plants. Two larger begonias and a mass 
of heliotrope will furnish the background 
below the fountain in two or three 
months' time. This is California, be it 
remembered. 

Red cement was used for the floor and 
its irregular marking gives a pleasing ef- 
fect. Here, with a rug or two and a table 
and two or three chairs, we have an eighth 
room and one that can be the best room 
in the house. 

I called the other evening at another 
home where this same center patio has 
been used, and we spent the entire eve- 
ning out there in cool comfort beside a 

tiny pool bedded in violets. It was a 
thoroughly delightful room. 

"Well enough," do you say, "in Cali- 
fornia, but what of little Penobscot on the 
Wabash, where we cannot, or at least 

Detail of the front entrance doorway 
with its "stonework" facing de- 
veloped in stucco and colored in 
browns and greens to give contrast. 
The effect of the two arches is good 

do not, claim thirteen months summer 
every year?" 

The answer is simple. Do exactly as 
these people have done. Due to a peculiar 
location they found the winds uncom- 
fortable because annoying little eddies 
were set up in the court. So they covered 
it over with a roof of wire-glass in a strong 

French doors open into the patio 
from the living room, through which 
can be seen the little wall fountain 
set above its semicircular flower gar- 
den, and the tropical potted plants 
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metal frame. In the center was a venti- 
lator controlled by a register beneath. 
The result is a room that is comfortable 
every day in the year. 

In summer's w armth this does not take 
on the characteristics of a florist's hot- 
house, but instead a gentle breath of air 
draws steadily from the rest of the house 
to pass out of the vented roof, and the net 
result is a cool delightful room and a 
cooler house throughout every room. 

In other locations and for cooler eve- 
nings than we have here, a typical Spanish 
fireplace in one corner of this patio would 
be a thing of joy. 

No the patio is far from being 
waste space. It is a place for a cosy 
afternoon tea or an evening smoke; the 
bridge party may overflow into it from the 
living room, or a table be laid there for 
the little Sunday supper. And if you never 
used it for anything but its sunshine and 
fresh air and its general note of warmth 
and cheer it would be wTorth its cost. 

And now, in looking through this little 
bungalow, we have saved the roof—the 
frosting on the cake—to the last. It is 
the first thing you see in coming, the last 
joyous touch of color to leave behind. 

This roof is of hand-made tile in a 
general tone of warm reddish tan. 
Here and there one has been stained a 
dull brown, shading into mossy green; 
occasionally there is a tile stained nearly 
all green. Just enough of this has been 
used to relieve the roof of the monotonous 
plainness of straight tile, and the effect 
has been further enhanced by the care- 
fully careless manner in which the tile 
has been laid. 

In the first place there is not a nail in 
the roof. Every tile is bedded in cement. 
This white cement is allowed to show ir- 
regularly beyond the ends of the tiles, 
accentuating the broken horizontal mark- 
ings. The tile is random laid, purposely 
broken and chipped here and there, 
doubled occasionally, and with a general 
and altogether delightful lack of uni- 
formity. 

"Makea him look," said the emissary 
from Italy who had this job in charge, 
"like he wasa laid by coupla Indians— 
coupla drunk Indians." 

And if results can justify such means. 
I am in favor of supplying this man with 
a whole tribe of Indians and a distillery 
and letting him lay roofs promiscuously 
across these United States. The country 
would be the better for it, and the Indians 
would be happy—while they lasted. 

Now7 as to cost ... « 
There is no such thing as a definite 

figure when building requirements vary 
as they do throughout the country. This 
house has cost us $12,500, but this figure 
can be revised radically either way to 
meet your ideas, your needs, and your 
bank account, or borrowing capacity, as 
the case may be. 

Anyway, it's a great little house. 
We like it. 
And you really should see that little 

patio . . . 
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The Wickwire boathouseat 
Lake Skaneateles is attrac- 
tively simple in construct- 
tion, and amply large to 
meet the summer boating 
needsof the aver age country 

place on the water 

SOME ADIRONDACK 

BOATHOUSES 

A commodious boathouse on Upper 
Saranac Lake, seen from the rear 

The same boathouse shown at left, 
as it appears from the water stde 

Detail of the landing pavilion 
and wading pool of the Upper 
Saranac    Lake boathouse 

A simulated thatch 
roof adds interest to 
this little boathouse on 
Upper St. Regis Lake 

Dormer balconies in- 
sure airiness to the 
second floor of this 
attractive boathouse at 

Burnt Rock Camp 

The truncated gables 
of this boathouse on 
Lower Saranac Lake 
give it a sophisticated 
an that is in keeping 
with its imposing size 

SCOPES & FEUSTMANN 
Architects 
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For sun porches that are to be used 
the year 'round—and they are even 
more valuable in winter than in 
summer, for obvious reasons—the 
most important item is the window 
construction. These should be 
weather proof (for winter comfort) 
and yet susceptible of complete 
opening to take advantage of every 
vagrant breeze on hot summer days, 

without interfering with the screens 
that are equally necessary to make 
any porch in summer a comfortable 
retreat. Not the least of the desirable 
attributes of the sun porch is the 
view it commands. Incidentally, 
one cannot imagine anything love- 
lier or more inspiring, at any 
season of the year, in sunlight or in 
moonlight, than the view from the 

porch pictured at top of the page, 
looking out over the feathery tops of 
trees that clothe the slopes of the 
hills below. Another view of the same 
porch is shown at the top of page 
45. The picture at the left below 
shows the outlook from the breakfast 
porch (see also bottom of page 45). 
At right below, the open colonnade 

adjoining the breakfast porch 
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Outdoor living indoors is the anomaly that is stressed 
in modern homes of to-day, expressed not only in the 
sleeping porch but in sun porches for various purposes. 
The sun porches shown on this and the preceding page, 
in the home of Mr. Arthur Lehman, are splendid ex- 

amples of this feature that has come to be an integral 
part of so many homes, particularly those built in 
comparatively recent times. Above, a luxurious com- 
bination of living room comfort plus outdoor sunshine 

and iresh air. Belozc, the breakfast porch 
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Racing a passing sail of Baddeck, N. S. In these 
waters, where the ever-present fog makes 'ailing 
a hazardous undertaking. Primrose IV came 
close to being run dozen by a Norwegian freighter, 
but luck zvas with her and she emerged unharmed 

Primrose IV Comes Home 

by   WARWICK   MILLER TOMPKINS 

IET go!" shouted the skipper, throw- 
ing the Primrose up into the wind. 
Inexpressibly saddened, I raised 

the compressor lever and watched the 
anchor flash down into Newport Harbor's 
muddy bottom. The cruise was over. To- 
morrow these boon companions, now 
silently stowing the bleached sails for the 
last time, would be scattered. The months 
of toil and teamwork, perils and play, 
apparently endless once, were definitely 
over. Faced by that realization, even the 
sight of home failed to bring the joy 
which it might otherwise have brought. 

Fifty-eight days before, the skipper, 
unlashing the wheel he now was securing 
with the same finality with which we 
were putting on long unused sail covers, 
had shouted his gay "Heave short!" 
and heard a few minutes later my "an- 
chor aweigh!" That had been in Bern- 
bridge, Isle of Wight. 

Now we swung, the ship still bright and 
shining through our hours of prideful, 
loving toil, among the little-venturing, 
smooth-water boats of Newport—Prim- 
rose IV, conqueror twice of the Atlantic, 
and sturdy little follower of the Viking 
trail. 

WHAT sport it had been! The rough 
initiation of the North Sea had tried 

us—and "us" includes the Primrose IV. 
let me remark, unless it be thought that 

Lindbergh, a new sailor in a new ocean, 
did not borrow from us the inclusive 
pronoun—ere we had been out of port a 
day. What a devilish thrash it had been. 

The skipper and mate lending a jib. 
For a zvhole day on the run to Ice- 
land, as the barometer kept falling, 
the wind grozcing, and the seas making, 
the little ship ran under foresail alone 

up that shallow and treacherous sea! 
White water on deck hour after hour, 
never a sign of sun or stars; steamers that 
went thundering by and the one that 
nearly ran us down until a red star fired at 
her bridge sent her engines astern in a 
panic! Then there had been the poignant 
farewell to the sixth man, our Wild Irish- 
man, after we had raced, verily raced 
death, across three hundred miles of ocean 
to leave him, seriously ill, in an Edinburgh 
hospital. 

The Atlantic, meeting us as we shot out 
between the Shetlands and the Orkneys, 
had greeted us with a booming westerly. 
After a fortnight of slow slogging it was 
sheer delight to watch the rail dip under 
as, wind abeam, we raced for the Faroes 
at eight and nine knots. 

The bearded, weatherbeaten harbor 
master of Thorshaven, in the Faroes, 
shook his head warningly as w7e prepared 
to run out into an impenetrable fog. But 
we went anyway, feeling our way along 
perpendicular cliffs by echoed shots from 
a pistol until we were well clear. 

Now- the wind swung to the east and we 
made great strides toward Iceland. For a 
day, as the barometer kept falling, the 
wind growing, and the seas making,'we 
ran under foresail alone. A hundred and 
sixty miles that blow gave us from noon 
to noon, so you know it was blowing! 

Iceland astounded us; it is an unearthly 
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land of multicolored, jagged lava peaks, 
glacier streams, endless summery days, 
and bustling modernism. Warmlv re- 
ceived, most courteously entertained, we 
yet felt somewhat cheated at finding, in 
such an outpost, a night club, pretty 
blondes in sheer hose and Parisian frocks, 
and a symphonic movie orchestra dis- 
pensing the score for "Ben Hur." The 
nations grow so much alike, these days! 

In Reykjavik we met the Joan, a 22- 
foot yawl hailing from London. She had 
reached Iceland, I am sure, 
on the simple faith of her 
crew of two, for she was 
poorly found, ugly beyond 
words. Yet the men aboard 
her were planning to 
reach New York. Disaster 
awaited the Joan. Days 
after the Primrose reached 
home she was rolled over 
—according to newspaper 
reports—and totally dis- 
abled in an August gale. A 
steamer picked up 
her crew. 

Thirteen hundred miles 
west and south of Iceland 
lies Battle Harbor, Labra- 
dor. Before a steady, 
gentle breeze that flowed 
like a river between per- 
sistent clouds and the 
cold, deserted ocean, 
Primrose romped along 
undei racing canvas for 
ten days of ideal sailing. 
Ballooner, a golden 
squaresail, the bellying 
fisherman staysail, and the guyed-out 
main made us a veritable cloud of gleam- 
ing canvas. 

IT WAS our greatest delight to lie 
out on the bowsprit of nights, watch- 

ing the glowing running lights that 
looked like jewels above the far-flung 
furor of phosphoresence about the fore- 
foot. Ah, the swift, unchecked lunge down 
the face of a sea, the moment of gathering 
sinews in the trough, and yet again the 
birdlike flight with a hissing crest lapping 
over the bulwarks—"the heave, and the 
halt, the hurl and the crash of the comber 
wind-hounded!" 

Calm, as usual, threatened to keep us 
out of Battle Harbor, but we answered 
the challenge with the little motor. Then 
the power failed us in a tight place and, 
as the engine of a hastily acquired tow 
struck in sympathy with our balky 
engine, we put a man at the helm and 
let him sail us into a tricky, narrow chan- 
nel against a dead head wind. Tack by 
tack he wTorked us against wind and tide 
while the Labrador fishermen, refusing 
to believe their eyes, watched us slip 
past shallow-covered reef after reef 
until we won an anchorage opposite the 
Grenfell mission. 

The American continent! How good it 
felt beneath our feet! But we cheered 
no cheers yet, nor, with the superstition 

of the sea, mentioned the words "home 
again." We had passed the grave of the 
Leif Ericsson—all one day we had flown 
a half-masted ensign for her—but ahead 
lay the bones of the Shanghai. 

"We'll shake hands when we anchor 
in Newport." we agreed; "anything can 
happen in the 1,20c miles between." 

Under brilliant skies we battled down 
the Gulf of St. Lawrence in the teeth of a 
sou'wester. At night the dancing northern 
lights,   the  Aurora   Borealis,   hung in 

A glimpse of Primrose's deck from aloft as she romped 
along for ten days of ideal sailing before a steady, 
gentle breeze that "flowed like a river between persist- 

ent clouds and the cold, deserted ocean" 

swinging curtains overhead or shot lance- 
like stabs from zenith to horizon. Laven- 
der, white, pink, gold—scintillating clouds 
of fire illuminated our sails, struck awe 
into our eyes, as flat on our backs, we 
marveled. The ship sailed herself, helm 
lashed. 

We anchored in Ingonish, Cape Breton 
Island, awaiting daylight to make the 
passage of the Great Bras D'Or. There 
the hurricane found us and sought to end 
our cruise. The skipper first noticed that 
we were dragging our anchor. 

"All hands on deck!" 
Sleepy-eyed we stumbled up to the 

topside and found the beach foaming close 
astern. Then for four hours we steamed 
to our anchor while the last, worst fury 
of the gale whipped the harbor to cream. 
The dragging anchor finally caught a tele- 
graph cable which, strong, held us until 
the blow moderated. It was a close call 
for the Primrose. 

FOG, fog, fog! Thick, wet, cheerless 
it hung over the oily waters off 

Nova Scotia. Maddening, it was, and 
nerve racking. To lie, motionless, in a 
small boat and hear steamers bearing 
down on you is one of the most terrifying 
experiences imaginable. Good fortune was 
with Primrose until one night when, blind 
in the murk, the Strusholm, a Norwegian 
freighter, bore down on us. Swinging to 
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starboard as we swung, ever so slowly, 
to port, the steamer drew nearer and 
nearer. 

The range lights towered high above 
our decks—the flaring bows became awful 
in their immensity. Black, hungry, hissing, 
they loomed closer and closer. 

"This is the end of the Primrose!" I 
heard some one say. Yes, the end of our 
beloved ship—that thought came to every 
one of us as, grouped on the stern, we ap- 
prehensively watched the impact. 

Primrose groaned, 
heeled, and then bumped 
jarringly the entire length 
of the steamer. Then we 
were alone. 

"No water below! 
Tommy, I think we're all 
right!" came a welcome 
voice, with an exultant 
note of incredulity in it, 
from below. 

I was peering over the 
bows, Yes, unbelievable 
as it was, we were practic- 
ally unhurt. The bulwarks 
were started, our chain 
plates had almost been 
stripped away, but we 
were tight—the pump got 
no water — and not a 
shroud had parted. 

We spoke the Strus- 
holm, solicitously ex- 
pressed the hope that we 
hadn't injured her — a 
joke that was wasted 
on her officers—and got 
underway. 

The moon, blurred in the last wisps 
of the week's fog, set us to firing Very 
stars madly the next night, and left 
us weak-kneed and dry-throated when 
we realized that we were not again in 
jeopardy. 

Then, welcome to the land of the free, 
we were boarded and searched twice by 
diligent Coast Guard vessels while we 
were still more than a hundred miles ofF- 
shore on Georges Bank. It was a novel 
experience. 

POLLOCK RIP: the log at midnight 
reads, "Steamers, steamers, steam- 

ers!" An hour later the anguish of the 
watch on deck was poignantly expressed 
by "Steamers—and tugs, too!" 

Then, fitting climax, came a sparkling 
norther. Colors flying and all sails set, 
we flashed down Nantucket Sound, glee- 
hilly calling out each familiar landmark, 
endless times stepping off on the chart 
the few remaining miles to Brenton's 
Reef. 

Then comes the entry which, terse, 
still tells a story to those who can read 
between the lines: 

12:20 p. M. Primrose IF crosses her 
outbound track one year two months and 
fitteen days after leaving for England 
and the Fastnet Race, having sailed 
something over eight thousand miles in 
that time. 
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Above and right. The 
commencement of hos- 
tilities. The rival mon- 
archs, Black Joe (on 
the ground) and Old 
Tom try conclusions 

On parade. General Thomas 
—otherwise known as Old 
Tom—with his five-foot halo 
of shimmering, iridescent eyes 

BATTLE OF 

THE PEACOCKS 

I HOTOGRAPHS  BY FRANCES PITT 

The most thrilling mo- 
ment of the fight, when 
both great birds fly up 
and meet in mid-air 
—a veritable rainbow 

of color 
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Cornish Game Fowl 

F 

The pair of 
Dark Cornish 
fowl {hen op- 
posite) which 
took first prize at 

"^ORTY years ago Indian Games 
made their first appearance in this 
country. They were sent from Eng- 

land to the Buffalo Poultry Show, arriving 
there on the last day of the exhibition 
after a long voyage across the Atlantic, 
with a week's delay in New York City. 
O. K. Sharp, of Lockport, N. Y., took the 
birds to his home in order to give them 
a much needed rest. He was surprised 
to find after taking them from the ship- 
ping hamper that they were as easily 
handled as a Wyandotte or Plymouth 
Rock. They appeared to be rather small 
for a general purpose fowl; but another 
surprise was in store for him. When he 
weighed the birds, the male tipped the 
beam at 9 pounds and the hen at 6| 
pounds, and this after being three weeks 
on boat and rail before reaching their 
destination. 

It was then and there that the Indian 
Game was taken up and given wide pub- 
licity as the "bird of destiny," and the 
spring of 1889 marked the beginning of 
widespread interest in the breed. The 
demand for stock and eggs became so 
great from breeders in many states and 
in Canada that the supply was barely 
sufficient. The intrinsic merit of the 
Indian Game, as a market and a fancier's 
fowl, overshadowed the prejudicial word 
"game" for the time being. To-day, how- 
ever, it is no longer called Indian Game, 
but is classified in the American Standard 
of Perfection as Cornish. In England the 
old name still sticks to the breed, and 
probably always will. Our English cousins 
are slow to change names and customs. 

The origin of the breed goes back many 
years to Cornwall, England, where it was 
known as a purely Cornish fowl or Cornish 
Game. The late James Frayne, one of 
England's earliest and most noted breed- 
ers of Indian Games, stated that in his 
early days the Indian Game was " a short, 
squabby fowl, ginger in color" and that 
the striking change made in the breed is 
due to crossing with lustrous plumaged 
black Indian Games, and not to Malay 
blood, as some writers aver. So far as Mr. 
Frayne was aware, the origin of the breed 
is due to direct importation of black 
Indian Games that his father secured. 
These were added to the native flock. 

The characteristic "bull-dog" front of 
the modern Cornish fowl is of the Aseel 
and not of the Malay order. No other race 
of domesticated poultry possesses the 
same distinctive characteristics of the 
Cornish breed, with the possible exception 
of the Aseel, which resembles it in type and 
comb, although it is smaller in size with a 
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lower-set body. The Aseel blood line is 
indicated by the dominating breed charac- 
teristics in shape, comb, and the close 
hard-feathered plumage of the Indian 
Game or Cornish fowl. 

In appearance, Cornish are about the 
widest and most massive of any known 
breed of fowl, the broad full breast and 
heavy meaty thighs being without a peer 
among domesticated races of poultry. It 
is this remarkable development of the 
bodily form, plus superabundant meat, 
that has made the Cornish fowl a potent 
factor in the Standardbred poultry in- 
dustry of England and America. Not only 
the fancier, but the market poultry 
breeders as well, find Cornish of extraor- 
dinary interest as a profitable meat and 
egg producer, plus a most attractive fowl 
in the showroom and on the range. 

The aim of the Cornish fancier is to 
breed large heavy typical males and 
females, rich in color markings. The main 
object of the commercial poultry keeper 
and farmer is to produce superior heavy 
fleshed market fowl, either purebred or by 
crossing Indian Game or Cornish with 
Plymouth Rocks, Jersey Black Giants, 
Wyandottes, or Dorkings. While crosses 
should prove profitable, especially when 
the chickens are grown on a range, fanciers 
who breed Cornish in backyards or in 
comparatively small poultry plants will 
remain satisfied to keep, breed, and eat 
purebred chickens. 

The modern Cornish fowl is a somewhat 
different bird from that of the earlier 
higher-stationed Indian Game. It is 
heavier, more massive in body, with 
meatier thighs and sturdier legs. The illus- 
trations on this page of Mr. Andrews's 
noted winning Cornish at the Madison 
Square Garden Show last winter present 
the ideal type of the breed about as faith- 
fully as pictures of this kind can reason- 
ably be expected to do. But no pictures 
can do justice to the striking color pattern 
of the Cornish fowl. The glossy black or 
beetle green plumage of the male, broken 
in hackels, saddle, and wings with bay or 
chestnut, the chestnut brown or deep bay 
ground color of the female with double- 
laced greenish-black feathers on breast 
and back, must be seen on the living 
specimen in order to realize its striking 
beauty in color markings. The English 
Standard weights for cock is not less than 
8 pounds, for hen not less than 6 
pounds. These weights are somewhat 
lower than those given in the American 
Standard of Perfection, but they are the 
minimum weights, so nothing stands in 
the way of breeding Cornish in England to 

Madison Square 
in IQ28. Roth 
birds bred and 
owned by Mr. 
5>. //. Andrews 

much heavier weights than our Standard 
calls for. Cornish being very close- 
feathered birds, when compared with loose- 
feathered breeds appear to be smaller, 
so that weight is a very important factor 
to consider when judging and handling 
Cornish fowl. They are firm and muscular, 
the plumage being narrow, short, hard, and 
close. This applies not only to the Dark 
Cornish, the breed under discussion, but 
to the White Cornish and White-Laced 
Red Cornish, the sub-varieties. 

Cornish are bred to the Poultry Club 
Standards in England and to the Ameri- 
can Standard of Perfection in the United 
States and Canada. These Standards are 
applicable both to exhibition and to utility 
purposes. Due allowance, however, should 
be made by judges in the matter of ground 
color or double lacing in the utility 
classes, in which the birds may be higher 
on leg without detriment to their utilitar- 
ian qualities. It should also be borne in 
mind that the Cornish Game wTas not 
created with a view to egg production, 
but for a table fowl, and for this purpose 
it is one of the super-heavy breeds. 

Production is the watchword in the 
business world, especially in the poultry 
industry at the present time. To produce 
record-breaking laying hens has become a 
mania in this country, as wrell as in Eng- 
land. Abnormal production is what some 
commercial poultry keepers are after. 
But public records of eggs laid tell but 
half the story. The size or weight of eggs 
should also figure in laying records. The 
individual record of a "300-egg sprinter" 
is no safe basis to figure flock averages on. 
Neither are flock averages to be safely 
accepted as producing eggs of standard 
weight and color. Unless the breeds pro- 
duce the same weight of eggs upon the 
same cost of grain, they cannot be said to 
be of equal merit, no matter what the 
number. When a hen lays 150 eggs that 
weigh thirty ounces per dozen, she is pro- 
ducing a little over twenty-three pounds 
of food supply; the hen that lays eggs 
that weigh twenty-two ounces must pro- 
duce at the rate of 195 eggs per year to 
be classed with the 150-egg hen. 

The status of Cornish Games as layers 
has never been established, for the reason 
that meat production has been the main 
objective. Nevertheless, Cornish pullets 
and hens are good layers when properly 
fed and handled. The brown eggs they lay 
are of fine quality and marketable size, 
which is a chapter in the other half of the 
story; and the final chapter of the latter is 
the profitable meat production of the 
chicks hatched from Cornish eggs. 
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GROSVENOR-G1I.KS STUDIO, INC., DECORATORS 
A basement utilised as a general amusement room, in the home of A. 
C. Connell, Esq., Scranton, Pa. A stairway {seen at rear) was cut 
through from the dining room to make the room easily accessible. Then 
the pipes overhead were concealed with a stucco ceiling, the walls 
painted a soft tomato red fading into a faint suggestion of itself in the 
ceihng, and a wainscot of pecky cypress in brown installed to give back- 
ground for wicker furniture painted in yellow, tomato red, and green 

Saving the Cellar 

bx  C.   STANLEY TAYLOR 

"E ARE prone to think of this 
age as the great age of effici- 
ency. So many improvements 

have been made in all 
walks of life tending to 
eliminate waste and to 
utilize our resources to 
the fullest capacity that 
perhaps the title is just- 
ified. However, when one 
starts to think of the 
opportunities that are 
yet unexplored for taking 
further advantage of the 
scientific advances with 
which we are now sur- 
rounded it would seem 
more likelv that in years 

Billiard room in the 
cellar of the residence of 
Mr. Robert Law, Jr., 
Portchester, N. Y. The 
handsome table was de- 

signed by the architect 

to come historians will refer to these 
present decades as being the age of the 
introduction of efficiency. 

Perhaps efficiency is not a particularly 
interesting word to use in conjunction 
with the development of a home. Comfort 

and convenience are more 
in keeping with our 
thoughts. The true con- 
notation of efficiency may 
be stated as the maximum 
use of opportunities to ac- 
complish desired ends at 
the least cost in effort or 
money; hence, if comfort 
and convenience are the 
desired ends, we are intro- 
ducing efficiency into our 
houses when we utilize 
their capacities to the ful- 
lest extent to achieve 
these things. 

In this article we are 
concerned primarily with 
but one opportunity long 
neglected in home build- 
ing—to further comfort 
and  convenience  and to 
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increase the extent of useful space through 
the development of hitherto wasted area 
in basements and cellars. The idea that 
areas below the ground floor level can be 
properly used by the family for other than 
service purposes is relatively new in its 
general acceptance; the strange thing is 
that it should be. 

According to some recent analyses of 
the annual amount of residential con- 
struction in the United States, 
there tire nearly 300.000 new 
single family dwellings erected 
each year. The average home 
of this type is relative!}- small 
but it can be safely stated that 
in even' dwelling constructed 
to-day, there is at least 1.000 
cubic feet of space in base- 
ments now wasted that might 
be converted to a useful pur- Hfe 
pose. This estimate takes into 
consideration the fact that 
many houses in warmer sec- 
tions are built without base- 
ments. It is probably a conserv- 
ative figure, and if it can be 
accepted it indicates that we 
are annually wasting about 
300,000,000 cubic feet of base- 
ment space in our new con- 
struction each year in the 
United States. When one ap- 
plies this same line of reasoning 
to the amount of such unde- 
veloped space in existing build- 
ings erected during the last 
twenty or thirty years, the 
figures become amazingly im- 
posing. In terms of dollars, 
the probable minimum value of 
this wasted space in new con- 
struction annually exceeds 
$60,000,000. Here is but one evidence 
of the fact that we are merely enter- 
ing the age of the efficient utilization of 
our resources and opportunities. 

These statements immediately arouse 
speculation as to why such a condition 
does exist. Perhaps it is due to our national 
tendency to absorb changes very slowly 
even when those changes are for our own 
benefit. The only new things we take to 
quickly as a nation are those which in- 
volve no inconvenience or effort, no 
matter how slight, to adopt them in our 
daily lives. There is evidence ot this 
conservatism in almost every aspect of 
our living habits. 

Before the introduction of central 
heating devices, houses were almost in- 
variably built without cellars. Stoves and 
fireplaces used as heat sources required no 
basement space, but with the introduc- 
tion ot furnaces and steam and hot-water 
heating there arose a need for placing the 
heating unit below the ground floor level 
and so was introduced the requirement for 
a basement or cellar. To-day in the South 
houses are commonly built without base- 
ments, for the short winter season still 
causes the great majority of people to relv 
on relatively primitive devices for heating 
their homes. 

The need for depressing the central 
heating plant is due to the fact that the 
normal flow of heat is vertical and almost 
every heating system in use to-day is 
designed to waste as little heat as possible 
in the basement and to convey all of it 
into the upper parts of the house. It is 
perfectly natural, therefore, that base- 
ments have been cold, unpleasant, and 
often damp areas, quite unhealthful and 

riCHT JAMES BAI/M. ARCHITECT 
A corner in Mr. Laa 's cellar-billiard room 
—a poignant reminder of other days, zvith 

brass 'ootrail and everything 

i'LOR, ARCHITECTS 
Basement recreation room in the home of 
E. C. Benedict, Esq., Pittsburg, Pa. The 
house stands on a sloping site, permitting 

zcindotcs on one side of the room 

uncomfortable. This in turn has led to 
the use of basement space only for service 
purposes. No attempt has usually been 
made to introduce a factor of comfort or 
appearance, and the equipment that has 
been installed in cellars and basements 
has been correspondingly neglected. Our 
boilers and furnaces have been ugly, and 
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the cellar has usually been left unfinished, 
with piping and other mechanical equip- 
ment exposed in all its bareness. 

The introduction of new factors has 
brought about a complete change in this 
situation. Among these contributing in- 
fluences which make the utilization of 
basement space for living purposes both 
feasible and desirable are the following: 
advances in construction methods have 

eliminated  the former damp- 
ness in cellar walls and floors 
through the common practice 
of  damp-proofing foundations 
in order to prevent the entrance 
of ground water. The manufac- 
turers  of  heating equipment 
have eliminated much of the 
ugliness of the former apparatus 
and have definitely and success- 
fully endeavored to make them 
as acceptable in appearance as 
the   other  service equipment 
which is used in our kitchens, 
bathrooms, laundries, and sim- 
ilar service areas. The final fac- 
tor has been the introduction of 
heating devices which can be 
installed for supplying adequate 
heat in rooms on the same level 
with the boiler or furnace. Thus 
every difficulty which formerly 
led to the neglect of basement 
space and made it exceedingly 
undesirable for living purposes 
has   been   overcome through 
modern developments. The op- 
portunity is wide open for home 
builders to convert this wasted 
space and to add at negligible 
cost an extra room or two to the 
living  accommodations which 
they already possess. 

A brief review of these new develop- 
ments and the means of applying them 
in new or existing houses will serve to 
point the way for home builders and 
home owners to take advantage of this 
extraordinary opportunity which, instead 
of knocking at their doors, is already 
within their houses. 

The first step in the improvement of 
basement space is to ascertain that the 
cellar walls and floors are tight and dry. 
In the construction of new dwellings, this 
is exceedingly simple and is almost invar- 
iably accomplished when modern mater- 
ials and methods are employed in building 
the walls and laying the floor. In existing 
houses where less attention has been 
paid to this matter, it may be neces-« 
sary to coat the walls and floors with a 
damp-proofing compound and to install 
new interior surfaces of more pleasing 
appearance. Basement ceilings should 
invariably be covered with metal lath 
and plaster to reduce the extraordinary 
fire hazard which usually exists in cellars. 
Most residential fires start in the .base- 
ment, and they are largely confined to 
this area by the use of a fire-resistant 
ceiling of this type. In fact, many building 
codes now require such construction. 
Where this has alreadv been done, the 
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application of a finished plaster coat or 
the decoration of a rougher cement plaster 
which already exists, serves to give the 
desired appearance to the ceiling of the 
space to be converted into living quarters. 

In the average existing house it is per- 
haps neither feasible nor necessary to at- 
tempt the improvement of the entire base- 
ment area. Unfortunately the plan of 
basement space in the past has been so 
neglected that the service facilities are 
scattered in various parts of the floor and 
then relocation would introduce an ex- 
pense factor not justifiable in such a pro- 
gram. In new buildings, of course, the 
layout of the basement should receive as 
careful attention as the arrangement of 
any floor, for through this means the 
maximum utility of basement space can 
be easily gained. 

In existing buildings, therefore, the 
next problem is the introduction of such 
partitions as are necessary to divide the 
purely service areas which are not to be 
improved from those which can be readily 
converted to a game room, library, study, 
or such other purpose as the family needs 
may suggest. Fuel bins, heretofore made 
of boards carried only part way to the ceil- 
ing and permitting dust to scatter through- 
out the basement area, should, of course, 
be segregated from the living quarters by 
means of a solid partition. Whether or not 
the same partition will also enclose the 
existing heater space is largely a matter 
of the present layout. If it seems more 
feasible to allow the heater to remain ex- 
posed in the part of the cellar to be used 
for some new purpose, the objections to 
the old furnace or boiler can 
readily be overcome by install- 
ing a modern unit designed for 
this purpose. These new boilers 
are fully encased in metal and 
are generally finished in color 
with attractive trim and with 
as many of the moving parts 
enclosed in a casing as possible, 
presenting the appearance of a 
piece of metal furniture. 

The problem of piping may 
be solved in several ways. In 
existing buildings it may be 
necessary to leave the pipes ex- 
posed along the ceiling and 
walls of the new room. Their 
appearance can be minimized 
by enclosing the pipes with 
proper insulating materials 
which are wrapped in a cloth 
cover and painted to match 
the decorative scheme. In new 
construction it is almost always 
possible to conceal the pipes 
between the floor beams and 
above the plaster ceiling so 
that none appears in the new 
living space. This opportunity 
is further enhanced by the use 
of modern fireproof construc- 
tion for the ground floor em- 
ploying light steel joists or 
trusses with a concrete slab 
above   upon   which   a wood 
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floor is laid. Several of the steel mem- arranged as to force warm air throughout 
bers used for this purpose have open the space to be heated. W hen the cellar 
spaces in the webs through which piping    ceiling is very low and it is impossible to 

install a heating unit of any type beneath 
the ceiling level and get a satisfactory 
return to the boiler, such a unit may be 
installed in a closet on the floor above 
with a ceiling register through which 
warm air is forced down by the blower. 
This type of installation is exceedingly 
efficient and it also helps to solve the 
ventilating problem which might exist 
if the basement room were so located as 
to have no access to an outside win- 
dow. 

Such improvements go farther than to 
create a new living room. They lead to 
the further development of the remaining 
service space in the basement. The segre- 
gation of the boiler and fuel bins or the 
introduction of the newer type of equip- 
ment eliminates the dust and dirt nuisance 
and increases the desirability of the base- 
ment for laundry uses and for the storage 
of household goods and foods. Once at- 
tention is paid to this subject, many new 
uses are found for otherwise wasted space. 
A cold storage room becomes entirely 
practicable by the insulation of steam 
pipes and by the damp-proofing of walls 
and floors. The Eighteenth Amendment 
seems to have forced rather than limited 
the use of basement areas for certain types 
of household manufacturing and storage 
purposes. The head of the house who is 
mechanically inclined will doubtless find 
in the new basement a desirable corner for 
a little shop, and the children will soon 
adopt all of the other space as their own 

play area on rainy days. 
The amount that can be done 

with basement space is almost 
in direct proportion to the size 
of the house. The larger su- 
burban country homes fre- 
quently have as much space in 
the basement as exists on the 
ground floor. The necessary ser- 
vice areas below ground require 
no more space than kitchens 
and pantries above. Hence there 
is likely to be an opportunity 
for developing below grade an 
area equal to the ground floor 
living rooms, including the din- 
ing room, library, hall, and 
other spaces. The complete 
development of such wasted 
areas in basements opens up a 
highly interesting field for the 
ingenious introduction of new 
entertainment facilities ranging 
all the way from indoor shooting 
galleries to small swimming 
pools and gymnasiums. Un- 
doubtedly, as this new idea 
becomes more generally apprec- 
iated, the important homes of 
the country will offer new re- 
sources for entertainment and 
new conveniences and comforts 

DWIGHT JAMES BAUM, ARCHITECT •   i ^    • ' ^1 I 11 ,   ,   .,.        , ..    . ... without increasing the bulk or 
The vaulted ceiling and massive walls give a medieval .       .       , f , 
aspect to the Law cellar-billiard room that harmonizes changmg the appearance of the 
with the elaborate wrought iron entrance gates by Yellin structure. 

can be carried, thus conserving space 
and entirely concealing pipes above the 
plaster ceiling. This construction also 
permits the use of longer spans than 
were formerly employed with wood con- 
struction, and helps to eliminate columns 
which might otherwise break into the 
area to he converted into living quarters. 

The final factor is the introduction of 
heat into the new space. If the heating 
equipment is retained in the new room, it 
may give off enough radiation to take care 
of normal requirements. Otherwise either 
of two methods may be employed. One is 
to install new radiators attached to the 
walls of the room sufficiently high above 
the floor so that a return can be made to 
the boiler. 

A contribution to the solution of this 
problem has been made through the intro- 
duction of new types of boilers in which 
the return line is kept very much closer 
to the floor than was formerly customary. 
These boilers permit the installation of 
wall or ceiling radiators and, if necessary, 
the boiler itself may be set in a shallow pit 
one or two feet below the level of the rest 
of the basement. 

The other method involves the use of 
the new type of unit heaters which con- 
sists of a small copper or aluminum radi- 
ator enclosed in a case with an electric 
blower or fan. These units are exceedingly 
compact. They are silent in operation 
and they can be placed in almost any part 
of the room or on the floor above and so 
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The Davis house is Italian in 
inspiration, and developed in 
cream-colored stucco with red tile 
roof—a colorful treatment that is at 

home in its setting <>) green lawns 
and overlooking the blue waters of 
Oyster Bay. At left, a little wall 

tnu Main in the lower garden 

THE   RESIDENCE  OF  ARTHUR   V.   DAVIS, ESQ 

At Oyster Bay, N. Y. 

Broad verandas at the 
rear—or water front— 
command a sweeping view 
across the sloping lawns 
and the Bay to the wooded 

shore beyond 

GUV      L O VV E L L 

Arc hit ret 

Photographs by 

DRIX   1) V R Y E A 
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Below. The studied simplicity of the walled 
garden, with its semi-formal treatment, is 
delightful at any season, but especially at- 
tractive in tulip time, when this picture 

was taken 

Above. The varying levels of the site lend 
themselves to a type of treatment that 
belongs peculiarly with the architectural 
development of the house and emphasizes 

its characteristic features 

Below. The formal front of the house, 
showing the sweep of the driveway and the 
broad flight of steps leading up to the 
main entrance door. This is on the side 

opposite the water front 
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Above. The dining room is Colonial in feeling, 
with its Duncan Phyfe table and other handsome 
old mahogany pieces, its pictorial wallpaper 

paneling and harmonizing screen 

Below. Paneled walls and plain carpet give an 
air of serenity to this room, an air that is cleverly 
accentuated by the figured material of curtains 

and chair covering 
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Above. The entrance hall strikes a dis- 
tinctly Italian note that is highly 
pleasing, giving as it does an effect of 
continuity with the exterior without any 

jarring transition 

Below. Well-filled bookshelves and 
easy chairs and a temptingly hospitable 
air invite one to linger in this room, 
another view of which is shown at 

the bottom of page j6 

Left. The charming little breakfast room 
whose vaulted ceiling and walls de- 
corated with tropical birds and foliage 
provide a perfect setting for the day's 

first repast 

Below. French inspiration is apparent 
in the furnishings of this spacious 
bedroom, notably in the upholstered 
bed and its drapery treatment and in 

the chairs 



The Motor World 

by   ERIC HATCH 

T 

THROUGH the Brewster factory 
a few weeks ago, and there saw a 
great many interesting things. On 

the walls of the huge building were scat- 
tered odd old pictures of carriages in 
all parts of the world. Each picture was 
numbered, which puzzled me until I 
learned that they were part of the Brew- 
ster Collection, which the "Big Boss" 
keeps in his shop for purely sentimental 
reasons. 

On a par with this is the fact that a good 
many of the artisans who labor there are 
children and grandchildren of the men 
who built the coaches our forefathers 
tooled so smartly over the highways a few 
generations ago. 

There, too, I saw a Rolls-Royce that had 
served in the Great War, and learned to 
my astonishment that one of these (vin- 
tage of '14) had recently been sold for 
some six thousand dollars! In addition 
to these active museum pieces they had 
what is probably the most modern road- 
ster in production at the present time, and 
one that has a feature for which there has 
been a crying need. It is a Rolls roadster 
and it has a door leading into the rumble 
seat. 

Another modernist touch was their 
limousine body with casement windows 
that open just enough to create a suction 
which, without freezing you to death, will 
pull cigarette smoke out of your eyes and 
strew it along the road. 

Among the other startling departures 
in coach work to be seen around town to- 
day is the basket-work Locke Touralette 
sported by the Chrysler 80. 

The hood and front of this job are in 
black, it has tannish fenders and apron, 
metal-colored wheels, a khaki 
top, and a basket-work tonneau. 
The windshield folds over flush 
with the cowl and the top drops 
below the level of the back seat, 
which leaves a line to be envied. 
This line would be quite beauti- 
ful were it not for the basket 
business derriere which makes 
the whole automobile look a 
little like a cob dressed up in a 
racing saddle. 

The convertible sedan of this Locke 
series is much easier on the eyes, and the 
town car whose line smacks of Count 
Salamanca's well-known design, is really 
a wealthy looking car. 

Speaking of Chryslers reminds one that 
the world is waiting just now, more or less 
patiently, for the arrival of the new De 
Soto which Mr. Chrysler has promised to 
produce. Notwithstanding numerous state- 
ments to the contrary from the manu- 
facturers, feeling runs strong in the trade 
that this will turn out to be none other 
than a Chrysler in sheep's clothing, so to 
speak. It is to be remembered that when 
this company took over the old Maxwell 
and brought out the Chrysler four, the 
pistons of many of the latter cars had 
M-a-x-w-e-l-I stamped legibly upon 
them. 

There is on the market now a Cadillac 
with a rear seat, cowl, and windshield that 
is quite the most useful I have yet seen. 
The particular car I saw was done in blue 
with blue leather, which can be over- 
looked as it was full of young blond ladies. 
They set it off" nicely and caused me to look 
twice, and so I saw a great mirror set in 
the under part of the tonneau cowl. That 
is a nice idea, for up until now. vanity 
mirrors have always been confined to 
limousines and it is high time that some 
one went about putting them in open cars 
where ladies are invariably blown about 
to the point where a mirror ceases to be a 
luxury and becomes an absolute neces- 
sity. 

In thinking about Cadillacs it is inter- 
esting to reflect that a year ago when the 
La Salle came out it looked not at all 
like its costlier stablemate and that now 

A new body with a new name 
—Chrysler Touralette by Locke 

the Cadillac distinctly resembles its little 
brother. 

A few issues past I spoke of the sturdy 
hand-made construction of the new Du 
Ponts and since then a little incident that 
took place between Wilmington and New 
York rather substantiates my statement. 

One of the executives of the company, 
who frequently has to make the trip there 
and back in a day, was returning late at 
night. He was traveling a back road so as 
to avoid police and other evils of the main 
highway and was loping along at about 
fifty when his car hit a rut, swerved, 
jumped a ditch, and turned over. It came 
to rest in a ploughed field, completely 
upside down. 

In the course of half an hour the 
stricken executive was extricated in a 
slightly bruised condition. In the course 
of another half hour a wrecker was lo- 
cated and the car was righted and towed 
back on to the road. 

An inspection showed that aside from 
converting a full sedan into an open car 
with peculiar mudguards, no damage was 
done. The extricated executive climbed in 
and drove the car on, some fifty odd 
miles, to New York. 

I tried one of these motors out over a 
week-end and hammered it pretty hard. 
It stood up and took all I'd give it, so the 
above does not surprise me. 

A few weeks past, forty-two new Essex 
sedans rolled overboard when being 
ferried across one of the Great Lakes for 
delivery. The doors and windows on these 
cars were tightly closed and the paint was 
new and sticky. 

A few minutes after the accident, 
forty-two Essex sedans were seen floating 

merrily upon the surface of Lake 
Michigan. This they continued 
to do until the errant vessel had 
passed out of sight. 

This tidbit of inside motor 
dope I pass on for whatever it 
may be worth to whom it may 
concern, and as a warning* to 
Essex buyers to look under the 
back seat for the spare oars which 
should certainly be standard 
equipment from now on. 
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The harmony that characterizes the true Japanese garden is well exem- 
plified in this and other views shown here of the garden at Sonnenkerg, 

the home of Emory W. Clark Esq., at Canandaigua, N. Y. 

The Tranquil Charm of the Japanese Garden 

by   FORMAN   T .   M c L E A N 

HAT is the attraction of Japan- 
ese gardens? Is it their gro- 
tesque misshapen trees or their 

odd foreign furnishings? Truly these are 
interesting curiosities if set in the midst 
of our usual amusement park landscape. 
But in a proper Japanese setting they are 
all true and integral parts of the natural 
scenery. It is the calm Oriental spirit of 
the Japanese, pervading all of his art. 

Photographs by George W. Hance 

that makes his gardening distinctive. His 
is a feeling and sentiment fostered and 
matured during the long centuries in his 
island home of wooded mountains, rush- 
ing rocky torrents, and island-dotted 
lagoons. All of these and more are worked 
into the scheme of his landscape gardening. 

At first glance, the plan and even the 
details of the Japanese garden seem to be 
so dominated by rigid rules and supersti- 

tious precedent that the whole thing ap- 
pears hopelessly artificial. But it is really 
based more on natural models than is 
any of our Western landscaping. The 
Japanese, true to his Oriental training, 
accomplishes his purpose more by sug- 
gestion and indirection than by meticu- 
lous copying of detail. A single contorted 
dwarf black pine on a diminutive rocky 
islet may suggest to him a whole vista of 
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Above. Who would not relish a 
cup of tea beside this mirrored 

pool among the trees? 

the wind-swept pine-clad islands that are 
the chief attractions of the Inland Sea. 
But in his miniature model every rock 
and indentation of the shore line, even the 
contour of the gnarled pine, are carefully 
studied to present faithfully just the 
right natural effect. 

While we are apt to think of landscape 
gardening in terms of acres of lawn and 
park, in crowded Japan even a tiny en- 
closure of a few square feet may be con- 
verted by loving care into a miniature bit 
of scenery; and it is for such tiny gardens 
the Japanese have created the distorted 
dwarf trees that seem to us so grotesque. 

Dominant features of the usual Japa- 
nese scenery are mountains, rocky tor- 
rents, and the sea, so these quite naturally 
are the prominent features of the land- 
scape gardens. 

The Japanese, spending his days 
within call of the mountains and the sea, 
catches the free spirit of the hills, where 
paths follow the curving contours and the 
boisterous streams come tumbling down 
over rough waterfalls and rapids, follow- 
ing tortuous and rocky courses into the 
quiet lagoons or into the sea. 

So the prominent feature of the Japa- 

nese garden is apt to be the water scenery. 
A mountain cascade feeds a placid pool 
or flowing stream, forming the center of 
the picture. Even if there is no water, its 
pathway is suggested by rocky stream 
beds, and possibly beds of sand with 
ripple marks to imitate a lake. Often the 
Japanese garden is built around an island- 
dotted lake. The shores are jagged, with 
sinuous lines and outjutting rocky points 
—for irregular shore lines are the rule in a 
land where the mountains often dip into 
the sea. The islands are usuallv three in 

Left. The lily pond below the 
rocky slope gives a suggestion of 
ruggedness to this secluded nook 

number, but sometimes more. The Elisian 
Isle, called Hiraijima in Japanese, is in 
the center and not connected with the 
shore. Then there are the Master's Isle, 
Shujin-jima, and the Guest's Isle, Kraku- 
jin-iima, with stepping stones or bridges 
connecting them with the shore. The Elis- 
ian Isle is a sacred island of Chinese 
legend, and on it is the outline of a tortoise 
laid in stones, with a leaning pine tree 
growing from its back. The Master's 
Isle and the Guest's Isle likewise each has 
its appropriate stones. On the Master's 
Isle is the worshiping stone, beneath the 
comfortable shadeof a pine, and command- 
ing the finest view of the whole garden. 

Stones are equally important with trees 
and water in giving balance and beauty 
to Japanese landscape designs. On the 
shore of the lake stands the Sentinel 
Stone, Metsuke-ishi, keeping guard on the 
bank like the feudal retainers of old. 
Then there are the Mandarin Duck 
stones, always two side by side, to rep- 
resent sleeping water fowl. They are 
emblems of domestic felicity. 

All lakes and streams in a Japanese 
garden must have evident sources and 
outlets—waters  must  flow on,  and a 
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Above. Stepping stones silently 
guide the dreamer along the curv- 
ing path to lovely secluded spots 

stagnant pool is an abomination. Besides, 
the Japanese loves the soothing murmur 
of falling water. Cascades and waterfalls 
are indispensable and each has its ap- 
propriate stones—the stone of Fudo 
beside the torrent, and the Guardian 
Stone, Shugo-seki, forming the main sup- 
port of the waterfall. Farther upstream 
the source of the water is hidden among 
the hills, to contribute to the sense of 
distance and to invite to exploration. 

Trees reach their leaning trunks out 
over the lake, casting their reflections 
in the water, clothe the surrounding hills, 
and conceal bits of the lake shore or direct 
attention to especially interesting groups 
of rocks. Each such group of two, three, 
or five stones, to be well balanced, must 
have its standing, upright stones—the 
male stones—and reclining or flat stones 
—the female stones. Bent or distorted 
stones, or topheavy ones are bad and 
unnatural in Japanese eyes. Standing 
stones must taper upward, and all must 
occupy natural positions. 

Paths are paved with stepping stones, 
arranged at regular intervals, four inches 
apart and two inches high, for ease of 
walking. But, having thus provided for 

practical utility, a sense of irregularity 
and artistic design is imparted by group- 
ing large and smaller ones, and curving 
the paths. These Japanese paths are for 
leisurely strolls, not for direct and forth- 
right purposes of getting somewhere. 
Yet each has its ultimate destination—a 
pagoda, shrine, or sheltered seat. 

No less beloved by the Japanese are 
their wooded hills, forming the back- 
ground; for the garden is enclosed by 
miniature hills, concealing the boundary 
fences and back walls. Where we would 

Left. Stone lanterns, basins, and 
pagodas all fit smoothly into the 

real Japanese garden picture 

group shrubbery, covering up the straight 
lines of back wall or fence with a hedgerow 
thicket, the Japanese rears a tree-clad 
mound into a miniature mountain, and 
achieves a sense of alpine skyline more in 
keeping with his own sense of fitness. 
Even in the smallest grounds this back- 
ground of hills is arranged carefully to 
give perspective; the near ones with tall 
trees and much detail, the back ones 
planted with diminutive trees and set 
with hlhputian scenery—tiny bridges, 
temples, lanterns, and pagodas—beguile 
the eye into a sense of distance. 

Stone lanterns, arching half-moon 
bridges, series of flat rocks spanning the 
lake with meandering pathways, while 
they appear to us as just so much odd and 
foreign setting, are bits of the natural 
countryside of the Japanese, each recall- 
ing some treasured bit of natural scenery 
or pleasant association. He thus builds 
for himself in his garden a quiet retreat; 
a place for peaceful meditation, without 
jarring note or emotional touch of bright 
color. With its delicate tracery of pine and 
solidarity of stone and hill, its restful sense 
of distance and repose, the true Japanese 
garden is in reality a garden of dreams. 
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France and the Davis Cup 

by  JOHN   R. TUNIS 

Illustrations from Wide World Photos 

VEILLE D'JRMES! The night 
before battle. As these lines ap- 
pear, the challenge round of the 

Davis Cup is about to be disputed in the 
new'Stade Rolland Garros at Auteuil on 
the outskirts of Paris. Who the winner 
will be is a matter of conjecture only. My 
own impression is that the French team 
will be far stronger playing upon their 
own terrain; the Americans, away from 
home as they were in 1905, 1906, 1907, 
1908, 1909, and 1911 when our teams 
plaved abroad, much less sure of them- 
selves. However this may be, the match 
will be fought and won upon the center 
court at Auteuil. Worthy of note, as the 
two nations come to grips in this great in- 
ternational sporting contest, is the enor- 
mous impression the event is making 
upon all Frenchmen both at home and 
far away. 

Understandable enough is this impres- 
sion when one realizes that for the first 
time Frenchmen are supreme in a sport 
until lately dominated by Anglo-Saxons. 
Understandable enough is this passionate 

Henri  Cochet,   a  tower 0] 
strength to the defense in the 

Davis Cup contest 

interest that extends to persons who or- 
dinarily have not the slightest interest in 
sport. For to France the Davis Cup is 

more than a mere sporting match between 
teams of tennis players. To them it is the 
symbol of the ageless struggle between the 
New World and the Old. It is the never- 
ending battle between a nation old and a 
nation young, with age for once trium- 
phant. Smile if you like at their eager, their 
almost childish, desire to win this inter- 
national trophy, at their pride in their 
Three Musketeers, the modern swordsmen 
of France. Smile if you wish, but at least 
let us understand and appreciate this 
feeling. 

For it is not in France alone that 
Frenchmen are watching this contest upon 
the courts of their capital. In far-flung 
colonies, in foreign lands, in fact, wherever 
two or three Frenchmen are gathered to- 
gether at this time, you can depend upon 
it that they are turning in spirit toward 
Paris as their representatives prepare to 
give battle against the invaders. Perhaps 
the best picture that can be given of the 
state of mind of the Latins regarding the 
struggle about to take place, appeared last 
tall in "Tennis et Golf," a French maga- 

The Three Musketeers, Jean Bnrotra, Rene Lacoste, and Jacjues Brugnon, 
doughty wielders of racket  instead of sword on the side of France 
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zine. It was written by Jean Feuvrier, a 
temporary exile in the Balkans from his 
home; written just at the moment last 
September when his compatriots were 
contesting the Davis Cup matches in 
Philadelphia. 

It is a very Latin, and yet a very un- 
Latin document, this moving epistle. It 
has feeling, a lofty spirit throughout, 
much grace and charm; but there is about 
it a hardness and stoicism which—before 
the war at any rate—one did not exactly 
associate with the French people. You 
will observe that although he hopes for 
victory, the writer inwardly expects de- 
feat and even looks toward it with resigna- 
tion, knowing, as he must have, that the 
day of France was to come in all good 
time. Valuable as portraying how the 
French looked upon their sons of sport 
last year, it is even more stimulating when 
read to-day under the light of present 
circumstances. Without the slightest 
change or alteration I am translating it 
exactly as it was written. It is entitled 
"An Open Letter to the Team of France 
from a Frenchman Abroad." 

"At the moment in which these lines 
appear you will already have crossed with 
a light step the deck of the giant ship 
which brought you to old Europe and set 
foot once more upon the dear land of 
France. Already you will have been the 
recipients of a moving and grateful wel- 
come from your families, your friends, 
your directors, those, in a word, whose 
pride you are, a welcome which is for you 
the best of all rewards. Possibly a golden 
medal replacing the customary olive 
wreath of the Olympic victors will com- 
memorate in a durable manner the mag- 
nificent pages of history you will have 
just written. Some banquets perhaps, 
some flowers of eloquence scattered upon 
you, and then the triumphal season of 
1927 will enter into the past. 

"Now, before the curtain drops upon 
the play in which you were the leading 
actors, and which, thanks to you, may 
have ended in an apotheosis, before the 
last echoes of the unanimous concert of 
praise which the great French sporting 
family are keeping for you die away, let 
me, my dear friends, speak to you in the 
name of the members of this family scat- 
tered under foreign skies. 

"At the risk of being taxed with exag- 
geration I do not hesitate to say that we 
feel the joys and sorrows of this great 
family much more deeply than do our 
compatriots of the capital, with a far 
greater keenness because we are isolated. 
In a word, it is for us Frenchmen living 
abroad that your victories in the world of 
sport have been such a source of joy 
unmixed. It would doubtless be easy for 
me to explain such a statement by saying 
that the old adage, Major e longinquo 
reverentia, applies not only to time but 
also to space. This explanation, however, 
is far from satisfying me; the truth ex- 
pressed in my remark has far deeper 
causes. 

"One fact is undeniable; the foreigner 

whatever his hemisphere and wherever 
chance gave him birth, has his eyes fixed 
upon us, watching for our least sign of 
weakness, above all, in sporting matters. 
Whenever his feelings toward us do not 
exactly proceed from hatred, the best one 
can say is that they conceal a profound 
jealousy even under the most bitter pro- 

Rene Lacoste in action 

testations of friendship. With what bad 
joy on one side they proclaim the absolute 
downfall of our race, a race bled white by 
the last war, while on the other they 
scornfully recount the misfortunes of our 
football players when they do not prefer 
to inflict upon our pride a still more in- 
jurious pity. At what period of her history 
could France more ardently throw up her 
hands to Heaven and utter this cry of 
alarm, 'God protect me from my friends; 
my enemies I will take care of myself.' 

"To all these detractors of an immortal 
race what a series of retorts you, my 
friends, have just given. And when I 
think of the long line of young players 
who in the days to come will take the 
falling torch from your weakening hands, 
to continue that eminently patriotic task 
which is yours, I can only repeat with 
pride to myself that remark formulated a 
year ago by the press of the younger con- 
tinent: ' French tennis governs the world.' 

"It is, in fact, in thinking of you that I 
have said and resaid to whomever would 
listen this primary truth, that I should 
like to see engraved in golden letters upon 
the front of every stadium in the world: 

"'Shining in international competitions 
does not matter, the finest triumphs do 
not count if those who carry them off do 
not possess, in the highest degree besides 
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these qualitiesof performance, moral quali- 
ties, a good education, modesty, generos- 
ity, and a sporting spirit without which 
no one is a real champion.' 

"For in everything there is a manner of 
doing things, and it is this manner which 
I appreciate in you above all. And since 
my letter is so paradoxical, I will say that 
I like less your victories than the way in 
which they are won. I will even go a bit 
farther and say that I am tempted to 
prefer you in misfortune, so greatly do I 
know how each of you four remain noble 
and worthy in adversity. It is without the 
least impatience that I await the result of 
your matches at Philadelphia, for if you 
have lost they will but tell me that you 
have received this rude disappointment 
with philosophy. 

"And this philosophy will be clothed in 
different forms; the smile of a good child 
upon the face of Borotra, a stoical grin 
from Lacoste, a roguish look on the part 
of Cochet, embellished with Brugnon by 
his consoling pipe. I know you incapable 
of any unbecoming gesture upon the court, 
and, that, simply because such a gesture 
would be inelegant. I know that the idea 
of making an adversary default or of pro- 
testing against the privileges of the center 
court would never enter your minds. 
Shall I say that you are gentlemen? The 
term, so trite withal, translates my 
thought but imperfectly. And, moreover, 
we have no need of Anglo-Saxon terms to 
indicate that I salute in you the purest 
incarnation of French sporting genius. Do 
you not rather take on the figure of con- 
quistadors, since in the course of your 
wanderings you have first conquered 
England and then the United States? 
As in the famous romance, the three mus- 
keteers are henceforward four, and all 
their sporting acts are struck to the core 
with the most chivalresque spirit. 

"On those rare occasions when I have 
the deep joy of seeing you play abroad, 
I wish with all my soul that your adver- 
saries, their leaders, the spectators, and, 
above all, those who watch in the shadows 
in vain that you might open a flank to 
their criticisms, should in full view of your 
performances upon the center court re- 
ceive the useful and salutary lesson they 
deserve. If they do not wish to understand 
this lesson, this lesson that you give with 
such authority and such modesty, so much 
the worse for them. 

"'The dogs bark, the caravan passes' 
"I have just put your modesty to a 

rude test; you will perhaps forgive me 
when you realize what good you have 
done those of us who follow from a dis- 
tance your journey to the stars. Yes, we 
are proud of you, and we shout it aloud. 
To others I leave the task of speaking 
with enthusiasm and admiration of your 
exhibitions. Is it not simpler, since I have 
the joy and the honor of knowing you, to 
let my heart speak and to express to you, 
without fine phrases, the feeling in which 
I unite all four of you—a sentiment of 
deep and profound affection." 

(Signed) JEAN FEUVRIER. 
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FREDERICK I. AC KFRMAN, ARCHITECT 

THE  ROOM OF 

MARY   LINTON     \ C 

All the mystery and invitation of the Orient is ex- 
pressed in this small reception room, with its walls 
of antique gold lacquer, green lacquer woodwork, 
and fireplace frame of variegated green marble. The 
curtains are gold gauze trimmed with Chinese braids 
in clear colors, with drops, cords, and rods in red 

THE MONTH 

KERMAN, Decorator 

lacquer color. Temple ornaments of old brass flank 
the Chinese painting overmantel, and even the and- 
irons are Chinese figures topped by crystal balls. 
The color of the furniture and the finish of the wood 
are based on Chinese lacquer colors. In the residence 

of J. Dupratt White, Esq., Nyack, N. Y. 
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Dissecting the Drive in Golf 

T THE turn of their 
third round match 

)\  in the Yorkshire 
Evening News tournament 
at Leeds, England, a few 
years back, Walter Hagen 

Mrs. Miriam and Gene Sarazen were on 
Burns Horn  (zvo- . . 
men's champion) even terms, both two 
at finish, facing hole strokes under a tough par 

of 36. Hagen wanted a 
win. The year before, the sturdy little 
American pro had toppled him from his 
proud pedestal as Professional Golfers' 
Association champion in just such a 
hammer-and-tongs affair on the thirty- 
eighth hole at Pelham, by uncorking a 
tremendous wallop from the tee over a 
house and some trees on a straight line 
for a faraway green usually played in 
dog-leg fashion. 

The tenth at Leeds was a 320-yarder. 
Walter realized that if the victory were to 
fall his way it would result from some 
unusually brilliant golf on his part. Both 
men were in top form; a gain of a hole 
would probably decide the issue. Where- 
upon he treated Gene to the same dose 
that Gene had administered to him at 
Pelham. His smashing drive traveled all 
the way to that far off green. Two putts, 
and he had rammed home the lead that 
was never relinquished. 

Big Ted Ray, the walloping wood wiz- 
ard of Great Britain, was the last invader 
to win the United States Open title. The 
feat was accomplished at Inverness in 
1920 in a heart-breaking finish for certain 
Americans. But when the analysts had 
taken the play apart and checked up for 
causes, the slender stroke lead of Ray 
over Vardon, Hutchinson, Diegel, and 
Burke could be attributed to but one 
thing—his mighty drives. The 315-yard 
seventh at Inverness, a dog-leg, par 4 
affair, returned Ted four 3's in his four 
rounds. Of all the stars in the field, Ray 
dared the crow line to this green over a 
heavy growth of trees. Four times his 
long wallops either reached it or its im- 
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mediate environs. Here Ray had sunt 
home the killing blows. 

Over the Bermuda fairways of Pine- 
hurst a year ago in the North and South 
Open, chubby Bobby Cruickshank gave a 
similar exhibition of long driving to nose 
out the mighty Hagen for the North and 
South championship, while at Min- 
ikahda during the week of the United 
States Amateur last season, Bobby Jones, 
holding his wood in high favor, scored the 
first 3 on a long par 5 hole that had ever 
been recorded there, due to his bullet- 
like tee shots and brassies. 

In national and international golf 
events, as golf is now played, there is no 
longer a place for the linksman who can 
not swat one the proverbial mile. True, 

Wrists and hands at top: left, 
correct position, club fits snugly 
in fingers; right, grip of right 
thumb and first finger too loose 

these superluminaries of golf must know 
how to pitch and putt and play pin- 
splitting irons. But unless they can jar 
them off the tees far enough to make the 
use of these other clubs certain as to 
range, they are decidedly taboo in so far 
as making the team is concerned. 

You have to hit, and hit with a will, to 
play golf in the select circles these days 
Two rather prominent professionals, 
former champions, have not been in the 
running of late years. The common report 
is that each is off his game. The manager 
of one, and the close friend of the other, 
tell me the trouble is they cannot keep 
up with the pack in driving. Contracts to 
play certain balls that lack carrying 
qualities have cost them dearly. 

Although the ball is more easily hit 
from its teed position at the start of each 

Jim Barnes at top 
of wood swing. 
Back   at shoulder 

line faces hole 

hole than through the 
fairways, the tee shot un- 
questionably gives the 
average golfer more trouble 
than any other. He rarely 
gets the center of the 
face of his wood squarely 
into it. More slices and 
hooks and tops and what- 
nots leave the tees than 
fairways have ever dreamed of producing 
in the wildest moments of the battle of 
the beaten eight of the sixteenth sixteen. 
What is the rub? Why such unhappy 
results ? 

The duffer is all wrong to begin with. 
He is bent on murder at every two- or 
three-shotter he faces on every round he 
plays. He wants distance and he hits to 
kill to secure it. The result is anything 
but, except on the very last hole of his 
most atrocious rounds. That one has a 
habit of responding as no other. Here he 
gets off a beauty and either the wood or 
iron that follows finds the green. Two 
putts and he wins. His resolve never to 
play again—a resolve that was formed 
about the fourth hole and carried to the 
home tee—is rudely shattered. The game 
has lured him back the following day. 
Golf is just that cussed. 

The ordinary player must come to the 
conclusion that he is never, never going 
to hit 'em a mile off the tees. If he wishes 
to do so he has but one path open. He 
must quit his business or his profession 
and go to work at golf. His family can 
jolly well take care of itself. Otherwise, 
no magnificent tee shots are to be his 
daily portion. But he can do the other 
thing. He can learn to drive a respectable 
ball around 200 yards, keep it fairly 
straight, and if he has fair luck at pitch- 
ing and putting, he can stick around the 
8o's in his rounds. And that is the de- 
lightful average, the most satisfying golf 
he can play. It will keep him neck-and- 
neck with the great majority he meets in 
friendly rounds, and do more than its 

31" 

J, stance; weight even on legs. 2, start backswing 
by pushing club back with straight left arm. 3, 
start bending left knee toward right. 4, pivot be- 
gins, hip rotation, no body sway. 5, at top, weight 
on right leg, left arm straight, wrists cocked. 6, start 
of downswing by pulling down with left, left heel 

automatically goes down to turf. J, half way down 
with left, right starts into sweep. 8, just before 
contact, club head directly back of ball. 9, after 
contact, right hand going over, head of club still go- 
ing after ball. 10, finish of wrist roll and punch, back 
of right hand on top. 11, finish, player faces hole 
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share in adding contentment and satis- 
faction. 

So, let us get down to the business in 
hand and find out not only what is the 
trouble with the average man or woman 
off the tee, but also how this trouble can 
be righted. Joyce Wethered, who reached 
greater heights in golf than any other wo- 
man ever has, said something in her book 
on the game about the right swing not be- 
ing comfortable. One might say something 
of this sort about the right drive for the 
average player. It will not match his ideas 
of it because it is not a killing effort. The 
sling of an apple off a stick by a boy, or 
the sway of the scythe of a farmer cutting 
grain is the idea the golfer should have 
in mind, if he is willing to admit that a 
Jones or a Hagen can spot him a stroke a 
hole and likely beat him. Therein rests his 
cure. 

The great fault we all have lies in trying 
to kill the ball when we drive. Result, a 
fast backswing that will not let the club 
stop at the top before the downswing 
begins. That means that the body gets 
started down first with the hands, while 
the club is still going back. A hit results 
that is almost a complete miss or the 
wildest of slices. Balance, rhythm, tim- 
ing—the qualities that produce the drive 
—cannot thrive under such effort. The 
result is discouraging. 

What must the golfer do? To get right 
down to brass tacks, let us start a drive 
from the very beginning and carry 
through with a fine follow. First, the 
grip. Use the overlapping, the grip that I 
described last month in my article on 
pitching, and do not be afraid to get the 
left hand a bit over the shaft. It helps to 
eliminate slicing—the fault that will keep 
one in the dub ranks as long as it 
exists. 

Now as to the stance. You can find 
examples of all sorts of stances among 
stars. Armour and Cooper played with a 
closed and an open stance, respectively, to 
decide last season's Open. But the square 
stance is preferable, easier to pivot from, 
and best for balance. Spread the legs so 
that you feel comfortable, with weight 
back on your heels a bit to offset the for- 
ward lean of the body from the waist. 
Play the ball from a position three or 
four inches short of the left heel. Hold 
the handle so that if it dropped the end 
would strike the left knee. Don't be rigid, 
even at the knees. 

In every golf lesson it is necessary to 
state that as you take the club back, so 
you bring it forward or down. Thus the 
backswing is important. To start it, take 
the club back with the left entirely and 
keep the left arm straight. Of course 
have a light grip with the right hand— 
about the one you apply to a pencil in 
writing. Merely have the right there. 
Take the club head straight back from 
the ball and low for a foot or so. Then 
the pivot begins as you move the club 
farther back. Some say to lift the left 
heel to start it. But if you bend the left 
knee in toward the right the left heel 

will rise automatically. So forget all about 
this heel and bend the knee in. If you bend 
it forward you are forced to swing out 
around the ball. That also helps to cause 
a slice. 

The club goes back slowly and the left 
arm remains straight. The pull on the left 
shoulder must be allowed for. You begin 
then to turn the trunk at the hips. When 
your hands are shoulder high stop the 
backswing and cock the wrists a bit by 

The right way to take back wood 
—push it straight back with left 
hand; arrow marks direction line, 
the line player must try to swing 

head through on downswing 

turning them up. That will drop the club 
to a horizontal position behind you and 
pointing toward the hole. Don't swing 
it back any farther. Tighten up a bit 
on the right hand here to prevent the 
club falling into the palm of that hand 
and thus getting out of control. And this 
whole movement to the top must be a slow 
one. Otherwise you will get off balance 
and nothing you can do will help you to 
prevent a foozle on the downswing. You 
will find that your weight is well over to 
the right foot, the left merely aiding to 
balance you with pressure there on the 
inside of the big toe. 

At the top you should be cocked to hit. 

Left, proper pause at top of swing. Right, 
usual method of duffer—swings back fast 
and starts hitting from top without pause. 
Result, club head still going back and body 
and arms starting down, sure to cause slice 

if ball is hit 
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The right elbow should be hugging 
the right side. This places your forearms 
somewhat under the club and your 
elbows as near together as possible. You 
are in a position to pull the hands down to 
start the downswing, and this position 
has been obtained without any body sway. 
The body works within the lines it oc- 
cupied at stance. If you think you sway, 
try a few practice swings with the sun 
casting your shadow in front of you. You 
can see for yourself then. 

One must plan a shot in advance. So 
with the downswing of the drive. Your 
object now is to bring the head of the 
wood down to a point about six inches 
back of the ball on the line you are going 
to hit that ball and sweep it straight 
through on that line to, say, a foot beyond 
where the ball rests. Bear that line in 
mind and hit through it. It is the secret of 
direction. 

To start the downswing, merely pull 
down with the left, gradually increasing 
the speed until the hands are waist high. 
Now center all effort into slinging the 
head of the club through the line the ball 
is to go and add the punch with the right. 
You cocked your wrists at the top to put 
them in position to use now. They turn 
as you go through, the right coming 
over the left at contact, so that the left 
wrist is under the shaft after you hit. 
Go on through on the line. That is the 
secret. 

The unwind of the body, the shift of 
weight from right leg to left, the stunt of 
replacing the left heel firmly upon the 
ground are points that books have been 
written about, to the utter confusion of 
the average golfer. The latter is concerned 
with as few fundamentals as are neces- 
sary, and no more. In driving, his big 
problem is to take it easy going back and 
do it properly. In hitting from the top, his 
job is to let the left arm start the swing 
and to forget the body. If he gets the 
downswing to working right, the unwind 
of his pivot, the shift of the weight, the 
replacing of the left heel will take care 
of themselves in a manner most satisfy- 
ing. Why worry about them? Golf has 
been made entirely too complicated for 
any but the nut or fiend. My purpose in 
these articles is to remove all the froth 
possible and to cleave to the simple things 
that count. 

The main thing in driving is to hit the 
ball, to get it somewhere out on the fair- 
way. Many of those who do it well do not 
know how they do it. As proof, not long 
ago Leo Diegel, a great professional 
player, admitted that fact. So, when you 
take up the job of improving your drive, 
take it easy on the backswing, start the 
club down with the straight left, and 
center your whole attention into driving 
that club head through the line that you 
mentally picture as the one the ball must 
go. And keep it going out along that line 
as far as you can. If you are hitting it 
right you'll be facing the flag at the 
finish, standing in a rather normal posi- 
tion. 
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MELLOR, MEIGS, Si HOWE, ARCHITECTS MARIAN COFFIN, LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT 

An inspiring vista through the lower garden to the 
hills beyond, whose green folds in diminishing per- 
spective lead the eye on and on. View from the stair 
hall, in the residence of George Howe, Esq., Chestnut 

Hill, Pa. 

Nature ably seconded the landscape architect in 
planning this view from indoors, for the house 
stands on a high rugged hill overlooking a chain of 
lakes. The Belfry, country home of Gordon Knox 

Bell, Esq., Katonah,'N. Y. 

The Garden from Indoors 

M' 

ORE gardens, it seems to me, 
should be planned with refer- 
ence to their beauty being ap- 

preciable from indoors. Indeed, there is 
danger of their being so laid out that their 
boundary actually acts as a wall, so that 
the house really has little outlook, whereas 
it should have many vistas. 

The drawing room, for example, usu- 
ally overlooks the front grounds. If there 
be good foundation planting, there will 
be attractive evergreen trees, lovely in 
the winter, and—in the broad leaved vari- 
eties—rhododendrons, azaleas, andro- 
meda, and kalmia to give bloom in 
spring and summer. Care should be taken, 
however, that the evergreen trees be so 
placed as not to obscure the view from 
the windows. 

The driveway could be marked with 
occasional planting of the dwarf ever- 
green shrubs in the low varieties which 
bear brilliant berries attractive through 
the snow. 

A stretch of green lawn would be en- 
joyed from indoors and would show up 
especially well bordered with flowering 

by  OLIVE   HYDE FOSTER 

shrubs. These should be few in number, 
however, and selected with reference to 
succession of bloom, from the golden 
forsythia, in early April, to the hydrangea 
and buddleia from July to October. 

Also enjoyable from the drawing room 
would be fine specimen trees selected 
with reference to height, form, and con- 
trasting foliage. Many of these could be 
used to back the shrubbery, and both 
evergreen and deciduous trees look well 
when thus placed. 

W here the grounds are large enough, 
a magnificent beach is a never-ending 
source of joy, as is also a weeping silver 
linden or a rare maple. Magnolias come 
in many named varieties, and the sou- 
langeana is especially good for town con- 
ditions, its early flowers a rare delight. 

The flowering dogwood at a main en- 
trance gives a graceful, welcoming touch, 
while tall evergreens carefully placed at 
points about the boundary leave an open- 
ing to hills and valleys in the distance. 

The dining room is essentially the room 
for the family, for here all come together 
for the more informal hours. It is well, 

therefore, to have the dining-room win- 
dows overlooking some kind of a garden, 
which might well be in keeping with the 
house and more or less enclosed. A Colo- 
nial or other substantial dwelling would 
seem almost to demand an old-fashioned 
garden, with its wealth of old-time 
flowers laid out in the methods approved 
for generations. Here the family would 
expect to find plenty of roses, hollyhocks, 
delphiniums, foxgloves, monkshood, day 
lilies—all the flowers remembered in 
grandmother's garden. 

A more elaborate house, with a more 
elaborate dining room, naturally, would 
call for a more formal garden. If the only 
large garden on the home place, it could 
contain some lovely piece of statuary, a 
pergola, or a fountain placed at the far 
end with the idea of giving distance. The 
small formal beds could be kept neatly 
bordered with plants having a long period 
of bloom, or with the delightful low box 
that remains green all winter. 

A cottage dining room, with its cozy 
furnishings, would call for a little infor- 
mal garden, perhaps with a brick path or 
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stepping stones around the edge of the 
lawn that might well be the center at- 
traction. If the plot be bounded by a 
fence, that could have a narrow trim of 
trellis to accommodate the vines—ever- 
green or flowering—that would carry 
the eye from the ground up, giving se- 
clusion, as well as the impression of more 
space. 

A small city backyard can be treated 
in several ways for its outlook from the 
rear of the house. If on the north side, 
wher» it would get little sun, evergreen 
planting is best. The tall firs and the red 
cedars would fit in well against neighbor- 
ing walls, and could be faced down with 
the low-growing varieties of juniper, .ar- 
borvitae, and hemlock. A little stone 
walk might lead straight to the end where 
a seat (lovely if of white marble) would 
invite to rest and a breath of fresh air, and 
if a few rhododendrons or kalmia dot the 
side lines, there would be lovely pink 
and lavender blooms for spring. Tulips, 
also, planted in small groups, would set 
off the green in April and May. 

A city backyard to the south could 
have the usual garden flowers success- 
fully, if care were taken to bring in good 
rich soil—but this usually has to be re- 
newed about every two years. 

A library outlook hardly to be surpassed 
would be over a lovely stretch of lawn 
with beautiful trees, suggestive of peace 
and quiet. If the grounds are large 
enough the boundary could be of trees 
alone, and would be especially good if 
these include some that are fragrant 
flowering. The Japanese cherry, Japanese 
quince, and flowering crabs, are a rare 
delight in early spring. Quickly follows 
the blue flowering Empress, and the Judas 
(American redbud), which also 
blooms in May and eventually 
grows big and tall. The catalpa 
follows in June; the sorrel tree 
and the varnish tree (this latter 
from Japan), and sophora (with 
showy flowers like a locust) will 
be in bloom in midsummer when 
flowers are scarce. 

As the library itself suggests 
leisure and study, the library gar- 
den could advantageously be 
made a bird sanctuary. The trees 
and shrubbery would furnish the 
desired food and shelter, while a 
bird bath would attract the feath- 
ered guests that are always seeking 
water. Charming little bird houses 
could be hung among the bran- 
ches, high and low, while a feed- 
ing station, placed near enough to 
a window to allow close observa- 
tion, would prove irresistible. 

A feeding tray can be arranged 
on a window ledge, and the birds, finding 
no molestation at the safer distance, quickly 
risk coming close to the glass at regular 
feeding times. One year, I remember, 
they used to line the trees by our library 
window at afternoon tea time, when the 
girls coming in from school always stopped 
to feed them. Strange to say, too, a cer- 

tain bird also picked up a few notes of 
the Fate theme in the opening bars of 
Beethoven's fifth symphony, which one 
daughter was then practising, and with 
which he frequently favored us in return. 

With migrating birds that are unfa- 
miliar to us coming and going a couple 
ot times a year, it is well to have on hand 
not only bird glasses for examining the 
strangers too timid to come close, but 
also a good bird book with complete de- 
scriptions and colored plates for identi- 
fication, all adding to the real pleasure 
and purpose of a library. 

A stairway window view can be most 
fascinating if it commands a vista. Pos- 
sibly through an opening in the trees 
could be arranged a glimpse of some far 
distant scene—some fine neighboring 
place, or better, a section of woods, a 
lull, or stretch of water with its occasional 
boat; and especially interesting will be 
the stairway view if it commands the 
approach to the house. How many of us 
remember long anxious hours when we 
have stood waiting the return of someone 
unexpectedly delayed, and (perhaps un- 
consciously) been grateful for a window 
that permitted us to see at a distance. 

So by this stairway window, which will 
be more attractive if it look down on a 
bit of nice planting, we might advanta- 
geously slip in a little window seat where 
we could enjoy the play of sunshine or 
moonlight on the lawn. 

A bathroom view is one that I always 
particularly notice, I suppose because our 
own for years has looked to the east and 
south where we can get the early morning 
sun. A beautiful sky attracts the first 
one up, who usually calls the next one to 
enjoy its coloring. Looking out on an 

One could not well ask for a more enchanting view from 
indoors than this one over a broad sweep of turf jramed in 
irregular flower borders, to the waters of Green Bay beyond. 
The garden of Mrs. J. M. Thompson, Menominee, Mich. 

attractive shrubbery planting (mixed 
deciduous and evergreen) based with the 
earliest spring blooming bulbs, we can 
see out without being seen, and at the 
same time have the full benefit of the 
glorious morning air and sunlight. 

Yet another interesting view would be 
of the more domestic end of the grounds 
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when- one mighl enjoy a well laid out 
kitchen garden, with its stretches of beds 
of flowers especially grown for cutting. 

One view from the master's bedroom 
(which should always have two expo- 
sures) ought to be to the south, assuring 
the greatest amount of sunshine and, if 
possible, overlooking the most beautiful 
part of the grounds. At any rate it should 
have a specially designed garden that is 
attractive to the owners under the spark- 
ling morning dew, or bathed in the 
night's mysterious moonlight. 

Many flowers aid in enhancing the 
elusive effect of moonlight, and those 
having fragrance, or the more unusual 
forms, are especially desirable: the eve- 
ning primrose, that unfolds its delicate 
yellow petals as evening comes on; the 
moonflower vine, which would reach to 
a sleeping porch, would bring its night- 
opening great white blossoms to one's 
very hand. Nicotiana planted just below 
the window would send up sweet odors 
through the soft warm air, while night- 
blooming water lilies, in even the smallest 
of pools, would break the surface re- 
flecting the moon. 

These night-blooming lilies are espe- 
cially desirable, as the ordinary varieties 
close early; and while they are tropical, 
they are not expensive and can be treated 
as annuals if they are not brought in to 
the greenhouse for protection. The flow- 
ers are of magnificent size, opening early 
in the evening and staying open all night. 

Among the finest varieties is the Juno 
(a wonderful development from the sacred 
white lotus of Egypt) whose lilies measure 
ten and twelve inches across, and continue 
all summer. The Bisset is also unusually 
free flowering, in a beautiful rose pink, 

while the Rubra rosea, said to 
come from India, is of an un- 
usual star shape in a lovely rosy 
carmine. One plant of the last 
named usually will have six or 
eight blooms at a time, so that 
one plant would be enough for a 
small artificial pool. 

The trickle of falling water has 
a great charm, and it is fortun- 
ate, indeed, when a little stream 
can be diverted so as to meander 
across a desired corner of one's 
grounds. Where I visited last 
year, at Tenacre, the little brook 
that crossed directly below my 
window, not more than twenty- 
five feet away, gave me something 
to remember for a lifetime—its 
shimmer in the sunlight, its musi- 
cal tumbling in the dark. Cold 
as was that February, my case- 
ment windows were always set 
at an angle that, while exclud- 

ing the freezing air, permitted full en- 
joyment of that rippling rivulet. 

So the witchery of a garden that can 
be enjoyed from within doors holds us 
at daybreak, entrances us with its gla- 
mour at noonday, and fascinates us as it 
converts the familiar into fairyland by 
the light of the stars. 
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Tea at Sir Christopher Wren's 

IT IS proverbial that the English never 
enthuse over anything, and when my 
London host told me one Sunday 

that we were going to Hampton Court for 
tea I was not prepared for the event that 
was in store for me. My only clue to an 
interesting afternoon were his words, "It's 
an old Queen Anne house running down 
by the River, and I think it will amuse 
you." 

We motored out through the suburbs 
of London past many quaint little old 
houses and some modern ones, each with 
its own garden filled with blooming roses 
and wallflowers, for this is a wonderful 
climate for plants, and England from one 
end to the other seems to be a bower of 
bloom. 

by  PIERRE DUTEL 

Photographs from John H. A>cry Co. 

Hampton Court I found to be a large 
rambling two-story building of red brick 
with a sloping roof of slate, and gray 
stone trim rich in swags and carvings 
admirably set off" against the time-stained 
red brick walls. It was originally built for 
Cardinal Woolsey, who was the chief 
adviser and companion of King Henry 
VIII until his banishment from Court. 

During the reign of William and 
Mary and of Queen Anne it became the 
favorite seat of residence for the royal 
family and the Court met here instead 
of in London. 

Our host's house was surrounded by a 
high brick wall and it was only when we 
were about to enter through a doorway 
in this wall that my eye fell upon a brass 

plate bearing the inscription, "Home of 
Sir Christopher Wren." Then it was that 
I felt the real importance and thrill of 
my visit. 

The entrance hall on the ground floor 
is square in shape with a flight of wide 
carved wooden steps leading up to the 
main living floor, where we were received 
by our host and his sister. This large 
gallery or living room is about forty feet 
long and twenty-five wide, and consists 
really of two chambers thrown together 
and connected by two finely proportioned 
fluted columns with old gilt capitals. 
The walls are hung with a rich dark red 
striped paper against which the lovely old 
portraits and paintings show to advan- 
tage, and at each end of the room is a 
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FABRICS 

the Key to Successful Decoration 

EVER changing . . . newly 
entrancing are the ways of 

decorative fabrics. Through the 
ages their beauty has given 
vivid expression to many man- 
ners of decoration and to many 
personalities. 

Their designs record the spir- 
itual reactions of men as faith- 
fully as written words. Their 
colors svmbolize character . . . 
evoke moods as readily as music. 

The Chinese, so subtly sen- 
sitive to artistic values, hang 
their temples with brocades of 
certain hues — yellow in the 
Temple of the Earth and blue in 
the Temple of Heaven; in the 
Temple of the Sun, red and in 
that of the Moon, white. 

And so expressive, so highly 
personal did the exquisite fab- 
rics of Versa lies seem to Louis 

An early American print which brings 
to modern homes the quaint charm of 
old "calhcos" from "Fabrics, the Key 

to Successful Decoration." 

A fascinating and helpful booklet, describ- 

ing new ways of using fabrics to express 

your Personality 

A lovely French brocade of exquisite 
color, described in this new booklet. 

XIV that he forbade the use of 
many of them to any but the 
royal family. 

A New Booklet— 

"Fabrics, the Key to Successful 
Decoration." This absorbing 
booklet tells you how fabrics may 
bring vivacity to your room . . . 
give it character . . . furnish a 
background for your 
personality. 

It is a clearly told 
and charmingly illus- 
trated story of the 
fabrics each style of 
decoration demands, 
prepared for you In 

Toile de Jouy, illustrated in "Fabrics, 
the Key to Successful Decoration." 

F. Schumacher & Company, 
creators of beautiful textiles. 

It gives you, in a delightful 
way, the guiding principles for 
the use of fabrics and the ro- 
mantic history of their designs 
and colors. 

This booklet will help you in 
your consultation with your 
decorator—make your planning 

easier—your choices 
more discriminating. 

And any decorator, 
upholsterer or the 
decorating service of 
your department store 
will be glad to obtain 
samples appropriate 

for your purpose from the 
beautiful textiles in the Schu- 
macher collections. 

In handblocked and printed 
linens and chintzes, in damasks, 
brocades, brocatelles, satins, taf- 
fetas and tapestries, Schumacher 
presents fine modern adaptations 
and designs as well as reproduc- 
tions from all of the great 
periods of the past. 

Write today for your copy of 
"Fabrics, the Key to Successful 
Decoration." 

F. Schumacher & Co., Dept. 
C-8, 60 West 40th Street, New 
York, Importers, Manufactur- 
ers and Distributors to the trade 
only of Decorative Drapery and 
Upholstery Fabrics. Offices also 
in Boston, Chicago, Philadel- 
phia, Los Angeles, San Fran- 
cisco, Grand Rapids, Detroit. 

An early Italian velvet, rich in detail 
and gorgeous in color, illustrated and 
described in this interesting and help- 

ful new booklet. 

end Today for this Helpful Booklet. 

V-SGHUMAGHSR, 

& COMPANY 

" Fabrics, the Key to 
Successful Decora- 
tion," suggesting 
how fabrics may give 
character, style and 
charm to your home. 

F. Schumacher & Co., Dept. C-8 
60 West 40th Street 

Please send (without charge) a copy of your booklet to: 

Name  
Address. 
City  
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From the entrance hall on the 
ground floor a flight of wooden 
stairs {see top of page) with carved 
balusters leads up to the great 
living room or gallery or. the floor 
above (bottom cf page). This room 
is really two rooms thrown together 
and connected by two finel\ pro- 

portioned columns. The walls are 
hung with lovely old portraits and 
other paintings, which appear to 
advantage against the dark red 
wallpaper. This view of the room 
shows one of the beautifully carved 
Georgian mantels that were added 

by Wren himself 

beautifully carved early Georgian mantel 
erected by W ren himself. In fact the 
house was originally Tudor, like the old 
houses that were built at the same time as 
Hampton Palace, and Wren added and 
made changes; it is now as he left it. and 
has never been changed. The wide stair- 
way and some of the carvings are by 
Grinling Gibbons, notably the one over 
the dining-room mantel. Connecting with 
this large gallery, which has four windows 
opening on a beautiful new of the river 
and the gardens, is another handsome 
room which is called the "Death Chamber" 
(an error, as \\ ren died in his dining room 
after a hearty meal). This room has three 
windows set in a bay that is wonderfullv 
well proportioned and enriched with a 
handsome carved cornice and flanked 
with two columns. The walls are painted 
a lovely soft shade of green with traceries 
of gold to bring out the carvings. Against 
one wall is a handsome old mahogany 
case filled with old china and objets 
£ art which comprise one of the many 
important collections that the owner has 
assembled in his home. 

Some of the paintings have histories 
connected with them, especially one in 
the gallery which is that of Arabella 
Stuart who went mad after she was im- 
prisoned in the Tower at the command of 
Elizabeth. 

In a low case at one end of the gallery 
there is an interesting collection of trin- 
kets and bibelots, among them a medal 
struck ofF at the command of Elizabeth 
after the victory over the Armada. An- 
other is a small gilt casket that contains a 
lock of this famous Queen's hair, and the 
casket itself may have been fashioned by 
no less a person than Cellini himself, so 
fine and beautiful is the workmanship. 

A room of delight and interest to every- 
one is a guest room on the top floor of 
the house which is furnished in the Chin- 
ese mode with old pieces of Chippendale. 
The bed is mahogany %vith lovely carved 
posts that resemble folded palm leaves, 
and a tester that is carved and painted to 
look like bamboo. The washstand. which 
is of carved mahogany with a handsome 
green marble slab, has a set of two fine 
Chinese Lowestoft bowls and pitchers and 
soap dishes placed side by side. The walls 
are covered with an old Chinese tea paper 
and hung with a collection of old glass 
paintings. All in all. it is a room which I 
shall often remember with pleasure. 

In the dining room over the sideboard 
is a portrait of Queen Man' that was 
painted here at Hampton Court, and op- 
posite it is the mantel with the carved 
swags that are attributed to Grinling 
Gibbons. Behind this mantelpiece is a 
narrow secret stairway that was in the 
original house before \\ ren made his 
changes. It evidently struck his fancy, for 
he kept it as it was, and some who have 
lived here say that his spirit is often heard 
to pass down this flight of steps and on 
out into the garden. If I had the courage, 
I should like to confront his ghost some 
night and tell him how much I appreciate 
the wonderful work that he has left us. 

Wren's historv is very entertaining and 
full of interest. He was born at the Rec- 
torv of East Knoyle in Wiltshire in 1632, 
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THE CABINET ILLUS- 
TRATED is one of several in 
the Vernay collection having 
unusual and distinctive charac- 
teristics. Two walnut secretaire 
hookcases of exceptionally fine 
colour are pieces of more than 
ordinary merit; one with shaped, 
moulded top; the other with 
"broken arch" pediment—both 
specimens of Museum quality 
and interest. 

An interesting, narrow William and Mary 
mahogany secretaire cabinet of fine colour and 
quality with architectural pediment and gilded 
enrichments. /695-/700. Height 6' j\", 

width 2' 2", depth 1' 8". 

Vernav 

OLD ENGLISH FURNITURE. SHYER PORCELAIN. POTTERY GLASSWARE 

NEW YORK, 19 EAST FIFTY-FOURTH STREET 

i 



The wide stairway and some of the 
carvings are by Grinling Gibbons, 
notably one over the dining room 
mantel, and the magnificent door 
with its elaborate trim shown at top 
of the page. Below it is pictured 
the handsome room adjoining the 
gallery  which  is  known  as the 

"Death Chamber." Xote the beauti- 
fully proportioned bay and the 
carved cornice and columns. The 
walls are painted a lovely soft 
shade of green, with traceries of 
gold to bring out the carvings. Some 
of the paintings in this room are of 

historical interest 

COUNTRY LIFE 

and at the age of four was placed in the 
hands of a tutor to remain until he was 
ready to enter Oxford as a gentleman 
commoner, at Wadham College in 1649. 
He was then but seventeen years of age; 
by the time he was twenty-five he was 
appointed Professor of Astronomy at 
Oxford; Sir John Evelyn in his diary 
writes about his visit to Oxford and his 
meeting with "that brilliant young genius, 
the nephew of the Bishop of Ely, young 
Christopher Wren." This same uncle was 
of great assistance to Wren in later life, 
and through his interest and influence 
Wren came in touch with many import- 
ant people and commissions. 

Wren did not start out to be an archi- 
tect, and never really studied any certain 
master except to be interested in the 
teachings of Inigo Jones; it was in 1662 
that he definitely made plans to take up 
architecture as a profession. Shortly after 
this he was made an assistant to Denham, 
Surveyor of Works, to complete the Palace 
at Greenwich for Charles II. Here he was 
able at close range to study the drawings 
and works of Inigo Jones, which proved a 
great help to him in after life. At this time 
the centenary of the death of Michelan- 
gelo was being commemorated, and the 
Colonnade approach was being built to St. 
Peter's, Rome. This was also the time that 
extensive alterations were made to the 
Louvre in Paris, at the command of Louis 
XIV. So it was only natural that Wren 
should be interested in the outside world, 
as indicated by his visit to Paris the 
following year, 1665. 

Due to the destruction by fire of many 
of the houses in London, Wren went to 
work on reconstruction upon his return 
from Paris the following year, and it was 
at this time that he started to make his 
many plans for the design of the new St. 
Paul's, as this also had been destroyed by 
fire. Between 1668 and 1718, a period of 
fifty years, Wren designed fifty-five 
churches and twelve large public buildings, 
besides many small examples of domestic 
architecture. 

The Seaman's Hospital at Greenwich 
and his alterations to Hampton Court are 
considered his finest work, but the one 
by which he is best remembered is St. 
Paul's Cathedral in London, with its im- 
posing dome that seems to crown all Lon- 
don, as it can be seen from any place in 
the city. One of the most beautiful views is 
from the riverside down near Limehouse. 

Wren was twice married and had a 
daughter and two sons. This interesting 
old house of his here at Hampton Court 
was leased to him by Queen Anne about 4 

1687 for ten pounds a year. Later his son 
renewed the lease for an extra twenty- 
eight and one-half years. 

Wren was considered the greatest of 
English architects and originated what is 
known as the Early Georgian period. He 
was dismissed from office by George I and 
retired to his home here at Hampton 
Green. To-day this charming old house 
that once was his home stands in mem- 
ory of his great name and gives us a 
clearer understanding of the genius that 
he was, helping us to appreciate more 
thoroughly his many works that are left 
standing. 

X 
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THE CHIEF ATTRIBUTES OF 
A SUCCESSFUL INTERIOR 

Neiu York Galleries, Inc., Decoratots 

ONE of the most important requisites 
of any decorative scheme, for 

either a town apartment or country 
house, is visualized in this English 
living-room—a definite affinity in scale 

as well as in character between the 
appointments and the architectural 
background.      «^? <^> ■■<&> 

Q This establishment is prepared to 
render a service embracing every phase 

the decoration and appointments for 

any type of interior . . . coordinating in 

perfect balance and harmony the entire 
background, ceiling and floor with the 
fascinating details of just the right 

lighting and all the intriguing incidentals 
so essential to a well-considered scheme. 

Q The exhibits here include an important 

collection of antiques as well as pieces 
designed for special requirements and 
fabricated from ancient woods and other 
sympathetic materials. <<fc? «59 

INCORPORATED 

Madison Avenue, 48th and 49th Street? 

CABINETMAKER? DECORATORS ANTIQUARIANS 
ARCHITECTURAL REMODELING © 1928. N. Y. G. 



CLOT 

WITH the gradual shortening of the days, one 
is reminded that, although summer is still 
with us, it is not too early to begin to think 

of fall clothes. The first things that seem to be re- 
quired are the sports ensembles of wool or wool and 
silk combined. Then there is usually a coat frock that 
will be suitable for town wear to be considered, and 
one of the smart new top coats. 

For sports wear one turns inevitably to the two- 
piece affair, which can not be equaled for style or 
comfort. There are only slight variations in cut. 
but such a wide choice of fabrics and range of 
choice in colors that uniformity is happily avoided. 
Brilliant notes of color are introduced in stitched 
bands, or when the frock is knitted contrasting 
colors are woven in the design. 

A smart sports model, combining the always 
pleasing brown and beige tones is pictured at top of 

Navy, gray, and white in wool and silk are attractively com- 
bined in this three-piece sports ensemble from Peck l> Peck 

HES FOR EARLY 

by ANNE SHIRLEY MOLLOY 

The purpose of this department, conducted 
by COUNTRY LIFE'S Readers' Service, is to 
give information regarding articles of the 
sort shown here. It will gladly furnish the 
names and addresses of establishments where 
they may be found. Write, telephone, or 
consult Miss Molloy personally at COUNTRY 
LIFE'S New York office, 244 Madison Avenue 

this page. It has the skirt of beige silk flat pleated in 
clusters, while the blouse is knitted in rather a 
corduroy weave. Extremely wide bands of brown 
appear as cuffs and are repeated about the 
hips. 

The three-piece knitted costume has been ac- 
cepted as a necessity for country wear and has 
many features to recommend it for the week end 
wardrobe. Two attractive versions of this type, 
from Peck & Peck, are pictured. These are imports, 

76 

FALL 

and they have been reproduced in various color 
combinations. Not content with the three-piece 
models. Patou elaborated on the theme somewhat 
and cut the sweater in a deep V in front, com- 
plementing the outfit with a shirt blouse of crepe 
de chine. This naturally calls for a very well fitting 
blouse, for smooth-fitting jersey reveals every slight 
irregularity. 

Reflecting the brilliant fall tones is a charming 
Chanel import from Henri Bendel. It is developed 
in orange tweed and would be, I am sure, equally 
at home in town or country. Its interesting features 
consist in the arrangement whereby the coat is so 
cut that the two sides tie in front, and in the godet 
front that gives the new fullness to the skirt. 

Nothing seems more youthful and picturesque 
than the cape top coat, and the lovely new tweeds 
are the logical choice for country wear. Two very 
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(^entlemerisifailors 

Our Large and Exclusive 
Clientele is due to our 
Ability in Expert Fitting, 
Great Variety of Smart- 
est Fabrics, and our Un- 
usual Service. 

Our Representatives visit 
Principal Cities in the Mid- 
dle West—dates will be 
sent upon application. 

yew 

At home, at the theatre, while shopping or traveling, or 
if you find yourself in stuffy rooms or crowded places, the 
pungent fragrance of Crown Lavender Smelling Salts 
clears the brain, steadies the nerves, and counteracts 
faintness and weariness. It is invigorating, highly refresh- 
ing always a delight and comfort. Two sizes sold every- 
where. Schieffelin dC Co.; Sole Agents, U.S. A., 170 
William St., New York City. 

GUNTHEF^ 

OUR ytUGUiT     mi ■ 

is important for two reasons. 

The new season's models are 

ready. And the savings 

offered on all furs are indeed 

worthwhile. 

■ itill mvoiiiK* at 36t/t St. 

Mow York 
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MADISON AVENUE COR. FORTY.FOURTH STREET 
NEW YORK 

Telephone Murray Hill 8800 

Clothes for 

Vacation 

and 

Midsummer 

Send for Price List of 
SHIRTS 

BOSTON    PALM BEACH NEWPORT 
LITTLE BUILDING PLAZA BUILDING AUDRAIN BUILDING 
TRCMONT COR. BOYLSTON       COUNTV   ROAO      220 BELLEVUC AVENUE 

Orchid knitted sports outfit with darker 
inserts and piping. From Peck if Peck 

smart new models are pictured from 
Saks Fifth-Avenue, showing intri- 
cacies of cut and of weaving in the 
fabric that are notable. 

The importance of every detail of 
the costume in its relation to the 
whole is being more and more care- 
fully considered. Shoes were never 
more important, so it is interesting 
to note that the popular lizard skin 
shoe (pictured with the tweed coat 
on page 76) may be purchased with 
soles heavy enough to withstand 
country wear. Another practical and 
yet smart shoe, of suede and calf with 

a leather heel, is pictured as a detail 
of the coat costume shown below. 

Scarfs are an almost necessary 
adjunct to any sports costume, and 
they are sometimes the only high 
note of color in an otherwise sombre- 
hued outfit. Many color changes may 
be rung in this manner, for such an 
accessory has a trick of changing 
the aspect of a frock. There has been 
a recent fashion abroad of wearing 
the scarf about the hips, the point 
down over one hip. the knot at the 
other side, rather in the gypsy man- 
ner. 

The scarf-collar coat (copy of a Jenny 
model) in tweed. From Saks-Fifth Avenue 
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orit fool yourself 

Since halitosis never announces it- 
self to the victim, you simply can- 

not know when you have it 

ring 

came back 

-u)ith a bottle ! 

Today, halitosis is inexcusable 

People 'who offend deserve 

no sympathy 

AWOMAN we know took a direct means to settle a 
matter which she couldn't bring herself to talk about. 

She returned the engagement ring—with a bottle. A 
bottle of Listerine.   It carried its own implication. 

Brutal? Perhaps. But those who today offend by halitosis 
(unpleasant breath) deserve not too much consideration. 
They ignore the facts about (see below). They refuse 
to suspect themselves.   They fool themselves. 

Nice people, fastidious people, people who consider others, 
recognize the constant risk of offending this way, and keep 
themselves on the polite and popular side by using Listerine. 
Every morning. Every night. And between times when 
necessary—especially before meeting others. 

Keep a bottle handy in home and office for this purpose. 
Listerine ends halitosis instantly. Being antiseptic, it 

strikes at its commonest cause—fermentation in the oral 
cavity. Then, being a powerful deodorant, it destroys the 
odors themselves. 

If you have any doubt of Listerine's deodorant properties, 
make this test: Rub a slice of onion on your hand. Then 
apply Listerine clear. Immediately, every trace of onion 
odor is gone. Even the odor of fish on the hands yields to it. 
Lambert Pharmacal Co., St. Louis, Mo. 

READ THE FACTS 

Ys had halitosis 

68 hairdressers state that about every third 
woman, many of them from the wealthy 
classes, is haktoxic. Who should know bet' 
ter than thev? 

L    I S ERIN F, 
—the safe antiseptic 



INTERIOR 

DECORATION 

ON THE 

HIGH SEAS 

by LEE MCCANN 

Photographs from Cunard Line, International 
Mercantile Marine, Furness Bermuda Line, 
Cosulich Line, Internazionale Navigaziont Ita- 
liana, Hamburg American Line, Lloyd Sabaudo 

Line, French Line, and United Stales Lines 

Ballroom ceiling of the Conte Biancamano. The 
rich colorings of ike elaborate furnishings con- 
tribute to the sense of romance and adventure that 

are so delightful a part of travel 

One of a pair of fine antique murals of distinct 
architectural feeling that give color to the rich- 
toned English  oak  which   panels the smoking 

room of the Aquitania 

WE ARE going abroad —and how! That 
snappy little slang suffix to comment, so 
much heard of late, conceals beneath its 

vivacity an appropriateness that is almost profound. 
"And how" has come to occupy a large place in 

American plans and ideas. We have got over our 
notion of merely doing things. The impossible has 
been achieved until it has become a commonplace. 
Now we are giving attention to how things shall be 
done, and the decision is that it must be with gesture, 
with grace, and with appeal. 

Take ocean travel. The marvel of conveyance in 
comfort and safety to a chosen destination no longer 
suffices. There was a time when those who journeyed 
to Paris, the Riviera, or Bermuda fixed the mental 
eye with great firmness on the image of beauties to be 
enjoyed when terra firma was once more reached. 
Except for those who found compensation in a 
special friendship with Father Neptune, there were 
many who endured the business of getting across 
with a good grace by concentrating on the tonic 
benefits of salt air, the hope that interesting people 
would be on board, and by reading what the guide- 
books had to say about the charm of Early Gothic. 
Now, surroundings of beauty and luxury are an 
imperative demand and just as much so whether we 
journey by water or sojourn on land. Our whole 
consciousness is colored by the desire for finer ways 
of living, and to those who will supply us with them 
we give our patronage, our gratitude, and our gold. 

The great ocean carriers have developed in size 
to a point where there is space which may be handled 
by architects and decorators with almost the same 
latitude as in land caravanseries. There is r.r, longer 

a reason why ships should lag behind modern stand- 
ards in decoration, and a survey of their progress 
reveals much that is interesting and worthy of 
comment as present performance and projected 
plans. 

Marine architecture and decoration have always 
been considered as in a separate class, to be handled 
by specialists in this type of work. In the old days of 
ships there was justification for this. There are still 
many problems which demand highly technical 
knowledge, and it is this which has bred a division 
between land and sea standards of decoration. But 
this division is no longer necessary in view of the 
modem construction of liners. Marine decorators 
in the past—and there are a number who have not 
progressed beyond that time—did not keep in 
close touch with the forward movement of decoration 
as a whole nor apply its principles correctly to ship 
interiors. 

One is struck by such inconsistencies as a salon 
of period character with chairs of office type, or the 
wrong kind of rugs or fixtures. Often it is a general 
lack of coordination that strikes the eye, or a flat, 
tasteless effect in spite of obviously lavish expendi- 
tures. The newly constructed boats are making a 
genuine effort to eliminate these faults, and in spite 
of a still existing confusion of standards, progress 
has been nwde and the whole subject is under dis- 
cussion and is attracting wide interest. 

It has taken a great deal to spur the heads of the 
steamship lines out of their innate and strongly es- 
tablished conservatism. They have been preoccupied 
with scientific and mechanical problems of how to 
baild bigger, safer, and swifter boats. Now they are 

awake to the new necessity of making ocean travel 
beautiful. It will be some years before they can 
catch up with accepted standards, for ships are not 
built with frequency nor in numbers. The building 
of a great liner is a matter of years, and for this 
reason cannot be called to account in matters 
governed by taste and fashion as rigidly as buildings 
which have the element of time more in their favor. 
This very factor, however, should make the planning 
of ship interiors a matter for more careful thought 
and more authoritative taste than has been the case 
in the past. 

As to preferred taste in ship decoration, that is a 
large question, with many interesting angles. There 
is much to be said on the side of simplicity and 
restraint, such as are inherent in English, Early 
American, and Louis XVI styles. Decoration which 
is content to remain as quiet background without 
intruding upon the attention of the observer has the 
support of possibly a majority of those who travel. 
It approximates the national taste of Americans and 
effects a well-bred, livable atmosphere. One of the 
lines specializing in world cruises is now planning 
decorations of the Early American type for its entire 
fleet. The directors have considered what it will mean 
to travelers over a long period of time, to carry with 
them the kind of background to which they are 
accustomed. And also what it will add to the joy 
of expatriates returning home for the first time in 
months or years, longing for a glimpse of familiar 
sights, to walk on ship board into an environment 
full of the atmosphere that is haunting their thoughts 
with longing. These considerations are psychologic 
rather than decorative determinants, but it is impos- 

The terrace cafe is now an indis- 
pensable part of every liner. This view 
shows the attractive arrangement on 

board the Albert Ballin 

The delightful feeling apparent in this 
Louis XVI salon on the America is 
carried out even in the second and 

tourist class salons 
84 

A gayly decorated private veranda is 
a   part  of every  suite on the new 
Saturnia, which is decorated through- 

out in the grand manner 
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There are many modes and manners in furnishings 

,—every one reflecting the personality of its period. 

Each of these conventions, in its most authentic 

form, may he found at W. & J. 51 oane   *   * * 

JL 

W.^J.SLOANE 

9iftk Uvenue at 'Jorty Seventh Street 

New Ifork City 

San Francisco Washington 

INTERIOR   DECORATION   .   HOME    FURNISHING COUNSEL 
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Dos't' Palace 
St. Marks, 

Venice 

An antique Orinoka damask 

that might have hung in the 

Doges5 Palace 

in the golden age of Venice 

drapes this charming drawing-room 

ORINOKA Venetian Damask 
hangs at the windows of this 
unusual drawing-room . . • 
a gorgeous fabric, whose 
ancient self-pattern gleams 
faintly from a rich back- 
ground. It recalls the pre- 
cious Venetian stuffs of the 
15th Century—draperies 
that hung in the magnificent 
Duca! Palace when the great 
wealth of Venice ruled the 
Mediterranean world. 

Yet, as important as it is 
to select lovely colorings and 
patterns in drapery materi- 
als, it is equally necessary to 
be sure these colors are gen- 
uinely sun and tubfast. Then 
only can the fabrics retain 
their full beauty. 

The colors of these Orinoka 
fabrics are fadeless. The pat- 
terns are woven, not printed. 
Every yard of Orinoka ma- 
terial is sold under this guar- 
antee: These poods are guar- 
anteed absolutely fadeless. If 
color changes from exposure 
to sunlight or from washing, 

the merchant is hereby au- 
thorized to replace them 
uith neic goods or refund 
the purchase price. 

There are other Orinoka 
sun and tubfast fabrics for 
different types of rooms. 
Jacobean Frou-Frou for the 
room of Elizabethan tenden- 
cy; novel patterns for the 
modern room; quaint Prov- 
incetown Toile for the Early 
American room. . . . 

To know the beauty of 
Orinoka fabrics, look at 
them for yourself. See the 
exquisite quality, the correct 
designs, the colorings. . . . 
Only when you have these 
drapery fabrics at your own 
windows can you know the 
satisfaction of Orinoka. It 
brings to your home drapery 
beauty that will last. 

Send for the new Orinoka 
booklet, ''Color, the Secret of 
Beautiful Homes." It shows 
the newer patterns—and how 
to use them. It is beautifully 
illu-trated in color. It is free. 

"The Drriuing-Room" from the new Orinoka booklet 

Orinoka 

THE ORINOKA MILLS 1415 
215 Fourth Avenue, .New York 

Please  send  me.  without  charge,  the  new Orinoka 
24-page booklet, "Color, the Secret of Beautiful Bomes.'1 

Name  

I he Adam writing room OH the nermudi 
has a leisured, restful quality of which 
the whole boat partakes. Eighteenth cen- 
tury English furnishings, trith the excep- 
tion of a Spanish terrace and a Pompeian 

swimming pool, prevail throughout 

Early American pine panAing relieved 
by gay chintzes with Colonial patterns 
gives to the smoking room of the Cali- 
fornia the easy inviting air that such 

a room should have 

sible to separate mood and preference 
from these questions, and shipping 
companies are beginning to estimate 
their influence and to be governed by 
them in many matters of taste. 

The California is a good example 
of Early American treatment. It is 
one of the newest ships and has util- 
ized fine examples of Colonial homes 
to furnish designs   for its public 

Street _ 
City _ .State 

An original treatment of the bed gives interest to a 
Louis XVI room on the Duilio. not one of the newest 
boats, but among the most satisfactory in good taste 

and comfort 
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ESTABLISHED 1846 

D 

PARK AVENUE at FIFTY-SEVENTH 

FURNITURE 

WOODWORK 

DECORATIONS 

FABRICS 

ONE OF A SET of eight antique, 18th Century, 
hand painted wall panels with background of 
soft green and design in pastel shades. Size of 
each panel 4/ 6" x 9'. 

NOTE—The Hayden Co.. at the present time, has a 
fine collection of antique wall panels recently acquired 

from abroad 

J* 

owrooms. 

also in connection with our factory 
at ROCHESTER.N.Y. where our 
Furniture and Woodwork are made. 
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SPELL OF THE CYPRESS, 
By Wm. Rittchet, N. d. 

'lumps 

FORMING an im- 
portant collection 

in the Gump Galleries... 
are glorious canvasses 
by Keith, Dixon, Swin- 
nerton, Ritschel and 
other California artists. 
"Spell of the Cypress," one of these, is richly 
colorful, and vividly, movingly beautiful. 
The Gump collections include paintings 
by European and Eastern artists of note. 

S. & G. GUMP CO. 
246-268 Post Street 

San Francisco 

/L^EDS and their fittings should 
f J hold promise of restful hours. 

Lustrous rayon spreads in many 
exquisite color combinations, single bed 
size, are priced from $13.50 up. The 
hand-quilted silk comfortable is $42.50. 
And the quaint maple bed itself may 
be had for $47.50. 

McGibbon 
3 West 37th Street, New York 

Tel. Wisconsin 7900 

Modernist art in the dining salon of the 
He de France provides a setting of original 
beauty for the art of gastronomy, both fields 

in which France excels 

apartments and suites de luxe. The 
sister ship, the Virginia shortly to 
be launched, will feature reproduc- 
tions of rooms in historic Virginian 
mansions. 

The matter of period decoration, no 
matter how well done, does become at 
times a bit overwhelming, and some of 
us wondered for a while if soon the 
whole earth was going to be summed 
up in terms of seventeenth and eigh- 
teenth century period furnishings. 
Then came the modern movement to 
add a new period full of stimulating 
novelty and variety. This newest 
phase of decoration has been given 
a fine expression on the lie de France. 
The variety, beauty, and finish of the 
woods employed, the wrought metal 
work which pleases the eye at every 
turn, and the striking architecture 
merit high praise. If the multiplicity 
of means employed makes in some 
instances for a somewhat uncoordi- 
nated ensemble it is at least an em- 
barrassment of riches which are 
individually full of interest. 

Three trends of taste are traceable 
in ship decoration. People of con- 
servative taste appreciating a blend- 

ing of the past and present will choose 
to travel mainly on boats with furnish- 
ings of simple quiet taste. Those who 
want Europe's latest word concern- 
ing the future, who are modernists 
at heart, will always choose the boat 
which is most in the spirit of to- 
morrow. There is a third type who 
travels in search of glamor, romance, 
adventure. These people will gravi- 
tate to such boats as the sumptuous 
Saturnia and the Augustus shortly 
to be launched. These boats are full 
of the gilded splendor of French and 
Italian period styles besides being the 
last word in modem convenience and 
spacious arrangement. 

The Augustus marks a departure 
in decoration, since it draws on the 
colorful Moorish art of Sicily for its 
interiors. It also offers a novelty in a 
top deck open air swimming pool 
where the sparkling sea and sunshine 
are the colorful background that 
supplements the decorator's skill. 

New liners are among the years' 
most interesting events, and now that 
a new decorative movement and 
achievement is under way they will be 
anticipated with increased pleasure. 

Carved Italian beds in the majority of the staterooms 
on the Roma are a luxury for which the voyager is 
grateful; they mark a long step in progress from the 
old-time berths now practically obsolete for first 

class accommodation 
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Frenck^VVall Paper Panels 

of the XVIII Century 

One ol a complete set of eight au- 

thentically old hand-printed wall 

paper panels. Each panel depicts 

of French Provin- an amusing scene 

cial life. 

The size of each wall paper 
panel varies slightly. The 
average dimensions are 7' <>" 
in length by 5*  5"  in depth. 

Tlu As \n AillfulL iese panels Have been sKiliiuiiy 

removed from the original walls, 

mounted upon canvas and the gay col- 

orings carefully restore dhvHuill ara. 

A grouping ol four, or ol the com- 

plete set of eight panels, will form 

a fascinating and wholly unusual 

treatment for an appropriate mod- 

ern interior. 

A  more   detailed   description of 
these  colorful and spirited historic 
wall paper panels   will   he gladly 
furnished upon request. 
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our plumber can 

sell You more heat 

. . . for less fuel 

Consult him when you build. Later 

changes in heating plants are costly. 

How much heat will you get from a ton of coal or 
a hundred gallons of oil? Before you build, talk 
to your plumber and ask him about Improved 
Asbestocel. He is a heating expert. Besides, he 
knows local conditions. He can tell you how you 
can save coal every year, and always have a com- 
fortable house in spite of every change in weather. 

Give the choice of your boiler and radiators the 
most careful consideration. But you must also give 
some thought to the pipes which are to take the heat 
from the boiler to the radiators. Leave these bare 
and you will, in a few seasons, waste tons of coal in 
the form of heat which radiates away before it 
reaches the radiators. Insulate these pipes properly, 
and besides saving coal, you will have greater com- 
fort, and have to do less furnace tending. 

Improved Asbestocel is the only nationally adver- 
tised insulation for heater pipes. You can rely on 
it being always up to standard. Asbestocel is made 
by Johns-Manville, Master of Asbestos. Your 
plumber can supply you, wherever you live, with 
this standard and uniform product. It has the same 
high quality everywhere. 

Talk to your plumber about insulating your pipes. 
Tell him to use Asbestocel. For the average home 
the cost is trifling, hardly more than the price of a 
ton or two of coal. The return is great. Improved 
Asbestocel Pipe Covering often pays for itself in 
one season. 

Be sure you get this better insulation 

Be sure to specify Improved Asbestocel when you 
have this work done. It is far more efficient than 
ordinary "air cell" insulation. It looks better after 
it is in place. It will last longer, and it is less ex- 
pensive to install. 

Write for free booklet, "More Heat from Less Fuel" 

TT        1      MASTER     -imo/M" ASBESTOS # "I "I 

! ohns-Manviile 

J /^o^ASBESTOCEL 

Johns-Manville Asbestos Shingles are another 
asbestos product of importance to home owners. 
For new houses or for re-roofing Johns-Manville 
Asbestos Shingles provide a fireproof, beautiful 

roof which will never have to be replaced. 

JOHNS-MANVILLE CORPORATION 
New York     Chicago     Cleveland   San Francisco 

Canadian Johns-Manville Co., Ltd., Toronto 
Please send me your booklet entitled, "More Heat 
from Less Fuel." 

Name. . , 

Address. 

City  Slate. 



SHOP 

WINDOWS 

« * « or ■-• •:• * 

MAYFAIR 

This is your department, please feel free to use it early and often. The more 
things you buy through Shop Windows of May fair, the more things we can 
show here. Each article has been chosen because of value, smartness, or 
usefulness. Our Board of Censors is active, and everything on these pages 

had to receive a unanimous vote before being shown to you. Make checks 
payable to Shirley Paine, care Doubleday, Doran £jf Company, Inc., 
244 Madison Avenue, New York. Write her, enclosing check for the arti- 
cle you wish, and she does the rest. This service is entirely without charge. 

 11 u f 111 1 milium > iiinmii 

This month we show some particularly interesting 
things. Values have been sifted and where articles 
are of the useful type, they really work, and are 
not merely novelty gadgets which sound interesting 
but never do the things they are meant to do. . . . 

Not only do we try to show unusual things in the 
shopping section, but our advertisers also try to find 
pertinent subjects for their space .... It would be 
worth while to read these over each month. It is through 
them, partly, that the things shown here come to light. 

A lamp of the new age is the 
Lightning, which is suggested by 
a brightly polished hand-forged 
iron streak, connecting with a 
cloud-effect base of black iron. 
The 12" parchment shade is deco- 
rated with blue sky, gray, silver, 
and black clouds, and yellow light- 
ning flash. Silvet leatherette bind- 
ing; total height 20 in.; price 

complete $18, express collect 

In many types of room wrought- 
iron sconces lend a finishing touch 
not possible with any other style. 
One of the best forges in Boston has 
selected this sconce as among the 
best; hand-wrought throughout in 
a graceful leaf design, and hangs 
on the wall. It is authentic for 
candles, but could be wired by your 
local electrician. Considering the 
skilled workmanship, it is a most 
acceptable buy at $6, especially 
since it is postpaid anywhere in 
America. Checks to Shirley Paine 

as usual. A fine catalogue, too 

An exclusive New York luggage 
shop has brought out this prac- 
tical shoe cabinet which holds 

23 pairs; 3 finishes, $35 

When golf champions adopt a 
thing there must be a very good 
reason for it. The Sportocasin is 
for those who take their golf seri- 
ously, since the game puts special 
strains on the foot, and one must 
support it in every playing position 
in order to avoid end-of-the-round 
fatigue. Four widths, A, B, C, D. 
De luxe moccasin in brown zug 
designed especially for the Walker 
Cup team, $15.50 in spikes. Fine 
tan calf with spikes, $14; without 
spikes, $12. Other models in black 
and white, tan and white, and all 
tan, as low as $11. All postpaid U.S. 

Something new, different, useful. 
A special traveling set of Celanese 
silk by KUinert, in orchid, rose, and 
green; linings pure rubber in har- 
monizing colors. Three pieces: pack 
for washcloths, soap, etc.; an ample 
flat roll-up for several larger arti- 
cles; a big melon-shaped bag with 
easy sliding draw cord and pockets 
for brushes, bottles, jars, etc. Es- 
pecially priced at $10, postpaid 

anvwhere in U. S. 

Again Boston scores with two fine 
reproductions, both originals 
owned by an old Massachusetts 
family—the Topsfield, a miniature 
wing chair, and a maple fireside 
bench with homespun cover in 
soft colors. The chair has maple 
legs and stretchers, and is beauti- 
fully made. It is nicely priced at 
$55 in muslin, taking 4 yds. 30 in. 
material. Bench with charming 

cover is only $25 complete 
96 
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FINEST  18th CENTURY 

Furniture  and   Decorative Objects 

French   Italian—and English 

Floor  plans,  Interior Architectural 
details: Schemes for  the complets 

house. 

McMILLEN INC. 

148 East 55th St. New York 
Telephone  Plaza 1207 

n A fit a n 1 

>ornice§ 

The beauty and charm em- 
bodied in these cornice designs, 
lend an air of distinction to 
any room. Finished in An- 
tique, Silver or Ormolu Gold. 
Also hand colored to match 
any decorative color scheme. 

Write for complete catalogue 
and information. 

HICKS GALLERY, Inc. 
16-18 Fayette St., Boston, Mass. 

H. L. JUDD COMPANY, Inc. 
New York Selling Agents 

L 

*'j^7!""''*">w AT BETTER SHOPS 
r,     A      < OR DIRECT 

#1 

tatchwort\ Pillows 
Filled with soft, fluffy Kapok, so they 
will never mat or pack down, these 
genuine hand-made Patchwork Pil- 
lows. Round styles; No. 635—18"— 
fo.oo. No. 636, 12", fS-7S- Square 
styles; No. 640, 18", J56.2?.  No. 637, 
I 1", f4.2S. 

The TREASURE CHEST 
Asheville, North Carolina 

TOPHUNTER 

HAND WROUGHT 

MET ALWORK 

Office of Postmaster General 
"On account of the delays 
caused to carriers at dwell- 
ing houses where no door 
slot or mail receptacle is 
provided,—it seems timely, 
withm a reasonable period, 
to require all who are to 
receive mail by street car- 
riers at their dwellings to 
provide such accommoda- 
tions. If it finally becomes 
net essary, mad delivery will 
be discontinued v> hen no 
door slots or mad receptacles are provided." 

LETTER 

BOXES 

Heavy gauge brass in antique 
finish. The one with eagle 
ornament is $(5.50, the other 
$15.00. Black finish $3.00 
extra. 

Special designs to order 

119 East 57th. Street, New York 

Background 

To have served since 1798 the nation's most 

distinguished clientele is proof enough of 

Briggs' good taste and exclusive wares. 

Visit our shops this summer 

I   C   H A It I) 

V'lQAs 

to your 

garden 

HERE is a beautiful Bird 
Bath that is also a/(WMiWn when 
connected to your garden hose. 
Constructed of wrought iron and at- 
tractively hnishcd m KIIMI and yellow 
enamel. Stands 4(3 inches high. 
Secure from cats. Basin (16 inches 
in diameter) may be had in either 
enameled steel at $5.00 or solid copper 
at $6.50. Lower section is pointed 
and may be placed anywhere in even 
or uneven ground. Assembled in two 
minutes without tools. 
Ask your dealer, or sent postpaid in 
compact carton on receipt of price on 
money back guarantee. Order yours 
to-day. 
The Bird-Founte Company 
137 Franklin Street, New York 

16.50 with Solid Cop- per Howl. jSi higherw >f the Hock ics 

{Bird'/ounte 
A BATHING FOUNTAIN FOR FEATHERED FRIENDS 

SCOTTY DOORSTOP 
PRICE #10.00 

Specialists in the Design and 
Manufacture of Hand Wrought 

Ironwork of all descriptions. 

•«>IIII<>" 

Catalogue Mailed on request 

ye lRO*r{ Shoppe 
472A Boylston Street 

Boston, Mass. 
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SEDGWICK OUTFITS 

for truly Modern Homes 

For the Fireplace—The Sedgwick Fuel Lift, pic- 
tured here, travels between cellar and fireplace 
and eliminates the carrying of fuel and ashes over 
beautiful floors and rugs. 

Write for Descriptive Pamphlet 
For Carrying Trunks—The Sedgwick Trunk Lift 

saves labor and time; prevents the usual damage 
to stairs, floors, and walls when heavy loads are to 
be carried up or down stairs. 

Literature Sent on Request 
For the Invalid—The Sedgwick Invalid Elevator is 

a blessing to the aged and infirm. It iseasily installed 
in old and new homes. 

Let Us Send Complete Details 

SEDGWICK MACHINE WORKS 
147 West 15th Street New York FUEL LIFT 

M-M-ABMSTMONG 
INCORPORATED 

Furniture 

Lamps 

Decoration 

Fabrics 

Typical Direct oire Chair in the Provincial Manner. The 
charm of this piece, recently imported from France, is due 
not alone to its beauty of design, but also to the unmistakably 
fme craftsmanship so essential to the worth-while antique. 

WE are prepared to assist you in all matters 
pertaining to home decoration, whether 

there is involved the selection of an individual piece, 
or the preparation of a plan for one's entire home. 

M-M-AKMSTKONG 
INCORPORATED 

4 East 57th Street 
(Just East of 5th Ave.) 

PARIS NEW YORK' LONDON 

GARDEN FURNITURE 
Pompelan Stone, Lead, Terra C'otta, Marble 

Illustrated Catalog Sent on Request 
THE ERKINS STUDIO 

257 Lexington Ate. at 35th St. New York 

SMOKY 

FIREPLACES 

made to 

DRAW 

"tip payment accepted unless successful 

Also consulting service avail- 
able to owners, architects and 
builders in connection with the 
designing and erection of new 

work. 

FREDERIC N. WHITLEY, Inc. 
Engineers and Contractors 

111 Fulton St., Brooklyn, N. Y. 

SHOP WINDOWS 

O F 

MAYFAIR 

Now you can choose your favorite 
among these new door-stops with Wire- 
hair, Sealyham, Airedale, Scottie, and 
Setter designs. Modeled from famous 
champions that we have shown from 
time to time as book-ends, only a strong 

tempered steel spring has been added 
at back to fit under lower edge of door 
to hold it fast. Will stop the heaviest 
door. Dogs in natural colors on green 
grass base, except Scottie, which is 

black on black. Price $3.75 each 

For touring, camping, and picnics, this 
stout knife-fork-spoon set is efficient 
and long-lasting. So much flimsy camp- 
ing equipment is sold these days that 
old-rimers must he careful in what they 
choose. Five tools all lock together in a 
single unit for carrying in the leather 
case. Tempered polished steel knife, 
fork, spoon, de-capper, and can opener. 
Complete $3; postpaid 100 miles N. Y. 

The modern golfer ash tray is of dull 
triple silver plate. He stands on a 
tee of green enameled grass, while 
the three trays and flag are of brass. 
. . . The caddy bag and flag cigarette 
holder is also of dull silver plate inside 
and out, with green top. It holds a 
liberal supply and makes a nice run- 
ning mate for the tray. Each item #8; 

postpaid 100 miles N. Y. 

Boston is charming, its shops more so. 
In one of these we found this most 
satisfying pattern of English porcelain, 
called most appropriately 'Pagoda 
Mayfair.' The colors are wholly de- 
lightful, the shapes of the various items 
are both unusual and graceful. 1 his 

pattern may be bought in two ways— 
dinner plates at $13.50 the dozen; teas 
and saucers, $13.50 the dozen; or a 
complete service for eight, $75. This 
pattern combines beauty, quality, 
and definite price value. Checks to 

Shirlev Paine. 

It was an especially lucky day when the 
sculptress Matilda Browne did us the 
honor of calling in order to leave photo- 
graphs of her latest book-ends, modeled 
from a prize-winning cocker spaniel. 
Every dog lover will be delighted with 
these 6-inch high book-ends which are 
not the usual commercial work. Price 
is $18 the pair in your choice of light 
green, dark green, or brown bronze 

finishes. Postpaid 100 miles N. Y. 
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SHOP WINDOWS 

O F 

M A Y F A I R 

For many months we have searched 
collections for the perfect Early Ameri- 
can teapot. We now present this ex- 
quisite little model as one of the love- 
liest examples of pewter that we have 
seen, and one of the earliest extant. 
Teapot holds ij pints. The handle is 
natural finished maple. Included in the 

set is an 11 x 14 in. tray, with sugar and 
crcanv.-r. Tray especially fine, with 
simple lines and unusually nice propor- 
tions. Complete, $42. Teapot, sugar, and 
creamer, $32; pot alone, $21; sugar, 
£6.30; creamer, $6.30; tray, #12.60. 
Prepaid anywhere in U. S. Send for 

catalogue of other items 

This fender design is 
patented. Choice of brass 
or black finish. Fine mesh 
cloth; brass knobs and 
handles. In 30 in. wide x 27 
in. high center panel, 
wings 13 x 235, black 
frame $20; brass frame, 
$24. Same but with center 
panel 30 in. high, black 
frame, $22; brass frame, 

#27. A catalogue too 

■ 

A Bird-founte, combining 
bird bath and fountain 
when connected with a 
garden hose. Pointed 
lower end may be placed 
in ground anywhere, is 
40 in. high, with a 16 in. 
basin. In wrought iron fin- 
ished green and yellow, $5; 
copper bowl, $6.50. Prices 
postpaid east of Rockies; 

slightly higher west 

Q 
I simply couldn't resist this 
reproduction of an old Colonial 
student lamp, wired for modern 
usage. It makes a fine reading 
light, as the glare is kept from 
the eyes by the metal shade, 
and it lends a welcome touch 
of harmony in any Early 
American or peasant type of 
room. Electrified prices in four 
metals: tin, pewter finish, 
$12.50; genuine pewter, brass, 
or copper—all $35. Delivered 
Greater Boston; express collect 
elsewhere. Also a fine catalogue 

This authentic reproduction of a Colonial 
lamp made right in the heart of Boston, base 
maple, in dull rubbed finish, red, green, or 
black, all with gold trim. Shade is parch- 
ment with smart ruffles, choice of yellow, 
green, or rose. Height overall, 185 in., 
shade diameter, 115 in. Complete price 
with 6 ft. of silk cord is most unusual 
at $16, postpaid anywhere in America 

i I 

This 60 in. chaise-longue special is one 
of America's outstanding furniture 
buys. #47.50, including ruffle; no crating 
charge; and covered in your own choice 

of glazed chintz, cretonne, or sateen. 
Legs mahogany, walnut, or maple. For 
convenience of nearby shoppers, price 

$42.50, when not crated 

E<CJ(CJ CABINETS 

Snort-White Steel 

^JDe Luxe Cabinet, en- 

tirely concealed by 

the beautiful etched 

mirror. The last word 

in bathroom furnishing. 

Made in three sizes. 
Ask your dealer; or write for catalogue. 

HESS WARMING & VENTILATING CO. 
Makers of Hess Welded Steel Furnaces. 

1221 S. Western Avenue, Chicago 

Out   of • the • Ordinarv 
3cciuHful — Inexpensive *S 

IOflmG HXHJRES 

L^OR   those   who   love the 
charm, distinctiveness and 

beauty to be found in the finest 
specimens  of early American 

lamps,  lanterns  and  sconces, the 
Industrial Arts offer an extensive 
line of hand-made faithful repro- 
ductions at moderate prices. 

The illustration shows three charm- 
ing examples which are available in 
copper, brass, pewter or tin and 
with electric attachments. 

Hand wrought 
o/' Copper - 

Brass **nd • 
Pcwrer * • 

Write for illustrated catalog mailed on request, showing 
these and many other delightful hand-made reproductions. 

INDUSTRIAL ARTS INC. 
33-B NORTH 5ENNET ST..    BOSTON,MASS. 
 DISPLAY BOOMS sf 64 Charles St.  

did 

MADE in hand-made moulds. 
Colors are wonderful soft 

time-toned ones. Bricks look loo 
years old. Made in genuine 
Jefferson size. Takes zi days to 
mould, dry and burn them to 
especially high heat for fireplace 
use. Each brick carefully selected 
for its purpose. 

Ijour Fire Place 

Build It IDith Old 
Uirqinia brick 
Ttldde IPau Dou?n 
In Old Uirqinu. 

Enough for average Fire- 
place costs $18.75. F.O.B. 
Salem, Va. Packed in bar- 
rels, padded with straw. 

-i 

Send /or circular on Fireplaces and Chimneys 

l! Old Uirqinid Brick Co., Sdlem, Virginia g 
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IESS romantic—but swifter than 
' the service of the plumed 

messengers in days of old, the 
modern courier with his trim blue 
uniform still finds the Spirit of 
Service and old-fashioned romance 
in this mail box of genuine forged 
iron made by McKinney. Here is 
room for fine fat letters from distant 
friends; space for long envelopes, 
holders for favorite magazines; and 
withal, it has a sturdy, well-propor- 
tioned shape and rugged rust- 
proofed finish of which you will 
never tire. 

Forged Iron Hardware by McKinney 
embraces all pieces necessary for 
trimming a house complete: marvel- 
ous hinge straps and handle sets, 
graceful knockers, finely - 
proportioned H & L 
hinges, chimney irons, VBm 
shutter  dogs,  fireplace * 
equipment —and forged 
iron lanterns just waiting 
for the Town Crier to light 
and carry them once more. 
Department, Electrical 
Stores and Builders' Hard- 
ware Merchants carry 
McKinney Forged Iron. Be 
sure to see it. For an illus- 
trated  Brochure, write 
McKinney  Mfg. Co.,, 
Pittsburgh, Pa. 

McKINNEY 
FORGED IRON 

HARDWARE 

ForgeDivision, McKinney Mfg. Co., Pittsburgh, Pa. 
Please send me, without obligation, the items I nave checked: — 
D Folio on Lanterns 
□ Brochure on Forged Iron Hardware 
Name  
Address   «,.„ 

SHOP WINDOWS 

O F 

M A Y F A I R 

Now and then I list something fairly 
expensive, but so unusual and so smart 
that it should be shown to our readers. 
In the wave of moderne art sweeping 
the country there is naturally much that 
is good and much that is horrible. 
Some is designed by amateurs with 
no training, some by talented masters of 

their subject. This modern birdcage is 
not only artistic but is made of the best 
materials obtainable. Brass, copper, 
zinc, and aluminum are the metals. 
15 in. high and about 16 in. wide. De- 
livery two weeks; price #75. Other 
styles designed to meet your own ideas. 

Complete catalogues 

From the studios of Cordova Shops; hand- 
laced, hand-tooled, and hand-colored ot the 
finest leather. The jewel case is nicely lined, 
#25; the bridge set with two packs cards, f>iz; 
the cigarette box, $18; scrap basket, #30. 

Postpaid east of the Mississippi 

Lift one leg with a touch 
of a finger and the other 
three move into place 
and lock rigidly. To fold 
up, just press a catch 
releasing the lock. Black 
moire top; $12.50 in 
mahogany legs and trim; 
$16 in green or red lac- 
quer. Prepaid 100 miles 

N. Y. 

Handy Serve Wagon, 
size 18 x 28 in.; ht. 30 in. 
Choice of apple green, 
Chinese red, walnut, or 
mahogany finish. With 
curved legs as shown, 
$13; unfinished, 50; 
straight legs, $ 12.50; un- 

finished, $ 11 

PLAYTHINGS 

from MAYFAIR 

"Sock-it" 
Put the ball on the rubber tee, 
hit it with a wooden club, and 
the meter registers how many 
yards the ball would go were it 
sailing down the fairway. "Sock- 
it" may be used wherever there 
is room to swing a club, is most 
substantial, and is sure to im- 
prove the drives of all who 
"play the game." 

Price Complete #15.00 

Playthings for indoors 
and for outdoors 

Games and home entertainment 
for family, the children and for 
your guests. 

Mail Orders Filled Promptly 

jMapfatr 

$laptt)mgsi g>tore 
741 Fifth Ave. (at 57th St.,) N. Y. 

mm 
TO bring new inter- 

est to your garden 
with a Bird Bath 

of sparkling water invit- 
ing the birds with their 
merry notes to linger 
with you—or create de- 
lightful spots of color 

with graceful jars— 

Use 

_ Jo\w 

PCHTERY 

Illustrated in a compre- 
hensive catalog of over 
300 numbers tncluding 
sun dials, ■vases, gazing 
globes, benches and other 
useful pieces, which will 
be sent upon receipt of 10 

cents in stamps. 

GAEOWAYTERRA GOTTA (ft 
3216 WALNUT ST. PHILADELPHIA. 

Established 1810 
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PAGE FENCE 

Vacation-time is play-time. 
You can make your yard a safe play- 
ground for your children. A boundary 
line of Page Chain Link Fence, keeps 
children out of the street — "They play 
in their own yard." 

S3 Page Service Plants 
erect fence everywhere 

There is a Page Service Plant near you that can 
give you complete service from your first plans 
to the final erection of the Page Chain Link or 
Wrought Iron Fence. Write for name and address, 
also interesting literature. 

Page makes and erects Wrought 
Iron Fence, tot. 

PAGE FENCE ASSOCIATION 
215 North Michigan Ave., Dept. 8- A 

Chicago, Illinois 

.53 
service plants 

erect fence 

oAmerica's fir si wire v fence — since 1883 
CHAIN LINK ~ ORNAMENTAL  WROUGHT IRON 

Cabot's 

means Stains 

Ask anyone what word he associates with "Keene's", and he will 
say "Cement." 
Ask him what word goes in his mind with "Germantown", and 
his answer will be "Lampblack." 
In like manner in ages past Plaster of Paris, Burnt Siena, Caen 
Stone—all acquired a generic meaning through their universal use, 
whether they came from Paris, Siena, Caen, or not. 
Ask any one who has had any experience with building what he has 
to say after the word, "Stains", and he will say "Cabot's." 
But there is this difference from the other instances mentioned— 
the original house of Samuel Cabot, Inc., is still making Cabot's 
CREOSOTE Shingle Stains, and when stains are required, the 
original CREOSOTE Stains may be secured from the original source. 

Now Made by the Patented Collopake Process 

Cabot's 
Creosote 

Shingle Stains 
Standard since 1882 

Send in the coupon below for full information 

■4 COUPON j> 

Incorporated 
Bo.ton. Mail.    OfT.ce. .ho in New Y.rl 
Cl.....s... Phil.dMor.;.. Los Angelc. Kan,.. 
City.  San   Fr.no.co. PonI.no .no Sca.llc 

\ Please send mt fult information on COLLOPAKES. J 

Name. 

"jfenallealth 

and Beauty 

minutes 

a Day!' 

Says Vivienne Segal, famous 

actress, appearing in "The Three Musketeers" 

MISS Segal writes: "The constant rushing back and forth, numerous 
'changes' and irregular mealtimes that are part of every actress' life, 

make 'keeping fit' a most difficult task. Yet, with your Health Builder the 
impossible becomes possible. Not only does it enable me to keep radiantly 
healthy at all times, but, also, it has proved to be invaluable in eliminating 
superfluous fat." 

World Famous Beauties Use 

and Endorse this Method 
Dorothy Knapp, Irene Delroy, Barbara 
Stanwyck, Marjorie Joesting, Murrel 
Finley, Mary Eaton—these are just a few 
of the famous beauties who enthusiasti- 
cally use the Battle Creek Health Builder. 
Men, too, among them William Wrigley, 
Jr., Walter Chrysler, are delighted by this 
easy, enjoyable new way to keep fit. 

Just 15 Minutes a Day 
Oscillate your way to health. You can 
now exercise and massage your whole 
body this surprisingly simple new way, 
in your own home—without effort on your 
part. Over 50,000 men and women of all 
ages now do so. 
The Health Builder vigorously massages 
the heaviest muscles, stimulates circula- 
tion, aids elimination, banishes fatigue, 
and reduces weight in any part of the body 
desired. You receive a better massage than 
the expert masseur could give you. 

Send for FREE Book 
Send for "Health and Beauty in Fifteen 
Minutes a Day"—an intensely interesting 
Free book giving the complete story of 
this scientific method. Sanitarium Equip- 
ment Company, Battle Creek, Mich. 

Oscar Shaw, co-star of the 
%°"dway success, "The Fi 
O Clock Girl", keeps fit t, Health Builder way the 

Wetteafoft 

Biiiide/i 

SANITARIUM EQUIPMENT Co. 
RK. AC-1051 Battle Creek, Mich. 
Please send me FREE Book 
"Health & Beauty"—Today. 
Name -  
Address  
Ciry State  

© S. E. Co. 1928 

KeepAJou 
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and She, 

the mate and the 

midshipmite^ 

UNLESS you have spent 

your summers afloat, you 

cannot possibly know the won- 

derful enjoyment of it all. 

Lolling on deck after a plunge; 

exploring some quaint fishing 

village; slipping through cool, 

blue waters with only the far 

horizon to bound you—and for 

a helmsman, sixteen or sixty, 

the most remarkable girl in 

the whole wide world. 

This is your floating sum- 

mer home. Go where you 

like,when you like. 

Cook aboard, eat 

aboard, sleep 

aboard. You are 

cool, you are sea- 

tanned, you are free, you are 

utterly happy and contented. 

There are no traffic jams to 

hamper you, no heat-ridden 

hotel rooms to stifle you, no 

insects to pester you. Here is 

true privacy, abundant health, 

thorough enjoyment, and 

complete relaxation. 

It is not too late to get 

aboard a cruiser for this sum- 

mer. Naturally you'll want an 

A.C.F. which, of all cruisers, is 

greatly to be preferred. Built 

in many sizes; 

all trim, staunch, 

and seaworthy. 

Write today for the 

"Burgee Book." 

Every A. C. F, Cruiser is a com- 
fortable floating home, tchere 
the saltiest sea-dog or the least 
nautical lady may live with 

every requisite convenience. 

cruiser s 

A. C. F. NEW YORK SALON, 217 W. 57TH STREET 
AMERICAN CAR AND FOUNDRY COMPANY 

BOSTON, Noyes Marine Sales Co., 1037 Commonwealth Ave. "* PHILADELPHIA, Universal 
Motor Service Co., N. Broad and Wood Sts. ■» DETROIT, A. C. F. Salon, 500 E. Jefferson St. 

* CHICAGO, Ward A. Robinson, 58 E. Washington St. ■* CLEVELAND, M.J. Shea, 1424 Lauder- 
dale Ave., Lakewood •» WEST PALM BEACH, C. P. Whitney, c/o Bryant & Cray ■» SAN FRAN- 
CISCO, S. C. Kyle, 427 Rialto Bldg. <* WILMINGTON, DEL., American Car and Foundry Company 

YACHTING NOTES 

by    E .    JAMES   D E V I N E 

J' 

UDGING from 
some of this sum- 
mer's outboard 

performances, it is dif- 
ficult to determine, or 
even predict, to what 
extent this tiny type 
of craft will progress. 
The outboard has dis- 
tinguished itself as a 
racer, and it has proved 
itself to be a very 
handy runabout and 
cummuter. 

George Crouch, fa- 
mo us speed-boat 
builder, declares that 
by September of this 
year outboards will 
have attained a speed 
of fifty miles an hour. 
Mr. Crouch's predic- 
tion seems a bit over- 
enthusiastic until it is 
considered that out- 
boards in the Gold Cup Regatta of 
1925 thought they were some boats 
after making a speed of more than 
fourteen miles an hour, and that in 
three years they have develo ped to a 
speed of nearly thirty-eight miles. In 
the recent Worcester Regatta for out- 
boards many records were broken, 
one world's record changing hands 
twice within two hours. 

rT*HERE are  "seaworthy" boats 
■*• and boats that are seaworthy. A 

hull must embody marine designing 
principles which have been proved 
through years of trial in order to stand 

The four-foot Ileilner 
trophy competed for in 
the Bear Mountain 
Handicap on July 8th 

up to heavy sea plug- 
ging. To make a small 
power boat which is 
really seaworthy, which 
is constructed for all 
services from tea-party 
cruising to deep-sea 
fishing, which is fast 
and attractive—such 
an undertaking is no 
easy one. 

Concentrating a 11 
manufacturing facili- 
ties on one model, and 
turning their product 
out at the rate of one 
a day is the present 
system of the Banfield 
Company in the 
production of their 
"Banfield 32," a 
rugged and fast craft 
which is rapidly gain- 
ing in popularity 
among those sportsmen 

who want an all-serviceable boat. 

TVTORTH, south, east, west, in every 
*~ ^ water-front city and town people 
are talking more about boats. The 
ever-increasing congestion of automo- 
bile traffic on the highways is doubt- 
less an important cause of this inter- 
est in waterways. People are becom- 
ing more and more attracted by 
the restful recreation offered by 
boating. Municipalities and yacht 
clubs throughout the country are 
building breakwaters, yacht basins, 
and stalls to provide for the boat 
family, which gets bigger each year. 

The "Banfield J2", a rugged and fast craft 
EDWIN LEVICK 

MORRIS ROSENFEt D 
The new a. c. f, 41-foot bridge deck cruiser 
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7<-A ^Annual 
Cruise dcjjvc^ Otolites at 

66 Glorious Days 

iTyfYSTERious Egypt, fascinating Africa, the Holy Land, 
G^'v beautiful Madeira, gay Seville, Granada with its 
Alhambra, mighty Gibraltar, ancient Cadiz, Algiers, Biskra, 
Timgad, Tunis, Malta, Dardanelles, Constantinople, Bos- 
phorous, Athens, Dalmatian Coast, Cattaro, Cettinje, 
Ragusa, Venice, Florence, Rome, Naples, Messina, Taor- 
mina, Syracuse, Palermo, Monte Carlo, France, England. 

{ 

exclusively Chartered Palatial S. S. "SCYTHIA" 
Cunard Line's finest first-class cuisine and service 
Membership limited to 390 guests-half capacity 

SAILING FROM NEW YORK, JAN. 29 
> 

66 days of glorious adventure with free stop-over in Europe 
including return via S. S. "Berengaria" or any Cunard Steamer. 

The best of everything on ship and shore. 

Hates from $950 including shore excursions. Fullparticula rson request 
I EARLY RESERVATION ADVISABLE ] 

FRANK TOURIST CO. 
542 Fifth Ave., Est. 1875 New York 

'Philadelphia—1529 Locust St. 
Chicago, 175No. Michigan Ave.  Boston, 33 Devonshire St. 
San Francisco, 29Geary St, - JCOS Angeles, 756So.Broadway 

Mm 

the 

BARCLAY 

NEW   YORK'S  MOST  DISTINGUISHED   RESIDENTIAL HOTEL 

THOUSANDS 
of motorists are 

seeking the best road 
to roam — the road 

combining scenic variety 
and charm with thoroughly 

comfortable stopping places 
to break the journey. Of all 

the interesting trips in America, 
the Four Great United Trails 
stand out preeminent. Each 
way lies endless adventure by 
day—and by night, the chance to 

TH E identity of an exclusive 

home — with the comprehen- 

sive service of a luxurious hotel. 
The detachment of a tranquil atmos- 

phere—at the smart centre of ac- 

tivities. The mellowed spirit of 
Colonial appointments—with all the 

resources of modern convenience. 

Living, at the Barclay, achieves a 
well-rounded completeness which 

sets it apart in its distinction. 

Delightful apartments for short or long term 
leases and accommodations for the transient 
stay.   Write for information and brochure. 

Ill    EA/T   48/// STREET 

New York Managing Director 
WARREN T. MONTGOMERY 

Stop at    C?{j*£01   the Sign 

of a Good Hotel 

Let us send you the story of these 
memorable tours, illustrated with 
large main route maps. Address 
your request to United Hotels 
headquarters in New York or 
ask for the booklets at any of the 

Hotels in the United System 
The ROOSEVELT New York City 
The BENJAMIN FRANKLIN Philadelphia 
The OLYMPIC Seattle. Wash. 
The BANCROFT Worcester. Mans. 
The ROBERT TREAT Newark. N. J. 
The ALEXANDER HAMILTON 

Paterson. N. J. 
The STACY-TRENT Trenton. N. J. 
The PENN-HARRIS Harrisbure. Pa. 
The TEN EYCK Albany. N. Y. 
The ONONDAGA Syracuse. N. Y. 
The ROCHESTER Rochester. N. Y. 
The SENECA 
The NIAGARA Niaeara Falls. N. Y. 
The LAWRENCE Erie. Pa. 
The PORTAGE Akron. Ohio 
The DURANT Flint. Michiean 
The PRESIDENT Kansas City. Mo. 
EI CONQUISTADOR* Tucson. Ariz. 

IN CANADA 
The MOUNT ROYAL Montreal 
KING EDWARD HOTEL Toronto 
ROYAL CONNAUGHT Hamilton 
The CLIFTON Niaeara Falls 
The PRINCE EDWARD Windsor 
The ADMIRAL BEATTY  Saint John. N. B. 

* Optnitie November. 1928 

The Four Great United Trails 

Motorists are invited to send for one or more of 
the following trail booklets: 

1. Trail of Two Countries—From Salem, Mass., 
to Saint John, New Brunswick. 

2. Loop-the-hakes Trail-Circling Lake Erie and 
Lake Ontario to Montreal. 

3. Hudson Valley-Montreal Trail - From New 
York to Montreal. 

4. Blue and Qray Trail-From New York through 
Pennsylvania and Virginia. 

UNITED U€TELX 

COMPANY CP AMERICA 

Executive Offices: 25 West 45th St., New York 
Affiliated AMERICAN HOTELS CORPORATION 
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HOTEL RESORT 
AND TRAVEL 
DEPARTMENT 

Established 1906 
Featured every month in seven publications 

THE QUALITY GROUP MAGAZINES 
ATLANTIC MONTHLY, HARPER'S, REVIEW OF REVIEWS, SCRIBNER'S 

MAGAZINE, THE GOLDEN BOOK and WORLD'S WORK, also in COUNTRY UFE 
Send postage for advice where and how to go. The right hotel, etc 

For space and rates in oar departments write to 
THE WHERE-TO-GO BUREAU, Inc., 8 Beacon Street. Boston, Mass,. U. S. A. 

Tf)M|HMIIHMIII 
Raymond - Whitcomb 

A Calendar 

: of Cruises 

BOUND AFRICA 
January 12, 1929 

THE only cruise to sail completely around Africa and visit all typical 
sections of the "Dark Continent.^ 
On the Cunard liner "Carinthia." 

Rates, $1250 and upward. 
MEDITERRANEAN 

January 22, 1929 
THE annual Raymond-Whitcomb 
Cruise to the famous Med i terranean 
cities ... Egypt and the Holy Land. 

Rates, $1000 and upward. 
WEST INDIES 

January 30,1929 
February 26, 1929 

Two midwinter cruises of 25 days 
on the S. S. "Columbus" — the 
largest liner ever to go to the West 
Indies. Rates, $400 and upward. 

EAKTD CRUISES 
SUMMER and wintertrips inAmerica 
—on special trains built for Ray- 
mond-Whitcomb—special routes. 
ROTJIVD THE WORE© 

ON the finest and fastest liner that 
has ever made a Round-the-World 
Cruise. Send for full particulars. 

Raymond & 
Whitcomb Co. 

Executive Offices: 
12 PARK STREET, BOSTON, MASS. 

NEW YORK PHILADELPHIA CHICAGO 
LOS ANGELES   SAN FRANCISCO 

LOS ANGELES CAL. 
"\vi(l\tn Eojy Reach ol Evtylhir^ 

HOTEL CORK r       LOJ ANCELEX 
POSITIVELY FIREPROOF Headquarters for travelers from all parts of the world. 555 rooms—each with private bath. European plan. For folder, rates—write F. M. Diin- mick. Lessee. Hill, bet. 4th and 6th. 

CRUISES-TOURS 

^OTETSITTTWFII 
IA Quiet Retrest in the Hedrt of the City ' NEARBY FINEST SHOPPING AND AMUSE-/ WENT CENTERS. SUNMY QUIET ROOMS WITH BATH. AWAY FROM TRAFFIC VET NEAR BUSINESS — GRAND NCA.R NINTH 

t(RATES 4 2-00   SEND FOP FOLDER 

fAtfNUYS HOTEL 1 LOS ANGELES 
A quiet atmosphere that appeals to persons of refinement. World- famous cafe. Convenient loc*» tion. Moderate rates. Folder on request. 

ate fa  
CRUISES-TOURS 

Tils, Hotel St.James iTrsg: Midway between Fifth Avenue and Broadway. An hotel of quiet dignity, having the atmosphere and appointment* of a well-conditioned home. Much favored by women traveling without eicort. 3 min- utes' walk to 40 theatres and all heBt shops. Rates and booklet on application.     W. JOHNSON QUINN 
NEW ORLEANS LA. 

#t Sttharle* 
New Orleans 

One of Americas Leading Hotels 
ALFRED S.AMER I CC.Ud. Proprietors 

SOUTH 

AMERICA! 
BARBADOS—RIO DE JANEIRO 
MONTEVIDEO—BUENOS AIRES Also calls northbound at Santos & Trinidad 

Fortnightly service by lart;e, luxurious snips built especially for tropical voyaging! 
S.S.VOLTAIRE. VANDYCK, 

VAUBAN & VESTRIS 
All outside rooms—"Wide promenade decks —Swimming pool—Satisfying meals. 
LAMPORT & HOLT LINE 

26 Broadway, N. T.. or local agent 

MEDITERRANEAN 
ss "Transylvania" sailing Jan. 30 
66 days, $600 to $1750 

Clark's 25th cruise, including Madei- 
ra, Canary Islands, Morocco, Spain, 
(Granada) Algiers, Malta, Athens, 
Constantinople, 15 days Palestine and 
Egypt, Italy, Riviera, Havre, (Paris), 
Glasgow. Europe stop-over. Includ- 
ing hotels, guides, motors, etc. 
9th World Cruise (Westward) 
Jan. 16; 110 days, $1000 to $2500 

Expect about 55C tourists 
F. C. CLARK, Times Bldg., N. Y. 

MASSACHUSETTS 

HOTEL 
PURITAN 

tig 590CommonweallriAyt'.Bastan 
"^Furnishings, service, atmosphere and 

rales make ih'sDistinclive Boston Mouse- one of 
the mosl homelike and allractive alu holds in 
the world Send for our booklet wilh its auide 

| to Boston and historic vicinilu ».P.ANDHEWS Hqr j 

TOY TOWN TAVERN 
Winchendon, Massachusetts COLF. Write for information 

The Where-To-Go system influences thepeople 
comprising the cream of all Travel prospects. 
Our advertisers waste no money in present 
their invitations to people who cannot accept. 
Always advertise as widely as you are able. 

TRAVEL ACCESSORIES 

Stops and prevents the Nausea of 
Sea, Train, Auto, and Air Sickness. 25 years in use. $ 

75c.     $1.50 at Drug Stores 
or direct on receipt of Price 

Mothersill Remedy Co., Ltd. N.Y.City 

K 

rV&.». . . has all the features that p have made the BELGENLAND 
Cruise the outstanding travel 
offering for five successive 
years—plus two added attrac- 
tions : 
A three-day call at Peking, and 
an optional side trip of intense 
interest through the Dutch East 
Indies. 
Sails westward from New York 
Dec. 17—135 days — 84 cities — 
28,000 miles—$1750 (up) all ex- 
penses included. Op'erated 
jointly by Red Star Line "and 
American Express Co. Apply 
to Red Star Line or American 
Express Co..65 Broadway.New 
York. 
MEDITERRANEAN (M l/1/ 

BY WHITE STAR LINE 
The popular ADRIATIC and 
L A UREN TIC are again sched- 
uled for Cruises de luxe of 46 
days each, sailing Jan. 10, 19. 
Feb. 28 and March 9. 
Four cruises permit convenient 
latitude in your trip. Stop over 
wherever yot vvfsh and proceed 
on a later sailing. 
$695 (up) with shore excursions. 
Apply for literature and com- 

plete information. 

WHITE JTAR. LINE 
RED ITAR LINE 

International Mercantile Marine Company 
No. 1 Broadway, New York, our offices 
elsewhere, or any authorized steam- 
ship agent. 

Where-To-Go for Sept. closes Aug. 1 
 NEW HAMPSHIRE 
Send for Booklets on 

NEW 

Address Inquiries to 
rN.H. Publicity Bu^eauv^ 

6 PARK STREtT J| 
CONCORD, N.H. , ~PV 

CRUISES-TOURS 

SOUTH AMERICA 
Finest Ships—Fastest Time 

FORTNIGHTLY sailings from 
New York for Rio de Janeiro, 
Montevideo and Buenos Aires. 

MUNSON STEAMSHIP LINES ITim^ 67 Wall St.. New York 

EUROPE, $7 
Write for h..ok 70(1 Famous ALLEN PLAN Tours ALLEN TOURS, Int., 154 Bo; Is ton St.. Boston 

Department of Travel and 

Resort Information 

This department is for Country Life's readers who 
desire information regarding travel and resorts. 

Booklets listed below will be sent free of charge. 
Order by number only using the coupon at the bot- 
tom of page 109. 

WATER TRIPS 

351 

3 325 
326 327 

370 
371 

426 
383 
284 

23 24 

427 
428 

34 35 
77 248 329 

41 
226 227 2 Si) -ill) 
259 
272 
331 332 

50 51 52 53 
264 
372 3 73 374 375 376 

58 59 292 293 
61 62 294 

260 261 296 297 
384 

American Hail Line" 
10 Tours to the Orient, Round the Pacific, and Round the World Canadian Pacific S.S. Mediterranean Cruise—S.   S.   Empress   ol   Scotland leaving New York February 4th, 1929 Travel Suggestions Round  the  World—S.S.   Empress  of  Australia  leaving New. York December 1, 192 8 Foundation Facts For Your Trip to Europe South America-Africa Cruise—S.S. Empress of France leaving New York January 22. 1929 

Frank C. Clark 
Mediterranean  Cruise—S.S.   Transnlcanio,  leaving  New York January 30. 1929 Around the World—S.S. Caledonia. Leaves New York Ja»' uary 16. 1929 Thomas Cook i Son' 
European Air Travel Cunard Line* Around   the   World Cruise—S.   S.   Franconia   leaving New Y'ork January 15th. 1929 Cunard Budget Plan for European Travel Dollar Steamship Line* Round America Tours Round  the  World  by  way  of  the   Orient—Egypt  and the Mediterranean; leaves New Y'ork every' two weeks California, via Havana and the Panama Canal Return from Europe via Mediterranean—The New Route President Liners Mediterranean Cruise—S.S.  Scythia leaving New  York Janu- ary 29th. 1929 Travel Service Through Europe Franco-BeloiQue Tours The Mediterranean Frank Tourist Company* Mediterranean Ccruise.  S.S. Scythia sailing from New York January 29. 1929. French Line* To Plymouth in England by way of the French Line Steamers Suffren—The Family Ship 

Hamburg-American Line* Across the Atlantic The New S.S. Arv York Around the World Cruise—S.S. Resolute, leaving New York January 7. 1929 
Holland America Line* Holland America Line 
International Mercantile Marine Europe for Alt Travel Map of Europe The Magniflrent Trio And So She Sailed for Europe 
Italian Line* Special Winter Voyages to the Mediterranean—1928 
Lamport & Holt To South America 
Los Angeles S.S. Co.* Hawaii direct from Los Angeles Personally Conducted Tours to Hawaii 

A sixty-four day all Pacific Coast CruiS' around and about S.S. City of Los Angeles leav- 1928. Central and South America ing Los Angeles October 6 Lloyd Sahaudo* Genoa S.S. Contr Biancamano S.S. Conte Verde S.S. Conte Rosso 
Matson Line* Hawaii 
Navigazionc Generate Italiana* Answer the Call of Italy S.S. Colombo S.S. Roma S.S. Duilio Motoring Through Italy in Your Car 
North German Lloyd 

Transatlantic Travel Deluxe Muenchen—The Latest tine Cabin Liner Stuttgart—One Cabin. Tourist Third Class, and 3rd class Dresden—One Cabin. Tourist Third Cabin, and 3rd class 
Panama Pacific Line Coast to Coast Around and Across America The New California 
t'nited Fruit Company* Fifteen Day Tour to British West Indies Twenty-four Day Caribbean Cruises The Great White Fleet Cruises o'er the Golden Caribbean Ward Line Mexico for the Tourist 

LAND TRIPS—American 
Canadian Pacific Ru. 

298 Pacific Coast Tours Thos.  Cook i Sons 299 California & Hawaii Dollar Steamship Line* 9 3 Round America Tours 
•Country Life Advertiser 

(Continued on jHige 109) 

ToJtay 

By the new luxurious 
sister ships 

CONTE GRANDE 
Aug. 4—Sept. 8—Oct. 13 

CONTE BIANCAMANO 
Aug. 25—Sept. 29—Nov. 3 

T^OTH these liners are the last 
won! in ocean-going magnif- 

icence and offer the utmost in re- 
finements to .satisfy the discrimin- 
ating tastes of that exclusive 
clientele which has learned to ac- 
cept Lloyd Sabaudo service as the 
highest standard of Trans-Atlantic 
travel comfort. 

LLOYD SABAUDO LINE 

3 State Street, New York 
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1 Concluded from page JOM) 
LAND TRIPS—Amoricrn (continued) 

Frank Tourist Co.* 32 Independent Travel in America Raymond & Whitcomb' 103 Land Cruises to California 230 Land Cruises in America North Pacific Railways' 352 2,000 miles of Startling Beauty 353 Yellowstone National Park 35 4 Ranier National I'ark 355 Dude llanch 356 Alaska 
Rock Island Railway" 104 Colorado via Rock Island All Expense Tours 105 Personally CnnrliictArt Tnnrs to Colorado 109 On Your Way to California 110 California, the Golden State 231 Colorado, under the Turquoise Sky 278 Golden State Route to Southern California 279 A map that talks 280 The De Luxe Golden State Ltd. Southern Pacific Lines' 125 California 126 Apache Trail of Arizona 131 Tioga Pass Auto Tour 133 California for Tourist 134 Yosemite 301 Catalina Island 302 Crater Lake 303 Sunset Route 304 Oregon Outdoors 305 Seouoia Nat l. Park 306 Outdoor Life in the Sierra Union Pacific Rys.* 23 4 Death Valley 235 Along the Union Pacific System 23 7 Zion National Park, Bryce Canyon,  and North River Grand Canyon 239 California 241 Yellowstone National Park 

LAND TRIPS—Foreign 
American Ej-press Co. 

339 The American Traveler in Europe 
Amerop Travel Service. Inc. 

341 Independent Tours to Germany Canadian Pacific Railways* 385 Canadian Folk Song and Handicrafts Festival 357 Twenty-four hour motor Detour 358 Seeing the Canadian Pacific Rockies 
Cunarrl Line* 198 To and Through Great Britain 

Daimler Hire, Ltd. 
340 Automobile Hire Abroad 

Franco Belgiquc Tours 
307 Europe by Motor 

Frank Tourist Co.* 
251 Europe for the Independent Traveler 425 Tours to Europe, 1928 

German Tourist Information Office* 
333 Traveling in Beautiful Germany 334 Berlin and Potsdam 335 The Rhine 336 Munich—The Bavarian Alps 

Hamburg-American Line* 
149 Ireland 150 Germany 151 France 152 British Isles 338 European Tours 

UNITED STATES TERRITORIES 
HAWAII 

Hawaii Tourist Bureau* 
154 Tourfav 155 The Story of Hawaii 

HOTELS and RESORTS—American 
159 Southern California Y'ear Round Vacation Land Supreme* 205 Del Monte Hotel. Del Monte, Calif\* 253 Glen Springs Hotel, Watkins Glen, N. Y. 316 The Alexander. Los Angeles, Calif. 274 The General Ogelthorpe, Savannah, Ga." 347 Hotel Touraine, Boston, Mass. United Hotels  Company of America* 402 The Roosevelt—New York City 403 Benjamin Franklin—Philadelphia 40 4 The Olympic—Seattle, Wash. 

HOTELS and RESORTS—Foreign 
Canadian Pacific Railways 

3 79 Lake Windermere Bungalow Camp 3 80 Resorts in the Canadian Pacific Rockies 381 Hotel Algonquin, St. Andrews, Canada 405 Banff Springs—Banff, Alta. 406 Chateau Lake Louise—Lake Louise, Alta. 407 Emerald Lake Chalet—Emerald Lake United Hotels* 408 The Mount Royal—Montreal 409 King  Edward  Hotel—Toronto 410 Royal  Connaughf—Hamilton 411 The Clifton—Niagara Falls 412 The Prince Edward—Windsor 413 The Admiral Beatty—Saint John. N. B. 414 Hotel  Cecil—London 
TRAVEL ACCESSORIES 

Abercrombie & Fitclt 206 Luggage 
American Express Co. 3 48 Travelers Checks 
Bell & Howell* 207 Filmo Cameras 
Benson £ Hedges 

208 Cigarettes, Cigars, and Smoking Accessories 
Dean's 

209 Week-end Boxes of Cake 210 Bon Voyage Boxes 
Eastman Kodak Co.* 

211 Cine' Kodaks 
212 List of Eastman Kodak Branches throughout the World 

Hartmann* 213 Trunks 
Revelation Suitcase Co. 

214 Revelation Suitcases W. W. Winship' ■11 o Winship Wardrobe Trunks 

Department of Travel and Resort Information 
Country Life, 241 Madison Ave., New York City 

Please send, without obligation on my part, the following booklets. (Insert numbers Irom list, j l'nim Foreign Countries, except Canada, enclose 10c in stamps. 

Name   
P. O. Address   
State   Aug. 

'Country Life Advertiser 

HOTEL-RESORT-&.TRAV 

CRUISES-TOURS 

1FSOUTH 

via HAVANA andDnect^Sr 
18 Days to 3 Months 
Sailings Every Two Weeks 

"pHE famous " Santa" fleet Including new 1 motorahlps Santa Maria and Santa Bar- 
bara oilers fascinating tours via Havana or 
direct. PANAMA—18 (lays — #250. PERU 
-32 days —9495. PERU—CHILE—46 days 

-S585. Ala.I ND SOI I II AMERICA—60 
days—g765. Excellent All-Year Climate. 

For Booklets TM address 

GRACE LINE 10^V^' 

EE _     /   Scenic Cruises to — 
m' CALIFORNIA 

Did Spanish Americas' 
' Days of delight OD a luxurious Pan a Mail Liner.     Outside rooms Simmons bedl, no berths. Excellent meals.   Music.   Swimming pool. Laundry.   Deck games. Through the   Panama Canal with visi South and Central America. Water- til Tours from your home town main  line   points  and back, ■st class transportation, meals i bed on steamer.   Return rail, p-overs at Apache Trail, Yellow- ^HH ae Park, Grand Canyon,Yosem- /P^e^ ite.   Sli-'litadilitional costreturn- / KJ\J\) ing via Canadian Rockies. / Up* 

or.s„„ Francisco and        I   TRIP ": 
Los Angeles. j WATER '' PANAMA MAILS.S.CO. Llu,r.M. j 10 Hanover S-juarc, New York £ KAILj 

"RUSSIA^ 
A Galaxy of Nations on the Fringe of Asia 
Voyage to Leningrad and Moscow, nerve centres of tlic Soviet Repul die, to ancient Kiev, Odessa, the Crimea,— Riviera of the Near East—oriental Tif- lis, Baku, the far-sung Volga, Nijnl Novgorod. The globe seems to turn before one's eyes! 
SAILINGS WEEKLY     I Tours: one week to VISAS ASSURED |   a month or longer 
On fast steamers of Cunard, French, or Holland-America Lines. First Class accommodations through- out Russia. 16 TOURS : SELECT ITINERARIES JjjJQQ and for special parties.   All Expc up 
American-European Travel Bureau 

B^ 100 Fifth Ave.     New York City ^ 
Remember—smalt copy is Bi.l tn Where-To-Go 
Where- To- Go advertising covet s best prospects 

— U. S. income taxpayers on f5,000 and over. 
Our advertisers waste no money in presenting 
their invitations to people who cannot accept. 
Where-To-Go Travel influence is tcorld wide 
Come to the 
Fascinating 
West Coast 
of SOUTH 
AMERICA 
to PANAMA 
PERU-CHILE 
Via HAVANA 
The Steamers " EBRO " and K ESSEQUIBO " 
are the largest, fastest and most luxurious ply- 
ing to the West Coast. All outside staterooms, 
swimming pool, deck games, dancing. 

PACIFIC LINE 
The Pacific Steam Navigation Co* 

[26^ Broadway, N. Y., or local travel agent 

offtheheaten path of travel 
Cairo to the Cape 

through Africa hy rail, 
steamer and  motor — 

from New York Jan. 4 
Mediterranean, Egypt, 
Soudan, Uganda, Kenya, 
Tanganyika, BelgianCongo, 

\   'Union S.Africa, Cape Town, / 
p\ Madeira, Southampton. 

Suleiman's Empire 
from New York Jan. 26 

Mediterranean, Egypt, 
Palestine, Syria, Baghdad, 
Ruins of Babylon, 
Damascus, Baalbek, 
Constantinople, Athens, 

V Belgrade, Buda Pesth, j 
\ Vienna, Paris, etc. ^ 

The Middle East 
'from New York Nov. 21 

Ceylon, India, Kenya 
Colony,  Uganda, Nubia, 

i    Soudan, Egypt  and   the # 
\ Mediterranean. J 

New Way Around The 
World 

from New York Jan. 9 
South Seas, New Zealand, 
Australia, Java, Straits 
Settlements, Siam, Indo- 
China, Formosa, China, 
Japan, Manchuria—Trans- 

\  Siberian Rail to Europe. / 

Round The World— 
Eastbound 

from New York Nov. 17 
Europe, Mediterranean, 
Ceylon, India, Burma, 
Malaya, Siam, Cochin 
China, Java, Sumatra, 

^ China, Japan. J 
South America 

from New York Jan. 17 * Feb. 14 
West and East Coast with 
Highlands of Peru, etc. 

Booklets on request 

THOS. COOK & SON 

CRUISES-TOURS 

E the 
marvelcu/ 

CANAL 

en route to 

CALIFCRNlAj 

^7 

Engineering wonder of thi world. Seespnrklini: Havana, Caribbean Metropolis. Cool breezes all the way. 
Reduced summer rates NOW. Fortnightly sailings. Larg- est, fattest ships. 
ApplyPass. Dept., No. 1 Broad- way, New York, or agents. 

When wrtttng to these advertisers Kill you please mention  The   W here-to-eo Bureau' 

ftcation Tours Great Lakes—Canada—California- North West—Parks —Europe—Ber- nuda—Steamer—Kail—Bus— Hotels. Tiekets anywhere. Send for Booklets. 
t^HRENKRAUS^ 

TRAVEL AGENC^ 46 West 40th Street, NEW YORK 359 Fulton Street, BROOKLYN, N. Y. 

585 Fifth Avenue, New York 
and Branches 

2 

ROUND the WORLD 
in the season 

Westbound Oct. 12,from San Francisca 

A Six Months Tour on which 
you really see the world 

Two months of luxurious cruising; 
four months of thrilling land travel 
through the Orient; 3,000 miles by 

motor through the Tropics 
Small escorted party 

First Class throughout 
Send for booklet 

JAPAN IN AUTUMN 
The Coronation Festivals 

Tours sail in Aug. and Oct. 
Send for booklet 

lEMPLE<||&10UR$ 
447-B Park Sq. Building, Boston 

New York  Cliicacro Washington 
San Francisco 

HUNCARY 
When you are in Central Europe near Venice 
—Vienna—Munich—Berlin, don't fail to visit 

BUDAPEST 
PEARL OF THE DANUBE 

Only 5 hours from Vienna. 
ltisoneof the most beautiful £ romantic cities 

Hotels for all pretensions. 
Information obtainable at the 
Municipal Information Office, Budapest, Hungary 

Deak Ferenc u. 2, or in the tourist bureaus. 

I Ask the Where-to-go Bureau. 8 Beacon .Street, Boston, for space & rates in our department. 
CANADA 

NORTHERN ONTARIO 
TIMAGAMI ES-ELSSE A North Woods Bungalow Camp in heart of four mil- lion acres of virgi i forest. 1,502 Lakes. Every com- fort Wonderful ttthing. Boating, Bathing, and Hiking, l night from Toronto. Bkt. Mr. WILSON, Wabi-KonP. p., Lake Timagami, No. Ontario, Can 
ARMDALE HOUSE ^ffiS. 
Something different in Hotel iiiruiiuiiuda, tions.   HimkU-t t>11 Keijuest. 

L EOPLE say I know New York well. Just change Twenty'third 
Street in one of my New York stories to Main Street, rub out the 
Flatiron Building and put in the Town Hall, and the story will fit just 
as truly in any up'State town So long as a story is true to 
human nature all you need to do is change the local color to make it 
fit any town, North, East, South or West."   O. Henry. 

CABBAGES AND KINGS 
THE FOUR MILLION 
THE GENTLE GRAFTER 
OPTIONS 
ROADS OF DESTINY 

ROLLING STONES 
SIXES AND SEVENS 
HEART OF THE WEST 
THE VOICE OF THE CITY 
WAIFS AND STRAYS 

WHIRLIGIGS 

DOUBLEDAT, DORAH & COMPACT, Inc. 
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Starve those 

filthy flies ^ 
BORN in garbage . . . living on garbage . . . 

covered with germs from filthy garbage — the 
dirty, detestable fly! Surely, you won't tolerate the 
garbage can in your new home. 
The Kernerator banishes this unsightly feeding ground of 
flies, prowling cats and dogs. No fuel. No up-keep. No 
bother. No basement trash piles—cause of 75% of fires! No 
garbage cans to buy, to clean, to walk to in all kinds of weather. 
Simply drop all garbage and waste into the Kernerator's 
handy hopper door. Falling to the combustion chamber 
in the basement it is air-dried without odor and an occa- 
sional match destroys it. Non-combustibles are flame 
sterilized for removal with ashes. 

Free booklet, "The Sanitary Elimina- 
tion of Qarbage and Household Waste". 

KERNER INCINERATOR COMPANY 
769 East Water St.       (Offices in 8Q Cities) Milwaukee.Wis. 

Residence models as 
low as $95, and the 
masonry adds but 
little when the regu- 
lar chimney is used. 

KmitEllJIVOR 
sS>lB»>THE  CHIMNEY-FED INCINERATOR 
129 "Garbage and Waste Disposal 

without Leaving the Kitchen^ 

Made of split, live, chestnut saplings, woven tightly together 
and bound with heavy, rust-proof Copperweld wire. 

THIS installation is only typical of the hundreds of charming 
effects to be attained with this lovely French fence. You will 

be amazed at the difference in appearance and enjoyment 
of your garden only a few feet of it make. An 

ideal screen for laundry yards. Comes in 5 ft. sec- 
tions, in three heights. Easily erected, requires 

no paint, lasts a lifetime, moderate in cost. 

ROBERT C. REEVES CO. 
187 Water St., New York 

Please send, without obligation, your 
new portfolio illustrating the many 
i nteresting ways Dubois is being used. 

Name  
Addtess  
City State. 

add i -Permanency 

To Your Plantings 

Irises, most popular of all 
flowers, are easy to grow— 
most vigorous —adaptable to 
almost any garden plantings. 
—Bearded  Irises  for your 
rock garden. 
—Beardless   varieties along 

the border and in the pool. 
Irises lend themselves just 
naturally to your well-planned 
garden—whether general ar- 
rangement, in a border with 
other perennials or in massed 
planting. They are colorful, 
and this is the age of color. 

Write for free Iris Catalog 

All about Irises—How to 
plant an Iris garden—How 
to grow them. Many rare 
and valuable varieties. Special 
collection offers. 

INDIAN SPRING FARMS, INC. 
Box M      Baldwinsville, New York 

Also growers 
of Approved 

PEONIES 
TULIPS. 

Booklets. 

FACILITIES NEARLY DOUBLED BY RECENT ADDITIONS TO BUILDING 

_ INewDig'and , 

CONSERVATORY 

George W. Chad wick 
Director OF MUSIC 

Year Opens 
September 20, 1928 

BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 
The Oldest and Foremost American School of Music 

Modern, Capacious Building ad- 
jacent to Metropolitan Boston's 
Musical Advantages. T'uree concert 
and recital halls. Sound-proof instruc- 
tion and practice rooms. Most com- 
plete organ equipment. 

Courses Leading to Degrees and 
Diplomas in Major Subjects; 
Normal Dept., Soloist Courses. 

Conservatory Orchestra and Chorus. 
Regular participation for advanced 

'instrumental and vocal pupils in 
symphonic concerts. 

Major Subjects: Pianoforte. Organ, 
Voice. Violin. Violoncello. Viola, Con- 
trabass, Harp, Wind and Percussion 
Instruments. 

Theoretical Subjects. Solfeggio. 
Harmony and Harmonic Analysis. 
Theory, Counterpoint, Fugue and 
Composition. 

Departments: of Public School Music; 
Languages; Dramatics; Ensemble 
Playing. Operatic Training; Free 
Lecture Courses. 

Dormitories for women students. Valu- 
able scholarships, prizes. Catalogue. 

Address: RALPH L. FLANDERS, General Manager, Huntington Avenue, Boston 

Dozen Hybrid 

TEA ROSES 

Qut Doison aNiext Winter's 

Qoal Will 
To save money on next wintet's coal 
bill replace your worn-out heater 
now with a Kelsey Warm Air Gen- 
erator. The saving in fuel will 
soon pay fot it.   There's nothing 

Our booklet (sent on request) u>il! tell you things you would li\e 
to kjiow about heating 

like the Kelsey for comfort and 
economy. 

Sales Offices 
Boston—60 Sudbury St. 

4 Mefrimac St. 
New York 

565 Fifth Ave. 

THE J^ELSEV 
HEAXIDG COMPAPy | 

231 James St, Syracuse, N. Y. 

Brockville, Canada 
Dealers 

Pnncipal Cities 

Here your Rose 
Dollars buy the 
greatest value in 
Hardy Everbloorrv 
ing Roses of delight* 
ful fragrance, beau- 
tiful color combina' 
tions and long 
blooming season. 
The potted plants 
you get will be in 
full leaf, many with 
flower buds, ready to 
burst into bloom. 

Duchess of Wellington. Saffron-yellow stained crimson. 
Hadley.   Crimson-scarlet with velvet sheen. 
Imperial Potentate. Rose-pink. 
Los Angeles. A uniqui combination of flame pink, 

coral, and gold shadings. 
Mme. Jules Bouche.   White, tinted blush. 
Mrs. Wm. C. Egan. Light pink with deeper center. 
Mme. Edouard Herriot. A superb color combina- 

tion of coral red, yellow and shrimp red. The 
famous Daily Mail Rose. 

Padre.   Coppery scarlet flushed yellow. 
Radiance. Carminc-pink with salmon and yellow 

shidings. 
Red Radiance.   Bright cense-red. 
Souvenir de Claudius Pernet.   An unrivaled yel' low garden rose. 
Souvenir de Georges Pernet. Oriental red shaded carmine, suffused by golden shean. 

Any of above, strong, two-year-old, field-grown 
plants, $1.00 each; $11.00 per doz.; $90.00 per 
100.   One each of the Dreer Dozen for $11.00. 

Special Rose Catalog 
So great has become the interest in Roses that we 

have issued this special book covering every phase of 
the subject. It should enable anyone to grow Roses to 
perfection. Free, of course, whether you order Roses 
or not. 

HENRY A. DREER 
1306 Spring Garden St.       Philadelphia, Pa. 
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G. D. TILLEY, 

Naturalist 
"Everything in the Bird 
Line from a Canary to an 

Ostrich" 
Birds for the House and Porch 
Birds for the Ornamental Waterway- 
Birds for the Garden, Pool and Aviary- 
Birds for the Game Preserve and Park 

Special Bird Feeds 
I am the oldest established and largest exclusive dealer 

in land and water birds in America and have on hand the most extensive stock in the United States. 
G. D. TILLEY, Naturalist      Darien, Conn. 

White Leghorn Hens and Males 
now half price. Thousands of laying pullets. Also baby 
chicks and eggs. Trapnested, pedigreed foundation stock, 
egg bred 28 years. Winners at 20 egg contests. Catalog 
and special price bulletin free. I ship C. O. D., and 
guarantee satisfaction. 
GEORGE B. FERRIS Union, Grand Rapids, Michigan 

Barred   Plymouth Rocks 
Four Firsts, Four Seconds, 

Three Third Prizes, besides 
other Awards have been won by 
us at a single Madison- Square Garden show. 

Highest Grade Breeding and 
Exhibition Birds For Sale- 
New York Winners and Birds Bred from Winners. 
Every Shovi 

First Prize Pen Pullet 
(Bred and Raised by us) 

il. We Competed For, New rork 1925, 1926, and 2 lsls. 1927 
Illustrated Circular Flee 
BRADLEY BROS. 

Box 811, Lee, Massachusetts 
•j Bred 

PARKS C BARRED ROCKS r 
America's oldest and greatest laying strain of Barred Rocks 313-323and 

3'2J epgs in 1 year—148 fens in 148 days—Laying at 1 L3 days. Customers' profits §8,09 per hen. Winners in 25 contests- 
Parks Strain—the strain of Quality that is protected by a U. S. registered trademark, has outlived hundreds of other strains because it is founded on high normal layers instead of a few phenomenal producers.   Get free catalog and latest prices- 
J. W PARKS & SONS Box 11, Altoona, Pa. 

at our expense 
If "Lime Crest" 2 in I Calcite Crya- talB and Calcite Flour, used accord- ing to directions, fail to produce better poultry ana egg's we'll refund cost of your trial order. Takes the place of shell and ordi- nary grit. For details write Dept. P 12. 

Limestone Products 
Corp. of America, Inc. 

Newton, N. J. 

Lovely specimens of rare, living, beautiful jewelry for 
your country estate.   May we tell you about them? 

H. & M. G. MITCHELL 

Pheasants, Peafowls 
Swans, Wild Ducks, Cranes, Wild Geese, 
Parrots, Canaries, Dogs of all breeds, 
Persian Cats, Squirrels, Fancy Pigeons, 
Doves, Elk, Deer, Buffalo, Silver Foxes, 
Mink, Odorless Skunks and all other var- 

ieties  of Ornamental   Birds and Animals for Country Estates, Parks and Avianes. Information and lists 25 cents; price lists for the asking. 
HORNE'S ZOOLOGICAL ARENA CO., Dept. C. L., Kansas City, Mo. 

COUNTRY LIFE 23-d 

Dog kennel .Vo. 1, Perfectly ventilated. Cedar walls and roof. Pointed. Pine floor. Sine 2 Hit4 feet. Price $20. 

A revolving feed hoz. offer* food and shelter to your feathered friends. Price $8, with 1-loot pole. 

HODGSON poultry-houses are made of sturdy weather-proof 
cedar. Painted outside, stained inside. Shipped to you in 
carefully finished sections all ready to erect. 

To bring out the full charm of your garden and grounds, 
investigate Hodgson-built garden and lawn equipment. 
Here are beautiful arbors, trellises, bird houses, etc. Made 
from the finest materials. Expertly finished. Well painted 
and ready for use. Illustrated booklet No. W shows: 
Rose Arbors Garden Seats        Dopr Kennels 
Garden Houses Pergolas Picket Fences 
Trellises Bird Houses Lattice Fences 
Play Houses Write for your free copy today 

Pet Stock Houses 
Tool Houses 
Poultry-houses 
Play Boats 

This  tight  little  craft   is  carefully made of clear cedar,  well painted.    Easily carried on running board of auto. Size 2x6 /(. Price $15. With paddle. 

E. F. HODGSON CO. 
1108 Commonwealth Ave., Boston, Mass. 6 E.39th St., New York City 

HODGSON Houses 

The Mackensen 

Game Park 
Bob White 
Pheasants 
Partridges 
Quail 
Wild 
Turkeys 
Deer 
Rabbits 

Peafowl 
Cranes 
Swans 
Ornamental 
Geese and 
Ducks 
Foxes 
Racoons 

Everything in wild animals, game, fancy birds for parks, 
menageries, private preserves and collections of fancy fowl. 

WM. J. MACKENSEN, Yardley, Pa. 

Birds and Aviaries 
In order to obtain mutual aid and advice in the keeping of for- 
eign birds in cages and aviaries, it seems desirable to form an 
Avicultural Society of at least five hundred members; at pres- 
ent we have only about eighty members. If interested, kindly 
communicate with 

CHARLES T. METZGER 
6312 South Ashland Avenue Chicago, 111. 

VITONE 

KA MALA 
COMBINATION 

WORM TABLET 
FOR CHICKENS AND TURKEYS 
Each tablet contains Kamala and other drugs 
that kill Tape, Round and Pin Worms. 
Nearly 10,000,000 used by large breeders of 
poultry and state institutions. No waste or 
guesswork, does not make birds sick. 
50-$1.00, 100-$1.75, 200-$3.00, 500-$6.75, 
1000-$12.00; postpaid and guaranteed. 

VITONE  MINERAL CO. 
90 Miller Ave. Lancaster, Ohio 

f> % Squab Books Free o 

GOLD FISH 
Imported Japanese, Chinese 

and American fancy fish: Vari- 
ous aquarium plants. We 
manufacture artistic, durable 

aquariums suitable for beautiful homes, conservatories, 
lawns, etc. We make aquariums to order. Illustrated 
circular free. 
PIONEER AQUARIUM CO. Racine, Wisconsin 

KILLS YOUR POULTRY CORRECTLY 
Quick—Sure—Humane 

The new model "Sure- 
cut" Poultry Sticker as- 
sures you a 100% cor- 
rect piercing of the Me- 
dulla Oblongata which 
causes instant death, 
permits rapid dry pick- 
ing of feathers and cuts 
the veins to bleed birds 
white. No external 

wound.   Money refunded if not absolutely satisfied in 30 days. 
Squabs $4.   Chickens $5.50.   Turkeys.    Ducks, Geese, $7.00. 

O. C. LANDOW 1771 East 18th St., Brooklyn, N. Y. 

li eggs in nest. 2, squabs just hatched. « 
3, two weeks old. 4, four weeks old, ready for market. Breed squabs and make money. Sold by millions at higher prices than chickens. Write at once for two free books telling how to do it. One is 40 pages printed in colors, other 32 pages. Ask for Books 3 and 4. You will be surprised. Plymouth Rock Squab Company, 322 H Street, Melrose Highlands, Massachusetts. Established 27 years. Founder of the Squab Industry 27 Years Ago. Largest Business in the World in Pigeons and Pigeon Supplies. We ship breeding stock everywhere OD three months- trial.   Reference, any bank or trust compaoy. 

WM. COOK 6? SONS 
Box 30 Scotch Plains, New Jersey 
Originators of all the Orpingtons and recognized Headquarters 
for the Best White, Buff, Black and Blue Orpingtons, all of 
which we MADE. Winners of over fifteen thousand first 
prises. Send for price list containing history of all the Orping- 
tons and write requirements. 

THE   KENNEL DIRECTORY 

Irish Terrier 

Puppies 
From Champions/lip Slock 

WILMOT R. EVANS 
30 School Street 

Boston Massachusetts 

* * BOARDING DOGS ' < 
Located near Cape Cod, Martha's Vineyard and 
Nantucket this sanitary modern kennel is ideally 
suited to care for your dogs. 

GREENGATE KENNELS 
P.O. Route 1, Box 390                                       Hixville Road 
North Dartmouth Massachusetts 

Qreengate Scientific Dog Remedies are Famous! 

Some very attractive Irish Terrier puppies, 
by Ch. Danara Aon.   Whelped July 1st; 
just the right age for delivery now. 

HOWARD C. RICE 
12 Chestnut Hill          Brattleboro, Vt. 

Member Irish Terrier Club of America 

COLONIA KENNELS 
Old County Road, Closter, N. J. 

Telephone Closter 1180 

TERRIERS 
"Registered   stock   at   reasonable prices.' 
Unexcelled boarding quarters. 

MISS M. F. ELDER Dogs may be seen by appointment at 
475 Fifth Ave., N. Y., Room 1006, Ashland 5337 

IRISH TERRIER PUPPIES 
From Championship Stock. Healthy, 
Farm Raised.   Prices from $25 to $50. 

JOHN H. CHAPIN 
Bushwillie Farm                                 Rutland, Vermont 

CHAMPION 
ALAUNTS CINTRASON, Imported 

"America's Greatest Bulldog" 
Stud Fee, $100.00 

PUPPIES sired by above dog now ready 
for delivery #>o.oo and up.   If you want 
a GOOD Bulldog buy from 

WESTDOItF KENNELS 
Taylor Blv'd 8 Kenwood Ave.     Louisville, Kentucky 

Puppies and Grown Dogs 

/fllftf   \ IRISH TERRIERS 
/    Terriers that have won in the   VJPf             /    tition.   (inly the finest, priced fairly. 

MARCUS BRUCKHEIMER 
2114 Third Ave., New York City    Phone Lehigh 6775 

Read this delightful boo\ 
For all dog lovers Vf*^^*^ 

YOU AND YOUR DOG 
By FRED C. KELLY                       \M 1 

Illustrated.   $1.75 at all bookstores              1_   V^y L 

DOUBLEDAY, DORAN 6? CO., INC. 

DOG FOOD 
Rice, oatmeal, wheat farina, canned meat, cod 
liver oil, macaroni and dog biscuits. 

Write for price list 
CHARLES H. REEVE & CO. 

107 Barclay St.    Phone Barclay 1810     New York City 



The merry cocker champion My Own 
Straight Sale is one of the many 
really good ones from The Cordova 

Kennels at Sharon, Conn. 

International champion Frothblower, 
one of the leading Welsh terriers of 
the day, is owned by The Halcyon 

Farms, Goshen, N. Y. 

Left. Champion Grit of Hades, 
one of the best bull terriers in 
America, is owned by the Cohhan 

Kennels, Cincinnati, 0. 

THE  DOG FANCIER'S CORNER 

THOROUGHBREDS—AND OTHERS 

by   GEORGE   W.   R. ANDRADE 

NOTWITHSTANDING the fact that a 
great deal has been written concerning the 
various terms dealing with the subject of 

a dog's ancestory, there still exists in many quar- 
ters considerable misunderstanding. 

There are many associations throughout the 
world the function of which it is to record the pedi- 
grees of animals as they are submitted by the 
breeders or owners of such animals. As a general 
rule it is necessary before a dog's pedigree can receive 
an official "certificate of entry" that his ancestors 
be recorded either with the association that is re- 
cording that particular dog, or else that his ancestors 
be recorded in another association which is in good 
standing. 

When a dog's pedigree is submitted to one of these 
associations and the association accepts it as being 
authentic, the dog is then given a number which is 
known as his registration number and he is then 
said to be a "registered dog." The papers which are 
sent to the registering association are known as an 
"application for registration." A dog is said to be 
"eligible for registration" when these application 
papers are in good order, but before they have been 
presented to the association. 

A dog need not be registered in order to have a 
pedigree. In fact, he need not be a thoroughbred dog 
in order to have a pedigree, as a pedigree is merely 

an ancestral table. A pedigree may be of any given 
length—in fact, the names of the sire and dam of the 
dog can be considered a pedigree. If the ancestors in 
the pedigree are all of the same breed, then the dog 
is known as a thoroughbred dog. In order to es- 
tablish definitely the fact that he is a thoroughbred, 
it must be known that both his sire and dam were 
thoroughbred dogs of the same breed. 

To the uninitiated the question frequently comes 
up as to why a thoroughbred dog is better than a 
mongrel. Incidentally, before going farther it might 
be a good idea to state that if a dog is registered that 
is prima facie evidence of the fact that the dog is a 
thoroughbred dog and by insisting on registration 
the novice can safeguard himself. 

Now then, to go back to the question of the 
desirability of the thoroughbred dog over the 
mongrel or crossbred. For a great many generations 
the breeders of various kinds of dogs have done their 
utmost by selective breeding to establish definite 
type and certain characteristics, mental and physi- 
cal, in a given breed of dog. This type is the type 
which these breeders after very careful thought 
have decided on as the most desirable, and the 
character and intelligence of the dog have also been 
the result of careful planning and thought by these 
breeders. Quite naturally, a dog that is the product 
of such careful thought is more likely to excel in 

those desirable characteristics than a mongrel, a 
dog which in most instances is simply an accident, so 
to speak. 

We find in some sections of the country men who 
have crossed certain well-known breeds of dogs 
with the idea of building up a new breed which would 
be more desirable for certain purposes than any of 
the breeds now in existence. After a great many 
generations it may be that these men will be suc- 
cessful in establishing the desirable characteristics 
that have led them to undertake the forming of a 
new breed of dog, but this improvement cannot be 
developed within the first generation or two, as in 
practically every instance the first, second, and even 
the third, generation of mating of different breeds of 
dogs lead to a wide divergence of type and character, 
which is most undesirable. 

Good advice to the novice is to look over carefully 
the various breeds of dogs that appeal to him, learn 
their characteristics, and try, if possible, to know a 
few of them in more than a casual way. By so doing 
he definitely establishes once and for all what partic- 
ular breed is the one which will bring the most 
pleasure and enjoyment to him. Then, ac- 
quire from a leading breeder a typical specimen of 
the breed desired. The name of a leading breeder 
on a pedigree means just as much as the name of one 
of our leading jewelers on a piece of silverware. 
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FREE 
Illustrated 

Catalog 

Warm—Dry—Sanitary 
Whether you want a Kennel for your family dog or a 

Breeding Kennel for a commercial plant, we can supply it. 
Small Kennels are shipped completely assembled; Breed- 
ing Kennels in sections, ready to bolt together. Belter and 
cheaper than home made. 

Kennel Catalog Free 
We also make Poultry Houses, Pigeon Houses and Rabbit 
Hutches. W      for Catalog, mentioning line that interests 
you. 

F f YOIJNH TO    201 DePot St • C Ks.   IUUI'NVJ Ks\J., Randolph> Mass. 

RUSSIAN WOLFHOUND 
PUPPIES 

CHAMPION SIRE, CHAMPION DAM 
This exceptional breeding is due to be 
whelped before September 1. For reser- 
vations and full information write 

LESTER J. AMBROSE 
431 N. Humphrey Oak Park, III. 

Real Russian 

Wolfhounds 
For sport and show. Magnifi- 
cent creatures. Splendid coats 
and type. The world possesses 
no better. Satisfaction guaran- 
teed. Prices reasonable and ac- 
cording to quality. 

MRS. W. HAROLD CLUXTON 
Clenwild Borzoi      7450 Greenview Ave., Chicago, III. 

Russian Wolfhounds 
At Stud—Ch. Borloff. imported. Litter 
brother to Ch. Niizimova. Sesqui Cen- 
tennial winning bitch. Ch. Korloff is 
producing wolfhounds of the right type. 
Pups and good young bitches for sale 
at reasonable prices. 

KANZA KENNEcS 
Dighton Kansas 

RUSSIAN WOLFHOUNDS 
.'he most Beaut iful of all Dogs, Faith- 

ful—Gentle—Courageous. 
Equally at Home in your Town House 

or on your Country Estate. 
Ideal Companions for Children. 
Puppies from Champion Stock. 

MALAKOFF KENIIELS 
Wake tie Id Rhode Island 

WEST HIGHLAND 
WHITE TERRIERS 

Healthy home raised puppies 
and a few grown dogs for sale. 

Marguerite Van Schaick, Owner 
Huntington, L. I., N. Y. 

Phone Hunt. 525. 

PURPOODUCK KENNELS 
Springer Spaniels sired by Horsford Harvester and 

Horsford Harbourlight both excellent sires of typy 
Springers. 

Three litters ready for delivery in July and August. 
One young bitch bred, $200. Registered stock only. 
Satisfaction guaranteed. 

Address Box 61, West End P.O., Portland, Maine. 

Advertise in the Kennel Directory to 
obtain quick results 

IRISH SETTER 

Puppies for Sale 
MILSON KENNELS 

Harrison Ave. Harrison 
Westchester County New York 
HARRY HARTNETT S.  H. SONN 

Manager Owner 

AN IDEAL BOARDING HOME FOR DOGS NEAR NEW YORK 

FINEST FOOD      ,      CONSTANT CARE      ,      AFFECTION ALWAYS 
For years people who care have been sending 
their dogs to this ideal home in the months dur- 
ing which it was inconvenient to keep thorn at 
home. In a beautiful protected spot- shady and 
cool—your pet may summer in a real dog vacat ion- 
land under perfect conditions. Kvery dog left in 
our care is treated with individual attention and 
fed upon food just suited to his needs. A lew beaiiliful Sfalyhai Ruqqed nnd Co 

in H UES 
TO HI \ l\ 4ff MRS. BYRON ROGERS^MYSTY ISLES 

ON THE STATE IM>\I>     Tel. Bedford \ Ulan   tot, BEDFORD, N. Y. 
CLE A IS II\ESS 
KINDLINESS 

ratts 

Dog Biscuits 

Dogs of all sizes and breeds like Spratt's 
food—they seem to know instinctively 
what is good for them. Spratt's biscuits 
provide in proper proportion and in an 

easily digestible form every dietary 
element necessary to the building of 
health and stamina.   For your dog's 
sake, insist upon Spratt's.    Sold by 
grocers, druggists, pet shops, sporting 
goods dealers everywhere. 
WRITE FOR FREE BOOK 

containing invaluable advice on care 
and feeding of all ages, sizes and 
breeds in sickness and in health. 
An indispensable dog-lover's manual! 
Address 
Spratt's Patent L't'd. 

Newark, N. J.     San Francisco, Cal. 

ELENOR KENNELS 
Registered A. K. C. 

SHOW DOGS ONLY 
10 Different Breeds 

Sale on Fox Terriers 
and Sealyhams 

Address 
H. C. LUST, Owner 

189 W. Madison St.        Chicago, Illinois 

WYRESTON KENNELS 
The Leading Kennel in the Middle West 

WIRE-HAIRED  FOX TERRIERS 
An Exceptional Lot of 
Male Puppies For Sale 

All ages; finest ob- 
tainable breeding. 
Suitable for show 
and as pals. Noth- 
ing less than $75. 

Address all communications 
MR. and MRS. STANLEY STONE, Owners 

317-331 Grand Ave. Milwaukee : : : : : Wisconsin 

AIREDALES 

and 

WIRE HAIRED 

FOX TERRIERS 

To the discriminating purchaser who wishes a dog 
that will combine desirable character, keen intel- 
lect and exceptional show promise we offer a few 
choice puppies from our selected breeding stock. 
While we have only the best our prices are not 
excessive. 
A Beautiful—Shady—Cool- 

Boarding Home For Your Dog 
In a beautiful modern kennel — replete with 
special features—your dog 
may enjoy life amid com- 
fortable surroundings. Our 
own farm supplies fresh 
vegetables, milk from our 
famous Jersey herd and 
choice beef which help to 
maintain an ideal menu. 

GREEN POND FARM 

Bethlehem, Pa.—Phone Beth 7R3 

Cocker £s>pamete 

We are offering pup' 
pies and youngsters 
in all the standard 
colors, sired by the 
most successful winning dogs of 
1926 and 1927, for pets, compare 
ions and show prospects. 

A few housebroken. 

Prices $50.00 up. 

is>l)aron 
Connecticut 

Dalmatian (Coach Dog) Puppies 
We are offering a few well bred, attractively marked 
intelligent youngsters at reasonable prices. The 
Dalmatian makes an excellent stable dog and an 
ideal compan on and pet. 

DAL DALE KENNELS 
R. F. D. No. 1 Leland, Illinois 

Boston Terriers 
A few choice specimens, both sexes, of the 
best possible breeding. 
Price $30.00 up. 

Send stamp for illustrated circular 
MASSASOIT KENNELS 

Box 195 Springfield, Mass. 

4 

0 

Jfcntoick fennels 
(tffltte J^aireb Jfox Cerricrg.  Puppies from best ped- 
igreed stock.  Attractively marked white and black. 

Suitably priced 
DR. FRANCIS W. LANGSTROTH 

Danbury 17 Kast 38th St. 
Conn. New York 

WIRE PUPS 

From the union of 
Jerry Bandit 606725 
and Shela Maid Go 
Bang 635937. Beau- 
tifully marked and 
guaranteed. $40.00 
and $50.00. Write 

WABASH WIRE KENNELS 
"On the Banks of the Wabash" 

WABASH INDIANA 

The famous Prides Hill Kennels offer for sale a 
number of particularly attractive and well bred 

Wire Haired Fox Terrier Puppies 
For immediate delivery. These pups are farm 
raised, healthy terriers—ideal for watchdogs and 
companions on the country place. We also have 
a number of winning Smooths for sale. 

PRIDES HILL KENNELS 

Address all correspondence to: 

Q. A. SHAW McKEAN 
50 Congress St. Boston, Mass. 
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ECORDS 
American 
Breeders 

cago, 111., show 

compiled by the 
Aberdeen-Angus 

Association, Chi- 
a marked increase 

in registrations and transfers for the 
first six* months of 1928 over the 
same period of 1927. An increase of 
30 per cent, in registration certainly 
indicates a very healthy state of af- 
fairs. Furthermore, there is a good 
increase in the number of members 
recording and transferring cattle. 
With the vastly improved conditions 
in the cattle market, the predictions 
of dollar a pound tenderloin, and the 
general scarcity of breeding cattle, it 
seems very likely that interest in 
Aberdeen-Angus will continue to in- 
crease. Incidentally, Aberdeen Angus 
exhibitors will have an opportunity 
to compete in 1928 for $15,000 in special prizes 
offered by The National Association at the leading 
fall live-stock shows. 

''pHE well-known Jersey bull Dreaming Sultan 
was imported in the summer of 1926 by Meri- 

dale Farms when he was just over five years of age. 
The fact that he was selected by that reputable 
and long established breeding and importing con- 
cern, and his adaption by a no less substantial though 
younger firm of constructive breeders 
is a very strong tribute. During 1927 
no less than thirty of his offspring 
were winners, a dozen of them taking 
first prizes, sweepstakes, or champion • 
ships. Judges of practically all the 
Island parishes, at the Royal, and at 
the important American shows, re- 
cognized merit in the developing 
daughters and sons of Dreaming 
Sultan. Carefully kept records fol- 
lowing closely the published reports 
show that eight daughters, averaging 
thirty months of age at the beginning 
of their tests, produced on the aver- 
age 448 pounds 15 ounces of 85 per 
cent, butter. Five of these are 305- 
day tests, three for 265 days. The 
average of their butterfat percentages 
under official test is 5.14 per cent. 
Two Dreaming Sultan heifers in the 
1928 Spann auction averaged $850 
each. Six daughters in the Meridale 
Farm auction averaged $950. Meri- 
dale Farm records show but fourteen 
daughters sold at auction in three 
years, and these averaged $746 per 
head. Several were yearlings and one 
a baby calf. 

/~PHOSE who have watched the 
progress of the Jersey for the 

past forty years or more, (were inter- 
ested in seeing Brockville, Ontario, 
given as the home of one of the buy- 
ers at Meridale Farms recent sale. In 
the eighties, this town across the St. 
Lawrence River from Morristown, N. 
Y., was very well known to the Jersey 
fraternity through the activities of 
Mrs. E. M. Jones and her good herd 
of St. Lamberts, both in the show 
ring and in official testing. 

"gROCKVTLLE, Ont;      is again 

Four reasons why E. B. Ashton keeps Ayr- 
shires on his estate at Saratoga Springs, N. Y 

its various aspects. He brings to it a long and suc- 
cessful experience as one of the most prominent 
breeders of Holsteins, not only in Canada, but in all 
North America. He bred and developed the Holstein 
cow May Echo Sylvia, one of the most famous in- 
dividuals the breed has produced, having held at 
one time a world's production record. She was also 
the dam of a number of sons that made outstanding 
reputations for themselves and that have reflected 
great credit upon Senator Hardy as a breeder of the 

The new champion Guernsey for the state of Maine in class A A, Claudia 
of Millays Homestead, belongs to the Millay Brothers, Richmond, Me. 

very much on the Jersey map on 
account of Senator A.C. Hardy having 
identified himself w ith the breed in 

The top quality Brown Swiss bull Maiden's f'roronicka College Boy, 
senior and grand champion at seven leading shows in IQZ/, is owned 
by Walhalla Farms, J. Frank Zoller, owner, Schenectady, N. Y. 

zi-k 

first rank. One of the sons of May 
Echo Sylvia sold at auction for 
$106,000, the highest price ever paid 
for a member of the cattle family. 
The Carnation Milk Products Com- 
pany of Seattle, Wash., was the 
buyer. 

A T THE Meridale Jersey sale, 
Senator Hardy showed himself 

to be one of the most discriminating 
buyers of those who sat at the ring- 
side. He knew the good ones and only 
those of the most pronounced intrinsic 
merit received his consideration. He 
bought two of the really good cows of- 
fered. One of them, Eminent's Design- 
ing Lass, is a daughter of Design's 
Fern Oxford who is also the sire of 
White Hope, second highest priced 

cow  in  the  sale.   The  other one was Yusa's 
Pride, a very attractive daughter of Sybil's Suc- 
cessor 

After the sale. Senator Hardy purchased at private 
treaty the great young bull The Keeper. This good 
two-year-old is a member of the famous Day Dream 
family. He has won his spurs in the leading show 
rings of the Island, winning first prize as a yearling 
at the Royal last year. He is ready to give a good 
account of himself before the judges at the leading 

shows this year. The kind of ani- 
mals Senator Hardy took from 
Meridale indicates what may be 
expected from his herd when he 
gets fully under way. 

TT HAS been difficult to establish 
A new state records in Massachusetts 
because Hood Farm has succeeded in 
setting such high records in the various 
age classes. River Road Farm, how- 
ever, in testing the purebred Jersey 
cow, R. R's Ace's Carrie, established 
a new junior four-year-old state rec- 
ord. Carrie was started on test when 
she was four years and three months 
of age and in the following year she 
produced 938.11 pounds of butterfat 
and 16,515 pounds of milk. Her milk 
averaged 5.68 per cent, butterfat for 
the year. In one month of this test 
Carrie's yield reached 107.32 pounds 
of butterfat, and every complete 
calendar month it was above the 
60-pound mark. 

T/" ILLINGLY Owl Interest, the 
herd bull of the Killingly Jer- 

sey herd owned by Richard Faux, 
at Barre. Mass.. has been awarded 
an American Jersey Cattle Club 
gold medal, which is given to sires 
whose daughters have made out- 
standing production records. Kill- 
ingly Owl Interest is the youngest 
bull to receive this coveted award. 
His eleven tested daughters have 
won ten silver medals, three gold 
medals, and one medal of merit. 
Killingly Owl Interest qualified as 
a silver-medal sire sometime ago. 
He was bred by John R. Sibley of 
Spencer, Mass. His sire is the gold- 
and-silver-medal bull, Sibley's Choice. 
His dam is Mertha's Temisia. a cow 
with a record of 567.90 pounds of 
butterfat made at eleven years and 
ten months of age. 
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MARGERIE. chrstnut mare, 5 years old, hands, weighing 1050 lbs.   This is a 
great lady's mare, ready to show immediately. I do not believe there are many novice 
horses like her in this country.  Do not miss her, ij you are looking for a high class mare. 

High Class Saddle Horses 
and Hunters For Sale 

HAVE at this time more than ico saddle horses and Hunters. Most of which 
are finished and ready for immediate use. The lot includes both three and 
five gaited imported and American bred Hunters. 
A few of which are first class show horses and ready to be shown at any 
time. Most of the heavy Hunters have had actual hunting experience in 
the field. 
Any time you are in the market for a saddle horse or a Hunter, will be glad 
to show you all we have, wnether you purchase or not. But if not convenient 
to come, write and let me know the type of horse you want, and also the ex- 
perience you have had in riding, and if I think I have one that will fill your 
requirements will be glad to send you photos with full description, and guar- 
antee horse to be as represented in every way, or your money cheerfully re- 
funded.   You are the sold judge. 
References: Stock Yards National Bank, Chicago, 111.; Union Stock Yard & Transit 
Cc, Chicago, 111.; and hundreds of satisfied customers. 
HARRY McNAIR, Union Stock Yards, Chicago, Illinois 

White Hope 

Imported by Meridale Farms and sold to Elm Hill 

Farms at the 1928 annual sale for $4,200, the 

second highest price made at this notable event 

"Keeping everlastingly at it" 
is the slogan that F. Wayland 
Ayer and his partner, Mr. Mc- 
Kinney, adopted in the early 
days of the great advertising 
business Mr. Ayer established 
in Philadelphia fifty-nine years 
ago. The same slogan has been 
an inspiration in the develop- 
ment of the Meridale Farms 
herd of Jerseys, which Mr. Ayer 
started in 1888. 

For forty years Meridale 
Farms has been a staunch sup- 
porter of the breed  and has 

made a distinct contribution to 
its progress. 

Today the herd numbers over 
five hundred head and is head- 
quarters for imported cattle of 
the highest type, for country 
estates, show and breeding 
herds. Its fifth importation 
from the Island for the current 
year will reach Quarantine the 
last of this month. 

The Meridale guarantee in- 
sures a satisfied customer. Vis- 
itors always welcome and cor- 
respondence is solicited. 

MERIDALE FARMS 

A great breeding, testing and importing establishment 

Meredith Delaware County New York 

P. A. DUTTON—Managing Partner 
Herd Fully Accredited—No. 158343 

TERRYBERRY GUERNSEYS 

Federal Accredited Herd No. 69139 

The Glen Springs Corporation—Owners 
Watkins, N. Y. 

Poultry House Ventilation 
A KING Ventilating System prevents drafts, keeps 

house dry, promotes health and increases egg yield. 
Ask for book.    Sales Representatives in New York, 
Boston. Philadelphia and other large cities. 

KING VENTILATING CO. 
121 Cedar Street Owatonna, Minn. 

SILVER FOX NEWS 
Free Copy 

Get the truth about the Silver Fox business. 
Helpful Hints  for those  who are in the 
business and those planning to go in. 

Send for free copy or $1. for 6 issues. 
Write Dept. R 

SILVER FOX NEWS 
38 W. 34th St. New York 

TARNEDGE FOXES 
ESTABLISHED 1910 

The Prize Winning Ranch 
Every fox sold is bred by Prize Winners 

40 Pairs of Prize Winners 

The Oldest Ranch in the U. S. 
Catalogue SABATTIS, N. Y. 

OXES 

Raising silver foxes is an interesting, 
profitable business if you start right. 
Borestones have won over 200 prizes 
and 6 grand championships at na- 
tional fox shows—no other breeder 
in the world has won more than 
one. Free booklet. Borestone Mt. 
Fox Co., 2485 Country Club Drive, 
Altadena, Calif. 

Direct at \ 
X Dealer ✓ 
\ Prices,/ 

—< 

WIRE NETTING  at Wholesale 
A big saving on wire netting in all sizes for any type of bird or animal en- 
closure. Wholesale prices and prompt delivery from our large stocks at 
Clinton, Mass., Chicago, San Francisco, Seattle, and Minneapolis. 

Free Catalogue on Crown Pen Materials. 
Crown Iron Works Company, 1258 Tyler St., N. E., Minneapolis 

BROCKTON FAIR HORSE SHOW 

^Members Of Association Of American Horse Shows, Inc. 

OCTOBER 1, 2, 3, 4, 1928 

#20,000 IN PRIZES Entries Close September 19 

- For Further Information 
ENTRIES FREE STABLING FREE Address 

10% Deducted From                             Rox Sta{h FRED F. FIELD, Chairman 
Winnings Brockton, Mass. 

Brockton Fair, October 1-2-3-4-5-6. Auto Races, October 5 and 6 
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^ I rigidaire Corporation, the world's largest 
makers of electric refrigerators    ♦ ♦ 

PCE/ENT 

THE 

NEW 

DEAUTirilL ♦ ♦ PCWECfLl** 

INCREDIBLY CUICT 

IN the past twelve years, more Frigidaires have been manu- 
factured, sold, and installed than all other electric refrig- 

erators combined. 
Surplus power . . . rapid ice freezing. . . beauty and conven- 

ience of design... greater value at low prices ... proven depend- 
ability ... these have established an overwhelming preference. 

And now, as the logical outgrowth of twelve years of dependable 
service, twelve years of constant refinement and improvement, 
Frigidaire engineers present the New Frigidaire, with these 
outstanding advantages: 1. Quiet.. . for a lifetime. 2. Pow- 
ered to freeze ice quickly ... always. 3. Practical beauty. ■.. 
concealed mechanism. 41 m Conveniences designed by domes- 
tic science experts. <S. Complete simplicity and mechanical 
refinement. C Low first cost.;. low operating cost. 

Incredibly quiet operation ; ; ; greater cabinet beauty and 
convenience developed through a careful study of modern 
kitchen decoration and practice... greater refrigerating power 
built into a new and radically improved compressor. .. this 
is the New Frigidaire. Here is a powerful, dependable, auto- 
matic refrigerator which is truly cruiet and truly beautifulj A 
new automatic refrigerator perfected by mechanical, electrical, 
and chemical engineers, working with practically unlimited 
facilities for research and experiment. 

The New Frigidaire is now on display at Frigidaire show 
rooms in every part of the country. See these features for 
yourself... today. Frigidaire Corporation, Subsidiary of Gen- 
eral Motors Corporation, Dayton, Ohio. 

The New Frigidaire, incredibly 
A quiet and powerful, has a wide variety W 

of new models of every size, capacity ™| 
and price.  This beautiful Tu-Tone kl 

^ mode!, the AP-9, is finished in white V 
and glacier gray porcelain enamel. 

TALK   OF   THE OFFICE 

PLANNING AND BUILDING 

OCTOBER is always a busy month. So much to do around 
the house and so much to do in the garden before the chill 
blasts of winter sweep over the landscape with devastating 

results. Even for those fortunate enough to live in the South, there 
is plenty to do getting ready for the strenuous winter season. 
The summer's lethargy is gone and we tackle the daily tasks with 
renewed vigor and energy. 

To keep step with the season we have as usual made the October 
issue of COUNTRY LIFE the Fall Building Number. The opening 
article by Tyler Stewart Rogers discusses the manner in which 
the home of Colonial times grew by a method of slow accretion 
through the years, and the author illustrates his theme by the 
story of the rejuvenation and expansion of an old Connecticut 
homestead, which is now the home of Ludlow D. Melius, Esq., 
and known as Reverie Farm. 

This article is illustrated in full color with reproductions from 
paintings made for COUNTRY LIFE by Norman Reeves, whose 
work in color has already met with favor among our readers. 

Another article of the utmost importance to the house owner 
is that of C. Stanley Taylor, on the value of insulation. The 
author discusses all the known modern methods of insulation in a 
clear, concise, and non-technical fashion. 

Still another practical article is on the return of plank floors, 
by R H. Piatt, Jr., in which he tells why more and more 
people are turning to the wood floors of our forefathers both for 
beauty and for economy's sake. 

P. E. Fansler, an authority on all that pertains to heating, in an 
up-to-the-minute article describes the latest types of oil burners 
and shows the advantage of heating the home by the use of this 
modern method. If you are thinking of changing your heating 
plant, you would do well to consider heating by oil. 

Two well-known architects have contributed timely and helpful 
articles to this building issue. Arthur C. Holden describes how he 
took an old tumble-down pre-Revolutionary farmhouse near 
Princeton, N. J., and converted it into a thoroughly up-to-date 
and charming country residence for a New York broker; while 
Howard Major, one of the leading architects of Palm Beach, Fla., 
writes of the use of wrought iron in the homes of to-day. For more 
and more we are recalling the building adjuncts of our forefathers 
which we temporarily discarded but which we are now avidly 
restoring to popular favor. 

OTHER FEATURES 

Then the October number has pages and pages of bungalows, 
an old Elizabethan manor transferred bodily from England to 
Iowa, and the delightful story of how a young couple, beset by high 
rents in the city, took the bit in their teeth and moved out into the 
country where they reclaimed an old hayloft and made a charming 
home for themselves. The Editor tells of a visit to the COUNTRY 
LIFE House that is nearing completion and describes how the 
plans made for this house have come to fruition. 

While building necessarily dominates the number, there is in- 
finite variety in it, and something for each and every taste for those 
who live in the country. 

4 
OUR COVER 

The quaint pseudo sampler on the cover of this month's issue is 
the clever conceit of Margaret W. Mellor Gill, whose work we are 
privileged to reproduce as covers from time to time. 

THIS   MONTH'S FRONTISPIECE 

Our frontispiece this month is reproduced through the'courtesy 
of the Cleveland Museum of Art, of whose permanent collection 
this painting forms a part. The canvas is a splendid example of 
the work of that early master El Greco. 

THE   FRONTISPIECE   FOR OCTOBER 

Next month the frontispiece will be a reproduction of Sir Joshua 
Reynolds's famous painting "The Tragic Muse," which now forms 
part of the collection in the Huntington Library at Pasadena, 
Calif. 
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"The Fairy of 
the Woods", a 
modern Aubus- 
son Tapestry. 
Size 7' 11' wide 
and11'7"deep. 

loJern    Crapes / asierjbiece 

THIS beautiful piece is more than a tapes- 
try. It is a modern masterpiece of one 

of the finest looms of France. 

This Aubusson Tapestry was designed by 
Jorrand and woven in collaboration with 
Danton, winning the Grand Prix at the Brus- 
sels Exposition of 1910. 

"The Fairy of the Woods" is woven in the 
spirit of medieval tapestries, but the unusual 
design is wholly modern. The glorious color- 
ing of the original reproduces so accurately 
the rich vivid greens of trees and foliage so 
characteristic of France. 

A more detailed description of this tapestry 
will be gladly furnished upon request 

VALIAN1' 

V Decorations^'&umiture 
1822 Chestnut Street 

Philadelphia 
224-226 Charles St., North 

Baltimore 
9 rue de Seine 

Paris 
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NOW you can always be pre- 

pared—whatever the occa- 

sion. Simply take a Hormel 
a ipa* Flavor-Sealed Ham from the 

pantry shelf—open it. There you have 

tender, flavorful cold ham—ready 

cooked, ready to serve. You can grill it 

in just 4 minutes. And how simple now 

is a baked ham dinner! No more weary 

hours of boiling and baking! 30 minutes 

is enough for a half size ham (round 

package). One houris enough for a whole 

ham (large natural shaped container) 

. . . All this is made possible for the 

first time by the new Hormel process of 
vacuum sealed cooking. By this method, 

a choice Hormel cured ham is first 

sealed in its individual vacuum con- 

tainer. Then — all its 

natural flavors sealed 
in — it is thoroughly 

WHOLE HAM 
6 TO IO LBS 
BAK.ES - IN 

I HOUR 

NOW 

PACKED 

IN TWO 

SIZES 

cooked in its own juices. Nothing is 

lost in the cooking! That's why Flavor- 

Sealed Ham possesses a full-flavored 
richness never before achieved... There 
is no bone, no skin, no surplus fat—no 

waste of any kind—to Flavor-Sealed 
Ham. Even the juices serve as a deli- 

cious flavoring for soups, salads, vege- 

tables and the like. Keeps indefinitely 

without refrigeration on the pantry 
shelf. Ask your dealer to 

supply you, or write Geo A. 

Hormel & Co., Austin, Minn. 

MALE SIZE 
3 TO 5 LBS. 
BAKES * IN 
30 MINUTES 

ALL ITS P  L A V O R S SEALED 



Country Life Print FROM  THE  CLEVELAND MUSEUM OF ART 

THE  HOLY FAMILY 

by El Greco 

This is the ninth of a series of paintings from 
the art museums of the United States to be 
reproduced  in COUNTRY LIKE each month 
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American Samplers 

by   EVA  JOHNSTON   C O E 

HI 

IN THE year 1620, when the battered 
band of Pilgrims anchored at last 
in Plymouth harbor, one would have 

expected that any hunger for the artistic 
or decorative arts would be immediately 
quenched by the acute needs and dis- 
comforts of life "on that stern and rock- 
bound coast." But the intrepid Pilgrim 
Mothers were experienced in hardships— 
as Joseph Choate once said, they not 
only had to bear all the sufferings under- 
gone by the Pilgrim Fathers but had to 
bear with the Pilgrim Fathers 
themselves!—and were able to 
rise above their bleak surround- 
ings. It was while the women 
and children were still living or. 
board the Mayflower, waiting 
for the men to erect the rough 
huts that were to shelter their 
families during the fast ap- 
proaching winter, that Dam? 
Brewster, wife of Elder Brewster 
who played such an important 
part in those early days, had 
the energy to embroider a pic- 
ture of Plymouth in England, 
the port from which they had 
sailed. She must have been a 
woman of rare physical endur- 
ance, strong in body as well as 
mind, for she was one of the 
three wives who survived that 
first terrible winter. Her piece 
of embroidery, said to be still 
in existence, must be mentioned 
as the first attempt at needle- 
work that we know of among 
the colonists of the New World, 
although it is not actually a 
sampler; however, we must re- 
member that needlework pic- 
tures and samplers are closely 
akin. 

The first American sampler, 
strictly speaking, was made by 
a daughter of Miles Standish. 
The Captain's first wife, Rose, 
having died during the "great 
sickness" not long after their 
arrival in America, nothing 
daunted, Miles at once sent to 
England for  Rose's sister Bar- 

bara, and it was a daughter of this 
marriage, Loara, who embroidered the 
lovely sampler (Fig. 4) now preserved in 
Pilgrim Hall, Plymouth, Mass. It bears 
no date but was probably made about 
1640. The colors are soft greens, blues, 
and browns; owing to its historic interest, 
it has been constantly on exhibition in a 
fairly bright light which has mellowed 
the tints rather too much. 

But the preoccupation of our early 
settlers with more important matters— 

Fig. I. Catharine Chiverton's sampler depicting 
Bunker  Hill,  dated  November   14,   1785. The 

property of Mr. C. R. Morson 
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such   as   Indian   raids,   famines, and 
pestilences—as   a   rule,   prevented the 
production of samplers. There are not 
many of the seventeenth century—only a 
half dozen or so that  can  surely be 
identified  as  American   samplers after 
close scrutiny of their histories. Many 
colonists had brought over with them 
these embroideries as cherished posses- 
sions and, like children imitating their 
elders, early American samplers, such as 
Loara's and its successors for many years, 

kept closely to the form of the 
English sampler then in vogue; 
namely, a piece of linen about 
eight inches broad,  and often 
as much as a yard long, with 
bands of colored embroidery— 
or lace, or cut-work, as the case 
might   be—running   across it; 
thus    preserving    samples of 
different patterns in a conven- 
ient form for reference, hence 
the name "sampler." 

Sampler making was not, of 
course, confined to England. 
It became common wherever 
life developed sufficient civiliza- 
tion and leisure to allow women 
to gratify their desire for em- 
bellishment by ornamenting 
their clothes, hangings, etc. . . . 
For this work patterns were 
needed, and samplers would be 
consulted for suggestions. The 
very early specimens were un- 
doubtedly the work of adults. 
It was probably not until the 
eighteenth century that they 
began to be made by children, 
finally losing their original pur- 
pose and coming to be regarded 
simply as proofs of profi- 
ciency in needlework. This later 
type may be more quaint; but 
in beauty of design, coloring, 
and workmanship the earlier 
ones are beyond comparison. 

With the beginning of the 
eighteenth century came a ten- 
dency to broaden the sampler, and 
to use borders running around 
the edge instead of across. Al- 
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Fig. 2. Samplers that were made in Quaker schools are amus- 
ingly demure in color and design, but there is no such subduing 
Quaker influence io be seen in the beautiful coloring of this 
engaging sampler made in 1757 by Hannah Penn, a direct 
descendant of William Penn—probably a grand-daughter. The 
border of two-inch squares, each one containing a flower, is a 
characteristic of samplers made at schools in the neighborhood 

of Philadelphia. Owned by Mrs. George C. Fraser. 
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phabets and numerals often 
expanded into verses; fre- 
quently a panel would be 
placed at the bottom de- 
picting some pastoral scene 
on the order of the tapestry 
or petit point pictures then 
so popular in England. By 
the year 1767 sufficient 
difference in style had de- 
veloped to make it amusing 
to contrast two samplers of 
that date, worked on oppo- 
site sides of the Atlantic but 
now hanging next to each 
other in the same collection. 
The British girl, in addi- 
tion to her neat cross-stitch 
border and pattern-book 
motifs, shows a group of 
four charming ladies dressed 
in their best bibs and tuck- 
ers; their gowns in lovely 
pastel shades, are of needle- 
work superimposed on the 
linen and trimmed with 
ruffles of real lace, as are 
their headdresses and fichus; 
the whole so well drawn 
and executed that one can 
almost hear the swish of 
their long trains as they 
hurry across the tesselated 
pavement on the way to 
some festivity. Red curtains at the sides 
and drapery across the top, also super- 
imposed, close in the scene. 

The sampler worked by Hannah John- 
son at Newbury Newtown (probably the 
Newburyport of to-day) is quite different 
but very effective, showing a luxuriant 
tree laden with fruit, in whose shade 
stands a large and alluring black cow 
accompanied by a stag. Birds and butter- 
flies hover overhead, and two large bas- 
kets of flowers fill in the corners; as usual, 
all sense of scale and perspective is lack- 
ing. The linen is coarse, and only split- and 
satin-stitch are used in the embroidery, 
but the design is so free and original that 
it suggests the atmosphere of the New 
World and makes an interesting contrast 
to the more sophisticated English scene. 

With the end of the eighteenth century, 
a still greater change came over the spirit 
of our young needle-women; possibly as a 
reflex of the Revolution, they began to 
evolve distinct types of their own, wishing 
to show their new-found independence 
in every way. Two samplers illustrated, 
although of distinctly English technique, 
are extremely patriotic, In Fig. 1 Bunker 
Hill is unmistakable, not from any like- 
ness to the historic spot as it is now, but 
from the jaunty air of the bluecoats and 
the dejection of the red, which speak 
loudly of the occasion. This sampler is 
very small and the stitchery exceedingly 
fine. Fig. 10 is equally handsome, the work 
of Mary Varick, with its medallion of 
Washington and an American eagle; the 
coloring and general state of preservation 
are excellent. The sampler of Abigail 
Adams,  Fig. 8, is also interesting for 

Fig. J. The work of Mary Jones, 1795, showing holly 
point insertions. Owned by Mrs. Robert fV. de Forest 

patriotic reasons; she was the daughter 
of John Adams, our second president, and 
his wife Abigail; it came from Connecti- 

Fig. 4 Sampler of Loata Stand- 
isk, the daughter of Miles 
Standish, about 164.0. Now in 
Pilgrim Hall, Plymouth, Mass. 
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cut with a number of other 
Adams heirlooms. A sam- 
pler of later date, 1832, il- 
lustrated in Kip;. 9, shows 
a bud so mild of aspect, 
with four doves upholding 
olive branches at either 
side, that we should not 
recognize him as the Ameri- 
can eagle if Mary Hallowell 
bad not sprinkled the back- 
ground with stars that made 
her patriotic emblem un- 
mistakable. 

As girls' schools increased 
in numbers in the Colonies 
tbey began to exert a 
marked influence on the 
character of the samplers 
produced, for most sam- 
plers originated in schools; 
even the tiniest village 
seems to have had its dame 
school, and it was only on 
very remote farms that sam- 
plers were home-designed as 
well as home-made. In a 
delightful letter, still ex- 
tant, Nancy Hale describes 
her life at boarding school 
and mentions a beautiful 
embroidered picture on 
which she was busily en- 
gaged. Since this letter 

was published in the "American Samples 
Book," Nancy's needlework picture has 
also come to light, and a photograph of it 
is in my possession—it seems like a family 
reunion! 

A picturesque figure among school- 
mistresses was Miss Polly Balch, better 
known as Marm Balch; who was "the 
1st to establish a Female Academy in 
Providence," according to the epitaph 
on her tombstone. This academy was in 
existence from 1785 to 1830, and some of 
the most charming of the New England 
samplers were embroidered there. The 
canvas is coarse, the stitches not over fine, 
but the colors are most rich and harmoni- 
ous and the whole effect enchanting; 
Marm Balch seems to have had. for many 
years, a needlework instructress with 
great, though na'ive, skill in designing. 
Views of Brown University and the old 
State House often appear; one depicts a 
president's reception with many fine 
ladies and gentlemen clad in their best; 
another, a ship at sea and a person in 
cocked-hat and knee-breeches standing 
on a rock gazing at the ship through a 
telescope. 

Few of these samplers show any trace 
of the influence of pattern books; very 
often the school or section of the country 
where they came from can be determined 
by some similarity of design. Three now 
in the same collection, though all made at 
different schools in the neighborhood of 
Philadelphia, are ornamented by the 
same very unusual border of two-inch 
squares, each one containing a bird, 
flower or animal, proving that patterns 
were frequently borrowed. In one of these 
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Fig. 5. The handiwork of Lydia Smith, aged 
ten (1803). Owned by Mrs. Henry E. Coe 

Mary Fitz 1819 (Fig. 6), used real hair 
for her ladies in empire costume and for 
the little boys playing marbles in the 
border. 

The colder Northern climate with its 
attendant industry seems to have fos- 
tered a finer type of needlework than the 
South; perhaps the greater luxury on the 
large plantations bred indo- 
lence on the part of parents, 
teachers, and children. As a 
rule, any unusually fine sam- 
pler found in the South turns 
out, on investigation, to have 
been made a good many de- 
grees farther north. 

The variety of forms which 
sampler makers evolved is al- 
most endless. We shall not 
dwell on the thousands which 
are merely squares, with va- 
riegated alphabets and numer- 
als that undoubtedly served as 
a substitute for the horn-book 
—a valuable article in those 
days—thus teaching the al- 
phabet as well as the needle's 
art. Sometimes a border ran 
around the edge, and the 
child's name, age, and date 
were given. This style of sam- 
pler is too common to be of 
great interest except to the 
immediate descendants of the 
maker. The materials remained 
the same as in the English 

samplers, namely, linen, fine or coarse; a 
woolen material much loved by moths, 
called in those days "tammy" or "bolt- 
ing cloth," and a sort of fine muslin. 
A number of New England samplers were 
worked on a dark green tammy which set 
off the pale tints of the silks with good 
effect. Silk was generally used for the 

Fig. 6. Sampler made by Alary Fitz, 18IQ. 
The property of Mrs. Henry  E. Coe 

embroidery, often a silk that looks as if it 
had been imported from the Orient or 
some other remote place, that came in a 
large twisted hank from which strands 
were unraveled, having a wavy or 
crinkled appearance not unlike the "per- 
manent wave" of to-day. This sort of 
silk was often used in very long stitches for 

cloud effects, and for buildings 
and trees, but the result is 
so fragile that such speci- 
mens must be handled with 
extreme care or kept under 
glass. 

Cross-stitch had to be done 
in the usual tedious way ot 
counting every thread to keep 
the pattern straight. Where 
the design was carried out in 
split-or satin-stitch, one finds, 
by peeking behind the threads, 
that it was drawn in ink di- 
rectly on the foundation, and— 
often very badly drawn; which 
accounts for their quaint at- 
mosphere and personal touch, 
which are lacking in more for- 
mal designs. Inspiration was 
derived from many sources. 
Sarah Afflick, poor tot, in her 
seventh year, took her motif 
from a bit of Persian embroid- 
ery; Betsy Adams, a cousin of 
the president's, copied her 
"Tree of Life" from an Ori- 
ental rug; Maria Lambourne 
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evidently borrowed her idea 
from a bedspread of the 
time. 

Cross-stitch, as time went 
on, was replaced in this coun- 
try by a variety of stitches 
better adapted to realistic 
designs. As for darning—so 
popular with parents and 
teachers among the Dutch 
and English, whose samplers 
sometimes show bouquets of 
flowers, and even trees, in 
which every leaf and petal 
is darned—it was largely ig- 
nored in this country. Un- 
doubtedly, the buildings 
shown on many home-made 
samplers portrayed the actual 
farmhouse or more stately 
mansion in which the 
worker lived, or the church 
where she spent so many dull 
hours on Sunday. The river 
that appears in Lydia 
Smith's design (Fig. 5), 1803, 
was perhaps the Delaware, 
for she lived in Trenton, N. J. Small 
regard was paid to accuracy in architec- 
ture; the State House in Providence 
varies greatly; so does the New York City 
Hall; William Penn's house acquires an 
extra story. Hannah Penn, maker of the 
sampler illustrated in Fig. 2, was a direct 
descendant of William Penn, probably a 
grand-daughter and named after his 
second wife Hannah. Samplers made in 
Quaker schools are amusingly demure in 
color and design—no houses, no gaudy 
effects or riotous bunches of flowers; but 
no such subduing Quaker influence is to be 
traced in the beautiful coloring that little 
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/V|. 7. Family record sampler made by nine-year-old 
Eliza Ann Hunt in 1824. Owned by Mrs. Henry E. Coe 

Hannah used. The Pennsylvania Ger- 
mans (or Pennsylvania Dutch, as they 
are usually called) were industrious and 
capable sampler makers; their work is 
easily recognized by the oddity of their 
names and by peculiarities of design, 
especially in the trees. 

Family and genealogical records, such 
as that shown in Fig. 7, seem to have 
been a specialty in this country, as they 
are rarely found elsewhere. Some of 
these family records, or registers, are 
quite gorgeous affairs; in one case, a 
flowery arch is inscribed with the motto: 
"Keep   sacred   the   memory   of your 
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ancestors." Sometimes angels 
hover about; or gravestones 
stand in rows, some bearing 
the nanu s of the departed and 
some left blank for the next 
victims. On two that I know 
of, are embroidered not only 
the usual "Duties of Children 
to Parents," but also the 
'"Duties of Parents to their 
Children," of which we hear 
so much nowadays, proving 
that there is "nothing new 
under the sun." Sometimes the 
record takes the form of a tree 
springing from two parent 
hearts, on which the apple-like 
fruits are inscribed with the 
children's names, a few usually 
left blank for additions to the 
family- 

The map sampler, a form 
greatly in vogue in England at 
the end of the eighteenth cen- 
tury, never took root in this 
country; although it became so 
popular on the other side that 

the shops kept squares of silk and satin 
printed with the map of England and part 
of Scotland, showing coast-line and county 
boundaries, ready to be covered with em- 
broidery. Though more correct as maps, 
these are less quaint than the hand- 
drawn maps, so amusingly erratic in their 
geography. Only a few American map 
samplers have been found, of different 
states and of the two hemispheres, and 
they are not very interesting except for 
their rarity. Mathematics, as well as 
geography, was sometimes fancied; two 
American specimens show the whole 
space   divided   into   a   hundred little 

Fig. 8. The handiwork of Abigail Adams, IJ8Q. 
New York. Owned by Mrs. Henry E. Coe 
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ornamental squares with the numerals 
worked in black making the sampler 
serve as a pictorial multiplication table. 
It must have been a tedious job. 

Leaving the sciences for less prosaic 
themes, we find some charming samplers 
adorned with holly point lace inser- 
tions, such as that illustrated in Fig. 3, 
made late in the eighteenth century. 
Occasionally we come across a specimen 
that recalls the work seen in northern 
Italy and Germany—apieceof net, 
embroidered with bits of patterns. 
These two varieties usually come 
from the neighborhood of Phila- 
delphia or from southern New 
Jersey. 

The hypercritical reader may 
feel that these last mentioned 
types are not, strictly speaking, 
samplers. But it is generally con- 
ceded that any piece of work show- 
ing bits of patterns—whether in 
embroidery, lace, or what-not— 
preserved for future reference, con- 
stitutes a sampler. The name of 
the maker and the date should 
also appear on the pictorial ones. 

No article of this nature would;be 
complete without a few words about 
sampler verses, though they vary to 
such an extent that they could be 
made a special study. Our dear 
Loara Standish has stitched on 
hers: 

Lord guide my heart that I may doe thv 
will 

Also fill my hands with such convenient 
skill 

As will conduce to'virtue void of Shame 
And I will give the glory to thy name. 

Another   seventeenth century 
worker remarked pithily: 

The sharpness of a needle profit yields 
and pleasure 

The sharpness of a tongue bites out of 

Fig. 9. Mary Hallowell's sampler, 1832. 
The property of Mrs. Henry E. Coe 

Ann Wing, who lived in Boston in 1739, 
shows the prejudice then extant against 
women's higher education by her verses: 

One did commend me to a wife both fair and young 
That had French Spannish and Italian tongue 
I thanked him kindly and told him I loved none 

such 
For 1 thought one tongue for a wife too much 
What love ye not the Lamed, yes as my Life 
A lamed Scholar but not a lamed Wife. 

Another tells us that: 
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Fig. 10. Medallion of Washington sampler 
by Mary Varick, 1789. O-u ned by Mrs. J. 

Insley Blair 

Industrious ingenuity may find 
Noble employment for the female mind. 

I he popularity of Isaac Watts's "Di- 
vine and Moral Songs for Children," as 
well as the general trend to the lugubrious 
in writing and teaching in the eighteenth 
century, had a great effect on sampler 
verses; they seem to vie with each other in 
gloomy sentiments such as the following: 

Look on these flowers 
So fades my hours. 

When I am dead and worms me eat 
Here you shall see my name complete. 

The next must have been taken 
from one of the old metrical ver- 
sions of the Psalms: 

God counts the sorrows of his saints 
Their groans affect his ears 

He has a book for their complaints 
A bottle for their tears. 

It is scarcely necessary to say 
that the following was made in a 
Quaker school: 

Aim not in gaudy cloathes to shine, 
Let dress take up but little time. 
Reflect how short'must be thy stay, 
How vain to deck a piece of clay. 

That little sampler makers were 
sometimes bored to tears by their 
tasks is evidenced by the following: 

I cannot perceive this business design'd 
For anything more than to please a raw 

mind. 

And Polly Polk announced frankly 
that "she did this, but hated every 
stitch. She loves to read much 
more." 

One could go on indefinitely with 
these amusing quotations, but time 
and space are limited, so I will 
conclude in proper sampler fashion 
with a deep curtsey, and a verse 
from Elizabeth Crow's embroidery: 

My little faults I hope you will excuse 
Then your commands on me I'll not refuse. 
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The L-shaped living room of the Tavern, in spite of its great 
size, is cosy and homelike, with its bright hit-and-miss rag carpet 

and horsehair covered mahogany sofa and chairs 

The original old kitchen is fitted with all the old-time appli- 
ances, but the real culinary activities of the rejuvenated inn will not 
be ccuru'd on here, but in a modern electrically equipped kitchen 

Henry Ford's Latest Antique 

VERY one has heard of Henry 
Ford the automobile manufac- 
turer; many have heard of Henry 

Ford the possessor and restorer of the 
Wayside Inn at Sudbury, Mass.; but 
very few have heard of one of his latest 
acquisition, the Botsford Tavern. As 
the Wayside Inn stands a cherished and 
authentic product of the eighteenth 
century, so the Botsford Tavern has been 
transformed into a typical roadside hos- 
telry of the nineteenth century where tired 
travelers and their still more tired horses 
might find rest and refreshment after 
the long and tedious trip from Detroit, 
sixteen miles to the southward. 

In olden days this distance represented 
a half day's journey for a man on horse- 
back and a full day's trip for a heavily 
loaded team. Here, at the Sixteen Mile 
Road and Grand River Avenue, one 
Orrin Weston in the year 1836 built a 
house. In 1841 the dwelling became a 
tavern. No doubt the capacious taproom 
looked very much in those days as it does 
now, with its ample fireplace in front of 
which the bustling drivers could thaw out 
their stiff" fingers while they swapped 
yarns and exchanged bits of news and 
gossip of the countryside. When the frost 
was out of their joints, they could step 
over to the bar and imbibe still more 
consolation from various brown and green 
bottles and mammoth demijohns. 

In i860 Milton Botsford purchased the 
tavern, generally called at that time the 
"Sixteen Mile House," together with 
thirty acres of land. From that time until 
1924, when Mr. Ford purchased the house 

^; FLORENCE HALL 

Illustrations by courtesy of Mr. Henry Ford 

and forty-one acres, the property remained 
in the possession of the Botsford family, 
and the inn became known as the Botsford 
Tavern. 

Whoever has driven from Detroit out 
Grand River Avenue through the little 
hamlet of Clarenceville must remember 
having seen a long white structure stand- 
ing by the roadside and speaking of better 
days. Mr. Ford, with his characteristic 
efficiency and farsightedness, saw possi- 
bilities in the old time-worn tavern 
and decided not to restore it as it had 
been but as it might have been. The 
house was accordingly picked up bodily, 
moved back from the road, and set in the 
midst of a broad lawn, or yard, as it was 
no doubt called in earlier days. The 
house was added to as seemed necessary, 
but the general contour was preserved, 
and with its wide clapboards, two- 
storied veranda, and low gables it might 
be a close relative of the old White Horse 
Tavern outside Philadelphia or the Boot 
Jack in southern New York. 

Let's imagine that we are just whirling 
up the driveway in a high old stage coach 
and are stopping at the Botsford Tavern 
for supper. It is getting dusk and the two 
lanterns on the porch are lighted, giving a 
flickery gleam from their sides. One is 
of the pierced Paul Revere style, while 
the other is smaller, witlrfat bull's-eyes 
at the sides to throw out the light. We 
enter the taproom simply because we are 
following the driver, but realize at once 
that that isn't the room for ladies. How- 
ever, let's just glance around at the solid 
old tavern table, the late Windsor chairs, 

a Boston rocker or two, and, most re- 
splendent of all, the liberal array of 
bottles behind the bar. Flasks of all 
descriptions are here, from the fine old 
Bennington coachman bottles to aqua- 
marine flasks and bottles shaped like 
Indians. Jugs of various shapes and sizes 
are ranged on the bottom shelf. On one 
set of shelves are flip glasses and the most 
curious large goblets at least a foot tall 
called "shoupers." 

The proper place for us is the living 
room, which is a large L-shaped room 
just across the hall from the taproom. 
This is what might be called a comfor- 
table room, for it is very cosy and home- 
like with its bright hit-and-miss rag 
carpet and horsehair covered mahogany 
chairs and sofa. The cynosure of all eyes at 
first is a large round mahogany pedestal 
table covered with an ample black-figured 
red spread designed, like all Victorian 
table covers, to obliterate as completely as 
possible the structure of the table be- 
neath. On the table is a really beautiful 
marble-based brass-columned lamp with 
a glass astral globe adorned by splendid 
glass prism drops which catch the light 
and glitter like icicles in a January sun. 
A rope-carved mahogany secretary- 
bureau with pressed glass knobs stands 
at one side, while a spool-legged card table 
on which reposes an ancient album, and a 
crotch mahogany swing-top pedestal 
table adorn other wall spaces. The wall- 
paper is slate-brown with a landscape 
scene and forms a perfect background for 
two little gilt picture mirrors, one on either 
side of the mantel, and several steel en- 



+* 
•ravings, among them large representa- 
tions73FAshland, home of Henry Clay. 
Washington at Mount Vernon, and 
Washington and his Mother. On the 
mantel are a fine three-branched giran- 
dole and an original letter from lohn G. 
Wruttier written at Oak Knoll. Danvers. 
in iSrS. 

ta\4rn-keeper"s family and the elect may 
trespass. This is a parlor in the true 
Yktorian sense, a "best room** or "the 
other room** as it was often called—a 
room so dear and necessary to the ambi- 
tious nineteenth century housewife. Xo 
rag carpet is good enough for this floor— 
it must be adorned by a ""store** rug 
bestrewn with nice bright bunches of 
flowers. The wallpaper is chaste and 
love3v—a soft white ground with dull gold 
stripes and figures. Here again are slip- 
pery horsehair mahogany chairs arsd a 
dainty little metodfrn with a horsehair 
stool. I aw sane that '"Silver Threads 
Among the Gold** or "Barney McCoy** 
forever grace the little music rack. A 
splendid grandfather dock ticks off the 
seconds and minutes and hours beside the 
fireplace, and on the mantel are a lovery 
girandole and two framed original copies 
of poems, one by WHKam CuHen Bryant 
penned on May a. iStq. and one—a 
stanza from "* Excelsior **—by Longfellow, 
signed July. fS>5- Two treasures of mir- 
rors are on the walls but the ?Lr.y if rrsiss- 
mm is the glass chandelier hanging from 
the ceiling. It seems as if a thousand 
diamonds are glittering when the lights 
are turned on. The gold figures in the 
wallpaper gleam, the brass of the fire 
set shines, and the whole room seems to 
glow into sudden life. 

Now shall we go to the dance upstairs: 
The fiddlers are already tuning up in the 
ballroom, so well just ascend the stairs 
and watch the countryside folk nipping, 
and swinging and bowing to the music of 
the fiddles. Here the wallpaper is tan with 
2 rr.u'Srrrv 1       ~i       :vo~ m 
three large utooght iron chandehers. 
conks of some at the Wayside Inn. Off 
the ballroom is a bedroom furnished in 
true Early Victorian fashion, Here is a 
k^w-post cord bed with a corn-busk tick 
covered by a pieced quilt in a small 
diwwmd pattern. The chairs are stenciled 
Ilkchcocks. A mahogany chest 
of drawers with an ogee mirror 
and another chest with three 
httJe drawers on top complete 
trw " >: :u—:: „~. V.V .vers*. 
the pictures on the wafts are 
Currier and Ives prints—The 
Swim's Adieu.** ""TheTree of 
Life.** and "The Little Tea 
Party.'" 

A second bedroom leads off 
the haft. Here the cherry 
had is of the tow-post variety, 
with a very unusual woven 
coverlet on it. The pattern is 

of the huge conventionalized flower type 
woven in red, bine, white, and green- 
On the floor is a beautiful hooked rug 
made of yarn and rags, and also a round 
knitted rug. On the wall are two Currier 
and Ives prints—"The 03d Homestead** 
and "Woodlands in Winter.** 

"Par %p-9tf iaO tas is ar??*ars fmm 
Jtor ssaar tvntfivz. T%* dam im ;k* 

Tin ":CM 

The spare bedroom is by far the most 
daKwately furnished. Again the low-post 
type of bed is used, this time with a 
quilted chintz spread. On the floor are 
lovely hooked rugs, one of which has a 
diamond design worked in the well- 
known "button*" manner. A pink 
transfer-pattern washbowl and pitcher re- 
pose on a washstand. A Boston rocker, a 
slip-seat mahogany fiddle back, and a 
stenciled Hitchcock form the list of 
chairs. On the mahogany bureau are a 
pair of red Bohemian glass candlesticks 
that add a glow of color to the room. 

The hall upstairs has some prints 
rather interesting to those avid collectors 
of Baxter and Currier and Ives produc- 
tions. Here are "The American Farm 
Yard,** "Morning." "Winter in the 
Country.** "The Farmer's Home.** 
engravings of ""Falstaff Mustering His 
Recruits,** of D. Webster, B. Franklin, 
and a black and gold silhouette of Donald 
Mackay made by 1. Dempsey. artist, 
Glasgow. 

The wallpaper in all the rooms is very 
interesting and each design seems to be 
just the right one paper for its particular 
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place. The most unusual is that in a little 
sewing room downstairs. It is FwgiwJi pa- 
per with colored pictures from Dickens's 
books dotting it. There is Sairy Gamp 
with her bandbox and umbrella. Barnaby 
Rudge with his bird, and Mr. Pickwick 
holding forth with his friends. Peggoty's 
house evolved from an old fishing boat 
looks as natural as can be and keeps 
iolly company with The Bull Inn. The 
Bine Dragon, and the Old Curiosity Shop, 
Here also are Dofty Yarden with a letter 
in her hand, David Copperfield. Aunt 
Betsy, and Mr. Dick. These strange yet 
ewer dear people and places hobnob 
sociably with a sewing machine patented 
in 1S40. an 1S25 map of Michigan Terri- 
tory, and two gold-stenciled Hitchcock 
chairs. 

From the little Dickens room we pass 
into the old-timey kitchen resplendent 
with all the trappings of post-Revolu- 
tionary days, ranging from a brass bed- 
warmer to an old Ditch oven with an 
iron rake to remove the coals after the 
oven had been beared to the proper 
ttrrrerarure. 

One doesn't realize the strides made in 
the late nineteenth and the twentieth cen- 
turies until he passes from this kitchen 
into the up-to-the-minute electrically 
equipped cuisine which is to be the real 
cooking laboratory of the tavern when it 
is finally opened to the public. 

The public dining room is as interest- 
ing as any other room in the bouse. The 
chairs are all of the Hitchcock variety 
with gold stenciling on black, and with 
rush seats. The tables have been made to 
— itch. 1~ .T-::- ;:' ti.-h :> i silver 
castor containing the condiment bottles 
and shakers. An early atmosphere is 
given to the room by Bennington pitch- 
ers and old-fashioned teapots on the 
window ledges, a twenty-inch dark blue 
platter on the mantel, and hand-made 
iron toaster, waffle iron, kettles, crane, 
and trammel irons. 

Throughout the entire tavern are 
various kinds of waft srnncrs. One could 
write a very entertaining and enlighten- 
ing article iust on the sconces used with 
artistic effect in the different rooms. 
Some are of the fluted cake-tin variety, 
some have mirror reflectors, and sriO 
.-:-:-> -": ieorrurti rairtr-i runches 
or" posks. 

If you are looking for a collection of 
museum pieces, of articles of furniture 

and tits of china and "old 
- , blue" worth fabulous sums, 

w don't go to The Botsfbrd Tav- 
E.   em. But if you are looking for 

a restful bit of the life of 
>.--■ tvt ;- i'r_rirs-iyears 
ago. take a ride out to Clar- 
ence viBe. Mich., and visit the 
old Sixteen MDe House. And 
don't forget to caft on Buck 
and Bright, the oxen, who 
have a big barn all to the— 
series; for they are just as 
Early Victorian as anything 
i'st I-r-r. 
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This delightfully humorous set of chessmen was carved by a sculptor's hand, and 
was evidently inspired by Von Kaulbach's illustrations for Goethe's translation of 

the Jable "Reynard the Fox" 

Collecting Chessmen 

by  ADA LINE   D. PIPER 

B 

EFORE the days of Romulus and 
Remus, before Moses was dis- 
covered by Pharaoh's daughter, 

before Caesar conquered Gaul, the an- 
cient game of chess was played. Its ethics 
and origin have been expounded by the 
savants of every age, and as many nations 
as babbled round the Tower of Babel 
claim it for their own and arrogate to 
themselves the intricate art of this 
fascinating game, wThich by its universal 
language appeals to all ages and has kept 
perennially young, stimulating even the 
most satiated and jaded taste. Few 
changes have taken 
place in the game, 
but it is known that 
Tamerlane played 
on a board of one 
hundred and ten 
squares, while the 
Hindoos had sixty-four 
squares on their 
boards, as we have 
to-day. Four persons 
took part in this early 
game, each using an 
army with a king, 
bishop, knight, a rook 
or castle, and four 
pawns. The two op- 
posite players were 
partners. Its very name, "Chaturanga" 
means "four parts" and it is interesting 
to learn that the knight and the rook 
were moved as they are at the present 
time, their place having been undisputed 
for five thousand years. The element of 
chance in the original game imparted a 
spirit of gambling, according to the data 
obtained from the Sanscrit by Dr. Forbes, 
the great authority on its antiquity and 

origin, who finds instances in the primeval 
annals of India where princes sacrificed 
their domains at the chess board. 

The most magnificent set in Air. Lid- 
dell's collection, made oiiginally for the 
Emperor Taoa Kwang who reigned 
from 1820 to 1850. The white king 
is twelve inches in height, the pawns 
diminishing in scale to seven inches 

It is said that the Brahmins gave up 
the dice, as the element of gambling was 
against their notions of decorum; and in 
later times the bookshelves in the old 
monasteries concealed chessboards in the 
form of innocent looking volumes, for 
a ban was upon the game, so that the 
holy men were put to it to hide so val- 
uable a pastime, and the solemn looking 
tomes held their secret well. One of the 
greatest players of the Middle Ages was 
Ruy Lopez, Bishop of Toledo. 

Chess was likewise forbidden to all 
followers of Allah, as the chessmen were 

made in the likeness 
of an image. But the 
faithful were as clever 
in chasing the devil 
from the board as 
were their tonsured 
brethren—the image 
form of chess was 
changed to one with- 
out form. 

Charlemagne was 
the   recipient   of an 
elaborately carved 
set of chess from the 
Empress Irene, who 
reigned from 797-802. 
This  queen was evi- 
dently in advance of 

her time, for feeling that "a queen was 
equal to a king in all matters of state, 
she had a councillor of the early Asiatics 
changed to a queen," showing that wo- 
men's rights began at a very early period 
in the world's history. 

The wizards of the game have their 
names inscribed in the annals of fame 
and have taken their place side by side 
with  the generals of genuine warfare 
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Above. King from 
eighteenth century 
German animal set 

The great Eastern sovereign Tamerlane 
was proficient in both, and his fourth 
son was named Shah-Rukh, as he 
was playing his favorite game when 
the birth of this son was announced. 
He carried his love for the game all 
through his life, and his first inquiry 
on gaining a battle was to know if 
the vanquished excelled in chess. If so, 
they were brought  before him and. 

Above. An unusual chess set by 
Hunt Diederich in mahogany 

and lemon wood 

Left and right Henry VIII and 
Anne Boleyn are examples oj the 
amazing portraiture in which 
the carvers of chessmen excelled 

Above. "The white king waits for an 
opponent." The king is a replica 
of a figure in the British Museum 

Above. A red ship, 
the masts realisti- 

cally carved 

whether they lost or won, were treated 
with royal munificence and sent back 
to their city with marks of the sover- 
eign's favor. 

Another even more famous player 
was Sassa, a man of great learning. 
Sassa used his skill and knowledge like 
David of old to lull the Sauls of the 
kingdoms to forget their cares and 
distresses in the consolation of chess, 

A rare set in ivory, enameled in green through many hands since then. The 
and gold and scarlet and gold, repre- king and the queen ride in stale upon 
sents the English  and the Indian canopied elephants, and there are torch 
armies. It was originally a gift to bearers, Indian rajahs on camels, and 
Louis XIV in 1680 and has passed English knights on horses 
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and was offered by one of these 
monarchs a reward of his own 
choosing. His request surprised 
every one by its modesty. It was 
"a grain of corn placed on each 
square, one on the first square, 
two on the second square and 
so on, doubling the number each 
time until every square was cov- 
ered." 

With a smile of condescension 
at a demand so moderate, the 
request was graciously granted. 
Fancy the dismay of the king 
when he found that it was far in 
excess of what his kingdom could 
raise in a year. The arithmeticians 
have calculated that   it would 
have taken enough corn to cover 
the entire earth, the land and wa- 
ter eight grains in depth, to satisfy 
Sassa's demand. The noble Sassa did not 
press his request, however, and the en- 
tente cordiale was re-established between 
the players. 

AFIGURE of interest is the French- 
man Philidor whose book on chess is 

one of the classics. His grandfather, a 
musician at the court of Louis XIII, took 
his grandson at the age of six to sing in the 
Royal Chapel at Versailles. History tells 
us that he wrote twenty-five operas, but 
his chief claim to fame rested on his game 
of chess. He could play, without seeing the 
board, three games simultaneously. Later 
he went to England where he was given a 
munificent salary for playing at the St. 
James Club there. 

If space would allow, pages could be 
filled with the names and prowess of the 
great chess players of the world. Many 
of us have heard our grandfathers speak 
of the famous Paul Morphy, and in our 
own time we know of Jose Capablanca, 
who vanquished the champions in a 
recent tournament; but the raison d'etre 

it 

The three figures in the center are of Josephine and 
Napoleon as pieces in an Indo-China set, the full 
length figure of Napoleon being a pawn. Pieces of the 
same type as the medieval warrior at the left and the 
white ship at the right are to be found in the Queen s 

Museum at The Hague, and in the Louvre 

of this article is the collection of Mr. 
Donald Liddell, which is said to be the 
second finest collection of chessmen in the 
world. 

I realized its element of interest when 
I saw it displayed in three large cases 
in the Baltimore Museum of Art. Paint- 
ings, sculpture, and ceramics were passed 
by and persons of all ages hung over 
the tiny ivory and bone chessmen to 
read the fascinating history clearly 
printed on cards accompanying them. 

The most magnificent set, in which the 
white king measuring twelve inches in 
height, the pawns declining in scale to 
seven inches, was made for the emperor 
Taoa Kwang who reigned from 1820 to 
1850. It was presented by the Chinese 
government to Sir William Parker, who 
commanded the British fleet operating: 
about Hong Kong in 1841. He forced the 
entrance of the Yangste-Kiang River 
and as a result a treaty of peace was 
signed that ended the opium war; on 
conclusion of this treaty he was given 
these chessmen. 
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The late Mr. George C. Thomas 
of Philadelphia bought them in 
London in 1904, and so they came 
to America. The delicately minute 
carvings of the figures, the intri- 
cate concentric balls, one within 
the other, must represent a life- 
time of endeavor. ) 

Henry the Eighth and Anne 
Boleyn show the amazing por- 
traiture in which the carvers of 
chessmen excelled. The reigning; 
monarch was always the hero 
of the royal game; but I have 
discovered that it was Napoleon 
who became the hero par ex- 
cellence, the white king of chess. 
Perhaps it was because it was 
his favorite game, for he played 
with ardor at the Cafe de la 
Regence in Paris before he rose 

to be emperor; or it may have 
been a tribute to his popularity. Certain 
it is that he appears more often on the 
board than any other sovereign. Arabian, 
Hindoo, and Chinese chess carvers united 
to do him honor, and there is only one 
instance where he had fallen from his 
high estate. In one set of chess in Mr. 
Liddell's collection, the figure of Na- 
poleon is employed for the white pawns 
of the game; (the red pawns are British 
grenadiers). That must have been after 
his banishment and exile and not while 
he was the idol of France and the envy 
of the world. 

THE set that called forth the genuine 
admiration of the connoisseur was 

carved in cream and red ivory by a sculp- 
tor's hand. It is a delightfully humorous 
one from "Reynard the Fox" and was ev- 
idently modeled from the Von Kaulbach 
illustrations for Goethe's translation of 
this fable. This set is so nearly identical 
with the illustrations that a decoration 
which appeared on Von Kaulbach's white 

Soviet Russia  visualizes  her social workingman s castle is an anvil, while 
and economic struggle in  a set of that of the aristocrat takes the form of a 
hand-carved and painted chessmen re- church. The pawns are soldiers of Soviet 
presenting capital versus labor.  The Russia and of the old Czarist regime 
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be :.ng. replaced by a red slurred voder, 
the qua by a peasant woman, the bish- 
ops by Bolshevik commissars, the cas- 
tles by factories, and the pawns by 
young pioneers, who are the boy scoots 
of the land of the Soviets.'' 

MY FAVORITE set. and I think I 
have left the best until the last, is 

•:- . enameled i greer. and cold, 
and scarlet and gold, representing the 
English and the Indian armies. IT was orig- 
uufly a gift to Lons XIV in 168a, and has 
passed Through many hands since then. 
It was finally bought at auction by a 
collector, who re-sold it to Mr. Liddefl. 
as he wmud an ivory set and thought 
this one wooden. Its pmunt owner dis- 
covered that the ivory had been covered 
with ptctiuns fnimrhng. The king and 
queen ride with pomp and ceremony upon 

roed elephants and there are all the 
mappings of war and royal insignia. 
It is aaansing to see the minuta- of detail. 
Swords are on the foreheads of the ele- 
phants, and the largo elephants have steel 
balls arrached to their trunks—powerful 
weapons dealmc death and destruction 
when they went forth to war. Torch 
htams are there, and Indian rajahs 

- ramels. and Fnghsh linighi \ on horses, 
and the expression on these tiny faces is 

A law use for chess, worked out by Mr. 
rV-i i ludde" :r co;peritior ~:r. the 

rei rr:hlernist Alain C. White, is a 
completely satisfactory cipher for giving 
messages under the guise of chess prob- 
lems. And so with the progress of 

~:rur ~ th:> insert Cine moves on. 
beeping its place iu the sun to-day as it 
i:i f.ve thousand years ago. 

hor. seemed to he nussmg from the neck 
o(f Mr. LjddeFs red king- when it was 
found that the sceptre was removable; it 
was taken of. and there on a ribbon 
was rhe Danish Order of the FJephar.r 
proudly delayed on the furry chest of 
his hoc-ship. 

The matexiaJs used for the making of 
chess are mnmMd. There is a wooden 
set carved by Governor Wise of Mrginia 
in isrcx Rosy catneban uaafces a gforined 
company Another of milky agate, which 
I hdhm. is Bristol glass; eight rgjptnn 
men whsch were excavated by Dr. David 
Rohmson. of the Department of Arch- 
aeology of Johns Hopkins, from an 
Egyprar romh or rhe XVI11 dynasty. 
1501 iv C are made of day. Among the 
old frescos - rhe rorr.r of Oueer He-ferr; 
:s on; showing rhe queer playing wrti the 

The Viennese imperial china factory 
K~rr. rs tamous O:- r •: sramr >u . 
which has latere been revived, is rep- 
resented wrrh those rom ar.ric chess fig- 
ures which are sr rare as usoaSv to be 
found onhr among museum coBecnons, 

The most precious Sevres made in 
:s a ^mqiie chess set and board that won 
rhe second prize at the Errorim* der4ri* 
ftsnwaafe m w>*. The board is original 
eacE white saouare having the sufnouerre in 
Slack of a h:ru. frying eagles. w£\j swans, 
and swaEows with curving wjngs are 
used in thus mreresring motif- The ai- 
re—are Slack scares aid rr the decor- 
ative elect. 

Wedgwood 3S represented in. this col- 
lection, for rhe old molds of FJaxmarfs 
oesgr. made m i~>5 have been found and 
Mr. LaddeH has been so forrunare as to 
secure fhe urst ss t from rhe kiln 

A solemn gTay-green bishop is the only 
piece remammg of a set of salt glare; 
bat the chessmen of pes dt sxMmi frv 
made by M. Bailie at Bouche-Ju-Rhone. 
are glared porrery. medieval in form. It is 
interesting to note that the bullet headed 
fool or court iesrer is used here instead 
of the usual bishop, this being noted m 
Philidor's chess book of lt*}n 

The black and white as well as the 
green and white ivory sets are perhaps the 
rarest of the conventional ngures in Mr. 
LiddeJTs collection, which boasts one of 
each. They are without ngures. rhe king 
an.: r ->;~ - ~a-.--.ng rhe form nf lace-hk* 
minarets, and then- carved turrets are 

The ostnch plume camng on the green 
set marks the king and queen, and the 
carved ~Jf the bishop. 

1SAW recently in Manchester-by-the- 
— Sea a set belonging ro the Winrhrop 
:amiry of Boston, inherited from an ances- 
tor. It is of old jade and cream bone, the 
green fgures having rhe forms of man- 
iar.ns, elepr.arrs. err: rhe white, more 
delicate in workmanship, represent hguiuk 
of the French court. 

Fhere are >: rs fro— fa: ire-land, 
where the natives beguile the long dark 
days wrrh chess; from Mexico are rainia- 
r_re chessmen, r.rrrng :nro red lacquer 
eggs, dainty enough for Thania's palace; 
and a sturdy English variety that had 
been the property of General Clement 
A. Flagler, who commanded the a^sd 
Division in the World War. 

An antique amber set has recently 
been acquired, but not yet one made 
by the Bulthx 1 iki m which the red 
sets lack a king and queen *the king 
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PHOIUGRAPH BY SICJURl) FISCHER 

THE  ROOM   OF  THE MONTH 

An unusual and distinguished treatment is and the panels of old New York, done by 
exemplified in this dressing room for guests Clara Fargo Thomas, swing open to reveal 
in the New York home of William Zieg/er, closets, lavatory, etc. William Lawrence 
Esq. Soft grays are the prevailing color tones, Bottomley  was  the architect 
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Above. An Early American curly 
maple lowboy, owned by Thomas 
A. Curran, Esq. The deep grained 
wood has acquired a soft sheen 

with age 

Left and right. A pair of extremely 
rare Philadelphia Chippendale 
curly maple side chairs, owned by 
Harold M. Lehman, Esq. Their 
delicate carving, perfect propor- 
tions, and substantial construction 
demonstrate the excellence attained 

in the use of maple 

Below. An exquisitely proportioned 
Queen Anne table in curly maple, 
owned by Miss Ella Parsons. Note 
the cut-in rounded corners that 
correspond to the contours of the 

web feet and cabriole legs 
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American Curly Maple 

IN FURNISHING a home with an- 
tiques or reproductions, one cannot be 
censured for planning to have at 

least a single room finished in Early 
American curly maple, especially if the 
furniture chosen is well proportioned and 
carefully made. There is something so 
ornamental, so colorful, so quaint, so 
restful, and pleasing about this light, 
fantastically grained wood that it has 
gained an unrivaled popularity, except 
in the eyes of those connoisseurs who un- 
qualifiedly demand mahogany. By neces- 
sity, however, most of those who ap- 
preciate fine lines and true style, but who 
have been unable to secure satisfactory 
pieces, primarily due to the paucity of 
superb examples, have relegated maple 
to the attic or some inconspicuous cham- 
ber. Unfortunately it has been the im- 
pression of many that in late Colonial 
and Republican days, the wealthy class 
used only rich mahogany, and that 
maple, pine, walnut, and cherry were but 
cheap substitutes to be manufactured for 
the use of the poor and middle classes. 
In this light, any distaste is only natural 
and even justifiable, but now a new and 
true conception of the employment of 
maple in Early American homes has arisen 
from contemporary sources and by a 
study of existing examples. 

Maple, especially in New England, 
was considered suitable only for the 
homes of farmers, small traders, and 
artisans—the bulk of the Puritan popula- 
tion. "King" Hancock used mahogany 
almost exclusively, substituting only a 
few walnut pieces in unimportant bed- 
rooms. 

However, an entirely different state of 
affairs existed in Philadelphia and near-by 
localities. In an advertisement as early 
as May 18, 1738, Josiah Claypoole 
speaks of his "Parcel of choice curl'd 
Maple" and from then onward this wood 
had a definite place in the homes of the 
well-to-do residents of the city. Francis 
Trumble, a cabinetmaker who numbered 
among his patrons some of the most 
distinguished inhabitants, advertised that 
he made and sold "the following goods in 
mohogany, walnut, cherry-tree, mapple, 
&c, viz, Scrutores, bureaus, sliding- 
presses, chests of drawers of various sorts, 
breakfast tables, dining tables, tea tables 
and card tables. . . . Chairs of all sorts; 
such as settees, easy chairs, arm chairs, 
parlour chairs, chamber chairs, close 
chairs, and couches, carv'd or plain; 
bedsteads and sacking bottoms, clock 
cases, corner cupboards, tea chests, tea 
boards, bottle boards, &c. &c." 

Another craftsman, who appears to 
have carried on an extensive business in 
this trade, compiled a scale of prices for 
his work, and in the first column gives the 
cost  of a  mahogany  chest, secretary, 

by   W.   M.   HORNOR, Jr. 

table, or whatever the case may have 
been, with the value annexed of the same 
pieces in maple and walnut. This clearly 
shows that by the year 17X5, Philadel- 
phians regularly inquired for even the 
most ornate and intricately carved maple 

An unusual Chippendale curly maple 
mirror, owned by Miss Ella Parsons 

furniture, suitable for any apartment in 
the finest homes. It is recorded that the 
much heralded Wiljiam Savery, who 
through his wife acquired some wealth 
and prominence, and who could have 
utilized any wood he wished, chose maple 
for one of the principal rooms in his home 
on Second Street, Philadelphia. 

There are some who, having gained a 
limited knowledge and taste for "peri- 
ods," are now disposing of all their maple 
acquisitions and in their stead selecting 
mahogany furniture of the style they 
require, overlooking the fact that al- 
though more of the beautiful pieces were 
fashioned in the richer wood, there yet 
remain superb maple chairs, bedsteads, 
chests, and other articles of the most 
beautiful designs, made by the leading 
craftsmen of the times. These may still 
be had if the collector is willing to look 
around and wait until he can secure 
desirable examples in this lighter wood, 
equal in perfection and elaboration to the 
best made in mahogany. There is much 
talk of choice curly maple furniture, but 
this should not refer to the common high- 
boy and other articles found so fre- 
quently in New England, nor indeed to 
most of the northern productions at all, 
but rather to those originating in and 
around Philadelphia, where skilled cab- 
inetmakers were plentiful and wealthy 
patrons willing to give commissions. 

Reserving for discussion only such 
pieces as compare favorably with the 
finest produced in mahogany, or those 
that occupy an established position in the 
history of maple, we find but few speci- 
mens for original reproduction and des- 
cription. Highboys and lowboys (for- 
merly designated as high chests and 
dressing tables) were not neglected by 
those discriminating housewives who pre- 
ferred their fine furniture to be created 
of maple. Though an early example, the 
lowboy pictured on page 48 is yet most 
desirable for a home dating from about 
the first quarter of the eighteenth cen- 
tury. The deep grained wood, exemplified 
to advantage, has acquired a soft patina 
with age; the Spanish feet, particularly 
well executed, and the acorn shaped 
front are the distinguishing features of 
this little gem. 

In a collection of Philadelphia furni- 
ture is another thoroughly pleasing and 
carefully constructed lowboy, somewhat 
later and consequently more classical in 
form, resting on cabriole legs and web 
feet. This collection also includes a fine 
maple highboy of the same style; while 
one having an ornate scroll-top and 
ball-and-claw feet is privately owned in 
Wilmington, Del. 

The Queen Anne table shown on page 
48 is quite unusual, and would be an 
ideal center table for a maple room of the 
period. It is an exquisitely proportioned 
piece, having cut-in rounded corners, 
which correspond to the contours of the 
web feet below, generous yet very grace- 
ful cabriole legs, and shaped skirt as seen 
on numerous early Philadelphia lowboys. 

One of the greatest antique rarities is a 
fine ball-and-claw foot curly maple chair, 
for, so far as known, but three have been 
brought to light, and the best two of 
these are here illustrated for the first 
time (page 48). Their delicate carving, 
perfect proportions, and substantial con- 
struction demonstrate the excellence 
attained in the use of this hard wood. 
Undoubtedly they wrere made by a master 
chairmaker. The third example is less 
elaborate and classical in symmetry, 
though nevertheless a worthy production 
of some Philadelphia artisan. 

The intricately sawn-out Chippendale 
mirror, illustrated on this page, is perfectly 
finished and equal to any of this type to 
be found in mahogany. The ogee mold- 
ing that surrounds the glass has been 
carefully mitered and crossed to enhance 
the abundant curl in the grain. When it 
is considered what painstaking labor was 
required in the production of such a de- 
tailed frame, especially in a substance so 
difficult to work with as curly maple, it is 
not surprising that only a very limited 
number were ever fashioned from this 
light-colored material. 
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CAVEAT EMPTOR! 

New England is concededly the happy hunting ground of the 
seeker after antiques, and feu,' are the passing motorists who can 
resist the appeal of wayside shops such as this, which spreads 
its wares beside a shady wood road that shall be nameless 



by   LOUIS GOLDING 

BARTERING for antiques is to me 
as holy a passion as poetry. 1 have 
hought many ancient and lovely 

things in many ancient and lovelv lands, 
not so much because I wanted to possess 
them (for that enormous old earthenware 
amphora I bought in Corinth is still in 
Corinth, and I have no idea at all what to 
do with that painted cart I bought in 
Giardini, in Sicily); no, not so much be- 
cause I wanted to possess them, as be- 
cause I wanted to pass long sunlit hours 
of dreamy trafficking with the old lady 
who stored her olives in that amphora 
and the peasant who marketed his oranges 
in that painted cart. 

And yet not all my purchases in these 
lovely lands have been as inconvenient 
as these; and I purpose herewith to tell 
the tale of certain of them. Let me utter 
a warning first. I do not intend to pen a 
subtle disquisition upon the dynasties of 
fabulously expensive Chinese pottery, 
nor shall I tell the breathless story of how 
by the flicker of an eyelash I beat all the 
bidders at Christie's and walked away 
with a Mantegna or a Renoir under my 
arm. 

I speak of simpler, and doubtless 
cruder, objects. But they are related 
with more rapturous backgrounds than 
frock-coated bidders and droning auc- 
tioneers. 

My argument is not of delicate Shera- 
ton chairs, but of roughly carved grain- 
chests; not of the Venetian brocades 
that queens wore, but of the embroidered 
kerchiefs of Tyrolese shepherd maidens; 
not of mellow Aubusson carpets, but of 
bright harsh rugs woven by Greek high- 
landers in dizzy sky-hung villages. 

YES, let it be precisely with a bright 
Greek rug that these adventures begin 

—the rug which now accompanies all 
my wanderings, whether a gracious host 
summons me to occupy the chaste spare 
room of his Park Avenue apartment, or I 
occupy a steel-frame bedstead in the 
steerage hold of a tramp steamer that 
fares among the Ionian or /Egean 
roadsteads. . . . 

A   bright   Greek   rug.   Wherever in 

Greece my vagrant foot had carried me, 
whether among the silver olive groves in 
the Valley of Itea under Parnassus or 
high up in the village of Gremko facing 
the vast bulk of Erymanthus, always the 
rugs woven by the Greek peasants caught 
my eye, as a tuft of blue lithospermum 
might among rocks, or the twig-latticed 
bosom of a goldfinch. 

Woven out of the hard hair of goats, 
sometimes decades upon decades ago, 
it is all but impossible to wear these 
rugs out. They have a color intense 
and bright and perfect as the Greek 
skies themselves, and the sharp Greek 
hills. 

NOW and again, as some peasant rode 
by upon his ass with his rug folded 

under him between hanging panniers of 
green stuff, my desire became almost 
too much for me. But I held myself 
in leash. I bided my moment. I knew 
that the rug ultimate, the rug incom- 
parable, was still to be vouchsafed me. 

And a day later, a week later, the 
waited for moment came at length. 

IWAS descending from that fantastic 
monastery called Megaspaelion, thrust 

away against the blind head of the wild- 
est gorge in Greece. On both sides of my 
descent great sandstone precipices, fretted 
by the blade-like winds into occult hiero- 
glyphics, impended over me. I saw the 
thing at a sudden angle of the cliffs, 
shaking and jolting among the boulders 
at the stream's edge. It was like a picture 
woven out of sky and lightning, out of 
melons and apples, out of gold nuggets 
and blue petals. 

The rug was folded under the tall, 
stately body of a Greek monk, whose 
beard flowed stormily like black water. 
His legs stuck out like branches on both 
sides of his beast. I cannot conceive how I 
had the audacity and irreverence to sug- 
gest to a creature so august that he must 
dismount from his ass, and exchange for 
mere money the rug woven for his 
monastery by some pious peasant woman 
dead a century ago. I do not doubt that 
he recognized in me, as I gazed on his 

Greek rug, a religious ardor akin to his 
own as he contemplated his icons. 

FOR long hours that evening we sat 
together in the village of Diakophto 

on the blue edge of the Gulf of Corinth 
—the priest and the inn-keeper and the 
local shepherds and I—until, over a final 
glass of aniseed, the exchange of that 
Greek rug for half an English pound 
sterling was achieved. 

Forth I went to Athens prouder 
than ever Joseph was, with my rug of 
many colors. Go you forth also to the 
rocky cavern of Megaspaelion; there 
might be one more rug there almost as 
miraculous as mine. 

IT WILL be admitted that that rug was, 
to put it grossly, a bargain. But at the 

opposite end of the continent of Europe 
is a land of bargains not less notable. I 
mean Spain, no other land than Spain. 
I have always deemed that bargains in 
that land were as mythical as its castles. 
But I assure you it is a myth that they 
are mythical. 

Shall I describe the castle that pos- 
sesses my memory as I write—the castle 
that one evening some months ago held 
all the fires of sunset suspended for me 
across the gorge of the Tagus before 
my window? 

And shall I describe the canvas by 
Zurbaran that I bought under the very 
shadow of its gates for the equivalent 
of four dollars? 

I believe that the fantastic illusion 
that there are no bargains in Spain 
was consolidated and gained ground 
during that period after the War when 
money and things, now in one country, 
now in another, lost all relation to each 
other. 

Yet wandering in those stark and 
lovely cities of the central plateaus of 
Spain, in that virgin land and using that 
austere currency, I was torn a thousand 
ways by a thousand chances of buying 
lovely antiques, far more desperately 
than ever Austria tore me in the after- 
War days when its money shrunk three 
hundred thousand fold,   and Germany 
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filled the skies with paper marks like 
swarms of locusts. 

THE great headquarters of the antique 
market in Spain is that grand rag- 

market in Madrid—" El Rastro " they call 
it—which goes foaming twice weekly 
down to the Manzanara, like a Sicilian 
torrent in winter. 

i What will you buy? What will you 
buy? "Barato! Baratol Cheap! Cheap!' 
call the old men who descended half an 
hour ago from Velasquez's canvases at 
the Prado and the too suspiciously sweet 
little boys out of Murillo. 

There is no such divine welter of rubbish 
and treasure-trove anywhere else in the 
world, I should imagine, excepting in 
the Caledonian Market, in London. 
Nowhere but there in London, among 
the beer-houses and the whelk-stalls, 
could my friend, the young painter 
from South Africa, have bought such 
rose-red Bokhara hangings for his studio 
or so rare and graceful a pewter salver 
for his green apples. 

But let me not yet transport myself 
from El Rastro. "Barato! Barato!" they 
cry out. But it is the pots and the 
pans and the bedsteads that they will 
overcharge you for, if you let them, by 
several centimos, not that grand seven- 
teenth century tooled leather chair where 
some pale old bishop sat with uplifted 
finger. (Which reminds me, I will have to 
go to Madrid soon to see about the 
transport of that chair, and that huge 
Dutch "Still Life" I bought the day 
after.) 

But what on earth am I to do with a 
huge Dutch "Still Life?" I cannot bear dis- 
emboweled rabbits. Where am I to put 
it? Fortunately, Spanish shawls, and those 
shawls, ludicrously miscalled of Paisley, 
in Scotland, are more portable. El 
Rastro is the supreme happy hunting 
ground for them. How lucky I was to 
spot that embroidered mantilla all among 
the old boots and the cheap mantillas! 
It is a shawl yellow as old ivory and a 
century old. (Heaven guard those shoul- 
ders where this evening those pale ivory 
folds will hang.) 

1MUST not forget that lovely medieval 
breviary I found among the rain-clotted 

ledgers; nor that marvelous dish which 
the old woman had her peas in for her 
mid-day soup and I made her turn them 
out, vowing that so lovely a dish must 
hold no vegetable less glorious than 
pomegranate and purple figs—and when 
I got home I saw that it must hold noth- 
ing at all. For I could not disguise a 
round inch of that Talavern basin, two 
centuries old and two dimes to pay for 
it. 

But of all my Spanish trouvailles I am 
proudest of my sixteenth century little 
bambino, my flaxen-haired Christ-child. 
The pedestal they have fitted the feet into 
is at least a century older, a thing blue 
and starry like the summer midnight of 
Seville. 

Now, when I set eyes upon the 
little image first—it stands about twelve 
inches high—there was little to distin- 
guish it from the thousands of nine- 
teenth-century imitations which are to be 
found all over Spain. For it stood in the 
deep shadow between a pitch-pine cup- 
board and a dark wall. Faintly in that 
twilight the gold hair gleamed but the 
divine grace of the figure was concealed 
in a cheap blue cotton frock. Yet there 
was something about the poise, about 
the manner in which the chubby little 
right hand was fastened about the blue 
globe which it held, that sent a pre- 
monition and an exultation into my 
blood. 

I thrust my way through a litter of old 
tires and cracked pots, brushed the cob- 
webs aside and took the bambino into a 
slanting sun ray, where I removed the 
indignity of the cheap blue frock. I have 
rarely seen modeling so exquisite as in 
those arms and limbs, so feat a mouth, 
hair carved and curled so delicately. It 
would be a double indelicacy to say for 
how few pesetas I achieved it; I can only 
assure you that humility and vigilance 
will in all likelihood procure its like for 
you again, when you too adventure in 
El Rastro, if you combine these qualities 
with a stoic patience. 

THERE is one region in Europe which I 
would especially commend to the ad- 

venturer among antiques, and that is the 
Austrian Tyrol. I do so partly because it 
is ofF the beat of the wealthy professional, 
who ignores the country completely on 
his hungry journeys between Germany 
and Italy, and partly because the objects 
to be found in the Tyrolese villages are 
so strange and so exciting in their grand 
peasant crudity and vigor. There is 
hardly a region in Europe so medieval, 
in the sense that traditions of peasant 
craft are so vital and so universal. The 
peasants produce, and have produced for 
centuries, some of the finest wrought-iron 
in existence in the shape of those lambs, 
lions, bunches of grapes, suns, and bears, 
which they put up as signboards over 
their inns. 

They have likewise produced, and still 
produce, wood carvings of astonishing 
vigor and plastic quality. There are re- 
mote valleys where at this day a peasant 
will carve for you a saint and all his sor- 
rows complete in three hours. The proud- 
est possession of these families is the 
Christmas crib, which they prepare for 
the delectation of the children annu- 
ally. 

I can give no idea of the vigor and char- 
acter of the figures which the boys of the 
family from generation to generation add 
to the collection—sheep and Romans and 
magi and cows and Israelites and maidens 
and peasants and firemen (for their sense 
of historic continuity is fortunately 
defective). It is rare that a whole crib is 
to be bought outright, but for my own 
part I have found the accumulation of 
separate  figures  far  more enthralling. 
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The traveler who takes a holiday from 
his adventures among antiques and goes 
off to gather gentians among the high 
mountain meadows should not overlook 
the lovely embroidered 'kerchiefs that 
peasant maidens wear or keep in their 
painted grain-chests under the rafters of 
their log huts. The 'kerchiefs are often 
quite old and always lovely. A man can 
bind their ends together into a sort of 
chaplet of mountain flowers, when he is 
home again among his musty books. . . . 
He will remember Mimi. He will remem- 
ber Mariandl. He will turn to his musty 
books again. But the roar of Alpine water 
will be in his ears, the dazzle of far white 
peaks in his eyes. 

I can hardly make up my mind 
whether my adventures among antiques 
have been more glamorous in those 
gentian-starred uplands or during the 
numberless many-tinted hours I spent 
among the suks (bazaars), of Tunis. 
When I remember them, I am no longer 
interested in Aladdin's cave. These ar- 
cades are more enchanted. They are 
sheltered from the hot African sun by 
painted gables; and the lovely pillars 
(most of them looted from Carthage 
some miles away) that separate the tiny 
shops are painted in red and white and 
green spirals. 

HERE and there the sun splashes 
through upon the cobbled lane as 

if one of the jewelers at your left or your 
right hand had spilt a tray of topaz and 
ruby amethyst. 

If there were dreams to sell 
What would you buy? 

But these are dreams made manifest. 
You may buy a magic phial distilled 
only yesterday from the essence of roses 
and jasmine. You may buy the prayer-rug 
which some bloodthirsty desert rover 
spread out under his knees three centuries 
ago, when at evening he turned toward 
Mecca. 

Or you may buy some heavy ank- 
let of chased silver which long years 
ago some dusky Ouled Nail wore in a far 
oasis beyond the Moon Mountains. Or an 
ivory elephant which for two hundred 
years has plodded its way among the 
bales of tinkling caravans that fared from 
India to Arabia, from Arabia to Tunis. 

Every manner of gorgeous antique may 
be bought in Tunis, in the suks there. 
It is only in the Suk-el-Berka that a 
melancholy falls upon you. For here until 
eighty years ago there were slaves to buy 
and sell. They have put an end to that 
traffic now. Alas! Alas! There would 
have been no servant problem upon Pic- 
cadilly or Fifth Avenue had they not. 
I must console myself with a fresh pipe 
of kif. 

Pass me my ebony and silver pipe, 
Mustapha! And my coffee there, Ali! 
Yes, allow a drop of the attar of jasmine 
to fall into it, boy! I will go forth after 
no more antiques this morning! 
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FARM HILL 

THE    HOME    OF    MRS.    HENRY    R. REA 

at Sewick/ey, Penn. 

PHOTOGRAPHS    BY   M.   E. HEWITT 

Farm Hill is one of the most 
pleasingly developed of the larger 
country residences in the Pitts- 
burgh neighborhood, and com- 
prises something over two hundred 
acres, of which some forty acres are 
devoted to lawns and gardens 
around the house. The rest is laid 
out with driveways and woodland 
paths in and out and up and down 
—very much up and down in 
plaoes, because the estate has sharp 

physical declivities and cliffs. 
The general level is 1,200 feet 
elevation, which gives commanding 
views of distant hills. Some of the 
outstanding features are the ever- 
green gardens, flanking the lawn 
in front of the house where low- 
growing evergreens by the hun- 
dreds, with small-leaved rhododen- 
drons and azaleas, make the place 
a joy the entire year, but best of 
course in the time of spring (over) 
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bloom. There is a scented 
garden with geometric 
flower beds bordered 
with boxwood, and a 
somewhat similiar rose 
garden. Other features 
comprise the rockeries 
and the lily pond, which 
are at their best in the 

spring, when also the 
dogwoods and the vari- 
ous s p r x n g flowering 
shrubs are in bloom, 
although there is a dif- 
ferent type of beauty 
each season of the year. 
The old quarry has 
been made into a wood- 

land garden with a wa- 
terfall that tumbles sixty 
feet to a pool at the base, 
where is a dell of mer- 
tensias. Here also is the 
memorial garden with 
Harriet Frishmuth's 
" The   Roses   of Yes- 
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terday," placed in mem- 
ory of Mrs. Stuart 
Brown, a life-long 
friend of Mrs. Rea. 
The garden had its 
inception twenty- 
eight years ago, 
and has been a con- 
stant growth from wild 

And it is still constantly 
unfolding new features 
under his personal direc- 
tion. Altogether, Farm 
Hill is a splendid illus- 
tration of the develop- 
ment of the home acres 
without outside profes- 

fessional advice 

beginnings, to thi. 
dered beauty of its pres- 
ent state, the whole thing 
being developed by Alex- 
ander Davidson, whose 
vision conceived and 
whose direction has per- 
fected the entire scheme. 
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The Youth Movement 

in Yachting 

by   FOSTER WARE 

Photographs b\ Edwin Le^ict^ 

Jockeying for a start—Larchmont Yacht 
Club boys and girls in the necv Bull's-eyes 

IN THE not insignificant world of 
yachting, the theory that sailing was 
done for as a major American sport 

flourished for quite a few years after the 
war. Anybody could see (said the pes- 
simists) how hopeless the task was. Yacht 
clubs were short of members, and mem- 
bers were short of boats. What with new 
boats costing anywhere from two to three 
times what they cost before the War, 
people would never go back to the water 
to sail. There was the counter attraction 
of the motor car and the motor boat, and 
—well, the veranda of the well-ordered 
yacht club echoed to many gloomy 
predictions. 

Around at the back of the club house, 
where there was a cellar door to slide on 
or a barrel of rainwater to make things 
interesting, the situation seems to have 
been viewed in a somewhat less ominous 
light. At all events the youngsters who a 

few years ago were romping in the sand 
pile and discreetly keeping themselves 
out of sight of the older members have 
shifted the scene of their operations 
around to the front if the premises. If 
you want to find them to-day you will 
have to go off shore in the club launch, 
for these same boys and girls have silenced 
the little group on the club house porch 
by taking up sailing in a grand and glor- 
ious way. Undoubtedly these juniors and 
sub-juniors have become the life of the 
yachting party to-day. 

Their numbers have steadily grown 
since the Youth Movement began—and 
incidentally nobody knows just when to 
date the beginning of it. In the season now 
drawing to a close, Long Island Sound 
has been flecked with more small sails 
than ever before. As many as five hundred 
small sail boats, with small skippers at 
the helm, are estimated to be in commis- 

sion between New York and Bridgeport. 
A small skipper and a small boat make an 
ideal combination. The discovery of this 
almost self-evident fact seems to have 
been the salvation of yachting. Even the 
Old Guard now admit that without the 
Youth Movement yachting could hardly 
have staged the complete come-back 
that it has made. 

Probably the Youth Movement, like 
Topsv, just grew. This despite the fact 
that at several leading yacht clubs ef- 
forts were made a few years ago to 
stimulate among the youngsters interest 
in sailing. It was felt that if yacht racing 
were to survive as a sport, a new genera- 
tion of sailors would have to be raised up. 
Thus at Larchmont and Pequot and 
Seawanhaka and elsewhere, sailing in- 
structors were retained and a supply of 
small catboats and sailing dinghies were 
laid in to entice the youngsters out on the 
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water. Wherever it has been tried, the 
program has worked successfully. Ap- 
parently all that was needed was the 
necessary boats and the opportunity to 
take a hand at the tiller. 

Children learn the rudiments of sailing 
very rapidly. At the Cold Spring Harbor 
Beach Club, on the north shore of Long 
Island, boys and girls of eight years are 
started on a nautical career. This is the 
youngest group that I happen to have 
heard of. In most of the clubs the age 
limit is set at ten. The Cold Spring Har- 
bor neophytes are permitted to race after 
they have had a few weeks' instruction. 
In the early-season racing they may have 
a grown-up in the boat. But by mid- 
season and thereafter it is considered the 
height of bad form for even the youngest 
skipper to resort to this safeguard. Indeed 
the skippers themselves are only too eager 
to dispense with the services of their 
elders. 

By way of precaution the dinghies in 
which these youngsters sail are fitted 
with air-tight tanks, so that if they upset 
—which they can, and sometimes do— 
they will float high. Also each student 
skipper is required to know something 
about swimming and in addition must 
wear a life jacket all the time that he is in 
the boat. The Sound at Cold Spring 
Harbor can become tempestuous in a 
squall. In the junior racing there have 
been mishaps, but no serious accidents. 

At Larchmont and most of the other 
clubs where ten years is the starting 
limit, the children are required to swim 
ioo yards before they may set sail in a 
small boat. On this score there is little 
difficulty. The average boy or girl brought 
up on the waterfront these days looks 
upon a ioo-yard swim as a mere warming- 
up paddle. 

The swimming requirement is a good 
thing, in more ways than one. At a junior 
regatta at Larchmont when more than 
sixty small boats from a dozen or so clubs 
competed, the little fleet found itself 
becalmed in the harbor just before the 
race was scheduled to start. Various 
methods were used by the youthful 
helmsmen to get their ships 
out to the mark on time. 
Among others, one crew of 
two girls solved the problem 
nicely by merely jumping 
overboard, seizing the 
painter in their teeth and 
swimming out with their 
sailboat in tow. 

The current season saw 
the fifth year of the Junior 
Yacht Racing Association of 
Long Island Sound. Now a 
flourishing organization, this 
association is credited with 
having done much to encour- 
age racing among the boy 
and girl skippers of the 
Sound. When it was formed 
in 1924, Roderick McNeil of 
the Pequot Yacht Club, at 
Southport, Conn., put up a 

The   Smith   youngsters   off the 
American Yacht Club at Rye, N. Y., 

handling   their   Wee Scot 

cup for the juniors, and Commodore Scovil 
of the Stamford Yacht Club offered a cup 
for the midget crews. The rules regard 
any skipper under fifteen as a midget, 
and a skipper of fifteen to eighteen years 
of age as a junior. The two cups have been 
fought for annually, seldom residing, in 
the same club house two years running. 

As many as a dozen clubs send junior 
crews to these championship races, and 
the midget series brings out nearly as 
many rivals. This summer the juniors 
settled their dispute in a series of races at 
the American Yacht Club at Rye, N. Y., 
beginning August 13th. The midgets 
fought their championship battle at 
Manhasset Bay in the week beginning 

No. 5 in the Bird class, Miss Patricia Knapp at the tiller. 
Special Ladies Regatta at the Bay side Yacht Club, Long 
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August 27th. In addition there were 
two open regattas for the juniors—one 
at Larchmont on Tuesday, July 24th, 
during the famous Race Week, and one 
at New Rochelle on August 22nd, under 
the auspices of the Huguenot Yacht 
Club. 

Every yacht club boasting a junior 
division has a set of youngsters whose 
chief purpose in life—besides the joy of 
racing among themselves, which is very 
real—is to "make" the crew which 
represents the club in the annual midget 
and junior championship races. This 
honor is held second only to being ac- 
claimed the champion crew on the 
Sound. In five years there has grown up a 
competitive spirit and a friendly rivalry 
among the youngsters of the various clubs 
that should count heavily in favor of the 
sport in the years to come. 

Indeed, matters have reached such a 
stage that some of the Old Guard racing 
skippers who not so long ago were be- 
wailing the apparent falling off in sailing 
talent must now look to their laurels. The 
midgets and the juniors are developing 
some really first-class racing crews. One 
shining example is found in the case of 
Frank Hekma, the seventeen-year-old son 
of Commodore Jacob Hekma of the 
Huguenot Yacht Club. A year ago Frank 
sailed the six-meter sloop Heron in most 
of the regattas on the Sound and acquired 
a disconcerting habit of winning races 
against sailormen old enough to be his 
father. This year he gained the distinc- 
tion of being the youngest American 
yachtsman ever to race in foreign waters 
as a member of the American six-meter 
team which met the British on the Clyde. 
While he had had no hand in sailing the 
Heron in the trial races—he was in board- 
ing school at the time—young Hekma 
was recognized as deserving a place in 
his boat as second in command to the 
veteran, Bill Swan, her guest skipper. 

It may be too soon to appraise the 
Youth Movement in yachting—to de- 
termine how lasting its results will be. But 
one looks in vain for signs that the en- 
thusiasm acquired in the early 'teens will 

wearofFin later years. There 
is a saying that the best 
sailors are caught young. 
Assuredly that is what the 
Youth Movement is doing. It 
is worth noting that the first 
intercollegiate yacht race in 
history was sailed this year 
by crews from Yale, Prince- 
ton, and Harvard. It is fur- 
thermore worth noting that 
two members of the winning 
Princeton crew—Arthur 
Knapp and Rufus Smith— 
learned to sail boats as mid- 
gets and juniors on Long 
Island Sound. Intercollegi- 
ate sailboat racing may be 
a sport of the future. If it 
comes, it may trace its par- 
entage to the Youth Move- 
ment of the past few years. 

"~1 

in the 
Island 
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DOGS FOR 

THE FIELD 

Photographs copyrighted 

i 

Above. One of the French 
foxhounds in Mr. Charles E. 
Mather's Brandywine pack. 
French foxhounds are cele- 
brated for their musical voices 

Above. The English foxhound Ran- 
ter, another member of the Brandy- 
loine pack. With less musical voice, 
the English hound has more stam- 

ina than the French 

Above. Champion Martin's Sapper, 
an engaging little beagle belonging 
to the Follies Kennels,  at West 

Chester, Pa. 

Right. The champion English setter, 
Jersey Prince, owned by the late 

Frank Reily of Medford, N. J. 

Right. The prince of hunting dogs — 
Post Road Jeff II, champion 
pointer owned by Joseph Arm- 
strong. Esq., East Greenwich, R. I. 
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AND   FOR THE 

Above. The Russian wolfhound 
Ramsdon Tolstoi, an aristocratic 
member of the canine Jour hundred 

Left. The schnauzer is the epitome of 
courage  and aggressiveness, and 

also of gentleness with children 

Left. "A pairfit gentil knight" 
aptly describes Cafe de Paris— 
Cassie tor short—the Gaythorn 
Kennels' handsome shepherd dog 
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"AULD REEKIE" 

A   MODERN   "VISION   OF   THE   CELESTIAL   CIT Y" 

An airplane view of Edinburgh by 
Mr. Alfred G. Buckham, exhibited 
by him at the International Invitation 
Salon of the Camera Club, New York 
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Playing the Long Irons 

by  SOL   METZG E K 

I 

^HE eve of the last round of the 
United States Open golf cham- 
pionship at Oakmont a year ago 

found Ted Ray, past master of American 
and British links, attempting to wheedle 
a bet at very long odds on the outcome of 
the morrow. The opponent he centered 
his attention on was Tommy Armour, 
who won next day. Ted figured 
that Armour had been playing 
beyond himseif and would crack, 
and that in the rush to the finish 
he, and not Armour, would score 
fewer strokes for the long 72- 
hole grind. "Take him, no mat- 
ter what odds," came in chorus 
the voices of Jim Barnes, George 
Duncan, and other competitors. 
"Why?" they were asked. "Be- 
cause," they replied, "Tommy is 
certain with his long irons." 

Coming to the home hole next 
day Armour needed a birdie 3 on 
this 457-yarder to tie Cooper, who had al- 
ready finished with a medal of 301 strokes. 
No soft task faced him. We saw him in 
silhouette against the sky line as he swung 
into his drive, and we caught the glint of 
his ball in the sun-filled atmosphere as it 
struck the middle of the fairway and ran 
on down its turf to stop some 275 yards 
from the tee. Already the pressing crowds 
had sensed that a great player was mak- 
ing his greatest bid to golf fame. 

Armour walked to his ball, a drab 
figure in brown. It lay 180 yards from the 
flag that fluttered on the upper plateau 
of the last green. He quietly studied his 
problem of spanning this remaining 
distance in such manner as to leave him- 
self a holeable putt in order to have the 
opportunity to tie Harry Cooper's medal 
and thus force a play-off for the title on 
the morrow. A victory then would mean 
fame and fortune of the highest in a 
golfing sense. 

Tommy chose a No. 3 iron and played 
his ball dead on line and high into space. 
It came down near the rear of the front 
level of the green, leaped forward a 
bounce or two, then stopped ten feet 
short of the fluttering flag. As perfect a 
shot as one sees under pressure. The golf 
world knows the result—the holed putt, 
the victorious play-ofF next day, the re- 
wards that came to Armour. 

BOBBY Cruickshank faced the final hole 
of the 1923 Open championship at In- 

wood also needing a similar birdie 3 on this 
long par 4 affair to tie Bobby Jones, who 
had already finished with the lowest medal. 
The wee Scot belted one almost 300 
yards oflF the tee with his long-shafted 
driver. Then, amid riotous scenes, he laid 
his long iron second dead for the putt. 

Illustrations by the Author 

In next day's play-ofF he was a top- 
heavy favorite against Jones, the latter 
having quailed on the last three holes the 
afternoon previous with the title within 
grasp. A hammer-and-tongs match en- 
sued down to the final hole, with medal 
all even. Here Jones pushed his long drive 
into the rough on the right. Cruickshank 
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pulled his to the left, fell far short with 
his second, and saw his honors and re- 
wards go a-ghmmenng when the youthful 
Atlantan flashed a long iron dead to the 
pin to win his first national title. 

E- NG irons are the thrillers of golf, the 
one shot, more than any other, that 

most frequently kills the opponent's hopes. 
"Show me a golfer who is accurate with 
his long irons," said Harry Vardon, "and 
I'll show you one who is master of this 
game." It is an undisputed fact that the 
golfer who has mastered this shot is a 
finished product. Upon the play of it is 
decided the great battles of the links. 
The modern star is long and straight from 
the tee, unusually deadly with his pitch 
shots, and well above the average on the 
putting greens. So are many other golfers 
not quite so good. The distinguishing line 
between the masters and all others rests 
with the long irons. They make the breaks 
with them, just as did Armour and 
Cruickshank and Jones in the afore- 
mentioned incidents. Proficiency with 
these clubs has given them the lead over 
the pack. 

The greatest upset of recent years was 
the defeat of Bobby Jones by George 
von Elm in the finals of the 1926 Amateur 
championship at Baltusrol. Not a well- 
written report of that hectic battle but 

TOMMY A-RMOUQ PLAY^ Hie IRON 

recorded the proficiency of Von Elm with 
his long irons. In the British Open 
earlier that same season, which Jones won, 
but in which Von Elm finished near the 
top, British critics were of the opinion 
that Von Elm deserved a better fate. 
"He's a pin-splitter with his long irons," 
was the compliment they passed—the 

highest praise that could be be- 
stowed on a golfer. 

SO GOES the game of golf. The 
long irons, ranging from the 

No. 1 down to the No. 4 (sketches 
of which are shown with this 
article, so that those who read 
may clearly understand just what 
is meant by the long irons), are 
the last word, the tell-tale be- 
tween fair and brilliant golf in 
so far as play is concerned. As a 
matter of fact the stars have al- 
most eliminated the wood for play 

through the fairways. Hagen does not pack 
a spoon in his bag, preferring an iron for the 
job. Jones rarely has to use the wood for 
his second. The era of long driving places 
the star so close to home that an iron is 
used for his second. Just recently Francis 
Ouimet told of a match with young 
Phillip Finlay, who is touted as the game's 
longest driver. On one hole, a par 5 
affair, Finlay used a No. 2 iron to reach 
home. 

Yes, the days of the wood through the 
fairways are almost a matter of history 
among crack players. Long irons have 
supplanted the wood. Hence, knowledge 
concerning the play of these clubs, the 
No. 1 to No. 4. inclusive, becomes para- 
mount. Whether the duffer will ever be 
able to discard the brassie and spoon for 
the iron is questionable. But it is dollars 
to doughnuts that if the stars have done 
so he will have his shot at it and keep on 
doing so, even though success fails to 
reward him, for we are all imitative in our 
golf. At that, he will likely improve his 
play, for the accuracy gained with irons 
more than compensates one for the 
distance lost. 

THERE are cardinal principles in play- 
ing the long irons that all must heed. 

In the first place the shot is not like the 
swing with the wood. The drive is a sweep 
through off the tee. When played per- 
fectly the club swings on up and around 
over the left shoulder. The long iron is a 
punch, a direct down hit. When played 
perfectly the club does not swing on up 
and around over the shoulder. It points 
more toward the hole. The head of the 
wood is a heavy mass. The head of the 
iron is not. You cannot depend upon 
bulk and mass to impart length to the 
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ball with the irons. Instead you must hit 
down into the ball and on into the turf. 
The driver sweeps through the ball as 
close to the ground a foot before contact 
as at contact. 

The other physical difference between 
wood and long iron is in length of shaft. 
Gene Sarazen uses a 42-inch driver and 
brassie. But his driving iron (No. 1) is 
39I inches in length, the shaft of his No. 
4,37A-inches in length. That is about the 
average difference between wood and 
iron lengths among the stars. Naturally 
one has to stand closer to the ball to play 
an iron shot than to play a wood shot. 
This makes the matter of playing on line 
far easier, for our eyes are more over the 
ball when we stroke it. 

The third point to have clear before 
seeking improvement in iron play is the 
matter of standing up to the ball. The 
star plays the ball off his left foot when 
driving. Jones places his off his left instep, 
Armour off his left heel. That permits 
them to sweep through the ball. But for 
long iron shots they stand more forward. 
That is, the ball is played off the center 
line of the feet. Jock Hutchison uses that 
spot for the No. 4 iron, but moves back 
about an inch for each increase in loft. 
That is, for a No. 1 or driving iron, 
he plays the ball a few inches nearer 
the line off his left heel than for the No. 4. 
In other words, the more loft to the iron 
the farther forward they stand, and the 
more downward the hit. 

Another point in common among stars 
is that they take their stances with feet 
much closer together for iron shots than 
for wood. The reason is clear when we 
come to analyze it. The wood is a sweep. 
One must be braced for it. The long iron 
is a hit down. The pivot is very much 
restricted in comparison with the pivot for 
the wood. The stance for the long iron is a 
more natural one. In addition, the stance 
for the long iron is somewhat open, the 
left foot being from two to four inches 
back of the right. 

NOW we come to the matter of the 
swing for the iron. As it is not a 

sweep, like the drive, and as the idea is to 
go down into the ball and then take turf by 
skimming the grass, rather than by cut- 
ting a divot, the wrists have to be firm. 
They cannot be let to roll or pronate, as in 
driving, else the club will be turned when 
making contact with turf. This also 
brings to mind the fact that the long iron 
swing is more abbreviated than is the 

swing for the wood. At the top of a swing 
for the wood the club is parallel with the 
ground. For a mashie. as demonstrated 
in a previous article on pitch shots, the 
club is vertical at the top. For the iron 
the shaft should be half way between the 
horizontal position it occupies at the top 
for the wood and the vertical position it 
occupies at the top for the pitch. 

Hitting the ball on the down arc of the 
swing usually confuses the struggling 
golfer. In order to visualize this point it 
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would be well for him to place a ball on a 
table and have some one hold the face of 
an iron against it in the position it would 
occupy at contact, the shaft tilted slightly 
forward at its top. Due to its loft you will 
note that the face of the club at the bot- 
tom is further forward than the rear arc 
of the ball. In short, the loft of this face 
permits it to fit under the ball, even 
though you are striking it on the down- 
swing. That is why you get your elevation, 
even though hitting down. And this cut- 
under effect at contact imparts the under- 
spin that causes the ball to stop near 
where it falls—the main reason, by the 
way, for using the long iron. The star can 
and does put stop to such a shot. It 
does not strike and roll and roll, as does 
the duffer's iron, until the roll carries it 
into trouble. The long iron is used to 
play shots to a green from 130 to 190 yards 
away in a manner that will make the ball 
stop on that green. 

By keeping the arms well in toward the 
body and taking an open stance well over 
the ball with feet closer together than for 
the wood, you are in position to play the 
iron shot. Your wrists are not stiff, but 
they are firm. You take your club back 
with the left in control and use a more 
upright swing than for the wood, in that 
way picking the club head up from the 
turf more quickly than when you take it 
straight back along the turf for the wood. 
Your right elbow fits snugly against your 
right side and your left arm is straight. 

COUNTRY LIFE 

Go back slowly. But do not go back too 
far. 

Start the club down slowly. Do not try 
to hit from the top. Hold your fire until 
half way down. Then punch down w ith a 
straight left. Bobby Jones has said that 
when he is playing a fine long iron game he 
feels that his left is in control. As vou 
come into the ball force the club head on 
out toward the flag and make it go out in 
that direction. That will give you ac- 
curacy and eventually produce the pin- 
splitter that holds its line. 

At the finish you will find that the 
right hand is underneath the leather, 
the left on top. You are facing the flag, 
but your club is not up around your 
shoulder. It is a firm, crisp hit. If the 
right gets in you will invariably hook, 
a too common fault with the iron. 

ABOUT pivoting. Too much is made of it 
Ix. for the average golfer. At stance for 
an iron keep the weight on the left. As you 
go back keep the head still, eyes riveted on 
the ball. Your body will turn a bit. 
Merely see to it that it does not sway. 
Make the pivot of the body restrain itself 
to the space your body occupies at stance. 
And let the left arm take care of the 
unwinding of the body. Think that you 
are going to drive the face into the ball 
and on out straight toward the pin. Keep 
that idea dominating the mind. Your 
mind will then dominate the muscles of 
your body and arms and that combination 
will result in successfully executing the 
shot. 

The average golfer tries to think of too 
many things during his swing. Get grip, 
stance, direction line, and distance agreed 
upon before moving the club. Then take 
it back slowrly and concentrate only on 
hitting the ball out on line the proper 
distance to the utter exclusion of all else. 

If you do not follow such a plan your 
shot will be wasted. Marvelous as is the 
human brain, no one has jet possessed 
one capable of concentrating on even two 
points of a golf stroke at the same time. 
So. rid your mind of all detail before 
starting the stroke. Then pift it to the task 
of hitting the ball as it should be hit. It is 
boss of your muscles, your pivot, your 
swing, and everything else. Without a 
head nothing is done well in this world, 
even golf. So, use the brain to play the 
long iron correctly and it will come with 
practice, but only after you have analyzed 
what you have to do to gain the desired 
result. 
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rHOTOfJRAPH  RY M.  E. HEWITT BEATTY &  BEATTY.  LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTS 
Evergreens in tubs accenting the corners of the square pool, with 
cedars forming a background for the fountain beyond, give year 
'round interest to this delightful formal garden composition 

Why Not Plant More Evergreens? 

by OLIVE HYDE FOSTER 

IF YOU have tried recently to buy small 
evergreens you probably have been 
surprised at both the cost and the 

scarcity of the sizes used for the now 
popular foundation planting. The steadily 
increasing demand has been so great for 
the past five to eight years that nursery 
stocks everywhere have been depleted 
—so much so in fact that in many cases 
larger sizes have even been offered in sub- 
stitution at about the same price, to se- 
cure an order! And I know of several 
growers who have positively refused to 
sell any more of the little trees, for the 
reason that they would very soon have no 
material to grow up for the replacing of 
their featured full-sized trees. 

Care must be exercised in selection for 
foundation planting, as otherwise the 
varieties planted may quickly grow so 
high as to hide the windows and shut off 
the air as well as the view. The dwarf 
evergreens are the real solution of this 
problem, for they can be counted on to 
keep within a definite height. 

The dwarf Alberta spruce is compact, 
cone shaped, with dense foliage, and slow 
growing. The dwarf mugho pine has a 
charm of its own, and is unique in tint and 
shape, reminding one of a pin cushion. 

The dwarf retinospora, in several varie- 
ties, I consider one of the beauties of this 
family, and especially adapted  to the 

front of the foundation work as well as 
being almost indispensable for a rock 
garden. It can be bought only eight inches 
high. The dwarf arborvitae also is availa- 
ble in several forms: one is listed as the 
Globe, a lovely little green ball; and one 
known as the Little Gem, extra small, 
and broader than high, is available only 
fifteen inches tall. The dwarf Japanese 
yew (Taxus cuspidata) is the jewel of the 
whole lot in my estimation, as it is un- 
usual, has a pleasing form, keeps a fresh 
color all year, besides having innumerable 
red fruits in autumn. 

The prostrate juniper (Juniperus squa- 
mata), with its thick branches spreading 
out like arms and legs along the ground, 
makes a good facing down at the end of a 
line of shrubbery where not used as an 
individual specimen. 

All the evergreens mentioned can be 
had in standard sizes also, and many 
more varieties, often in different color, 
as the retinospora, with golden foliage. 
The hemlocks with their soft waving 
branches can be had in small sizes, but 
rapidly grow to be the tall graceful trees 
we all admire. The Japanese variety has 
proved of a more shrubby type, and gen- 
erally has several trunks. 

Foundation planting must be closely 
watched, as when the trees grow to the 
point of being crowded they turn brown. 

A few should be thinned out and set else- 
where, before they all suffer from insuffi- 
cient light and air. 

For specimen trees, even as small as 
four feet, comes the lovely as well as 
hardy white fir, a rapid grower, choice and 
rare. Cryptomeria (Japanese cedar) is 
another highly desirable, of loose, fantas- 
tic growth. The Chinese white leaf juniper 
is both hardy and unique, pyramidal in 
form, and of a silvery green. The Pfitzer 
juniper is so hardy as to be especially 
desirable in cold as well dry situations. 

The tail red cedars are valuable 
for boundaries and screens and are 
often based with evergreens of lower 
growth. Being subject to the red spider, 
they should be frequently sprayed with a 
hose to wash off the insects. In this coun- 
try cedars are largely used to obtain the 
decorative effects of the Italian cypress. 

Among the ornamental pines the Nor- 
way, or red, pine is especially hardy, 
of vigorous growth, and quite popular. 
The Scotch pine has something of the 
bluish green in its color. The Japanese 
black pine will grow to more than a hun- 
dred feet, and with its well-formed head is 
quite imposing. 

The blue spruce has been the subject 
of much debate, some landscape archi- 
tects objecting to the color; but it con- 
tinues a favorite with many, and the 
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Colorado blue spruce has atrracted con- 
siderable attention. Single specimen trees 
are costly and beautiful, so imagine the 
effect of a planation of at least fifty, such 
as line both sides of the approach to the 
country home of the well-known actress, 
Billie Burke (Mrs. Florenz Ziegfeld) near 
Yonkers. There they show up in their full 
glory and win universal admiration. 

The broad-leaved evergreens are indis- 
pensable on any home grounds, large or 
small. They fit in well with mixed plant- 
ings of tall evergreens, deciduous trees, 
and the flowering shrubs, such as I can 
see in one place from my own window and 
which has proved highly satisfactory: a 
couple of Oriental planes, a couple of fine 
poplars, and several choice maples blend 
most artistically with the smaller ever- 
green trees, while the flowering shrubs 
add color during the summer, and the 
broad-leaved evergreens give a delightful 
green through the snow. 

The native rhododendron (R. cataw- 
biense) hybrids come in many named 
varieties and are hardy and free blooming, 
with large clusters of flowers in delicate 
pink, white, rose, lavender, and crimson. 
While this particular class like the open 
situations where they get sunlight, the 
Maximum varieties prefer a shady situa- 
tion. Both should be protected from strong 
winds and winter cold by setting, where 
possible, near the shelter of the tall ever- 
greens. Always plant in groups and in the 
same acid soil as they are found in their 
natural habitat. Peat moss has become 
quite popular for protecting the roots and 
(as it decays) adding to this slightly acid 
soil condition. Also it aids in keeping 
out the frost as well as keeping in the 
moisture. 

Hardy evergreen azaleas are indispensa- 
ble in this kind of planting and were orig- 
inally introduced from China and Japan. 
They require the same treatment as the 
rhododendrons, with which they are 
usually planted, as they bring their masses 
of bloom down to the very ground. Thev 
come in many lovely shades from white 

through soft lavenders, pinks, and apricot 
shades to the deep rose red. 

Mountain laurel belongs in this group 
and with its faint pink and white blooms 
and lovely dark foliage should be used 
wherever possible. Andromeda (in the 
two well-known varieties, leucothoe and 
pieris)   has   long   narrow   leaves with 
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In this country cedars are used to 
obtain the decorative effects of the 

Italian cypress 

racemes of pendent bells suggestive of 
lilies of-the-valley that form during the 
winter and bloom in earliest spring. 

The lovely holly, which usually we 
think of only at Christmas time, is a 
native American tree. It is perfectly 
hardy and grows all along our Atlantic 
coast well up into New England if placed 
where it will be sheltered from winter 
winds. The Japanese holly has similar 
leaves and can be grown like boxwood. 

The cotoneasters, introduced from the 
Orient and first offered by nurserymen, 
as I remember it, about twenty years ago, 
are now available in about twenty varieties 

Massed evergreen planting about a pool 
that multiplies its loveliness incalcula- 
bly. In the garden of J. If . Harriman, 

Esq., Brookville, Long Island 
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and are among the most valuable as well 
as ornamental of the evergreen shrubs, 
in some kinds growing to small trees. 
Among the dwarfs the divaricata or 
spreading cotoneasters, with pink flowers 
in June and red fruit in September, will 
attain six feet. The horizontalis or rock 
cotoneaster is a curious trailing dwarf, fine 
for rockeries, carrying red berries in sum- 
mer and winter. Cotoneaster acutifolia, 
or Peking cotoneaster. grows to twelve 
feet, with flowers in May and June and 
purplish   black   berries   in September. 

Boxwood, to go to the other extreme, is 
one of the real aristocrats of America; 
even large quantities of the stock planted 
by Washington is still thriving in all its 
old-time glory. The rich dark green color of 
box, by the way, is said to be best main- 
tained by keeping it from drought and 
occasionally nourishing with bonemeal. 
The true dwarf plants, only a few inches 
high are highly esteemed for borderings, 
while the tree box can be found in either 
the bush or the pyramidal form. 

Charming ground covers are really a 
necessity in some places, especially where 
there is dense shade, and for this use 
probably the finest plant available is the 
Japanese spurge (pachysandra). It grows 
six or eight inches high, has fine shining 
green leaves, and even produces white 
flowers in early spring. 

English ivy I have seen growing under 
wide-spreading deciduous trees where not 
a blade of grass could be coaxed to thrive, 
and creeping in every direction till it 
formed a veritable mat. 

Daphne cneorum, the garland flower, 
is one of the most delightful little ever- 
green shrubs, especially good in its pros- 
trate form, on a bank or in a rock garden. 
It bears clusters of delicately scented 
pink flowers in May and again in August. 

With such a wealth of unusual material 
to be had simply by appealing to the 
better growers (who are earnestly striving 
to put out only the finest), it depends 
on home owners themselves to make 
their grounds lovely the year through. 

< 

PHOTOGRAPH  BY H. G. HEAl.Y OLMSTED BROS., LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTS 
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II I H I   OF MK! LOR & Miles,  uu HI I hi TS 

Looking at this scene it would not 
be difficult to imagine it the court- 
yard of some Italian inn, and to 
picture yourself dining here al 
fresco to the accompaniment of Fal- 

ernian wines. In reality, however, 
it is a glimpse of the courtyard 
in the residence of Mr. Arthur 
Nezvbold at Laverock, Pa. Mellor, 
Meigs y Howe were the architects 

A  BIT OF  ITALY  IN PENNSYLVANIA 
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The homelike quality of the Grosse Pointe Club—cne 
of its outstanding features—is particularly emphasized 
in the private dining room (above), with its scenic 
wallpaper and old ivory woodwork, copied from ex- 
amples in the Metropolitan Museum. The lighting 
fixtures, Sheraton sideboard, wine coolers, and tea 
service, are all authentic antiques; and a table service 
of Waterford glass and individual patterns oj English 
ware for each course are contributing personal touches 

not usually to be found outside the home 

THE GROSSE POINTE 

CLUB 

Upper left. The living 
room walls and woodwork 
are a gray blue (modeled 
after the Virginia Room 
in the Metropolitan Mu- 
seum), combining delight- 
fully with the mulberry 
of the rug, the pale yellow 
of the striped silk hangings 
and the yellow chintz 
flowered in mulberry, blue, 
etc. The furnishings are 
for the most part genuine 
antiques. At lower left is 
the sun room, true to 
name even on cloudy 
days, with its pale salmon 
walls and soft tan rug 

Grosse Pointe, Mich. 

ROBERT   O. DERRICK 

A rchitect 

MRS.   EDWIN   HEWITT BROWN 

Decorc.tor 

PHOTOGRAPHS  BY THOMAS ELLISON 
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Below. The restful color scheme in 
the little dressing room is the same 
as that of the sitting room, which it 
adjoins—woodwork painted a soft 
gray-green, with curtains of lavender 

Above, The men's lounge strikes 
a distinctly masculine note of solid 
comfort without furbelows, with its 
easy chairs, pine-paneled walls, and 

pewter lighting fixtures 

Below. In the main aining room, the 
color scheme is the same as in the 
living room. The luncheon room, at 
the far end, has old ivory trim, with 
pale yellow walls and chintz hangings 
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1* 

Above, Miss Helen Wills returning a high bounding ball. 
Although the ball had almost passed her and she was caught 
in a very difficult position, she has succeeded in following 

through in perfect form 

Left. Bill Tilden following through 
on one of his famous fore-hand 

drives 

Left. Tawara, the Jap- 
anese player, uses one 
side of his racket for 
both fore-hand and 
back-hand strokes. 
Note the entirely differ- 
ent grip from that of 

other players 

kt. Mrs. Kitty 
McKane Godfree of 
England following 
through on a low ball 

Right. J. C. Parke, noted player, 
on the side of England in numerous 

Davis Cup contests 

Miss Eleanor Goss, whose style of 
play is considered by experts to be 

almost perfect 

Miss Joan Fry, member of Eng- 
land's Wightman Cup team, and a 

player of note 

Miss Betty Nuthall, of England, 
uses short crossed drives close to the 

net with telling effect 
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Following Through at Tennis 
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by G EO KG E AG UTT E R 

IN MY opinion a good follow through 
is one of the most important funda- 
mentals to learn when you are prac- 

tising driving, hut a follow through to 
the majority of tennis players is some- 
thing mysterious. If you do not agree with 
me, ask three or four of your tennis-play- 
ing friends how they would follow through. 
I am almost certain that not two of them 
will swing alike. 

When studying photographs of tennis 
players, the average player does not seem 
to realize that there is more than one way 
to play a fore-hand stroke. He knows per- 
haps that there is such a thing as a slice, 
a lifting stroke, and an undercut, but 
when he is looking at a photograph the 
stroke uppermost in his mind is a drive. 

One kind of lifting stroke can be played 
when standing with the feet almost facing 
the net. A horizontal slice can also be 
played from the same position. It is possi- 
ble also to drive from the same position, 
but the average number of good strokes 
will be much lower than when the feet 
are in a correct position for driving, which 
would be parallel to the intended line of 
flight of the ball. 

When you are watching well-known 
tennis players in action you will not 
actually see them follow through and stop 
the racket as shown here. In fact, if an- 
other photograph were taken a little later, 
the racket would be shown traveling in 
front and across the body. This is only 
spent force; the ball is already on its way 
and has been directed by the follow 
through. The majority of players under- 
stand this swing across the body to be the 
follow through. 

When you are driving fore-hand or 
back-hand strokes, or playing any kind 
of stroke where you need speed, the follow 
through means that part of the stroke 
where the center of the racket follows the 
intended line of flight of the ball. 

Beginners always have speed upper- 
most in their minds. They think that they 
must hit every ball hard and do a great 
deal of running around to show how ener- 
getic they can be. It takes them some time 
to wake up to the fact that an expert 
tries to run as little as possible, but en- 
deavors to make his opponent do that 
part of the work. 

In order to do this it is necessary, as a 
rule, to practise stroking the ball until 
you acquire a certain amount of control. 
The average player soon gets into a habit of 
lifting the ball and thinking he is driving. 

Suppose, for instance, we forget tennis 
for a little while and walk out to a field 
where there are no nets to think about. 
Now let us start a little driving competi- 
tion. If you have been using a so-called 
lifting drive you will immediately dis- 
cover that if you expect to win the com- 
petition you must not swing your racket 

up over head. You will have to swing 
through in the direction you wish to send 
the ball. You will not get distance in your 
stroke if you swing upward. 

It is not a question of whether you can 
make the ball drop quickly, but of how 
far you can swing the racket forward— 
how you can follow through and get racket 
and body weight coming well into the 
stroke to get the utmost distance. 

As soon as you re- 
move the net and the 
lines the whole aspect 
of the stroke changes. 
1 he net, to the average 
player, is a mental haz- 
ard of six or eight feet 
instead of three. 

Suppose you have 
learned to swing your 
racket toward the ball 
correctly, but you are 
uncertain as to where 
it will be at the finish 
of the stroke. Play a 
few balls over the net 
and try to notice where 
you finish your swing. 
This will not be easy at 
first as you will have 
to watch the ball, but 
with a little practice 
you will soon be able to 
judge where your racket 
is after you have swung 
it forward. Do not hit too hard, so that 
you will have time to watch where the 
racket is at the end of the stroke. 

The fault of hitting upward usually 
starts from a poor grip on the racket. If 
it is held so that it faces the ground during 
the swing forward, the player instinctively 
realizes that if he expects to send the ball 
over the net it must be lifted over. 

Imagine trying to play games like 
squash, handball, or driving at golf with- 
out hitting through. It would be almost 
impossible to get power into your strokes. 
In games like racquets and squash, side- 

FOTTJCRAMS 
Miss Kea Bouman, the famous 
Dutch woman player, at the 

finish of a lifting stroke 

T. R. Pell, one of the best ex- 
ponents of the back-hand stroke 

spin and undercut strokes are used ex- 
tensively. There is no problem, however, 
of imparting spin to the ball to make 
it swoop down on the opposite side of the 
net. I cannot imagine anyone using a 
lifting stroke in squash or racquets. 

There are several reasons why tennis 
players think that the lifting stroke is ad- 
vantageous. First, that it helps them to 
lift the ball high enough to avoid the net; 

second, that it helps to 
put sufficient spin on 
the ball to make it drop 
quickly into the oppo- 
site side; third, that the 
extra spin on the ball 
will make it more diffi- 
cult for the receiver to 
return it. The player 
overlooks the fact that 
in applying so much 
spin to the ball he must 
cut up through the in- 
tended line of flight, 
thereby often causing 
him to strike the ball a 
glancing blow on the 
frame of the racket. 

When I am playing 
against an opponent I 
want to beat I think 
more about following 
through than any other 
part of the stroke, for the 
reason that it helps to 

control the direction of the ball, to get 
power into the stroke, and to control the 
drop on the ball. It also saves a great 
deal of strength and enables you to play 
your strokes in better form. 

In the illustrations some of the players 
have turned the racket face well over 
toward the ground to keep the ball down. 
If the racket is turned too fast and the 
follow through is short the ball will hit 
the net. The racket must be swung well 
through and turned smoothly. Some of 
the players have not turned the racket 
face very much, evidently because they 
have not hit the ball hard. 

In playing the back-hand stroke there 
is always some diversity- of opinion as to 
whether the thumb should be used at 
the back of the handle of the racket. 

All the best women players use the 
thumb extended when playing the back- 
hand stroke. It is quite obvious that the 
players shown here all extend the thumb 
for the back-hand. Tilden, Johnston, 
and Richards do not use the thumb, but 
all the French players, amateurs and pro- 
fessionals, use it. 

I would advise beginners to use the 
thumb at the back of the racket until they 
have played for some time. Then if they 
think their touch on the racket good 
enough, experiment a little without it to 
find out which grip is easier to control. 
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THE 

COUNTRY  LIFE HOUSE 

PROGRESSES 

Preliminary A nnouncement 

S WILL be seen by the accompany- 
ing photographs, ground has 
been broken and work started 

on COUNTRY LIFE'S second adventure in 
home building. The work has not pro- 
gressed far enough as yet for us to give 
our readers a complete presentation of 
the house, but by next month we shall 
be able to give definite details, with 
sketches and plans of the house as well 
as photographs of the site. 

The house is being erected near Green- 
wich, Conn., in a beautifully wooded sec- 
tion known as Khakum Wood—a part of 
the famous old Phelps-Stokes estate. It is 
an adaptation of the American Colonial, 
developed in stone, and designed by the 
well-known architect, Mr. Julius Gregory. 

As with its predecessor, the house is 
to be built of the finest materials obtain- 
able, and equipped with all the latest 
modern appliances. 

To the uninitiated, 
these pictures of the 
latest COUNTRY LIFE 
house in embryo may 
be unimpressive, but 
to the intending home 
builder they are full of 
promise, Jor the house 
of which they show 
only a small portion 
of the framework will, 
like its predecessor, be 
an example worthy of 
emulation, as it will 
represent the best in 
planning, construc- 
tion, and furnishings 
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A      CLASSIC      THEME       IN      A      MODERN DAMASK 

IN this new damask that classic 
theme playing through fabric 

design since the XV century—"a 
vase of flowers"—is revitalized . . . 
transformed by the simplicity and 
suave beauty which distinguish the 
best of contemporary art. 

Patrician flowers rise on high 
arched stems above a vase of purest 
grace! Attenuated leaves trail lightly 
down a shimmering satin back- 
ground! A rich stripe adds dignity. 

The subtle blending of old and 

new makes this damask unusually 
versatile — appropriate to wholly 
modern ensembles or to rooms of 
traditional styles. 

In handblocked and printed linens 
and chintzes, in damasks, brocades, 
brocatelles, satins, taffetas and tapes- 
tries, Schumacher presents authentic 
reproductions and adaptations from 
the past as well as creations by the 
most advanced artists. Fabrics for 
every decorative purpose are in- 
cluded in the Schumacher collect ions. 

These fabrics may be seen by ar- 
rangement with your decorator, up- 
holsterer, or the decorating service 
of your department store. Samples 
especially selected to fit your par- 
ticular requirements can be promptly 
secured by them. 

ANEW BOOKLET, "Fabrics— 
the Key to Successful Decora- 

tion," giving, briefly, the history of 
fabrics and their importance in 
decorative use will be sent to you. 

without charge, upon request. This 
booklet will help you in your con- 
sultation with your decorator. It 
describes and illustrates the fabrics 
each style of decoration demands. 

F. Schumacher & Co., Dept. C-9, 
(Id West 40th St., New York, Im- 
porters, Manufacturers and Distrib- 
utors to the trade only of Decorative 
Drapery and Upholstery Fabrics. 
Offices also in Boston, Chicago, 
Philadelphia, Los Angeles, San Fran- 
cisco, Grand Rapids, Detroit. 
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KATHARINE WILLIS 

/^\N i little hill rucked away among 
(      ) tnesriE virgin forests of New York 

* CITY, at Riverdale, watching the 
gen: 7 waters of the Hudson as tbey slip 
by on their joumfT to tie sea. stands The 
Museum of Folk and Peasant Arts. From 
tie mam high * ay. a sborr distance awav. 
ysz follow a winding pari, that threads its 
w^y among bordering Sowers and shrubs, 
ever rising as it goes, and then, quite 
unexpectedly, you come upon it- 

Tie Museum, a fine building of digni- 
fied proportions, occupying this pleasant 
site, haf r-rrn iuilt by Mrs, Elie Nadelman 
-'-    : rf*.:t it Riverdale-on-Hudson as a 
repository for her collection of most in- 
: t resting as well as rare antiques of various 
kinds. 

The coBec-aon of early New York pot- 
tery which Mrs. Nadelman has assembled 
and place:. :<r. display m her Museum 
includes rare specimens of tie handiwork 
of the eariesr of tie Dutch porters of 
New .Amsterdam of which we have record, 
and. coming down through tie Colonial 
and post-Colonial periods, so outstanding 

and notable is this collection that it may 
be easily conceded to be one of tie finest 
ever assembled. 

By " early New York " potteiy we really 
mean the pottery made by tie early 
Dutch potters when New York City was 
known as New .Amsterdam—the name 
given to it by tie early Dutch traders, 
who were, as is well known, the first white 
men to settle on that important open 
space or point of land extending out into 
New "\ ork Bay. and on the island known 
as Manhattan. 

To learn all there is to know of early 
New "1 ork pottery it will be necessary to 
go back more than 2;o years, to the 
time when there were but a few scattering, 
rudely built houses in New ^ ork. some 
of wood, some of stone, and some of tiny 
brick brought from Holland; houses with 
steep sloping roofs and a fascinating step- 
like finish to tie gable ends, standing close 
by tie present lowest section of New York 
which was then called "Tie Plaine." 
The Plaine became known as Bowling 
Green in 1733. 

But if there were any potteries estab- 
lished m those early times, tie keeper of 
the records failed to make record of it. 

John Spargo. in his very excellent 
book ".American Potten," and China," 
tells us that in tie list of burghers of 
10; 7 of New .Amsterdam, there is recorded 
one Dirck Clasen. as 44 pot baker." But 
where his potteiy was located or what 
he made we shall never know. In 1735, 
the records tell us that one John Remmey 

1 also Johannes Remy 1 had established a 
flourishing potteiy- on what was then 
called "Potters Hill" on the Fresh Water 
Pond, also known as Collect Pond. 

IT was on Pot Bakers Hill on tie beauti- 
ful little Collect Pond, now part of Broad- 
way's pulsing business life, that John 
Remmey had his potten" in 1735. and no 
doubt did a thriving business with the 
Dutch housewives, who must have been 
glad to have his fine old stoneware crocks 
and other household utensils. Stoneware, 
by tie way. is the name given to pottery 
having a compact texture and a vitreous 

\Contir.urc tm vufr 771 



THE CHIEF ATTRIBUTES OF 
A SUCCESSFUL INTERIOR 

New York Galleries. Inc., Decorators 

ONE of the most important requisites 

of any decorative scheme, for 
either a town apartment or country 

house, is visualized in the interiors 
illustrating this and the three pages 
following — a definite affinity in scale 
as well as in character between the 
appointments and the background. 

Q[ The NEW YORK GALLERIES renders 

a service embracing every phase of the 
decoration and appointments for any 

type of interior . . . coordinating in 

perfect balance and harmony the entire 
background, ceiling and floor with the 

fascinating details of just the right 
lighting and all the intriguing incidentals 
so essential to a well-considered scheme. 

Q The exhibits here include an important 

collection of antiques as well as pieces 
designed for special requirements and 
fabricated from ancient woods and other 

sympathetic materials.    ^    ^ ^ 

6 1928, N. Y.G. 



50 modern eyes the architecture and 
decoration of Renaissance Spain 

open a vista of exotic charm, rife with 
the romance of a country permeated with 
the medieval influence of its earlier 
Moorish conquerors. <<&> <<&> 

Q In both the architecture and furniture 
of that time the austere spirit of Spain 
dominated the form, creating a native 

feeling of sturdy simplicity which needed 
but the Moorish touch of Orientalism 
to impart the color and vivacity so 
essential to the decorative ideals of our 

sophisticated age.   *fc> 'Q? ^ 

Q The living-room pictured here reflects 
the fidelity to historic traditions with 
which this organization completes an 
interior in each decorative detail. 

DM M GaltoW 
INCORPORATED Vy_^ 

Madison Avenue, 48th and 49th Streets 

CABINETMAKER? DECORATORS ANTIQUARIANS 
ARCHITECTURAL REMODELING 

O 1928, N. Y.C 



AN INTERIOR IN THE MANNER OF 
THE ITALIAN RENAISSANCE 

New York Galleries, Inc.. Decorators 

IMMORTALIZED by the beauty of its 

treasures, the Italian Renaissance 
remains in retrospect one of the most 

brilliant epochs in the history of the arts. 

Q Unfettered by the ecclesiastical influ- 

ence of earlier times, genius flowered in 

that new-born freedom of creative spirit 

and seemed to touch artist and artisan 

alike...for even the humblest craftsman 

wrought the simpler forms with 
exceeding skill, that they might fittingly 
accompany the great works of his masters. 

Q Centuries have passed, yet that same 
spirit of unity between artist and artisan 

exists today—indeed, may be visualized 
in the furniture and related objects 

composed at these Galleries in a series 
of decorative ensembles. ^    ^ ^ 

Madison Avenue, 48 th and 49th. Street? 

CABINETMAKERS' DECORATORS ANTIQUARIANS 
ARCHITECTURAL REMODELING 

O 1928, N. Y. G. 
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AN ENGLISH XVIII CENTURY 
MORNING ROOM 

New York Galleries. Inc. Decorators 

BROM the beginning of the XVIII 

Century English architecture and 

furniture assumed greater refinement of 

both form and decorative detail, this 

tendency reaching a climax with the 

revival of the classic spirit by the 

Brothers Adam.    ^    ^? *fc> 

Q The simplicity of the architectural 

plan provided a perfect background for 

the graceful tables, chairs and countless 

other pieces improvised by such 

ingenious cabinetmakers as Chippendale. 

Hepplewhite and Sheraton to meet the 

demands of their fastidious clienteles. 

Q In no small measure does the 

reputation for beautiful furniture enjoyed 

by this establishment rest upon the 

exquisite cabinetry produced in its shops 

by the identical methods employed by 

the celebrated craftsmen of olden davs. 

M M Gate 
1H CO R.F O RATED 

Madison Avenue. 4$th and 49th Streets 

CABINETMAKERS DECORATOR? AH TI QUA RI AN ff 
ARCHITECTURAL REMODELING O J928.N Y.G 
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(Continued from page 7^) 

Above. By "C. Crolius, Manufac- 
turer"—a jug of unusual shape 

Below. Jug by the 
first Crolius, "C. 
Crolius, Manhat- 
tan ffells, New 

York " 

mm 

New York pottery 
by D. Morgan, evi- 
dently of early date 
and worthy of a 
place among the 

elect 

or glass-like hard- 
ness, as compared 
with the softer and 
more porous earthenware. The 
stoneware is usually of a gray 
or tan color, and further pro- 
tected by a glaze given it by a 
preparation of lead in firing, 
and sometimes by a salt glaze, 
formed by throwing salt into 
the kiln in the process of firing. 

And what is of great interest 
respecting this early pottery is 
that specimens of the handiwork 
of John Remmey have survived 
the vicissitudes of time and 
service, and of them Mrs. 
Nadelman has several. 

A fine old J. Remmey jug is 
shown—an old stoneware jug, 
small of base and with a bulging 
body tapering to a small neck, 
which had the good fortune to 
fall into careful hands, and after 
many years of service has come 
down to the present time un- 
scathed. Both of these much 
prized pieces are graceful in 
shape, grayish tan and gray in 
color, and typical specimens of 
the earliest marked New York 
pottery. 

The first John Remmey died 
in 1762 and was succeeded by 
his son, John Remmey, II, who 
carried on the pottery business 
as his father had done. 

But Johannes Remy did not 
have things all his own way in 
making the pottery on Potters 
Hill on the Collect Pond. At 
about the same time—practi- 
cally contemporary with the 
first Remmey—Messrs. William 
and Peter Crolius established 
the  Crolius   Pottery. Indeed, 

The mark " C. Cro- 
lius, Manufacturer, 
New York" places 
this piece as the 
work of the younger 

Crolius 

some historians 
have claimed that 

there was a partnership existing 
between the two firms of 
Remmey and Crolius, but pains- 
taking investigation has dis- 
closed no reliable foundation 
for this claim. 

The Crolius potterieswere un- 
doubtedly the most important 
and extensive producers of 
early household pottery of 
Colonial times. That is why a 
Crolius crock or jug may be 
picked up in practically any 
part of the country. Indeed, 
it is said that it was their 
boast that for one hundred years 
you could not sail to any port 
in the world without finding 
there some stoneware mug or 
jug or other piece bearing the 
Crolius stamp. But I venture 
to say that they little dreamed 
of the prices that Crolius pottery 
would be bringing to-day. 

The product of the Crolius 
potteries was a coarse stone- 
ware, highly glazed, gray, tan, 
or brown in color, with splashy 
decorations of cobalt blue. 
Oftentimes the decorations were 
outlined with incised lines, as 
on several of the pieces shown. 

Their pottery was made for 
strictly utilitarian purposes, and 
the pantry shelves of these 
early homes were filled with 
circular jars or bulging crocks 
of preserves, potted meats, lard, 
mincemeat, and other delec- 
tables without which no Dutch 
vrouw would have considered 
herself a provident housewife. 

1 he first Crolius to make pot- 

t Slickley Living Room 

faithful ^Reproductions of 

&du Jlmerican CMcwter* 

V 

Write I,. Sc J. G. Stickler, Inc.. Fayette-Me, N. Y.. for your copy of the Stickley Booklet "C" and list of nearest dealers. 

WE are building today from the 
models created by the early 

settlers. Primitive though they were, 
they designed and built better than 
they knew — for their work will 
endure for all time. 

Years of study have been devoted 
to the selecting and collecting of rare 
old pieces of Early American. Many 
of these we have copied and repro- 
duced exactly — in the same woods 
and the same effect, even to the 

identical soft, mellow tones 
and velvety finish. There 
ar e over 300 Stickley pieces. 

The work is personally su- 
pervised by Leopold Stickley. 
All genuine Stickley furniture 
bears our name, a guarantee 
of quality and authenticity 
On display at leading dealers 

Tourists welcome at fac- 
tory showrooms, 5 miles 
eas1 of Syracuse on main 
highway—Route 5. 

Sariy Jim erican 
^BUILT BY 

STICKLEY 
OF   FA.YE TTEVILLE 
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tery was William Crolius, on record in 
1735 but possibly in operation before. 
None of the pieces shown are stamped with 
his name. John Crolius, son of William 
Crolius, followed in his father's footsteps 
(which might be said of practically all 
male Crolius descendants) and carried on 
the business founded by his father. John 
Crolius in time married Mary Clarkson, 
daughter of W. Clarkson, of London. 
Nine daughters and sons were born to 
them, among them the famous Clarkson 
Crolius (born October 5, 1773; died 
October, 1843), one of the most promi- 
nent of the Crolius family. Indeed, the 
Crolius family, from the first William 
Crolius, were men of importance in their 
day, active in political and municipal 
affairs, and no doubt pillars of the church 
—people of standing in the community. 
Clarkson Crolius was not only a potter, 
but a power in the administration of the 
City's affairs. As Grand Sachem of the 
Tammany Society he laid the cornerstone 
of Tammany Hall, May 13, 1821, and also 
assisted at the laving of the cornerstone 
of the "New City Hall" in 1842. 

It is this same Mr. Clarkson Crolius 
who most painstakingly and beautifully 
decorated the piece shown at the upper 
right on page 72, which ranks among the 
highest in importance and distinctiveness 
in the valuable collection of early New 
York pottery, and is regarded by Mrs. 
Nadelman as one of the gems of her 
collection. It is a piece which has been 
written about by many of the foremost 
writers on Early American pottery. The 
piece is outstanding in modeling and 
decoration, and as a specimen of early 
New York pottery it may be said to 
embody all that could be asked for. It 
was made for utility purposes, it was 
practical, and at the same time it was 
splendidly modeled, and best of all it was 
decorated, it was signed, and it was dated. 
Having the rather unusual spout at the 
side, it may have been in- 
tended to be used as a batter 
pot—in those good old days 
when mother "set the buck- 
wheats" to rise over night— 
or it may have been intended 
to be used as a jug. The color 
is a rich brown with decor- 
ations in blue. This piece for- 
merly belonged to Mrs. L. B. 
Caswell, Jr., of Fort Atkinson, 
Wis., who says: "For gener- 
ations it was used to carry 
water to the men working in 
the field." Luckily enough it 
did not meet with the fate 
of the pitcher that went to 
the well once too often. In 
addition to its distinction as 
an unusual piece of early stone- 
ware pottery, its beauty and 
importance are greatly en- 
hanced by being decorated with flowers 
and with an inscription written in a 
hand so fine as to make John Hancock of 
Constitutional fame look to his laurels as 
a penman. The inscription of the jug 
reads as follows: 
"New York Feb 17th, 1798. Flowered 

by Clarkson Crolius" 

This leaves absolutely no doubt as to the 
maker or time of this piece, which is 
well worthy of being placed in a museum, 
not only as an exceptional piece of early 
New York pottery, but also as a represen- 
tative of one of the foremost and most 
extensive of all early potteries—the fore- 
runner of the immense pottery business in 
many different lines of to-dav—and of a 

A fine old J. Remmey stoneware 
jug   that   remains unscathed 

after many years servtce 

man who was outstanding, not only as a 
potter, but as a man of prominence in the 
affairs of his city and time. 

Clarkson Crolius in time became 
Clarkson Crolius, Sr., and his son con- 
tinued the business until about 1870, 
when he retired. Clarkson Crolius, Jr., 
was also prominent in the affair of the 
city, serving in many public capacities. 
Thus we have the Crolius potters, operat- 
ing from 1735 until 1870—135 years of 
serving the public continuously, from 
father to son—a record of which a family, 
and quite as equally a city, may well be 
proud. 

OTHER specimens of the wares of 
the Crolius potteries show a hand- 

some jug with the decorations with in- 
cised outline and inscription "C. Crolius, 
Manhattan Wells, New York." This 
is a specimen of the work of the earlier 

The general contour and type of 
lettering mark the work of 
Commerazv as among the earliest 

A jar of graceful lines by J. Rem- 
mey of a type similar to the one 

at the left bx Commerazv 

Clarkson Crolius (senior), and those 
with the inscription "C. Crolius, Manu- 
facturer, New York," are the work of the 
younger Clarkson Crolius. Thus the 
Crolius potters were among the first and 
also the last, and they played a most 
important part in the history of pottery- 
making, many years ago, when New York 
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was still a wilderness, and there was an 
Indian trail which led across the island— 
a trail which is now a street and is known 
as Grand Street. 

Now, just below where this trail ended 
at the East River was a point of land 
known as "Corlears Hook." It was at 
Corlears Hook that a pottery was estab- 
lished by a potter named Commeraw. 
who also made stoneware pottery for the 
early Dutch vrouzvs and their families. 
I have been unable to find any exact date 
of his coming recorded—probably none 
is known—nor do I find him mentioned 
by writers on Early American pottery. 
But he surely existed, and several prized 
pieces of his handiwork have found places 
in the Museum. One has only to look at 
the illustrations of his work, to note the 
general contour of his pieces, the decora- 
tions, the early type of lettering, to know 
them to be of early make, perhaps as far 
back as 1735 and contemporary with the 
early Remmey and Crolius. One notes 
with amusement the inscription on the 
jug, not only the hand-made lettering, but 
the "N. York," upside down. But a 
fine big jug it is, brave in its incised deco- 
rations and striking inscription, nicely 
modeled, and well worthy of its place in 
the Museum. Also we have a jar with its 
neat banding around the neck, its closely 
placed handles, and incised decorations. 
Indeed, I think that Commeraw, as a 
potter quite held his own with the more 
exploited Remmey and Crolius. 

Another  piece  of early  New York 
pottery, the fine old jar with the nicely 
rimmed top and the decorations in early 
type, is signed "D. Morgan, N. York." 
(The New York Directory of 1806 lists 
"D. Morgan, potter at Pot Bakers Hill.) 
The general type of the piece, the deco- 
rations and inscriptions, especially the 
"N. York" show it to be of an early date. 
Little is known about D. Morgan and his 
pottery; it  is  possible  that   the pot- 

tery may not have been of 
long duration, and he has met 
the fate of a "lesser light," 
in comparison with Remmey 
and  Crolius. But  the bold, 
handsome   way   in which 
Morgan inscribed his name on 
his pottery shows pride in his 
handiwork, and a specimen of 
his  work  is  rare  and well 
worthy of preservation among 
those of the elect in a collection 
of early New York pottery. 

Another very early jug 
which always attracts the 
attention of visitors to the 
Museum is one with crossed 
flags and other decorations, 
shown in one ot the illustra- 
tions. This jug is signed at the 
bottom "Bill Howard,* N. 
York." and the date is evi- 

dently before 1800. One of the crossed 
flags is apparently intended to represent 
the Stars and Stripes, and the other 
seems to be the French flag. 

Remmey! Crolius! Commeraw! Out- 
standing names of makers of the pottery 
of early New York. These three, but by 
far the greatest of these is Crolius. 
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IV/TR. VERNAY wishes to draw at- 
tention to the collection of 

Sheraton sideboards and sidetables he 
recently acquired. Among the un- 
usual features is a sideboard of con- 
cave design finished in richly figured 
light crotch mahogany. Others in- 
clude Bow serpentine and Breakfast 
types from 3 to 8 feet long. 

VERNAX—A new furniture 
cream, perfected by Mr. 

Vernay for use on his own collec- 
tion of furniture, is now on sale. 

A distinctive inlaid Sheraton Mahogany side table of fine deep rick 
color and quality. 1780-IJQO. Length 7' 2", depth 2' 4"; height j'. 
A rare set of three Sheraton Satinwood knife boxes inlaid in a most 
delicate manner iy8o-ijgo. 

Vernav 

OLD ENGLISH FURNITURE. SILVER PORCELAIN. POTTERY GLASSWARE 

NEW YORK, 19 EAST FIFTY-FOURTH STREET 



THE  MOTOR WORLD 

IT IS generally a bad principle to say anything 
too nice about anyone in the motor industry for 
fear of not being believed. In the case of Carey 

and the Packards he rents at the Grand Central 
Terminal, we must, as Texas Guinan would say, 
"Give the little boy a hand." 

The other day I had to attend a luncheon on Long 
Island. I went to the garage late and found my car 
sleeping peacefully on three flat tires. What to do? 
There wasn't a moment to be lost. I jumped into a 
'phone booth and ordered one of these Packards. 
I then walked around the block to my apartment, and 
when I arrived the car was waiting before the door! 

Perhaps the most interesting thing about these 
cars is their drivers. A year or so ago a lady drove a 
party home from the theatre. I happened to sit in 
front with the chauffeur and fell to chatting with 
him. We discussed the lady's hunters and show 
horses and her family's place in Philadelphia. It 
wasn't till the next day that I learned that the 
driver was not an old family retainer, and that both 
he and the car had been hired for the evening. 

Speaking of Packards, they have a new town car 
done in gray that is about as refined looking a turn- 
out as could well be made. The body is by Rollston 
and has a simplicity of execution that suggests the 
idea that it was built for people to enjoy driving in 
rather than for the sole purpose of impressing 
somebody with a lot of gew-gaws and nickel. This 
car is in keeping with most Packard body work, for 
after all, they have been consistent winners at most 
of the beauty salons on the continent from Monte 
Carlo to Wiesbaden, and in these contests the cars 
are judged for their artistic merit alone. 

Studebaker have recently come out with a new 
and trick ignition switch that is doing a lot to help 
them to sell cars to that one tenth of one per cent, 
of our population who do not feel that they are the 
best drivers in the world. This switch operates the 

by   ERIC HATCH 

starter with the pleasant result that when you stall 
the engine in traffic it starts again without your 
doing anything about it. Truly a nice switch! 

Unquestionably the best looking model this 
company puts out to-day is their Commander sport 
roadster. Studebaker is not an expensive car and 
should not try to look like one. The roadster makes 
no attempt to kid anybody about this. It comes out 
and stands on its own four wheels for what it's worth; 
a clean-cut, comfortable car with a turn of speed 
sufficient to justify its purchase by many of the rum 
runners operating from Rouses Point and Canada. 
Its equipment is advertised as follows: "Shock 
absorbers, fender mirror, ninety-mile-an-hour 
speedometer, cigarette lighter. ..." 

There is no electric toaster, but possibly they will 
provide a top for optimists who don't think the 
speedometer spins fast enough. 

The very modernness of an automatic starting 
switch takes me back to the days when automobiles 
were wound up on the side and ran about as far 
without stopping as though they actually had 
worked like toy locomotives. In those days my 
father had a Win ton. The Win ton had Diamond 
tires, and these tires were buggy tires in that there 
was no inner tube. After they had been on the car for 
about two years and suffered much wear from the then 
stony roads, one of them finally blew out. My father 
thinking a tire should be good for the life of the car, 
wrote the Diamond Tire Company an indignant let- 
ter in which he freely expressed his opinion of the 
weakness of their product. The Company sent him 
a new tire free and a polite apology to the effect 
that they couldn't understand how it had possibly 
happened! Those were the days! 

Apropos of bargains, there is a place in New York 
where it is possible to pick up used foreign cars to- 
day at prices that seem absurdly low. It is practically 
impossible to buy an imported car new that is any 
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good at all for less than five thousand, because of the 
duty that ranges from thirty to fifty per cent, of 
their value. It is almost equally impossible to sell a 
foreign car that may have set you back many thou- 
sands for anything approximating its worth. 

The Foreign and Domestic Auto Repair Company 
at 106 West End Avenue, have for years specialized 
in fixing up and overhauling these high-priced 
babies. Because of this they are always in touch with 
people who either want, or emphatically don't want, 
foreign cars, and the result of this is that in their 
workshop there can always be found Mercedeses, 
Bugattis, Amilcars, and so on, that the owners want 
to sell. The prices range from about six hundred dol- 
lars on up to around three thousand, but the in- 
teresting thing is that most of these cars have been 
overhauled at the original owner's expense before 
they have been offered for sale, the company acting 
merely as brokers in the transactions. 

T F ONE buys a foreign car and it won't run and for 
some reason you want to turn it around in your 

garage, the following modus operandi will be found 
effective. (N.B.—this works equally well with 
American cars that won't run.) 

Let two fairly substantial men stand at the back 
of the car and seize it with both hands. Then let 
them start bouncing it up and down on its springs. 
As soon as the bouncing becomes rhythmic, let them 
start pushing on the up-stroke in whatever direction 
they have previously agreed on. It will be found that, 
if they keep an even cadence of bounce, shove, and 
bounce, the rear of the car will slide sideways about 
a foot every shove. This system, as well as turning 
the car around, will be found to be most exhilarating 
exercise by all who try it, the one important item 
to be remembered being the utter necessity of 
determining in advance and agreeing on the direction 
in which to shove; in this, teamwork is everything. 
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A GREAT-GRANDSON* OF DUNCAN PHYFE 

—recently purchased this Phyfe dining 

table by Danersk to stand with his fine 

collection of Duncan Phyfe originals. 

His selection was made after extensive 

search for a piece which possessed all 

the grace and spirit, all the fine points 

of design and construction which have 

made the great master's work so valu- 

able today. 

This piece, shown above, is typical of 

our many beautiful Phyfe adaptations, 

including groups for the dining room, 

living room and bedroom. 

Visit our showrooms and inspect at 

your leisure these interesting pieces, 

with many other related groups for 

every room in the home. All Danersk 

furniture is made by hand in our own 

New England shops. 

* Mr. F. Percy Vail, New Brunswick, N. L 

DANERSK FURNITURE 
ERSKINE-DANFORTH  CORPORATION,  WHOLESALE  AND RETAIL 

383 MADISON AVE., AT 46TH STREET, (1ST FLOOR), N. Y. 620 N. MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO 
LOS ANGELES DISTRIBUTOR : 2869 W. 7 TH STREET O © » FACTORIES IN NEW ENGLAND 



Above. A Revillon Freres 
creation in natural gray 
broadtail featuring a 

slender silver fox collar 

Right. Gray krimmer 
makes a smart contrast 
used on the melon-shaped 
sleeves and rolling collar 
of this black Hudson seal 

from Gunther 
Above. A kolinsky wrap 
with the skins worked di- 
agonally to achieve slen- 
derness of silhouette. The 
huge collar is a dominant 
fashion note. Designed by 

11  Jaeckel c? Sons 

Above. A smart and dis- 
tinctive model designed by 
Revillon Freres in natural 
brown American ermine 

Left. Sports type of coat 
in hair seal, designed on 
modified Cossack lines, 
with matching cloth as 
trim m ing. From H. 

Jaeckel Is? Sons 

THE  MODE  IN FURS 

by ANNE SHIRLEY MOLLOY 

A SSEMBLED on this and the following page 
J-^ are some of the most notable creations in 

furs from representative fur houses. Just as 
there is little in the way of radical changes in the 
essential lines of frocks, so is any definite depar- 
ture lacking from the accepted line of wraps, and 

The purpose of this department, conducted 
by COUNTRY LIFE'S Readers' Service, is to 
give information regarding articles of the 
sort shown here. It will gladly furnish the 
names and addresses of establishments where 
they may be found. Write, telephone, or 
consult Miss Molloy personally at COUNTRY 
LIFE'S New York office. 244 Madison Avenue 

therefore the ingenuity of the designers has been 
most concerned with adapting the luxurious pelts 
to the svelte lines of the modern frock. 

Anything pertaining to thickness and bulk is 
frowned upon and wonderful results in slenderizing 
effects are gained by the clever handling of pelts to 
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s a jewel 

collector discards all but the flawless gems — so 

Gunther experts select only the finest skins to 

fashion into coats. In CARACUL, MINK and 

BROADTAIL we present models revealing the 

slightly molded hip line . . . the discreet flare . . . 

interestingly cut sleeves . . . newer collar effects. 

■ ittli itvenne «it S6th Street 

Mew York. 
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Genilemeri£Jadors 

Our Large and Exclusive 
Clientele is due to our 
Ability in Expert Fitting, 
Great Variety of Smart- 
est Fabrics, and our Un- 
usual Service. 

Our Representatives visit 
Principal Cities in the Mid' 
die West—dates will be 
sent upon application. 

UNUSUAL PAJAMAS 

For Home Wear, Guests, and Travelling we feature 
Pajamas of most Exceptional Character—Specially 
Designed and Tailored in our own Establishment 
of Beautiful Silks, and other Distinctive Materials. 

Made to Measure or Ready for Wear 

512 FIFTH AVENUE 
NEW YORK LONDON 

27 OLD BOND STREET 
PARIS 

2 RUE DE CAST1GLIONE 

This luxurious white   Russian ermine wrap with 
voluminous collar was designed by Gunlher. The skins 

are worked to form a wide border 

obviate this. The fur wrap of to-day 
—that is the wrap of fine quality of 
fur—has a softness and pliability 
about it that make it irresistible to 
the appreciative. 

One of the most luxurious of pelts, 
that is particularly suitable for a day- 
time wrap, is the natural broadtail. 
It is. as itsj name implies, the pelt 
used in the natural state, and only 
the skins that have richness of pat- 
tern and a wonderful dark gray tone 
blended with the black may be left 
undyed, so wraps of this type are 
of necessity rare and the possessor 
of one may count herself fortunate. 
One of the most beautiful of these 
is pictured from Revillon Freres, 
the collar of silver fox blending with 
the tones of the broadtail. 

Another wrap from this house, also 
pictured, is of American ermine in 
natural brown, designed so cleverly 
that the usual horizontal joinings 
of the skins are not visible. In this 
model the skins are worked up as 
in a pile fabric, making the beauty 
of the pelt more apparent. 

Kolinsky is used for the handsome 
wrap from H. Jaeckel & Sons, and a 
notable effect is gained by working 
the skins diagonally. It is a particu- 
larly well designed wrap to take care 
of the more bouffant type of evening 
gown or of the gown with the in- 
creasing length in back—a point to 
be considered. The extremely large 
collar makes a delightful frame for 
the face and it may be worn rolled 
or high in the back. 

An interesting sports coat from this 
house follows the lines of a coat made 
by the same firm for a prominent 
aviatrix. The model pictured is of hair 
seal, in brown. It is of the modified 
Cossack lines, belted, and matching 
cloth is used as a trimming. 

Russian ermine, that is always 
lovely and the most youthful of furs 
for evening wraps, is used by Gun- 
ther in the wrap pictured above. 
It has an extremely wide and graceful 
collar and the skins are worked cross- 
wise to form a border. 

A striking contrast is achieved in 
the design of the Hudson seal coat 
from this house, gray krimmer form- 
ing the rolling collar, which extends 
the full length of the coat, the krim- 
mer being repeated in the huge melon- 
shaped cuffs. 

Charming things have been done in 
the way of sports coats, and particu- 
larly notable are the white lamb 
models that will make their appear- 
ance at the smart resorts at the first 
excuse of a cool day. These are us- 
ually of the flaring-type with the tail- 
ored notched collar. 

Lamb coats, in all their different 
variations of tone, in both the closely 
clipped variety and in the softer finish, 
promise to be very smart, the beige, 
honey, and sandalwood tones being 
given particular prominence. 

Goat skin is very youthful and be- 
coming, and a new note is achieved in 
working these skins in a diagonal way 
in a copy of an import shown by H. 
Jaeckel & Son. The diagonal line is 
repeated in the wide band that crosses 
in front. 

Fox furs continue to be favored for 
neck pieces, the two skins being 
particularly smart. In the sable neck 
scarfs there is a tendency to increase 
the skins and four or five are some- 
times used, depending always on the 
size of the wearer. A smart way of 
utilizing three skins is to use one 
about the neck and two clustered at 
one side. This is more graceful than 
the usual method of a skin about the 
neck and one hanging at either side. 
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THIS ENJOYABLE 

"NEWWAVE 

Keep physically fit — radiantly 
healthy! You can now exercise 
and massage your whole body 
in this surprisingly simple new 
way right in your own home— 
UAlkout any effort. Thousands are 
doing it. 

Oscillate Tour Way 
to Health 

The rapidly oscillating girdles of the 
Health Builder give a combined mas- 
sage-vibratory treatment better than a 
skilled imsseur. No electric current 
touches you. The Health Builder vig- 
orously massages the heaviest muscles, 
peps up sluggish circulation, aids diges- 
tion and elimination, strengthens mus- 
cle "tone" and improves the functions 
of the internal organs. 

Over 50,000 men and women of all ages have used the 
"Health Builder" for health improvement upon the rec- 
ommendation of their physicians! Used daily in countless 
private homes, large medical institutions, athletic clubs, 
gymnasiums, ocean liners and by numerous physicians in 
their practice. 

Send for "Keeping Fit In Fifteen Minutes a Day" — 
a valuable Free Book showing the "Battle Creek Health 
Builder" in operation—with complete series of home 
exercises 

Sanitarium Equipment Co. 
Room AD-109 Battle Creek, Mich. 

&eetjesf)tre jfencesi 

THIS IS OUR 
Photo by Ltvick 

Old Fashioned Post & Rail Fence 

IT is designed with special reference to the needs of Hunt 
Clubs for a fence that will be friendly to both horse and 

rider.  Also ideally suited for paddock or pasture. 
Made of split chestnut in 3 and 4 rail styles, both 4 feet in 

height. Rails are 13 feet in length. Has great durability and 
strength. Erection is easy—cost surprisingly low. 

Our line also includes the famous Reeteshire Hurdle Fence 
Early American Snake Fence and Dubois Woten Wood 
Fence. New illustrated booklets, with prices, mailed on request. 

ROBERT C.REEVES CO., 187 Water Street, NewYork 
{established i860) 

Please send illustrated catalog and prices of □ Reeveshire Hurdle Fence C Old-Fashioned 
Post and Rail Fence □ Early American Snake Fence. □ Dubois W oven ^ ood Fence 
Name -  
Address.    
Gty State _ 91 

MADISON AVENUE COR. FORTY-FOURTH STREET 
NEW YORK 

Boston Store 

zANNO UN CEMENT 

istiiii^wfi IMW kite 

Messrs. BROOKS BROTHERS 

beg leave to announce the 

removal of their Boston 

Store to their New Building 

NEWBURY cor. BERKELEY ST. 

August 75, 1928 

PALM BEACH 
PLAZA BUILDING 
COUNTY ROAD 

NEWPORT 
AUDRAIN BUILDING 
220 BCLLCVUC Avenue 
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"^Private 

Even pointed warnings are said tactfully 

with this lovely FRENCH FENCE 

Y( 
rOU have often wished for 
a way to screen your garden 

without offending your friends 
next door .... 

Or wondered how to keep 
children from romping all over 
your lawns, and still appear 
neighborly .... 

It takes something more than 
an ordinary fence to accomplish 
this, doesn't it? Something dif- 
ferent ... something that makes 
an effective barrier, but which 
in itself is so charming, so dec- 

orative that your neighbors will 
welcome it as part of the land- 
scape. 

Dubois is just such a fence. It 
is made in France where people 
are celebrated for carrying polite- 
ness into every phase of living. 
It has about it the quiet dignity 
and charm one invariably asso- 
ciates with old-world gardens. 
And its rare beauty, its friendly 
aspect, make it ideal from your 
view-point and from that of 
your neighbors as well. 

Dubois is made by hand of split, live, chestnut saplings, bound 
closely together with heavy, rust-proof Copperweld wire. Comes 
in sections 5 ft. wide, in various heights. Imported solely 
by Robert C. Reeves Company, Largest Distributors of 
Wooden Fences in America, 187 Water Street, New York. 

DUBOIS 

Woven Wood Fence 
{Made in France} 

MAIL THIS COUPON FOR NEW CATALOG—FREE 

ROBERT C. REEVES CO. 
187 Water St., New York City 

Please send me your new free catalog containing full 
description and many beautiful illustrations of Dubois 
Woven Wood Fence, with price list. 

Name  
Address. 
City  .State. 93 

MOKRIS ROSEN FELD 
Mr. C. E. F. McCanris Helena, ninety-five-foot cruiser pow- 
ered by two 300 horsepower Speedway engines, and built by the 
Consolidated Shipbuilding Corporation at Morris Heights, N. Y. 

BETTY  CARSTAIRS  IS COMING 

by   E.   JAMES DEVINE 

THE first three days of Septem- 
ber will mark a speed boat 
event which will attract the 

attention of the entire yachting world. 
It could be put more simply and more 
forcibly by saying that Betty Car- 
stairs of England will race Gar Wood 
of the United States! 

The plucky little English lady 
has challenged and withdrawn, con- 
sidered and reconsidered, and finally 
has definitely entered this classic, 
which will be conducted by the De- 
troit Yacht Club, of which Gar Wood 
is commodore. 

The British International Trophy 
was first given in 1903 by Lord North- 
cliffe (then Sir Alfred Harmsworth) 
for international competition between 
fast power craft. Its winner has 
usually been the owner of the world's 
fastest power boat, and the history 
of speed boat racing is closely as- 
sociated with the history of this 
trophy. 

The first race in 1903 was won in a 
bit less than twenty miles per hour. 
When the first American boat won it 
in 1907, the time was not quite 
thirty-two miles an hour, made by 
Dixie I. Dixie II, III, and IV de- 
fended it successfully against British 
challengers until 1912 when Maple 
Leaf IV took it back to England 
after winning the race at forty- 
three miles per hour. Maple Leaf 
IV was the first of the step boats, 
or hydroplanes. 

In 1920 Commodore Gar Wood 
went to England and re-won the 
prize with Miss America at a speed 
of sixty-one and a half miles per 
hour. The long hope of attaining the 

mile-a-minute speed had been real- 
ized. Miss America II retained the 
trophy in 1921. Since that time 
Miss America II has raced against 
time over a straight-away course and 
has reached a speed of 80.567 miles 
per hour! This record has held since. 
Aliss America II is equipped with 
four Liberty motors in a twenty-five- 
foot hull. She has a single step amid- 
ships and represents the perfection 
of hydroplane construction. 

Last year Commodore Wood built 
Miss America III, Miss America IV, 
and Miss America V to defend the 
trophy, which he did without any 
opposition. He is building several 
more Miss Americas for the race in 
September, one to carry 800 horse- 
power, another 900, and the third 
I, 600 horsepower. 

To meet this team of boats, the 
fastest of which will be driven by the 
Commodore himself, Miss Carstairs 
will enter three boats called Estelle I, 
II, and 77/. All of them will be 
equipped with Napier engines. This 
type of motor develops more power 
per unit than any other gasoline 
motor made. The world's airplane 
speed record and the world's motor 
car speed record are each held by 
Napier engines. 

It will be a gala time for the De- 
troit Yacht Club when these two in- 
ternational speeders meet again. Com- 
modore Wood will enter faster boats 
than Miss America II; Miss Car- 
stairs will also; for it has been 
rumored about that both the defender 
and challenger have passed the 
world's record in their secret try- 
outs. 

King J'idor, the 
well-known moving 
picture director, at 
the wheel of his 
speedy new Chris 

Craft runabout 
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takes pleasure 

in announcing 

At 385 AIACILSO/I Ave/iue, TVew ^orTc 

I HESE new and larger galleries were made necessary 

through the growing acceptance of Jacques Bodart 

creations in French antiques and reproductions. 

You are cordially invited to visit these new gal = 

leries which,, in their several units, typify the leading 

French periods of decoration. The card of your dcc= 

orator or furniture dealer will introduce you. 

f£LCC/M£6 

RUBY S CHAPMAN, Preset 

38f Madison Avenue, New YorJ( 

In Paris: 11 Rue Payenne 

Antiq, ues Reproductions 



Above. The eighteenth century 
mode in modern tones. Walls 
are pearl green, carpet jade 
green, and curtains sage 
green. Chair coverings are 

".vine-colored brocade 

Above. A dining room should 
always be, as this one is, 
serene in atmosphere as well 
as restful to the eye, or 
good digestion will not wait 

on appetite 

Above. A good example of blended 
periods is seen in this harmonious 
combination of Queen Anne and 

Georgian styles 

Above. A gracious ensemble which 
has the dignity of the past and the 
comfort that is universally demanded 

of the present 

The charm of Ileppelwhite, the simplicity ,of Sheraton, 
are as close to our needs to-day as when these two great 
craftsmen lived, as is proved by fine reproductions of 
their work, such as these, which are important to the 

decoration of modern homes 

THE HOUSE AS PERSONAL BACKGROUND 

INTERIOR decoration is constantly under con- 
sideration from every angle of art and fashion. 
This is as it should be. But there is another im- 

portant and somewhat neglected point of view- 
that is seldom touched upon. Not often enough is the 
question raised as to how well a house fulfils its 
requirements as an appropriate, beautiful, and 
harmonious setting for the dwellers within its 
walls. 

This is a problem in delicate adjustments and falls 
well within the province of decoration, though it is 
difficult of approach. It is the function of the decora- 

by LEE McCANN 

Photographs from Kensington Mfg. Co.. Arthur S. 
Vernay Inc.. Charles of London, and The Hoyden Co. 

tor to create a tasteful, livable ensemble, authentic in 
period where a period design is chosen; but to orient 
that style to personality calls for a subtle sense of 
values and a human understanding which is perhaps 
a more exacting demand than one has the right to 
make of him. 

Nevertheless some decorators have this quality 
and they infuse their rooms with a sense of 
life, occupation, and feeling for character, while 
many set an empty stage, unsympathetic to any 
drama that may be played against its back- 
ground. 

96 

It is difficult for the patrons of decorators to solve 
this question in advance because they are apt to 
fetter the taste of the specialist they have chosen 
and handicap him in their well-meant efforts to 
make the style of decoration a personal one. So it 
happens that all too often the decorator achieves 
an effective interior which in his zeal for a certain 
type of beauty he makes more expressive of him- 
self than of his client. 

The prospective dweller sometimes regards the 
finished product with an awed feeling of "This is 
none of I." but is comforted and made proud by re- 
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PI 

V2 

F 

URNISHINGS which set tlie key-note of 

a successful interior are tlio.se which offer 

charm... dignity... and a promise of com- 

fort. iSuch furnishings, 111 all styl es ana 

periods, may he found atW.& J. Si oane. 

ll 

1 

W     J. S LOAN E    9iM Avenue at Jorty Seventh Street 

New Ijork City 

San Francisco Washington 

INTERIOR DECORATION^HOME FURNISHING COUNSEL 
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ANTIQUES 

CT*'-'   fine Sheraton Lyre-back 

;r.i::5 - >e: of eight- 

een. England 1S00. Mahog- 

any with brass inlay. This is 

one of several sets of antique 

English chairs in our galleries, 

while our stock of reproductions 

is one of the finest in America. 

If you cannot conveniently visit 

us, write and tell us your needs. 

A •LULDISON'S 

1: O NORTH WABASH A\T-»wrRASTX>LPK 

Interior l^ecomtors 
SINCE lSe>t> 

CHICAGO 

jleiy background of oak is always 
ng for the large or the medium size 
Its lozr-keyed meUaw tone has sub- 
stance, serenity, and beauty 

flections on the tastefulness. costli- 
ness, and fashion of the furnishings. 

The recent exhibitions of the 
modernist school in decoration un- 
derlined these considerations because 
the difference was so marked be- 
tween the style of the furnishings 
and many who saw them. Quantities 
of people realized this for themselves 
and murmured that they could not 
visualize such furnishings in then- 
own homes. 

What they did not comprehend 
however, was that they might have 
just as little in common with Tudor 
English, peasant French, or florid 
Italian interiors. They were used to 
these and their sense of inconsistency 

was dulled except in the case of 
something radically new. 

~P HERE is even' type of inherited 
culture to-day in America, the 

melting pot. The fire and color of ex- 
otic races contrast with the sober re- 
straint of the Puritans. The ancestral 
backgrounds of cavalier and pioneer 
play their part in molding the per- 
sonality and taste of their descen- 
dants. It is obvious that with all of 
these differing types of people enor- 
mous latitude is necessary in decora- 
tive expression. And where latitude 
is given, extra care must be taken 
to use it intelligently. 

A subject so complex can never be 

*2 

A guest bedroom of special charm of color. The waLs 
are covered tmh hand painted paper of eighteenth 
century English design in soft blues, reds, and greens 

•  ->. .;, '-, -     . i-ri una. Curtains and bedspread arc 
of peach tcfeia wish ruffles of yelioa- and green 
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M M ARMSTRONG 
INCORPORATED 

A TYPICAL DIRECTOIRE SETTING. The pieces 
illustrated were recently imported from France. 

THE VOGUE 

j^^^yrHE VOGUE for furniture of the 

£ era of Napoleon is readily un- 

CLx derstandable when one considers 

the many beautiful decorative objects 

available in that style. It seems to fit admir- 

ably with our contemporary American 

furniture, and lends dignity and grace to 

the city apartment or the country home. 

M. M. Armstrong, Inc., are equipped to 

render a comprehensive decorating service, 

assisting in the selection of an individual 

piece, or the preparation of a plan for 

one's entire home. 

In our galleries one may find beautiful 

lamps, unique fabrics, decorative screens, 

and many other art objects which will be 

in harmony with the decorative scheme. 

M  M ARMSTRONG 
INCORPORATED 

4 East 57th Street, New York 
(Just East of Fifth Avenue) 

PARIS LONDON 

PHOT<X;R\PH BY M. E. HEWITT 
The intimate association of architecture with furnish- 
ings during the eighteenth century is unusually well 
illustrated in a modern Georgian hall with fine arched 

doors and consistent well-placed furniture 

settled along broad lines. Each in- 
stance is an individual problem. Yet 
there are certain ways to approach 
this question of the perfect back- 
ground and to narrow the difficulties 
so that their outlines are clearly per- 
ceived. 

A MERICAN taste, historically, 
has throughout its best periods 

been governed by an elegance that 
was intelligent and a simplicity that 
was democratic. That is our decorative 
background as a nation, and since we 
stem from England, it is natural to 
find that English and their derived 
Colonial styles are the types of fur- 
nishing most sympathetic to the ma- 
jority of contemporary Americans. 
They feel at home and as belonging 
to this sort of background. 

Yet this is a tradition which has 
many phases that run all the way 
from the plain, sturdy craft of the 
pioneer to the richness and formality 
of leisured life in the great mansions. 

Also, there is the span of two 
centuries, the seventeenth and the 
eighteenth, during which ideas and 
their expression underwent sur- 
prising changes. 

So in adopting English or Early 
American as the chosen style for 
one's home, one must first decide 
on one's alignment with a par- 
ticular point of view, and this can 
be done only by a little introspec- 
tive studv of oneself and one's family 
life. 

/TVHE idea of quaintness has taken 
in late years a strong hold on 

many people who were themselves not 
at all quaint. They have gone in for 
peasant styles as if they were a vege- 
tarian diet, holding some special 
virtue by reason of their sim- 
plicity. 

One sees in their homes details of 
candle lights, chairs often without 
comfort, and other means of closely 
approximating an early period that 
are not only out of key with the per- 
sonalities of the dwellers, but that 
show a lack of intelligent adaptability 
of the early spirit and beauty to 
modern developments. 

Ciood furniture is made in much 
the same way that it always was, 
and may be reproduced and sup- 
plemented with no sense of anachron- 
ism. But it is certainly clear that if 
our forefathers had had electric lights, 
their lighting fixtures would have 
been entirely different from what 
they were. It seems, therefore, a 
feeble gesture to retain too slavishly 
as part of our background features 
which they would have been the first 
to discard. 

'T^HE eighteenth century in English 
and American furnishings seems 

on the whole the ideal background for 
most contemporary Americans of 
English and American stock. It is 
sufficiently near to present-day stand- 
ards of living to meet our require- 
ments with little change. It has the 
dignity and restraint which suit a 
nation of people whose desire is for 
fine but unpretentious living. It has 
also the variety of an age that was 
prolific in great craftsmen of definite 
and different individualities. Within 
the limitations of Chippendale furni- 
ture alone one may choose the exotic, 
the rococo, and the plain in design to 
satisfy these tastes in ourselves, and 
still remain within one's ancestral 
tradition. 

It was an era which knew no 
monotony because it was rich in 
original and classical motifs, and un- 
limited in opportunity for combina- 
tions that are fresh and interesting 
while retaining their authentic char- 
acter. 

Undoubtedly, a suppressed desire 
for romance has influenced many in- 
teriors. Our democratic country, 
with its simpler social life, has offered 
small chance to those who long for the 
atmosphere of courts and kings, 
ceremonial and pageantry, and the 
color and thrill of gorgeous spectacu- 
lar functions. 

Splendid interiors done in the 
grand manner are something in 
the way of compensation and ex- 
pression of this feeling—a bit like 
going to a masked ball as one's favor- 
ite historical character. When this 
attitude toward decoration is sincere, 
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Old English Fvirnitvire 

Decoration 

Interior Architecture 

DINING ROOM of rough oak and modeled antique plaster. 
Mantel of Verdun stone.   Furniture of both 

Oak and Walnut specially designed 

HENRY F, BULT1TUDE 

5 EAST 57™ STREET 

NEW YORK 
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here 

cottage architecture 

calls for a 

forged iron finish, 

choose this rustless, 

permanent hardware 

A new Sargent design for homes in the 
Spanish or Mediterranean style, and 
for English and American cottage styles 

HERE is sturdy hardware with an air ot the hammer and the 
forge. These pieces have all the texture and rugged charm of 
wrought iron, combined with the time-defying permanence of 
solid bronze. Most important, they will never discolor wood- 
work, because white bronze in this forge finish is rustless, ab- 
solutely. They will continue to operate smoothly, quietly, and 
certainly. By Sargent standards all moving parts are care- 
fully machined and exactly fitted to insure long wear and 
perfect action. The Sargent cylinder locks give true protection. 

Write for our free booklet, "Hardware for Utility and 
Ornamentation," illustrating the Sargent designs. From it, with 
your architect, choose pieces suited to your particular house. 
Sargent & Company, 35 Water St., New Haven, Conn. 

These new Sargent "Catalonia" pieces are 
of solid white bronze, shaped andfinishedin 
resemblance of hand-forged wrought iron. 
The entrance handle (askfor No. 266ICK) 
has a thumb-latch, and connects direct/v 
with the Sargent cylinder lock. The door- 
knob (No. 1621CK.) has an appropriate 
escutcheon and key plate. (There is another 

doorknob. No. I62OCK, for interior use.) 
The popular lever handle with cylinder lock 
and the H and L hinge plates excel for 
homes built in the Early American manner. 
The strap hinge plate and the knocker are a 
delightful finishing touch to entrance door- 
ways; ask for Sargent door knocker No. 
5CK, strap hinge plate No. 3CK. 

SARGENT 
LOCKS   AND HARDWARE 

Here the original pine paneling, brought over from an 
old English house, has been painted a soft light tone to 
provide a sympathetic background for the color and 

brilliance in the furnishings 

it is not inappropriate, especially as 
there is much Latin lineage in this 
country, and interesting decorative 
tradition which we inherit from the 
times of French and Spanish colonial 
possessions in America. In fact, since 
nearly every one boasts a Latin an- 
cestor, it is rather delightful to intro- 
duce a French bedroom, a Spanish 
sun room, an Italian music room, or 
in some way provide an interesting 
Continental variation in one's Eng- 
lish scheme of decoration to give color 
and liveliness to the whole effect, and 
to represent this strain in one's an- 
cestral background. 

"PERSONAL background means so 
*~ much more than the influences 
of contemporary environment. It is 
rather a view seen in perspective 
than a backdrop. Therefore, to repre- 
sent it adequately we must turn to 
the mellow charm of the antique so 
full of memories, suggestion, and 
association, for these are the spiritual 
overtones that turn house into home 
and furnishings into accessories to 
personality. 

It is worth studying to find just 
what phase of the past, what expres- 
sion of its art, is the complement 
to one's own individuality. 

Taking our own wherever we find 
it is the modern privilege in decora- 
tion. The only thing is to be sure 
what is and what isn't one's own. 

The objection most frequently 
offered to this point of view is that so 
many people live in a manner which 
makes it difficult to express them- 
selves in their surroundings. Suppose, 
say you. that your income isn't equal 
to your taste, or your knowledge isn't 
equal to your income. Personal style 
is cramped in the former case, and in 
the latter, things simply must be left 
to the decorator, for if they are not. 
then personal taste runs rampant in 
the worst sense. 

It is sadly true that if one feels 
within oneself an affinity with the 
great days of good Queen Bess or the 
high days of Georgian living, one 
certainly needs a country home, with 
all that it implies, to be at one's best. 
Still if this is lacking, there may be a 

feeling for dignity, for the placing of 
furniture so that a sense of spa- 
ciousness is invoked even where space 
is limited, and there may be orna- 
ments that are symbols of the centu- 
ries one admires. Taste can be ex- 
pressed in a ruthless elimination of 
incongruous elements, a definite 
determination that however limited 
the scope for decoration, at least the 
things chosen shall be expressive of a 
point of view. Even such a decorative 
compromise as must be effected by 
those who live in small apartments 
can be made interesting. 

So many people seem not to realize 
this. It is because they do not under- 
stand that modernism gains many 
new recruits who turn to it for a solu- 
tion rather than because they are 
sincerely won over to it as the best 
mode in decoration. 

A single piece of furniture will often 
establish the mood of a room. As 
proof of this, some of the most charm- 
ing rooms one sees are those in which 
some good ancestral piece of furniture 
or a fine painting has been used as the 
focal point in decoration and the other 
'urnishings built around it, more or 
less. 

Space and quantity count really 
far less in furnishings than we are ac- 
customed to think. Space is valuable 
because it is convenient for living, and 
if we have spacious quarters they 
must of course be properly filled to 
look well furnished. But decoration 
is a matter of proportion, selection, 
and relation, and the character of 
its expression is entirely a matter of 
choice. 

Naturally, if one has a home with 
rooms proportioned for decoration 
in the grand style, it is delightful to 
give the imagination full sway, to re- 
create for the self that lies just beneath 
the modern American surface self, a 
setting wherein that other self, be it 
Spanish grandee, French cavalier, or 
American pioneer, an atmosphere 
which suits esthetic tastes that 
spring from such buried racial mem- 
ories. The thing is to recognize in 
oneself and to analyze such trends of 
taste so that they may find adequate 
expression. 
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loose 

as *)ou do vour <^o%ir G 

our furniture, 

OfHoiorGar own or 

CLOTHES, MOTOR CAHS, and the furnishing of your 

home are today the accepted indications of their 

owner's standing and good taste. 

Furniture is an especially accurate gauge of 

your personal characteristics. It speaks clearly 

and impressively to every caller in the home— 

leaving an indelible impression of the owner. 

There is pleasure, pride and poise in owning 

pieces bearing the famous Berkey 

& Gay Shop Mark,which less know 11 

furniture can never give. Created 

by America's foremost furniture 

THE FURNITURE STYLE BOOK SENT Postpaid for $1.00. Ideas for interior decoration 
Mary Font on Roberts, editor of "Arts & Decoration. " 

popular styles for 1928. Gives room arrangements, color 
sclicrties. Suggests draperies ami floor coverings for each 
period. Tells about woods, finishes, convenience features 

designers, its style correctness is unquestioned. 

Made and finished according to Berkey & 

Gay's 75-year-old standards of workmanship, 

it represents an investment that will pay rich 

dividends in happiness and comfort for years 

to come. The leading furniture dealer in your 

town is now showing advanced styles in fall 

furniture. Visit his show rooms and select 

suites and single pieces that will 

bring your home up-to-date. Also 

send for and consult our "Furniture 

Style Book" described below. 

—care of furniture. Fully illustrated with charts, dia* 
grams, drawings, and actual photographs. Clear, under- 
sttmdahle, and authoritative. Saves its cost many times 
over, hv protecting against disappointments in furniture 
and decorative selections. Address Department 6'A Berkey 
& Gay Furniture Company, Grand Rapids, Michigan 

BERKEY & GAY FURNITURE 

BERKEY & GAY FURNITURE COMPANY, GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN — FOUNDED 1853 — NEW YORK WHOLESALE SHOWROOM 
115 W. 40TH STREET—GRAND RAPIDS UPHOLSTERING CO. — LIVING ROOM FURNITURE — CREATED RY BERKEY & GAY DESIGNERS 



SHOP 

WINDOWS 

« « « or * . * 

MAM All 

This is your department, please feel free to use it early and often. The more 
things you buy through Shop Windows of Mayfair, the more things we can 
show here. Each article has been chosen because of value, smartness, or 
usefulness. Our Board of Censors is active, and everything on these pages 

had to receive a unanimous vote before being shown to you. ^lake checks 
payable to Shirley Paine, care Doubleday, Doran 13 Company, Inc., 
244 Madison Avenue, New York. Write her, enclosing check for the arti- 
cle you wish, and she does the rest. This service is entirely without charge. 

Our Shopping Section rounds out exactly one year of service 
this month. It has helped thousands of readers who have 
little time to shop in New York, or who come to town only 
at long intervals. Each month we try to find things that have 
smartness, utility, and above all a sound price value. Many 

of these come from shops that are advertisers in the Section. 
They too are most enthusiastic, and not only offer us novel 
items to write up, but try their best to show you equally 
interesting things in their advertising. How do you like the 
Section? Can you tell us how it might be improved? 

Roth these items are strongly made of solid polished 
brass. The glass lamp chimneys are authentic and 
nicely engraved. Chandelier has heavy turned brass 
center rod, is 17" high with 14" spread; price #44. 
Wall fixture is especially graceful; 11" high x l\" 
extension, $iz. Delivered greater N. Y. Write Shirley 

Paine for complete catalogues 

1 his hand-wrought iron table lamp is 
offered complete with shade by one 
of the smartest decorating shops on 
the Upper East Side. At gic it is an 
exceptional find, and will fit into any 
room in the informal house or apart- 
ment. Transportation extra. Shade is 
heavy tan parchment hand decorated. 
Just write Shirley Paine for folder 

Jack and Jill—a charming rhyme 
with music on this charming tan 
parchment lampshade. The base is of 
brushed solid brass cast in the fa- 
mous bunny model by Garret Thew. 
I he shade is oval, 12" wide, hand- 
decorated by a children's specialty 
shop. Lamp wired complete $9.50. 

carriage collect 

oor- 
Iwo 

Handpainted iron plaques with a spring steel wedge for use also as 
stops—Peter Pan and Tinkle Bell, Modern Priscilla and the Goose Gir 
small rings at back permit them to be hung on the wall. Thev are charming 
ft 1 the countr>' Place> and wi" reall-v stop a heavv door. Choice in shades 

of blue, green, mauve, and pink. Price $4, postpaid, complete with wedge 
and screws, packed in an attractive box. A fine catalogue of unusual iron 

items and weathervanes. Write Shirlev Paine 

This is a famous Pennsylvania armchair, nine 
spindle hickory back; hand carved ears on 
comb; hickory arms bent to follow lines of seat, 
which is deeply hand-hollowed from a 2" thick 
section of pine. Width 25"; 18" deep; height 
48". Choice maple, walnut, or mahogany 
finish, but maple is recommended as being 
best. Hand-rubbed with boiled oil, shellacked 

and waxed. $40, crated for shipment 

This fine w-ing chair is a copy of a famous 
original in Salem, Mass. It is offered to read- 
ers of our Shopping Section for the months 
of September and October at $64.50 covered 
in your own choice of lovely glazed chintzes, 
cretonnes, sateens. Where not crated $61.50. 
Bright quiltings $10 extra. Maple, mahogany 
or walnut legs. Cuttings mailed gladly, also 

nice catalogue 
106 
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Winthrop '^productions 

of 
Early oAmerican Furniture 

For nearly two hundred years this type 
chair has made its appeal to American 
home-makers. The chair we offer is a 
correct copy <>f an Eighteenth Century 
Original. It is all hair tilled and supplied 
with springs in the seat and hack. The 
solid mahogany hall and claw feet are hand 
carved. 

Prire $49.50 
Denim   covered   (Samples sub- 
mitted) or in customer's material. 

F. O. B. BOSTON 
You may send $20.00 deposit with order, 
balance on delivery, or full amount. 
Kindtv send 10c for catalog R-98 showing 
the line of Winthrop Early American 
Reproductions in Maple and Mahogany (also banjo clocks). 

WINTHROP FURNITURE CO. 
424 Park Sq. Bldg. 

Boston, Mass. 
PLYMOUTH PEWTER CO. 

Subsidiary of 
WINTHROP FURNITURE 

Co. 
424 Park Square Bldg. 

Boston, Mass. 
Portfolio   gladly sent 

on request. 
Write Dept. T. 

) ANTIQUES (, 

Specialists in the Design and 

Manufacture of Hand Wrought 
Ironwork  of all descriptions. 

Catalogue Mailed on request 

ye IRO^Shoppe 

472A Boylston Street 
Boston, Mass. 

Out ot - the • Ordinary 
J3cauh'/u7 — Inexpensive *s 

IGHUNG nXHJRES 

Hand wrougl 
o/' Copper 

Brass **nd 
Pewter • • 

A LL the splendid qualities 
which one desires in light' 

^ ing fixtures. 
Dignity — simplicity — 

symmetry of line — exquisite per- 
fection of detail—all are combined 
in these faithful and accurate re 
productions of old authentic types. 

The illustration shows three ex'==^ 
cellent examples. These and many 
other charming reproductions are 
available in copper, brass, pewter 
or tin and may be had with or 
without electric attachments. 

Write for illustrated catalog mailed on request, showing 
these and many other delightful hand-made reproductions. 

INDUSTRIAL ARTS INC. 
33-B NORTH 5ENNET 3T..    BOSTON.MASS. 
 DISPLAY ROOMS       64 Chartes Sir.  

His Lawson sofa, with all hair 
filling and down seat and back cushions, 
will be covered in the fabric of your 
choice. It is priced $185.00 in the 
muslin — an example of McGibbon 
price-moderation! 

McGibbon 
3 West 37th Street, New York 

Tel. WIScamin 7900 

A heritage 

fiom the paft 

MONG the finest and 
most modern homes 

you will notice a sur- 
prisingly large number 
trimmed with forged iron 
hardware. Appreciation of 
its sincerity seems to 
continue as a heritage from 
the past. Forged Iron Hard- 
ware by McKinney has 
given a tremendous impe- 
tus to its use. Its marvelous 
texture, its authentic designs, 
its quick arailability and the j 
remarkably reasonable prices 
make a universal appeal. 
Even smaller houses can use it, at 
least for the entrance door trim. It is 
no longer necessary to use common- 
place, uninspired hardware. When 
once you have seen it you will real- 
ize just how much it can add of 
beauty to your house. 

McKINNEY 

FORGED IRON 

HARDWARE 0 
Forge Division, 
McKinney Mfg. Co., Pittsburgh, Pa. 
Please send me, without obligation, the 
items I have checked:— 
□ Folio on Lanterns 
□ Brochure on Forged Iron Hardware 
Name. 

J Address  CL9-28^ 
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PLAYTHINGS 

from MAYFAIR 

Merry-go Round 

This plaything will af- 
ford endless pleasure 
all the year round. It 
is the best child's car- 
ousel made. 
Merrygoround, com' 

plete . . $85 
Umbrella, extra . $50 
Organ, extra       . $40 
See our display of PLAY- 
THINGS, Toys and 
Games for the entertain- 
ment of Children, parties 
and all the family. Every- 
thing for sport and play. 
Send for our new catalog 

ready early in the Fall. 

apfatr 

741 Fifth Ave. (at 57th St.,) N. Y. 

FINEST  18th CENTURY 

Furniture  and  Decorative Objects 

French—Italian—English 

Floor plans,  Interior Architectural 
details: Schemes for the complete 

house. 

McMILLEN INC. 

148 East 5:5th St. New York 

SHOP WINDOWS 

O F 

MAYFAIR 

Three fascinating perforated 
metal lamp reproductions 
from Boston. The work of 
this original shop is happily 
free from the usual "art- 
craft" touch in metal. The 
candlestick table lamps 
make quaint night lights, 
or go well on wall tables in 
Colonial homes. These are 
#7.50 each, with 8 ft. cord 
and plug; shade #4.50 ex- 
tra. The lantern, copy of an 
old model, would grace any 
porch or road entrance. 

Wired complete, #7.50 

One seems to be constantly in need 
of orange juice nowadays, summer 
and fall. The problem has been to 
get one which does not shout "ten 
cent store" before all present, one 
which will not break, which will 
strain its own juice. Triple sterling 
plate on hand-hammered nickel 
silver base. Strainer in spout, good 
lines, graceful handle. $i \ prepaid 

100 miles N. Y. 

TTTT.! Again we show this wood 
base lamp made in dull 
rubbed maple finish with 
black trim, or in your 
choice of red, green or 
black, all with gold trim. 
Shade is parchment with 
ruffles, choice of yellow, 
green, or rose. Height over- 
all, 18'j", shade diameter, 
ill". Being quite a sizable 
lamp the complete price 
with 6ft. ot silk cord is most 
unusual at $16, postpaid 
an>where in America. Cata- 

logue  ol   other items 

This Silver Ace toy airplane is a 
marvel. It will rise from the ground 
and speed for 1,000 feet or more, 
will fly in circles, and then land 
gracefully. It is sold by one of 
America's leading toy specialty 
shops and costs $12.50 postpaid 
100 miles N. Y. For partly as- 
sembled plane which can be put 
together in half an hour, #9; pre- 

paid 100 miles 

This is the rare and beautiful Lovers 
Knot reproduction coverlet with the 
"Pine Tree" border which so delighted 
Queen Mary of England recently, and is 
now in use in Buckingham Palace. It 
is reproduced from a very old original 
down in Virginia and spun in Scotland 
in 1750. It has been praised by authori- 
ties everywhere. Colors are indigo blue 
and white only; three sizes: double bed, 
80 x 100", #25.80; twin bed, $25.10; 
special day bed size, 54 x 80, $14.80. 
Woven of virgin wool on cotton warp 

We've heard of cats and canaries but 
here's the jolliest glazed modern wall- 
paper imaginable showing cats and 
flowers! It is washable. The colors are 
just what they should be—greyish 
background, black cat, blue squares, 
and bright natural colors. Nothing 
could be newer or more stunning for a 
child's room, for the cosy guest room— 
in fact anywhere that you want charm 
and color. Cuttings mailed gladly; just 
write Shirley Paine. Price. $3 per roll 

18" wide 

GAiiomY 

PoTfEKf 

Qi-ves the Essential Touch 

SHAPELY jars of Terra 
Cotta strike a distinc- 

tive note of form and color 
used indoors or in 

the garden. 
Vases, Classic Urns, Fonts, Bird 
Baths, Sun Dials, Benches and 
Gazing Globes are also to be had 
in high fired, durable Terra 
Cotta. Send ten cents in stamps 

for catalog, 

GALLOWAYTERUA ODTTA Cb. 
3216 WALNUT ST. PHILADELPHIA. 

Established 1810 

AUN'QUE candle holder in hand wrought 
iron. Suitable for tapers or stubby candles. 
Very effective for use on table ot mantel 

in pairs. Sine io§" long. 7" high. Priced, each, 
$6.00, postpaid east of the Mississippi. 

At Better Shops or Direct 
The TREASURE CHEST 

Asheville, North Carolina 

maow 

Cornices 

The beauty and charm em- 
bodied in these cornice designs, 
lend an air of distinction to 
any room. Finished in An- 
tique, Silver or Ormolu Gold. 
Also hand colored to match 
any decorative color scheme. 

Write for complete catalogue 
and information. 

HICKS GALLERY, Inc. 
16-18 Fayette St., Boston, Mass. 

H. L. JUDD COMPANY, Inc. 
New York Selling Agents 
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Beautify with 

Iron Railings 

WITHOUT any appreciable addition to 
the cost of any new building, you can 
add immeasurably to the value by speci- 

fying Cincinnati Iron Railings, thus giving a 
touch of distinction and individuality, and 
transforming—"just a house" into one that 
is different. 

Ornamental iron railings, fences, entrance 
gates and window guards of attractive, yet 
modest design, will enhance the beauty of any 
home. The dominant features of Cincinnati 
Iron Railings are their attractiveness of design, 
durability and quality construction. 
Catalog on request—Estimates cheerfully given 

Orders filled promptly. 

CINCINNATI IRON FENCE CO. 
INCORPORATED 

3379 Spring Grove Ave.  CINCINNATI, OHIO 

A WATCHER 
WITHIN 

THE WALLS 

The Lord Electric 

Wind Indicator 

TRASHING Hghts show the 
direction and velocity of 

the wind. It is an absolutely 
accurate instrument, at once 
instructive, practical, enter- 
taining, useful and interest- 
ing. 

The wind's message to you 
shown instantly in any room 
in your house, or at any dis- 
tance. 

Send for descriptive folder 

CHARLES E. LORD 
24 Milk Street, Roston, Mass. 

SHOP WINDOWS 

O F 

M A Y F A I R 

Now and then I re-list one fairly expensive but which 
is so unusual and so smart that it should be shown to our 
readers. In the wave of art moderne sweeping the country 
there is naturally much that is good and much that is 
horrible. Some is designed by amateurs with no training, 
some by talented masters knowing their subject. This 
modern birdcage is not only artistic but is made of 
the best materials obtainable. Brass, copper, zinc, and 
aluminum are the metals. 15" high and about 16" wide. 
Delivery two weeks; price #75. Other styles designed to 

meet your own ideas 

Are you one of those who inadvertently 
advertise garish medicine labels on 
the shelf? Decorated glass hath equip- 
ment is distinctly in order now. I bis 
pattern has been inspected personally, 
and it is most satisfying in looks and 
usefulness.  Two  tumblers   and tray, 

#6.50. Tincture bottles may be etched 
with the following names: Listerine, 
Bi-Carb, Witch Hazel, Peroxide, Tooth 
Wash, Hair Tonic, Alcohol, Ammonia. 
In Jib. size #3.50 each; \ lb. size, $4.-3 
each. May be had complete or singly. 

Postpaid 100 miles N. Y. 

Once again we are showing the now- 
famous cocker spaniel book-ends by the 
sculptress Matilda Brown, and repro- 
duced from an original modeled from a 
prize winner. These 6" high book-ends are 
not the usual commercial work forced out 
in quantity production, but are cast in 
heavy composition material direct from 
the original models. Every dog lover will 
be delighted with these. Price is $18 the 
pair in your choice of light green, dark 
green, or brown bronze finishes. Postpaid 

100 miles N. Y. 

I his fine lender is shown again as a re- 
minder that snappy fall evenings are 
not tar away, and another reason, 
good prices are often available out of 
season. This fender design is patented. 
Strong \" round brass tubing makes 
for strength and good looks which are 

hard to find in the usual flat frames. 
Choice brass, or black finish; fine mesh 
cloth; brass knobs and handles. In 30" 
wide x 27" high center panel, wings 
13 x 235, black frame $20; brass frame. 
£24. Same but with center panel 30" 
high, black frame, $22; brass frame, #27 

1 

Radiator Enclosures 

{Beautiful 

-Economical 

A beautiful piece of furniture 
in place of an unsightly radia- 
tor—a neglected corner made 
charming. Dixie Radiator 
Cabinets also protect drapes 
and walls, humidify the air, 
and deflect the heat out into 
the room. Found in the best 
homes today. Artistic models 
made to fit any radiator—in 
any desired finish. 

Write for catalogue Dept. A-l 

DIXIE METAL PRODUCTS 
COMPANY, Inc. 

1000 N. aSth St., Birmingham, Ala. 
101 Park Avenue. New York, N. Y. 

SEDGWICK 
INVALID ELEVATORS 

FREE INVALIDS FROM 

PRISON! 
Sedgwick Invalid Elevators, 

for the aged or infirm, are a 
blessing to those unable to 
climb stairs. They are easily 
and economically installed in 
new or old homes and cost 
nothing to operate. Also useful 
in many ways as a general 
household convenience. 

We will gladly send our 
de scriptive booklet on request 

Sedgwick Machine Works 
147 West 15th Street, New York 
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MONTLLOR 

BROS. 
EST. I9O9 

rpant 

OBJECTS of ART - DECORATIONS 

^ Spanish Antique Shop ^ 

NEW YORK      ^WkF-   PALM BEACH 
768 MADISON AVE. PLAZA BUILDING. 

( AT 66 TH. )                                      COUNTY RO. & SEAVIEW AVE. 
^^MEMBER OF ANTIQUE AND °j^°^TJ^ ^"ll,,,^,^,^^^ 

TOPHUNTER 

119 East 57th Street, New York 

LIGHTING FIXTURES 

Wrought by Hand from Old Models, 

Iron, Brass and Pewter Finisk 
Our new illustrated catalogue of 

153 designs, will be sent upon request. 

SHOP WINDOWS 

O F 

M A Y F A I R 

This maple and birch dressing table-mirror outfit is admirablv 
suited to a girl's room, and may be had complete or separately. 
A Boston firm famous for its reproduction furniture is offering 
it at a special early fall price of $26.50 for table—which can 
also be used as a desk—and $15 for the mirror. Choice old 
maple or Colonial red. Prices include packing and Greater 
Boston delivery. A line to me brings their nice catalogue, as 

these are part of a fine set 

in 

\\ hen sending your orders in to Shir- 
ley Paine be sure to send a separate 
check for each article. We ask this, 
not for our convenience but for yours. 
Separate checks mean that the articles 
you order will reach you in a very 
much shorter time than if you send 
one check covering all. Checks to 
Shirley Paine mean quick delivery 

and satisfaction! 

"Natural reproductions from Nature's 
treasure chest," is the way the famous 
Boston foundry describes these solid 
cast bronze items. These items are not 
modeled by an artist but actually pro- 
duced direct from natural live branches. 
Besides these there are paperweights 

GARDEN FURNITURE 
I'ouipelan Stone. Lead, Terra C'otta, Marble 

Illustrated Catalog Sen! on Request 
THE ERKINS STUDIO 

257 Lexington A»e. at 35th St. New York 

SMOKY 

FIREPLACES 

made to 

DRAW 
ahlp payment accepted unless successful 

Also consulting service avail- 
able to owners, architects and 
builders in connection with the 
designing and erection of new 

work. 

FREDERIC N. WHITLEY, Inc. 
Engineers—Contractors—Consultants 

211 Fulton St., Brooklyn, N. Y. 

made from actual stag footprints in the 
earth, beetles on oakleaves—all of them 
original, all in best decorating taste. 
Thistle on marble base, pine branch on 
bronze, each $10.50. Write me for a 
knockout catalogue of wrought iron and 

bronze 

This drawer cabinet takes a starched 
shirt without folding, collars, 'kerchiefs, 
hose, all sorts of men's gadgets. Made 
of white-wood, you may have ma- 
hogany, maple, or walnut stain, or un- 
finished. Two small drawers at top are 
tor miscellaneous gear. 24" wide, 22" 
deep, 54" high. Price $68.50 delivered 

Greater N. Y. 4 

Another special find this month, an 
unusual triangular dressing table in 
unpainted maple for $24.50. Bench 
$7.75. It is quite large—38" across 
front, 22" deep, 30" high. A 22" 
high triple mirror specially backed 
up with laminated maple and will 
stand anywhere. Special mirror price 

with glass rosettes, $32.50. 
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THOUSANDS 
of motorists are 

seeking the best road 
to roam — the road 

combining scenic variety 
and charm with thoroughly 

comfortable stopping places 
to break the journey. Of al 

the interesting trips in America, 
the Four Great United Trails 
stand out preeminent. Each 
way lies endless adventure by 
day—and bv night, the chance to 

Stop at 1   the Sign 

of a Good Hotel 

Let us send you the story of these 
memorable tours, illustrated with 
large main route maps. Address 
your request to United Hotels 
headquarters in New York or 
ask for the booklets at any of the 

Hotels in the United System 
The ROOSEVELT Nen York City 
The BENJ AM IN FRANKLIN Philadelphia 
The OLYMPIC Seattle, Wash. 
The BANCROFT Worcester. Mass. 
The ROBERT TREAT Newark. N. J 
The ALEXANDER HAMILTON 

Paterson, N. J. 
The STACY-TRENT 
The PENN-11ARRIS 
The TEN EYCK 
The ONONDACA 
The ROCHESTER 
The SENECA 
The NIAGARA 
The LAWRENCE 
The PORTAGE 
The DURANT 
The PRESIDENT 
El CONQUISTADOR* 

I ren  N 
Hai risbut'E. 
Albany. N. 

Syracuse. N. 
Rochester. N. 

I' 
Niagara Kails. N. 

L'I 
Akiun. Ohiu 

Plint. Michigan 
Kan-as City. Mo, 

Tucson. Ariz. 
IN CANADA 

The MOUNT ROYAL 
KING EDWARD HOTEL 
ROYAL CONNAUGHT 

he CLIFTON 
The PRINCE EDWARD 
The ADMIRAL BEATTY 

* Opening Sovtmha. 1928 

M.i lllu 
Niagara I'alla 

Winilsor 
Saint lohii. N. It. 

The Four Great United Trails 

Motorists are invited to send for one or more of 
the following trail booklets: 
Trail of Two Countries— From Salem, Mass., 
to Saint John, New Brunswick. 
Loop-the-Lakes Trail-Circling Lake Erie and 
Lake Ontario to Montreal. 
Hudson Valley-Montreal Trail — From New 
York to Montreal. 
Blue and QrayTrail—From New York through 
Pennsylvania and Virginia. 

UNITED HOTEL/ 

CCMPANY €P AMERICA 
Executive Offices: 25 West 45th St., New York 

AMUt'l AMERICAN HOTELS CORPORATION 

A ynTp or VHTC M NO ONE 

EN/EIL JZZf ENOUGH 

Paris, of the wide, white, open spaces, 
with her suave, smartly-cut skv-line 
domed with blue... Paris, where the 
light seems always brighter, the taxis 
thrillier, life gayer, sweeter, set to dance 
music ... Paris of the shops, the races, 
the restaurants, Montmartre!c*oSix en- 
chanting days crossing the Atlantic 
— all the way, the sparkling, joyous 
Parisian atmosphere ... that perfect 
French cuisine and service... on the de 
luxe French Liners,"1/e de France", 
"PernVor"France". c*s Fastest service 
to Plymouth, England ...then Le Havre, 
a covered pier . . . three hours, Paris. 

Three Mediterranean Cruises on the "FRANCE 
Jan. 3rd, Feb. 7th au.l March 14th 

•French J^ne • 

Information from any authorized French Line Agent 
or write direct to 19 State Street, Netc York City 
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HOTEL*  KJbbUKl 
AND TRAVEL 
DEPARTMENT 

Established 1906 
Featured every month in seven publications 

OUR GROUP OF QUALITY MAGAZINES 
MUmiC MONTHLY, COUNTRY LIFE, HARPER'S, REVIEW OF REVIEWS, 

SCRIBNER'S MAGAZINE, THE GOLDEN BOOK AND WORLD'S WORK 
Send postage for advice where and how to go—recommended hotels, etc 

Fol space and rates in our departments write to THE WHERE-TO-GO BUREAU. Inc. 8 Beacon Street, Bosiia. Mass.. D. S. A. 

Raymond -Whitcomb 

A Calendar 

of Cruises 

ROIIiVD AFRICA 
January 12, 1929 

THE only cruise to sail completely 
around Africa and visit all typical 
sections of the "Dark Continent." 
On the Cunard liner "Carinthia." 

Rates, $1250 and upward. 
MEDITERRANEAN 

January 22,1929 
THE annual Raymond-Whitcomb 
Cruise to thefamous Mediterranean 
cities ... Egypt and die Holy Land. 

Rates, $1000 and upward. 
WEST INDIES 

January 30, 1929 
February 26, 1929 

Two midwinter cruises of 25 days 
on the S. S. "Columbus" — the 
largest liner ever to go to the West 
Indies. Rates, $400 and upward. 

IiAJYD CRTHSES 
SUMMER and winter trips in America 
— on special trains built for Ray- 
mond-Whitcomb — special routes. 
RoriVB THE WORLD 

ON the finest and fastest liner that 
has ever made a Round-the-World 
Cruise. Send for full particulars. 

Raymond & 
Whitcomb Co. 

Executive Offices : 
126 NETWBURT STREET, BOSTON, MASS. 
NEW YORK PHILADELPHIA CHICAGO 

LOS ANGELES   SAN FRANCISCO 

LOS ANGELES CAL. 

LOS ANCELEJ 
POSITIVELY FIREPROOF Headquarters for travelers from all parts of the world. 555 rooms—each with private bath. European plan. For folder, rates—write F. M. Dhn- mick. Lessee. Hill. bet. 4th and 5th. 

^QTETsTinWFIl 
A Quiet Retrest in the fiedii of the City NEARBY FINEST SHOPPING  AND AMUSE-/ MENT CENTERS. SUNMY QUIET ROOMS WITH BATH. AWAY FROM TRAFFIC YET NEAR BUSINESS — GRAND NEAR NINTH 

L,RATES j 2.00   SEND FOP FOLDER 

fANNUYS HOTEL LOS ANGELES 
A quiet atmosphere that appeals to persons of refinement. World- famous cafe. Convenient 1 oca- Mode rate ratrs. Folder on request, 

sain a . 
CANADA 

NORTHERN ONTARIO 
TIMAGAMI ISffBMSS * North Woods BunealowCamp in heart of four mil- Hon acres- f forest. 1,502 Lakes. Everycom- fort. Wonderful Ashing. Boating, Bathing, and Hiking. 1 night from Toronto. Bkt. Mr. WILSON, Wabi-Kon P. O., Lake Timagainl. No. Ontario, Can. 

A SOUTH A 

/VHERIC/\ 

A glorious calm voyage to 
famous, fascinating cities; 
romantic Rio de Janeiro, 
most beautiful capital in the 
world; Montevideo—City of 
Roses; gay Buenos Aires, 
Pari9 of the Western World. 
It is ideal there for it is now 
their late summer. 
Twelve glorious days at sea, large 
deck spaces for promenade—all deck 
eporta—outdoor swimming pool, and 
joyous carnival when Father Neptune 
holds court at crossing of Equator. 

Finest Ship* — Fasten Time 
Pan America Western World 
Southern Cross ■    American Legion 

21,000 ton liners spil fortnightly 
from I\eic York 

Apply any Tourist Agency, or 

MUNSON 

THE ARMDALE HOUSE No»"'s<« a 
For Your Autumn Vacation. Deep Sea Fishing. Golf. Tennis. Booklet on Request. 

STEAMSHIP 
LINES 

67, Wall Slreet. New York 
Where- To-Oo advice is not of tliecasualvariety from any one's say-so, but ts vital to you. 

NEW YORK 
w'^hs, Hotel St. James „. Y.C..,. Midway between tifth Avenue and Broadway AD hotel of quiet dignity, having the atmosphere and appointments of a well-conditioned home. Much favored by women traveling without escort. 3 min- utes' walk to 40 theatres and all best shops. Rates and booklet on  application.       W.  JOHNSON QUINS 

MASSACHUSETTS 

HOTEL 
PURITAN 

390 CommonwoallhAvo.Boslon 
'•""^Furnishings, service, atmosphere and rales made IhisDistmcliveBoston House oneol 

Ihe mosl homelike and attractive city holels in 
Ihe world Send for our bnoklel with its auide 
loBoston ond historic vicinity A.P.ANDBEWS Mgr 

TOY TOWN TAVERN 
Winchendon, Massachusetts GOLF. Write for information 
NEW ORLEANS LA. 

CRUISES-TOURS 

fite Stfharle* 
New Orleans 

One of Americas Leading Hotels 
ALFRED S.AMER I CO..Ltd. Proprietors 
TRAVEL ACCESSORIES 

AMERICA 
Travel to this continent of wonders on the finest ships in the service, luxurious all outside state- rooms. 

BARBADOS, RIO DE JANEIRO 
MONTEVIDEO. BUENOS AIRES 
Calling northbound at Santos and Trinidad. Fortnichtly Service by S.S. TOI.TAII1K 8.8.TAFBAH 6.8. YAK IlYl K .•>.*. > ESTRIS 

IAMPORT 
I ft HOLT LINE 
26 Broadway, N.Y.. or 

your local agent 

NEW HAMPSHIRE 
Send for Booklets on 

NEW 

Address Inquiries to 
IN. H. Publicity BirremKjW 

6 PARK STREET || 
CONCORD. N.H. asBfc 

CRUISES-TOURS 

Ask The Where-to-ao Bureau, 8 Beacon Street, Boston, for space & rates in our department. 
Where-To-Go for Oct. closes Sept. 1 

Come to the 
Fascinating 
West Coast 
of SOUTH 
AMERICA 
to PANAMA 
PERU-CHILE 
Via HAVANA 
The Steamers " EBRO " and " ESSEQI IRO " 
are the finest and most luxurious plying to the 
west Coast. All outside staterooms, swimming pool, deck games, dancing. 

PACIFIC LINE 
The Pacific Steam Navigation Co. 

26 Broadway, N. Y., or local travel agent 

Have you read any 

Kipling lately? 
The Pocket Edition is 

just right for travelers. 

—at all bookstores 

Transytrania leaving 
Leaves New 

New 
York I..ii 

leaving Ne 

iling  from  New York 

Department of Travel and 

Resort Information 

This department is for Country Life's readers w ho 
desire information regarding travel and resorts. 

Booklets listed below will be sent free of charge. 
Order by number only using the coupon at the bot- 
tom of page 117 

WATER TRIPS 
American Express Company* ^ 

•13 7 West Indies and South America 
.tmerieaw Mail Line* 

351 10 Tours to the Orient. Round the Pacific, and Bound the World 23 Round America Tours 24 Round the World by way of the Orient—Egypt and the Med- iterranean ; leaves New York every two weeks 2 5 California, via Havana and the Panama Canal 2 6 Return from Europe via Mediterranean—The New Route 2 7 President Liners 4 2 8 Travel Service Through Europe 433 Japan.  China, the Philippines, and  "Round the World" via Seattle 43 4 Horseshoe Tour to the Orient 
Canadian Pacific S.S.* 

3 82 Mediterranean Cruise—S.S. Empress of Scotland leaving New York February 4. 192 9 3 Travel Suggestions 325 Round  the  World—S.S.   Empress  of  Australia  leaving New York December 1. 1928 32 6 Foundation Facts for Your Trip to Europe 327 South America-Africa Cruise—S.S. Duchess of Mholl I avlng New York January 22. 1929 431 West Indies-Panama.  Duchess ol Bedford, leaving  New York December 22, 1928 ; January in. 1929: February  11. 1929 430 Winter Cruises to Sunshine Lands 
Front C. CfarJf 

370 Mediterranean   Cruise—S.S. January 30. 1929 371 Around   the   World—S.S. Calcitonin. uary 16. 1929 
Thomas Cook A Son* 

426 European Air Travel 
Cunard Line* 

383 Around the World Cruise—S.S. Francon, January 15. 1929 2 84 Cunard Budget Plan for European Travel 
Franco-Belgiquc Tours* 

2 85 The Mediterranean 
Frank Tourist Company* 

42 7 Mediterranean  Cruise—S.S. Scythia January 29. 1929 43 8 Luxury Cruises to the West Indies 
Frtnch Line* 

3 4 To Plymouth in England by nay of the French Line Steamers 35 Sugrrn—The Family Ship 
Hamburg-Amrricon Line* 

7 7 Across the Atlantic 329 Around  the  World Cruise—S.S   Itisolutc  leaving  New York January 7. 1929 4 39 West Indies Cruises 4 10 Mediterranean-Orient Cruises 
Holland America Line* 

41 Holland America Line 441 A Mediterranean Luxury Cruise 
International Mercantile Marine* 

226 Europe for All 22 7 Travel Map of Europe 2 89 The Magnificent Trio 290 And So She Sailed for Europe 435 Around the World—on the largest ship 
Italian Line* 

259 Special Winter Voyage' to the Mediterranean—1928 
Lamport and Holt 

2 72 To South America 
Los Angeles S.S. Co.* 

331 Hawaii direct from Los Angeles 332 Personally Conducted Tours to Hawaii 429 A sixty-four day all Pacific Coast Cruise,  around and about Central and South America.    S.S.  dtp of Los Angeles leav- ing Los Angeles October 6. 1928 
Lloyd Sabaudo' 

51 S.S. Conti Biancantano 4 42 S.S. Contc Grande 
Matson Lint * 

264 Hawaii 
Xacigazioue Generate Italiana* 

372 Answer the Call of Italy 373 S.S. Colombo 3 7 4  S.S. Homa 375 S.S. Duilio 376 Motoring Through Italy in Your Car 43 6 Augustus 
Xorth Qerman Lloyd* 

58 Transatlantic Travel Deluxe 59 Murnchen—The Latest One Cabin Liner 292 Stuttgart—One Cabin, Tourist Third Class, and 3rd Class 293 Dresden—One Cabin, Tourist Third Cabin, and 3rd Class 
Panama Pacific Line* 

61 Coast to Coast 6 2 Around and Across America 291 The New California " 
Raymond £ Whitcomb Company* 

4 43 Winter Mediterranean Cruise 4 44 Round Africa Cruise 4 45 West Indies Cruises 
Vnited Fruit Company* 

2 60 Fifteen Day Tour to British West Indies 261 Twenty-four Day Caribbean Cruises 2 96 The Great White Fleet 297 Cruises o'er the Golden Caribbean 
Ward Line* 

3S4 Mexico for the Tourist 
L\M> TKIPS Vmeri.an 

Canadian Pacific Ily.* 
29S Pacific Coast Tours 

American Mail Line* 
23 Round America Tours 

Frank Tourist Co.* 
32 Independent Travel in America 

Raymond <f Whitcomb Company' 
4 46 Winter Land Cruises lo California 447 Winter Guide to Travel in America 

A'orfn Pacific Railtrays* 
.000 Miles of Startling Beauty 353 354 

104 105 109 

Yellowstone National Park Rainier National Park Dude Ranch Alaska 
Rock Island Railway* 

Colorado via Rock Island All Expense Tours Personally Conducted Tours to Colorado On Your Way to California 
•Country Life Advertiser 
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LAND TRIPS—American (continued) 
110 California, the Golden State 231 Colorado, under the Turquoise Sk> 278 Golden State Houte tu Southern California 279 A map that talks 2 80 The I)e Luse Golden State Ltd. 

Southern Pacific Lints" 
12.1 California ]2U Aparhe Trail of Arizona H] Tinea Pass Auto Tour pi l alitornla tor Tourist 13 4 Yoseinite 301 Cataltna Island 302 Crater Lake 303 Sunset Route 30 1 Oregon Outdoors 305 Sequoia Nat l. Park 3ii(i Outdoor Life in the Sierra 

Union Pacific Ku".' 
23i Death Valley •>35 Along the I'nion Paritle System 237 Zion   NiHunal   Part—Grand   Canyon   National   Park—Bryce Canyon 239 California 241 Yellowstone National Park 44S Dude Ranches out West 449 Pacific North West and Alaska 450 Unknown Places in Idaho 451 Colorado  Mountain Playgrounds 

LAIN D TRIPS- Ft )K K.l <! \ 
American Express Co.' 

339 The American Traveler in Kuronc 
Amerop Travel Service, Inc.' 

341 Independent Tours to Germany 
Canadian Pacific Itailtcaus' 

385 Canadian Folk Song and Handicrafts Festival 357 Twenty-four hour motor detour 358 Seeing the Canadian Pacitli Rockies 
Thomas Cook i Sons' 

452 Caravan Trails 
Cunard Line' 

453 New Year's Eve in Havana—9 Day Inclusive Tour $175.00 
Cunard Line Havana .Senile 

Daimler Hire, Ltd.* 
340 Automobile Hire Abroad 

Franco Beluique Tours' 
307 Europe by Motor 

Frank Tourist Co.' 
251 Europe for the Independent Traveler 425 Tours to Europe. 192S 

German  Tourist Information Office' 
333 Traveling in Beautiful Germany 334 Berlin and Potsdam 335 The Rhine 33ti Munich—The Bavarian Alps 

II ambura-American Line' 
149 Ireland 150 Germany 151 France 152 British Isles 33 8 European Tours 

UNITED STATES TERRITORIES 
HAWAII 

Hauaii Tourist Bureau' 
154 Tourfas 155 The Story of Hawaii 

HOTELS AND RESORTS—American 
159 Southern California Year Round Vacation Land Supreme 205 Del Monte Hotel. Del Monte. Calif.* 2 53 Glen Springs Hotel. Watkins Glen. N. Y. 316 The Alexander. Los Angeles, Calif 2 74 The General Ogelthorpe, Savannah. Ga.* 3 47 Hotel Touraine, Boston, Mass. 

United Hotels Company of America" 
402 The Roosevelt—New Y'ork City 403 Benjamin Franklin—Philadelphia 404 The Olympic—Seattle, Wash. 

HOTELS AND RESORTS—Foreign 
Canadian Pacific Railways 

379 Lake Windermere Bungalow Camp 3 80 Resorts in the Canadian Pacific Rockies 381 Hotel Algonquin, St. Andrews, Canada 40 5 Banff  Springs—Banff. Alta. 406 Chateau Lake Louise—Lake Louise. Alta. 40 7 Emerald Lake Chalet—Emerald Lake 
United Hotels' 

408 The Mount Royal—Montreal 409 King Edward Hotel—Toronto 410 Royal  Connaught—Hamilton 411 The Clifton—Niagara Falls 412 The Prince Edward—Windsor 413 The Admiral Beatty—Saint John. X B 414 Hotel Cecil—London 432 Hotel Langion—Hamilton, Bermuda 
TRAVEL ACCESSORIES 

Abercrombie <t Fitch 
20(5 Luggage 

American Express Co. 
348 Travelers Checks 

Bell i Howell' 
207 Filmo Cameras 

Benson & II* dot s 
208 Cigarettes, Cigars, and Smoking Accessories 

Dean's 
2 09 Week-end Boxes of Cake 2 10 Bon Voyage Boxes 

East man Kodak Co.' 
211 Cine Kodaks 2 12 List of Eastman Kodak Branches throughout the World 

Hartman' 
2 13 Trunks 

Revelation Suitcase Co. 
2 14 Revelation Suitcases 

W.  W. Winship' 
215 Winship Wardrobe Trunks 

Department of Travel and Resort Information 
Country Life 214 Madison Ave., New York Cilj 

Please send, without obligation on my part, the following booklets (Insert numbers from list, t From Foreign Countries, except Canada enclose 10c in stamps. 

Name   
P. O. Address 
Slate   

•Country Life Advertiser 

HOTEL-RES OR-T-^t.-TRAVEL-DEPARTMENT 
*W     CONCLUUEO W— 

CRUISES-TOURS 

^SOUTH 

JAMERICV 
via HAVANA andDirecLAflSr 
18 Days to 3 Months 
Sailings Every Two Weeks 

"T'HE famous " Santa" fleet including new 
motorsliips Santa Maria and Santa Bar- 

bara offers fascinating tours via Havana or 
direct. PANAMA—18 days —S250. PERU 
—32days —9495. PERU— CHILE—46davs 
—8585. AROUND SOUTH AMERICA—60 
days—§765. Excellent All-Year Climate. 

For Booklet* TM address 

GRACE LINE X0^Ty"^ 

Scenic Cruises to ~ 

/CALIFORNIA 
f   Via Spanish America 
I Days of delight on a luxurious I I ama Mail Liner.     Outside rexi Simmons heds, no bertha. Excellent meals.    Music.    Swimming pool Laundry.   Deck pames. Thiouirh Panama Canal with visits South and Central America. Wate Rail Tours from your home towi on main  line  points and back First class transportation, meah and bed on steamer.   Return rail stop-overs at Apache Trail,Yellow stone Park, Grand Canyon,Yosem ite.  Slight additional cost return* ing via Canadian Rockies. Booklet E on request. Frequent sailings from New York or San Francisco and I Los Angeles. I 

PANAMA MAIL S.S. CO. 10 Hanover Square, New York 
When writing to these advertisers uill you please mention   The    W here-to-oo Bureau? 

RUSSIA 
A GALA^cV OF NATION 
THE FRINGE OF ASIA 
16 Selection 
Visiting Leningrad, Moscow, the famous Nijni Novgorod Fair, ancient Kiev, Odessa the Crimea, oriental Tiflis, Baku and other cities on the far-sung Volga. First Class Accommodations throughout Russia 

SAILINGS WEEKLY - 

ST STEAMERS OF (TNAltD, FRENCH OB HOLLAND. AMERICA LINES 
VISAS ASSURED 

AMERICAN-EUROPEAN TRAVEL 

100 Fifth Ave.' 
BUREAU 

Nev/YorHCity 

1 

NEW MEXICO 
Hacienda De Los Cerros 

A modern all-year ranch re- sort in the heart of the magnifi- cent New Mexico Rockies, two miles from old Santa Fe and at the gateway to a million acre National For- est. Riding, tennis, golf, pack trips. Motor trips to Indian pueblos, prehistoric cliff dwellings and old Spanish villages. Book- let on request. Address 
Los Cerros, Santa Fe, New Mexico 

off the Beaten path of travel 

Cairo to the Cape 
through Africa by Rail, 
Steamer and Motor — 

from Neiv York Jan. 4 
A doughty itinerary includ- 
ing Egypt, the Nile, Nubia, 
the Soudan, the White 
Nile, Uganda, Kenya, 
Tanganyika,Belgian Congo, 
Victoria Falls, Union of 
So. Africa, Cape Town; 
returning via Madeira and 
Southampton. 
Suleiman's Empire 

A tour of the old Turkish 
Dominions 
from New York Jan. 26, 

on S. S. Homeric 
A most unusual, most 
diversified itinerary includ- 
ing Madeira, Southern 
Spain, Gibraltar, the 
Barbary Coast, Algiers, 
Tunis, ruins of Carthage, 
Naples, Cairo, the Sphinx 
and pyramids; up the Nile 
to Luxor and the Valley 
of the Kings; Holy Land, 
Syria, Irak, Bagdad, 
Damascus, ruins of 
Babylon, Constantinople; 
on to Athens, the Balkans, J 
Budapest, Vienna,  Paris. J—, 

The Middle East 
from New York Nov. 21 

to Ceylon, India, Kenya, 
Uganda,   Nubia, Soudan, 
Egypt, the Mediterranean. 
Around The World 

—The New Way 
returning via Siberia 

Sailing Jan. 9 
Round The World— 

Eastbound 
returning via Pacific 

Sailing Nov. 17 
South America * 

from New York Jan. 17 • Feb. 14 
Booklets on request 

THOS. COOK & SON, 

EE the 
marvelou/ 

CANAL 

*^^f2^^a^Pi 

en route to 

CALIFORNIA 
Engineering wonder of the world. See sparkling Havana, Caribbean Metropolis. Cool breezes all the way. 
Reduced summer rates NOW. Fortnightly sailings. Larg- est, fastest ships. 
ApplvFass.Dept., No.1 Broad- way, New york, or agents. 

Where-To-Go advertising covers best prospects — U. S. income taxpayers on $5,000 and over 
if r wx T T* r n n i \i r* a n  CI r u i * <» 
MEDITERRANEAN 
S. S. "Transylvania" tailing Jan. 30 
Clark's 25thcruise, 66 days, including Madeira, Can- ary Islands, Casablanca, Rabat. Capital of Morocco, Spain, Algiers, Malta, Athens. Constantinople, 15 days Palestine and Egypt, Italy. Includes hotels, guides, motors, etc. 

Norway-Mediterranean Cruise, 
July 2,1929; $600 up 

FRANK C. CLARK, Times Bldg., N. Y. 
The Where-To-Go system influences the people comprising the cream of all Travel prospects 

9 
EMPLE^IOURS 

I 

585 Fifth Avenue, New York 
and [tranches 

ROUND the WORLD 
in the season 

Westbound Oct. 12, from San Francisco 

A Six Months Tour on which 
you really see the world 

Two months of luxurious cruising; 
four months of thrilling land travel 
through the Orient; 3,000 miles by 

motor through the Tropics 
Small escorted party 

First Class throughout 
Send for booklet 

JAPAN IN AUTUMN 
The Coronation Festivals 

Tours sail in Aug. and Oct. 
Send for booklet 

AEMPLE^»JQURS 
447-B Park Sq. Building, Boston 

New York  Chioaeo Washington 
San Francisco 

RUDYARD 

KIPLING 

INCLUSIVE VERSE 
1885 - 1926 

This great hook, in over 
800 pages, contains all 
the poems of the most 
celebrated of living 
poets which were form- 
erly scattered through 
26 volumes. V!.-<> '.\~ new 
poems, one of which 
has never hefore been 
printed 

Cloth. $5.00 
Leather. $7.50 

Doubledav. Dor an 

By the new luxurious 
sister ships 

CONTE GRANDE 
Sept. c\— Oct. 13—Nov. 17 

CONTE BIANCAMANO 
Sept. 29—Nov. 3—Dec. 8 

T?OTH these linors are the last 
word in ocean-going magnif- 

icence and offer the utmost in re- 
finements to satisfy the discrimin- 
ating tastes of that exclusive 
clientele which lias learned to ac- 
cept Lloyd Sabaudo service as the 
highest standard of Trans-Atlantic 
travel comfort. 

LLOYD SABAUDO LINE 

3 State Street, New York 
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Pleasure Ttyles" 

Around EWorld 

Sixth Oruise ofthe 

"RESOLUTE" 

1NCE aboard the 

Queen of Cruis- 

ing Steamships," 

life becomes a series of merry per- 

ambulations on fantastic trails of 

beauty.—In Madeira, it's sliding to 

a lace shop on an oxen-drawn sled. 

In Siam, it's automobiles to the 

courtyard of Bangkok's Royal 

Palace, past all the little "spirit 

houses."—In Japan, trundling along 

in rikishas under a cloud of cherry 

blossoms.—And, in between, thril- 

ling opportunities to try theworld's 

odd modes of travel—camels and 

elephants, buffalo carts, bullock 

trains, sampans, out-rigger canoes, 

sedan chairs—but only as a lark, for 

automobiles and excellent train ac- 

commodations are provided wher- 

ever available for sightseeing and 

overland trips on 

the 

BARCLAY 

NEfT   YORK'S  MOST  DISTINGUISHED   RESIDENTIAL HOTEL 

IT IS the exceedingly critical eve 
which comprehends the subtle- 

ties of Barclay distinction—the suave 

elegance ot its Early American 
decors—the smooth finish ot its 
service — the smart brilliance ot its 
atmosphere. Then, too, it so happily 
solves the problem ot living in tow n 
— a gracious home in evervthing 

but the responsibilitv. 

Delightful apartments for short or long term 
leases and accommodations for the transient 
stay.   Write for information and brochure. 

Trundling along in 
Rikishas in Japan 

^^lvi))o^a^ c^0JourQ)rearns 

Eastward from New York, Jan. 7,1929 

Everything arranged—even to fees for na- 
tive porters—One management afloat and 
ashore. Table morsels fit for a monarch. 

Ill    EAST 4 STREET 
AIanagiri% Director 

WARREN T. MONTGOMERY Neic \ ork 

30 Countries 63 Cities 140 Days 

Rates $2,000 up include a wonderful program of shore excursions. 

Send for Descriptive Literature 

HAMBURG-AMERICAN LINE 

39 Broadway, New York 

3ranches in Boston, Ckicago, Philadelphia, St. Louis. San Francisco, 
Los Angeles, Montreal, Winnipeg or local tourist Agents. 

Country Cousins 

By WALTER A. DYER 

Author of "All Around Robin Hood's Barn," "The Breakwater" etc. 

DAVID GRAYSON SAYS: 

" Dyer is telling, ever so quietly, 
but with a little glint of a smile 
often in his eye, about these 
neighbors of his, the cow, the pig, 
those that cackle and those that 
quack, the birds of the treetops, 
the mice of the meadow, and he 
even puts in the 'busy, buzzy bee' 
—but (I'm telling you a secret) 
he keeps his distance during thai 
storv—and to give full measure 
he adds many of the things that 
appertain to the good life and the 
common beauty of the country. 
I think vou will like him and 
his book as I do." 

Many illustrations by 
Charles Livingston Bull 

\ \ 
53.00 

DOUBLEDAY, 

DO RAN k 

CO., Inc. 
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J I, oil rs save d! 

WHOLE HAM 

6 TO  IO LBS. 

CAKES IN 

I HOIK 

AKED Ham in 30 minutes for a small 

family dinner — in one hour for a large 

party! No more boiling and baking in a 

hot kitchen! For here is thoroughly 

cooked whole ham (natural shaped container) or 

half size (round container) — tender and flavorful 

as never before, ready to serve in a mere frac- 

tion of the time once needed! It is instantly ready 

to serve cold. Grilled ham requires but 4 minutes. 

>      t / 

All this is achieved by the new Hormel cooking 

process. First a mildly cured ham is sealed in its 

individual vacuum container. Then—sealed in — 

it is cooked in its own juices. Nothing escapes! 

. . . Flavor-Sealed Ham keeps indefinitely with- 

out refrigeration. No bone, no skin, no waste. 

Use the juices as flavoring for soups, salads, vege- 

tables. Ask your dealer to supply you, or write 

Geo. A. Hormel & Co., Austin, Minnesota. 

4 

HALF SIZE 

3 TO 5 LDS. 

BAKES IN 

30 MINUTES 

NOW PACKED 

IN 

TWO SIZES 
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FAR HAgr KENHEL5 

thz Worlds Most Beautiful 

"Strong, rugged, healthy puppies with ideal dispositions are offered, in 

all colors, from $75.00 up. These puppies are bred from our prize 

winners and are of the finest imported and American bred strains." 

Snow White Esquiino Puppies 
I    A real corrpanion and playmate for the 
I    kiddies and a quick learning trick dog. 

^VTjl^H    ^*n^ ,0c for illustrated catalogue full of useful information on the care, feeding. 
I    diseases and treatment of puppies and 

O       ' ^    giving prices and terms on our stock. 
9K *    Fox Terriers. Chows and Collie puppies. 

We have some excellent Fox Terriers, 
both smooth and wire haired, and some 
splendid Chow and Collie puppies at very 
reasonable prices. We specialize in spay- ^^^^*"t jng females.   You must be satisfied. 

We guarantee safe delivery and satisfaction and are not afraid 
to ship our stock on approval as outlined in our catalogue. Es- 
tablished for 25 years.     Visitors welcome on old Santa Fe Trail. 

Bald> 
BROCKWAYS KENNELS 

Kansas 

French Bull Dogs 
EXCLUSIVELY 

For years we have specialized 
in breeding French Bulldogs of 
the finest type, and our record 
in the show ring is ample evidence 
that our efforts have been emi- 
nently successful. With us also 
character is of major importance. If you want a 
companion, a real house dog of intelligence and 
quality we will be pleased to hear from you. 

Prices, puppies from #35 to $100; and we have 
a few desirable adults also. 
MRS. HOWARD LONG, Owner, 61 Glen Ave., Brockion, Mass. 

Boston Terriers 
A few choice specimens, both sexes, of the 
best possible breeding. 
Price $30.00 up. 

Send stamp for illustrated circular 
MASSASOIT KENNELS 

Box 195 Springfield, Mass. 
ft 

0 

CHAMPION 
ALAUNTS CINTRASON, Imported 

"America's Greatest Bulldog" 
Stud Fee, $100.00 

PUPPIES sired by above dog now ready 
for delivery £$o.oo and up. If you want 
a GOOD Bulldog buy from 

WISTDOBI KENRBLS 
Taylor Blv'd & Kenwood Ave.     Louisvil'e, Kentucky 

Russian Wolfhounds 
At Stud—Ch. Borloff. imported. Litter 
brother to Ch. Nazimova. Sesqui Cen- 
tennial winning bitch. Ch. Borloff is 
producing wolfhounds of the right type. 
Pups and good young bitches for sale 
at reasonable prices. 

KANZA KENNELS 
Dighton Kansas 

MERRYFIELD KENNELS 
lerson Lane Berkeley Heights, N. J. 

Cocker Spaniels 

Puppies of the finest type 
and breeding for sale at all 
times. Prices from $50. up. 
Address all communications 
Miss ETHEL W. FISCHER 

Owner 
R. F. D. No. 1 

Scotch Plains, N. J. 
Tel. FanwooJ 7463 W-l Ch. Midkiff Trouble 

A CHOW 
The choice of discrimina- 
ting people. Champion 
bred puppies at £50.00 up 
from our best prize winning 
female. 
RED MAJESTY KENNELS 

Owego, Tioga Co. 
New York 

Colemeadow Kennels 

Morris Avenue 
Phone 

West 
Highland 
White 
Terriers 

Bryn Mawr, Pa. 
B. M. 3-72 

CHOW 
CHOWS 

PUPPIES   AND   GROWN STOCK 

SUSSEX SPANIELS 
Dogs and Puppies For Sale 

We have the purest blood of this 
rare old English breed to be found 
in the world. Great Retrievers and 
bird hunters. Also Cockers for field 

house dogs. Many ribbons from recent 
exhibuions. 

ROARINGBROOK KENNELS, P. 0. Boi 783 
Ci:y Hall Station New York, N. Y. 

pHOWS of 
^ the fin- 
est cham- 
pion strains. 

MOOSILAUKE KENNELS, Moosilauke Farms 
Pike, New Hampshire 

Dr. William S. Baer, Owner    C. B. Stewart, Manager 

Tico Beautifully Bred 

ENGLISH SETTER PUPPIES 
Here are a pair, whelped July, 1928, which carry 
in their veins the finest bench show and field trial 
blood. They are beautiful and sturdy and the 
person purchasing either the male or the female 
will enjoy the fruits of his good judgment. 

MRS. LOUIS M. TREADWELL 
Redding. Connecticut 

Real Russian 

Wolfhounds 
For sport and show. Magnifi- 
cent creatures. Splendid coats 
and type The world possesses 
no better. Satisfaction guaran- 
teed Prices reasonable and ac- 
cording to quality. 

MRS. W. HAROLD CLUXT0N 
G/enwtld Borzoi      7450 Greenview Ave., Chicago, III. 

Rowcliffe Cocker Spaniels 
C/r;— »    are the last word in 

¥3 

companions both for 
shooting and for house 
companions. They are 
the ideal size for both 
purposes and their rec- 
ords in the Field Trials 
of the last two years 

have placed them in a position second to none 
for pheasant, partridge and rabbit shooting. 
Price, $50 up. 

ROWCLIFFE 
South Road     Tel. 1850 

KENNELS 
Pou^hkeepsie, N. Y. 

Cocker i-?>pamete 

We are offering pup' 
pies and youngsters 
in 

'6W 

standard all the 
colors, sired by the 
most successful winning dogs of 
1926 and 1927, for pets, compan' 
ions and show prospects. 

A few housebroken. 

Prices $50.00 up. 

£j>f)aron 
Connecticut 

An All Wound Dog— 
SAND SPRING FARM KENNELS offers you an 
opportunity to own a Cocker Spaniel, bred from 
America's greatest champions. We have now on 
hand a wonderful selection of puppies in all colors, 
and a few brood matrons for sale. Also a few show 
prospects at reasonable prices. 

SAND SPRING FARM KENNELS 
Mrs. S. Y. L'Hommedieu, Jr. Owner 

MORRISTOWN NEW JERSEY 



HILD^DTIAND 
Sergeant's Governor of Mountrose grand champion 
Guernsey bull; owned by the Firestone Farms, Akron, 0. 

Les Cotils Blonde, grand champion Jersey cow; 
owned by Elm Hill Farms, Brookfield, Mass. 

STROHMEYER 

PADDOCK, RINGSIDE, AND BYRE 

by GEORGE W. R. ANDRADE 

'Photographs of winners at the Ohio State Fair, August, /Q28 

THE whir of twentieth century life, the 
break neck pace at which the wheels of 
industry of our day turn, forces the far- 

seeing person to consider carefully the question of 
diversion. A great many prefer that their diversion 
be in the nature of an interesting and useful 
hobby. How much more worthwhile our hours 
of real pleasure are if, when years of labor at 
business have entitled us to turn the task over to 
younger hands, we can retire to enjoy our hobby. 
Is there a more pitiful sight than the person who 
cannot retire, on whom the routine of business 
has been so greatly impressed that he cannot 
desert its ranks? 

The country place is a golden opportunity. It 
offers a complete change from life in the city and 
a rest from business worries. The beauties and 
the phenomena of nature are on every hand. 
Flowers and trees add to the loveliness of the 
landscape, and the proper manner of planting 
and caring for these things is a most fasci- 
nating study. 

But the things above all else that offer the 
greatest chance for genuine pleasure are live 
animals. Flocks and herds round out the country 
place. They are the salt that brings true flavor 
to the open spaces. They add a feeling of peace 
and tranquillity to the landscape. They offer 
something in return for such efforts and money 
as are spent on them and. furthermore, the breed- 
ing and showing of animals is most interesting. 

A small herd of dairy cattle will provide milk 

products which will go a long way toward pay- 
ing their expenses and yielding a fair return on 
the investment they represent. A half dozen 
well-bred, attractive cows can be purchased, in 
round numbers, for $2,000. The amount to be 
spent on a bull is a matter entirely dependent on 
just what the owner of the herd enjoys. If it is his 
breeding aim merely to produce nice calves, then 
let him pay a few hundred dollars for a well- 
bred young bull. If, however, it is desired to 
produce show animals and to attempt to increase 
to the highest degree the efficiency and volume 
of the herd at the pail, let him purchase an 
outstanding bull. If he buys a proven sire of 

HILDEBRAND 
Springburn Sir Douglas, grand champion Ayrshire 
bull; owned by Balmoral Farm, Ithaca, Mich. 

high quality get with a good show record the 
price will be correspondingly high—from a few 
thousand up. The record price for a bull is that 
paid for a Holstein purchased by The Carnation 
Milk Company, and was over $100,000. If, on 
the other hand, a young animal with excellent 
prospects for being a top producer is purchased, 
the price will be very much lower. 

Dairy cattle require a certain amount of in- 
telligent care, but the advocates of the dairy 
breeds claim that the produce of a herd more 
than compensates for the work of milking, etc. 
The advocates of beef animals claim for them 
good returns on a minimum amount of labor. At 
this writing the price of beef on the hoof is very 
high and prospects would seem to indicate that 
it will stay so. Of course, beef animals require 
much less attention than dairy cattle, and they 
yield a fine return when handled properly. But, 
whatever the choice—beef cattle, dairy cattle, 
or both—the resulting herd will prove an asset 
of great picturesque value to the country estate. 

Sheep and swine have been splendid money 
makers in the past and prospects for the future 
are bright. They certainly give a well rounded 
look to the country' place. Sheep are useful too 
in keeping down the grass, and pigs have long 
been famous for their ability to take care of the 
table scraps. Certainly lamb, ham, veal, or beef 
tastes far better from one's own farm; and dairy 
products from one's own herd possess a flavor 
not purchasable elsewhere. 

STROHMEYE 
Cedarines Golden Sultan, grand champion Jersey 
bull; owned by Elm Hill Farm. Brookfield, Mass. 

HILDEBRAND 
Kalarama Augusta 14th, junior champion Shorthorn 
cow; owned by Kalarama Farms, Shelbyville, Ky. 

23-m 
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mini 

THE   POULTRY DIRECTORY 

"We recommend that you mention t. OLSTRY Lift: wiien answering these advertisements.   It will insure your getting the best possible service.   We will send to readers any 
information about poultry which they may desire.  Address C. Kircher, Manager, POULTRY DIRECTORY, COUNTRY Lirn, 244 Madison Avenue, New York. 

KEXXF.LS 

Scottish Terriers 
Puppies and grown stock trom 
imported prize winning par- 
ents. Females £35 up. Males 
$50 up. 
Altoun Kennels    Herkimer, N. Y. 

Mrs. T. R. Kinsey, owner 
A MODERN FENCE FOR TODAY'S NEEDS 
<TV/"EAT in appearance, strongly built for long service, and PORTABLE 
o'V, for convenience—that's "BUFFALO" Portable Fencing. Write 
now for Booklet No. 80-L. 

BUFFALO WIRE WORKS COMPANY, Inc. 
.>:«> Terrace    (Former/? Schccler's Sons)   Est. 1869    Buffalo, N. Y. 

'Buffalo "Portable 
fencing System 1744 

DOG FOOD 
Rice, oatmeal, wheat farina, canned meat, cod 
liver oil, macaroni and dog biscuits. 

Write for price list 
CHARLES H. REEVE & CO. 

107 Barclay St.     Phone Barclay 1S10     New York City 

WONDER WHAT A DOG THINKS ABOUT? 
Read this dehghtfui book You and Your Dog 

By FRED C. KELLY 
DoublcJjy, Doran      Co., Inc. 

for all dog-lovers 
$1.75 at all bookstores 

GOLD FISH 
Imported Japanese, Chinese 

and American fancy fish: Vari- 
ous aquarium plants. We 
manufacture artistic, durable 

aquariums suitable for beautiful homes, conservatories, 
lawns, etc. We make aquariums to order. Illustrated 
circular free. 
PIONEER AQUARIUM CO. Racine, Wisconsin 

KILLS YOUR POULTRY CORRECTLY 
Quick—Sure—Humane 

I The new model "Sure- 
cut" Poultry Sticker as- 
sures you a 100' , cor- 
rect piercing of the Me- 
dulla Oblongata which 
causes instant death, 
permits rapid dry pick- 
ing of feathers and cuts 
the veins to bleed birds 
white. No external wound.   Money retunded if not absolutely satisfied in 30 days. 

Squabs $4.   Chickens $5.50.    Turkeys.    Ducks, Geese. $7.00. 
O. C. LANDOW 1771 East 18th St., Brooklyn, N. Y. 

Barred   Plymouth Rocks 

First Prize Pen Pullet 
I Bred and Raised by us) 

Four Firsts, Four Seconds, 
Three Third Prizes, besides 
other Awards have been won by 
us at a single Madison Square 
Garden show. 

Highest Grade Breeding and 
Exhibition Birds For Sale— 
New York Winners and Birds 
Bred from Winners. 
Every 1st. Wt Competed For. Hen rork Shoo, 1925. 1926, and 2 lib, 1927 

Illustrated Circular Free 
BRADLEY BROS. 

Box 811, Lee, Massachusetts 

ORNAMENTAL BANTAMS 
We specialize in Japanese Silkies, Red Pyle Games and 

Black Cochins and will supply either stock or eggs for 
hatching. Orders receive our prompt attention and 
stock can be furnished at very short notice. 

ROWCLIFFE FARMS 
South Road Poughkeepsie, New ^ ork 

The Mackensen 

Game Park 
Bob White 
Pheasants 
Partridges 
Quail 
Wild 
Turkeys 
Deer 
Rabbits 

Peafowl 
Cranes 
Swans 
Ornamental 
Geese and 
Ducks 
Foxes . 
Racoons 

Everything in wild animals, game, fancy birds for parks, 
menageries, private preserves and collections of fancy fowl. 

WM. J. MACKENSEN, Yardley, Pa. 

Doff   kennel  with partition aftd root of cedar.   Yellow pn Price $22. 
Wallt ! floor. 

Archway and picket cedar painted white. $38.    Fence $1.50 
fence,  made of Arch  and gate 
per  lineal loot. 

Old homestead house. 1 fl rooms foot pole.   I'rice $15 

Laving hnuse lor -     ' 12 hens. Price $35. 
WHEN it comes to attractive outdoor equipment for your 
country home, think of Hodgson. There are Hodgson-built 
houses and furnishings for every purpose. Beautifully 
made of selected cedar. Painted, stained and finished to 
the last detail. Free illustrated booklet X. it tells about 
Rose Arbors Garden Seats       Dog Kennels 
Garden Houses       Pergolas Picket Fences 
Trellises Bird Houses Lattice Fences 
Play Houses Write for your free copy now 

E. F. HODGSON COMPANY 
1108 Commonwealth Ave., Boston, Mass.      6 E. 39th St., New York City 

Pet Stock Houses 
Tool Houses 
Poultry-houses 
Play Boats 

WM. COOK 6? SONS 
Box 30 Scotch Plains, New Jersey 
Originator! of all the Orpingtons and recognized Headquarters 
for the Best White, Buff, Black and Blue Orpingtons, all of 
which we MADE. Winner* of over fifteen thousand first 
prizes. Send for price list containing history of all the Orping* 
tons and write requirements. 

a. Can be attracted to waters near you if % you plant food and shelter for them %, —Wild Rice. Wild Celery. Musk- ^Z&ty grass.   Fall is Nature's sowing ^.season. We specialize in de- "'T'vW^ veloping-feeding grounds. •^W>T' %J          Write for free booklet %  TERRELL'S AQUATIC FARM ■■>y  774 W. Bik.   Qshkosh. Wisconsin 
IIUUUUUIiUllBIUtUlllTlim'lPllDIIUUliUiUlllUUIlllllllIUIIil^ 

White Leghorn Hens and Males 
now half price. Thousands of laying pullets. Also baby 
chicks and eggs. Trapnested, pedigreed foundation stock, 
egg bred 28 years. Winners at 20 egg contests. Catalog 
and special price bulletin free. I ship C. O. D., and 
guarantee satisfaction. 
GEORGE B. FERRIS Union, Grand Rapids, Michigan 

JENNEE POULTRY FARMS 
Fowler, Indiana 

Trap nested breeding stock in White Leg- 
horns, Barred Rocks. Jersey Giants, Light 
Brahmas, Black Langshans, Partridge Rocks, 
Mammoth White Peking, American and 
Abyssinian Mallards, Bronze Turkeys. 

H. C. LUST, Owner 
189 West Madison St.,    Chicago, 111. 

Top 
Now a new. patented, cardboard filler, strongly rein- forced with metal edges (see illustration) keeps your eggs 100'f sale while in mall. We'll show you how to quickly and easily build big mail order business— selling direct to city families at top prices. The crates themselves are made by the makers of the Original Metal Egg Crate. They are light, sturdy, aliminized metal, reinforced at all joints. Both crates and fillers last for years. Get FREE illustrated catalog for de- tails, sizes, prices, postage rates, etc. 

METAL EGG CRATE COMPANY 
201 Wolfe Street Fredericksburg, Va. 

RING-NECK PHEASANTS 

Best in this Country. Reared on free range. 
Live arrival guaranteed. Tested breeders 
and magnificent young stock. SI 1.50 per 
pair, $16.75 per trio. $33.00 per pen of 5 
hens and 1 cock. S5.00 each in lots of 100 
or over. Ready to ship at once. 25% de- 
posit reserves your birds. 

H. & M. G. MITCHELL 
Kittery Point Maine 

Birds and Aviaries 
In order to obtain mutual aid and advice in the keeping of for- 
eign birds in cages and aviaries, it seems desirable to form an 
Avicultural Society of at least five hundred members; at pres- 
ent we have only about eighty members. If interested, kindly 
communicate with 

CHARLES T. METZGER 
6312 South Ashland Avenue Chicago, 111. 

r PARKS H BARRED ROCKS ^ 
America's oldest and greatest laying strain of Barred Rocks. 313-323 and 325 eggs in 1 year—148 eggs in 148 days—Laying at 113days. Customers' profits $8.09 per hen. Winners in 25 contests- 

Parks Strain—the strain of Quality that is protected by a U. S. registered trademark, has outlived hundreds of other strains because it is founded on high normal layers instead of a few phenomenal producers.   Get free catalog and latest prices- 
J. W. PARKS & SONS Box 11, Altoona, Pa. 

at our expense. 
If "Lime Crest" 2 in 1 Calcite Crys- tals andCalcite Flour, used accord- ins to directions, fail to produce better poultry and egtrs we'll refund coat of yuur trial order. Takes th* place of ehe'l and ordt- — nary grit. For details write Dept. P 12. 

Limestone Products Corp. of America, Inc. 
Newton, N. J. 

Pheasants, Peafowls 
Swans, Wild Ducks, Cranes. Wild Geese, 
Parrots, Canaries, Dogs of all breeds, 
Persian Cats, Squirrels, Fancy Pigeons, 
Doves. Elk, Deer, Buffalo, Silver Foxes, 
Mink, Odorless Skunks and all other var- 

ieties  of Ornamental   Birds and Animals for Country Estates. Parks and Aviaries. Information and lists 25 cents; price lists for the asking. 
HORNE'S ZOOLOGICAL ARENA CO., Dept. C. L., Kansas City, Mo. 

G. D. TILLEY, 

Naturalist 
"Everything in the Bird 
Line from a Canary to an 

Ostrich" 
Birds for the House 

and Porch 
Birds for the Ornamental Waterway 
Birds for the Garden. Pool and Aviary 
Birds for the Game Preserve and Park 

Special Bird Feeds 
I am the oldest established and largest exclusive dealer 

in land and water birds in America and have on hand the 
most extensive stock in the United States. 
G. D. TILLEY, Na turalist      Darien, Conn. 

o Z Squab Books Free ^ 
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(?) 
tgt* in nest. 2, squabs just hatched. 

3, two weeks old. 4, four weeks old, ready for market. Breed squabs and make money. Sold by millions at higher prices than chickens. Write at once for two free books telling how to doit. One is 40 pages printed in colors, other 32 pages. Ask for Books 3 and 4. You will be surprised Plymouth Rock Squab Company, 322 H Street, Melrose Highlands, Massachusetts. Established 27 years. Founder of the Squab Industry 27 Years Ago. Largest Business In the World in Pigeons and Pigeon Supplies. We shi p breeding stock everywhere on three months trial.   Reference, any bank or trust company. <S> 
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A Complete Collection 
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FALL MODELS 

LOOKING   AHEAD  TO WINTER 

FFHAND, November would seem to be a little early to 
lblish a number devoted to winter travel, but then after 

all. when we do go away in winter our plans are made far 
ahead, otherwise we find ourselves unable to secure railroad or., 
steamer passage. So it was that this year we determined to make 
the November issue of COUNTRY LIFE the Winter Travel Number 
instead of waiting until the January issue. 

Even if you are not one of the growing army of winter tourists 
who flv from the rigors of a northern climate to seek warmth in the 
South or West, or who deliberately go north to enjoy the pleasure 
of winter sports, you will find much of interest in the number, for 
there is something for almost every taste in the issue. 

To begin with, Stephen Haweis, the artist, spent last winter in 
the Hawaiian Islands making sketches for COUNTRY LIFE of this 
enchanted island. These paintings, reproduced in full color, lovely 
as they are, are not a whit more charming than Mr. Haweis's 
article itself. 

Another fortunate writer-tourist—but in another quarter of the 
globe—is Elwood Wingate, who passed the winter on the French 
Riviera, which he aptly calls "The Playground of the World." 
His description of the gay life to be en joyed at Monte Carlo. Nice. 
Cannes, and the other spots of this lotus land are greatly enhanced 
bv the lovely photographs of H. Armstrong Roberts, who accom- 
panied the author on his trip. 

While Mr. Wingate was in Europe, many miles away across the 
Mediterranean, another author—a celebrated novelist this time— 
r.one other than Louis Golding. was finding Elysium in the fields of 
northern Africa. A painter with words. Mr. Golding makes his 
descriptions flow like the colors from an artist's palette, and his 
account of his "Travels in Tunisia" is a real masterpiece that 
traveler and stay-at-home alike will enjoy. 

Skipping back across the world again. Betty Thornley writes of 
the island of sunlight and shadow—Bermuda—while Virginia June, 
going still farther west, tells of the delights of winter sports in 
California. Somehow we never imagine skiing and skating in Cali- 
fornia, but there are places there where these can be enjoyed as 
fullv as the warm sunshine of the coast and valleys. 

Speaking of California, a fine new roadway skirting the coast 
line is rapidly nearing completion. This is the Roosevelt Memorial 
Coast Highway, and J. W. Crissey tells of its unrivaled scenic 
beauty in this issue of COUNTRY LIFE and describes how motorists 
can find their way to it. 

Other spots which we visit in our globe-circling tour of winter 
resorts are Switzerland. Nassau, Italy, and a delightful town 
in Florida, modeled after the tales in "The Arabian Nights"— 
truly a  marvelous  and novel  conception  actually and prac-i 

tically built. Certainly these two remarkable 
states. California and Florida, never lack fop 
interest! 

THE FRONTISPIECE 
4 

Sir Joshua Reynolds's canvas "The Tragic 
Muse" is perhaps the most important exam- 
ple of the great artist's work in America to-., 
dav. It forms part of the great Huntington 
collection of art in the Huntington Library at 
San Diego. We are indebted to the Curator 
for permission to reproduce this painting. 

The frontispiece for the November issue is a 
reproduction in full color of a painting entitled 
"Hamlet." bv Miguel Viladrich, which forms 
part of the permanent collection of paintings 
in the Fine Arts Gallery of the City of San 
Diego, to whom we are indebted for the use 

of the painting in the magazine. 

Frontispiece for the 
Xovember issue 

THIS COVER 

The picturesquely charming house pictured on this month's 
cover of COUNTRY LIFE is one that was designed and built at 
Scarsdale. N. Y., by Edgar and Verna Cook Salornonsky. 



Our New Salons 

exhibit many more Re-creations 

(*7*^RULY befitting the charm and dignity of the 

KU furnishings they hold are the new galleries 

of Jacques Bodart, Inc. 

These new and more spacious salons are 

reached through the same street entrance as the 

former showrooms. 

Here you will find many Jacques Bodart 

creations in French reproductions, distinguished 

as always for their purity of line, their unequalled 

finish, the authenticity of their design, and that 

individuality which alone signalizes the work of 

expert French cabinet-makers. 

We will be pleased to show our importations 

to those who present the card of their decorator 

or dealer. 

~An illustrated 
boo\let showing 
many charming 
reproductions of 
French furniture 
will he sent upon 

request. 

RUBY S. CHAPMAN, President 

385 Madison Avenue, New York 

In Paris: 11 Rue Payenne 

Antiques Reproductions 
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A Return to the True Colonial 

by  TYLER  STEWART ROGERS 

T 

'SHE scenes of the opening chapter 
of this story were laid in a rural 
pioneering district in the year 1799. 

Here the original Sackett homestead, 
now known as Reverie Farm, at Warren, 
Conn., was built—a fine stone house, tim- 
bered with solid oak hewn from the neigh- 
boring hillside forests, and embellished in 
simple fashion with the craftsmanship 
that seemed universally to characterize 
the work of our New England forefathers. 
Chapter after chapter was added to the 
story as generations of the Sackett family, 
and later through marriage the Comstock 
family, bequeathed the property from 
father to son. 

About fifty years ago, in the dark ages 
of the Mid-Victorian period, the owners 
of this house were prevailed upon to 
"modernize" it. So a large part of the 
good old trim was ripped out and replaced 
by the flamboyancies of the 1870's. 
Porches were added and other desecra- 
tions were committed. This was the sad 
part of the story, until about two years 
2go when the ownership of the house 
with its two thousand 
and odd acres of land 
came into the hands of Mr. 
Ludlow L. Melius of New 
York, and with this change 
in ownership the house 
itself underwent a trans- 
formation which assures 
it another long span of 
years as one of the finest 
examples of true Colonial 
architecture. 

It must be stated at 
once that there are many 
species of the genus Co- 
lonial, and that Reverie 
Farm logically and natu- 
rally belongs to the classi- 
fication "Connecticut 
Colonial" distinguished 
by such authorities as J. 
Frederick Kelly from many 
other types of Early 
American and Colonial 
architecture. The original 
stone house is structurallv 

contemporaneous with notable Connecti- 
cut houses of from 1700.to 1750, and 
contains framing details so rare that many 
competent authorities have not discovered 
them elsewhere in the state and rarely in 
all of the colonies, though they are clearly 

Entrance doorway to the original 
Sackett homestead, showing the 
date, 1799, carved on the lintel 

Showing the development of architectural style, beginning with 
the trap room and the farm office at the right, progressing to the 
servants' wing and the living room wing at the extreme left 

a survival of Old World precedent; and 
the new parts are equally characteristic 
of local tradition and idiom. 

When this property was acquired, the 
owner perceived some of the hidden qual- 
ity of the old structure in spite of the ugly 
changes which had been made. Having 
determined the possibilities, the next step 
was to invite Leland Hubbell Lyon, an 
architect whose authority in the Colonial 
field is fully recognized, to examine the 
house carefully and to make recommenda- 
tions for its rejuvenation. 

A FTER careful consideration it was de- 
■AJL cided to restore the stone house in its 
original form and to add extensively to 
the floor plan, keeping the entire project 
in sympathetic accord with the better 
precedents of the period in which the 
house was originally constructed. The 
result is illustrated herewith, and to-day 
the old Sackett homestead has become 
Reverie Farm. The original stone house 
forms but a part, perhaps a quarter, of the 
entire floor plan of the main house. 

There have also been 
constructed tenant-farmer 
houses and outbuildings, 
all in keeping, so that this 
could not be termed a re- 
modeling project but is in 
every real sense a return to 
the true Colonial, although 
in a much more ambitious 
form than could ever have 
been dreamed of by the 
original builders. 

Throughout this project 
the architect worked 
closely in cooperation with 
the owner but was given 
an unusual opportunity to 
create a masterpiece of 
design, not only because of 
the sympathetic attitude 
of the owner but because 
he was allowed to carry 
out all details in full scale 
drawings and to design not 
only the house and its in- 
terior but the furnishings 

35 
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A perspective of Reverie Farm, from the painting by Norman C. 
Reeves, showing the rear elevation and the clever relation of the 

farm service buildings to the house grouping 

and accessories which were necessary to 
complete the picture. 

As a result of this fortunate association 
of a broad-minded and appreciative client 
with an architect thoroughly versed in 
the style. Reverie Farm stands as one ot 
the rare examples of late Colonial archi- 
tecture and is worthy of the attention of 
the connoisseur and antiquarian. The 
truth of this statement is attested bv the 
fact that Mr. R. W. G. Vail, Curator of 
Roosevelt House and an authority on 
Colonial architecture and Americana, has 
recently devoted a privately printed book 
to the subject, "A Visit to Reverie Farm." 
This volume reveals in more detail than 
is possible in the present article the 
authenticity of the design and construc- 
tion of this house. 

^ hile the original stone house is now 
but a part of the entire structure, the 
newer portions have been handled so 
skilfully as to possess a consistent feeling 
of age that is deceiving even to the expert. 
Of course, this impression has been gained 

not through clever imitation but through 
honest construction of every detail in the 
exact manner of older days, and literally 
by country craftsmen, many of whom 
seem to have inherited the talents of their 
forebears. 

WHILE adhering to the true Colonial 
style. Reverie Farm is in every way 

a modern home in its appointments and 
conveniences. The architect has provided 
modern plumbing, modern heating sys- 
tems, modern lighting, and modern con- 
venience of plan and room arrangement 
that make of this homestead an excellent 
example ot luxurious country estate de- 
velopment. He has designed his structure 
around logical plan arrangements and has 
provided rooms to meet the owner's social 
and family requirements in exactly the 
same manner that the original Sackett 
planned the stone mansion to meet his 
personal needs. Thus the present farm is 
a result of creative architecure inspired 
by Colonial precedents, but is in no sense 

a mere reproduction accomplished for the 
sake of authenticity alone. 

The original mansion is almost square 
in plan, built around an enormous central 
chimney. Its original plan showed no im- 
portant deviations from the more or less 
standard plans that evolved as early as 
1750 around the central chimney feature, 
after the earlier lean-to types gave way 
to the construction of houses a full two 
stories in height throughout. Tradition 
and custom, aided by innate conservatism, 
caused many fundamental plan and con- 
struction characteristics to persist for sev- 
eral generations without material change. 
As we shall see in the case of the Sackett 
homestead, the structures more remote 
from important towns retained earlier 
characteristics long after newer develop- 
ments came into vogue in urban sections. 
Reverie Farm derives its plan from the 
period of 1750 to 1775; its chimney shows 
little structural difference from examples 
of even earlier date; its framing goes in 
part back to English tradition rarely sur- 
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The front elevation, showing at the left the original stone building 
with its hip roof. The gambler-roof unit is part of the new work 

carried out in the old manner 

viving elsewhere in America, and in part 
is characteristic of work of 1675 to 1700. 
Its stone walls, however, and its hip roof 
clearly reveal the influence of architec- 
tural development in Connecticut towns 
contemporaneous with the construction 
of the Sackett house in 1799, so that if 
other evidence were entirely lacking, no 
antiquarian could fail to identify the ac- 
tual age of the building. 

The great chimney contains flues for 
four large fireplaces, all of the flues being 
joined together in the upper part of the 
stack, merging into a single opening at 
the top. The chimney is of massive stone, 
bound together in the old manner by solid 
oak beams embedded in the stonework, 
because the early builders did not rely on 
their native mortar and felt that only 
wood could hold the stones in place. The 
roof of the original house slopes from all 
four walls toward this central chimney 
and its framing is an extraordinary piece 
of early construction work of extremely 
rare character. The oak plates topping the 

stone wall measure over eight inches thick 
and more than a foot wide, and overhang 
the walls sufficiently to form a support 
for the finely modeled denticulated cornice 
which has survived for more than a cen- 
tury and a quarter. Into these plates are 
joined the huge hip beams extending from 
the corners of the building to the chimney, 
where they are in turn supported upon 
oak columns of enormous size; here again 
the old builders showed their lack of faith 
in stonework. 

THE ceiling of the second floor (orig- 
inally covered with plaster when 

the architect began his work) now re- 
veals another unusual construction de- 
tail in the form of a "dragon" beam ex- 
tending from the chimney cornerwise. 
This is a relic of early English construc- 
tion, when these diagonal beams earned 
their name not only from their appear- 
ance but through their occasional deco- 
ration with a dragon's head where they 
protruded through the masonry walls to 

support an overhanging upper floor or 
roof. 

On the second floor the chimney reveals 
another unusual feature—a smoke cham- 
ber where meats were cured during the 
fall and winter while the fireplaces were 
serving their function of keeping the house 
in reasonably comfortable condition. None 
ot these features, of course, were disturbed 
in the restoration work, and such parts as 
had to be torn out were replaced, follow- 
ing the original construction methods and 
the materials then found. The plastering, 
for example, was old native oyster shell 
lime plaster applied over laths made of 
split oak saplings. These laths were made 
by partly splitting a strip of green oak, 
and pulling the sections apart so that the 
tough fibers opened up to form a key for 
the plaster. Here was the real origin of 
expanded metal lath of to-day. Minor 
partitions were built with pine boards, 
often an inch or more in thickness, placed 
vertically from floor to ceiling, similarly 
lathed and plastered on both sides, with- 
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out studs such as are used to-day. These 
board-and-plaster partitions are amaz- 
ingly simple, sturdy enough to withstand 
years of use, and almost completely 
soundproof. Of course, in early Colonial 
construction no partitions were bearing 
partitions, for the sturdy framing took 
care of all floor loads. 

Another characteristic of the earlier 
craftsmanship was the use of large beams 
laid flatwise. Our carpenter ancestors did 
not seem to know that a beam was much 
stronger when set on edge than when 
laid with its broadest face downward. 
They used much larger beams than were 
necessary but lost much of their strength 
through this lack of ordinary knowledge 
of mechanics. As a result, many old floors, 
including some at Reverie Farm, devel- 
oped a distinct sag; they were sturdy 
enough to carry any load that might 
reasonably be imposed, but were not stiff 
enough to remain true and level. 

IN ITS external aspects the stone house 
required little change after the later 

excrescences were removed. The window 
frames were restored to their 
original pattern; new shutters 
replaced ugly blinds of the 
type in vogue two decades ago. 
The new shutters are of un- 
usual interest, exemplifying 
the careful work of early 
nineteenth century designers. 
Where windows were grouped 
in pairs, the space for shutters 
between the openings was often 
inadequate for both adjoining 
shutters to lie back to the 
wall. Narrower adjacent shut- 
ters were then used, while the 
outer shutters carried an extra 
width stile to make up the re- 
quired difference, creating an 
effect of much charm. 

The old doorhad been lost; a 
new door in the old spirit took 
its place under the original stone 
lintel which still reveals the sim- 
ple inscription "1799." A new 
porch in keeping with the 
cornice detail, but decorated 
in the Georgian manner with 
delicate festoons and pendants on the 
frieze, was added across one side of the 
building. While clearly later in period than 
the original house, this porch is still in 
proper feeling with the rest of the struc- 
ture, for such additions would obviously 
have been made in the early part of the 
nineteenth century, and the more refined 
Georgian detail would have appealed to 
the owner and builder at that time. 

As we turn from the stone house to its 
newer wings, we see the true development 
of the New England tradition through 
many years preceding the age of the stone 
mansion itself. The New England farm- 
house as we know it to-day was rarely 
created as an entity by a single owner. 
These old homesteads grew to meet in- 
creased family needs and in accordance 
with the social progress and wealth of 

their succeeding owners. Usually the 
original farmhouse was exceedingly prim- 
itive in character. Sturdily built, the nu- 
cleus was converted into service uses as 
more imposing additions were erected. 
Gradually an extended series of structures 
constituted the steading, and frequently 
the group culminated in an imposing 
house of considerable quality and refine- 
ment. Each succeeding addition to the 
original unit recorded the fortunes and 
prestige of the contemporary owner. Such 
is the history of most New England farm- 
houses, and such would have been the 
case with the Sackett homestead if fortune 
had not granted to the original family 
more than the ordinary prosperity and 
permitted them to have as their initial 
structure "a great house framed in oak 
with walls of stone." 

The Comstock farm when purchased by 
the present owner actually showed a con- 
trary development. The original house 
did not provide sufficient accommodations 
for the farm hands during subsequent 
years of prosperity, and additions were 
made gradually, decreasing in size and in 

Detail of the living room. The huge fireplace was reproduced from 
a contemporary example in the Metropolitan Museum of Art, 
with its old vertical pine boards and antiquated molding. Note 
thf horizontal pine sheathing on the farther wall, and the wide 

oak plank floor 

quality of construction and totally lacking 
in architectural character. The architect 
removed these additions and in their 
place created a new group in which one 
might easily read a typical story of New 
England development and increasing pros- 
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perity. A:an actual fact, the last wing, 
containin;the farm office and trap room, 
is designe and framed in the manner of 
the mid-sventeenth century. It would 
probably e dated about 1660. The serv- 
ants' wingis a typical early Connecticut 
"salt-box house having at the back 
(that is, te side away from the present 
driveway an overhanging second story 
with chaictenstic hewn brackets, and 
on the oposite side, now the front, a 
long slopir lean-to roof. This unit would 
be proper] dated from 1680 to 1700. The 
central pccion of the new construction 
consists c two units slightly older in 
period, an adjacent to the stone house is 
a portion virh a gambrel roof typical of 
houses no later than 1750. We have al- 
ready merioned that the porch on the 
far side of IT stone house shows still later 
age and m 1 t be characterized as typical 
of the beter architectural developments 
current abut 1830. 

With alolute fidelity the construction 
of each o these elements of the newer 
wings is insistent with their different 
periods, sod timbers carefully joined and 

framed in the honest manner of 
rural builders being used. The 
hardware is all hand wrought by 
craftsmen who used the same 
method and the same tools 
that Colonial ironworkers em- 
ployed. 

A few of the more interesting 
construction details in these 
newer additions may serve to 
illustrate this point. The east 
ball of the sun room, which is in 
rhe gambrel roof portion adja- 
Rnt to the stone house, reveals 
solid oak posts between the win- 
lows, made by cutting a ma- 
tured oak tree with a heavy bole 
and setting the timber thus 
formed with the bole upward. 
The extra thickness secured 
without waste of lumber at the 
upper end of the timber served 
to provide the required over- 
hang and to carry the cornice 
without false construction.|This 
detail was characteristic of early 
carpenters who thus made use 

of the timhrs as nature provided them and 
who belie'd that the sap in a tree always 
ran upwai; hence they would gain extra 
life and stmgth in their posts if the wood 
were invered so that the sap would run 
out and lave a dry, well-seasoned piece 
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of timber which W( id never rot where it 
came in contact wi i the ground. 

Those fortunate tudents of Colonial 
architecture who a well versed in Con- 
necticut details wi find a multitude of 
features worthy of eir attention as they 
walk through the mildings of Reverie 
Farm. The old e ance door with its 
dated lintel show a typical sunflower 
carving. Only the j -flower and the tulip 
were used as deco ve ornament in this 
section—indeed ca ng was rarely found 
except in the ol Connecticut chests 
where these motif ere fully developed. 

The entrance d to the new living 
oor with a "witch 
e Connecticut cross 
lalf. The natives of 
their fear of witch- 
colonies had ceased 

ted characters, and 
ed that a cross on a 

doorway would ws off" witches and their 
baleful influence. first the cross was 
painted or whitew ed on the old doors; 
later it was incorp ited in the paneling, 
becoming a charai  istic local feature. 

The fireplace in s new liv- 
ing room is a fai ul repro- 
duction of one o he finest 
examples in the Ar ican wing 
of the Metropolit Museum 
of Art in New Yor The actu- 
al origin of this fir ace is not 
recorded, although closely re- 
sembles one in the >hn Whip- 
ple house at Ipsv h, Mass., 
and is combined the Mu- 
seum with an orinal room 
taken from the Ca n house at 
Topsfield, Mass. It seriod is of 
the years 1680 to roo. It is of 
immense size, havng a clear 
opening nearly sevti feet wide 
and some two and oe-half feet 
deep, with a Dutcioven built 
into the left wall n r the back 
in the old manner Iigh up in 
the throat is a he iron rod 
upon which pot x)ks were 
hung. The fireplac all is pan- 
eled with vertical ne boards 
having beautifu molded 
joints and a dent lated cor- 
nice and edging 1 'd. Such wainscoting 
around the firepla wall was characteris- 
tic of early work 1 persisted even after 
plastering came i 1 vogue for the other 
walls. Similarly, t old builders retained 
wainscoting of 1 izontal pine boards 

along the north walls of their buildings, evi- 
dently feeling that the solid wood sheath- 
ing was superior to the newer and less well- 
established plastering. This feature also 
is found in several places at Reverie Farm. 

In the dining room is another fine fire- 
place derived from a similar example in 
the early eighteenth century Pierpont 
house at New Haven. Conn. Heir work 
of a more refined character was employed, 
using beautifully detailed pine paneling 
with an overmantel of exceptional beauty. 
Equally fine features of this room are two 
corner cupboards of about 1775, repro- 
duced with exacting care from an example 
preserved in the Metropolitan Museum. 

The illustrations on these pages must 
serve the reader in lieu of an almost end- 
less description of other architectural and 
construction features of Reverie Farm. 
It would be pleasant to have the oppor- 
tunity to describe the interesting furniture 
and decorations and to relate the history 
of many fine antiques which have been 
collected with great care and discrimina- 
tion to continue their service for many 
years to come in this happy environment. 

The dining room in the original stone house, showing the s 
beam partly revealed through the plaster, indicating its 
during th° transition from the period when a summ 
was completely exposed (as in the living room) to the later 

of entirely concealing it behind plaster 

As a gentleman's country estate, Rev- 
erie Farm deserves further mention. In 
addition to the homestead, there is a cot- 
tage for employees which is in itself a gem 
of Colonial architecture of the period 
around  1725.  The old  barn has been 
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greatly enlarged and extended and now 
contains the most modern and complete 
equipment available for efficient farm 
operation. Many acres have been added 
to the original property and the owner has 
set himself to the pleasant task of restor- 
ing to production many fields of fertile 
Connecticut hillside which preceding gen- 
erations had abandoned in the competi- 
tion of Western agriculture. 

ONE last little detail invariably at- 
tracts the visitor's eye. At the cross- 

roads where the old road leading to 
Reverie Farm branches from the highway, 
the owner has placed a sign post and mail 
boxes of unusual charm and character. A 
great oxcart wheel has been mounted in a 
horizontal position atop a low post that 
is joined to the sign post by a little picket 
fence. Around the rim of the cartwheel are 
ten mail boxes resembling miniature 
barns, brightly colored in blue, pink, yel- 
low, and other hues. These barns serve 
to hold the mail for all of the neighbors 
whose homes lie off" the rural free delivery 
route in the vicinity of Reverie Farm. 

The country postman stops his 
Ford (much as we regret the 
passing of the older postman 
with his one-horse cart) and by 
simply turning the wheel places 
the mail in the appropriate 
barns, and in the operation 
automatically operates a signal 
to advise the passing farmers 
of treasures within. 

The cheerful spirit of this 
outpost of Reverie Farm is oc- 
casionally apparent elsewhere 
on the place. For instance, on 
the farm office two plaster kit- 
tens gambol over the roof and 
amuse the visitor by their 
stationary antics. 

Above all, there is a sense of 
completeness about this pro- 
ject which comes only from 
consistency. It may be noted 
here that consistency and fidel- 
ity of architectural detail do not 
necessarily mean great expense. 
This spirit can be brought into 
even the simplest and smallest 

type of dwellings. While it is true that 
through the use of the original methods of 
craftsmanship the most impressive results 
can be gained, it is also a fact that by the 
judicious use of more modern methods of 
construction and even of so-called sub- 
stitutes, it is possible to achieve the true 
Colonial spirit. Generally, however, these 
matters are overdone, and instead of 
merging the various architectural details 
into a harmonious result, attention is of- 
ten directed to such deceits because they 
are too greatly accentuated. 

Perhaps the true test of a well-designed 
house is that the whole impression shall 
be good and that over-much attention 
shall not be directed to any one feature. 
This is certainly the impression gained in 
a visit to Reverie Farm, as will perhaps 
be apparent from the illustrations. 

u turner 
origin 

;rbeam 
custom 
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THE MEADOW BROOK HOUNDS AT WOODSIDE, SVOSSET, L. I. 

From the painting by F. B. Joss 
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The Value of Insulation 

by  C.   STANLEY TAYLOR 

OWNERS of the larger and more what effect the incorporation of a special directly to the wood frame with plaster 
luxurious homes which beautify insulating layer into various standard on the inside, shows even greater savings 
the fine residential suburbs and    types of wall construction has upon the    resulting from the use of an insulating 

private estates, for which America is 
becoming noted, have always been ac- 
customed to building well. 
They have naturally sought 
quality of materials and 
workmanship in every phase 
of their building operations. 
They have demanded the 
utmost in comfort and lux- 
ury and have expected their 
houses to be far superior to 
the average home. Perhaps 
for this reason the new inter- 
est in insulation which has 
developed within the last 
few years has often failed to 
appeal to them. Some have 
assumed that insulation was 
an expedient to correct the 
faults of the cheaper grades 
of construction. The question 
which concerns those who 
have given the matter 
thought is whether or not 
insulation is worth while in 
conjunction with high quality 
construction such as they in- 
variably employ in the de- 
velopment of their own new 
homes and estates. If insula- 
tion is an expedient, it can 
be neglected. If it contri- 
butes to comfort, it becomes 
an essential requirement. 

The function of insulation 
applied to home construc- 
tion is merely to prevent as 
far as possible the passage 
of heat through the walls. In 
the winter-time insulation 
effects an economy of fuel, reduces 
draughts, and results in a more uniform 
temperature distribution. In the summer- 
time it protects the interior from the 
excessive heat of the sun upon exposed 
walls and the roof and tends to maintain 
a more comfortable temperature indoors. 
Insulation has an important economic 
function as well as contributing to health 
and comfort. 

Walls, however, are not solid enclosures. 
They are pierced at frequent intervals 
with windows and doors. Insulation of the 
wall surfaces therefore is not the entire 
problem. It is closely bound up with the 
prevention of heat losses through these 
openings, and for that reason, the discus- 
sion necessarily must include a considera- 
tion of weather-stripping and other means 
of preventing excessive passage of heat 
and air through the windows and doors. 

Turning first to the question of walls 
and roofs alone and putting aside for the 
time being the'matter of insulating win- 
dows and doors, it is interesting to note 

actual transmission of heat into or out of layer. The range is from about 36 per 
the building. cent, heat transmission saving for one- 

half inch thickness of in- 
sulating material up to 76 
per cent, when two inches 
of insulating material are 
used. If the stucco is applied 
over sheathing the result is 
about the same as for clap- 
boards. 

Brick construction consist- 
ing of an eight-inch brick wall 
with lath and plaster on the 
inside supported from the 
brick work by strips of wood, 
in accordance with standard 
construction methods, shows 
that the introduction of in- 
sulating materials will effect 
heat transmission savings 
ranging from 25 to about 63 
per cent, depending upon the 
thickness and quality of the 
material employed. A twelve- 
inch solid brick wall reduces 
these figures relatively little. 
With brick veneer consisting 
of a four-inch thickness of 
brick over wood boards and 
with lath and plaster on the 
inside of the studs, the aver- 
age economy would be a 50 
per cent, saving in heat 
losses, and it should be noted 
that this is in spite of the 
fact that a layer of wood 
sheathing is used which in 
itself has considerable in- 
sulating value. 

Stone walls show very sur- 
prising results in the use of an insulating 
material because stone in itself is not 
effective in preventing the   passage of 
heat. A two-inch layer of insulation on 
the  inside of a twelve-inch stone wall 
would result in saving nearly  75 per 
cent, of the heat loss normally experi- 
enced. Science has very completely upset 

the popular idea that 
stone houses are cooler 
in summer and easier 
to heat in winter than 
other types. 

So much for the effect 
of insulation on walls. 
It is even more impor- 
tant on roofs, and its 
effect is more readily 
appreciated in this part 
of the house because 
of the common experi- 
ence of uncomfortable 
upper floors during ex- 
tremely hot weather. 
The typical roof trans- 

Dry-fill insulation installed between attic joists provides an 
insulating blanket over the rooms below, and saves the bulk of the 
heat that is lost from the average uninsulated dwelling. Such 

insulation also keeps the rooms below cool in summer 

Good quality frame construction nor- 
mally consists of clapboards or shingles 
applied over boards (or sheathing) which 
are in turn nailed directly to the studs and 
wood frame. On the interior of the wall 
is lath and plaster. Here is what happens 
if suitable insulating materials are incor- 
porated  in  this type of wall. A half- 
inch thickness of a 
good insulating material 
will reduce the trans- 
mission of heat 25 to 
36 per cent. A one-inch 
layer would effect a sav- 
ing in heat losses rang- 
ing from 55 to 65 per 
cent. A two inch layer 
would  stop  about 75 
per cent, of the normal 
transmission of heat. 

Stucco construction 
on a wood frame, con- 
sisting of stucco applied 
over some form of lath 
which    is attached 

Applying the poured or cast type 
of insulating maierial, which when 
combined with water expands into 
a froth that sets in a rigid mass 
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mits an enormous amount of 
heat from the sun which beats 
down through the attic space 
and very often makes the 
rooms below altogether too 
hot for comfort. 

To establish this point clear- 
ly, it is interesting to compare 
the results of insulation on 
one%or two common forms of 
roof construction. Take for 
example the condition exist- 
ing under a tile or slate roof 
laid on wood sheathing with- 
out plaster underneath, such 
as would occur in unfinished 
attic space. A layer of insulat- 
ing material a half inch thick 
would reduce the heat transmission 50 
per cent, or more. 

A two inch layer would cut down the 
heat transmission from 81 to 84 per cent. 
Compare these savings with the figures 
for wall insulation. 

AN ATTIC finished on the inside with 
l\ lath and plaster and having a roof 
surface of shingles on boards would experi- 
ence a saving of from 30 to nearly 70 per 
cent, in the amount of heat transmitted by 
the addition of insulating material of vari- 
ous thicknesses. These percentages again 
demonstrate the fact that wood is an 
insulating medium superior to masonry 
substances for equal thicknesses of ma- 
terial. 

Before leaving this important enumera- 
tion of actual results of the use of insulat- 
ing materials, it should be pointed out that 
even an unsued attic space over the top 
floor of a dwelling does not protect the 
upper bedrooms from a certain amount 
of the heat which comes through the roof 
during hot summer days. The old theory 
that an air space above the bedrooms pro- 
tected them from the roof heat has been 
upset along with other popular ideas. In 
fact it is in this part of the house that 
the greatest results can be accomplished 
with the least expenditure of money, for 
it is possible by the introduction of fairly 
thick layers of insulating substances very 
thoroughly to protect the upper story 
bedrooms and make them quite as com- 
fortable in the summer time as the lower 
floors of the house. 

RESEARCH, supported by extensive 
>- experience, indicates that the proper 

insulation above the ceiling of the upper 
story bedrooms will not only save a 
great deal of fuel in the winter but in 
summer will stop between 70 and 80 per 
cent, of the sun's heat which would 
normally be transmitted through the roof 
and into the rooms. 

These figures, of course, represent only 
the insulating value of materials on wall 
and roof surfaces. Windows and doors are 
naturally responsible for a very large 
proportion of the heat losses in winter 
and the entrance of heat in the sum- 
mer. 

We are particularly  concerned with 

A preparation of cork insulation in board form 
to which the plaster may be directly applied 

A flexible wool-like preparation 
from wood, with paper covering, 
that can be tucked snugly into 

corners and around windows 

winter conditions because no one will 
keep doors and windows closed during 
warm weather. Insulating the walls and 
roof, so far as the summer-time is con- 
cerned, simply means that the tempera- 
ture indoors should not rise above that 
of the outside air. 

THE heat losses in the winter-time 
through ordinary windows is often 

equal to and may be in 
excess of the total amount 
of heat lost through the 
walls and roof. For this 
reason the amount of reduc- 
tion in the transfer of heat 
through the walls which 
results from the use of an 
insulating material cannot 
be directly interpreted in 
terms of fuel saving. If half 
of the heat losses occurred 
at the windows, then the 
actual result of insulating 
the walls will be only 50 per 
cent, of the figures which we have quoted. 
Hence it is quite important to pay as care- 
ful attention to the quality of construction 
in windows and doors as in the walls them- 
selves. 

By all means a high quality of 
weather-stripping should be installed if 
maximum comfort is desired. From the 
point of view of pure efficiency, it would 
be desirable to use double windows as well 
as weather-stripping but this introduces 
a factor of inconvenience which offsets 

Another type of flexible 
fibrous   insulation that 
comes   in   sheets   to be 

placed between joists 
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the desirability of the re- 
sults thus achieved. 

SUFFICE it to say, the re- 
sults of properly insulating 

a well-built residence can be 
summarized as follows: it will 
effect a saving in fuel consump- 
tion of from 10 to 40 per cent; it 
will correspondingly reduce the 
size  of the   heating system 
required for satisfactory opera- 
tion; it will result in a more 
uniform temperature distribu- 
tion  and will largely elimin- 
ate draughts; it will produce 
a cooler house in the sum- 
mer, particularly in the upper 

stories; and it will permit, if desired, the 
use of the more expensive but more con- 
venient fuels such as gas or oil without 
an undue increase in the annual cost 
for  fuel   as  compared   with  an unin- 
sulated house   of  the   same   size and 
quality. 

The logical result of these new discov- 
eries with respect to the effectiveness of 
heat insulating materials for house con- 
struction is to introduce them wherever 
a marked difference of temperature occurs 
even within the house. For example, it is 
quite logical to insulate the walls between 
a bedroom and a sleeping perch as 
well as to insulate floors above open 
porches. 

Weather-stripping should also be placed 
on doors between heated rooms and un- 
heated or partially heated porches. In- 
sulation can be advantageously used 
around storage closets where an even 
temperature is desired. This might include 
food closets in the basement or in conjunc- 
tion with the kitchen and pantry on the 
ground floor, and unheated cedar closets 
in the upper stories. 

Sound-proofing has often gone hand 
in hand with insulation for the reason 

that the materials used 
for both purposes are very 
often identical. In this field 
also, however, scientific 
research has upset old 
ideas and has proven false 
many assertions as to the 
sound-absorbing qualities 
of various structural and in- 
sulating materials. Briefly, 
the researches of recent 
laboratory tests show that 
within certain limits, the 
type of construction of a 
wall has more to do with its 

sound-absorbing qualities than the kind 
of insulating material that goes into 
it. 

Walls act like large diaphragms. The 
sound waves striking on one side make 
the wall vibrate and thus develop new 
sound waves on the other side. It has now 
been established that there are three 
principal ways in which the transmission 
of sound can be largely minimized: first, 
by making the walls sufficiently heavy to 
resist the tendency to vibrate und;r the 
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impact of sound waves; second, to have 
two walls physically separated without 
any structural members common to both 
sides of the partition, with a dead air 
space between which acts as an effective 
cushion; third, to dampen as far as possi- 
ble the vibrations by the use of relatively 
soft and porous materials such as are 
employed for insulating purposes. For all 
practical purposes in the construction ot 
fine suburban and country homes, the 
sound-proofing problem is not a very 
great one and the use of the 
third system can be recom- 
mended. 

SOUND-PROOFING is 
desirable between the 

living room and the sleep- 
ing quarters to assure pri- 
vacy to members of the 
family who are not taking 
part in the extensive enter- 
tainments so frequent in the 
more important homes. This 
involves sound-proofing the 
floors over the living and dining rooms 
and the walls between adjacent rooms 
where sound transmission must be 
stopped. One of the simple and desir- 
able types of sound-proofing is the pack- 
ing of water pipes and soil pipes where 
they pass through the walls, especially 
in the lower floors of the building, so 
that no sounds will emanate into the 
living rooms when water is drawn or 
drained through the plumbing sys- 
tem. 

For similar reasons the piping in bath- 
rooms should be enclosed in sound-deaden- 
ing materials, and often all bathroom 
walls are protected in the same man- 
ner. 

The selection of materials suitable for 
insulating walls and roofs and for sound- 
proofing is a more or less technical prob- 
lem which can well be left to an experi- 
enced architect. There are several differ- 
ent classes of insulating materials, includ- 
ing rigid boards, flexible material held in 
place between sheets of paper, cast insulat- 
ing materials which are mixed like ce- 
ment with water and poured in place, 
and loose powders and fibers. 

AMONG the rigid types of in- 
il sulation are cork boards 
in various thicknesses, mineral 
and rock wool boards, and a 
number of kinds of fiber 
boards made of either mineral 
or vegetable fiber felted or 
compressed into relatively 
rigid sheets. This type of in- 
sulation often may be used 
in place of other structural 
materials such as wood sheath- 
ing or lath. Some of the 
rigid materials can take plaster, 
and consequently their use 
eliminates the expense of 
installing lath on the walls 
and ceilings. 

When this method is pos- 

sible, the cost of the insulating material 
is lessened by the cost of the structural 
elements which they supplant. 

The flexible insulating materials con- 
sist of various types of vegetable fiber 
and sometimes cattle hair and fibrous 
mineral substances loosely held in place 
in the form of large sheets by paper, cloth 
coverings, or in felt form. It comes gener- 
ally in rolls a little wider than the space 
between studdings, and from a half to 
one inch in thickness. These materials 

are installed between the 
studs, joists, and rafters in 
frame construction and are 
often laid over floor beams 
or sub-floors and in other 
places where a flexible sub- 
stance is superior to a rigid 
material and where a rigid 
material has no cost ad- 
vantage. 

Showing method of apply- 
ing quilt in double in- 
sulating   block partition 

THE poured or cast 
type of insulating ma- 

terial is in the form of a 
mineral substance which, when combined 
with water, expands into a froth and soon 
sets in the form of a rigid cellular mass 
of excellent insulating properties, which 
is fire, vermin, and decay proof. This 
type can be poured into the open 
spaces in walls and between the joists in 
floors,  and  can   also  be  precast into 

Mineral wool used as insulation 
for floor and walls. Note in the 
wall the installation of wire lath 

over the insulating material 

Illustrating the manner oj applying cork 
board over sheathing as exterior insulation 
W aterprooj paper is applied over the in- 
sulating material, and furring strips are 
partly in place to receive metal lath for 

the finishing coat of stucco 

whatever form desired and installed in 
old buildings. 

The loose insulating materials are 
various forms of powdered mineral sub- 
stances and fibers and some types of 
vegetable fiber. They are used for filling 
spaces between structural members in 
walls, floors, and ceilings. 

Practically all insulating materials are 
either slow burning or entirely non- 
combustible. Most of them are vermin- 
proof. They vary somewhat in their in- 
sulating properties and range consider- 
ably in cost. 

This cost involves both the cost of 
material and the cost of installing or 
placing it in the building. Each type 
of material has certain advantages under 
specific conditions, and no one material 
is superior to all others for universal ap- 
plication. 

For instance, the solid block type of 
insulation is less easily installed when 
it comes to filling odd corners and tuck- 
ing in around window and door openings, 
but in some details of application it 
possesses advantages over the more flexible 
sorts. 

Hence the choice of insulating material 
is a matter which must be determined by 
local conditions and circumstances of de- 
sign and construction, and can best be 
made by the architect and the builder 
after a careful analysis of all of the con- 
tributing factors. 

AS A general rule, it is impossible to 
use too much insulation, for the re- 

sults achieved by a liberal use of insulating 
materials seem to justify their cost up to 
the point where the practical application 
of these materials naturally restricts 
their use. 

Figures are often deceptive, but there 
are many cases on record where an 
expenditure of #300 has insulated a 
house costing around #40,000 sufficiently 
to effect a saving of 25 per cent, 
or more of the fuel cost which would 
have occurred without the insulating 
blanket. 

W here an insulating material of good 
quality and of an average thickness of 

two inches is applied, the cost 
may run as high as 5 per 
cent, of the cost of the dwell- 
ing, but comfort will be 
vastly increased and fuel costs 
diminished to an extent which 
will make the investment most 
satisfactory. Superior work- 
manship in the construction 
of a dwelling is in itself no 
assurance of the highest degree 
of comfort in a fine home. 
Insulating materials contri- 
bute a definite measure of 
comfort obtainable in no 
other way. They have come 
to stay and their use will 
be increasingly apparent in 
all homes of the better quality 
which are built in the com- 
ing years. 
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The rear terrace, look- 
ing westward. Mod- 
eled after the fourteenth 
century King's Hous; 
in Salisbury Cathedral 
close and, like it, with 
walls of weathered lim t- 
stone and English flint 
{brought from Eng- 
land) Salisbury Houst 
possesses an authentic 

atmosphere of age 

Above. The oaken stairway 
in the hall, bearing the date 
1637, was originally part of 
a Tudor mansion in the 
south of England which Mr. 
Weeks purchased and moved 
piecemeal overseas. The fur- 
nishings of the great "com- 
mon room" {at right) and 
the oak paneling and frieze of 
shields and crests were also 
from the same house. The 
ceiling was copied from an 

old English design 

SALISBURY HOUSE 

The ^Residence 

CARL WEEKS, Esq. 

at T>es ^Coines, la. 
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Giant oaks shade the 
rear terrace of the 
New World Salisbury 
House, just as they do 
its prototype in old 
England, casting flick- 
ering arabesques of 
shadow on the worn 
brick and transplanted 

English flintstone 

WILLIAM  WHITNEY RASMUSSEN 

^Architect 

Photographs by 

DRIX DURYEA 

Above. The English stable- 
like effect of the garage is 
apparent in this view of it 
from the rear terrace. Note 
the flintstone in the garage 
court wall and in the house 
wall. Left. A corner of the 
study, whose paneling, ceil- 
ing, draperies, furnishings, 
and stone fireplace were 
brought from England and in- 
stalled here just as they had 
been in their original home 
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The charm of old-lime 
English hospitality is ex- 
pressed in the dining room, 
arith its ancient oak panel- 
ing and the original Tudor 
chairs, table, and dra peri's. 
Belosr. The great hall 
rietced from the balcony. 
It is a curious coincidence 
that the crorkmen zcho de- 

molished the old Tudor 
house found carved on the 
chalk stone under the pan- 
eling, tcith the dates JJ/O 
and ijSo, the name "C. 
If -e'-es, Maior, Sarum (the 
old name tor Salisbury) 
and the " maior s" coat of 
arms later identified him as 
an ancestor   - Mr. Jf'feks 
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Above. Salisbury House as 
viewed from the gardens at 
the rear. Right, The great 
hall from another viewpoint. 
Without detracting in any 
way from its Tudor atmos- 
phere, the owner had the 
courage to add the comfort 
of modern upholstery, in the 
davenport in the foreground. 
Practically   everything in 

this stately room came from 
other centuries and other 
lands, the oak paneling of 
the balcony and the stone 
fireplace being taken intact 
from the old Tudor house 
whose furnishings and 
woodwork give so much 
character and beauty to 
this magnificent Mid- 

Western home 
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The fall planting of narcissus bulbs by the thousand a-as required to 
create this marvelous spring panorama, but nothing couldwell be lovelier, 
unless it is the tulips thai break in great waves of bloom among the 

Fall Planting for 

by OLIVE 

G. HEALY 

ONE of the greatest joys in the 
life of the gardener is the fall 
planting of bulbs. They come 

to us so bright and fresh that we can 
almost feel the life pulsing within, and 
if we can be heartless enough to take a 
knife and cut straight through the center 
of one of our favorite hyacinths or nar- 
cissus, we will see the baby bloom and 
count every bud that would show after 
its long night in the ground. 

We may be able to improve the quality 
by good care and nourishment, but we 
cannot add a single bell to a stem, for 
that has been fixed by the way the bulb 
was grown. 

Daffodils and narcissus come in far 
greater variety than is realized by those 
who do not know that the name includes 
several hundred varieties. The difference 
is found in the length of the cup and the 
combinations of yellow and white, as well 
as in the flare of the trumpet or cup, 
breadth of petal, etc., etc. The different 
classes include the large yellow trumpet, 
the white trumpet, the bi-color, the Incom- 
parabilis, the Barrii, the Leedsii (the last 
three crosses between trumpets and the 
Poeticus type), the Poeticus itself (which 
has the very shortest cup with a crimson 
rim), the Poetaz (multiflorus), jonquils, 
the double daffodils, and the tiny rock 
garden varieties. 

Even the little kinds, especiallv desira- 
ble for rock gardens, come in a number of 
varieties and give their touch of dis- 
tinction. 

For naturalizing in the grass, where thev 
show to advantage planted by the thou- 
sands, most suitable are the Empress, the 
Emperor, King Alfred, Sir Watkin. 
Conspicuus, Lucifer, White Ladv, and 
Pheasant Eye. It is well to transplant 
them every three or four years. They look 
best in drifts, which can be secured by 
tossing the bulbs with a free hand as one 
walks over a chosen line. Then the sod is 
simply lifted with a sharp trowel and each 
bulb slipped into place where it fell, thus 

avoiding any possibility of stiffness. Set 
five inches deep. 

After blooming, nowever, the grass 
must not be cut until the foliage has 
turned yellow, showing that the bulb is 
properly matured. 

The fine Dutch hyacinths, hardy, and 
lovely as any hot-house production, come 
in all colors, although the yellows, such 
as City of Haarlem, are rare. The deep 
blue Grand Maitre, dark violet King of 
the Blues, and Menelik, almost purple, 
are among the best in their shades, with 
Sir Wm. Mansfield, a ruby violet, and 
Electra, a light silver blue. 

Queen of the \\ hites and L'Innocence 
are fine ones in white; Pink Perfection. 
Lady Derby, and Queen of the Pinks, 
among the best in pink; Gertrude and 
Marconi, both deep rose; and La Victoire 
and Cardinal Manning, beautiful reds. 

Hyacinths may be planted from Septem- 
ber to December. They need good, well- 
drained garden soil, enriched with good 
fertilizer (but never fresh manure) spaded 
in about fifteen inches deep. The bulbs 
should be set six inches apart and six 
inches deep, and when the ground freezes 
covered with four inches of litter. 

Tulips have been made so popular by 
the fine flower shows of recent years that 
now they more often than not are bought 
in the named varieties and with special 
reference to their season of bloom. 
Though tulips were found in Constan- 
tinople in 1554 (cultivated by the aris- 
tocracy), their origin has been lost in 

antiquity; but the beaaty of present-day 
bloom was never equaled. 

The single early kinds range from white 
through palest yellow and delicate pink 
to warm bright scarlet and deep violet 
and purple. They start about the time of 
the crocuses and with the early doubles 
lead steadily to the taller stemmed and 
later flowering. The Albion is a large snow 
white; Gold Finch, pure yellow; Pink 
Beauty, orange pink feathered with white; 
and Lady Moore, red shaded terra-cotta. 

The so-called botanical tulips, by which 
is meant the original wild species from 
Asia Minor and Central Asia, some with 
bright colors and recurved petals, are 
especially adapted to the rock garden. Of 
these. Persica, a fragrant bronze-yellow: 
Primulina, a yellowish white and pink; 
Linifolia, a vermilion, are three dwarfs 
that are especially interesting. 

The Cottage tulips (which follow the 
early singles) so called from having been 
nursed in simple, humble cottage gardens 
during the many years that tulips dropped 
out of favor after the Dutch "tulipoma- 
nia." have come into high favor in our 
generation and have their own characteris- 
tic soft colors and peculiarly shaped 
petals. They flower in May. standing often 
twenty-five inches high. The Carrara is 
pure white with square petals: Cocarde. 
dazzling red with blue base: Illuminator, 
deep yellow marked with orange red; 
Lord Carnarvon, a lovely white with a 
violet-rose margin. 

The giant Darwir.s which also bloom 
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shrubbery {see above), forming J magnificent carpet of many hues. 
Both of these pictures were taken on the W. R. Coe estate at Oyster 

Bay, Long Island, at the height of the spring blooming season 

Early Spring Bloom 

HYDE FOSTER 

in May are said to have been developed in 
the north of France from choice varieties 
of Byblomen tulips. They are noted for 
their clear, strong colors—brilliant scar- 
lets and deeper reds, various shades of 
lavender and blue becoming so dark 
as to be almost black (as Le Tulipe Noire). 
As they have absolutely no yellow, that 
color has to be chosen from the Cottage 
list. 

Among the special beauties noted at 
the last flower show in the Darwins were 
Apple Blossom, a soft rose; King George, 
large cherry red; Eclipse, dark red shad- 
ing to brown; Prince of Wales, a dazzling 
red; Mystery, a large shining black; 
White Perfection, pure white; Sybilla, a 
shade ot blue; and Greuez, almost a 
purple. 

The old Dutch Breeder tulips, with 
their immense blooms, often forty inches 
high, in rich tints ot brown, tan, violet, 
and maroon, include the Bronze Queen; 
Copernicus, rose and orange; Chestnut, 
a rich wine; Heloise. a cardinal red; 
Bacchus, a superb purple; Louis XIY, a 
violet flushed golden brown; and Luciter, 
a gorgeous dark orange flushed with rose. 

The Parrott tulips, with their feathered 
edges and stripings of color, are suggestive 
of the parrot, and come in the marvelous 
Fantasy, a rose pink with apple green 
markings; Chamoisie Brilliant, blood 
red with black; and Lutea Major, large 
yellow, with scarlet. 

The Rembrandts, the Bizarres, and the 
Byblomens give many varieties and un- 

usual shades in stripes and featherings, 
to make a garden unique. Plant tulips 
about five inches deep. 

Also, we should put in the garden the 
tiny bulbs that often flower before the 
snow is gone. The snowdrop (planted two 
inches deep) is one of the earliest, and 
with the scilla (set four inches), crocuses 
(two inches), and grape hyacinths (two 
inches) can be naturalized in the-grass. 
In perennial beds or bordering shrubbery 
they can be more carefully tended and 
will steadily increase from year to year. 
Scillas are available in the delicate pinks 
and rose as well as the deep blue. The 
grape hyacinth (muscari) comes in several 
varieties in shades of blue and also in 
charming whites. 

The chionodoxa, from four to six inches 
high, often called the "glory of the snow," 
is especially beautiful in masses. Planted 
three inches deep, along the outer edge 
of the early blooming shrubs such as the 
cydonia, magnolia, and forsythia, they 
furnish lovely combinations ot color. 

The hardy dog's-tooth violet (erythron- 
ium), with small pendent lily-like flowers 
in white, pink, yellow, and rose, is espe- 
cially good for the April rock and wild 
garden. Set three inches deep. 

Fritillaria (Mission bells or guinea hen 
flower) is especially effective massed in 
wild, dry situations or naturalized in a 
meadow. Set four inches deep. 

The favorite winter aconite (Eranthis 
hyemalis) gives golden buttercups at 
crocus time, and will thrive under trees, 

but should be set two inches deep and 
mulched in autumn with leaf mold. 

Anemones (wind flowers), also very 
early, are increasing in popularity and are 
best known in the St. Brigid and Giant 
French Poppy varieties, with wonderful 
combinations of colors, but are not to be 
considered for the outdoor garden in the 
North or East . 

The shooting star (Dodecatheon me- 
dia), which I loved under my grand- 
mother's window, is sold by roots, for fall 
planting, and is hardy almost anywhere. 

Mertensia (Virginia bluebells), also 
sold by roots, are among our loveliest 
native wild flowers, with clusters of blue 
changing to pink. They bloom early and 
are indispensable in a wild garden. 

Lilies—but they are a story in them- 
selves. The early blooming, which should 
be planted in the fall, include certain of 
the various hardy Japanese lilies and 
our native varieties, requiring special 
cultural treatment and different planting 
depth. A good book or catalogue with 
explicit directions is positively necessary 
to insure success. The madonna lily (L. 
candidum) is best planted in September, 
as it has to make a late fall growth. 

October or early November (according 
to geographical location) is the usual 
time to plant most of the bulbs mentioned, 
though many can be put in as long as the 
ground is not frozen. I have planted 
tulips in January, and narcissus in 
February, and had spring bloom! 

So, whether you have broad acres to 
beautify, or only the partially shaded end 
of a city plot, choose and plant bulbs. 
If you can't tollow inclination and buy by 
the thousand (by far the cheapest way, 
as even 500 can be had at the thousand 
rate), then exercise all the more care and 
taste in buying by the dozen. Whether 
you select the choice hybrid lilies costing 
$15 apiece, or simple daffodils at fifteen 
cents each, you have invested in loveli- 
ness recurring every spring for many years 
to come. 
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Right. The cardboard model showing 
the irregular mass of the house, the 
roof line, and the guest wing in position. 
The curve of the ha-ha ditch which pro- 
tects the lawn immediately in front of 
the house from the sheep is faintly 

indicated in the foreground 

Below. The house from the northwest. 
Notice how the mass of the service wing 
was held down by the use of a lean-to. 
Motors are kept far enough away from 
the house below the terrace wall so as 

not to destroy its scale 

in ORIGINAL CONDITION 

INTERMEDIATE STUDY CENTER, OF   MOUSE   INCREASED IN SUE AND   PROPORTION OF YYINCS HfDUCID 

t. 

FINAL   SCHEMt ADOPTED WINGS CHANCED IN MASS & NL'MBE K TO PRESERVE, SCALE 
PRETTYBROCK FARM 

Below. The pump house at the end of 
the serpentine wall stands guard over 
the flag pole. The board fence, shown at 
the left, extends /" the end oj the ha-ha 

By turning the road to the north of 
the house (see below) the old ap- 
proach between the osage orange 
hedges was converted into a grassy 
lane, with the well curb at its end. 
Beyond this lies the unbroken and 
secluded south lawn upon which the 
living apartments open. The care 
given to the study of masses in the 
new wings is reflected in the re- 
lation of their outlines as shown on 

the plans 



Above. The charm of Pretty Brook Farm is achieved 
by simplicity and restraint in handling and by nice 
balancing oj masses. Arthur C. Holden and Associ- 
ates were the architects, and Ferruccio Vitale and 
Alfred Geiflert, Jr., carried out the landscape work 

The Evolution of a 

Farmhouse 

by  ARTHUR  C. HOLDEN 

Left. The stonework 
which flanks the service 
porch harmonizes with 
the original masonry 
of the old smoke house, 
the door, cornice, and 
roof of the latter being 

restored 

V H ^HIS is the story of how a little 
square house built by a farmer 

-ii- before the Revolutionary War 
became the home of an American banker. 
We have had a vogue for restoring and 
rebuilding ancient farmhouses, and that 
there is so frequently merit in a thing 
that is old bespeaks the love and labor 
which the artisans of the past put into 
their work. Age, however, is not a merit 
in itself. 

This particular little farmhouse over- 
looked one of the ancient highways along 
which troops were moved at the Battle of 
Princeton, as the Revolutionary cannon 
ball dug out of the foundations testifies. 
Its appearance in 1926 was disheveled to 

say the least. It was the home of an 
ordinary farmer, and yet it possessed 
qualities which are lacking in the usual 
modern counterpart. What is true of this 
house is true of many other houses; yet 
the point of the story as given here is 
often missed. Instead of worshiping age 
blindly, let us seek to understand the 
merit which age frequently possesses. 

There is nothing more difficult to de- 
scribe than abstract beauty. Words are 
superfluous. One must feel beauty. Words, 
however, may be used to prepare the in- 
tellect to respond to beauty, for when the 
intellect is cultivated it is more sensitive 
to shades of feeling and perception. 
Beauty of setting is the first quality to be 

sought in the home. We moderns, used to 
building our houses on gridiron streets 
within imaginary surveyed lines, gener- 
ally turn our backs on nature. The primi- 
tive farmhouse was not so placed. The 
building was usually set so as to get the 
greatest advantage of the swing of the 
sun and the breezes, protection against 
north winds in winter and benefit of the 
gentler summer winds. Often the early 
farmhouses were placed by men who 
counted outlook an inspiration, though 
all too frequently the material advantage 
of access to the road dictated a site 
where outlook was subordinated to con- 
venience. Trees were planted by the early 
farmers, and these have grown so that 
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Above. The house from the 
southwest. The owner's 
suite is on the second floor 
of the wing, with the living 
room below. Eventually a 
guest house will be placed 
at right angles to the end 
of the arcaded porch. The 

manner in which the 
short ridge of the original 
farmhouse roof was length- 
ened by placing the chim- 
ney outside the walls is 
clearly shown. At left, a 
glimpse of the barn over 
the hollyhock-bordered wall 

they add a beauty to the farmireuse 
setting which time alone can duplicate. 

THE little farmhouse at Pretty Brook 
was situated on a plateau, com- 

manding a valley below, and to-day, the 
distant towers of Princeton. The orienta- 
tion of the house was exactly correct to 
secure the greatest benefit of the swing of 
the sun, the breezes, and the view. Well- 
grown maples and elms protected the 
north of the house and framed the setting. 
Here was a perfect site, already seasoned 
by time; desirable not because of age but 
because of what age had created. 

As to the house proper the story is 
different. The early carpenters built 
with their hands and left the mark of 
individuality upon the things that they 
wrought. Heavy oak rough-hewn beams 

and posts possess the charm of accidental 
texture. The early cabinet workers put 
their materials together with a con- 
sciousness of a tradition in design. The 
work of the period following the intro- 
duction of machinery shows no such 
tradition. The original Pretty Brook farm- 
house dated from the early period. It 
had three charming mantels, the original 
old doors, a simple staircase, and a rough- 
hewn oak frame. The wing which had 
grown from two additions had none of this 
original charm, except the charm of mass. 

Architecture evolves from a plan which 
should be thought of in three dimensions, 
and therefore the plan means mass as well 
as arrangement. One side of architecture 
deals with the subtle relations of masses 
to lines and color values and their even 
subtler interrelations. Great architecture 
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cannot be produced, except by accident, 
without an understanding of the harmo- 
nies of mass and line value. 

It was necessary to destroy the wings at 
Pretty Brook, for although the mass was 
good, the craftsmanship was bad. This 
left nothing but the original square house. 
For a time it was questionable whether it 
could be preserved. It was undersized 
and it presented a difficult problem to so 
develop the design that the newer parts 
would not overbalance the original. A 
three-part composition was obviously out 
of the question unless the original house 
were enlarged or made a subordinate part 
of the composition. To keep the little 
house as the center, it was necessary to 
increase the number of parts and to keep 
them small enough to be in scale. After 
the first few sketches the mass was studied 
in clay models and then in a final card- 
board model. From this the detailed work- 
ing drawings were developed. 

The rebuilding of Pretty Brook Farm 
was a work of devoted attention on the 
part of the owner and was a delightful ex- 
perience for the architect. The esthetic 
significance of each element of design was 
thought out in advance and considered. 
The same careful thought was given by 
the landscape architect to the planting of 
each new tree and shrub. It is interesting, 
of course, to reflect whether it was worth 
while to use the old farmhouse. Here is a 
case where from a financial point of view 
nothing was saved. The site, however, was 
right. There was an advantage in the 
craftsmanship of the old house, which was 
good, and a sentiment attached to the 
preservation of the old frame. Although 
the mass was good, mass can easily be 
replaced. The size and form of the original 
farmhouse set certain limits on the design 
and presented unusual obstacles to the 
architect. Perhaps it was the effort 
necessary to overcome these that gave 
shape to a product of which he is not 
ashamed. It is frequently the case that 
when one starts new, almost uncon- 
sciously one comes more quickly to a 
solution. Thus it is less likely to evolve 
slowly and logically, and there is far more 
likelihood that it may be out of scale and 
out of tune with natural surroundings. 
Character is attained by overcoming 
obstacles, not by succumbing to them. It 
is as true in architecture as it is in life. 

It was necessary to depress the floors 
in the wings to keep the latter properly 
small in size. In the old building there was 
no space large enough for a living room. 
The entire first floor of the west wing was 
given over to the new living room and 
above this was placed the master's suite, 
reached by a private staircase leading 
out of the corner of the living room. 

The old corner fireplace was a distinct 
attraction, and it was made a feature of 
the new entrance hall with an arched 
opening through to the old farmhouse hall 
to show the original simple staircase. The 
original living room became the study. 

It was necessary to add another chim- 
ney at the east side of the old house to 
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balance the original single chimney. This 
could not be placed inside the walls in a 
similar location to the original chimney 
for it would have blocked the hall and 
stair. A trick was resorted to, therefore, 
which gave the effect of increasing the 
mass of the old farmhouse and lengthen- 
ing the roof, by taking down the upper 
section of the old chimney and carrying 
it on brackets so that the two chimneys 
;i|>j oared to be as far apart as possible. 
Sketches B and D will explain this. 

Because of the small size of the house, 
it was very natural that the east wing, 
which contains the kitchen, laundry, and 
servants' rooms as well as the dining 
room, should tend to overbalance the 
west wing, which contained the living 
room and master's suite. Had the attempt 
been made to put the necessary number 
of bedrooms in the west wing, the old 
house would have been dwarfed by two 
huge wings. This obstacle was overcome 
by a decision to make a separate guest 
house, itself a simple old-fashioned cot- 
tage type, joined to the main house by an 
open-air arcade. In this way the original 
house was enlarged many times without 
losing scale. 

We have referred to the natural beau- 
ties of the site. This does not mean that 
there were no problems to be solved. On 
the north and east rare old trees existed 
and a beautiful osage orange hedge 
flanking the road. On the west were the 
old farm buildings. The carriage house 
and corn cribs were too close and were 
therefore demolished. The barn was re- 
tained for development. On the south 
there was no planting, for here had been 
located the old vegetable garden, beyond 
which on a broad plain had been a corn- 
field, and beyond this lay a view of the 
towers of Princeton University. It was 
obvious that the broad expanse to the 
south had to be maintained. The cost of a 
lawn would have been prohibitive. The 
owner had an inspiration and suggested 
sheep; so a ha-ha ditch was made, cutting 
off the immediate house lawn from the 
plain, which was given over to sheep. 

The grand old barn with solid oak 
timbers, the largest of which was two feet 
thick, was located fairly close to the 
house, and was far too solid to be moved. 
The barn was therefore developed as a 
background for the garden. Some of the 
bad timbers were taken out and a first 
story of stone was built in the garden end. 
From this it was logical to carry masonry 
walls shutting off" the stable yard from the 
house, but since nothing formidable was 
desired, we resorted to serpentine brick 
walls, using as a model those designed by 
Thomas Jefferson for the University of 
Virginia. The walls extended to the drive- 
way on the north and the pump house on 
the south. As the sun swings across this 
wall with alternate curves at the back 
of the garden it produces a most charming 
shadow effect above the flowers. Behind 
the serpentine wall the immediate stable 
yards are enclosed with wooden fences. 

The wing of the old barn was not deep 

enough to take a modern automobile. 
This was a happy accident for it required 
a lean-to, which was constructed of stone 
piers and shingled roof and which gave us 
a proper setting for the heavy garage doors. 

I have spoken mainly of mass, arrange- 
ment, and setting, but the detail must 
not be forgotten. The purpose of detail is 
to give life and crispness to design and it 
is for such ends that it has been employed. 
We have departed from classic practice 
by cutting the moldings deeper to give 
heavier shadows. The Colonial craftsman, 
working in wood, frequently departed from 
accepted proportions. In the attenuated 
columns and cornice of the entrance por- 
tico and the symbolical pineapple over 
the entrance door the same freedom has 
been used. 

The use of brick veneer on the center 

portion was necessary to give it the sense 
of solidity. The surface texture of the 
newer wings was achieved through the 
use of hand-split shingles. Otherwise there 
is little exterior embellishment. 

The direct appeal of architecture is 
through the senses, principally—though 
not entirely—through the eye. The sky- 
scraper would not be itself if we could not 
hear the crashing of traffic around its base, 
and no country house or farm would be 
complete without the song of the birds. 
The great clock which has been installed at 
the end of the barn is operated by modern 
electric machinery which every quarter 
hour rings a bell in the cupola. Its mellow 
tones added to the song of the birds and 
the smell of the fields awaken those other 
senses which are so subtly related to the 
sense of sight. 
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The Behr home from the front. The general 
character of the house, both exterior and interior, 
is influenced by the Mexican farmhouse type 
of building, and it is so arranged that a view of 
the mountains can be had from the living room 

TWO BUNGALOWS 

Designed by 

THE   HOME   OF  OTHO  M.   BEHR, Esq. 

at Pasadena 

The outside walls are white stucco, and the exter- 
ior trim is stained a weathered gray, matching the 
color of the roof of hand-split shakes. Dark red tile 
roof-ridges and hips and green-painted window 
sash complete a delightful exterior color scheme 
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/n the falconer residence an effect entirely different 
from that attained in the Behr bungalow is achieved 
by the steeph pitched roof. The chimney treatment is 
especially attractive, featuring a combination of 

natural stone and painted brick 

IN CALIFORNIA 

DONALD D. McMURRAY 

THE  HOME OF 
FREDERICK FALCONER, Esq. 

at Altadena 

Right. Detail of the front 
entrance. The sand-finished 
white stucco walls are half- 
timbered, the timbering be- 
ing stained a dark gray that 
harmonizes beautifully with 
the gray of the steel window 
sash, the exterior trim and 
doors, and the irregularly 
laid roof shingles. One of the 
requirements met by the 
plan(below) is a command- 
ing view of the San Gabriel 
Valley and the Sierra 

Madre Mountains 
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HUB 

THE   ROOM OF 

PIERRE DUT 

Empire yellow walls and a plain black 
floor, lightened with bordering lines of 
green set at intervals with green stars, 
form the startlingly effective background 
in Aliss Elsie Lawson's dining room. 
The hangings are terra cotta moire lined 

THE MONTH 

EL, Decorator 

with green taffeta to match the shirred 
taffeta valance, and the chairs are silver 
glazed with the same green and covered 
in the same terra cotta moire. Diamond- 
shaped panels of marbleized paper give 

interest to the walls 
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We Visit the C OUNTRY LIFE House 

by   THE EDITOR 

No very definite idea of final results 
can be gained from these pictures 
of the 1928 COUNTRY LIFE house 
in process of construction, but the 

A BOUT a year ago, on an 
/==\    early fall day, a group 

•A. of four men set out from 
New York to select a spot on 
which to build the COUNTRY LIFE 
House for 1928. The four con- 
sisted of Julius Gregory, the 
architect, M. Hanford Foote, his 
assistant, M. C. Alleben, the 
president of the Greenwich Real 
Estate Board, and the writer. 
At Mr. Alleben's invitation, they 
were to visit Greenwich to see if 
in that part of the lovely state of 
Connecticut they could find a 
spot suitable to erect the new 
COUNTRY LIFE House—the second to be 
built, the first having been erected in 
1927 at Harrison, N. Y., from designs by 
Patterson & Wilcox, architects. 

The first spot visited was on an island 
in the middle of a lake. At first sight it 
looked ideal, but on closer inspection the 
site was found to be impractical. In the 
first place the island was too small to 
hold a house comfortably; secondly, there 
were no trees nor shade of any kind on the 
island; thirdly, a causeway would have to 
be constructed from the mainland; and 
finally, the land was damp and boggv. So 
that site, picturesque as it was, was 
abandoned. 

The next site proved to be on the ridge 
of a hill, a cool and delightful location to 
be sure, but one that would prove costly, 
for it was rocky ground indeed and would 
entail much blasting and foundation work. 

Three or four other sites were visited 
and discarded as impractical, until finally 
a spot by the shores of a quiet little lake 

A glimpse of the site by the shores 
of a quiet little lake in the Round 
Hill section of Greenwich, Conn. 

in the Round Hill section of Greenwich 
was investigated. No disappointments 
this time. Everything was well-nigh ideal. 
On a high bank in a grove of leafy trees, 
it commanded a splendid view of the lake. 
A good road led direct to the site and 
there was plenty of native stone in the 
neighborhood to make practical the erec- 
tion of a native stone house, and yet the 
foundations would not require a great 
amount of excavating. 

Then and there the four decided that 
here was the ideal spot for the 1928 
COUNTRY LIFE House. Readers of COUN- 
TRY LIFE will recall that the place was 
described and perspectives and prelimin- 
ary plans of the house were shown in 
COUNTRY LIFE for January, 1928. 

Once the site was decided upon, the 
architect, Julius Gregory, set to work 

little perspective at the top of the 
page shows how the finished dwell- 
ing is going to appear in its wood- 

land setting 

designing  a  house  that would 
best   suit   the  location. From 
the ruggedness of the land, stone 
was easily indicated as the build- 
ing material, and how well the 
architect has fitted the house to 
its site is the most pleasing im- 
pression one has on viewing it for 
the first time, even in these days 
of its early construction. Aban- 
doning the traditional forms of 
architecture,  Mr.  Gregory has 
designed a rugged truly American 
house that essentially embodies 
modernity but that has neverthe- 
less touches of the best of the past. 

From the moment that the plans and 
specifications were  approved  and con- 
tracts for the building awarded, the archi- 
tect and his assistant, Mr. Foote, have 
been giving the house their personal super- 
vision, with the result that the delays and 
controversies that mar the building of so 
many houses have in this instance been 
largely eliminated. 

When this number of COUNTRY LIFE 
appears in print, the house will no doubt 
be completed. But come with us now and 
visit it in imagination, even though it is 
but semi-finished and the long, lanky 
rafters protrude against the skyline like 
the ribs of some giant whale stranded on 
the beach. 

A pleasant August day. The heat of 
summer lies like a benevolent haze over 
the landscape as we wind along the road 
between the old stone fences of Connecti- 
cut. On every side is the whirr of the 
locusts, exercising a strangely soporific in- 
fluence on one. The approach to the house 
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is from the land side, for the lake is on the 
other side so that the owner may enjoy 
the view in privacy and be free from in- 
terruption by callers. The first thing that 
strikes one, apart from how well the 
house blends with its surroundings, is 
that it is larger than the COUNTRY LIFE 
House of 1927. This is true, for it contains 
some twenty-two rooms in all and has a 
third story. Furthermore, it is situated on 
a tract'of land of three and a half acres, 
mostly wooded. One enters the house 
through an arch in a stone gable—and 
by the way, one is impressed with the 
clever manner in which the architect has 
avoided monotony by the use of gables 
and buttresses, not to mention the employ- 
ment of brick and stucco to vary the 
possible monotony of an all-stone surface. 

Passing through the entrance hallway, 
on one side of which is a ladies' dressing 
room and a coat closet, one enters the 
living room whose windows give out on 
to the lake. A fine large room this, with 
a big open fireplace and an immense bay 
window—an ideal spot to set the tea 
table on a cool evening of autumn. Be- 
yond the living room is a cosy library 
where one can be as secluded as one de- 
sires. Outside the library is a semi-enclosed 
porch, and there is a terrace around the 
lake side of the house. 

On the right of the living room is the 
dining room with a twin bay window 
and another large fireplace. 

Beyond the dining room are the pan- 
try, the kitchen, servants' hall, and two 
maids' rooms and baths, thus keeping 
the service section separate from the rest 
of the house. 

The second floor contains a large mas- 
ter's bedroom and bath with a dressing 
room beyond. Again there is a fireplace in 
this room. Adjoining the master's bed- 
room are two more bedrooms with a bath 
connecting, for members of the family, 
and beyond, a guest bedroom and two 
more servants' rooms. Up on the third 
floor there are two more guest rooms and 
bath. 

One of the most interesting features of 
the house is the clever way in which the 
architect has made use of that heretofore 
waste space, the cellar. A friend of ours 
has a house in which he has a large room 
in the basement for his own personal use 
and pleasure. Here, on the walls are hung 
the photographs and pennants of college 
days, so dear to the male heart and such 

an eyesore to the Lady of the House. In 
this room are all manner of comfortable 
chairs and a huge fireplace, and here the 
owner entertains his own friends with a 

"beefsteak dinner every now and then. It 
certainly is one of the most popular 
rooms in the house, at least with the male 
element of the neighborhood. It is the 
owner's private kingdom and here he is 
allowed full sway to do as he pleases— 
a prerogative he enjoys to its fullest 
extent. 

The large room that Mr. Gregory has 
planned in the COUNTRY LIFE House 
would be ideal for some such purpose as 
this. It could, however, serve just as well 
for a billiard room should the owner care 
for it, or it would make an excellent study 
where one could work undisturbed; or 
again it could be used as a playroom for 
the children on rainy days. 

The remainder of the basement is given 
over largely to a boiler room and laundry, 
while at one end and forming part of the 
house is a three-car garage. In connection 
with the garage, the architect has worked 
out a clever scheme for chauffeur's quar- 
ters. Running from the garage is a little 
covered passageway that leads to the 
chauffeur's house—not really a house 
perhaps, for it contains but one room and 
bath, but it is a house in that it is a sepa- 

The  construction   activities from 
another angle; and below, plans 
showing the arrangement of both 

the first and the second floors 
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rate and distinct entity from the main 
house, though of course conforming to its 
architecture. Set at right angles to the 
house, the chauffeur's "cottage," with its 
covered passage, makes a sort of retaining 
wall on one side of the main drive. 

In going through the house in its semi- 
finished condition, we were able to inspect 
very carefully the materials that have 
gone into its budding, and we were im- 
pressed with their excellent quality. The 
stone, which is, as we have said, of local 
supply, is almost a granite, while the tim- 
ber used in the construction seemed of 
the first quality. Nothing shoddy or cheap 
was apparent, and it is evident that when 
the house is finished all concerned in its 
erection will have just cause for gratifica- 
tion. 

AWORD as to the grounds. There is 
room on the place for a great deal of 

ingenuity in landscaping. A horticulturist 
who visited the house with us was en- 
thusiastic over the possibilities that the 
site held for landscape development. He 
pointed out how a lovely rock garden 
might be constructed along the ridge 
down to the lake, and there were all sorts 
of possibilities for flower and vegetable 
gardens. He was emphatic in pointing 
out, however, the need for maintaining 
the grounds in their naturalistic state, for 
the wildness and natural charm of the 
situation—there is no other house in view 
from the site—is one of the chief reasons 
why it was selected for the 1928 COUNTRY 
LIFE House. 

The house should be ready for occu- 
pancy by the time that this appears in 
print, and that time is one of the loveliest 
seasons in Connecticut, when the foliage 
has turned and the landscape is a flaming 
mass of color. To reach the house one 
motors or takes the train to Greenwich, 
Conn. It is situated in the Round 
Hill section in a residential park known as 
Khakum Wood, part of the Phelps 
Stokes estate, about two miles out of 
Greenwich. 

In closing, it is the Editor's humble 
opinion that the 1928 house both in de- 
sign and workmanship, as well as in situ- 
ation, is all that could be desired, and 
marks a step forward in the planning and 
layout of the country house from which 
prospective home builders might well 
find inspiration for the solution of many 
of their problems. 

\ 
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Above. Plank floor in the 
living room of the resi- 
dence of Charles L. Doe, 
Esq., Glen Ridge, N. J.. 
showing the use of wooden 
pegs and butterfly keys 

Above. When planks are 
cut to order the grain can be 
brought out to suit the room 
type. Living room in the 
L. D. Adkins residence, 
South   Norwalk, Conn. 

The plank floor seems espe- 
cially appropriate in a pan- 
eled room such as this one 
in the C. W. Knobloch 
residence at Stamford, Conn. 

Plank Floors Redivivus 

by   R    H .   P L A T T,   J r 

Photographs by Brown Brothers 

Random lengths as well as 
random widths give a delight- 
ful feeling of old-time charm 
to the stutdy beauty of the 

plank floor 

10^ OVERS of the true Colonial atmos- 
phere are not strangers to the 
charm of the plank floor, that 

prerequisite of a true Colonial home. The 
historic houses of the East, practically 
without exception, are floored with planks. 
This includes, among others, the Capen 
House at Topsfield, Mass., built in 1693, a 
superb example of the overhanging second 
floor; the House of the Seven Gables 
at Salem, famous home of Hepzibah Pyn- 
cheon; the Philipse Manor House at Yon- 
kers, N. Y., built about the middle of the 
eighteenth century; Fraunces Tavern in 
New York City, where Washington bade 
his fellow officers of the Revolution fare- 
well, standing on a plank floor. 

Then there are the famous mansions cf 
the Potomac Valley, including Mount 
Vernon, with their spacious rooms floored 
with long-leaf pine planks. 

In the American Wing of the Metro- 
politan Museum of Art are preserved 
suites of rooms most representative of the 
interior architecture of Colonial America. 
All these rooms are floored with planks 
in random widths, with only one except- 
ion, where the floor is of marble. 

UNTIL recently, however, this admi- 
ration for plank floors has been 

merely passive, just as we have delighted 
in spinning wheels or turnspits without 
seeing the necessity of resorting to them 

ourselves. Spinning v\ heels are superseded 
because they have lost their usefulness, 
but no subsequent floor has ever proved 
more useful or more lovely in an American 
home than the one of planks. 

Informal, rugged, hospitable, plank 
floors embody those qualities which 
we cherish as purely "American." We are 
highly sentimental about our patriotism. 
An age that is becoming more apprecia- 
tive of the best in American architecture 
inherits them willingly from its ancestors. 

IT IS perhaps a sign of the increasing 
mellowness of our culture that we like 

to build composure and warmth into our 
modern houses. The very breadth of the 
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boards seems to imply breadth of mind, 
as contrasted with the narrowness that 
was reflected in many of the lines of the 
formal age just past. And there is a defi- 
nite joy in the scorn we feel for some of 
the   atrocities  of the  late nineteenth 
century, borrowed so harrowingly from 
Europe. We are learning at 
last that our own colonists 
developed an art of house- 
building that is restful and 
entirely homelike. 

A plank floor is distinctly 
an "atmosphere" floor. Un- 
like the hardwood floors 
that have been in recent 
vogue, it is designed to fit 
only into situations where 
the Colonial or English at- 
mosphere is desired. Thus, 
it may be used throughout 
the entire house or confined 
to a single room, depending 
on the furnishings. In con- 
trast, the parquet floors and 
ordinary hardwood floors 
have been used in a gen- 
eral way, regardless of any 
particular atmosphere. 

Hitherto, builders have 
installed floors in homes ac- 
cording to specifications, 
very much in the same spirit 
as they do joists. Plank 
floors will make them pause 
to consider not only the 
practical side of the floor, 
but more than ever before 
its artistic value. 

tect of Washington, D. C, an authority 
on Colonial tradition, when restoring 
Woodlawn Mansion near Mount Vernon 
(a house designed by William Thornton 
for Nellie Custis Lewis, as a wedding gift 
from her stepfather, George Washington), 
had to resort to sawing up joists to get 

IN A sumptuous volume 
published by the Con- 

necticut Historical Society, 
entitled "Old Houses of 
Connecticut," there is the 
frightened statement that no house, 
whatever its construction or historic 
interest, is safe from the encroach- 
ments of modern civilization. That is true, 
but what does it matter, if the values are 
preserved ? 

Except for historical record and mu- 
seum purposes, there is little profit in 
clinging to old houses merely because 
they are old, but only as they have some 
definite contribution to make to us. If 
we can recapture for our homes the en- 
during characteristics of these artistic 
and livable homes of yesteryear, we are 
making their values "safe from encroach- 
ments," and historical societies can join in 
the general rejoicing. The next generation 
will find its architectural birthright 
restored, and the Jazz Age vanished, leav- 
ing its informality woven into the fine 
dignity of the Colonial Age. 

Up until a very short time ago the 
builder who wished to install a true Colo- 
nial floor was obliged almost literally to 
follow the practice of his forebears—to 
go out in the forest and hew down trees, 
splitting them, and laying them as they 
come, narrow and wide. Only recently 
Edward W. Donn, Jr., well-known archi- 

While modern practice has dune away with the need for 
butterfly keys, pegs, and dowels in the plank floor, they supply 
an authentic structural note that adds to its attractiveness 

the needed plank flooring. Now, however, 
thoughtful lumber manufacturers are 
making plank flooring to meet that very 
need in three approved ways: equal 
widths running the full length of the 
room; random widths running the full 
length of the room; random widths in 
random lengths. 

The modern builder is more careful of 
the angle at which the saw is put to 
the wood than was his predecessor who 

Oak planks of random widths in 
the reception lounge of the San 
Carlos Hotel, New  York, accord 

well with the roughcast walls 
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made plank flooring. Modern plank floors 
come in a variety of grains and the skilled 
architect may specify those grains which 
produce a random ensemble. 

Where the Early American atmosphere 
must prevail the rough-hewn or cross- 
planed surface with grooved or open joints 

and the wood pegs or "but- 
terflies," called by architects 
the " rough-neck " plank floor, 
harmonizes with the treat- 
ment and the furniture of 
the period. In later styles 
where interior details and 
the lines of the furniture are 
more refined, a plank floor 
with a smoother surface, 
fewer knots, and less con- 
spicuous graining is selected. 

In short, the plank floor 
in the art of the modern 
architect comes to order. It is 
modified to fit the period of 
the room in which it is used. 

ONE of the phases of this 
new adaptation is evi- 

dent in the use of the wooden 
pegs and butterfly keys. They 
may or may not be incorpor- 
ated in the general scheme 
of the floor. But if they are 
used they are often fabri- 
cated, and their finish is 
carefully chosen from varie- 
ties of woods that will har- 
monize. 

In the old days such de- 
vices as butterfly keys, pegs, 
and dowels were an essential 
part of the construction of a 
plank floor. They were 
needed to prevent cupping, 
buckling, and shrinking. 
But to-day the producers 

of these planks have turned to the 
laboratory for the means to this insur- 
ance. The cells of modern plank floors 
are being treated in such a way that 
the builder is guaranteed against cupping, 
buckling, or shrinking. 

IT IS a fallacy of some exceptionally 
sentimental people to think that, be- 

cause the random atmosphere of plank 
floors is carefully planned and the " butter- 
flies" and pegs are fabricated, these are 
signs of decadent times. On the contrary, 
they are signs of a happy effort of modern 
industry to retain the heritage of other 
days, while improving its technique. 

We live in an age which is able meth- 
odically and scientifically to provide for 
busv people an opportunity to enjoy 
worth-while things. The man of affairs is 
finding it is good for his soul to build 
Colonial atmosphere into his horne. 
Architects have restored to him paneling, 
immense fireplaces, rough-hewn beams, 
and many other Colonial contributions. 
Now, with the coming vogue for plank 
floors, we are taking the final step to- 
ward enjoying the fruition of our Colon- 
ial Renaissance in home making. 
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The utilization of structural features for exterior adornment 
is cleverly achieved at Troutbeck, the Dutchess County, Xew 
York, home of J. E. Spingarn, Esq., where the living room 
ceiling beams have been allowed to extend through the house 
wall, the exposed ends being ornamented with the heads 

shown above, representing the four races: Sordic {upper 
left), Indian {upper right), African {lower left), and 
Jewish {lower right). Charles Lindbergh was taken as the 
model for the Nordic, and the young negro poet Langston 

Hughes for the African 

BEAM   EXDS   IX   EXTERIOR   DEC O RAT I OX 

M A H O G A X V   CARVINGS   BY   WARREN WHEELOCK 
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The dining room and kitchen arrangement was wholly 
charming, with its vine covered hickory dividing fence and 
arch, and rustic hickory furniture to match. The kitchen 
part of the combination can be completely effaced by closing 

the doors 

Our Reclaimed Hayloft 

by   BLANCHE   COLE   BOUT ON 

THINK we'll live in a garage," said 
Patsy. 

"A what!!!?" I asked. 
"Garage, g-a-r-a-g-e," spelled Patsy. 
This was out of a clear sky, and ac- 

customed though I am to Patsy's little 
queernesses, it was something of a shock. 

"Have you thought of my position?" 
I asked. 

"That's the very thing I have thought 
of—with your position we can't afford to 
rent a house in Pittsburgh, and as I 
mentioned before, I think we'll live in a 
garage." 

If Patsy had said emphatically, "We 
are going to live in a garage," I'd have 
had some chance for argument, but when 
she says in honey sweet tones, "I think, 
dear, we'll do thus and so," I know the 
matter is as good as settled. 

WE HAD just arrived from the West, 
and Patsy, I knew, was footsore 

and weary, looking for a place to live. 
Houses were scarce, rents disproportion- 
ately high, and apartments to us mean 
radio jazz, cornet soloists, corned beef and 
cabbage, bolshevik janitors with bootleg 
propensities, cold radiators, and a total 
loss of about #125 a month, all of which is 
hard on the disposition and the 
pocketbook. 

"It all comes of this foolish idea that 
everyone must change his spots on the 
first of May," said Patsy. "The real 
estate offices look like Woolworth's on 
Christmas Eve—everybody scrambling 
for a place to live; the chances being that 
what they find is no better than what 
they have and the rent from ten to fifteen 
dollars more. It reminds me of that game 
we used to play called 'Going to Jeru- 

salem'—but, anyway, I've seen some 
perfectly adorable old stables around 
here that have been converted into 
garages, with room on the second floor 
for interesting little apartments, and I'm 
going to find one to live in." 

"Would you like me to help you?" I 
suggested mildly. Heaven knows I 
wouldn't have known where to begin, but 
at least I thought it sounded sympathetic. 

"No, thank you, Bob. This demands 
quick action and plenty of it." 

IWAS surprised and bewildered, two 
days later, when I arrived at the lab- 

oratory, to have one of the men greet me 
with, " 1 lelio, Hob, found your auto house 
yet?" and then another and another ap- 
peared with the same query. 

I soon discovered that Patsy had been 
running true to form and had lost no 
time in getting "action." 

The following advertisement had been 
rushed into print: 

"Wanted, May 1, by couple who refuse 
to assume the proposed increase in rents, 
a garage in which to live. Must be in 
good location, with spacious grounds, and 
have conveniences." 

This evidently intrigued the interest 
of the reporters, as the first thing exposed 
to view on the front page of the paper the 
following morning was an article headed 
thus: 

HIGH RENT FORCES COUPLE TO HUNT 
FOR GARAGE 

CALIFORNIANS WILLING TO LIVE IN 
AUTO HOUSE IF PRICE IS RIGHT 

SOME NICER THAN FLATS 
which read as follows:. 

"High rents and the prospect of higher 
ones in May, have discouraged Mr. and 

Mrs.  of  the   East   End,   late of 
California, so they are looking for a place 
of habitation other than an apartment 
house. A garage will do, providing it's 
modern, conveniently located, and the 
price is right. They'll pay according to 
conditions. Mrs. yesterday morn- 
ing advertised for such a place. Several 
ofFers reached her during the day but 
none met with the requirements." 

IMUST confess that I was not keen 
about the notoriety, nor had I em- 

braced the garage idea with much fervor, 
but after a careful survey of the housing 
situation I was willing to submit to almost 
anything. 

"When I reached home that evening 
Patsy was noticeably depressed. I think 
she had expected a shower of garages 
as soon as the morning paper was 
distributed. 

"Well, what's the news?" I asked. 
"News! Do you know, I've had at least 

sixteen answers to that ad. and not one 
single person in this city has taken it 
seriously. I've been offered everything 
from a bird cage to oil stock in Texas." 

Do you think that put an end to the 
matter? Not at all. It was merely the 
prelude. Patsy developed a garage com- 
plex, with no repressions or inhibitions. 
Every evening she insisted on strolling 
through the various residence districts of 
the city, gazing longingly and wistfully at 
garages, and often when I was pains- 
takingly discoursing on the Einstein 
theory or the second law of thermody- 
namics, she would interrupt with, "Oh, 
Bob. there's a perfectly thrilling one," 
or, "Look, isn't that entrancing—its 
just like a little English cottage"—but 
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The three-room-and-bath apartment occupied what was formerly the 
hayloft, before the erstwhile stable became a four-car private garage, 
and it possessed the advantage over city apartments of not only cost- 
ing less, but of being surrounded by flowers, and grass, and trees 

the more thrilling and entrancing they 
were the more completely were they oc- 
cupied by chauffeurs, gardeners, or house 
servants. 

ON MAY first, with the other leopards, 
we changed our spots, moving into a 

commonplace and orthodox furnished 
apartment. For the next four years we 
did nothing but change our spots. 

We lived in a furnished apartment, in 
an eleven-room furnished house, another 
apartment, a six-room house. Being 
more or less truthful, I must admit that 
all of these places of abode were com- 
fortable and quite livable, and I might 
venture to say that the small house was 
really quite delightful, but Patsy was 
annoyed and irritated by their monotony 
and commonplaceness; and then, one 
day, out of a perfectly clear sky she 
stumbled upon her heart's desire. 

"I knew I'd find it," she said, "1 
hadn't given up hope for a minute." But 
I could remember quite clearly some of 
the times when she really had given up 
hope, and to me, at least, those were 
life's darkest moments. 

On the memorable morning of her dis- 
covery, I was literally dragged from an 
important conference that I might behold 
with my own eyes, and share her rejoic- 
ing. I  beheld, I rejoiced, I signed on 

the dotted line, and the garage apart- 
ment was ours to have, to hold, and to 
furnish—and the greatest of these is to 
furnish. 

Had she first seen the garage and then 
written the ad, it could not have an- 
swered the description more perfectly. 

An apartment over a four-car private 
garage (once a stable), consisting of three 
rooms and bath, situated in a delightful 
suburb adjoining the city; approached by 
a winding driveway flanked on either side 
by shrubbery and trees, vine covered, 
and surrounded by flowers; away from 
the noise and smoke of the city. I must 
admit that it looked promising. 

ANOTHER May first and another 
■AJL move; our household goods consisted 
of a bed couch, a library table, several 
barrels of dishes, and a half ton of books, 
and with these we lived for several weeks, 
while the apartment was being furnished. 
Not that the furnishing was completed 
in that time, nor is yet, nor will it ever be, 
but enough was bought for comfort. 

Something warned me that our future 
earthly existence was likely to be spent 
in a series of garages, stables, and re- 
claimed chicken coops, so I tried to imbue 
Patsy with the idea that the real fun in 
this experiment was to see how attrac- 
tively she could furnish the apartment 

with the least expenditure of money. 
Her imagination is apt to function 
not always wisely but too well, and it 
remained for me to work out the practi- 
cal details. 

THE result is at least different and at 
the same time comfortable and not 

unattractive. We have but one entrance, 
and to reach the living room it is neces- 
sary to pass through the dining room and 
bedroom; unconventional as this may be, 
it has proved a source of great delight, 
as we found a lovely old mahogany spool 
bed of which Patsy is justly proud. A so- 
called "Martha Washingon" sewing cabi- 
net, a mahogany settee covered with old 
New England chintz, a chest of drawers, 
a Numdah rug, and ruffled curtains make 
a comfortable bedroom. 

Vines trailing across the windows and 
hayloft door in the living room are most 
decorative with the sun filtering through, 
and the shadow pictures made on our 
walls at night by those same vines would 
delight the heart of a Japanese artist. 
Our most extravagant purchase for this 
room was a low, down-cushioned lounging 
chair. With a unique little chestnut table 
and lamp we have a most comfortable 
corner. A rather interesting piece of 
crewel found on a bargain counter forms a 
pleasing background. A hand-loom rag 
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Fines trailing across the windows and hayloft door in the living room 
were highly decorative, whether with the sunlight filtering through, 
or when by moonlight they etched shadow pictures on the walls 

rug, made to order, covers the floor and 
fits in admirably with its unconventional 
surroundings. 

While Patsy searches the country for a 
Duncan Phyfe sofa, and ladder back and 
Hitchcock chairs, a bed couch and some 
disreputable chairs do service; and an 
old table with a wobbly northeast leg 
is to be replaced some day by a real 
Pembroke, so I'm told. Economy, thy 
name is Patsy. 

|~nE dining room and kitchen arrange- 
ment is somewhat unusual. The 

kitchen, being "in-a-door," can be shut 
out completely and presto! we have an 
adequate little dining room. To furnish 
this cheaply and yet attractively was the 
real problem. Painted furniture was the 
obvious thing to use, so that idea died 
aborning. 

After much searching Pat hit upon 
some hickory garden furniture—a small 
gate-leg table with plain top which she 
painted green, four chairs of hickory with 
woven seats, and a hickory fern basket 
quite fill the little room which overlooks 
the garden; this of course adds greatly to 
its charm and its air of rustic simplicity. 
Two sections of hickory fence connected 
by an arch cut off a small portion of the 
room, giving more space for preparing 
meals, and more completely separate the 
dining room from the kitchen. This fence 

with its vines and lantern excites no little 
interest. 

Entertaining, in any but the most in- 
formal way, is entirely impractical, but 
that difficulty has been overcome by 
waffle suppers, chop-suey parties, and 
candlelight teas, and they have proved 
most popular institutions. 

OUR friends were at first inclined to be 
very much amused at our experi- 

ment, and facetiously spoke of their visits 
to us as slumming expeditions, but those 
who came to scoff, remained to fall prey to 
the charm of the little place. 

No doubt the things that have been said 
about us would fill a small volume, but 
they only add to Pat's delight in her 
"find." And delighted she is I'm sure. 

She can almost touch a thrush's nest 
in a tree just outside our hayloft door, 
and she watched that nest being built, 
scrap by scrap, twig by twig. A yellow 
warbler sings all day from the topmost 
branch of the same tree, a red bird whis- 
tles cheerfully from a near-by locust, a 
catbird in a bush under the window sings 
sweetly—or brings down Patsy's wrath 
upon his head for his hellish screeching. 

From the kitchen door she steps into 
a veritable pageant of flowers—tulips 
heralded the big parade, then iris, lilacs, 
and roses filled the air with their frag- 
rance, and marching in close order be- 

hind these there were all the old-fashioned 
flowers and some that are new. The sweet- 
ness of the phlox creeps into our bedroom 
in the morning, and one evening, soon 
after our arrival, I heard Pat say, "Why, 
if there isn't our old friend Cassy"—and 
sure enough, there were Cassiopeia and 
Lira, Saggitanus and Scorpio, old friends 
whom we had almost forgotten while 
living in apartments and city houses. 

T SUPPOSE you'll be looking for new 
A worlds to conquer in the spring," said 
one of Pat's friends recently. 

"And leave this?" she asked. "Leave 
this garden spot, and my thrush and red 
bird, and flowers and everything; leave 
this for an apartment in 'elegant and re- 
fined surroundings,' or in one of Pitts- 
burgh's 'two-milhon-dollar apartment 
houses'? I should say not." 

I listened to this eloquence and said 
nothing, for I know that winter is on the 
way, that the thrush and the red bird 
and the warbler are soon going to seek 
warmer climes, that the garden will be 
buried under many inches of snow, 'and 
the hill Pat has to climb to reach her 
"garden spot" will be long and slippery. 

I know that Pat likes to be snug and 
warm and comfortable. I know all these 
things, and whether next spring will find 
us joining the vast army of house hunters 
is a question that I refuse to answer. 
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M. E.  HEWITT, PHOTOGRAPHS 

Above. The house, modern 
American in the Italian 
Renaissance manner, 
stands high above the 
sunken garden, but it has 
been made a part of the 
picture by the introduction 
of a wall fountain and 
pool, with graceful curved 
ramps enclosing them on 
either side—an architectu- 
ral feature of great beauty. 
A sloping grass panel and 
flight of steps lead into 

the garden below 

JOHN H. IH'NCAN, ARCHITECT 

Left. The various garden 
paths converge into a 
central axis leading 
through an avenue of 
stately clipped evergreens, 
past the fountain, and 
into the rose garden be- 
yond. The vista terminates 
in a pergola of classic 
design. Everywhere be- 
tween the retinisporas one 
glimpses the flowers—vivid 
salmon-pink phlox with 
saffron gladiolus, helio- 
trope, and purple petunias 

GARDENS ON THE ESTATE 

at Riverside, 

ALDERSON   & DELL, 

OF MRS. J. 

Conn. 

Landscape Architects 

LANGELOTH 
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Harriet Frishmuth's fountain figure "The Vine" stands in 
the central axis midway between the pergola and the pool, a 
dancing bacchante poised for a moment in the ecstasy of the 
dance, a living figure of bronze surrounded by an enchanted 

circle of dark evergreens 
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Detail of the pool, on whose smooth surface wntte ivaterlilies 
float and the overhanging trees and blue sky are reflected as in a 
mirror. Looking out through the trees to the sparkling sea 
beyond one finds it not difficult to imagine oneself in a 

garden of sunny Italy 
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How to Feed Your Dog 

by   MARGARET  A. FLORY 

T 

y\{ NHE value of careful, intelligent 
feeding of all young animals can 
hardly be overestimated. Nature 

has provided the mothers of all species 
with either the actual perfect food or the 
instinctive knowledge of where and how 
to get the perfect food to nourish their 
young for the first few days, weeks, or 
months of their existence. When this 
source of supply comes to an end they 
are dependent upon their own resources 
or upon the kind offices of man. It is up 
to us then, if we intend to keep any kind 
of pets, to find out just what nature in- 
tended them to have in the way of vita- 
mines, mineral salts, starches, fats, vege- 
tables, and meats. 

When you go to a dog show note the 
beautiful glossy coats these dogs have, the 
clear eyes, the springy step, the perfect 
teeth. In a word each dog is a perfect 
specimen of health and soundness, regard- 
less of what his conformation may be. 

Now how was this perfection arrived at r 
First of course by intelligent selective 
breeding from sound parents. This is of 
supreme importance in raising worthy 
show specimens. But breeding alone does 
not produce the blue ribbon winners. 
Literally hundreds of splendidly bred, 
promising show prospects are ruined every 
year by poor rearing. Rickets, scurvy, 
eczema, and digestive troubles resulting 
in such defects as bow-legs, cow-hocks, 
knotty joints, harsh and shedding coats, 
poor teeth, and foul breath are all due to 
faulty diet and are all easily preventable. 

The veriest mongrel, while he can never 
be a contender in the show-ring, can have 
that lovely look of health and soundness 
that will make him a pleasure to have 
around the house instead of being the 
evil-smelling, coat-shedding creature he 
often is even when a beloved pet. It has 
been my observation that nine out of ten 
beloved pets are in atrocious condition 
most of the time. It is taken for granted 
that a dog has various skin diseases, sheds 
his coat all the time, and always smells 
"doggy." 

HOW then should a dog be fed in order 
to prevent these various afflictions? 

Of course the foundation for perfect health 
should be laid before birth in the feeding 
of the mother during pregnancy and after- 
ward while nursing, but even if this proc- 
ess has been rather casual and unscien- 
tific much can be done with a newly 
weaned puppy. After a puppy is three 
months old it is hard to undo faults due 
to poor feeding although of course good 
condition can be arrived at and main- 
tained by correct feeding. 

Properly reared pups of almost any 
breed should be given their first artificial 
food at about three weeks of age, at which 
time the teeth are fairly well pushed 

through the gums. This is nature's signal 
that the mother needs a helping hand. 
She will sometimes start weaning the pups 
herself by regurgitating her own food 
when it is partially digested, especially 
in the case of a large litter. Give the puppy 
a little scraped or ground beef, raw, once 
a day for a couple of days, then increase 
to twice, and then to three times a 
day. The amount given of course must 
be governed by the size of the pups— 
say a half teaspoonful at a time for small 
breeds up to two teaspoonsful for large 
breeds at the start. They will usually eat 
it ravenously. After a week add some 
milk and raw egg to the diet. Cow's milk 
alone is not a good substitute for bitch's 
milk so it must be made stronger by the 
addition of egg and some sweetener. 
Make the formula in the proportion of 
one egg and one tablespoonful of sweeten- 
ing to eight ounces of whole milk. Evapo- 
rated milk can be used in place of fresh. 
In this case give at least a teaspoonful 
of orange juice a day to make up for the 
vitamines lacking in the canned milk. 

AFTER another week add something 
in the way of thickening to the milk 

feeds, such as shredded wheat, some kind 
of puppy meal (a number of dog food 
manufacturers put them up), or stale 
whole wheat bread. White bread in any 
form has no place in the dog's menu, to 
my thinking, as it simply adds starch to 
the diet, which is to be avoided. A certain 
amount of filler must be fed to growing 
dogs, of course, and to older dogs that 
are inclined to be too thin. I have found 
hard puppy biscuits excellent, and eaten 
readily by old and young. These are good 
for one feed a day, and may be broken 
and mixed with raw chopped meat or 
milk and egg. My greatest stand-by, 
however, is macaroni cooked in good rich 
soup. I get all the bones and fresh scraps 
my butcher will give me and cook them 
in a soup kettle for three or four hours. 
Then I remove the bones, cut off any 
meat that was on them and put it back 
into the soup, salt in the proportion of a 
teaspoonful to a quart of liquid, and add 
enough broken macaroni to absorb all the 
soup when it is done. This will mean 
about half as much dry macaroni as you 
have soup. This is particularly good 
in winter, though I use it all the year 
round. Carrots and onions may be added 
to this, or any table scraps, and also 
canned tomatoes. Raw cabbage put 
through the meat grinder and mixed with 
chopped beef is an excellent rickets and 
scurvy preventive in large breeds, and 
added to the macaroni makes a wonderful 
balanced ration. 

Raw whole milk, either sweet or sour, 
raw eggs, and raw meat, with one good 
meal a day of bulk such as macaroni or 

biscuits, will keep any dog in good condi- 
tion the year around. 

Table scraps are fine where only one 
dog is kept, but too scanty in any well- 
managed household to be depended on 
for more than one dog except as tit-bits 
to add to the regular menu. All meat 
scraps are good, but not chop or chicken 
bones as they splinter too easily. Any 
left-over vegetables can be given except 
potatoes, which are too starchy for easy 
digestion. Milk puddings are good and 
always appreciated. 

IFIND that dogs like variety in their 
food almost as much as people do, 

and change the brand of biscuits used 
quite frequently for this reason. I like to 
feed meat raw, both because it is less 
trouble and because it is a bit more easily 
digested that way; but I sometimes bake 
it for them just long enough to get 
the juices started running. In this way 
it loses none of its goodness and it is more 
palatable. I always salt it a little. Breast 
of lamb is particularly good this way 
and they love to crunch the soft bones. 
Don't be afraid to feed some fat. They 
need it just as much as humans do and 
really crave it if it is withheld. I always 
put suet or fat of some sort in the maca- 
roni when I cook it. 

When pups are eight weeks old they 
should be completely weaned and getting 
four or five meals a day. A good schedule 
for meals is 7 A. M., 11 A. M., 3 p. M., and 
7 p. M. Sloppy food should be avoided 
and something hard should be given 
every day in the way of biscuits or large 
raw bones or hard stale bread. 

There are various canned meat and 
cereal rations on the market now which 
are very good. Some are made with horse 
meat and others with beef. The latter are 
naturally somewhat more expensive. Per- 
sonally, I have no prejudice against horse 
meat. It is very high in protein content 
and considered by many breeders a very 
valuable meat. Dogs invariably like it. 
It must always be borne in mind, how- 
ever, when feeding any kind of canned 
meat, that all the vitamines are killed 
by the process of sterilization just as in 
canned milk, so raw eggs, ground raw 
cabbage, orange juice, canned tomatoes 
(almost the only vegetable in which the 
canning process does not kill the vita- 
mines), yeast, and cod liver oil must be 
given to make up the deficiency. 

Raw eggs with yeast and cod liver oil 
are fine to add to the breakfast cereal and 
milk in winter. Cut down the amount of 
the oil in summer. 

Puppies raised on such a schedule, and 
wormed regularly up to nine months of 
age, with plenty of exercise and sunshine, 
cannot fail to grow to maturity, barring 
accidents, in the pink of condition. 
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Above. This entire balcony, 
including pedestal consoles, 
columns, etc., is of cast iron, 
indicating the aide range of 
the use o f this material in the 
nineteenth century. House in 
Savannah, Ga., about 1830 

Right. An example of the 
naturalistic shapes popular 
in the 1850's—grape vine 
motif enframed in structural 
lines of the balcony. Athens, 
Ga., residence, about iSjj 

Residence at Atlanta, Ga., 
about i860. In the third 
quarter of the nineteenth 
century there was a departure 
from the earlier classic motifs 

Above. Another type of grape 
vine motif—a scroll with its 
leaves and grape clusters en- 
trained in the supporting 
columns of the veranda. Resi- 
dence at Charlotte, N. C. 

PHOTOGRAPHS BY TFBBS & KNELL, INC. 

The Return of Cast Iron 

by   HOWARD   MAJOR,   A.   I .   A. 

MOST of us associate ornamental 
cast iron with the abominable 
use to which it was put during 

the Victorian era—in the form of iron 
figures holding umbrellas to protect them- 
selves from the fountain emerging from 
the ferrule. Further, we are of the opinion 
that it was born and died in that age of 
atrocities. Ornamental cast iron and the 
Victorian age are synonymous in our 
minds and we have never considered its 
artistic possibilities. 

However, in France and England during 
the eighteenth century, a century pre- 
eminent in the arts, cast iron was used 
most successfully for ornamental purposes. 
Knowing this we are interested in learning 
something more of the uses of this defiled 
material. 

Cast iron for the first time came into 
general usage with the advent of the 
Greek Revival period in the first quarter 
of the nineteenth century. It very rapidly 
became one of the prominent materials of 
the period. Elaborate Corinthian capitals, 
columns, trellises, railings, window grilles, 
and other ornaments cast in iron became 
common features and were probably the 
most delightfully artistic expression of 
the nineteenth century. Heretofore orna- 
mental cast iron had been used in rare 
instances, but now that it had become 
popular it was to continue in favor 
throughout the century. 

The casting of molten iron into orna- 
mental shapes was done in Sussex, Eng- 
land, as early as the fourteenth century. 
It gained no vogue, however, and was 

rarely utilized. During the eighteenth cen- 
tury cast iron, because of its character, 
found usage in the vase-shaped finials sur- 
mounting the standards of the wrought- 
iron railings. 

In France during the latter half "of the 
eighteenth century, in the reign of Louis 
XVI, the design lent itself much less to 
the technique of wrought iron than to that 
of cast iron, and several works of this 
period are in fact wholly or partly cast. 
Amongst these are the railings and gates 
of the Palais de Justice and Ecole Mili- 
taire in Paris, the stair railings of the 
Palais Royal and of the Petit Trianon. 

The first architectural work in England 
wholly of cast iron was the seven great 
gates for St. Paul's churchyard in London, 
in the  first quarter of the eighteenth 
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century. It was not, 
however, until one hun- 
dred years later, with 
the advent of the Clas- 
sic Revival, that cast 
iron came into great 
popular favor to the 
practical exclusion of 
the wrought metal. The 
introduction of the 
steam * engine, 1760- 
1770, and of the rail- 
road in 1825 gave a 
great impetus to the 
iron-foundry industry, 
and the process of man- 
ufacture was brought 
to perfection in i860. 

During this period 
ingenious ornamental 
casting appeared 
throughout America. In 
contrast to the refined 
and attenuated wrought 
shapes of the preceding 
centuries, there was 
seen Greek rendering of 
classic motifs, robust de- 
sign in splendid scale 
with the monumental character of Greek 
Revival architecture. The cast-iron work 
in the first sixty years of the nineteenth 
century is not only the most artistic ex- 
pression of the century", but an expression 
that will stand comparison in the entire 
field of American decorative arts. In the 
'sixties the design degenerated rapidly 
into realistic expression and inappropriate 
usage. 

One of the most effective features of a 
home is the covered balcony. It creates 
an atmosphere of comfort, even luxury, 
and lends a highly decorative note to the 
simplest facade. Cast iron is most suitable 
for this purpose, and a half century ago 
there were thousands of these balconies 
throughout the country. To-day, unfor- 
tunately, most of them have disappeared 
and it is only occasionally that we run 
across this lovely feature of bvgone days. 

Balcony of the old Brevoort Hotel, New York. During 
Revival the design lent itself much less to the technique of w 

than to that of cast iron 

Showing the classic lines of early nine- 
teenth century cast iron, in splendid 
scale with the monumental character 
of the then prevalent Creek Revival. 
A Savannah, Ga., residence, daring 

from about 1825 
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It is just recently 
that we have come to a 
realization cf their true 
worth. Far-sighted was 
the collector, who, a few 
years ago picked up for 
the consideration of a 
few dollars one of these 
discarded balconies 
from the dealer in 
second-hand materials. 
There is an amazing 
prolixity of design in 
the extant examples, 
which is indeed surpris- 
ing when one recalls 
that the architecture ot 
this period of the Greek 
Revival was practically 
confined to classic tem- 
ples and set facades and 
that little scope was 
allowed for variation. 

Each decade of the 
nineteenth century is 
easily traced in the 
design of these bal- 
conies. The early de- 
cades are strongly 

marked by close adherence to classic 
lines, motifs, and simplicity. In the 
fourth decade there is evinced a strong 
desire to break through classical re- 
straint. The clearly defined structural 
lines still predominate, but there is a 
much greater display of freedom in the 
subsidiary parts of the composition. In 
the latter part cf the fifth decade we 
find a complete severance from the 
classic motifs, with naturalistic motifs 
substituted, and from this point the 
decadence of cast iron became rapid and 
thorough. The decline began with the 
grape-vine motif, a scroll with its leaves 
and clusters of grapes enframed in the 
still excellent structural lines cf the 
balcony. It ended in a chaos of ut- 
terly meaningless shapes, Gothic columns, 
arches, and pendants combined in a be- 
wildering jungle of scale. 

the Classic 
rought iron 

The old Planters Hotel, Charleston, S. C. Far-sighted was the 
collector who, a few years ago, picked up for a few dollars one of 

these cast iron balconies which are fast disappearing 

Another old-time house in Charleston, S. C. The covered balcony 
of cast iron creates an atmosphere of comfort and lends a highly 

decorative note to the simplest facade 
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One of ihenew revers- 
ible weaves is t bis beau- 
tiful damask iu tones 
of cream and green. 

A striking new damask 
in green nndgold, true 
to tbe bold spirit of 
contemporary design. 

Uuuslially smart is this 
modern tapestry in 
rose, gold and green 
on  a  cream ground. 

HERE are modern fabrics to 
bring the imaginative 

beauty, the vibrant life of today, 
to your home—without so dom- 
inating it that all your other fur- 
nishings seem out of key! 

Rich damasks . .. smart prints 
. . . tapestries of new simplicity 
. . . exquisite brocades that add 
a modern piquancy to age old 
charm! 

Distinguished examples of 
both the old and the new in fab- 
rics are presented by F. Schu- 
macher and Company. 

Your decorator, upholsterer 
or the decorating service of your 
department store will be glad to 
obtain samples appropriate for 
your purpose. 

A new booklet, "Fabrics — the 
Kev to Successful Decoration,"" 
giving, brieflv, the history of 
fabrics and their importance in 
decorative use will be sent to 
vou, without charge, upon re- 
quest.   Write us for it. 

F. Schumacher «!v Co.. Dept. 
C-10, 60 West 40th St., New 
York, Importers, Manufacturers 
and Distributors to the trade 
only of Decorative Drapery and 
Upholstery Fabrics. Offices also 
in Boston, Chicago, Philadel- 
phia. Los Angeles, San Francisco, 
Grand Rapids, Detroit. 

One of the new prints, A new Rodier damask This lovely modern 
gav and amusing, in an in blue and tan with brocade is developed 
exotic color harmony circles and dashes as in subtle lints of green, 
of red, orangeand »ete. smart modern motifs. violet, ivory and flame. 

§F. i C l.H I J It A A; C /V IE 11   &e C €>. 
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Fluid Fuels for Home Heating 

A BOUT 75,000 householders aban- 
/-\- doned the coal shovel and the 

^LJX ash can during 1927, and nearly 
twice as many burners will likely be sold 
during the present year. A careful sur- 
vey shows that twenty of the leading 
manufacturers will sell approximately 
$110,000,000 worth of oil burners this 
year—that is, installed value. 

Three billion pounds of coal 
for house-heating will be re- 
placed by oil for burners sold 1 ^ 
this year alone. That's a lot 
of coal to handle, shovel by 
shovel. And three-hundred 
million pounds of ashes is a 
lot to carry out of the cellar 
—minus, of course, the few 
hundreds of thousands of 
pounds that float up through 
the house and settle in draper- 
ies, rugs, and furniture. 

Oil fuel, being a fluid, can be 
fed automatically, at exactly 
the desired rate, from the 
storage tank to your boiler or 
furnace. Coal for the home 
heating plant cannot be so 
handled at the present state 
of development. This charac- 
teristic of oil heating, with 
assurance of its safety, as 
shown in the analysis of fires 
made by the National Board 
of Fire Underwriters, is the 
big reason for the tremendous 
growth of oil heating in the 
last five years. 

I sent out a questionnaire 
about a year ago, and asked 
two hundred  home owners, 
who had  burned oil  for at 
least  two  years,  why they 
had turned to oil, and how much more 
they would be willing to  pay for oil 
fuel before they would revert to coal. 
The two outstanding reasons given for 
using oil were convenience and cleanliness. 
The answers to the second question va- 
ried between 25 per cent, and 200 per cent, 
with an average of about 100 per cent. 

Think of that! These people, men and 
women, who had had experience with 
both fuels, would be willing to pay twice 
as much for oil heat as for coal heat. As a 
matter of fact, they probably paid, on 
an average, about 10 per cent. more. But 
evidently it is not a matter of compara- 
tive costs, but of relative advantages. 

There are about seventy-five manu- 
facturers of recognized oil burners—that 
is to say, burners that have been listed 
by the Underwriters' Laboratories. This 
listing is not obligatory, but has come to 
be accepted as a standard in certain re- 
spects. A listed burner has been thor- 
oughly tested to demonstrate that it is as 
safe as is mechanically possible. The list- 
ing  also  implies  certain  standards of 

by  P.   E. FANSLER 

Associate Editor of The Heating and Ventilating Magazine 

materials and construction. It might be 
regarded as an indication that the burner 
has passed certain tests of minimum re- 
quirements, mainly having to do with the 
correct functioning of the ignition and 
the safety elements. 

The modern oil burner is intermittent 
in operation—that is, it does not produce 

After the oil burner has been installed the home 
owner should be told in simple language how it works 

heat continuously. It lies dormant 
throughout the summer, but, with the 
first cold snap of the fall, it automatically 
starts up, brings the temperature of the 
rooms up to 68°, or any other desired 
point, automatically shuts down and re- 
mains inactive until heat again is re- 

Looking into a furnace fired with coal. 
This shows clearly that heat is de- 
veloped at a much lower rate than when 

oil is used 

quired, whether it is in an hour or in a 
month. This functioning is brought 
about through the action of a thermostat, 
located in the living room, dining room, 
or hall. 

Instead of having a coal bin, the mod- 
ern oil-heated home has a storage tank, 
buried in the ground outside of the house, 

holding 1,000 to 1,500 gallons 
of oil. A tank truck brings 
the fuel in 500 to 1,000 gallon 
lots and pumps it into the 
tank through a flexible pipe. 
The winter's supply for a ten- 
room home can be discharged 
in fifteen minutes, with no 
dust or dirt. Frequently the 
tank is buried close to the 
street so that the tank truck 
does not even enter your 
property. 

Oil is automatically taken 
from this storage tank in 
several different ways, the 
most common of which is a 
tiny oil pump, driven by a 
small electric motor. This 
motor also operates a fan or 
blower, forcing into the com- 
bustion chamber of your boiler 
the exact amount of air neces- 
sary for the complete com- 
bustion of the oil. Both oil 
and air are supplied at a 
definite rate at which the best 
efficiency of your boiler can 
be secured. The result of this 
practice is that, while your 
burner is in operation, your 
heating plant will operate at 
an efficiency of 60 to 70 per 
cent., while if you were burn- 
ing coal in the conventional 

manner the average efficiency of your 
heating plant probably w7ould be between 
45 and 55 per cent. 

When your burner starts it is necessary 
to initiate combustion—to start the fire. 
There are two ways of doing this: through 
maintaining constantly a small pilot 
flame of gas and flaring it up when the 
burner begins operations; or through the 
use of an electric spark, similar to that 
used in your automobile engine, except 
that the spark is much larger and much 
hotter. 

The oil most commonly used is a 
product of the stills that distil gasoline; 
it is, however, much heavier, less volatile, 
and therefore safer. As a matter of fact, 
this oil, in several grades ranging from 
furnace oil to light fuel oil. will not burn 
in liquid form. It must be gasified and 
mixed with air just as is gasoline in an 
automobile motor. But, as it is more dif- 
ficult to change these grades of oil into 
gas, manv of the claims of superiority of 
oil burners center around the methods of 
making this conversion. 
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THE WETHERFIELD COLLECTION of ENGLISH CLOCKS 

Has been acquired by Arthur 
S. Vernay. This famous col- 
lection includes Lantern, Long 
Case Bracket and Balloon 
Clocks of the Seventeenth 
and Eighteenth Century by 
Thomas Tompion, George 
Graham, Daniel Quare, Joseph 
Knibb, Edward East, Thomas 
Mudge and many other prom- 
inent horologists. Illustrated 
catalogue on request. 

Ebony Long 
Case eight-day 
quarter clock by 
Joseph Knibb, 
Oxon. Date 

1680. 

Vernay 

OLD ENGLISH FURNITURE. SILVER PORCELAIN, POTTERY is GLASSWARE 

NEW YORK, 19 EAST FIFTY-FOURTH STREET 

LONDON, TRAFALGAR HOUSE, WATERLOO PLACE 
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The most common 
scheme is to atomize the 
oil, or, more properly, to 
tear it apart into minute 
globules, so that its aggre- 
gate surface is greatly in- 
creased. The heat in the 
combustion chamber of 
the boiler reacts almost 
instantaneously to gasify 
these little globules, and 
each burner, in its own 
way, mixes this oil-gas 
with the proper amount 
of air  for combustion. 
The result is a flame that 
may be similar to that of 
a plumber's torch, or it 
may be in a horizontal 
circular sheet, or other 
characteristic shape. 

In your own case, the 
first question is whether 
your heating plant is ad- 
apted to oil, and, if so, 
what is the best burner. 

Oil can be burned in any boiler or 
furnace, with degrees of satisfaction 
based on both boiler and burner. How- 
ever, I would warn you that it is not safe 
to burn oil in one of the old-fashioned 
warm air furnaces built up of several cast- 
iron sections cemented together. The 
high heat developed has a tendency to 
cause the cement to crumble, allowing 
the burnt gases to get into the house. If 
you have this sort of furnace, undoubtedly 
it will pay you to get one of the new 
design, constructed entirely of steel, with 
welded  joints.  Not  only will  such a 

Since purchasing oil burners many home owners have 
turned their basements into livable parts of the home 

furnace be safer, but much more efficient, 
with oil fuel. 

You will not get good results from an 
oil burner installed in a round sectional 
boiler that is large in diameter and has 
only a single section above the fire pot. 
The hot gases produced by the oil flame 
will shoot out from such a boiler without 
having a chance to heat the water; 
hence your oil bill, with such a boiler, will 
be excessive. The remedy is to add two or 
more sections to the boiler—not an ex- 
pensive proceeding—or, if the boiler is an 
old one, replace it with one of modern type 

that will be much more 
efficient. If you don't 
want to do either of these 
things, don't attempt to 
burn oil, for it will be 
an expensive proceeding. 

There are many styles 
and types of burners, 
some firing through the 
ash-pit doorway and 
some through the firing 
door. Properly installed, 
these burners do not have 
any objectionable effect 
upon the boiler or fur- 
nace. Boilers that have 
been oil-fired for twenty 
years show no bad re- 
sults. 

Oil burning is not new, 
but the application to 
small heating boilers for 
domestic use is now well 
into a huge boom. 
Twenty years and more 
ago homes in the Far 

West were heated with oil, but the burn- 
ers operated continuously and w7ere hand 
controlled. The intermittent - operating 
burner, controlled through a thermostat 
located upstairs, dates back less than 
ten years. 

The application of an oil burner to 
your boiler or furnace is a problem in 
itself, and its successful solution is not 
a matter of guesswork. The more re- 
liable manufacturers of oil burners recog- 
nize this fact and do not allow you 
to sign an order for an installation until 
after a  qualified  heating engineer has 

tne ueen 

TV^alnut Drop-Front Desk 

and Chest, with Sun-Ray 

JMotif on Base, Circa 1715. 

Have You Visited Our Print Department Recently? 
We tave on view an ever changing collection of Mezzotints an J Etchings, wkick include tne latest edi- 
tions of the best known engravers. Our stock of Rare Old Sporting Prints, likewise, is being constantly 
replenished. A Special Display of Old Velvet and Brocade Pkotograpk Frames is now on exkibition. 

Member of Antique and Decorative Arts League 

PHILIP SUVAL 

[ESTABLISHED  1 8 9 6] 

an9n  w "NEW YORK CITY 
823-25 MADISON AVENUE SOUTHAMPTON. LONG ISLAND 

J 
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Early XV7II Century Italian jour-bac\ walnut Settee, covered in antique damas\. 
Early XVIII Century Venetian carved and gilt Mirror 

Madison Avenue, 48th and 49th Streets 
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How one suburban home-owner preserved privacy, thanks to Dubois. The 
posts and curved sections are special.   R. Schultheis, Landscape Architect. 

A UTUMN is upon us, and soon 
A wiH come that colder season 
when our gardens and the land- 
scape in general look most for- 
lorn and lifeless. Someone has 
well said that winter was given 
us to show us naked truths, but 
he clearly reck- 
oned without 
Dubois Woven 
Wood Fence! 

Here is some- 
thing not only to 
keep people from 
staring in, but to 
preserve a certain 
note of rustic 
charm for the 
garden all year 

'round. And as a screen, it has 
endless uses. Dubois also makes 
an excellent windbreak, and is 
just the thing to protect winter 
planting. 

Then, too, from the economi- 
cal viewpoint, autumn is the 

time to erect a 
fence. Summer 
jobs are over and 
workmen not so 
busy. Without 
special effort or 
expense you can 
get Dubois up 
and have your 
property ready 
before the spring 
rush begins. 

Dubois is made by hand of split, live chestnut saplings, bound 
closely together with heavy, rust-proof Copper weld wire. Comes 
in sections 5 ft. wide, in three heights, 6'6", 4'11" and 3' 10". 
Imported solely by Robert C. Reeves Company, Largest Distrib- 
utors of Wooden Fences in America, 187 Water Street, New York. 

DUBOIS 

Woven Wood Fence 

(Made in France) 
MAIL THIS COUPON FOR NEW CATALOG—FREE 

-5> 
ROBERT C. REEVES CO. 
187 Water St., New York City 

Please send me your new free catalog containing full 
description and many beautiful illustrations of Dubois, 
and price list. 
Name . 
Address 
City  . State _ 103 

Looking into afurnac fired with oil— 
a good idea of the intense heat de- 
veloped. Compare this with the picture 

at bottom of page 72 

examined your entire heating 
system and passed upon its 
adaptability to oil fuel.' 

An oil burner will not cure a 
defective heating system, al- 
though it will enable you to get 
a higher efficiency (from 10 to 
15 per cent.) from your heating 
plant than you do with coal. If 
you have a northwest room that 
you cannot heat, don't let an 
oil-burner salesman tell you 
that his burner will insure the 
desired temperature in that 
room. The odds are that you 
need a larger radiator, or that 
the piping to that room is not 
right. But, given a heating plant 
that is correctly designed for 
your home and installed prop- 
erly, and any one of the better 
oil burners will provide you 
with an even temperature 
throughout the heating season 
with almost no mental or physi- 
cal effort on your part. 

In buying an oil burner you 
get, after all, just what you 
pay for. You can buy a burner, 
installed, with a small inside oil- 
storage tank, for around $300. 
You can buy a better equip- 
ment for $500, and, for approx- 
imately $1,000, you can get a 
burner that will provide heat 
for a twelve- to twenty-room 
house, with a 1,500 or 2,000 
gallon storage tank, properly 
buried in the ground. 

Naturally you will expect 
more from the last named, in 
every way. It will be a more 
elaborate machine, built from 
the best of materials and to the 
same degree of precision as the 
sewing machine or phonograph. 
Many burners of this class are 
provided with a lubricating 
system, for the moving parts, 
that requires attention but once 
a year. 

Any of the good burners 
should be looked upon as an in- 
vestment. It should serve you 
for ten to twenty years. It will 
make available, for living pur- 
poses, a large part of your home 
that could not be utilized if 
you burn coal. 

Suppose that your home cost 
$30,000, and that it contains 

ten rooms. You would put the 
average cost of a room at 
$3,000. But you must remem- 
ber that there is a cellar, prob- 
ably under the entire house, 
and this space is seldom con- 
sidered when figuring the cost 
per room. 

The oil burner has changed 
all that. If you turn to liquid 
fuel there will be no coal bin, 
coal dirt, or ash dust. You can 
cut away some of the partitions 
in the cellar and make a beauti- 
ful billiard room; a play room 
for the children; a study for 
dad; a recreation room for the 
entire family. Changes of this 
sort are being made throughout 
the country to-day, because 
of the characteristics of fluid 
fuels. 

A contractor, living in a New 
England city, put in an oil 
burner and made a recreation 
room out of previously wasted 
space. His son and three daugh- 
ters play billards here, dance to 
phonograph or radio music, and 
have their moving picture 
shows, with their friends, in 
their -own home. In a Mid- 
Western city the father of two 
bright youngsters has fitted up 
a laboratory in the basement to 
meet the demands for a place 
to experiment in. Before the 
first winter had passed that 
basement was the focal point 
for the neighborhood "gang;" 
the members of which, instead 
of venting their exuberance in( 

destructive forays, were vieing 
with each other in the produc- 
tion of model airplanes, locomo- 
tives, and other toys, and in 
radio and chemical experiments. 
Surely this father sees a value 
to his oil burner that is not 
measurable in fuel-cost savings 
or convenience. 

I fired my furnace man years 
ago, and the rapidly extending 
use of fluid fuels is raising havoc 
in this vocation. The big oil 
producers and distributors are 
alive to the situation, and oil 
deliveries are now being made 
to homes remote even from 
coal yards. The era of fluid 
fuels for our homes is here. 
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DESIGNED for hospitable uses,which flourished so 

bountifully in colonial times, this historic table 

may still be regarded as more than an object of venera- 

tion. And as a serving table, its resource of compart- 

ments and spaces makes it indispensable for the buffet 

supper or other informal collation. The original of this 

MixingTable is one of the choicest pieces in the Metro- 

politan Museum. The Danersk reproduction preserves 

all the tine elements of inlay and rare woods, w ith black 

glass or grey marble for the center space, as desired. 

Visit our showrooms and see this interesting piece — 

one of a lovely collection of individual pieces and re- 

lated groups for every room in the home, which you 

are always most welcome to inspect. 

DANERSK FURNITURE 

ER SKI NE-D AN FORTH CORPORATION, WHOLESALE AND RETAIL 

383 MADISON AVE., AT 46TH STREET, ( I ST FLOOR ), N . Y.       6lO N. MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO 

LOS   ANGELES   DISTRIBUTOR;   2869   WEST    " T H   STREET    .    FACTORIES   IN   NEW ENGLAND 
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TKE 

NEW 

rcieicAicE 

Greater Economy . . . Greater Convenience 

Quiet for a Lifetime 

THE NOT FRIGID AIRE is de- 
signed and built to provide 

absolutelv dependable refriger- 
ation ... conveniently. Its ice 
freezing power, its many me- 
chanical advantage?, it? strict 
economv of operation- its extra- 
ordinarv quietness, these were 
developed bv leading engineers. 

But the New Frigidaire" s con- 
veniences were designed by 
domestic science expert* — for 
women. 

Onlv a woman who has kept 
house can know the difficult^ of 
keeping an ice-box sweet and 
clean. The New Frigid aire can 
be kept clean as easily as a china 
plate, inside and out- The seam- 
less porcelain-enamel lining has 
rounded corners. The top of the 
cabinet is like a smooth por- 
celain table top. The shelves are 
all removable. And thev are at 
a convenient height which elim- 
inates all stooping. 

The beautiful New Frigidaire 
cabinets represent the best 

efforts of cabinet makers and 
authorities on domestic science 
and interior decoration. The 
New Frigidaire is in every way 
an automatic refrigerator for the 
modern kitchen. BeautifuL con- 
venient- it not onlv safeguards 
health and provides a plentiful 
supplv of full-size ice cubes, but 
it saves time, work and money. 

Let Frigidaire pav for itself 
as YOU pav for it 

Find out about the surprisingly 
low prices of the New Frigidaire. 

If vou buv the New Frigidaire 
on a deferred pavment plan- a- 
most people do.the first pavment 
can be so small and General 
Motors terms so liberal- that th<" 
New Frigidaire will actuallv pav 
for itself as vou pay for it. 

The New Frigidaire is now on 
displav in vour distributors" 
showrooms. See it todav. Frig- 
idaire Corporation, Subsidiary 
of General Motors Corporation. 
Davton. Ohio. 

,F| 

Til] 

wrm w E- OOATE. annul 
Peims aid mm exotic mole to Cmliformim gardens. Tie 
rmmck home of Jmmus K. TmuJy, Esq^ mt Dowmey 

California Trees 

: 1 HELEN ROLFE WREN 

ty^EARS 2gowhen the pa- 
] dres first came to Cali- 

fomia they planted fruit 
trees around their adobe houses 
and in their Mission gardens, 
and they taught their Indian 
satellites to do the same. The 
thirsty arid country had need 
of fruit, and as an addition to an 
Indian diet of game and a com 
meal it was an aid to conversion 
not to be ignored. Mountain 
streams were led through Moor- 
ish aqueducts to the plains 
below, which, like Castile and 
Andalusia of older times, yielded 
rich harvests in return for the 
drink they so needed. 

Olives came first, the seeds 
brought from the mother land, 
Spain: and soon, as one recorded 
time in those more leisurely 
days, the gleam of whitewashed 

adobe brick under a brilliant 
sun was tempered and shaded 
by a cloud of gray-green, an 
effect quite unpremeditated by 
the padres but much apprecia- 
ated and copied in artistic 
building to-day. The earliest 
olive planting was around San 
Diego, and there in "Old Town" 
are the gnarled and aged sur- 
vivals of the renowned Mission 
orchards. 

The fig and the grape soon 
found their climatic place here, 
and some of the earliest remem- 
brances of old Californians is 
the tiny adobe house, broad 
piazzaed and spotless with its 
frequent applications of white- 
wash, enveloped and smothered 
beneath huge half-wild fig trees, 
heavy with their purple fruit in 
the late spring, and spreading 

mf*gtt6) 

that of Sex England, Tie G. G. May: home az Sam Mmrimo 
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Nfot Ch 

Chpyslep Public 

B 

ROADLY speaking, the measure of any man's 

success is the size ot the public behind him. 

He grows as his public grows—as his acts are approved 

in increasing volume by an increasing public. 

o 

These few words tell almost all there is to the Chrysler 

story — or give, at any rate, the root-reason why 

Chrysler looms large on the motor car horizon. 

Chrysler is presenting at this moment a group ot cars 

sparkling and shining with newness ot performance 

and appearance — cars which have again captivated 

their public. 

These brilliant new Chrysler cars have been in process 

of creation for two years—they will exert their influ- 

ence upon the design of all other motor cars for 

several years to come. 

Chrysler has never halted or hesi- 

tated, because Chrysler is free and 

has no obligations to anyone but its own public — 

no limit except the limit of its own creative powers, 

its own energy and enthusiasm, its own faith in the 

boundless resources of the nation — its own convic- 

tion that the world, the age and the day in which 

we live are quite literally and absolutely all right 

Chrysler quite frankly confesses its intention to try 

to surpass other cars and other manufacturers—quite 

frankly admits an enthusiastic ambition for continued 

leadership in value giving—quite frankly intends to 

leave nothing undone to earn and deserve and hold 

the greatest motor car public in all the world. 

"> 

This, it seems to the Chrysler management, is the 

urgent need of every manufacturing institution which 

aspires to satisfy a swift-moving public—to realize 

that it does move, that yesterday is 

dead, that laurels wither, that today is 

gloriously alive, that tomorrow calls 

clamorously for greater endeavor. 
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Is Your Cellar 

Wet or Damp ? 

Are you sacrificing valuable cellar 
space in your house because of 

water or dampness. 

We can and will remedy such a 
condition by applying our Cow Bay 
Cement Waterproofing. 

Dry cellars are healthy and provide 
excellent space for gymnasiums, 

card or billiard rooms. 

We have waterproofed most of 
the largest and deepest financial 
structures in New York and Boston 

Our prices are higher but 
our work is permanent 

THE WATERPROOFING GO. 
Established 190S 

Waterproofing Engineers and Contractors 
NEW YORK BOSTON 

345 E. 33rd Street 65 Albany Street 
In our 23 years of waterproofing none of our work has had to be done over 

Fence adds dignity and beauty 

Although a fence may be bought as a measure 
of protection, Stewart craftsmanship in iron 
enables you to secure a fence that is not only 
serviceable and durable but one that also adds 
dignity and beauty to the property it protects 
and encloses. 

There are the same reasons for preferring 
Stewart Iron Fence for the private home, as for 
clubs, parks, factories and institutions. 

The Stewart Iron Works Co. 
Incorporated 

390 Stewart Block, Cincinnati, Ohio 

The booklet contains much information 
that you as a property owner uill find 

of interest. Shalt we send it? 

{Continued from page 82) 

Patio of the W. D. Edwards residence at Pasadena, with 
its orange trees yielding blossom and fruit simultaneously 

broad shady leaves, most wel- 
come through the hot summer. 
The leaves of glossy brilliant 
green, casting heavy shadows, 
spotting a white wall with alter- 
nate deep shade and brilliant 
light, the silver tracery of the 
drooping limbs in winter, make 
it a tree still much in favor, and 
deservedly, amongst gardeners. 

California, having to some 
extent passed through its storm 
and stress of architectural ab- 
surdities, is sanely and surely 
coming back to its own, its early 
balconied white house, copied 
from Andalusian models and 
best seen through the semi- 
tropical foliage of its native 
Mediterranean habitat. 

One such setting is the orange 
{Continued 

grove, and the lucky dweller 
who steps on to his patio to be 
greeted by the rich perfume of 
countless thousands of white 
waxy blossoms, or to see golden 
globes amongst polished ever- 
green leaves, knows the joy of 
dwelling amid perfect surround- 
ings. 

Any description of California 
fruit trees in California gardens 
to-day cannot except the avo- 
cado. It is planted everywhere, 
and its thick bulk of green (its 
leaves are even glossier than 
those of the orange or the lemon) 
makes an excellent background 
for more colorful planting. 

However, it is not necessary 
to conceive of Californians as 
living always back of orchard 

on page 126) 

The limbs of an oak tree silhouetted against a whitewashed brick wall 
—a picturesque glimpse of the 0. S. Gabriel residence at San Marino 
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otice the luxurious collars that 

distinguish the Fur Wrap this season . . . the cuffs that take unusual 

shapes . . . the silhouette slightly molded to the hip-line. In CARACUL, 

BROADTAIL, MINK, ERMINE and other fine furs we present the 

authentic changes in this season's Mode. 

F U R S b/ G U N T H E 

Filth Avenue at 36th Street \ew York 
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MADISON AVENUE COR. FORTY-FOURTH STREET 
NEW YORK 

© BROOKS BROTHERS 

Outfits for 

Autumn 

Sport 

Send for Catalogue of 

HAT DEPARTMENT 

BOSTON    PALM BEACH NEWPORT 
LITTLE BUILDING 
TMMONT COR. BOTLSTON 

PLAZA BUILDING 
COUNT* ROAO 

AUDRAIN BUILDING 
220 BCLLCVUC AVENUE 

Black Persian lamb affords a striking contrast in 
trimming to this red tweed ensemble. A black silk 

crepe blouse is worn with it. From Hickson 

the hips. Scarfs have been worn 
in this manner with sweater suits 
this summer, and it is now carried 
out to be part of the ensemble. 

Black is, as always, smart, and 
black and white or black with 
touches of white is particularly good. 
A new note is struck in the kasha 
zibeline model on page 88 in the use 
of black and white flat fur defining 
the low hip line, while three tiers of 
fine pleating make the skirt. The 
black and white is carried out on 
the shoulder in the large flower. 

Touches of lace are noted on many 
of the newest models. It makes its 
appearance in a tiny vestee in the 
closely fitting black crepe satin 
shown on page 88, the frock being 
otherwise extremely tailored in every 
detail. Other models featuring lace 
are softened by deep yokes of beige 
or cream lace or by collars and cuffs, 
for there is a very notable trend to- 
ward the more feminine mode. 

For cooler days the ensemble has 
been found to meet all requirements, 
and these are becoming more and more 
practical in design. Tweeds are par- 
ticularly good for sports or informal 
wear, an overblouse of silk completing 
the town costume, while a knitted 
jersey serves for country wear. They 
come in all the reds and greens in the 
solid tones that are so attractive in 
the fall, and also in the more neutral 
grays and tans. A very good looking 
ensemble in red is pictured on this 
page. The large collar is of Persian 
lamb and it comes to a deep point in 

back, emphasizing the trimming at 
the edge of the coat and on the cuffs. 
Worn with this is an overblouse of 
black silk crepe. 

The circular line is gaining in im- 
portance, and is sometimes achieved 
by a godet giving a little irregularity to 
the hem line. A very attractive illus- 
tration of the circular flare is shown 
in the velveteen coat pictured on 
page 88. The wrap is so made that 
the waist line rises to the right, 
giving a very graceful line. A lux- 
urious collar of natural lynx with 
matching cuffs contrasts with the 
green velveteen. 

Skirts, it is claimed, will be a few 
inches longer—well below the knees, 
say some of those in authority in ihe 
exclusive houses. This seems a natural 
reaction and should follow the tend- 
ency to much added fullness. Sleeves 
contribute a little more interest, as 
will be noted in the two coat models 
pictured. There is a widening from 
the elbow that is noted in many im- 
portant models. 

Irregularity of line is more appar- 
ent, perhaps, in evening gowns than 
in those for more formal wear, and an 
outstanding mode is the emphasis of 
the deep line in back. This is charm- 
ingly illustrated in the black velvet 
frock pictured on page 88, where 
the very deep V neck line corre- 
sponds to the deepening skirt line. 
The placing of the two large flowers 
at the waist line slightly toward the 
back is another interesting feature 
of this striking gown. 
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s forget the rubber! This radio is too 500a' to interrupt even with bridge. 

//y/'es/ really> O^elen, we dmuch prefer to sit here and listen. I never thought 

I could ever enjoy opera on t the radio.y/ 

& 
Federal H10-60 

For light-socket operation 

Federal F45-60 
For light-socket operation 

*$6oo 

ZAcensed under natent* owned and] or controlled   by Had to Corporation of America, and in Canada by Cana- dian hadto i'alenUt, Ltd. 

IRTHO-SONIC TONE —made possible by Fed er.il s exclusive patented 
balanced circuit, is an outstanding accomplishment in the Radio industry. I he 

complete musical range, from the lowest notes oi the oboe to the shrill pitch oi the 
clarinet, is clearly reproduced with startiingly realistic fidelity. 
To this remarkable Tone Quality add the finest of selectivity, phenomenal distance 
range, simple single-dial operation, exceptional sensitivity to weak signals, cabinets 
which represent the finest woodworking craftmanship, and you have Federal Ortho- 
sonic Radio. 
Federal Radio ranges in price from *$QO to *$I,2go. There is a model for every 
setting and a set for every purse— table, console ana art cabinet designs, six- and 
seven-tube models, battery and electrically operated. 
G o to your nearest designated Federal Retailer soon. See and hear the new 1* ederal 
Ortho-sonic. You too will agree that it s America s finest radio. 

Beautiful Art folio of the complete 
h ederal line will be sent on request. 

^Federal prio.   do not include tubes and are slightly higher vest of Rockies. 
FEDERAL    RADIO   CORPORATION,   BUFFALO.   X . Y. 

Operating Broadcast Station WCR^at Buffalo 

FF.DERAL   ORTHO-SONIC   RADIO,  LTD., BRIDGEBURG, ONT. 

Federal Eso 
For battery operation 

'$15° 
Federal E40-60 

For light-socke- operation 
* $460 

Federal Mandarin 
For light-socket operation 

'#1.125 

• /■'■ deral's fundamental exclusive develop- ment makina possible (Jrtho sonic repro- duction is patented under U S. Letter* Patent No. 1.5S?,i70 

BUILT TO EXCEED   YOUR   EXPECT A T I O N 



A modernistic screen by 
Joseph Urban painted on 
sparkling silver rayon 
satin of the pebble-back 

variety 

RAYON CREATES NEW WEAVES 

by LEE McCANN 

Photographs from Cheney Silks, Cyrus Clark Co., Rayon Institute, Schumacher & Co., Schuarzoibaeh, Huber & Co.. and DuPlan Stlk Co. 

The urns and flow- 
ers of the Louises 
are given softness 
and vivacity in a 
lovely weave which 
employs rayon 
threads to emphasize 
the brilliance of the 

pattern 

Gold tipped palms 
against a back- 
ground of moon- 
touched waters, mid- 
night blue sky, and 
dark green moun- 
tains,woven of rayon 

IT TAKES a long time for new facts to per- 
meate our consciousness. There are so 
many facts and we are all such busy people. 

That is why there are still those who think of 
rayon as synthetic silk, an artificial substitute of 
cheaper grade. 

It is true that rayon began its career under the 
name of artificial silk, but as the United States 
Government has pointed out, '*it is a lustrous 
filament both chemically and physically different 
from silk." It really constitutes a new division of 
the great textile group to which it has been ad- 
mitted on terms of perfect equality with the 
other members—wool, linen, silk, and cotton. 
Its uses and qualities are its own and its function 
is to extend the range of creative weaves by add- 
ing a new textile to those already known. 

The rayon industry is so young and has en- 
larged its scope and developed its possi- 
bilities so rapidly that the layman may 
well be pardoned ignorance of the present 
status of rayon. Even its discoverers did 
not foresee its peculiar importance nor 
that it would come to stand apart from 
silk and on merits of a different character. 

Here the ornitholog- 
ical motif accompa- 
nied by one of floral 
and fountain deriva- 
tion is given added 
brilliance and 
beauty by rayon 
threads of pale gold 

and gray 

A conventionalized 
poppy design in gold 
and black rayon on 
a blue silk ground is 
effective for window 
draperies or uphol- 

steries 

Left. A heavenly map designea 
by Rodier and woven in rayon 
and wool has a fascinating im- 
aginative appeal of which one 

would never tire 

98 
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GOOD furnishings have 

mam fold charms . . . . 

they transform houses into 

homes .... they make 

every room a setting ot 

individuality and beauty, 

and — ll the furnishings o 

arehy\Vr. & J. Sloane— 

each setting has an air ot 

correctness and comfort. 

SLOANE 

Jtft/i Avenue 

at^ortij Seventh Street 

New IJork Citij 

San cJrancisco Washington 

INTERIOR DECORATION 
HOME   FURNISHING COUNSEL 
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ANTIQUES 

'T'HIS unusually 
fine Queen Anne 

clock and Hepple- 
white oval-back 
chair are typical of 
the fine antiques 
in the Colby col- 
lection. You will 
enjoy seeing these 
antiques and our 
equally interesting 
display of repro- 
ductions. We in- 
vite you to visit... 

JTCOLBYs<&s 

129 NORTH WABASH AVE ♦ ♦ • CHICAGO 

interior ^Decorators 
SINCE 186b 

Rayon overdrafts striped with brilliant colors define the casement 
sides of a powder table hung -with rayon drapery of symbolistic pattern 

which make it indispensable to weaves 
of the present and future. 

Incidentally, the notion that rayon 
is necessarily inexpensive is easily dis- 
pelled by inquiring prices of decora- 
tive materials in which rayon is 
wholly or partly used. One finds that 
here just as with the other yarns it is a 
question of quality and weave. Rayon 
fabrics may indeed be purchased 
cheaply, but not because of their be- 
ing rayon. One may also purchase 
cheap grades of silk, wool, and cotton, 
but when one calls for the better 
qualities and for patterns that are 
sensitive and new, one pays more. 
Just so it is with rayon, too. One price 
advantage, however, which rayon as a 
man-made textile has over other 
textiles is that it is not at the mercy 
of a poor season of crops or flocks. It 
can always be manufactured in quan- 
tity sufficient for the demand. 

Since rayon is primarily not a fabric 
but a textile, its use in fabrics is 
almost as varied as the entire category 
of materials. Taffeta, damask, voile, 
brocades, and upholstery materials 
of various kinds depend upon its 

brilliance and stability. Sometimes 
it gives a light frostiness of surface, 
again it brings out a sheerness of 
weave; often it is used to give a solid 
and firmly wrought texture. Its uses 
are endless because it works so well 
with other yarns, supplementing their 
qualities with its own. One of the 
country's greatest silk manufacturers, 
who is also a large user of rayon, de- 
clared recently that silk has actually 
increased in consumption with the 
advent of fine rayon yarns in this 
country, making possible new ways of 
using silk in combination with rayon. 

Used with cotton, rayon gives a 
brilliance and suppleness to many 
drapery fabrics which were formerly 
somewhat commonplace. In certain 
materials it has a metallic effect that 
may well be mistaken for threads of 
gold and silver. It is especially valu- 
able in fine damask weaves which 
wear the better for its introduction 
and which find it most amenable to 
modern color effects or the simulation 
of antique pattern and texture. 

Foreign fabric modernists—Rodier. 
Helene Henry, Bianchini. and others 

The alliance of silk with rayon is seen to fine ad- 
vantage in a pattern full of beautiful detail and 
color on a background of black or rich shades 
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FURNITURE 

WOODWORK 

DECORATIONS 

FABRICS 

An interesting 18th Century secre- 
tary in fine grained mahogany with 
unusual design of door mullions. 

fiowrooms. 

also in connection with our factory 
at ROCHESTER,N.Y. where our 
Furniture and Woodwork are made. 
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Inc. 

46 East 57Sf reef 

+ New Ifork 4 

Antiques, 01^|fahrics, 

Ihtfeiwr* 

Louis XV Wahud and Cane 
Bergere, Upholstered with 
very fine Antique Tabestry of 
Crimson,  Green  and Yellow 

Corner of a vwdernistic drawing room in which golden overdrapes and 
casement curtains with fountain design by Peer Schneider are of rayon, 
as is also the black and gold sofa pillow. The scarf is rayon on silk 

—are very keen about rayon and have 
achieved some fine results with it. 
American exponents of this yarn 
have also developed astoundingly 
lovely materials. There is now no 
difficulty in producing rayon of both 
low and high luster. Threads of both 
kinds may appear in the same fabric, 
the former providing a low-keyed 
conservative background for the 
metallic scintillation of the latter. 

In the plush family rayon was first 
j used as a substitute for spun silk 

and it was then discovered that in 
that fabric its luster was actually 
deeper and richer. Now it is used to a 
great extent in drapery velours, and 
velvet, which has lately adopted it, 
will no doubt soon enter the decora- 
tive field in greater quantity than 
heretofore. 

Rayon has even found its way into 
rugs. One of the outstanding achieve- 
ments of this versatile yarn was to 
copy a very valuable silk prayer rug— 
and the demand for it was largely 
from India! 

Rayon is yet young, but already 

the list of our indebtedness to it is a 
long one, even in the field of decora- 
tive materials alone. For instance, 
just glance about the living room. 
See how beautifully the light catches 
and lingers along the silky inner cur- 
tains and picks out the rich heavier 
folds of the outer draperies. It is the 
rayon in these fabrics which causes 
the gracious shimmer. Follow the 
light from the window to where it 
rests on the tapestried armchair and 
shows a luster that gives vivacity 
and charm to the design. Again the 
secret is rayon. The brilliant figures 
on the piece of Chinese embroidery, 
the fringe and tassels on the lamp 
shade, perhaps even the wall cover- 
ings, owe their charm to rayon. 
When one looks over the quarter or 
more of the twentieth century that 
has given us such magic inventions as 
radios and airplanes, one has also to 
include among them rayon, for since 
earliest times the advent of a new 
textile has always been rated among 
the things of major importance to 
man. 

A sumptuous color scheme of gold and 
blue on a ground of cardinal red is devel- 
oped by the combination of rayon and silk 
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MINUET 

in the spirit 

of J 
Early America 

i776 

PINE TREE 

in the spirit 

of 
Modern America 

1928 

First editions . . „ 

Authentic antiques,. 

Modern ceramics . . . 

and 

MINUET PINE 

IN HOMES whose owners possess good taste and the means to 
indulge it—homes in which the furniture, books and paint- 
ings are so inherently right that they constantly increase in 
value—you see with increasing frequency one or the other 
of these two designs in sterling: Minuet or Pine Tree. 

For this is important silver, distinguished silver—the first 
ever made with an idea behind it transcending the idea of 
the individual pattern. Minuet is Pattern I, Pine Tree Pattern 
II, in the American Series . . . The aim of the American Series 
is to express in solid silver the spirit of each American period 
of artistic importance. Minuet was inspired by the Early 
American era; Pine Tree by the dawn of an American mod- 
ernism. The issuance of a third pattern is a matter for the 

TREE 

years—and for America's independent artistic growth— 
to determine. 

MINUET is chosen oftenest, perhaps, for homes 
whose chief treasures reflect the dignity of a gracious past. 
It has been pronounced the only silver in perfect accord with 
authentic Early American settings . . . Yet its simplicity 
makes it perfect everywhere! 

PINE TREE is more frequently the choice for those 
homes where the future heirlooms are creations of today's 
renaissance. Its symbolism is one of the finest characteristics 
of modern art. On the back of each piece (in charming 
defiance of the conventional!) is inscribed the quaint pine 
tree that was America's first symbol of sterling. 

INTERNATIONAL    STE RLI NG 

They have an instinct for the right things, these pos- 
sessors of the museum pieces of tomorrow; often their 
expenditures are small ... A 26-piece set of this im- 
portant silver (informal service for four) in either Pine 
Tree or Minuet, costs but $73-35. Teaspoons in either 
pattern are $11.00 for six. Tea and coffee services, serv- 
ing dishes and decorative pieces are available in both 
designs. 

INTERNATIONAL SILVER CO., Meriden, Conn. C. L. 10-28 
Enclosed is 15c, (coin or stamps) to cover cost of 

mailing Minuet or Pine Tree brochure. 
Mark which one is desired. 

Name  
Street  
City  . State. 
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This is your department, please feel free to use it early and often. The more 
things you buy through Shop Windows of Mayfair, the more things we can 
show here. Each article has been chosen because of value, smartness, or 
usefulness. Our Board of Censors is active, and everything on these pages 

had to receive a unanimous vote before being shown to you. Make checks 
payable to Shirley Paine, care Doubleday, Doran & Company, Inc., 
244 Madison Avenue, New York. Write her, enclosing check for the arti- 
cle you wish, and she does the rest. This service is entirely without charge. 

 nun IIIMII < 1111 1111 
This fall promises many things of interest. Several new im- 
porters and manufacturers have cooperated, so that I can 
continue to find still more different and interesting things 
for you. Our shopping service has steadily increased in scope, 
and has been of great help to hundreds of readers who wish 

For October days nothing is 
more decorative than to bring 
a few growing things into the 
house, and ivy is probably the 
most satisfying and decorative. 
Hand-made unglazed earthen- 
ware pot, iron bracket hand 
forged in the North Carolina 
mountains; height o§", projec- 

tion 8", price #3.50 

expert counsel on decorating and home furnishing matters. 
What are your own special shopping problems? Are you 
redecorating an old house, furnishing a new one? Is there 
any special item that you would like to find that can't 
be located? Just write Shirley Paine. No service charge. 

This mail box has sides, back, 
bottom, and arms of solid pew- 
ter, hand-cut and hand-worked 
roof, door, and front panels of 
hand-worked brass. Studs of 
contrasting metal. Top slot for 
letters, arms for papers. Large 
size 165" high x 8j" wide. 
Price $16 prepaid 100 miles 
N. Y. Nothing like it anywhere 

A smart New York shop is now specializing in children's furniture of 
the most attractive and unusual kind. These three chairs were chosen 
out of scotes of other nice things. They are our "triple entente" for 
October—Spain at left, Italy in the center, France at right! Spanish baby 
chair has seat 9" high and comes in bright red, green, or yellow, hand 
painted in quaint design, #8.50. Italian comes in natutal wood artistically 
hand painted in bright colors, seat 14" high, $8.50. French baby chair has 
a safety bar, seat 8" high, and in any color you wish, $5. All are imported, 

no crating charge. Nice rush seats. Delivered greater N. Y. 
Once more Colonial things outshine others 
found for October. These distinctive repro- 
ductions are hand-made from the original 
sconces, preserving the charm of every 
detail. LfU: bright metal back for candle. 
Right: mirror back electrified. Height 16", 
extension 65" from wall. Metal back in 
tin, $6; brass or copper, $8.50; pewter, 
#12.50. Mirror back electrified in tin 
£11.50; brass or copper, £14; pewtef, £18. 
Crimped edges may be painted tor $1 and 
£1.25 respectively for both. Complete 

catalogues ot other fine items 

This wing chair is a sturdy 
eighteenth century reproduc- 
tion made by a well known 
Boston shop. Has spring seat 
and back, hand-carved ball and 
claw mahogany feet; filled with 
best hair. Size 48" high, 23" 
deep, 27" wide. It is especially 
well priced at $49.50, covered 
in denim. A letter to Shirley 
Paine will speed you a nice 
assortment of cuttings. Also a 
fine catalogue. May be covered 

in your own material 

For months I have been on the 
lookout for a complete set of 
furniture that has a distinctive 
touch at a human price range 
This quaint Cape Cod dining 
set is turned out only in limited 
quantities by a Boston crafts- 
man who does the finest sort of 
reproductions without the com- 
mercial touch; 8 pieces made of 
maple combined with birch and 
in a lovely antique brown which 

A French reproduction in fine 
solid maple which may be had 
finished in a lovely hand- 
rubbed antique maple, or in the 
natural wood. The covering of- 
fered at price listed is a bright 
chintz with small flower pat- 
tern, only one choice. Seat 21" 
deep, 24" across arms. Can 
have mahogany or w alnut stain 
also. Price $28.50 finished, 
$24.75 unfinished. A big cata- 
Icgue of 54 pages, $1—refunded 

upon the initial purchase 

brings out the beauty of the 
wood. Rush seat chairs $17.25 
each; table of extension type, 
closed 48 x 40", opened 40 x 
66", price $30.75. China cabi- 
net on quaint chest is 63" high, 
price $68; chest without cab- 
inet, 30" high. $44. Serving 
table, top 18 x 42", $24.50. 
Mirror with 12 x 24" glass, 
$13.50. Complete set $190, all 

delivered Boston 
IIO 
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£br your living 
J room or den— 

Fur Rugs 
There's rich opulence in rugs 
of Leopard, Royal Indian Ti- 
ger, Polar, Black and Grizzly 
Bear, etc., mounted by those 
masters of this art'-'Jonas Bros. 
Exquisite specimens with ex- 
ceptional markings and beau- 
tiful color. They grace and en- 
rich a room and wear almost 
forever. Approval shipments 
gladly made to responsible 
persons. 

Free art reproductions of our un- 
usual fur rugs, with sizes and prices 
on request. 

JONAS 
•§ROS- 

RELIADLE FURRIERS, 

1040 
Broadway 

Metal Window 
Cornices 

The beauty and charm em- 
bodied in these cornice designs, 
lend an air of distinction to 
any room. Finished in An- 
tique, Silver or Ormolu Gold. 
Also hand colored to match 
any decorative color scheme. 

Write for complete catalogue 
and information. 

HICKS GALLERY, Inc. 
16-18 Fayette St., Boston, Mass. 

H. L. JUDD COMPANY, Inc. 
New York Selling Agents 

2 

MONTLLOR 

BROS. 
EST. 1909 

K=3 

OBJECTS of- ART - DECORATIONS 

Spanish Antique Shop K. 

NEW YORK PALM BEACH 
768 MADISON AVE. PLAZA BUILDING. 

(AT66TH. ) COUNTY RD. & SEAVIEW AVE. 
MEMBER   OF  ANTIQUE   AND DECORATIVE  ARTS   LEAGUE ^0 

Out   of ♦ the • Or dinar 
"i   3cauh'ful — Inexpensive 

JlGBTOfG HXTIRES 

HAND-WROUGHT of 

COPPER, BRASS and PEWTER 

% 

'-■  "v. rJ- 

/A 
The distinctive charm of these de- 
lightful hand-wrought lighting fix- 

tures gives to any room an air of 
style, originality and good taste. 

They are furnished in tin, copper, pewter, 
or brass, and are completely electrified. 

Write for illustrated catalog mailed on request, showing 
these and many other delightful hand-made reproductions. 

INDUSTRIAL ARTS INC. 
33-D NORTH LSENNET ST.    BOSTON, MASS. 

DISPLAY NOON'S at 64 Charles Sf  

A m azing A n tique 

Oriental Rags 

THOS. F. DAVIS 
offers 

home lovers, collectors and connois- 
seurs rare gems and heavy utility 
pieces. Expressions like the follow- 
ing come from all over America: 
"I thank you very much for the op- 
portunity to pick up some real rugs. 
Tney are most satisfactory and grow 
on one every day. / see no such 
rugs in the general market." 
(name on request) 

Descriptive Price List Sent on 
Request 

Shipments prepaid on approval 
without obligation on your part. 

Address Box 22     Skaneateles, N. Y. 

SMOKY 

FIREPLACES 

made to 

DRAW 

T^p payment accepted unless successful 

Also consulting service avail- 
able to owners, architects and 
builders in connection with the 
designing and erection of new 

work. 

FREDERIC N. WHITLEY, Inc. 
Engineers— Con tractors— Cons u It a n ts 

111 Fulton St., Brooklyn, N. Y. 

"Silver Ace" 

AIRPLANES 

Flying a "Silver Ace" is fascinating 
sport for boys — even grown-ups, 
requiring careful study and practice. 
Monoplane—complete with wheels 

for landing #12.50 
Hydroplane—with   pontoons in 

place of wheels as shown #16.50 
Biplane—with wheels.  .  . #16.50 
Hydroplane-Biplane—with pon- 

toons and two wings  .  . #20.00 

The Hydroplane will rise from the 
water, fly in the air and safely land 

on the water. 

Mail orders filled promptly 

See our display of Toys, Games, and 
Playthings for children of every 
age, as well as for the grown-ups. 

JHapfatr 

$laptt)tngg is>tore 
741 Fifth Ave. (at 57th St.), N. Y. 

WROT IRON FIRE SCREEN 

Price £75.00 

oAny Object in Wrot Iron Designed 
and Manufactured by 

skilled artisans 

••<""<»•• 

Catalogue Mailed on request 

ye IRO^ Shoppe 

472A Boylston Street 
Boston, Mass. 
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FINEST   18th CENTURY 

Furniture  and   Decorative Objects 

French—Italian—English 

Floor  plans,  Interior Architectural 
details: Schemes for  the complete 

house. 

McMILLEN INC. 

148 East 55th St. New York 

"Woven by Hand" 

A Gift for Baby 

That Makes Mother 

Happy Too  

Beautiful Baby Blankets 
woven by masters of the 
Colonial Hand-loom, each 
blanket an individual piece 
of work in artistry and de- 
sign. Made from finest virgin 
wool, soft, dainty, light and 
warm, in delicate shades of 
pink, blue and white. Guar- 
anteed not to shrink in 
washing. 
Comes in bright-colored Elfin 
Gift Box—$4.50. 
Here is a gift for baby that 
can never be duplicated—as 
distinctive as it is beautiful. 
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 

OR MONEY REFUNDED. 
Send for free sample of blankets 
and full particulars of our complete 
line of hand-woven baby blankets, 
garden blankets, bed blankets and linen novelties. 

Means Weave Shop 
12 Howe St.      Lowell, Mass. 
Means Hand-Woven Blankets are 
sold in the better Gift and Speci- 
alty Shops. Look for the Means 
"Hand-woven" Label on every blanket. 

SHOP WINDOWS 

O F 

M A Y F A I R 

Charming Colonial fixtures in the best 
of taste. All use the old style oil lamp as 
an inspiration; they are graceful, decor- 
ative and in good proportion. Made of 
heavy polished brass. Left: back 8" x 3", 

$12.50 single—#18.75; center: back 4" 
diameter, single only, $10; right: back 
\\" diameter, single only, $10. Send for 
unusual catalogue stating what type 

interests you 

No matter whether the fall week-end 
guest is entertained in the country or 
in town, the tact remains that no heavy 
bag can be unpacked minus a good 
luggage rack without either breaking 
the back of the unpacker, smudging 
precious bed coverings, or scratching 

chairs or tables. At $7.50 in choice of 
ivory, walnut, or mahogany, this strong 
example meets every need. Cloth bands 
contrasting, r or a large refreshment tray 
it is also useful in other parts of the 
house. Size 22" x 152" x 16" high. 

Delivered 100 miles N. Y. 

Tip-top tables are al- 
ways in order provided 
they are ol graceful de- 
sign, well finished, and 
well made. This particu- 
lar one is a taithful copy 
of a museum piece and 
is attractive because of 
unusual shape. Top is 
155" square, also comes 
in 22" round top. Wood 
is fine solid maple, 
choice medium or light 
shade, either dull or 
glossy finish. I recom- 
mend first named choice 
in both cases. List price 

$18 

This strongly made 
fire screen fills a new- 
note, and is espe- 
cially suited for use with 
wrought andirons and 
equipment. It is 30" 
high, 30" wide center 
panel and 13" wide side 
panels. These last are 
hung so as to fit any 
average sized fireplace, 
frame hand wrought 
and with hand-wrought 
ornaments. Screen cloth 
is painted black and 
finish baked on. Frame 
done in semi-polished 
finish. Price £40 F.O.B. 

New Haven 

S   fin 5 

GAIiOwAY 

Qi-ves the Essential Touch 

SHAPELY jars of Terra 
Cotta strike a distinc- 

tive note of form and color 
used indoors or in 

the garden. 
Vases, Classic Urns, Fonts, Bird 
Baths, Sun Dials, Benches and 
Gazing Globes are also to be had 
in high fired, durable Terra 
Cotta. Send ten cents in stamps 

for catalog. 

GAJIOWAYTERRA GOTTA (ft 
3216 WALNUT ST. PHILADELPHIA. 

Established 1810 

O. Henry 

Kipling 

Conrad 

Three names that 

just about cover 

modern literature. 

AT ALL BOOK STORES 

To DOUBLE the SIZE 

of ANY CLOSET 

...here is an in- 
genious space-sav- 
ing unit, that slips 
night into your 
present closet and 
brings order out of 
chaos. Lsed with 
our other clever 
clothing devices it 
creates an ideal 
wardrobe for any 
home. 

PHILIP HALL 
38 EAST 49TH STMFET, NEW YORK 
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Tiues 
TO HARMONIZE 
WITH VARIOUS 
DESICNED 
I NTERIORS 

Beautify with 

Iron Grilles 

WITHOUT any appreciable addi- 
tion to the cost of any new build- 
ing, you can add immeasurably to 

the value by specifying Cincinnati Iron 
Grilles, thus giving a touch of distinc- 
tion and individuality, and transform- 
ing—"just a house"—into one that is 
different. 

Ornamental iron grilles, railings, 
fences, entrance gates and window 
guards of attractive, yet modest design, 
will enhance the beauty of any home. 
The dominant features of Cincinnati 
Iron Railings are their attractiveness of 
design, durability and quality con- 
struction. 
Catalog on request—Estimates cheer- 

fully given. Orders filled promptly 

CINCINNATI IRON FENCE CO. 
INCORPORATED 

3379 Spring Grove Ave:   CINCINNATI, OHIO 

SEDGWICK OUTFITS 

for truly Modern Homes 

For the Fireplace—The Sedgwick Fuel Lift, pic- 
tured here, travels between cellar and fireplace 
and eliminates the carrying of fusl and ashes over 
beautiful floors and rugs. 

Write for Descriptive Pamphlet 
For Carrying Trunks—The Sedgwick Trunk Lift 

saves labor and time; prevents the usual damage 
to stairs. Iloors. and walls when heavy loads are to 
be carried up or down stairs. 

Literature Sent on Request 
For the Invalid—The Sedgwick Invalid Elevator is 

a blessing to the aged and infirm. It is easily installed 
in old and new homes. 

Let Us Send Complete Details 

SEDGWICK MACHINE WORKS 
147 West 15th Street New York Fl'EL LIFT 

ClJorever />aniind 

/ f and jorever yonno— * 

Jewel Electric Fountains 
Our new catalog show- 

ing our latest designs of 
Jewel Electric Fountains 
is now ready. Jewel 
portable fountains do 
not require any water 
connection. Are illum- 
inated and self con- 
tained. Connect to any 
light socket. An excel- 
lent humidifier and cools 
the atmosphere. The 
color changing fountains 
are wonderful. Our Lily 
Pond outside unit foun- 
tain changes color. See the large geyser 
search light fountain. Largest makers of elec- 
tric fountains in the world. Send ten cents for 
illustrated catalog of complete line of Jewel 
Electric Specialties for the home. We want 
reliable dealers. 
JEWEL ELECTRIC and MFG. CO. 

4505 Ravenswood Avenue 
Dept. E Chicago, III. 

— KEATS 

PERPETUAL youth, 
immortalized in the ode " On a 
Grecian Urn," gleams again in 
golden bronze in the lovely fig- 
ure, " Forever Young," by Allan 
Clark ... It may be seen with 
its companion piece, "Forever 
Panting," at the Gorham show- 
rooms in New York. They are 
priced at $1500 each. 

"Famous Small Bronzes," 
recently published by Gorham, 
contains a number of beautiful 
illustrations of interesting and 
decorative pieces representative 
of the work of some of Ameri- 
ca's leading sculptors ... These 
bronzes range in price from $10 
to $3000, many of them in lim- 
ited editions .. .That the distri- 
bution of this superb brochure 
may be restricted to those really 
interested, copies are priced at 
one dollar. Remittance should 
accompany your request. 

THE BRONZE DIVISION OF 

PROVIDENCE, R. I. ^CT/ie Qovlxanx (Company NEW YORK, N. Y. 

FIFTH AVENUE, AT 47TH STREET, NEW YORK CITY 

GARDEN FURNITURE 
mpi Ian -I.MI.-. Lead, Terra t'utta. Marble 
Illustrated Catalog Sent on Kequent 

THE ERKINS STUDIO 
257 Lexington Ave. at 35th St. New York 

Choose 

the 

entrance 

that fits 

the personality 

of your home 

'TT^YPES of doorways almost 
-™- without number lend them- 

selves to the added charm of genu- 
ine Forged Iron Hardware by 
McKinney. It supplies the complet- 
ing touch, the accent-note of grace 
and artistry. Even a plain doorway 
takes on new life under its spell 
of romance. 
Then comes, also, McKinney 
Forged Iron for windows, French 
doors, cabinets, gates, garages . . . 
for whatever service is needed of 
hardware. It is available in a num- 
ber of master designs: Heart, Tulip, 
Curley Lock, Warwick, Etruscan and 
Alhambra. Each piece has a ruggedly 
beautiful texture and is thoroughly 

rust-proofed. Leading 
Builders' Hardware 
Merchants carry it in 
stock. Make it a point 
to discover for yourself 
how much of beauty it 

}', "' can add to your house. 
Forge Division, McKinney 
Mfg. Co., Pittsburgh, Pa. 

McKINNEY 

FORGED IRON 

HARDWARE 

Forge Division, 
McKinney Mfg. Co.. Pittsburgh, Pa. 
Please send me, without obligation, the items I 
have checked:— 
□ Folio on Lanterns 
□ Brochure on Forged Iron Hardware 
Name  
Address     CL 10-28 
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Snort-White SI eel 

•"THE door frame is of drawn steel 
*~ moulding (not sheet steel) weld- 

ed and finished at the corners. 
The mirror conceals the spacious 
cabinet, which is fitted with adjust- 
able polished plate glass shelves. 
Suitable for the finest bath room, at 
a moderate price. 
Write /or description of this and of 
six other styles, in five sizes. 

Another Dc Luxe Style.   HESS WARMING & VENTILATING CO.   _    . ... . , »V Makers of Hess W cldcd Steel Furnaces. 
THfc PARIMAN 1221 S. W estern Avenue. Chicago 

TOPHUNTER 

119  East 57th Street, New York 

ANDIRONS AND FIRETOOLS 

SCREENS, FENDERS, ETC. 

Reproductions of Old Designs in Iron and Brass 
Illustrations Upon Request 

At home, at the theatre, while shopping or traveling, or 
it von rind yourself in stuffy rooms or crowded places, the 
pungent fragrance of Crown Lavender Smelling Salts 
clears the brain, steadies the nerves, and counteracts 
fainmess and weariness. It is invigorating, highly refresh- 
ing always a delight and comfort. Two sire* sold every- 
where. Schieffclin S: Co.. Sole Agents, U. S. A., 170 
William St., New York Gty. 

SHOP WINDOWS 

O F 

M A Y F A I R 

— 

Tins reproduction mirror is quite 
large, 183" x jc\" outside and 14" x 22" 
glass. Dull gold trim inside edge and on 
hand-carved three-feathers decoration. 
$2C delivered greater Boston. Top row 
silhouettes are George and Martha 
Washington in frames size 4" x 4J", 
£3.75 each. Bottom row: Conti- 
nental soldier and Colonial dame, 

Si" x 6|", $7.65 each 

Gorgeous, picturesque riot of sunfast 
color in the Spanish feeling. Dull gold 
ground combined with turquoise, green, 
orange, lacquer, tan, and mulberry. 
Nothing could be much nicer for wail 
hangings, chair coverings, or draperies 
for the man's room, for a stately library, 
or for a hall. Also available in black, 
cream, orange, or green backgrounds. 

50" wide; £10.85 postpaid in U. S. 

Hand drawn by Coulton Waugh the 
famous artist; hand colored in water 
colors. Clipper Hazard of Salem, famous 
during Revolutionary times, is on folder 
5 J" * Sl**> Hawthorne's House of Seven 
(tables, and Old Cape Cod House 3J" x 

3^" folder. Price of any of these Si per 
dozen black and white, $2 per dozen 
hand colored, including imprint of your 
own name. Orders must total 5 dozen 
under this special offer, as name is 
usually extra. Catalogue of others 

1 am delighted with this discovery—a 
tine chaise-longue complete with ruffle 
and a reversible cushion filled with best 
white down, for $76.50; no crating 
charge, and covered in your very own 
selection of glorious glazed chintzes, 
■water silks, or cretonnes. Cutting will 

be mailed gladly—just write me. No 
cover charge in your own material. No 
Christmas deliveries accepted after 
December 5th. Such an item always 
sells at $100 or over, and then only in 
muslin or denim cover. Check to 

Shirlev Paine 
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SfcTHE LONELY TASK 

Every art, every science, has its passionate seekers ofperfec- 

tion—men consecrated to the lonely task. An achievement 

far beyond the understanding of the crowd is the goal 

toward which their whole endeavor is shaped. They 

will never he known of the multitude. They do 

not desire it. Their message is for the few. 

T is not incongruous to say that the Mason 

Hamlin Piano is the product of just such 

devotion to an ideal. Back of this thing of wood 

and wire and ivory is a concept of art as pure 

and lofty as has been brought to the creation 

of any other masterpiece. But entire under- 

standing of this is possible only to the few. The exquisite secret is 

fully told only to the true musician's ear—when the keys of the 

Mason     Hamlin speak under his delighted fingers. 

It is obvious that the makers of the Mason & Hamlin must make fewer 

pianos than other manufacturers.The price of the Mason fef Hamlin is, 

of necessity, higher than that of any other piano. Few, therefore, will 

ever possess this supreme instrument. But in the patronage of these 

few, whose selection is      C^(\f\ <r*f* t ♦ 

based on their own sure ((JjJflU & ^^1X11111 

knowledge and appre- 

ciation, the makers of 

the Mason Hamlin 

find their reward. 

BOSTON NEW YORK 

$ 1,6 5 O to $3,000    Period Models to $22,5 OO 

An initial payment of 10% will place a Mason & Hamlin in your home. 
Salons in principal cities 
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OWN South 

\this 'winter 

aboard your A. C. F. 

HEAD her down the "inside" route, where it's safe as 
a church and beautiful as fairyland . . . down past 

the historic Virginia Capes; past the far, blue Carolina 
hills; past the magnolias of romantic old Charleston; down 
where the blue waters of the gulf-stream bid you remem- 
ber that, there, summer is eternal. 

Be independent this winter, a hoard your A. C. F. Go where 
you like, when you like. The Floridian Keys call you; 
Havana is only a step away. Your A. C. F. is your ow n 
floating winter home, a haven of privacy for you, a de- 
lightful rendezvous for your guests. 

The GREATER VALUE possible 

by STANDARDIZED production 

To the superb luxury of custom « r;ii'tsri>-<'istjip, A. C. F. has added 
tlir greater value which, as everyone knows, ( iiincs through standard- 
ized production methods and through the tremendous purchasing 
power of an organization of nationwide acth it> such as the American 
Car and Foundrj Company. Wecontend that, fool for foot, no other 
cruisers afloat can equal the VALUE given in A. C. F. craft of all 
sizes.   For proof, jusl write lor "The Burgee Book." 

A. C. F. cruisers are built from designs by Eldredge-Mclnnis 

cruiser s 

AMERICAN CAR AND FOUNDRY COMPANY 
A. C. F. Salon, 217 West 57th St., New York 

In the Service of the Nation's Railways—Highways—Waterways—Industries 
Boston—Noyes Marine Soles Co., 1037 Commonwealth Ave. 
Detroit—A. C F. Salon. 500 E. Jefferson Avenue 
Cleveland—N. J. Shea, 1424 Lauderdale Ave.. Lakewood 
San Francisco—S. C. Kyle, 427 Rialto Building 
Philadelphia-I'nivcrsal Service Motors Co., Broad and Wood Streets 
Chicago—W ard A. Robinson, 58 E. Washington Street 
Wert Palm fieach—C. P. Whitney. % Bryant & Grayl 
Wilmington, Del.—American Car and Foundry Company 

MORRIS ROSENFELD 
Two Sea Sleds that finished first and third in the Boston-New York race. For 
consistent performance over long and hazardous courses, this type of outboard 

hull has distinguished itself this season 

THE GREATEST YEAR FOR 
OUTBOARDS 

by  E. JAMES DEVINE 

THE yachting season just draw- 
ing to a close marks one of the 
most phenomenal  periods of 

development in the history of the 
gasoline motor. We speak of the tiny, 
peppy outboard. 

In 1925 the Gold Cup Regatta 
scheduled several outboard races. 
Very little interest was shown in these 
events, and when it is considered 
that the record of that year was only 
fourteen miles per hour, the lack of 
excitement is understandable. Then 
some of the far-seeing engineers of 
the outboard motor industry went 
to work for sure, and in three years 
they have developed this type of 
motor until it now performs with in- 
credible results. 

A resume of the season's outstand- 
ing outboard events will emphasize 
this development. First was the race 
from Albany to New York in April. 
It was run over a course 133 miles 
long, and the average speed of the 
winner was approximately thirty 
miles per hour! It was conducted over 
a course subjected to adverse con- 
ditions of tide, rain, and rough water. 

Then the Worcester Regatta on 
May 29th, on lake Quinsigamond. 
The officials of this regatta believed 
that the outboards would not make 
great speed, since they were handi- 
capped with the rule that all outboard 
motors must be muffled. Again the 
dope was spilled: the outstanding 
records for unmuffled motors were 

beaten; world's records at Worcester 
were toppled literally right and left— 
and this with the muffled motor. 

The New England Outboard Motor 
Association then announced the Bos- 
ton to New York race, a course to 
cover some 265 miles of treacherous 
water. Fifty-two Coast Guard 
boats patrolled the course, which led 
through the Cape Cod Canal and 
down Long Island Sound. 

The first boat in the race to reach 
New York completed the run in ex- 
actly fourteen hours, and was going 
strong at the end. 

Then the outboard race from Mil- 
waukee to Chicago, a course of about 
ninety-six miles on Lake Michigan. 
It was won by a fourteen-year-old 
girl whose father went along as me- 
chanic. Later came the race around 
Staten Island, the race from the Bat- 
tery to Red Bank, N. J., the races on 
Greenwood Lake, Gravesend Bay, 
Narragansett Bay, Cape Cod Bay, 
Schuykill River—literally every- 
where. 

The outboard is economical; it 
provides the speed, danger, and thrill 
that make any sort of racing univer- 
sally attractive to sportsmen. And be- 
fore long you'll hear of Mr. So-and-so 
owning a whole " stable " of outboards, 
each one equipped and designed to 
meet any sort of weather or course, 
and each one driven so that it will 
react superbly to the whim and fancy 
of its jockey. 

Mistrial, a new jo-foot Elco Cruiser 
MORRIS ROSEN EE I D 
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correct fire protection 

will save your home 

PERHAPS todav — perhaps next year. 
For sooner or later fire sweeps on... 
leaving a heap of smouldering ashes in 
his traek. 

Will vou gamble on losing all in a 
few flaming moments? Or will vou pro- 
vide adequate protection to stop fire"s 
ravages? 

Onlv the proper type of extinguisher 
properly placed will kill the fire while 
it is small. For fires differ and fire ex- 
tinguishers differ just as widelv. "Ordi- 
nary Extinguishers*' may protect from 

one kind of fire and prove worse than 
useless on another. 

Let this conipanv—the largest and 
oldest in the world making all appro* ed 
types of extinguishers—help you. Amer- 
ican-LaFrance and Foamite engineers 
will study your property and recom- 
mend adequate safeguards without ob- 
ligation, of course. Use the coupon for 
complete information. 

American-LaFrance and Foamite Cor- 
poration. Engineers and Manufacturers. 
Elmira. New 1 ork. 

AMEKICAN-IAFRANCEANDPOAMITE PROTECTION 

A  Complete Engineering Service % 

For Extinguishing Fires 



THE HOME SERVICE PAGE 

HOME-BUILDING, DECORATION, 

FURNISHINGS, HOME EQUIPMENT* 

The purpose of this department is to be of service to the readers of COUNTRY LIFE. It has arranged to supply the informative 
>  booklets and free services that are offered by the manufacturer, the decorator, and the craftsman. Much of this helpful information 

is not accessible to the person who is building or decorating a home, or equipping a country place. The business houses listed will 
welcome an opportunity to supply this information presented in their booklets by experts in their various lines. You put yourself 
under no obligation.   Select as many as you wish, and order by number only.   Use coupon at bottom of this page. Address 

Building Service Editor, 
COUNTRY LIFE, Garden City, N. Y. 

Helpful Booklets for the Asking 

ORDER BY NUMBER ONLY, USING COUPON BELOW 

Building Materials 
E.    AMERICAN WALNUT 

American Walnut Mfrs. Assn. 
2.    ENDURING BEAUTY OF KERAMIC TILES 

Associated 'file Mfrs. 
12.     BEAUTIFUL AMERICAN GUMWOOD 

Hardwood Mfrs. Institute 
14.    COLOR IN ASBESTOS SHINGLES 

Johns-Manville, Inc. 
21.     POSSIBILITIES OF CONCRETE 

Atlas Portland Cement Co. 
25. PORTABLE HOUSES 

E. F. Hodgson Co. 
26. RADIATOR VALVES LOCKING THE DOOR 

Hoffman Specialty Co. 
83. THE CORK LINED HOUSE 

Armstrong Cork if Insulation Co. 
84. THE CONSTRUCTION OF THATCHED ROOFS 

Weatherbest Stained Shingle Co. 
109.    THE CHARM OF THE  SOVEREIGN WOOD 

Oak Service Bureau 
III.    DISTINCTIVE HOUSES 

Indiana Limestone 
l6o.    SHINGLE STAINS 

Samuel Cabot, Inc. 
l68.     TUDOR STONE FLAGGING AND ROOFS 

Rising Is' Nelson Slate Co. 
217.    RUST PROOFED 

American Brass Co. 
219.    DURABLE DOUGLAS FIR 

West Coast Lumber Extension Bureau 
280.     THATCH SLATE ROOFS 

John D. Emack Co. 
3l8.    THE ROOF 

Ludowici-Celadon Co. 
362.     HAND WROUGHT TILES 

Batchelder-Wilson Co. 
387.     FIREPLACES OF TRUE VIRGINIA BRICK 

Old Virginia Brick Co. 
397.     BUILD WARM HOUSES 

Samuel Cabot, Inc. 
399.     BRASS PIPE & PIPING 

Bridgeport Brass Co. 
401.    HOW TO KEEP YOUR HOUSE YOUNG 

Valentine & Co. 
4O4.     WALLS & FLOORS 

Zenitherm Co., Inc. 
407.    DEFYING AGE & TIME 

Wheeling Metal Mfg. Co. 
429.    FAIENCE TILES 

Kraftile Company 
435-     CELLIZED OAK FLOOR BLOCKS 

The E. L. Bruce Co. 
442.    ELO ASBESTOS PANELING 

Certain-teed Products Corp. 
457.    USES  OF  MINERAL   WOOL   IN ARCHITEC- 

* TURE 
U. S. Mineral Wool Co. 

Equipment 
28.     SIX WAYS OF MAKING THE CELLAR MORE 

ATTRACTIVE 
The Thatcher Co. 

31. MAKING  BATHROOMS MORE ATTRACTIVE 
C. F. Church Mfg. Co. 

32. BATHROOM ARRANGEMENT 
Crane Co. 

37.     RADIATOR FURNITURE 
Schleicher, Inc. 

39.     GARBAGE INCINERATORS 
Kerner Incinerator Co. 

41.     ELECTRIC REFRIGERATION ( FRIGI I) AIR E ) 
Delco-Light Co. 

102.     WOVEN WOOD FENCING 
Robert C. Reeves Co. 

123.     FURNACE HEATING 
Hess Warming if Ventilating Co. 

I38.     BEAUTIFUL BATHROOMS 
Standard Sanitary Mfg. Co. 

141.     FENCES FOR PROTECTION AND BEAUTY 
Page Fence if Wire Products Assn. 

149.    THE NEW VOGUE IN AWNINGS 
Andrew Swanfeldt 

171. WARM AIR HEATING 
Kelsey Heating Company 

172. A MODERN HOUSE WARMING 
U. S. Radiator Corp. 

182. ADVENTURES IN COMFORT 
May Oil Burner Corp. 

183. MANTEL AND FIREPLACE FITTINGS 
Edwin A. Jackson if Bros. Inc. 

I90.    MANTELS IN CRETAN STONE 
Wm. II. Jackson Co. 

I96.    THE INSTALLATION COST OF PIPE 
The A. M. Byers Co. 

225.     WARMTH AND COMFORT CONVENIENTLY 
The Bryant Heater if Mfg. Co. 

235. FIREPLACE CONSTRUCTION 
H. W. Covert Co. 

236. HOME FENCES 
American Fence Construction Co. 

237. ANCHOR FENCES 
Anchor Post Iron Works 

281. COMFORT HEAT 
Burnham Boiler Co. 

282. GLASS GARDENS 
Lord if Burnham Co. 

283. GREENHOUSES AND CONSERVATORIES 
Hitchings if Co. 

3O4.    INDIVIDUAL WATER SYSTEMS 
Milwaukee Air Pump Power Co. 

3l6.     BUYING A HEATING SYSTEM 
Spencer Heater Co. 

326.     PRESERVATION OF FOOD AND HEALTH 
Iroquois Electric Co. 

332.     ELECTRIC REFRIGERATORS 
General Electric Co. 

336. INSECT PESTS INDOORS AND OUT 
Antrol Laboratories, Inc. 

337. GREENHOUSES FOR THE HOME 
King Construction Co. 

344.     STEEL CASEMENTS 
/. S. Thorn Co. 

349-    FENCES FOR EVERY PURPOSE 
Brooks Iron Works 

352. IDEAL SCREENS FOR CASEMENT WINDOWS 
Rolscreen Co. 

353. WIRE CLOTH SCREENS 
The Gilbert if Bennett Mfg. Co. 

371.     GOOD TASTE IN GOOD FENCES 
Stewart Iron Works 

392.     BRASS RADIATORS 
Rome Brass Radiator Corp. 

408.    THE ELECTRIC FURNACE MAN 
The Domestic Stoker Co. 

4IO.     WICKWIRE SPENCER CHAIN LINK FENCES 
Wickwire Spencer Steel Co. 

417. A NATURAL DUST LAYER 
The Solvay Process Co. 

418. FENCING,   WIRE   AND   IRON,    FOR RESI- 
DENCES, ESTATES, AND PARKS 
Cyclone Fence Co. 

419. FIREPLACE UNITS 
Heatilator Co. 

420. EASY-SET KITCHEN AND BATHROOM FIX- 
TURES 
/. H. Balmer Co. 

422. LOW COST SEWAGE DISPOSAL, 
Kaustine Company. Inc. 

423. DUMB-WAITERS AND ELEVATORS 
424. SELECTING     AN     INVALID'S ELEVATOR 

Sedgwick Machine Works 
427.    DISTINCTIVE  HAND-MADE   LIGHTING FIX- 

TURES 
Industrial Arts Shop 

430. HINTS FOR MAKING WINDOW, DOOR AND 
PORCH SCREENS 

Wickwire Spencer Steel Co. 
431. MEDICINE CABINETS 

Hess Warming if Ventilating Co. 
432. METAL WINDOW CORNICES 

Hicks Gallery, Inc. 
433. ELECTRIC WIND INDICATOR 

Charles E. Lord 
436.     WROUGHT IRON THINGS 

Ye Iron Shoppe 
438. GREENHOUSES 

King Construction Company 
439. GREENHOUSES OF QUALITY 

Wm. II. Lutton Co. 
440      HOW SHALL I HEAT MY HOME ? 

American Radiator Co. 
44I.    TVNIETOWN TOYS 

Toy Furniture Works 
446.     GUAR ANTE ED OIL HEAT 

Petroleum Heat IS Power Co. 
452. MAKING   BASEMENTS   AND   CELLARS WA- 

TERTIGHT 
The Waterproofing Co. 

453. DECORATING WITH CASEMENTS 
The Detroit Steel Products Co. 

455.     FIRE  SCREENS FOR SAFETY AND BEAUTY 
Buffalo Wire Works Co., Inc. 

458.    FILTER ALL THE WATER 
Loomis-Manning Filter Distributing Co. 

Decoration and Furnishings 
44.    FABRICS THE  KEY TO SUCCESSFUL DECO- 

RATION 
F. Schumacher if Co. 

49.     WATERPROOF DRAPERIES 
Protexwell Corp. 

66.    THE ADVENTURE OF HOME FURNISHING 
S. Karpen if Bros. 

75.    COIOR—THE SFCRETOF BEAUTIFU"L HOMES 
Orinoka Mills 

78. WALL COVERING (SANITAS) 
Standard Textile Products Co. 

79. LINOLEUM FLOORS 
Congoleum-Naim, Inc. 

8l.     WHAT MAKES A HOUSE A HOME 
Wallpaper Guild of America 

IOI.     BEAUTY THAT ENDURES 
L. C. Chase if Co. 

151.     COLONIAL HARDWARE AND MANTELS 
Arthur Todhunter 

154.     FORCED IRON HARDWARE 
McKinney Mfg. Co. 

195.     SILHOUETTES AND THEIR FRAMES 
Foster Brothers 

198.     ETIQUETTE AND GOOD SENSE 
International Silver Co. 

291.    THE VOICE OF MUSIC 
Wurlitzer Co. 

312.     WINDOWS THAT BEAUTIFY YOUR HOME 
The Chas. W. Breneman Co. 

331.    THE CARE OF FURNITURE 
Arthur S. Vernay, Inc. 

333. EARLY AMERICAN FURNITURE 
L. if J. G. Stickley, Inc. 

334. A NEW STANDARD OF HOME LIGHTING 
Edison Lamp Works 

343.    THE VOGUE OF PLAIN, WIDE CARPETS 
C. W. Poulson if Sons Carpet Co., Inc. 

330.    CORRECT PROTECTION AGAINST FIRE 
American-La France Foamite Corp. 

358.     RUGS FOR DIFFERENT ROOMS 
Kent-Costikyan 

360.    ON FURNISHING YOUR HOME 
John A. Colby if Sons 

396.    CUSTOM MADE FURNITURE 
Stickley Brothers Co. 

402. THE ELEGANCE COLLECTION 
The Watson Company 

403. THE DINOFOLD TABLE 
Nichols if Cox Lumber Co. 

405.     FABRICS OF LASTING BEAUTY 
Lesher, Whitman If Co., Inc. 

409.     EARLY AMERICAN REPRODUCTIONS 
C. R. Hood Studio 

412. HOME MOVIES 
Eastman Kodak Co. 

413. COLOR CLOCKS 
Wm. L. Gilbert Clock Co. 

421.    THE LUXURY OF CHIMES 
Sessions Clock Co. 

425. BEAUTIFUL FLOORS 
Ponsell Floor Machine Co. 

426. WROUGHT IRON 
E. T. Ryan Iron Works 

428.    ILLUSTRATED BOOKLET 
Courtright House 

449.    A MUSICAL GALAXY 
Victor Talking Machine Co. 

451.     RADIATOR COVER FURNITURE 
Dixie Metal Products Co. 

456.     BRIDGING   THE   GAP  OF   HUNDREDS OP 
YEARS 

Federal Radio Corporation 

BUILDING SERVICE EDITOR: 
COUNTRY LIFE, GARDEN CITY, N. Y. 

Please send, without expense or obligation to me, the following booklets. 
(Insert numbers from list) 

Name? *. 
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PURE WATER CONSTANTLY 

For Drinking, Bathing and Cooking 

Very few natural water supplies can be 

depended upon with absolute confi- 

dence. 

Water from a pure mountain stream, 

supplying a village in Pennsylvania, caused 

one of the most noted typhoid epidemics. 

How often during the past year have you 

used drinking water with a disagreeable 

taste? How often has the water in your 

bath been discolored? 

COUNTRY  HOMES  DESIRING THE  BEST  WATER  SUPPLY USE 
LOOM IS-MANNING FILTERS 

It makes little difference whether your 

water supply is piped from a cool moun- 

tain lake or from a city's reservoir, impuri- 

ties can, do, and will exist. 

Filtration plants supply- 

ing our cities and towns are 

doing phenomenal work but 

the filtered water passing 

Clean, Safe Water In Your Home 

If 

Should be provided 
for every 

HOME 

country or city 

old or new 

MANY SWIMMING  POOLS  ARE UNUSUALLY  ATTRACTIVE  BEC AUSE 
THE WATER IS FILTERED BY LOOMIS-MANNING FILTERS 

through miles and miles of pipe is more 

or less affected by rust, breaks and leaks 

in water mains. 

Pure water for home use 

in your country house or 

your city house can only be 

assured from mechanical 

filtration. 

Install Permanent Protection 

Loomis-Manning Water Filter As You Build 

The Loomis-Manning Filter is guaranteed to furnish Bright, Sparkling, Filtered Water, free 
from all Matter in Suspension, Color, Turbidity and Stain, Odor and Taste, Iron Sediment 

and Iron Stain, as well as Chlorine Odor and Taste.   Safe Drinking Water. 

Loomis-Manning  Filter  Distributing Co. 

'Established 1880) 

New York Office: Architects Bldg., 101 Park Avenue 

Main Office and  Manufacturing Plant 

1421-1455 South 37th Street - Philadelphia, Pa. 

COLD WATER SUPPLIES Blue Prints, Specifications and Plans Furnished Promptly HOT WATER SUPPLIES 
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Perfect refrigeration 

is such a comfort! 

PLANNING menus, marketing, entertaining 
—all of these are vastly simplified for the 

home-maker when she has a General Electric 
Refrigerator. 

And, even more important, is the pleasant feel- 
ing of security—the absolute knowledge that 
her family's food is always safely fresh and 
wholesome. Even in winter scientifically cor- 
rect refrigeration is vital. Kitchens are warm 
all year 'round, and food to be safe to eat must 
be kept at a temperature below 50 degrees. 

The General Electric Refrigerator is different 
from all others—it is indeed "years ahead" in 
design. It is entirely automatic. It never even 
needs oiling. All its mechanism is enclosed in 
an air-tight steel casing, up on top, away from 
floor dirt—forever safe from dust and difficul- 
ties. It uses surprisingly little current and makes 
plenty of ice cubes. 

This electric refrigerator is the achievement of 
fifteen years of painstaking experiment and 
development by the Research Laboratories of 
General Electric. It will give you perfect re- 
frigeration automatically, quietly and econom- 
ically—that is the General Electric guarantee 
to every user. 

To get complete specifications of these roomy, 
easy-to-keep-clean refrigerators, just write us 
today for descriptive Booklet M-10. 

GENERAL'% ELECTRIC 

Refrigerator 

Makes it Safe to be Hungry" 

ELECTRIC REFRIGERATION DEPARTMENT of GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY 
 HANNA BUILDING CLEVELAND. OHIO 

(Continued from page 86) 

Piney trees have always been native to California 

trees of olive or fig or orange. 
The ordinary city lot of a coun- 
try which has no tenements or 
skyscrapers usually allows of 
some trees and vines, and al- 
ways a secluded patio or a bal- 
cony which helps to keep rooms 
cool and shaded from the sun's 
glare. 

A drive through the coun- 
try in the spring time shows 
each cottage behind a veil of 
flowering peach or plum, cerise 
or snow-white, or the faint trac- 
ery of young green leaves. 

There are trees other than 
fruit trees, either brought to Cali- 
fornia or native there, which lend 
much beauty to homes and land- 
scape—for instance, the pepper, 
its leaves like fern fronds and its 

(Continued 

drooping clusters of red berries. 
And because they are so lightly 
poised on such slender stems, 
every small breeze agitates them 
and sends, weaving through 
light and shade, soft shadows 
lacily cast on white walls. The 
pepper came from Peru; the 
seeds were brought to the padre 
at Mission San Luis Rey by a 
sailor, and the padre planted 
them in his garden—the cloister 
garden—and there still grows 
the ancestor of all the pepper 
trees of California, still rugged 
and hale. 

The oak and the sycamore, 
and various piney trees have 
always been native to Califor- 
nia, and they adapt themselves 
as well to the type of building 

on page IJO) 

i 
ROLAND E. COATE, ARCHITECT 

The home of Mr. Jacques I'inmont, Hollywood, showing 
the dark green of junipers outlined against the gleaming 
white house, the whole framed between thick pine boughs 
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In All the World No Trip Like This! 

rrailK 5   Cruise De fuxe 

Mediterranean 

67 GlorioUS Days... mysterious Egypt 
... sacred Palestine ... ancient Greece ... gor- 
geous Italy ... romantic Spain ... enchanting 
North Africa ... primitive Dalmatian Coast... 
bewitching Turkey ... and the most compre- 
hensive itinerary of strange cities bordering this 
historic sea. 5The romance ... the charming 
social life... dances ... gay carnivals ... smart 
country club atmosphere and comfort on a 
ship built for cruising ... far famed cuisine ... 
service par excellence ... a most efficient staff 
to entertain and guide you ... 53 years expe- 
rience... all combine to make this a most 
attractive   and   thrilling adventure. 

Exclusively Chartered^Palatial S. S. "SCYTHIA" 
Cunard Line's finest first-class cuisine and service 
Membership limited to 390 guests — half capacity 

SAILING FROM NEW YORK, JAN. 29 

Full particulars on request 

FRANK TOURIST CO. 
542 Fifth Ave. (Est. 1875) New York 

Philadelphia   1529 Locust St. Chicago—175 No. Michigan Ave. 
Boston- 

San Francisco—29 Geary St. 

CourletLwni 

-33 Devonshire St. 
Los An&eles—756 So. Broadway 

HAVANA 

NEWEST AND MOST LUXURIOUS HOTEL 

HOTEL PRESIDENTE 

Commanding one of the finest views in Havana, over- 
looking the city and the ever beautiful Caribbean Sea 

This most modern of hostelries is located in the exclusive residential 
section of Havana. Its name will become a synonym for pood living 
as its excellent cuisine is under the personal supervision of Adam, 
formerly of Colony Club, Pierre, Crillon and Grand Duke Boris' menage. 

OPENING DECEMBER 1928 
If'rile for Reservation 

FREDERICK L. SEARING, Manager 
Hotel Presidentc, Havana, Cuba 

Always Smart— 

At Home—Everywhere 

HERE appearance 
means everything, you feel 
at home — correct, with a 
Hartmann Wardrobe Trunk, 
at a moment's notice. 

"At home everywhere" is not 
only a quality of Hartmann 
Trunks themselves, but a 
keenly appreciated feeling en- 
joyed by those who own them. 

Invariably associated with 
quality and perfectly trans- 
ported apparel, there are both 
personal satisfaction and 
convenience in Hartmann 
ownership. 

Among the smartest of the 
smart everywhere, the in- 
herent quality of Hartmann 
Wardrobe Trunks can be 
seen; — or on display at au- 
thorized Hartmann dealers. 

NOTE: The Hartmann 
line, on display at local, 
authorized Hartmann 
dealers, includes the 
trunk you want, at the 
price you want to pay— 

$39.50 to $400.00. 

HARTMANN TRUNK COMPANY, RACINE, WIS. 
M. Langmuir Manufacturing Company, Ltd., Toronto 

Licensed Canadian Manufacturers 
J. B. Brooks & Co., Ltd., Great Charles St., Birmingham, Eng. 

Licensed Distributors for Great Britain 

L4RTMAN N 

TRUNKS 

BE    SURE      THE     RED X IN     '5    ON     THE     TRUNK     YOU BUY 
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HCM.bJL. KboUKl 
AND TRAVEL 
DEPARTMENT 

Established 1306 
Featured ever; month in seven publications 

OUR GROUP OF QUALITY MAGAZINES 
ATLANTIC MONTHLY, COUNTRY LIFE, HARPER'S, REVIEW OF REVIEWS, 

SCRIBNER'S MAGAZINE, THE GOLDEN BOOK AND WORLD'S WORK 
Send postage for advice where and how to go—recommended hotels, etc 

For space and rates in our departments write to 
THE WHERE-TO-GO BUREAU. Inc. 8 Beacon Street. Boston. Mass.. D. S. A. 

Raymond - Whitcomb 

A Calendar 

of Cruises 

ROUND AFRICA 
January 12, 1929 

THE only cruise to sail completely 
around Africa and visit all typical 
sections of the "Dark Continent." 
On the Cunard liner "Carinthia." 

Rates, $1250 and upward. 
MEDITERRANEAN 

January 22, 1929 
THE annual Raymond-Whitcomb 
Cruise to the famous Mediterranean 
cities ... Egypt and the Holy Land. 

Rates, $1000 and upward. 
WEST INDIES 

January 30, 1929 
February 26, 1929 

Two midwinter cruises of 25 days 
on the S. S. "Columbus" —the 
largest liner ever to go to the West 
Indies. Rates, $400 and upward. 

I, A:YI> CRUISES 
SUMMER and winter trips inAmerica 
— on special trains built for Ray- 
mond-Whitcomb — special routes. 
ROTJIVD THE WOULD 

ON the finest and fastest liner that 
has ever made a Round-the-World 
Cruise. Send for full particulars. 

Raymond & 
Whitcomb Co. 

Executive Offices : 
> 126 NEWBURY STREET, BOSTON, MASS. 

NEW YORK PHILADELPHIA CHICAGO 
LOS ANGELES  SAN FRANCISCO 

CRUISES-TOURS 

CRUISES to the 

Golden 

Caribbean 

GREAT WHITE FLEET } 
Ships sail from New York ( 
and New Orleans twice 
every week on cruises lasting > 
from 9 to 24 days visiting : 

HAVANA     JAMAICA S 
PANAMA CANAL 1 

COSTA RICA ) 
GUATEMALA < 

COLOMBIAN PORTS > 
HONDURAS } 

—all expenses included in price yon 5 
pay for ticket.   All outside rooms, "t 
wonderful food, fine personal ser- 
vice. Write for illustrated booklets \ 

LOS ANGELES CAL. 
* Lasy Reach of Evfrtylhir^ 

LOS ANCELEX 
POSITIVELY FIREPROOF Headquarters for travelers from all parts of the world. 505 rooim—each with private bath. European plan. For folder, rat a—write F. M. Dim- tnick. Lessee. Hill, bet. 4th and 5th. 

LOS A N i;KLE8 A Quiet Retreat in the Beart of the City NEARBY FINEST SHOPPING AMD AMUSE MENT CENTERS. SUNNY QUIET ROOMS WITH BATH. AWAV FROM TRAFFIC VET NEAR  BUSINESS *-~ GRAND NEAR NINTH 
RATES $2.00   SEND Fbq FOLDER 

HOTEL LOS ANGELES 
A quiet atmosphere that appeals to persons of refinement. World- famous cafe. Convenient loca- Moderate rates. Folder on request. 

MASSACHUSETTS 

HOTEL 
PURITAN 

390 CommonwealthAye Boston 
'^^furnishings, service atmosphere ond 

rales mafee Ihis Distinctive Boston House one ol 
the mosl homelike and attractive city hotels in 
the world Send for our booklet with its cuide 
to Boston ond historic viamlu A.P.ANO«EWS 

•zl 
TOY TOWN TAVERN 

Winchendon, Massachusetts GOLF. Write for information 
NEW MEXICO 

Hacienda De Los Cerros 
A modern all-year ranch re- sort iu the heart of the magnifi- cent New Mexico Rockies, two miles from old Santa Fe and at the gateway to a million acre National For- est. Hiding, tennis, golf, pack trips. Motor tups to Indian pueblos, prehistoric cliff dwellings and old Spanish villages. Book- let on request. Address 
Lo» Cerroi, Santa Fe, New Mexico 

NEW ORLEANS LA. 

fte SHEharle* 
New Orleans 

One of America s Leading Hotels 
- ALFRED S.AMER 1 CO.. Ltd. Proprietors 

CRUISES-TOURS 

if SOUTH 
AMERICAN 

rfCMJI! E TOURS 

See South America now. 
Fascinating peoples, mag- 
nificent cities await the 
traveler. Rio <le Janeiro, 
scenically the world's 
most magnificent city, is but 
twelve days from New York 
by Munso'n Liners. And gay 
Buenos Aires, the Paris of 
the Western World, is only a 
few days beyond. 
Stop at Rio, enjoy a week there and 
at nearby- resorts and return to New 
York,all within 30 days; or nail on lo 
Santos, Montevideo, Buenos Aires. 

Finest Ships — taste*! time 
21,000 ton linen sail fortnightly 

from Sew York 
Apply any Tourist Agency, or 

MUNSON S™H,P 

67 Wall Street, New York 
Where-To-Go for Nov. closes Oct. 1 
Early receipt of copy is urgently asked 

NEW YORK 
HOTEL JT. JAMEJ 
r^'uv';:: 109-13 WEST 45th ST. t^r^'sssis 

An hold of quia dignity having (fie atmosphere dnd appointment] of a u<ll-oonditwn«d home 
Much Favored By Women Traveling Without Escort Thr« Minuw> Walk to Fort? TrWatra and Alt Bat Shop* W. JOHNSON QUtKN. aMhl 

NEW HAMPSHIRE 
Send for Booklets on 

NEW 

Address Inquiries to 
IN. H. Publicity BU*QUNJ^ 

6 PARK STRESlT 
CONCORD, N.H. 

Quality Service to Advertisers 
WHERE TO-QO is welcomed everywhere to the read ng tables of the best homes in North America every month throughout the year. Its pages are regularly read by families who can afford and always desire the best of everything. 
Bemember*—small copy is BIG in Jtliere-To-Go 

^62'RoimdtheWorld 
Send for Illustrated Literature 

ROBERTSON   TRAVEL BUREAU 
Hibernian Building, Los Angeles, Calif, 

Our advertisers traste no money in presenting \ their invitations to people irho cannot accept, Where-To-Oo Travel influence is world wide. 
Including Hotels and 
Conducted Sightseeing 
Ashore. 

60 DAYS £995. UP 
S. S. Vandyck, Jan. 5, visiting Barbados, 
Rio de Janeiro, Montevideo, Buenos Aires, Santos, Pernambuco, Trinidad. 

46 DAYS £775. UP 
S. S. Vestris, Jan. 19, visiting Barbados, 
Rio de Janeiro, Pernambuco, Trinidad. 

llluitrated Booklet 
from any local S.S. 
or Tourist Agent. 

Come to the 
Faseinating 
We9t Coast 
of SOUTH 
AMERICA 
to PANAMA 
PERU-CHILE 
Via HAV ANA 

Passenger Traffic Department b 
UNITED FRUIT COMPANY '? 

I Room 1620, 17 Battery PI., N. Y. C. ? 
1AM PORT 

33 l&HOLT LINE 
' -      - 16 Brotctwax Xrw Xoxk City 

The Steamers ** EBRO " and " ESSEQLTBO - 
are the finest and most luxurious plving to the 
West Coast. All outside staterooms, swimming pool, deck games, dancing. 

PACIFIC LINE 
The Pacific Steam Navigation Co. 

| 26 Broadway, >\ Y., or local travel agent 

Transylvania   hearing New 
L awX:w York 

York 
Jun- 

New York 

Department of Travel and 
Resort Information 

This department is for Country Life's readers whs 
desire information regarding travel and resorts. 

Booklets listed below will be sent free of charge. 
Order by number only using the coupon at the bot- 
tom of page 137. 

WATER TRIPS 
American Express Company* 

43 7 West Indies and South America 
American Mail Line* 

351 10  Tours to the Orient.  Round the Pacific,  and Round the World 23 Round America Tours 2 4 Round the World by way of the Orient—Egypt rnd the Med- iterranean; leaves New York every two weeks 25 California, via Havana and the Panama Canal 26 R.lurn from Europe via Mediterranean—Tlu- New Route 2 7 President Liners 42 8 Travel Service Through Europe 433 Japan.  China, the Philippines, and  "Round t'-lc World" via Seattle 43 4 Horseshoe Tour to the Orient 
Canadian Pacific S.S. * 

382 Mediterranean Cruise—S.S. Empress of Scotland leaving New York February 4.  192 9 3 Travel Suggestions 325 Round  the  World—S.S.   Empress  of  Australia  leaving New York December 1, 1928 326 Foundation Facts for Your Trip to Europe 32 7 South America-Africa Cruise—S.S. Duchess of Atholl leaving New York January 22, 1929 431 West  Indies-Panama.  Duchtss of Bedford, leaving New Y'ork December 22,  1928 ;  January 10.  1929 ;  February 11, 1929 4 30 Winter Cruises to Sunshine Lands 
Frank C. Clark* 

3 70 Mediterranean Cruise—S.S. January 30. 1929 371 Around   the World—S.S. Caledonia uary 16. 1929 
Thomas Cook & Son* 

42tl European Air Travel 
Cunard Line* 

383 Around the World Cruise—S.S. Franeonia having January 15. 1929 284 Cunard Budget Plan for European Tr..v, 1 
Franco-Belgique Tours* 

2 85 The Mediterranean 
Frank Tourist Company* 

42 7 Mediterranean  Cruise—S.S.   Seythia   sailing  from  New York January 29. 1929 438 Luxury Cruises to the West Indies 
Frtnch Line* 

3 1 To Plymouth in England by way of tlic French Lin? St amen 35 Suffren—The Family Ship 
134  (a) He de France, (b) The Paris, (c) The France. 

Hamburg-.American Lim 1 

77 Across the Atlantic 329 Around  the  World Cruise—SR,solut    Laving  New York January 7. 1929 439 West Indies Cruises 440 Mediterranean-Orient CruiM ! 
Holland Ami rica him ' 

41  Holland America Line 141 A Mediterranean Luxury Cruiso 
International Mercantile Marint * 

226 Europe for All 22 7 Travel Map of Europe 2 89 The Magnificent Trio 290 And So She Sailed for Europe 435 Around the World—on the largest ship 
Italian Line* 

259 Special Winter Voyages to the Mediterranean—1928 
Lamport and Holt 

2 72 To South America 
Los Angeles S.S. Co.* 

331 Hawaii direct from Los Angeles 332 Personally Conducted Tours to Hawaii 429 A  sixty-four day all Pacific Coast Cruise,  .-round and about Central and South America.    S.S.  City of Los Angel.s leav- ing Los Angeles October 6. 1928 
Lloyd Sabaudo* 

51 S.S. Conte Biancamano 4 42 S.S. Conte Grande 
Matson Line* 

264 Hawaii 
Xavigazione Generate Italiana* 

372 Answer the Call of Italy 373 S.S. Colombo 3 7 4 S.S. Kama 375 S.S. Duilio 376 Motoring Through Italy in Y'our Car 436 Augustus 
Xorth German Lloyd* 

58 Transatlantic Travel Deluxe 59 Muenehen—The Latest One Cabin Lin.r 292 Stuttgart—One Cabin. Tourist Third Class, and 3rd Class 293 Dresden—One Cabin. Tourist Third Cabin, and 3rd Class 
Panama Pacific Lint * 

61 Coast to Coast 62 Around and Across America * 29 4 The New California 
Raymond <f Whitcomb Company* 

4 43 Winter Mediterranean Cruise 4 44 Round Africa Cruise 14 5 West Indies Cruises 
I'nited Fruit Company' 

2i.O Fifteen Day Tour to British West Indies 261 Twenty-four Day Caribbean Cruises 296 The Great White Fleet 29 7 Cruises o'er the Goldin Caribbean 
Ward Line* 

384 Mexico for the Tourist 
LAND TRIPS—American 

Canadian Pacific Ily.* 
29S Pacific Coast Tours 

American Mail Line* 
2 3 Round America Tours 

Frank Tourist Co.* 
32 Independent Travel in America 

Raymond & Whitcomb Company* 
44 6 Winter Land Cruises to California 417 Winter Guide to Travel in America 

Xorth Pacific Hailvcays* 
352 2|000 Miles of Startling Beauty 3 53 Y'ellow stone National Park 3 5 4 Rainier National Park 355 Dude Ranch 356 Alaska 

Rock Island Railicay* 
104 Colorado via Rock Island All Expense Tours IIS Personally Conducted Tours to Colorado 109 On Your Way to California 

•Country Life Advertiser 
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LAND TRIPS—American (continued) 
110 California, the Golden Stale *j:U Colorado, under the Turquoise Sky 278 Golden state Route to Southern California 279 A map that talks 2 80 The Ve Luxe Golden State Ltd. 

SOUtACTn Pacific Lints' 
125 California 126 Apache Trail of Arizona 131 Tioga Pail Auto Tour 133 California for Tourist 134 Yosemite 301 Catalina Island 302 Crater Lake 303 Sunset Route 30 4 Oregon Outdoors 305 Sequoia Nat'l. Park 306 Outdoor Life in the Sierra 

Union Pacific Rus.* 
23 4 Death Valley 235 Along the Union Pacific system 237 Zion   National   Park—Grand   Canyon   National   Part—Uryce Canyon 239 California 241 Yellowstone  National Park 4 48 Dude Ranches out West 449 Pacitle North West  and Alaska 450 Unknown Plaees In Idaho 451 Colorado Mountain Playgrounds 

LAND TRIPS—FOREIGN 
American Express Co.* 

S39 The American Traveler in Europe 
Amerop Travel Service, Inc.* 

341 Independent Tours to Germany 
Canadian Pacific Railwai/s* 

3S5 Canadian Folk Song and Handicrafts Festival 3 5 7 Twenty-four hour motor detour 358 Seeing tho Canadian Pacific Rockies 
Thomas Cook & Sons* 

4 52 Caravan Trails 
Cunard Line* 

453 New Year's Eve in Havana—9 Day Inclusive Tour  J175.00 Cunard Line Havana Service 
Daimler Hire, Ltd. * 

340 Automobile Hire Abroad 
Franco Belgiquc Tours* 

3 07 Europe by Motor 
Frajik Tourist Co.* 

251 Europe for the Independent Traveler 425 Tours to Europe, 1928 
German Tourist Information Office* 

333 Traveling in Beautiful German; 334 Berlin and Potsdam 335 The Rhine 336 Munich—The Bavarian Alps 
Hamburg-American Lint' 

149 Ireland 150 Germany 151 France 152 British Isles 33 8 European Tours 
UNITED STATES TERRITORIES 

HAWAII 
Haieaii Tourist Bureau* 

154 Tourfax 155 The Story of Hawaii 
HOTELS AND RESORTS—American 

159 Southern California Year Round Vacation Land Supreme* 205 Del Monte Hotel, Del Monte, Calif.* 2 53 Glen Springs Hotel, Watkins Glen. N. Y'. 316 The Alexander, Los Angeles, Calif. 274 The General Ogelthorpe, Savannah, Ga.* 3 47 Hotel Touraine. Boston, Mass. 455 Hotel Del Mar, Southern California 
United Hotels Company of America* 

402 The Roosevelt—New York City 403 Benjamin Franklin—Philadelphia 404 The Olympic—Seattle, Wash. 
HOTELS AND RESORTS-Foreign 

Canadian Pacific Railways 
379 Lake Windermere Bungalow Cam;) 3 80 Resorts in the Canadian Pacific Rockies 3 81 Hotel Algonquin. St. Andrews, Canada 405 Banff  Springs—Banff, Alta. 406 Chateau Lake Louise—Lake Louise. Alta. 40 7 Emerald Lake Chalet—Emerald Lake 

United Hotels* 
40 8 The Mount Royal—Montreal 4 09 King Edward Hotel—Toronto 410 Royal  Connaught—Hamilton 411 The Clifton—Niagara Falls 412 The Prince Edward—Windsor 413 The Admiral Beatty—Saint John, N. B. 414 Hotel Cecil—London 432 Hotel Langton—Hamilton, Bermuda 

TRAVEL ACCESSORIES 
Abercromlie & Fitch 

206 Luggage 
American Kxprtss Co. 

348 Travelers Cheeks 
Bell <f Hoieell* 

20 7 Filmo Cameras 
Benson & Hedges 

2 08 Cigarettes, Cigars, and Smoking Accessories 
Dean's 

209 Week-end Boxes of Cake 210 Bon Voyage Boxes 
Eastman Kodak Co. * 

211 Cine Kodaks 212 List of Eastman Kodak Branches throughout the World 
Hartman* 

213 Trunks 
Revelation Suitcase Co. 

214 Revelation Suitcases 
\V.  W. Winship* 

215 Winship Wardrobe Trunks 

Department of Travel an*! Resort Information 
Country Life 244 Madistoii \ve., New York City 

Please send, without obligation on my part, the following booklets (Insert numbers from li l.l From Foreign Countries, except Can.id . enclose 10c in stamps. 

Name   
P. O. Address   
State   Oct. 

"Country Life Advertiser 

MOTEL-RES ORT-<&.-TRAVELL.-DEPARTMENT 
CONCLUDED 

CRUISES-TOURS 

l^SOUTH 

^VMERIC 
via HAVANA and Direct^® 
18 Days to 3 Months 
Sailings Every Tivo Weeks 

'T'HE famous " Santa" fleet Including new 
motor-ships Santa Maria and Santa Bar- 

bara oilers fascinating tours via Havana or 
direct. PANAMA—18 days —9-50. PKRTJ 
—32days—j?495. PERU— CHILE—46days 
—8585. AROUND SOUTH AMERICA—60 
days — 8765. Excellent Ail-Year Climate. 

For Booklets TM address 

GRACE LINE 10
N

H,aw
nYoeiSq> 

<Scenic Cruises to 

California 
via the "SPAN ISH AMERICAS* 

and ttie PANAMA. CANAL 
Plenty of time for relaxation and real rest at Bea, enthralling adventures ashure in seven foreign ports. 
$380upw

R^$275up°^ 
Circle tours from your home town on main line points and back. First class transportation — meals and bed on steamer. Liberal stop-over privileges. Frequent sailings from New York and San Francisco and Los Angeles. 

Booklet "E" on request 
PANAMA MAILS. S. CO. 
10 Hanover Sq.     New York 

VIRGINIA 
THE POCAHONTAS 'Virginia Beach, "Va. Ocean front. Modern. Open all year. 

Unequalled Charm 
Wh ere else can you see the 
Greatest Waterfall in the 
world, the thrilling, peace- 
ful but barbaric war dances, 
colorful native life, social 
diversions, majestic moun- 
tains, beautiful flowers, pri- 
meval forests, the greatest 
diamond mines in the world 
and mile deep gold mines ? 
If you enjoy sport, there are 
stiff golf courses, antheap 
courts for year round tennis, 
trout fishing in the Golden 
Rivers, exciting sea angling, 
horse races, and surf bathing 
on unrivalled beaches. 

Visit the: 
Glorious Cape Peninsula 
Quaint Kaffir Kraals 
The Magic Cango Caves 
Kruger Big Game Preserve 
Mysterious Zimbabwe Ruins 

Before you plan your next 
trip be sure to write for 
Booklet HB-6 and fully il- 
lustrated travel literature to 

GOVERNMENT TRAVEL 
BUREAU OF SOUTH AFRICA 

11 Broadway, New York City 

'Trails 

off the Beaten path of travel 

Cairo to the Cape 
through Africa by Rail, 
Steamer and Motor — 

from New York Jan, 4 
A doughty itinerary includ- 
ing Egypt, the Nile, Nubia, 
the Soudan, the White 
Nile, Uganda, Kenya, 
Tanganyika,Belgian Congo, 
Victoria Falls, Union of 
So. Africa, Cape Town; 

V returning via Madeira and 1 
,_S, Southampton. 

Suleiman's Empire 
A tour of the old Turkish 
Pominions 
from New York Jan. 26, 

on S.S. Homeric 
A most unusual, most 
diversified itinerary includ-. 
ing Madeira, Southern 
Spain, Gibraltar, the 
Barbary Coast, Algiers, 
Tunis, ruins of Carthage, 
Naples, Cairo, the Sphinx, 
and pyramids; up the Nile 
to Luxor and the Valley 
of the Kings; Holy Land, 
Syria, Irak, Bagdad, 
Damascus, ruins- of 
Babylon, Constantinople; 
on to Athens, the Balkans, j 
Budapest, Vienna, Paris. 

The Middle East 
from New York Nov. 21 

to Ceylon, India, Kenya, 
Uganda,   Nubia,   Soudan, I 
Egypt, the Mediterranean. 
Around The World 

—The New Way 
returning via Siberia 

Sailing Jan. 9 
Round The World— 

Eastbound 
returning via Pacific 

Sailing Nov. 17 
South America 

from New York Jan. 17* Feb. 14 
Booklets on request 

THOS. COOK & SON 

CRUISES-TOURS 

P4NAMACAN A ■_ 

Call- 
' :        ing at 

Havana en- 
route to San 

,0p" Diego—LOB Ang<eles 
' —San Francisco. 
Reduced summer rates NOW. 

Fortnightly sailing of the largest 
fastest ships including the pala- tial newS.S.Ctf///o?'«/aand begin- 
ning Dec. 8 the magnificent new 
S.S. Virginia, the largest steamers 
ever built in America 
Apply No. 1 Broadway, N. Y .our 
offices elsewhere or any authorized 
S.S.orR.R. agent. 

Panama pacific fine 
INTERNATIONAL   MERCANTILE   MARINE COMPANY 
The \Vhere-To-Go system influences the people comprising the cream of all Travel prospects. 
MEDITERRANEAN USfc 
S. S. *'Transylvania99 sailing Jan. 30 
Clark's 25th cruise, 66 days, including Madeira. Can- ary Islands, Casablanca, Rabat, Capital of Morocco, Spain, Algiers, Malta, Athens, Constantinople, 15 davs Palestine and Egypt. Italy, Riviera, Cher- bourg, (Parii). Includes hotels, guides, motors, etc. 

Norway-Mediterranean 
June 29,1929; $600 up 

FRANK C. CLARK, Times BU*, N. Y. 
When writing to these advertisers uill you please  mention   The  Where-to-go Bureau t 

1 

i 

585 Fifth Avenue, New York 
and Branches 

mi 

A 
EUROPE, EGYPT, PALESTINE 
The Dixie Tours Y\ta™iol h^Y^ToKiSl 

TRAVEL ACCESSORIES 

OURS 

EGYPT PALESTINE 

Wonderful tour sailing January 19 — 
camping in the desert—the Nile for six 
hundred miles — by motor and horse- 
back to the gay colored rock-hewn city 
of Petra. 

EUROPE 
Tours sailing in March, April, May, 
June, July featuring motor trips to the 
Italian Hill Towns, the Riviera, Swiss 
mountain passes, the Thames Valley 
and Shakespeare Country. 

Send for booklet 
lEMPLE&tUOURS 

447-B Park Sq. Building, Boston 
New York  CLiiraco Washington 

San Francisco Atlanta 

Where-To-Ob publicity blankets A. America 
NORTH CAROLINA 

You Are So Near To All 
This Pleasure 

You'll find delightful 
days of golf, tennis, rid- 
ing, etc., and a season 
of social activity only 
l">/£ hours from N. Y. 
City. Thru Pullmans 
to Pinehurst, the Win- 
ter Country Club for 
Smart America. Caro- 
lina Hotel opens Octo- 
ber. Address General 
Office, Pinehurst, N. C. 

Have you read any 

Kipling lately? 

The Pocket Edition is 

just right for travelers. 

-at all bookutores 
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WHAT TRICE SAFETY 

Old Uirginid brick 

TTldde IPaq Doim 

in Old Uirginy 

1 ! 
- I 

Tuts n cnu HI ; n    i-. - ■ — - ■ - « Cnacr. *TSC 
urates JC umxdli sad 

bracks. No me are the atK 

>_i?r; z~iz:7^~.    A"i ii 
lor colors— wei, tber are jast 
OHVieghwa brick coLora. Calais 

*-r ii hi—>3GSO«J« far fae- 
: i^-s :":r -fr:;-:*-. TrHr 
races bi« 12 ijroet r?!re,:-2ke 
ra*— canoed by the special 

r.:r.:- - tit 

for \011r 

children 55 PAGE SERVICE PLANTS 
ERECT FENCE E\ERV»THERE 

AHt Pass Chsrc Uat cr 

Bnch-Ot we scad yom. 

Old ITirqinia Brick Co. 

Sd.err.. Uircir.ici 

^       PAGE FENCE ASSOCIATION 
~    213 North Mw lagpg A   —mi       Depc 10-A 

t—"  ~ r _i 

J PAGE 

53 i 

errcf/b»ce 

CHAIN LINK — ORNAMENTAL   WROUGHT IRON 

.IK; 

CityWater 
•-... -v- Countrv Home 

2 Cents a Day 
Wterpuw i-rit IT^. XTIT ran. -in? 

103 Jr." 

>: 

KEWANEE 

1: ? liii 

200 KEWANEE Systems 

■SEEL   11* lnT— JI«H 

KT« O-LE - • k~i IT    ,L5 :: 

KEWANEE 

MINERAL WOOL 

The Perfect Insulator 

Reduces Upkeep in Your Home 

This entirely mineral material is cold-proof, heat-proof, 
vermin-proof and sound-proof. 
Buildings lined with it are many degrees cooler in Sum- 
mer and many degrees warmer in Winter.   In Winter 
fuel alone it will effect a saving which will pay for cost 
of installation within a short period. 

The proper insulation of any building is a real economy 
and an added comfort.   Mineral Wool has conclusively 
proven to builders and home owners that its effective 
insulating qualities are exceptional and the cost insignif- 
icant for the advantages it supplies. 
For greater comfort and economy we urge your investi- 
gation of Mineral Wool. 
Sample and illustrated booklet on request. 

L. 5. Mineral Wool Company 
Madison Avenue New York 

Mineral Wool Co. 

:   : h< :< -A ^ ; ■  mm   • ■ ■ ■ 1 » 

RADIATORS 

In-the-Walls 

Our-of-thc-\X~iy 

Out-of-Sight 

ROME  BRASS RADIATOR 

.'       -2%" 5.~"?r." Sit. Y:re 

> Garbage 
-   - * Disposal 

r j-: J 1 -jc :'~z JU- 

I cistern GOOD-BYE GARBAGE CAN 
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